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RHPA

Duties and Obiects of Colleges

Dufy of College
z.l It is the duty of the College to work in consultation with the Minister to ensure, as a

matter of public urterest, that the people of Ontario have access to adequate numbers of

qualified, iLitl"¿ and competent regulated health professionals' 2008' c' l8' s- l'

Objects of College
3. ( I ) The College has the following objects'

l. To regulate the practice of the profession and to govern the members in accordance

with the healttr profession Act, this Code and the Regulated Health Professions

Act, I991 and the regulations and by-,laws'

2. To.develop, establish and maintain standards of qualification lor persons to be issued

certificates o f registration.

3. To develop, establish and maintain programs and standards of practice to assure the

qualify of the practice of the profession'

4. 'I-o develop, establish and maintain standards of knowledge and skill and programs to

promoteãntinuing evaluation, competence and improvement among the members'

4.1 To develop, in collaboration and consultation with other Colleges, standards of

knowledgå, skill and judgment relating to the performance olcontrolled acts

"o-,ooriumong 
healih professions to enhance interprolessional collaboration, while

respecting the rinique character of individual health professions and their members'

5. To develop, establish and maintain standards of professional ethics for the members'

6- To develop, establish and rnaintain programs to assist individuals to exercise their

rights under this Code and the Regulated Heatth Professions Act, ] 991 '

T.Toadminister the health profession Act, this code and the Regulated Health

professions Act, lggl as it relates to the profession and to perform the other duties

and exercise the other po\Ãiers that are imposed or conlened on the College'

g- To promote and enhance relations befween the College and its members, other

health profession colleges, key stakeholders, and the pubtic.

9. To promote inter-professional collaboration with other health profession colleges'

10. To develop, establish, and maintain standards and programs to promote the ability

of members to respond to changes in practice environments, advances in

technolory and other emerging issues-

I l. Any other objects retating to human health care that the Council considers

desirable. t9é1, c. 18, SJrte¿. 2, s.3 (l); 2007, c- 10, Sched' M, s' l8; 2009, c'26'

s. 2a (l l)-

Dufy
(2) In carrying out its objects, the College has a duty to serye and protect the public

interest. I991, c. 18, Sched. 2, s- 3 (2)'

.1
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COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS OF ONTARIO 
MISSION, VISION, VALUES AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES  

 
MISSION 
 
The College of Chiropractors of Ontario regulates the profession in the public 
interest to assure ethical and competent chiropractic care. 
 
VISION 
 
Committed to Regulatory Excellence in the Public Interest in a Diverse 
Environment. 
 
VALUES 
 

• Integrity  
• Respect 
• Collaborative 
• Innovative 
• Transparent 
• Responsive 

 
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 
 

 
1. Build public trust and confidence and promote understanding of the role of 

CCO amongst all stakeholders. 
 

2. Ensure the practice of members is safe, ethical, and patient-centered. 
 

3. Ensure standards and core competencies promote excellence of care while 
responding to emerging developments. 

 
4. Optimize the use of technology to facilitate regulatory functions and 

communications. 
 

5. Continue to meet CCO’s statutory mandate and resource priorities in a 
fiscally responsible manner. 
 

                                      Developed at the strategic planning session: September 2017  
 



CCO Cooe or, CoruDUcT FOR CURRCruT AND
FoRnneR EI.eCreD AND PUELIC MCMSCNS OF

GouncrL AND Not¡-CouNcrL Conn¡vurree MemBERS

Executive Committee
Approved by Council: September 28,2012
Amended: February 23,2016, April 19,2016, September 15, 2016

Current and former elected and public members of Council and non-Council committee
members must, at all times, maintain high standards of integrity, honesty and loyalty
when discharging their College duties. They must act in the best interest of the College.
They shall:

1. be familiar and comply with the provisions of the Regulated Health Professions
Act, l99l (RHPA), its regulations and the Health Professions Procedural Code,
the Chiropractìc Act I 991 , its regulations, and the by-laws and policies of the
College;

2. diligently take part in committee work and actively serve on committees as

elected and appointed by the Council;

3. regularly attend meetings on time and participate constructively in discussions;

4. offer opinions and express views on matters before the College, Council and
committee, when appropriate;

5. participate in all deliberations and communications in a respectful, courteous and
professional manner, recognizing the diverse background, skills and experience of
members on Council and committees;

6. uphold the decisions made by Council and committees, regardless of the level of
prior individual disagreement;

7. place the interests of the College, Council and committee above self-interests;

8. avoid and, where that is not possible, declare any appeatance of or actual conflicts
of interestsl;

refrain fiom including or referencing Council or committee positions held at the
College in any personal or business promotional materials, advertisements and
business cards;2

I There is a general assumption of real or perceived conflict unless confirmation of no conflict by the
Executive Committee and/or Council, which will be addressed promptly.
2 This section does not preclude the use ofprofessional biographies for professional involvement.
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CCO Code of Conduct

10. preserve conf,rdentiality of all information before Council or committee unless
disclosure has been authorized by Council or otherwise exempted under s. 36(i)
of the RHPA;

1 l. refrain from communicating to members, including other Council or committee
members, on statutory committees regarding registration, complaints, reports,
investigations, disciplinary or fitness to practise proceedings which could be
perceived as an attempt to influence a statutory committee or a breach of
conhdentiality, unless he or she is a member of the panel or, where there is no
panel, of the statutory committee dealing with the matter;

12. refrain from communicating to members and stakeholder3 on behalf of CCO
including on social medìa, unless authorized by Councila;

13. respect the boundaries of staff whose role is not to report to or work for individual
Council or committee members; and

14. be respectful of others and not engage in behaviour that might reasonably be
perceived as verbal, physical or sexual abuse or harassment.

Potential Breaches of the Code of Gonduct

15. An elected or appointed member of Council or non-Council committee member
who becomes aware of any potential breach of this code of conduct should
immediately advise the President and Registrar, or if the potential breach involves
the President, advise the Vice President and Registrar; and

16. Potential breaches will be addressed f,rrst through informal discussion with the
Council member(s) or non-Council committee member(s), and subsequently by
written communication expressing concerns and potential consequences.

I, , Council member or non-Council committee member of the
College of Chiropractors of Ontario underlake to comply with the CCO Code of Conduct
for Current and Former Elected and Public Members of Council and Non-Council
Committee Members, both during and following my term on CCO Council or a
committee

Signature Witness

Date

3 Stakeholders include professional associations, societies, and other organizations related to the regulation,
education and practice of chiropractic.
a This does not preclude Council members from communicating about CCO, provided they are not
communicating on behalf of CCO.

2
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Rules of Order of the Council of the
Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario

Approved by Gouncil: September 20, 2014

ln this Schedule, "member" means a council member

Each agenda topic will be introduced briefly by the person or committee
representative raising it. Members may ask questions of clarification, then the
person introducing the matter shall make a motion and another member must
second the motion before it can be debated.

When any member wishes to speak, he or she shall so indicate by raising his or
her hand and shall address the chair and confine himself or herself to the matter
under discussion.

Staff persons and consultants with expertise in a matter may be permitted by the
chair to answer specific questions about the matter.

5

6

Observers at a council meeting are not allowed to speak to a matter that is under
debate.

A member may not speak again on the debate of a matter until every council
member who wishes to speak to it has been given an opportunity to do so. The
only exception is that the person introducing the matter or a staff person may
answer questions about the matter. Members will not speak to a matter more
than twice without the permission of the chair.

A member may not speak longer than five minutes upon any motion except with
the permission of Council.

When a motion is under debate, no other motion can be made except to amend
it, to postpone it, to put the motion to a vote, to adjourn the debate of the council
meeting or to refer the motion to a committee.

A motion to amend the motion then under debate shall be disposed of first. Only
one motion to amend the motion under debate can be made at a time.

3

4

7

B

I

10 When a motion is on the floor, a member shall make every effort to be present
and to remain in the room.

When it appears to the chair that the debate in a matter has concluded, when
Council has passed a motion to vote on the motion or when the time allocated to
the debate of the matter has concluded, the chair shall put the motion to a vote
and no further debate is permitted.

11



Rules of Order of Council
Approved by Council: September 20, 2014

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2

A member is not entitled to vote upon any motion in which he or she has a
conflict of interest, and the vote of any member so interested will be disallowed.

Any motion decided by the Council shall not be re-introduced during the same
session except by a two-thirds vote of the Council then present.

Whenever the chair is of the opinion that a motion offered to the Council is
contrary to these rules or the by-laws, he or she shall rule the motion out of order
and give his or her reasons for doing so.

The chair shall preserve order, etiquette and decorum, and shall decide
questions of order, which include addressing any distractions that interfere with
the business of the meeting, subject to an appeal to the Council without debate.

The above rules may be relaxed by the chair if it appears that greater informality
is beneficial in the particular circumstances unless the Council requires strict
adherence.

Members are not permitted to discuss a matter with observers while it is being
debated.

Members are to be respectful, courteous and professional while others are
speaking.

ln all cases not provided for in these rules or by other rules of Council, the
current edition of Robert's Rules of Order shall be followed so far as they may be
applicable.



List of Commonly Used Acronyms at CCO
as at September 2017

Acronym Full Name

ADR Alternative Dispute Resolution
AFC Alliance For Chiropractic (formerly CAC)
BCCC British Columbia College of Chiropractors
BDC Board of Directors of Chiropractic
cAc Chiropractic Awareness Council
ccA Canadian Chiropractic Association
CCEB Canadian Chiropractic Examining Board
ccEc Council on Chiropractic Education (Canada)

SCERP Specified Continuing Education or Remediation Proptram

ccct Canadian Chiropractic Guideline lnitiative
cco Colleee of Chironractors of Ontario
CCPA Canadian Chiropractic Protective Association
CCRF Canadian Chiropractic Research Foundation
Chiropractic Act Chiropractic Act. 1991

cMcc Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
cNo College of Nurses of Ontario
Code Health Professions Procedurql Code, Schedule 2 to the RHPA

coNo College of Naturopaths of Ontario
CPGs Clinical Practice Guidelines
CPSO College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario

cRc Chiropractic Review Committee
DAC Designated Assessment Centre

FCC Federation of Canadian Chiropractic
FCCOS(C) Fellow of the Colleee of Chiropractic Orthopaedic Specialists (Canada)

FCCR(C) Fellow of the Chiropractic College of Radiologists (Canada)

FCCPOR(C) Fellow of the Canadian Chiropractic College of Physical and Occupational
Rehabilitation (Canada)

FCCS(C) Fellow of the College of Chiropractic Sciences (Canada)

FRCCSS(C) Fellow of the Royal College of Chiropractic Sports Sciences (Canada)

FCLB Federation of Chiropractic Licensing Boards

FHRCO Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario

HARP Healins Arts Radiation Protection Act
HIA Health Insurance Act
HPARB Health Professions Appeal and Review Board

HPRAC Health Professions Regulatory Advisory Council

tcRc Inquiries, Complaints & Reports Committee
LSUP Law Society of Upper Canada

MESPO Model for the Evaluation of Scopes of Practice in Ontario

MOHLTC Ministrv of Health and Long-Term Care

MTCU Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities

NBCE National Board of Chiropractic Examiners

ocA Ontario Chiropractic Association

ODP Office Development Proi ect

oFc Offrce of the Fairness Commissioner
OHIP Ontario Health Inswance Plan

PHIPA Personal Health Information Protection Act
PPA Protecting Patients Act, 2017
PIPEDA Personal Information and Protection of Electronic Documents Act
RHPA Regulated Health Professions Act, l99I
UQTR Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières
WHO World Health Organization
WSIB Workplace Safety and Insurance Board



 

COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS OF ONTARIO 
 

Council Meeting  
 

Thursday, November 29, 2018 (8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.) and  
Friday, November 30, 2018 (8:30 a.m. – 12:30 a.m.) 1   

 
AGENDA (Public) 2 3 

 
SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-
CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 
DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action Required  Action 
By 

Priority 
Level 4 

      

  CALL TO ORDER   Starmer High 

      

  Appoint Parliamentarian  Council High 
      
  Conflict of Interest Considerations Review/ 

Declare any real 
or perceived 
conflicts of 
interest 

Council High 

      

 Vol. 1 1. Consent Agenda  Approve Council  High 

 9 1.1 Inquiries, Complaints and Reports 
 Committee Report (ICRC)  

   

      
  2. Adoption of Agenda Adopt Council  High 

      

                                                           
1 Subject to Council’s direction.  
2 If you would like the complete background documentation relating to any item on the agenda, please speak to 
Ms Willson. 
3 All decisions to be ratified by Council once properly constituted.  
4 Subject to Council’s direction. Consider addressing all agreed upon high priority items first whether they are old 
or new business items.  
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-
CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 
DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action Required  Action 
By 

Priority 
Level 4 

  3. Adoption of Minutes 5     
      
  4. Committee Reports 6 

 
    

 45 4.1 Executive Committee Report  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Report/ 
Approve 
recomm-
endations/ 
 

Starmer/ 
Council 
 
 

High 

      
  High Priority Items    
  Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 

(MOHLTC) 
Defer Repres-

entatives7 
High 

 85 4.1.3  Memo dated October 18, 2018 from 
  Helen Angus, Deputy Minister, 
  MOHLTC re: Ministry Realignment 

   

 89 4.1.4  Communication dated October 18, 
  2018 from Ms Denise Cole re: 
  MOHLTC Realignment (with 
  previous information re:  
  organizational structure attached)  

   

      

  Scope of Practice/Advertising – Existing 
Mechanisms 

Review/ 
Facilitate 
Discussion/ 
Develop 
Action Plan 

Council/ 
Willson 

High 

  Scope of Practice    

                                                           
5 Only members present at the meeting should approve the minutes.    
6 Committee Chairs: When delivering your report, please make a motion to accept your report (discussion will 
follow the seconding of the report). Please move and have seconded each recommendation. At the conclusion of 
your report, the Chair will call the vote to accept the report. Pease focus on high priority items and 
recommendations.  
7 MOHLTC representatives have been invited to a future Council meeting. Originally the invitation was to Ms 
Denise Cole but she has assumed a new role within the Ministry.    
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-
CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 
DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action Required  Action 
By 

Priority 
Level 4 

 94 4.1.5 Extract from Chiropractic Act, 1991 
  and R-008: Professional Misconduct 

   

 99 4.1.6 S-001: Chiropractic Scope of  
  Practice 

   

  Advertising    
 105 4.1.7 S-016: Advertising    
 110 4.1.8  G-016: Advertising and G-012: Use 

  of Social Media 
   

 118 4.1.9 P-004: Advertising Committee 
  Protocol 

   

 123 4.1.10 P-016: Public Display Protocol    
 128 4.1.11 CCO Public Display Statement    
 129 4.1.12 Advertising Committee Template 

  for Review 
   

 130 4.1.13 Complaints and Discipline  
  Information 

   

 131 4.1.14 Quality Assurance Checklist    
 136 4.1.15 Informal Mechanisms    
  Communications    
 139 4.1.16 E-mail blast to CCO members and 

  stakeholders, posting on website and 
  letter to editor (November 2, 2018) 

   

 150 4.1.17 Correspondence dated November 
  19, 2018 to Dr. David Starmer from 
  Dr. Ken Brough (OCA) 

   

 156 4.1.18  Communication dated  
  November 13, 2018 from Dr. Craig 
  Hazel (AFC) 

   

 159 4.1.19  Various Feedback re: CCO  
  Communication 
 
 
 

   

  Environmental Scan (including Media) Review/ 
Background 

Council  

 196 4.1.20 Globe and Mail media kit    
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-
CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 
DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action Required  Action 
By 

Priority 
Level 4 

 208 4.1.21 Chiropractors at a crossroads: The 
  fight for evidence-based treatment 
  and a profession’s reputation (on 
  line November 1, 2018) 

   

 219 4.1.22 Bones of contention: Chiropractic 
  profession wrestles with science 
  (print November 6, 2018) 

   

 226 4.1.23 Information from other jurisdictions 
  (including College of Chiropractors 
  of British Columbia) 

Review/consider 
for best 
practices 

Council  

 259 4.1.24 BMJ, Selling falsehoods? A cross-
  sectional study of Canadian  
  naturopathy, homeopathy,  
  chiropractic and acupuncture clinic 
  website claims relating to allergy 
  and asthma, Timothy Caulfied 
  (2016) 

   

      

 Vol. 2 Conflict of Interest (COI) Review/ 
Action Plan/ 
Facilitate 
Discussion 

Council/ 

Steinecke
 8 

High 

 267 4.1.25  Memo dated September 25, 2018 re: 
  Conflict of Interest Considerations 
  and Request for Feedback  

FYI   

 289 4.1.26  Memo dated November 20, 2018 re: 
  Themes arising from feedback 

FYI   

 291 4.1.27  Compilation of feedback as of 
  October 29, 2018  

Review Council High 

 372 4.1.28 Feedback from organizations  
  (OCA, AFC, CMCC) /individuals 
  providing feedback 

Review Council High 

      

  Standards of Practice, Policies, Guidelines Approve 
Amendments 

Council Medium 

                                                           
8 Mr. Richard Steinecke is scheduled to attend at 11:00 a.m. 
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-
CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 
DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action Required  Action 
By 

Priority 
Level 4 

 395 4.1.30  P-009: Dr. Harold Beasley  
  Memorial Award (draft) 

   

 397 4.1.31  P-009: Dr. Harold Beasley  
  Memorial Award (current) 

   

 398 4.1.32  P-011: Conflict of Interest for 
  Council and Non-Council  
  Committee Members (draft) 

   

 402 4.1.33 P-011: Conflict of Interest for 
  Council and Committee Members 
  (current) 

   

 406 4.1.34  CCO Code of Conduct   Reaffirm  Council  

 408 4.1.35  Policy I – 001 Procedures for Use of 
  Email for CCO Business 

Approve Council Medium 

 410 4.1.36  Draft Communique re:  
  Amendments to Standards of  
  Practice and Policies 

Approve Council High 

      
  Other Chiropractic/Health Related 

Stakeholders 
Primarily FYI 
subject to 
questions and 
verbal reports 

  

  Ontario Chiropractic  Association(OCA)    
 413 4.1.37 Miscellaneous    

  bulletins/communications   
 
 
 
 
 

   

  Federation of Canadian Chiropractic 
(FCC) 

   

 476 4.1.38 Information re: November 24, 2018 
  Meetings 

Verbal Report 
re: meetings 
November 24, 
2018 

Starmer/ 
Anderson
-Peacock/ 
Willson 
 

Medium 
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-
CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 
DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action Required  Action 
By 

Priority 
Level 4 

 497 4.1.40  Information exchange re:  
  regulations/policies relating to 
  advertising and social media  
  (extract) 

   

    Canadian Chiropractic Guidelines 
  Initiative  

   

 613 4.1.43  CCGI stakeholder report  
  (September 17, 2018)  

   

  American Chiropractic Association    
 625 4.1.44 Notification re: Spine Imaging 

  Webinar (October 16, 2018)   
   

    Federation of Chiropractic  
  Licensing Boards 

   

 628 4.1.45  Information re: Cin-Bad reporting 9    
    Association of Chiropractic  

  Colleges and Research Agenda 
  Conference (ACC-RAC 2019) 

   

 641 4.1.46  Information re: 2019 Conference    
  Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges 

of Ontario  
Verbal Report 
(time 
permitting) 

Willson Medium 

 647 4.1.48  Information from Communications 
  Working Group re: Zoomer Show 

   

 Vol. 3     
 665 4.2 Advertising Committee Report Report Amlinger Medium 
 666 4.2.1 S-016: Advertising FYI   
 671 4.2.2 G-016: Guideline FYI   
 679 4.2.3 P-004: Advertising Committee 

  Protocol 
FYI   

 680 4.2.4  P-016: Public Display Protocol FYI   
      
 685 4.3 Discipline Committee Report Report/ 

Approve 
Recommendatio
ns 

Cressman High 

 688 4.3.1 CCO v. Dr. Edward Hayes Decision 
  (received October 15, 2018) 

   

                                                           
9 Defer to Executive to consider costs/benefits of participating in reporting.  
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-
CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 
DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action Required  Action 
By 

Priority 
Level 4 

 703 4.3.2 CCO v. Dr. Michael Reid (received 
  September 10, 2018) 

   

      
 714 4.4Fitness to Practice Committee Report Report/ 

Approve 
Recommendatio
ns 

Peterson High 

 715 4.4.1  Terms of Reference (draft)    
      
 717 4.5 Patient Relations Committee Report Report/ 

Approve 
Recommendatio
ns 

Bourdeau
/ 
Council 

High 

 727 4.6 Quality Assurance Committee Report Report/ 
Approve 
Recommendatio
ns 

Anderson
-Peacock/ 
Council 

High 

 732 4.6.1  S-021: Assistive Devices (draft)    
 738 4.6.2  S-021: Assistive Devices (current)    
 744 4.6.3  G-008: Business Practices (draft)    
 751 4.6.4 G-008: Business Practices (current)    
 757 4.6.5  Miscellaneous Feedback re: billing 

  etc. 
   

 818 4.6.6  G-009: Code of Ethics (draft)    
 822 4.6.7 G-009: Code of Ethics (current)    
 826 4.6.8 P - ?? Public Screenings (draft)    
 830 4.6.9 P-016: Public Display Protocol 

  (current) 
   

      

 835 4.7 Registration Committee Report Report/ 
Approve 
Recommendatio
ns 

Hardick High 

 838 4.7.1 Terms of Reference (draft)    
 841 4.7.2  Terms of Reference (current)    
 843 4.7.3 By-law 16: Professional Liability 

  Insurance (draft) 
Approve for 
circulation 
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-
CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 
DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action Required  Action 
By 

Priority 
Level 4 

 844 4.7.4 By-law 16: Professional Liability 
  Insurance (current) 

   

 845 4.7.5  P-045: CCO’s Legislation and 
  Ethics Examination (draft) 

   

 847 4.7.6 P-045: CCO’s Legislation and 
  Ethics Examination 

   

 849 4.7.7  P-050: Supervision and Direction of 
  Chiropractors in Training (draft) 

   

 853 4.7.8 P-050: Supervision and Direction of 
  Chiropractors in Training (current) 

   

 857 4.7.9  2019 On-line renewal information  
  (individuals and corporations) 10 

   

 865 4.7.10 News from the Office of the  
  Fairness Commissioner (November 
  2018) 

   

      
  5. New Business 

 
   

  Elections  Approve  Council High 
 913 5.1 2019 Notice of Election and 

 Nomination Guide (draft) 11 
   

 922 5.2 By-law 6:Elections  FYI   
      
  6. For Your Information FYI (subject to 

questions) 12 
  

 930 6.1 BMJ, Evidence based medicine: a 
 movement in crisis? Trisha Greenhalgh 
 (2014) 

   

 937 6.2 Chiropractic & Manual Therapies, 
 Outcomes indicators and a risk 
 classification system for spinal 
 manipulation under anesthesia: a 
 narrative review and proposal, 
 DiGiorgi et al (2014) 

   

                                                           
10 Distributed in October 2018.  
11 Dependent on approval of Executive Committee recommendation re: By-election in District 1.  
12 Any council member may request pulling information from the FYI section and adding to the main agenda if of 
interest for discussion.  
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-
CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 
DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action Required  Action 
By 

Priority 
Level 4 

 948 6.3 Chiropractic & Manual Therapies, 
 Spinal manipulation under anesthesia: 
 a narrative review of the literature and 
 commentary, DiGiorgi (2013) 

   

 962 6.4 Spinal Research The Posture Series 
 (2018) 

   

 973 6.5 Pursuing a Pain-based Model to 
 Chiropractic Clinical Practice, 
 DiGiorgi (2015)  

   

 1008 6.6 Extracts from recent issues of CPSO 
 Dialogue (discipline costs and 
 managing low risk complaints) 

   

 1015 6.7 News Release dated March 24, 2015 
 from CPSO – Professional Obligations 
 and Human Rights 

   

 1017 6.8 Modernizing Oversight of Professions, 
 Maciura (March 2018)  

   

 1024 6.9 Extracts from  Grey Areas (September – 
 December 2018)   

   

 1032 6.10  Council Member Terms    

      

Ss. 
7(2) 
(b)(c) 
(d)(e) 

 Move in Camera Consider/ 
Order 

Council  

 Vol. 4 7. In Camera Discussions 13 14    

      

  Move out of Camera Ratify  decisions 
made in- camera 

  

      

                                                           
13 Subject to Council discussion and direction re: moving in camera, consistent with the requirements of Ss 7(2) of 
the Health Professions Procedural Code, schedule 2 to the RHPA.  
14 The timing of any in camera discussions will be dependent on the availability of outside counsel and consultants. 
Time permitting, in camera items may be started on Thursday, November 29 and concluded on Friday, November 
30, 2018. 
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SECTIONS 
OF THE 
CODE FOR 
IN-
CAMERA 
SESSIONS 
IF 
DIRECTED 
BY 
COUNCIL 

Page 
No. 

ITEM Action Required  Action 
By 

Priority 
Level 4 

  DATE AND TIME OF MEETINGS 15     

                                                           
15 Please mark your Calendar and Advise Rose Bustria ASAP if you are unable to attend any meetings.   
 
Executive Committee Meeting Dates to May 2019 
All Executive Committee meetings are at CCO and are scheduled from 8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. unless otherwise 
noted. Consider change in timing for Executive meetings? Schedule meeting dates to April 2019. 
 

Year Date Time Event Location 
2019 Tuesday, January 8 8:00 a.m. – 4 p.m. Meeting CCO 

 Tuesday, March 12 
(Mr. Cressman may be 
calling in) 

8:00 a.m. – 4 p.m. Meeting CCO 

 Tuesday, May 14 8:00 a.m. – 4 p.m. Meeting CCO 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Council Meeting Dates to November 2019 
  
All Council meetings are at CCO and are scheduled from 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. unless otherwise noted. Schedule 
meeting dates to April 2019. 

Year Date Time Event Location 
2018 Thursday, November 

29 
8:30  a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Council Meeting CCO 
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  ADJOURNMENT    

                                                           
 Friday, November 30 8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.  Council Meeting 

(Communications 
Workshop 
continued) 

CCO 

 Friday, November 30 Evening Holiday Party Archeo, The Distillery District 

     

2019 Wednesday, February 
27  

8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.  Council Meeting CCO 

 Tuesday, April 30 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Council Meeting CCO 

 Wednesday, May 1 8:30 a.m. – 2 p.m. Council Meeting 
(Orientation/ 
Elections) 

CCO 

 Tuesday, June 18 6 p.m. Annual General 
Meeting 

Vinci Ballroom 
Four Seasons Hotel  
60 Yorkville Avenue 
Toronto 
M4W 0A4 

 Wednesday, June 19 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Council Meeting CCO 

 Friday, September 13 8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. 
(possible 1 p.m. start 
time depending on 
location) 

Strategic 
Planning/Topic 
Specific Focused 
Meeting 

Kingbridge Conference Centre and 
Institute, 
12750 Jane Street, King City Ontario 
L7B 1A3 
www.kingbridgecentre.com 

 Saturday, September 
14 

8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Council Meeting   Kingbridge 

 Sunday, September 15 8:30 a.m. – 12 noon Strategic 
Planning/Topic 
Specific Meeting (as 
required) 

TBD 

 Thursday, November 
28 

8:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. Council Meeting CCO 

 Friday, November 29 Evening Holiday Party TBD 
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ITEM 1.1 I
Submitted to CCO on November 6,2018

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
lnquiries, Gomplaints and Reports Gommittee Report to Council
November 29,2018

Members: Dr. Gauri Shankar, Chair
Ms Patrice Burke, Public Member
Dr. Steve Gillis, non-Council Member
Dr. Brian Schut, Council Member

Staff Support: Ms Christine McKeown,Investigations, Complaints & Reports Officer
Ms Tina Perryman, Manager, Inquiries, Complaints & Reports

Since the last Council meeting, the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC)
met on three occasions, and reviewed 27 complaints. ICRC made decisions on 17 complaints.
Two section 75(c) investigator appointments were requested by the ICRC.

The Committee continues to work effectively thanks to the hard work of Drs. Gillis and
Schut, public member Ms Patrice Burke and the perpetual efforts of Ms McKeown and Ms
Perryman. Thank you also to Ms Szamtez who has the ability to decipher our meetings.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Gauri Shankar, Chair
Inquiries, Complaints & Reports Committee



45
ITEM 4.1

Generated Internally

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Executive Gommittee Report to Gouncil
November 29 2018

a

Members Dr. David Starmer, President
Dr. Liz Anderson-Peacock, Vice-President
Mr. Doug Cressman, Treasurer
Ms Georgia Allan
Ms Patrice Burke
Dr. Kristina Peterson
Dr. Gauri Shankar

Staff Support: Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research
Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

I lntroduct¡on

I am pleased to present the Executive Committee ("Committee") report to
Council. Since the Council meetings on September 14,15,2018, the
Committee has had one in person meeting on October 30,2018, and one
teleconference meeting on November 15, 2018. The draft, confidential
minutes are included in the council information package and are subject to
approval by the Committee at the meeting on January 8,2019. Please note that
this Council meeting will be informational and decisions will need to be
ratified at a future properly constituted Council meeting.

'We 
are anticipating a number of guests at the Council meeting, and have

changed the usual order of the agenda to accommodate those matters which
appear to be of high interest, including the topics of Scope of Practice,
Advertising, and Conflict of Interest. The matters with respect to which
Council is permitted to go in camera pursuant to Ss 7 (2) of the Code,

Schedule 2 to the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, such as the
Treasurer's Report and legal advice will be defened until all committee
reports are concluded. My intention is to have the facilitated discussions
around scope of practice and advertising as well as conflict of interest at
approximately I 1:00 a.m. when Mr. Richard Steinecke will be attending the
meeting.

a
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ll High Priority ltems

A. Scope of Practice and Advertising (Approximately l1:00 a.m.)

Ms Willson will be facilitating a discussion with Council about what
mechanisms CCO currently has in place and what mechanisms CCO should
consider, consistent with the College's role to regulate in the pubtic interest.
Many of our existing provisions are strong, including the complaints and
discipline processes and quality assurance initiatives. However, it is important
to be selÊreflective and to consider what else the college can and should do to
regulate the profession under the existing legislative provisions, and what
efforts the CCO should participate in to help drive change to the governing
legislation. The RHPA is the governing legislation for all of the heath
regulatory colleges in Ontario, and I know there have been discussions at
various levels including with the Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of
Ontario about how to modernize public protection under the RHPA.I look
forward to hearing feedback from Council members about the various options.

I expect there will be a healtþ debate about the options including a
consideration of work done by regulators in other jurisdictions. Further, Dr.
Anclerson-Peacock, Ms Willson and I will be able to report on our discussions
at the Regulatory Council meeting of the Federation of Canadian Chiropractic
(FCC) on November 24,2018.

o

I anticipate that following the discussion at Council, there will be a direction
to of next steps for a number of committees including the Executive, Quality
Assurance and Advertising, with recofirmendations being made to Council at
the February 27,2019 Council meeting.

B. Conflict of lnterest

CCO has received a lot of feedback concerning the adequacy of our existing
conflict of interest provisions, which include the new undertaking, code of
conduct, rules of order, by-laws and a conflict of interest policy. 'We 

have
asked Mr. Richard Steinecke who is an expert on self-regulation and the
provisions of the RHPA and who provides advice to many regulators, to
facilitate a discussion at Council on how the feedback helps inform CCO's
decision making concerning possible changes to existing provisions including
the by-laws relating to eligibility to serve on Council.
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a The Committee appreciates Council members seeking clarification about any
potential conflicts of interest before accepting any positions outside of
Council. It is in Council's interest to ensure Council members are treated
consistently and fairly, within the parameters of CCO's existing conflict of
interest provisions.

a I anticipate that following the discussion at Council, there will be a direction
to the Executive to consider the various options and make a recommendation
to Council at the Council meeting on February 27,2019.

G. Bylaws

As Council members are aware, CCO is currently conducting a
comprehensive review of all of its byJaws to ensure they are consistent with
best practices and reflect CCO's strategic objectives, including for example
greater reliance on technology and less reliance on paper. Only Council has

the authority to approve a by-law amendment, and by-law amendments must
be circulated for 60 days before they may be approved.

a One matter of more urgency which Mr. Steinecke recommends we address
without waiting for the further comprehensive by-law review, is that currently,
the election of Dr. Kristina Peterson in District I is inconsistent with the time
lines outlined in By-law 6.6 (c) which reference an election in district 1 every
three years starting in 1997 (i.e. 1997 , 2000, 2003 , 2006, 2009, 2012, 2015,
2018,2021). The Committee has the following recommendation:

Recommendatíon I

That Council call a by-election in Dístrict I þr a two year term starting in April
2019 and ending in April 2021 to bring the timing of elections in sync with the

current by-laws.

o
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lll Medium/Lower Priority ltems

A. Federation of Ganadian Chiropractic (FGC)

I am looking forward to the upcoming meeting of regulators (including British
Columbia and Alberta) at the FCC meetings on November 23,2018. There
may be a further opportunity for CCO to leam fi'orn other regulators dealing
with similar challenges, and to demonstrate leadership and a commitment to
enhanced public protection including the harmonizationof standards across
the country. Dr. Anderson-Peacock, Ms Willson and I will provide a verbal
report about the FCC meetings at the Council meeting. I trust there will also
be fruitful discussions building on the implementation of CCO's
communication strategies developed at the September 2018 strategic planning
session.

B Review of Standards of Practice, Policies and Guidelines

The Committee has reviewed and considered standards of practice, policies
and guidelines previously recommended by the Committee and has the
following recommendations for Council' s consideration:

a

Recommendøtion 2:

That Councíl approve:

Amendments to P-09: Dr. Harold Beasley Memorial Award; and
Amendments to P-01l: Conflict of Interestþr Council and Non-Council
Committee Members.

3

That Council reffirm the CCO Code of Conduct.

Recommendøtíon 4:

That Council approve new IG-001: Proceduresþr Use of Emailþr CCO
Business.
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a

That Council approve the dístributíon of the draft Communique re: Amendments
to Standards of Practice and Policies approved at the September 14, 15, 20lB
meeting following approval of those minutes).

C. Gommunicat¡ons/Strategic Planning

Plans are underway for CCO's 201 8 AGM, scheduled for June 18, 2019 at the
Four Seasons Hotel. I am in the process of considering an appropriate guest
speaker, and am open to suggestions from Council members. I also look
forward to the refinement of a communication plan and implementation of the
ideas developed by Council at the communications plan workshop on
September 15,16,20t8.

a I know Ms Andrea Szartetz is continuing work on the next newsletter. Please
forward any remaining articles or topics to Ms Szametz at the earliest
opportunity. I think it will be important to include information in the
newsletter relating to CCO's discussions and action plans relating to the scope
of practice, advertising and conflict of interest discussions. There was a lot of
feedback from members and other stakeholders about these topics and
members' engagement with CCO should be acknowledged and encouraged.

D. Chiropractic Organizations/Health Related Stakeholders

Included in the Council information package is a variety of information
relating to various chiropractic organizations and other health regulatory
organizations. Council members will note the following:

The Ontario Chiropractic Association has issued a number of
communiques conceming their board elections and various advocacy
initiatives including the advocacy day on November 20,2018. There are a
number of positive articles being done with the Globe and Mail. We are in
the process of scheduling a meeting of the Executive Officers of both the
OCA and CCO and may be in a position to report at the Council meeting.

o

a
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a

Dr. Anderson-Peacock, Ms willson and I will be attending the Federation
of Canadian Chiropractic (FCC) meeting on November 24,2018. At the
Regulatory council meeting there will be an opportunity for regulators to
share best practices and discuss various initiatives including the British
Columbia Evidence Review Committee proposal. Regulators have also
exchanged their advertising and social media documents to facilitate
discussions. A comprehensive Entry-to-Practice Competency Profile has
been developed by the Council on Chiropractic Education Canada. It may
be useful for the Registration and Quality Assurance Committees in
particular to review this document from the perspective of having some
consistency in the development of core competencies from accreditation,
through registration and the ongoing life-long learning of members.

Mr. Joel Friedman is attending the Canadian Chiropractic Examining
Board (CCEB) meetings on November 23,2018, and he will provide a
verbal report on those meetings at the Council meeting.

The Federation of Chiropractic Licensing Boards has a data. hase which
includes information about discipline findings, and the committee will be
reviewing the information to determine the advisability of participating. In
principle it seems like a good idea to increase information and sharing, but
we will need to consider the costs, and consistency of reporting
information. I expect the Committee will have a recommendation for
Council at the next Council meeting.

Ms Willson, Mr. Friedman and I are attending a Federation of Health
Regulatory Colleges of Ontario (FHRCO) meeting the afternoon of
December 3,2018 to hear a presentation from the College of Nurses
concerning their proposed new structure for college councils which
includes reducing the size of health regulatory colleges and moving
towards a competency based framework for selection of council members.
Ms Willson continues to participate on the FHRCO Executive Committee
and other staff members participate in other working groups (including
quality assurance, and communications).
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lV Conclusion

In addition to the matters noted above, the Committee is dealing with a variety
of other issues reflected in the draft minutes. I encourage all Council members
to diarize the various meeting dates reflected in the agenda.

a I appreciate everyone's ongoing involvement and commitment to CCO. I look
forward to an interesting and successful Council meeting and to working with
all of you to carefully consider the recent regulatory issues raised by
stakeholders and others. I have confidence that we will be able to conduct a

considered, comprehensive review of CCO's regulatory functions, and with
the commitment of all the people around the table, will be able to develop a
path forward with a continued focus on CCO's role in regulating chiropractic
in the public interest. Thank you for your support.

Respectfully submitted by,

Dr. David Starmer
President
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trEM 4.1.3 85
Rose Bustria

Subject:
Attachments

FW: Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care Realignment
Deputy Minister Partner Memo October 18 201B.pdf; ATT00001.htm

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Thursday, October 18,2o18 8:25 PM

To,- r

CC: rav,.

Subject: Fwd: Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care Realignment

Jo-Ann \Millson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Office of the Deputy Minister (MOHLTC)" <dm-mohltc@ontario
Date: October 18,2018 aÍ8:04:22 PM EDT
To: Undisclosed recipients:;
Subject: Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care Realignment

October 18,2018

MEMORANDUM TO: Health Sector Partners

FROM Helen Angus
Deputy Minister
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care

Ministry Realignment

We are all committed to a patient-centred health care system that is effective and
efficient and delivers high quality care for patients. Many of you are rethinking
your care pathways and processes to put the patient at the centre of your
organization. I believe there is great value in the ministry also organizing itself in
a way that better reflects how the health system is organized, making it easier for
you and patients to interact with us.

I want you to be aware of some structural changes announced today that will
clarify and simplify lines of accountability and allow our organization to be more
nimble and outcome focused by:

Aligning acute and emergency services, bringing hospitals, provincial
programs and emergency services together;
Bringing together community and mental health and addictions services,
including integrating youth mental health services;
Ensuring end-to-end planning and implementation for long{erm care
homes;

1
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. lntegrating capital, workforce and system capacity planning;

. Aligning the Chief Medical Officer of Health with population and public
health oversight;

. Combining public drug programs and assistive devices;

. Better connecting the Provincial Chief Nursing Officer with policy to
provide strategic clinical nursing expertise on a broad range of health
care policy and transformation initiatives. Aligning our policy, research,
and innovation work to ensure patient-focused outcomes; and

. Centralizing the responsibilities for LHIN-managed health services under
an Associate aligned with key capacity, workforce and planning functions
allowing for end-to-end management of health services for better
outcomes and improved integration.

Associate Deputy Minister, Health Services (renamed from Delivery and
lmplementation) Melanie Fraser, who recently joined our ministry, will have the
following divisions reporting to her:

Acute and Emergency Services led by Melissa Farrell, Assistant Deputy
Minister, including hospitals, quality improvement, provincial programs
and emergency health services.
Capacity Planning and Gapital led by Michael Hillmer, Assistant Deputy
Minister on an interim basis, including health capital investment, capacity
planning, health workforce planning and regulatory affairs.
Gommunity, Mental Health and Addictions and French Language
Services led by Tim Hadwen, Assistant Deputy Minister, including local
health planning and delivery, primary care and home care, as well as
child, youth, forensic and justice mental health services. Transfer of
programs from the Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services
will be effective October 29.
Long-Term Care Homes, led by Brian Pollard, Assistant Deputy Minister,
including long-term care home renewal.

Divisions now reporting directly to me as the Deputy Minister include

1. Drugs and Devices, led by Suzanne McGurn, Assistant Deputy
Minister, including assistive devices.

2. Ontario Health lnsurance Plan, led by Lynn Guerriero, Assistant
Deputy Minister, including claims services.

3. Chief Medical Officer of Health and Population and Public Health,
led by Dr. David Williams, including all population and public health
programs and services.

4. Strategic Policy and Planning, led by Patrick Dicerni, Assistant
Deputy Minister, including the Provincial Chief Nursing Officer, health
workforce regulatory oversight, and health innovation to embed
innovation earlier in the development of our strategic direction.

5. Corporate Services, led by Peter Kaftarian, CAO, on an interim
basis.

6. Secretariat for Ending Hallway Medicine, led by Fredrika Scarth,
Director.

7. Associate Deputy Minister and Ghief lnformation Officer, led by
Lorelle Taylor, Associate Deputy Minister and Chief lnformation
Officer.

86
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8. Communications and Marketing, led by Jean-Claude Camus,
Assistant Deputy Minister.

As we transition, Sharon Lee Smith, Denise Cole and Roselle Martino will stay on
with the ministry on assignments to support priority areas. Sharon Lee will lead
the ministry lndigenous engagement efforts ensuring there is stability in our key
relationships and addressing any critical issues. Denise will lead the ministry in
setting up an expedited review of legislation and regulation to identify
impediments to more effective and efficient operations of the health system and
the ministry in its oversight role. Roselle will continue to advise on the opioid
strategy.

lncluded in this email is a link to our new organizational chart.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you in advance for your partnership
and collaboration. Today's announcement will ensure we are ready to work with
you on the challenges and opportunities ahead.

Sincerely,

Helen Angus

87
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Organization Chart
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From:
Sent:
To:

Cole, Denise (MOHLTC) < Denise.Cole@ontario.ca>
Thursday, October L8, 2018 8:28 PM
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Cc:
t

Subject: PLEASE READ - Mínístry of Health & Long-Term Care Realígnment -

What it Means for You

Hello Health Regulatory Colleges Colleagues,

By now you may have seen the memo from Deputy Minister Helen Angus making you
awar€ of some structural changes announced today that will clarify and símplify lines of
accountability and allow the ministry to be more nimble and outcome focused. The
changes impact my dívision, Health Workforce Planning and Regulatory Affairs, which is
one of the divisíons that has been merged within the ministry based on the new program
structure.

f.ìf ralarrqnna fn rrnn tha F.lealfh Workforce ãt1 ul aÍ¡¡nt Oversirrhf Flrannh ¡/Allicnn l-lannr

Director) has been realisned to the Strateqic Policy and Planninq Division (SPPD) to
allow for centralized se of oolicv and olannino. Allison remains the Director of the
hrannh anrl nnrnr rannrfc. fn ADM Patrick ¡ Th¡S nhan¿ra ie affanf irralrr irnrrra¡liafalrr

The branch moves intact to SPPD. hence. re âre no chanoes to its structure and the
manaqers and staff that vou dealt with remain the same

Turning to me, the Deputy Minister has asked me to lead the ministry in setting up an
expedited review of legislation and regulation to identify impediments to more effective
and efficient operations of the health system and the ministry in its oversight role.
(Perhaps you are not rid of me yet! @) I am quite excited by this assignment.

On a personal note, I want to say it has been an absolute joy to work with you and your
colleagues. I have learned so much from each of you. I am sure our paths will cross
again, but in the meantime as we say in Jamaica "walk good and may good dupy (spirit)
walk with you".

I
Best,



Denise

Denise Cole
Assistant Deputy Minister, Health Workforce Planning & Regulatory Affairs Division
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
5Q,,[[çllesley StreetWest, 12th Floor ..]
Torünto ON MsS 2S3
¡: a'¡{:f 1 2-zo a a I c : 6 4T -2a2-86241F : 4 1 6 -327 -1 87 ïlE: o e n ¡ se. c o t e øS n ta r

A/Executive Assistant: Lorraíne de Braganca 416-327-1450 or Lormine.deBraqanca(@ontario.ca
A/ExecutiveSupportcoordi¡ator:LynnD,Souza416-212-6115o@
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Subject: FW: HWPRAD'S New Organizational Structure

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Mondav, January 08, 2018 7:53 PM

Subject: Fwd: HWPRAD'S New Organizational Structure

Exec and Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B

Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario 
"130 Bloor St. West. Suite 902 .

Toronto" ON M5S 1N5
Tel: {416) 922S355 ext. 111 .
Fax: {416} 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on,ca t

Web Site: wwr,v.cco.orì.ca

CON FI DENTIALITY WARN ING:

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the
person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure ¡s str¡ctly prohibited. lf you have
received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete allcopies including
any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

Begin forwarded message

From : "Co le, Den ise (MOH LTC) " <Denise"Cole@ontario.ca>

Date: Janua 2018 at 7:39:14 PM EST

Subject: New Organizational Structure

Dear Colleagues,

Since its creation in September 2005, the Health Workforce Planning and
Regulatory Affairs Division (HWPRAD) has brought a strategic focus to
the issues of supply, mix, demand and distribution of the province's health
workforce to meet current and future healthcare needs of Ontarians. The
division also focuses on ensuring that the province's health care
profess¡onals and workers are competent and safe. Originally named the
Health Human Resources Strategy Division, its primary task was
implementation of the HealthForceOntario Strategy, launched in 2006.
Since that time, while its mission remains the same, the division's core
mandate and strategic focí have evolved; hence, an organizational review
was und€rtaken to make sure we have the capacity to fulfill our changed
mandate among other things.

a
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The review recommended a new organizational structure which is in place
as of today. lt consists of:

t. Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight Branch (formerly Health
System Labour Relations and Regulatory Policy Branch) is
responsible for all affairs relating to regulatory oversíght of
Ontario's healthcare workforce, including administering the
Regulated Health Professions Act, overseeing the province's health
regulatory colleges, and providing secætariat support to the Health
Professions Regulatory Advisory Council (HPRAC). lt also provides
strategic direction for the creation of regulatory policies to support
safe, high-quality patient care. New units within the branch are:
Regulatory Oversight and Performance Unit, Regulatory Design
and lmplementation Unit, and Strategic Regulatory Policy Unit.

2. Heatth Workforce Ptanning Branch (føtetly Health Workforce
Policy Branch) is accountable for all matters relating to health
workforce planning, including labour relations; initiatives such as
the physician's locum programs, PSW training fund, and Nursing
Graduate Guarantee program; and oversight of HealthForceOntario
Marketing and Recruitment Agency (HFOMRA). lt is also
responsible for data analytícs to support health workforce planning
decisions. The branch's new units are: Health Workforce Ëvidence
Unit, Health Workforce Planning and Programs Unit, and Health
Workforce Strategic Policy Unit.

3. Office of the Provincial Chief Nursing Officer (replaces the
Nursing Policy and lnnovation Branch). The PCNO will provide
clinical expertise as the technical and clinical advisor on a broad
range of issues regarding nursing such as best practices, models of
care, patient safety, and the nursing workforce within the overall
framework of healthcare policy and system transformation. The
individualwill be a resource to the ministry and across the OPS.

4. Office of the Assisfanú Deputy Minister, a new unit, Business
lntegration Services, has been created within the ADMO to provide
centralized management of transfer payment agreements and
contracts, the division's finances and reporting, agency reporting,
and business processes. lt will also coordinate corporate activities
such as the annual budget exercise for the division.

Allison Henry, Director of the Health Workforce Regulatory Oversight
Branch, and Stephen Cheng, Manager of the Strategic Regulatory Policy
Unit will continue to be your main points of contact with the division.

Let me know if you have any questions or feel free to reach out to Allison
or Stephen.

Best,

Ðer¿¿o¿
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Denise Cole
Assisfanf Deputy Minister, Health Workforce Planning & Regulatory Affairs Division
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
S6Wellesley Sfreef West, 12th Floor
Toronto ON M5S 2S3
T: 416-212-76881C: 647-282-86241F: 416-327-18781E: Denße.Cole@.ontario.ca

NExecutive Assisúanf; Lorraine de Braganca 416-327-1450 or
Lorr aine. de B r aganca@ ontar io. cø
AlExecutive Support Coordinator: Andreea lacob 416-212-61 1 5 or
Andr ee a. I aco b 3 @ owør io- ca

PLEASE NOTE: The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachments is privileged
and confidential, and is intended only for the use of the recÍpíent(s) named above. If you have received
this e-mail in error, please notiÍy me immediately and delete this e-mail and any attachments without
copying, distributing or disclosing their comments.
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Scope of practice

ChiropracticAct. 1991 S.O. 1991, c. 21

|TEM 4.1.5 94
3 The practice of chiropractic is rne assessment of conditions related to the spine,

nervous system and joínts and the díagnosis, prevention and treatment, primarily by

adjustment, of,

(a) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the spine

and the effects of those dysfunctions or disorders on the nervous system; and

(b) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the joints.

1991 , c.21, s. 3.

Authorized acts

4 ln the course of engaging in the practice of chíropractic, a member is authorized,
subject to the terms, conditions and limitations imposed on his or her certificate of
registration, to perform the following:

1. Communicating a diagnosis identifying, as the cause of a person's symptoms,

i. a disorder arising from the structures or functions of the spine and their

effects on the nervous system, or

ii. a disorder arising from the structures or functions of the joints of the

extremities.

2. Moving the joints of the spine beyond a person's usual physiological range of
motion using a fast, low amplitude thrust.

3. Putting a finger beyond the anal verge for the purpose of manipulating the

tailbone. 1991 , c.21, s.4.

https://www.ontario.callaws/statute/9 1 c21 1t1
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R-008

Ontario Regulation 852/93
Under the Chiropract¡c AcL 1991
Effective Date: December31, 1993
No amendments as of December 31

Professional Misconduct

95

1 996

The following are acts of professional misconduct for the purposes of clause 51.1 (c)

of the Health Professionals Procedural Code.

The Practice of the Profession and the Care of and Relationship with
Patients

1,. Contravcning a tcrrn, condition or limitation imposed on the memberk
certificate of registration.

2. 
. _Ç-ol!.uvgyrg .u stur{{d of pta"tice of the pt or failing to maintain the
standard of practice expected of members of the profession.

3. Doing anything to a patient for therapeutic, preventative, palliative, diagnostic,
cosmetic or other health-related purposes in a situation in which consent is
required by law, without such consent.

4. Delegating a controlled act contrary to the Act or the Regulated Henlth Professions

Act, L99L, or the regulations under either of those Acts.

5. Abusing a patient verbally, physically, psychologically or emotionally.

6. Practising the profession while the member's ability to do so is impaired by any
substance.

7. Discontinuing needed professional services unless,

. the patient requests the discontinuation;

. alternative services are arranged; or
¡ the patient is given a reasonable opportunity to arrange alternative services.

B. Discontinuing professional services contrary to the terms of an agreement
between the member and a hospital, nursing home or other facility or agency
that provides health services to the public unless,

r the discontinuation is requested by the hospital, nursing home or other
facility or agency;

¡ alternative services are arranged; or
. a reasonable opportr-rnity to arrange alternative services is provided.

9. Practising the profession while the member is in conflict of interest.

1
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Professional Misconduct
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10. Giving information about a patient to a person other than the patient, hislher
authorized representative, or the member's legal counsel or insurer, except with
the consent of the patient or his/her authorized representative or as required or
allowed by law.

11. Breaching an agreement with a patient relating to professional services for the
patient or fees for such services.

12. Failing to reveal the nature of a remedy or treatment used by the member
following a patient's request to do so.

13. Failing to advise a patient to consult with another health professional when the
member knows or ought to know that,

. the patient's condition is beyond the scope of practice and competence for
the member;

. the patient requires the care of another health professional; or
¡ the patient would be most appropriately treated by another health

professional.

14. Providing a diagnostic or therapeutic service that is not necessary.

15. Failing to maintain the member's practice premises in a safe and sanitary
mannel.

Representations About Members and Their Qualifications

16. Using a term, title or designation in respect of a member's practice contrary to
the policies of the College.

17. Using a term, title or designation indicating a specialization in the profession
contrary to the policies of the College.

18. Using a name, other than the member's name as set out in the register, in the
course of providing or offering to provide services within the scope of practice
of the profession.

Record Keeping and Reports

19. Failing to keep records as required by the regulations

20. Falsifying a record relating to the member's practice

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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21,. Failing, without reasonable cause, to provide a report or certificate relating to an
examination or treatment performed by the member within a reasonable time
after a patient has requested such a report or certificate.

22. Signing or issuing, in the member's professional capacity, a document the mem-
ber knows contains a false or misleading statement.

Business Practices

23. Subrnitting an account or charge for services the member knows is false or
misleading.

24. Failing to disclose to a patient the fee for a service before the service is
provided, including a fee not payable by the patient.

25. Charging a block fee unless,

. the patient is given the option of paying for each service as it is provided;

. a unit cost per service is specified;

. the member agrees to refund to the patient the unspent portion of the block
fee, calculated by reference to the number of services provided multiplied
by the unit cost per service.

26. Failing to itemize an account for professional services,

if requested to do so by the patient or the person or agency who is to pay, in
whole or in part, for the services; or
if the account includes a fee for a product or device or a service other than a
treatment.

27. Selling any debt owed to the member for professional services. This does not
include the use of credit cards to pay for professional services.

Miscellaneous Matters

28. Contravening the Act, the Regulated Health Proþssions Act, L991, or the
regulations under either of those Acts.

29. Contravening a federal, provincial or territoriallaw, a municipal by-law or a
by-law or rule of a hospital within the meaning of the Public Hospitnls Act, if the
contravention is relevant to the member's suitability to practice.

a

a
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30. Influencing a patient to change his/her will or other testamentary instrument for
the benefit of the member or anyone not at arm's length from the member.

31. Failing to comply with an order of or breaching an undertaking given to the
Complaints, Discipline or Fitness to Practise Committees or to the Registrar of
the College.

32. Failing to carry out an agreement entered into with the College.

33. Engaging in conduct or performing an act that, having regard to all the
circumstances, would reasonably be regarded by members as disgraceftrl,
dishonourable or unprofessional.

College of Ch¡ropractors of Ontario
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a

a

a

Quality Assurance Committee
Approved by Council: February 8, 2011
5-001 replaces 5-010 and 5-015, which we¡e are
revoked or-r February 8, 2011

Amended: April24,2018

Note to readers: In the eoent of any inconsistency betuteen this doaunent ønd the legislation thnt
affects chiropractic practice, the legislation glaerns.

lrure¡¡r

To provide guidance to members and the public about CCO's expectations concern-
ing members as providers of chiropractic services to patients and as responders to
general health-related questions from patients.

CCO recognizes that:

One of the underlying principles of the Regulnted Henlth Professions Act, L991
(RHPA) is to permit the public to exercise freedom of choice of health
professional within a range of safe options;

Members are required to practise within the chiropractic scope of practice
set out in the Chiropractic Act,199L, in providing patient-centred care;

Members use a variety of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures in
providing chiropractic care to patients; and

Members are primary health professionals who are frequently asked
general health-related questions by patients, some of which relate to acts
outside the chiropractic scope of practice (such as medication, surgery, and
vaccination).

Definitions

For the purpose of this standard:

"controlled act" means any diagnostic or therapeutic procedure listed in section
27(2) of the RHP,4 that is authorized only to certain regulated health professionals
in provicling patient care

"public domain" means any diagnostic or therapeutic procedure other than those
listed in section 27(2) oÍ the RHP.A that any regulated health professional may uti-
lize in the course of providing patient care

a
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2

DescnrpnoN or STaTDARD

Practising Within the Chiropractic Scope of Practice

All activities and services performed by members must relate to the chiropractic
scope of practice and authorized acts as set out in the Chiropractic Act, 1991, as
follows:

Chiropractic Scope of Proctice

The practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conditions related to the spine,
nervous system and joints and the diagnosis, prevention and treatment, primarily
by adjustment, of,

(a) clysfunctions or clisorders arising from the structures or functions of the
spine and the effects of those dysftinctions or disorders on the
nervous system; ancl

(b) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the
joints.

Authorized Acts

In the course of engaging in the practice of chiropractic, a member is authorized,
subject to the terms, conditions and limitations imposed on his or her certificate of
registratiory to perform the following:

1. Communicating a diagnosis identifying, as the cause of a person's
symptoms,

i. A disorder arising from the structures or functions of the
spine and their effects on the nervous system, or

ii. A disorder arising from the structures or functions of the
joints of the extremities.

2. Moving the joints of the spine beyond a person's usual physiological
range of motion using a fast,low amplitude thrust.

3. Putting a finger beyond the anal verge for the purpose of
manípulating the tailbone.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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Expectations of a Chiropractic Visit

CCO regulates the full range of chiropractic approaches and a member shall always
practise within the chiropractic scope of practice. As sucþ a member shall perform
the following, which is to be clearly and legibly reflected in the patient health
recorc{:

a consultation related to the patient's presenting condition and/or goals;

an assessment of chiropractic conditions related to the spine, nervous system
and joints; and

a diagnosis or clinical impression related to the chiropractic scope of practice,
consistent with Standard of Practice 5-008: Communicating a Diagnosis;

recommendations for care, including possible referral to an appropriate health
care provider if necessary; and

obtaining of informed consent, consistent with Standard of Practice 5-013:
Consent

On each patient visit (as outlined and defined in G-013: Chiropractic Assessments),
the member shall allow sufficient time to;

provide relevant, safe, supportive and patient-centred qualify care within the
chiropractic scope of practice, and related to the patient's condition and goals;

conduct outcome measures, assessment and reassessment of progress related to
the patient's presenting condition and goals, as required (as outlined and
defined in G-013: Chiropractic Assessments); and

document legible and accurate, individualized and personalized notes
capturing the unique aspects of that particular patient encounter (as outlined
ancl definecl in G-013: Chiropractic Assessments)

3
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a

a

Diagnostic and Therapeutic Procedures

A mernber shall take reasonable steps to ensure that any proposed diagnostic or
therapeutic procedure to be used for the benefit of a patient relates to the
chiropractic scope of practice.

For a diagnostic or therapeutic procedure to be acceptable for clinical purposes, it
must be taught in the core curriculum, post-graduate curriculum or continuing
education division of an accredited educational institution.

In order to perform a diagnostic or therapeutic procedure, a member shall:

achieve, maintain and be able to demonstrate clinical competency
(e.9., examinatiory certification, or proof of training) in the
diagnostic or therapeutic procedure; or

be ftrlfilling the requirements to achieve clinical competency and
have informed the patient that they are fulfilling the requirements to
achieve clinical competency.

A member shall obtain the patient's consent to the use of the diagnostic or
therapeutic procedure, consistent with Standard of Practice 5-013: Consent, that is:

. fully informed;
¡ voluntarily given;
. related to the patient's condition and circumstances;
. not obtained through fraud or misrepresentation; and
. evidenced in a written form signed by the patient or otherwise documented

in the patient health record.

If a proposed diagnostic or therapeutic procedure does not relate to the chiropractic
scope of practice, a member should not use the diagnostic or therapeutic
procedures in their professional capacity.

In providing patient care, a member may use adjunctive diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures that are in the public domain. This includes, but is not limited to,
providing nutritional counselling, prescribing orthotics, giving advice on lifestyle
and exercise, providing therapeutic modalities, and other therapies.

A member is reminded that CCO has specifically prohibited the use of some
diagnostic and therapeutic procedures including, but not limited to, dark field
microscopy, hyperbaric oxygen therapy, pelvic and prostate examinations, and vega
testing.

4
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Responding to General Health-Related Questions

A member is restricted from treating or advising outside the chiropractic scope of
practice by section 30 of the RHPA as follows:

Trentment, etc., wherc risk of lmrnt

30 (1) No persory other than a member treating or advising within the scope of
practice of his or her professiory shall treat or advise a person with respect to his or
her health in circumstances in which it is reasonably foreseeable that serious bodily
harm may result from the treatment or advice or from an omission from them.
(specific, limited exemptions are referenced in section 30 of the RHPz4)

Offences

40 (1) Every person who contravenes subsection ... 30 (1) is guilty of an offence
and on conviction is liable,

(a) for a first offence, to a fine of not more than $25,000, or to
imprisonment for a term of not more than one year, or both; and

(b) for a second or subsequent offence, to a fine of not more than
$50,000, or to imprisonmcnt for a tcrm of not more than one year, or
both.

In responding to general health-related questions by patients that relate to
controlled acts outside the chiropractic scope of practice (such as prescribing a drug
as defined in the Drug and Phørmøcies Regulation Act, L990, performing surgery ancl

administcring vaccinations), a mcmbcr shall:

advise the patient that the performance of the act is outside the chiropractic
scope of practice and the patient should consult with a health professional
who has the act within his/her scope of practice;

responcl in a professional, accurate and balanced manner in the context of
providing primary health care to the patient consistent with the chiropractic
scope of practice; and

encourage the patient to be an active participant in his/her own health care
which allows the patient to make fully informed decisions concerning
his/her health care.

a
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lmplications of Failure to Comply

A member is reminded that he/she may be the subject of an inquiry, complaint or
report concerning the provision of chiropractic services or discussions related to
general health-related questions from patients. The Inquiries, Complaints and
Reports Committee (ICRC), composed of elected (chiropractor), appointed (public)
ancl non-council (chiropractor) committee members will review any inqtriry, com-
plaint or report to determine the member's compliance with all relevant standards
of practice including Standard of Practice 5-00L: Scope of Practice. In exercising its
discretiorç the ICRC may consider if:

the diagnostic or therapeutic procedure related to the chiropractic scope of
practice for the benefit of the patienf
the member achieved, maintained and can demonstrate clinical competency
in the diagnostic or therapeutic procedure; and
the discussions with the patient relating to general health-related questions
were consistent with this standard of practice.

LrcrsurvE CoNTEXT

In addition to the legislative provisions outlined above, members are reminded that
the following are acts of professional misconduct under Ontario Regulation 852193
(Professional Misconduct):

2. Contravening a standard of practice of the profession or failing to maintain
the standard of practice expected of members of the profession.

12. Failing to reveal the nature of a remedy or treatment used by the member
following a patient's request to do so.

13. Failing to advise a patient to consult with another health professional
when the member knows or ought to know that,

the patient's condition is beyond the scope of practice and
competence for the member;
the patient requires the care of another health professional;
oï
the patient would be appropriately treated by another health
professional.

14. Providing a diagnostic or therapeutic service that is not necessary.

6
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Advertising Committee
Approved by Council: September 7, 1996
Amended: September 21 ,2002, June 22,2007, November 29, 2007,
September 24, 2009, February 28, 2017

Note to readers: In the eaent of any inconsistency betuteen this document md the legislntion tløt
affects chiroprøctic practice, the legislation goaerns.

l¡¡rerur

To provide members with advertising guidelines to ensure all advertisements
serve the public interest.

To educate the public on what is available for their chiropractic care

To ensure advertisements are accurate, factual and contain information that is
verifiable.

To ensure, as much as possible, that the public has the information to make
rational choices for their care.

To assist the public in obtaining the services of members of their choice.

To maintain a professional image.

Advertising Definition for the Purpose of Standard of Practice S-016:
Advertising

Advertising is any message communicated outside a member's office through a
public medium, including electronic media such as websites and social media, that
can be seen or hearc{ by the public at large with the intent of influencing a person's
choice of service or service provider. This standard applies equally to members act-
ing individually, as a group, or as a professional health corporation.

DescnrproN or STnTDARD

1,. An advertisement must be:

(a) accurate, factual and contain information that is verifiable; and

(b) readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is directed.

a

a
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2. An advertisement may:

(a) name a specific diagnostic or therapeutic procedure or modality but cannot
claim superiority or endorse Lhe exclusive use of such procedLrres, services,
techniques, modalities or products. References to specific diagnostic or ther-
apeutic procedures must comply with Standard of Practice 5-001:
Chiropractic Scope of Practice;

(b) make reference to the member being a specialist, provided the member is
recognized pursuant to CCO's policy as a specialist, and the specialty is
disclosed. Refer to Policy P-029: Chiropractic Specialties, for the list of
specialties currently recognized by CCO;

(c) make reference to the member being affiliated with any professional
associatiory society or body, other than CCO, only on a curriculum vitae,
business stationery and recognized public displays;

(d) allow an individual or organization to endorse a member provided:

(i) the individual or organization proposing the endorsement has sufficient
expertise, according to CCO, relevant to the subject matter being
endorsed; and

(ii) the member has been appropriately assessed as providing the subject
matter being endorsed; and

(e) offer an initial complimentary consultationl.

(f) include testimonials that refer only to the benefits of chiropractic and
not to a particular member or office, with the exception of a member's
website which may include testimonials that refer to a particular member or
office, provided the testimonials are:

(i) accurate, verifiable, and recorded in the patient health record;

(ii) used only in accordance with the written consent of the patienf

(iii) not obtained using any undue pressuÍe, duress, coercion or incentives;
and

(iv) otherwise compliant and consistent with Standard of Practice 5-016:
Advertising, the chiropractic scope of practice, other CCO standards of
practice, policies and guidelines, and privacy legislation.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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3. Any aclvertisement with respect to a member's practice must not contain:

(a) anything false or misleading;

(b) a guaranteed success of care;

(c) any comparison to another member's or other health care provider's
practice, qualifications or expertise;

(d) any expressed or implied endorsement or recommendation for the exclusive
use of a product or brand of equipment used to provide services; and

(e) material that, having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be
regarded as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional.

4. A member may advertise his,lher fee for chiropractic services provided:

(a) the advertisement contains accurate, complete and clear disclosure of what
is and what is not included in the fee;

(b) there are no hidden fees/costs;

(c) the member does not bill a third-party payor for the complimentary portion
of the diagnostic or treatment service;

(d) the advertisement expressly states the timeframe to be honoured for any
complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service;

(e) the advertisement does not limit the offer to a certain number of
participants;

(f) no obligation is placeci on the patient for follow-up appointments as a result
of the complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service; and

(g) the advertisement is presented in a professional manner that maintains the
dignily of the profession.

5. A member advertising the exchange of products/services for proceeds/
donations to a charity may do so as follows:

(a) the proceeds/donations are being collected for a registered charity, school or
other organization that, in the opinion of the Advertising Committee, serves
the public's interest (" charity' ) ;

3
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(b) the charity is disclosed in the advertisement;

(c) the member discloses the part of the proceeds/donations to be given to tl're
designated charity and if he/she is taking any proceeds/donations to cover
his/her expenses;

(d) the member may not bill any third-party payor for tl're diagnostic or treat-
ment services provided in exchange for the charitable proceeds/donation;
and

(e) the member providing diagnostic or treatment services in exchange for the
charitable proceeds/donation must comply with all CCO standards of
practice.

6. Public presentations or displays'are permissible provided:

(a) a member adheres to CCO's regulations and standards of practice (e.g.,
consent, record keeping);

(b) professional conduct is maintained at all times;

(c) material distributed complies with the advertising standardn;

(d) assessment(s) performed comply with CCO's Public Display Protocol (Policy
P-016) and are for educational purposes;

(e) no controlled acts of diagnosis and/or acljrrstments are performecl; and

(f) no coercion or pressure tactics are usedt.

7. A communication by a member to a patient or prospective patient for the
purposes of soliciting business shall be appropriate to the standards of the
profession and shall be respectful of patient choice, and not involve undue
pressure and not promote unnecessary products or services. A member must
not contact or communicate with or allow any person to contact or
communicate with potential patients via telemarketing or electronic methods.

8. A member must not advertise or permit advertising with respect to his/her
practice in contravention of the regulations or standards of practice.
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Lecrslarve CoTTEXT

It is an act of professional misconduct to contravene or fail to maintain a standard
of practice.

For additional information regarding billing procedures, please refer to Regulation
R-008: Plofessional Misconduct (Business Practices section) and Guideline G-008:
Business Practices.

'A consultation is a meeting to discuss how chiropractic may benefit the patient. A
consultation does not include examination procedures, diagnostic tests
(e.g., radiographs) or treatment services.

'"Displays" include presentations or other visual material to members of the
public, in a place normally frequented by the public, by a person or persons who
are physically present when such material is disturbed or presented.

4 It is strongly recommended that material to be distributed be pre-approved by the
Advertising Committee.

5 Voluntary appointments are perrnitted - i.e., if potential patients ask for the
member's business card or request an appointment.

5
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Note to readers: ln tlrc eoent oi ant1 inconsistency betuteen this doctnnent and the legislntion thnt

fficts chiroprøctic practice, the legisløtion gollerns.

ln¡re¡¡r

The advertising guideline is designed to detail Standard of Practice S-016:

Advertising, and to give members guidance when educating members of the
public. Advertisements should help the public make informed choices regarding
their health care. To assist members of the public in making knowledgeable
choices, advertisements must be informative and maintain a professional image.

DescnrproN oF Gu¡DELTNE

1,. An advertisement must be:

(a) accurate, factual and contain information that is verifiable;

Proaiding the public with nccurste, factual, objectiue and aerifiable information to

make øn inþrmed choice in healtlt care is in the public's best interest. Subjectiae

opinions may cause confusiorr and Inck of trust.

(b) readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is directed.

Adaertisentents should be readíly understsndable so tlrc general public is not
confused by the messûge.

2. An advertisement may:

(a) name a specific diagnostic or therapeutic procedure or modality but cannot
claim superiority or endorse the exclusive use of such procedures, services,
techniques, modalities or products. References to specific diagnostic or ther-
apeutic procedures must comply with the Standard of Practice 5-001:

Chiropractic Scope of Practice;

Such references assíst tlrc public in finding a pørticulnr type of chiroprnctic care ønd

allow an informed cltoice.

Members rncy adaertise seraices (e.g,, øctLpuncture, ultrasound, rødiography),
adjustizte techniques, and other procedures within tlrc public domain (e.g. orthotics,
nutritionøl products). Mentbers sltould understønd exhaustiue lists of eaerything
possible may cortfuse the public and are not ødztised.

1
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(b) make reference to the member being a specialist, provideri the member is
recognized pursuant to CCO's policy as a specialist, and the specialty is
disclosed. Refer to Policy P-029: Chiropractic Specialties, for.the list of
specialties currently recognized by CCO;

Menthers may only use terms such ns "specinlist" and "speciøIizing in" in reference
to the specialties recognized by CCO. A ntember cnnnot aduertise a specíølty in
ørea(s) not recognized by CCO. A mentber may express nn "interest ín" or "focus
on" an aren ofprøctice.

(c) make reference to the member being affiliated with any professional
associatiory society or body, other than CCO, only on curriculum vitae,
business stationery and recognized public displays;

Adaertising a mentber's ffiliøtiotts in any other mediutn mßy confuse the public
and nmy cLtuse compnrisons to otlrcr members, zuhich is not permitted. Itt electronic
media, s nrcmber møy include professional øssociations other than CCO, only in the
cu.rrint.l.um nifnelhíogrøythy secfion of n zuehsite or socínl mediø home page.

(d) allow an individual ol organization to endorse a member, provided:

An utquølified endorsement from a source with little or no experÍise is not in the
pr.tblic's best interest ørtd tntdennines the public's trust.

(i) the individual or organization proposing the endorsement has sufficient
expertise, according to CCO, relevant to the subject matter being
endorsed;

(ii) the member has been appropriately assessed as providing the suþect
matter being endorsed;

(e) offer an initial complimentary consultation.l

Metnbers may ndaertise contplínrcntarylcourtesy initial consultøtions. Members
may not bill any third-party prryors for complimentnrylcourtesy consultatiotts.

(f) include testimonials that refer only to the benefits of chiropractic and
not to a particular member or office, with the exception of a member's
website which may include testimonials that refer to a particular member or
office, provided the testimonials are:
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(i) accurate, verifiable, and recorded in the patient health record;

(ii) used only in accordance with the written consent of the patienf which may
be withdrawn at any time;

(iii) not obtained using any undue pressure, duress, coercion or incentives; ancl

(iv) otherwise compliant and consistent with Standard of Practice 5-0L6:

Advertising, the chiropractic scope of practice, other CCO standards of
practice, policies and guidelines and privacy legislation.

Testimoniøls that refer to the benefits of clúroprøctic nnd not to a particulnr member

or office are permissible; lnzueaer, members may contirute to t¿se specific testimoniøls

on tlæir zuebsites.

Testimoninls must be truthful nnd aerifinble, nnd eaidenced ht the patient health

record.

There must be docutnented pntient consent related to a pnrticulnr testimoninl,
documented in tlrc patient health record.

Patients may only offt, o testimonisl under their own free will and not dtte to nny
coercion or compensøtiott.

As zuith nll adaertising, use of testirnoninls must be consistent with the chiroprøctic
scope of prnctice, ns defined in the Chiroprnctic Act, 7.991, ønd relez;nnt legislation,
støndør ds of pr actice, policies ønd guidelines.

3. Any advertisement with respect to a member's practice must not contain:

(a) anything false or misleading;

Fnlse or misleading statements undermine public trust ín the profession and møy

result in a compløirtt to CCO by ø colleague or s nrcmber of tlrc public.

(b) a guaranteed success of care;

Claims ønd gunrantees of success øre often not aerifiable and mny appeßr

unprofessional. Members should not use expressions such as "znill help" nnd "does

relieue" which imply n guarnntee. Members ffiay LLSe expressions such as "ntay be

able to help" or "has been shoztnt to relieue."

3
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(c) any comparison to another member's or other health care provider's
practice, qualifications or expertise;

Comparison to any facet of another member's prnctice is unprofessional. The public
ønd the profession are better seraed by positiae nnd generic chiroprnctic føcts.

Members should not use ødjectiaes zoith contpat'ntiaes (e.g., "more" or "better") in
tlteir ødaertising because tlrcy imply a compørison. Members mny use zuords such øs

"safe" and "effectiae" to describe the chiropractic profession in general

(d) any expressed or implied endorsement or recommendation for the exclusive
use of a product or brand of equipment used to provide services;

Exclusirse endorsements of products suggest superiority ønd imply a comparison,
which is not permitted,

(e) material that, having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be
regarded as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional.

All ødaertisenrcnts must maintain proþssional integrity ønd serae the public's best
interest.

It is an act of professional misconduct to engûge in conduct or perþrm an øct tlutt,
haaing regard to øIl the circuntstances, wottld reasonably be regarded by nrcmbers øs

dis gr aceful, dishonour able or unprofessional.

4. A member may advertise his/her fee for chiropractic services provided

(a) the advertisement contains acculate, complete and clear disclosure of what
is and what is not included in the fee;

The public is entitled to full disclosure of whnt is and whnt is not included in the
ndaertised fee.

(b) there are no hidden fees/costs;

The public is entitled to full disclosure of zuhat is and what is not included in the

adaertised fee.

(c) the member does not bill a third-party payor for the complimentary portion
of the diagnostic or treatment service;

A member is not permitted to bill øny third-party payor for complimentøry
diøgnostic or treøtment seraices as tlús practice is tmethical and may be proþssional
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misconduct

(d) the advertisement expressly states the timeframe to be honoured for any
complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service;

To ensure there is no confttsion ot'nústLnderstanding, the ndaertisement must
indicøte the exøct timefrøme in which the complimentøry or discounted diagnostic
or treatment seraices apply,

(e) the advertisement does not limit the offer to a certain number of
participants;

Mentbers of the pttblic must all be gizten an equnl opportunity to obtain the

adaertised complintentøry or discounted diagnostic or treatrnent seraices. An
qdaertisement that limits an offer to a certøin nwnber of participønts may be

misleøding.

(f) no obligation is placed on the patient for follow-up appointments as a result
of the complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service;

A member may not use ûn ndaertisement for complirnentary or tliscounted
diagnostic or trentnrcnt seraices to pressure or clerce s metnber of the public to
return for follozo-up øppointments.

(g) the advertisement is presented in a professional mamer that maintains the
dignity of the profession.

AII adaertisements must be presented in n professionrtrl mturner, maintain
professionnl integrity, and serae the ¡sublic's best interest. Although discounted fees
møy be offered, online coupons, contests cntd giaenzuays are inappropriate.

5. A member advertising the exchange of products/services for proceeds/
donations to a charity may do so as follows:

An ødaertisement tlnt encourøges plúIanthropy, if done professionally and ethicølly,

seraes tlrc pultlic's interest,

(a) the proceeds/donations are being collected for a registered charity, school or
other organization that in the opinion of the Advertising Committee/ serves
the public's interest ("chaúty");

The chørity or orgønizntion must seroe tlrc ¡tubtlic intet'est.

5
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6

þ) the charity is disclosed in the advertisement;

The public is entitled to fuII disclosure regarding thc chnrity or organizntion for
znhich proceeds are being collected.

(c) the member discloses the part of the proceeds/donations to be given to the
designated charity and if he/she is taking any proceecls/cionations to cover
his/her expenses;

The public is entitled to full disclosure regarding how the proceeds zuill be diaided.

(d) the member may not bill any third-party payor for the diagnostic or treat-
ment services provided in exchange for the charitable proceeds/donation;

A member is not permitted to bill any third-party pnyor for complimentøry
diøgnostic or treøtment seraices øs this practice is unethicøl ønd nuy constitute an
act of frøud.

(e) the member provi<ling cliagnostic or treatment services in exchange for the
charitable proceeds/donation must comply with all CCO standards of
practice.

Members must comply rnith all CCO stnndnrds of prnctice. If the member is
uncertøin if tlæ proposed adrsertisement is øppropriøte, helshe is encournged to

submit it to the Adaertising Committee for reaieut príor to publication. Turnaround
time for s response is approxímately 10 business days.

6. Public presentations or displays2 are permissible provided:

Th.e. adztertisin.g sta.ndard permits pttblic presentatiotts for educational or informationnl
purposes. Being intrusiae to the ptfuIic within ø public plnce, hørnssing the public or
using pressure tcctics are unprofessional nnd undermines the public's trust.

(a) member(s) adhere(s) to CCO's regulations and standarcls of practice (e.g.,
consent, record keeping);

(b) professional conduct is maintained at all times;

(c) material distributed complies with the advertising standard;'

(d) assessment(s) performed comply with CCO's Public Display Protocol (Policy
P-016) and are for educational purposes;
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Assessment procedures, ss listed in CCO's Public Displøy Protocol (Policy P-0L6),
are permitted, prozticled tlrc protocol is followed and consent is obtained.

(e) no controlled acts of diagnosis and/or adjustments are performed;

Since a conrylete histoty ønd examinntion are inappropriate at a ptLblic display,

rnaking a diagnosis or performing øn ødjushnent is not permitted. Adjustments nt a
public display may alarnt the public when obseraing an ndjustment procedure

zoithout a proper explønøtion.

(f) no coercion or pressure tactics are used.n

7. A communication by a member to a patient or prospective patient for the
purposes of soliciting business shall be appropriate to the standards of the
profession and shall be respectful of patient choice, and not involve undue
pressure and not promote unnecessary products or services. A member must
not contact or communicate with or allow any person to contact or
communicate with potential patients via telemarketing or electronic methods.

Arty comnrutúcation to patients or prospectiae patients must be consistent with the

adaertísing standnrd of practice, within the cltíropractic scope of practice, professional

øncl respectful of the public interest, ønd conryliant zuith Cnnndiøn ønti-spam legisln-

tion, no tnntter what the medium.

8. A member must advertise or permit advertising with respect to his/her practice
onnly in compliance with the regulations or standards of practice; and

A member is responsible for all adaertising that is directly or indirectly controlled by

thøt mentber.

LecrslarvE CoNTEXT

For additional information regarding billing procedures, please refer to Regulation
R-008: Professional Misconduct (Business Practices section) and Guideline G-008:
Business Practices.

' A consultation is a meeting to discuss how chiropractic may benefit the patient. A
consultation does not include examination procedures, diagnostic tests (e.g., x-rays)
or treatment services.

Advertising
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2 "Displays" include presentations or other visual material to members of the
public, in a place normally frequented by the public, by a person or persons who
arc physically present when such material is distributed or presentcd.

3It is strongly recommended that material to be distributed be pre-approved by the
Advertising Committee.

'Voluntary appointments are permitted - i.e., potential patients ask for the
member's business card or request an appointment.

Advertising

8
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Note to readers: In the eaent oJ nny inconsistency betuteen this document qnd the legislation thnt

fficts chiroprnctic practice, the legisløtion gotterns.

lrurerur

To advise members of the Advertising Committee's procedure to determine if an
advertisement falls within Standard of Practice 5-016: Advertising.

The advertisement is a proposed advertisement by a member sent to the Committee
for preapproval prior to publication.

DescnrpnoN oF PoLrcY

1. A member consiclering advertising is encouraged to forward hislher
advertisements to CCO for review, prior to publication.

2. CCO forwards the advertisement to the Advertising Committee for review
(via e-mail).

3. The members of the Advertising Committee review the advertisement and
provide feedback to CCO (via e-mail).

4. CCO aggregates the feedback and, on behalf of the Committee Chair, advises
the member in writing (letter, facsimile ancl/or e-mail) if the advertisement
complies with the advertising standard of practice. CCO provides a response
within aporoximatelv 10 business davs.

5. If the member disagrees with the Advertising Cornmittee's decision, the
committee will consider the member's comments, provided in writing, and take
the following actions:

. advise the member that the committee stands by its original decision;

. advise the member that the committee will revise its original decision; or

advise the member that the committee will forward the member's letter to
the Executive Committee for additional review and consideration.

a
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a

Note to renders: In the eaent of nny inconsistency between this document nnd the legislatíon

that fficts chiropractic prøctice, the legislation goaerns.

INre¡¡r AND OBJEcnvES

To fulfill the objective under the Reguløted HeøIth Pro.fessions Act,1991 (RHPA) to
develop, establish, and maintain standards and programs to promote the ability
of members to respond to changes in practice environments, advances in tech-
nology and other emerging issues.

To outline the uses of social media in a professional context;

To provide guidelines to members on how to engage in social media while
continuing to meet legal, regulatory and professional obligations.

a

a

DescnrproN oF GUTDELTNE

lntroduction

The term social media refers to all web and mobile technologies and practices that
are used to share content, opinions, experiences and perspectives online. Social
media has become widely used by people as a rrrea.,J of communication and in
many instances, has become the preferred method of communication. Examples of
social media platforms include, but are not limited to: Webpages, Facebook, Twitter,
Youfube, Linkedln, and blogging sites.

Social media may present opportunities to enhance patient care, education about
chiropractic, intra and inter-professional communication and collaboration, and
opportunities for continuing education and professional development.

A member is expected to comply with all existing legal, regulatory and professional
obligations when engaging in the use of social media, including all relevant
legislatiory regulation, standards of practice, policies and guidelines. The followino
guidelines identify some of those obligations as they relate to the use of social
media.

1
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a

Guidelines

A mcmbcr must:

comply with all legal and professional obligations to maintain privacy and
confidentiality in accordance with the Personal HeøIth Informøtion
Protection Act, 2004 (PHIPA) and CCO standards of practice. A member may
not divulge information through social media that iclentifies a patient by
name or through a combination of other identifying information.

Any communication between a member and patient, such as providing
information or scheduling an appointment, must be done through secrue
private messaging only. A member must have a clear understanding of the
privacy settings available in any use of social media, and apply their use
accordingly. While patients or members of the public may make themselves
publically known through posting, a member must not breach the privacy
or confidentiality of a patient in any context. A member must also exercise
caution when blogging so as not to ìdentìfy a patient.

not provide any clinical advice, or communicate a diagnosis and/or
guarantee results to a patient or any member of the public through social
media. However, a member may provide general health information related
to the chiropractic scope of practice for educational or informational
purposes. All health related information and links posted must be related to
the chiropractic scope of practice.

The chiropractic scope of practice is defined in the Chiroprnctic Act,1991
and further explained in Standard of Practice 5-001: Chiropractic Scope of
Practice. This includes adjunctive diagnostic and therapeutic procedures
that are in the public domairy such as nutritional counselling, prescribing
orthotics, giving advice on lifestyle and exercise, providing therapeutic
modalities.

A member must be cognizant of the risks of using social media for
professional reasons, such as a member of the public incorrectly applying
information found online to their personal health situation. Whenever a
member uses his/her professional designation or provides health related
information, that member is viewed as acting in a professional capacity. A
member must exercise caution when posting health related information, so
that it be clearly used for education or informational purposes, and must not
be used as clinical advice.

a

2
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a

a

exercise caution when posting health related information and links to
journal articles or academic information to ensure he/she is not infringing on
any copyrighted material.

maintain appropriate professional boundaries, and avoid posting
informatiory comments or images that may be perceived as disgraceful,
dishonourable or unprofessional. A member is further encouraged to have
separate personal and professional social media pages;

not post any information to social media that may be perceived as

harassment, bullying, or inflammatory comments. A member is expected to
comply with Guideline G-009: Code of Ethics in use of social media;

comply with relevant advertising provisions in Standard of Practice 5-016
Advertising when using social media for advertising purposes';

understand that information that is posted online cannot be removed easily.
A member must consider his/her legal, professional and regulatory
obligations and exercise good judgment and caution before posting material
to social media.

LecrslmvE CoNTEXT

Ontario Regulation 852193 under the Chiropractic Act, 1991

The following are acts of professional misconduct for the purposes of clause 51 (1)

(c) of the Health Professions Procedural Code:

10. Giving information about a patient to a person other than the patient, his or
her authorized representative, or the member's legal counsel or insurer,
except with the consent of the patient or his or her authorized representative
or as required or allowed by law.

16 Using a term, title or designation in respect of a member's practice contrary
to the policies of the College.

17. Using a term, title or designation indicating a specialization in the
profession contrary to the policies of the College.

Contravening the Act, the Regulated Health Professions Act, 1,991, or the
regulations under either of those Acts.

a

a

28.
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29.

JJ.

Contravening a federal, provincial or territorial law, a municipal by-law or a
by-law or rule of a hospital within the meaning of the Public Hospitals Act,
if the contravention is relevant to the member's suitability to practise.

Engaging in conduct or performing an act that, having regard to all the
circumstances, would reasonably be regarded by members as disgraceful,
dishonorrrahle or rrnprofessional.

This guideline should be read in conjunction with:
o Standard of Practice 5-001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice
. Standard of Practice 5-016: Advertising
. Guideline G-001: Communication with Patients
o G-009: Code of Ethics

rAdvertising is defined in Standard of Practice 5-016: Advertising as "any message
communicated outside a member's office through a public medium that can be seen
or heard by the public at large with the intent of influencing a person's choice of
service or service provider."

4
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Note to readers: In the eoent of any inconsistency betu¡een this document and the legisløtion tlmt

fficts chiropt'actic practice, the legislation goaerns.

Irur¡rur

To ensure that chiropractic is consistently promoted in a professional manner with
personal accountability. This protocol provides members with some practical
approaches to community event planning and implementation.

DescnrproN oF PoLrcY

Displays include presentations of printed or other visual material to members of the
public, in a place normally frequented by the public, by a person or persons who
are physically present when such material is distributed or presented. They do not
include signage, billboards, or other forms of visual advertising that do not ordinar-
ily require that the person advertising be physically present.

Public display is a type of community service that includes educational sessions
ancl/or public health screenings. These public events are used to encourage and
promote chiropractic in a positive and professional manner.

An educational session is a live communication to a group, organization or the
public at large. This may include a formal lecture, informal discussion or presenta-
tion. Professional accountability is imperative as these sessions are usually per-
formed in the absence of formal evaluations.

A public health screening is an assessment procedure to identify possible
chiropractic/health concerns that may require attention. Members may only
perform a screening assessment on willing participants.

Members may conduct a public displaylhealth screening only at the following
events - health fairs and trade shows.

Health fair is a community event focused on the promotion of health.

Trade show is an exhibition for people or companies in a specific industry to
demonstrate products ancl services.

1
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EducøtionøI sessions provide an excellent opportunity to promote chiropractic, and
to inform and educate the public.

Public heølth screenings that stress the importance of preventative health
strategies are used in health professions and are widely recognized to promote
public health.

Public displays and public health screenings are of value to the public because they
may identify early signs of potential health problems and educate the public about
chiropractic. They can be used to help build a stronger chiropractic presence in the
professional and public communities. These events are intencled to promote
chiropractic as a legitimate, safe and effective health care choice.

Set-up/Presentation

All aspects of public displays/health screenings will be evaluated by the
participating public and other professions ancl, for that reason, must remain
professional.

Signs, communication, marketing material, and professional appearance are all
important factors to consider when planning the set-up and delivery of a public
display/health screening.

Signs should state the purpose and intent of the event (e.g., chiropractic talks,
spinal evaluation, postural evaluation, etc.). Members may have signage listing their
affiliation with groups, societies or associations, provided that the affiliated group
officially recognizes the event.

CCO requires notification, in writing, informing of a public display/health
screening at least 10 business days prior to the event. The notification must include
the names of participating member(s) and the event's date, time and location.

Chiropractic Representat¡on

CCO requires that at least one licensed member be present at a public display/
health screening at all times.

lnformation for Distribution

The distribution of all chiropractic information and communication materials (e.g.,
pamphlets, posters, handouts, video/audio materials, etc.) at public displays/health
screenings shall comply with Standard of Practice 5-016: Advertising. CCO
recommends that such materials be forwarded to CCO for pre-approval.
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Turnaround time for approval is approximately 10 business days

Screening Procedures

The primary purpose of a public display/health screening is to educate the public
A member should not pressure or aggressively solicit any potential participant.
Participation must be voluntary.

For the purpose of the public display protocol, "fully informed" means the
participant understands that the purpose of the screening is not to diagnose but to
screen himlher for potential problems that may require further investigation in a
formal office setting. A member must provide the participant with a description and
explanation of the purpose of the screening procedure. Prior to performing any
assessment procedure, a member shall obtain consent that is:

. fully informed;
¡ voluntarily given;
. related to the patient's condition and circumstances;
o not obtained through fraud or misrepresentation; and
. evidenced in written form and signed by the participant or otherwise

documented in the patient health record.

A member shall:

advise the participant that he/she may withdraw his/her consent at any time;

offer the participant the option of having the assessment performed in a private
area (e.9., separated or sectioned off with a curtain); and

perform a screening in compliance with the current privacy legislation.

a

a

a

A member shall not

disrobe or gown any participant at a public display/health screening;

use a method of assessment that uncovers, shifts or alters a participant's
clothing (e.g., shirts, slacks, dresses, etc.) in a way that would be construed as

disrespectful, embarrassing and/or inappropriate; and

perform therapeutic interventions, e.g.r soft tissue therapy or massage/
stretching, mobilizations, manipulation or adjustment (manual/instrumented)

3

a

a

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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a

A members is reminded

if a fee is chargecl for the screening proceclure, the fee must be clisclosecl to the
participant before the service is provided;

to comply with seciion 4 of Standard of Practice 5-016: Advertising;o

a

4

to be sensitive to the fact that he/she may be screening a participant who is
already receiving chiropractic care; and

¡ to not compare their services to any other chiropractor, directly or indirectly.

If it is cleemed appropriate that a participant requires any follow-up chiropractic
care, the member should recommend that the participant visit a chiropractor of
his/her choice.

It remains a participant's choice to follow up with a more complete evaluation at a
chiropractic office.

Screening Equipment

Assessment procedures may include computerized testing, simple functional
testing (with no equipment) andlor questionnaires.

Assessments currently accepted:

o questionnaires
o postural evaluation - computerized, plumb lines or manual
. hands-on procedures (e.g., range of motiory flexibility, static/motion palpation)
. dual or four quadrant weight scales
. surface electromyography (sEMG)** (cervical spine only, when appropriate)
o thermography/thermal scanning (to already exposed spinal areas only, no

clothing is to be shifted/moved)**

** sEMG, thermography/thermal scanning and computerized spinal analysis must
follow generally accepted protocols.

College of Chiropractors of Ontar¡o
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A member is reminded that he/she represents a profession with high standards and,
when performing any of the above assessments, he/she may be compared to other
professions.

Professional Conduct

A member shall adhere to CCO regulations and standards of practice (including,
but not limited to, consent and record keeping) at all times. A complaint of
professional misconduct may occur il having regard to all the circumstances, a

member's conduct would reasonably be regarded as disgraceful, dishonourable or
unprofessional.

.Ë,j'
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GGO PUBLIc Drspr-AY STITEMENT

/ The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) is the self-
governing body of the chiropractic professiory established by
the provincial government

/ CCO is committed to improving the health and well-being of
Ontarians by informing the public and assuring them of
competent and ethical chiropractic care

/ CCO' s mandate is to regulate chiropractors in Ontario and
protect the public interest

.l Every chiropractor practising in Ontario must be a member of
CCO and is listed on the public register of CCO's website

Chiropractors are accountable to the public

For more information about the regulation
of chiropractors in Ontario, please visit
www.cco.on.ca.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor SL West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5

Tel.: 416-922-6355
Toll Free: 1-877-577-4772
Fax 416-925-9610
E-mail: cco.info@cco.on.ca
Web site: www.cco.on.ca



Advertisement by:

Reviewed by:

! reference to the member
Chiropractic Specialties

ITEM 4.1.12

being a specialist contrary

Date: 129

n Advertisement COMPLIES with standard of practice S-016: Advertising

n Advertisement DOES NOT COMPLY with standard of practice S-016: Advertising, because it
contains the following :

Comments

! information that is false, misleading, or not verifiable

! information that is not readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is
directed

! reference to a specific diagnostic or therapeutic procedure, technique,
product that claims superiority, endorses exclusive use, or is
Standard of Practice S-001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice

not in with

society or
business

I reference to the member being affiliated with
body other than CCO, except on a curriculum
stationary or recognized public display

! testimonials, contrary

T guaranteed success of

comparison to another member's or care provider's practice,
qualifi cations or expertise

n un expressed or implied endorsement or recommendation for the exclusive use of a
prod¡,rct or brand of equipment used to provide services

lJ an endorsement without sufficient knowledge

! fee for chiropractic services that does not comply with standard of practice (refer to
S-016: Advertilng)

! exchange of ¡iroducts/services for proceeds/ donations to a chari ty that does not
comply with the standard of practice (refer to S-016: Advertising)

I material that, having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be regarded
as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional

Comments:

April2017



ITEM 4.1 .13

SUMMARY OF COMPLATNTS, tNQUt

130

Received

HPARB is an independent adjudicative

board that, on request, reviews
certain decisions made by the
lnquiries, Complaints and Reports
Committees of the self-regulating
health professions colleges in Ontario.

Requests for review can be made
by either the complainant or the
member. HPARB considers whether
the investigaiion by the ICRC has

been adequate and whether the
decision is reasonable.

17 23 12
Corrrplairrts lnquiries Reports

Origin of lnquiries/Complaints
Received in2O77

*.Outcome of Complaints and Reports

No further action

Referral to discipline

Advice

Reminders

Or¿l cautions

Specified Continuing
Education or Remediation
Program (SCERP)

Note: Not all outcomes of complaints relate to complaints or reports

received in 2017.

Outcome of lnquiries

52¡ì&
d*s

-E

"ü

-t3

..-Jri:-.- -*!""*; ---., 
-,-.-t'¿ :., PATIENTS

OTHER
PROFESSIONALS
INCLUDING CCO
MEMBERS

INSURANCE
CO¡IPANIES

NON.PATIENT
MEMBERS OF
THE PUBLIC

27

Decisions Reviewed by the Health Professions Appeal
and Review Board (HPARB)

Note: An inquiry is when an
individual does not confirrn if
the letter is to be nLended for
a complaint and does not sign
an authorization form, and the
Collegc does not implcment
the formal complaints process.

HPARB may do one or more of the
following:

. Confirm all orpartof the ICRC decision

. Make recommendationsto the ICRC

. Require the ICRC to exercise any
of its powers other than to request

a Registrar's invesLigation

ln 2017. HPARB issured decisions
on five reviews of decisions of the
ICRC and confirmed the Committee
decisions, deeming the investigations

to be adequate and,/or the decision
reasonable.

Main Areas of Concerns ldentified
by the Complainant for a Complaint

or lnqu¡ry in2O77

Total:70

Patient harm/consent 18

Billing practices 7

Independentchiropracticevaluation 7

Sexual abuse - touching,

communication and boundary 6

Advertising 4

Block fees 4

Conduct unbecoming 4

Misinformation or lack of 
4

information

Failure to advise a patient to

consult with another health 3

professional

Failure to provide information 3

lnsurance fraud 3

Scope of practice 2

Breach of confidentiallty L

Orthotics 1"

lmmunization 1-

lnappropriate office staff L

Social media 1-

Atrl\i.iAi ¡ìiPORi :'a'1.7 i tì,LPOl'ìT./\l'..1 j\lt!1 ')()', 1

18 No consent to ¡nvest¡gate

Did not confirm if letter
was intended to be
a complaint

5



Peer & Practice Assessment Program 2.0 1

|TEM 4.1.14

PPA 2.0, SrneAM l: Pne-Vrsr Quesr¡oruNARE

Name:

131

Registration No.:

Address:

Please give
address where
assessrnent will
take place

Tel )

E-mail

Fax: ( )

Attended CCO record keeping workshop: E Yes tr No

lf yes, note date and location

Pren l¡rroRn¡nnoru

1. Type of practice:

tr solo/private

tr multi DC

tr multidisciplinary

2. lf you practise in a multi DC office, does your associate(s) wish to be peer assessed
as well?

tr Yes Name:

Pleøse have him/her contact Dr. J. Bruce lüalton, Director of Professionøl Prøctice, CCO,
at 416-922-6355, ext. 106 or at bwalton@co.on.ca

3. Do you actively see patients at this time? lf no, in what capacity do you work as a
chiropractor? (Please note: if you do not actively see patients you will undergo a
modified assessment which will not involve reviewing any patient files. Therefore you
are not required to submit any sterilized files.)

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario June 20'18
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Peer & Practice Assessment Program 2.0

4. Has there been a change in your registration status or type of practice since your
underwent the first peer and practice assessment?

5. Please state the date of your first Peer and Practice Assessment:

6. Please list 3 things learned from the first Peer and Practice Assessment and how
you changed or adapted your practice:

7. Do you use any diagnostic tests or practice techniques in your office that
would not be considered usual or customary in a chiropractic office?

2

8. What degrees/qualifications or specialties do you possess?

9. Name of chiropractlc school you graduated from and date of graduation

lf you actively see pat¡ents please forward to CGO,
this completed questionnaire and

all materials listed on the Action Step Chart
at the end of the introductory letter.

For additional information: Dr. J. Bruce Walton,
Director of Professional Practice, CCO
Tel: (416) 922-6355, ext. 106
Email : bwalton@cco.on.ca

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario June 2018



Peer & Practice Assessment Proqram 2.0, STREAM 1 1

Peen & PnecncE AssessMENT 2.0= Srnena I WonxeooK 133

Member Name and Registration # Assessor

GxrnopRecnc ScoPE oF PRaclce
*Reference - Standørd of Practice S-00 l: Chiropractic Scope of Practice

1. All activities and services, including all diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures, performed by the member:

(l) relate to the chiropractic scope ofpractice as set out in
the Chiropractíc Act, 1991, and,

(2) appears to have achieved, maintained and can
demonstrate clinical competency in diagnostic or
therapeutic procedures used.

2. The member uses adjunctive diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures that are in the public domain, such as:
. Provides nutritional counseling
¡ Prescribes orthotics
o Provides lifestyle, and exercise advice
. Utilizes various therapeutic modalities such as

ultrasound, IFC, cold laser therapy
. Other:

3. Member appears to be providing diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures specifïcally prohibited, such as :

o Dark field microscopy
. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy
o Pelvic or prostate examinations
o Vega testing

Date

Yes No Gomments

ntr

O College of Chiropractors of Ontario, V.3JUL18 For WEBSITE



Peer & Practice Assessment Program 2.0, STREAM 1 2

134

4. In responding to general health-related questions by
patients that relate to controlled acts outside the
chiropractic scope of practice, the member:
¡ advises the patient that the performance of the act is

outside the chiropractic scope of practice and the
patient should consult with a health care professional
who has the act within his/her scope of practice;

. responds in a professional, accurate and balanced
manner in the context of providing primary health care
to the patient consistent with the chiropractic scope of
practice; and

r Encourages the patient to be an active participant in
his/her own health care which allows the patient to
make fully informed decisions concerning his/her
health care.

5. In responding to general, health-related questions, the
member is aware that:
o Members are restricted from treating or advising

outside the chiropractic scope of practice

6. Member appears to comply with the standard of practice

7. If no - How is the member non-compliant? (provide
examples)

Yes No

nn

n tr

Comments

Disposition: ! Rpp""r, to meet
the minimum levelof
competency

- Standard of Practice S-0 I 3 : Consent

informed,

Yes No Comments

Room for
improvement
(see comments)

ofcare

properly documented in the records (fully f
given, and evidenced in written

form signed patient or otherwise documented in
the patient obtained for:

a) Examination
b) Chiropractic
c) Acupuncture (if )

cafe

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario, V.3JUL18 For WEBSITE
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135
Suvriu¡Ry RESULTS oF THE PPA 2.0 Frlp Rnvrrw AND Fmsr PPA 1.0:

Ann¿.s IDENTIFIED As NEEDING IMpRovEMENT
IN PPA 1.0 (Cnclr \ilHAT wAs rDnNTrrrrl)

H¡.Vn CHANGES BEEN MADE
Ef or EN

Anrls lrnNrrrrpo tN PPA
2.0 NnnrrNG TMPRovEMENT

Chiropractic Scope of Practice T T
Delegation I n
Record Keeping T r
Professional Portfolio n T
Reporting of Diseases x
Ordering, Taking and Interpreting Radiographs tr
Putting a Finger Beyond the Anal Verge for the
Purpose of Manipulating the Tailbone

Communic ating a Diagnosis T f
Chiropractic Care of Animals T
Members of More Than One Health Profession tr
Orthotics n
Consent to examination T
Consent to care or plan of care T n
Prohibition of a Sexual Relationship with a
Patient

Advertising T T
Acupuncture tr tr
Third Party Independent Chiropractic Evaluations T n
Conflict of interest in Commercial Ventures n
Communication and Cooperation with CCO n
Assistive Devices x T
Business Practices tr T
Classes of Registration f T
Guidelines for Members Concerning Office Staff r
Mandatory and Permissive Reporting r T
Partnership of Care I Partenariat de soins de santé l
Professional Misconduct l

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario, V.3JUL18 For WEBSITE
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|TEM 4.1.15

October 16,2018

PerI,ogg! sn4.Con{ideil!ìül - Senl bv e-iloid
Fflr vgur Ím¡nedìøte altentÍoa

Dr.I

Re: Posfing on F¡cebook

Dear Dr. I

It has been brought to th" attention of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)
that , - .^.-- has made a posting on Facebook on
October 14, 2018 af 7:40 pm (see attached).

To avoid any possible formal complaint, CCO recommends that you delete the
potentially problematic posting and confirm that you have done so. You are reminded
to review and comply with CCO standards of practice, including but not limited to,
Standard of Practice 5-001: Chiropractic Scope of Practice and S-016: Advertising.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this rnatter

Yours truly,

Joel Friedman
Director, Policy and Research

136
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Joel Friedman 138
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tuesday, October 'lA, ZOß 5:05 PM
Joel Friedman
Re: Personal and Confidential Communication from the College of Ghiropractors of Ontario

Done. I willfire the person responsible ASAP

Thank you for bringing that to my attention.

On Oct L6,20L8, at 4:11 PM, Joel Friedman <JFriedman@cco.on.ca> wrote:

Good Afternoon,

Please see attached personal and confidentíal correspondence.

Regards,

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922€355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 4772
Fax (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ifriedman@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.c¿r

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confident¡al infumation and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distribut¡on, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have æceived this e-mail ¡n enor, please notlry me immediately by reply e-ma¡l

and delete all copies including any attachmenls without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

<LetterOct ober I 6,20 1 8.pdÞ

<Image-l (006).png>
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ITEM 4.1.16
Joel Friedman 139
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco. info@cco. on. ca>
Friday, November 02,201812:55 PM
Joel Friedman
Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1 ,2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

College of Chiropräctors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiropråt¡ciens de l'ûntariotrø

Dear CCO Member:

An online article in the Globe and Mail posted November t, 20LB makes
reference to the role of CCO in evaluating complaints against members,
and characterizes the potential for conflict of interest among its elected
Council.

We want to share with you some background on the correspondence CCO
had with the article's authors.

This past summer, we received two inquiries from journalist Wayne
MacPhail about the role of CCO and its governance structure.

In both instances, CCO provided a detailed, three-page letter in response
to Mr. MacPhail's questions in a timely, forthright and transparent
manner. The responses came from me as Registrar and General Counsel,
and were undertaken after considerable deliberation and consultation,
with the full support of Council, and were shared with the Ministry of
Health and Long-Term Care.

We clarified the role of CCO, and demonstrated CCO's effectiveness in
regulating in the public interest by providing a number of illustrations and
metrics. In addition, we compiled and shared links to all the relevant
statues, legislation and standards, to aid in Mr. MacPhail's understanding.

We shared the robustness of CCO's QA initiatives, and thoroughly
explained the complaints and disciplinary process, noting also that the
Health Professions Appeal and Review Board (HPARB), an independent
adjudicative body responsible for reviewing decisions of the Inquiries,
Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC), has confirmed 24 of the 26
decisions (92o/o) made by ICRC for the years 20L3-2O17 inclusive. The
Ontario Courts have upheld discipline committee decisions in all seven

1



instances in which decisions were appealed. CCO can and has addressed
complaints concerning members acting outside of scope.

In response to questions about diverse styles of practice, we explained
that CCO does not endorse any specific style of practice, but rather
requires that all members practise within the chiropractic Scope of
Practice and in accordance with the legislation governing CCO Standards
of Practice, policies and guidelines.

We also clarified our governance and committee structures, and detailed
the composition of our executive, council and committees, highlighting
the balance between elected members and appointed public members,
Lastly, we noted that if anyone had concerns, we encouraged Mr.
MacPhail to tell them to contact CCO, and we would advise on the
procedures in place to hear a complaint.

CCO's communications to Mr. MacPhail dated June 6, 2018 and August
L4, ZOLB are linked here:

Communication June 6. 2018

Communication August 14, 2018

We will be publishing a brief statement on CCO's website also for use by
any other media as well as any members of the public curious about the
role of CCO in light of the article.

Ms Jo-Ann Willson,
Registrar and General Counsel

Dr. David Starmer,
President
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College of
Chiropractors
of Ontario

UOrdre des
Chiropraticiens
de l'Ontar¡o

130 Bloor St. West
Suite 902
Toronto, Ontario
Mss 1N5

Tel:416-922-6355
Fax:41 6-925-961 0
cco. info@cco.on.ca
www.cco.on.ca
Toll Free; 1-877 -577 -4772

June 6,2018

Mr. Wayne MacPhail
Via E-mail f"wmscphåil@gmail.com)

Re: Your Questions to the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) Relating to the
Regulation of Chiropractic in the Public Interest

Dear Mr. MacPhail

Thank you for your interest in the CCO

As the answers to your questions below are fulsome and complete, and give you the
information needed for your story, we respectfully decline your invitation to meet or discuss
them further at this time.

We have taken the liberly of providing this memo to your editor at The Globe and Mail, and
to the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care.

The role and effectíveness oÍthe CCO ìn the protectíon of the publíc

CCO's sùatutory mandate is to protect the public through the registation of chiropractors
and the development of standards of praetice to which the profession must conform.

All standards of practice, policies and guidelines are available on the CCO website and
address subjects such as scope of practice, record keeping, performing a chiropractic
adjustment or manipulation, taking and ordering x-rays, consent, prevention of sexual abuse
of a patient, advertising (including websites and social media accounts) and business
practices.

CCO has a robust Quality Assurance Program that includes a peer assessment component.
To date, CCO's approximately 5,000 members have completed at least one peer âssessment.
As part of the peer ¿lssessment process, members' compliance with CCO's regulations,
standards of practice, policies and guidelines are reviewed.

CCO also has a complaints and discipline process designed to cnsure a thorough and fair
investigation of åny accusâtion of professional misconduct against a member, consistent
with the requirements of the Regulated Heallh Professions Act (RHPA).If there is a
complaint of professional misconduct against a member, it is investigated by the Inquiries,
Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC) as required under the RHPÅ.
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If allegations of professional misconduct against a member are referred to the Discipline
Committee by the ICRC for failure to comply with a regulation, standard, policy or
guideline, CCO is required to prove the allegation of professional misconduct before a
discipline panel composed usually of three chiropractors and two appointed public members.

Information conceming any discipline finding is included on the public portion of CCO's
register, including any notices of hearing, the dates of hearings and the Discipline
Committee's decision(s). As of July 1,2016, information related to findings by the ICRC is
also included on the public register, such as oral cautions, specified continuing education
and remediation programs and undertakings. Summaries of discipline decisions and statistics
related to the ICRC are also included in CCO's annual reports which are all available on the
CCO website under "Publications".

The diversity of beliefs within chiropractic from principled chiropractors to those who
âppear to be interested in moving the profession to an evidence base - and how that
diversity is regulated

As a regulatory body the CCO does not endorse any specific style of practice, but rather
requires that all members practise within the chiropractic Scope of Practice and in
accordance with the legislation governing the CCO, Standards of Practice, policies and
guidelines. By way of example, all members are expected to take a history, perform an
examination, record their findings, communicate a diagnosis, and practise in a manner
consistent with the chiropractic scope of practice, which is referenced in the Chiropractic
Act, 1991.
(https://www.ontario.callawslstatute/9 I c2 l .)

Accordingly, CCO Standard of Practice S-001: Scope of Practice
lhttps://www.cco.on.calwp-content/uploads/2017/10/5-00l.pdf), as well as section 30 of the
RHPA, restrict a member from treating or advising outside of the chiropractic scope of
practice.

In cases where a patient seeks treatment or advice that falls outside of this scope, Standard
of Practice 5-001 sets the requirements as follows:

"In responding to general health-related questions by patients that relate to
controlled acts outside the chiropractic scope ofpractice (such as prescribing a drug
as defined in the Drug and Pharmacies Regulatian.4ct, lgg0, performing surgery
and administering vaccinations), a member shall: advise the patient that the
perþrmance of the oct is outside the chiropractíc scope of practice and the patient
should consult wîth a health professional who has the act within hís/her scope of
practice; respond in a professional, accurate and balanced manner in the context of
providing prímary health care to the patient consistent with the chtíropractic scope of
practice; and encourage the patient to be an active participant in his/her own health
care which allows the patíent to make fully inþrmed decisions concerning his/her
health care."
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Complaints that have come before the CCO and have then gone forward to HPARB.
We have made an extensive study of these cases and would like to walk through our
findings. We have concerns about how some of the actions by chiropractors were
represented to HPARB by the CCO

The Health Professions Appeal and Review Board (HPARB) is an independent adjudicative
body responsible in part for reviewing ICRC decisions of regulatory colleges under the
RHPA. HPARB reviews decisions of the ICRC in circumstances where the action was other
than to refer specified allegations of professional misconduct to the Discipline Committee,
and a request for a review may be made by either a complainant, or a member. CCO is not a
party to a HPARB review.

From 2013-2017 inclusive, HPARB received 26 requests for a review of CCO's ICRC
decisions. Of those reviews, HPARB confirmed 24 ICRC decisions (92%), deeming the
investigations to be adequate and the decisions reasonable. Only two decisions were
returned to the ICRC for further investigation and those have now been finalized.

ICRC, discipline and HPARB decisions speak for themselves, and it would be inappropriate
to comment on what lead to the decisions or what the decisions may mean. Further, with
respect to any of the 26 specifìc cases, it would take significant time and effort to re-
familiarize ourselves with the facts and evidence. If you wish to identiff what you refer to as

specific oconcems' or the specific 'findings' of interest, perhaps we could provide a further
response - after review with our legal counsel of course.

We are also interested the challenge the CCO faces in regulating chiropractic for the
public good when members of the CCO board and committees hold views and that are
contested within the profession including those on vaccination, the treatment of infants
and children, and practicing beyond the scope. Some, as you know, have themselves
been the subject of a complaint to the CCO.

All of CCO's committees and Council are composed of chiropractors elected by the
province's over 5,000 chiropractors, as well as public members appointed by the provincial
govemment. Elected and public members are required by law to regulate chiropractic in the
public interest and consistent with the requirements of the legislation goveming the
profession, as identified in our previous ans\ryers. All chiropractorso whether an active or past
Cotrncil member, must practise within the legal framework provided by the profession's
governing legislation as described above. If you are aware of any behavior by members
which may be inconsistent with CCO's standards, policies or guidelines, I encourage you to
bring it to CCO's attention so appropriate action may be taken.
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@Ð
I trust you will find these nesponses to yorn questions helpñrl to your inquiries.

Jo-AnnWillson
and General Cor¡nsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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August 14,2018

IvIr. Wayne MacPhail

Via E-mail (wmacphail@gmail.com)

Re: Globe and Mail sends final request to respond to specific questions (sent July 27,2A18)

Dear Mr, MacPhail:

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) is the governing body established by the
provincial government to regulate chiropractors in Ontario. CCO Council and committees are

comprised of both elected members and public members appointed by the provincial
government. Thank you for your continued interest in CCO.

CCO regulates in the public interest, assuring the more than2.5 million Ontarians* who utilize
chiropractic services the expectation of ethical and competent care. Our accountably to this
public is paramount and guides our actions as regulator, whether in supervising a robust and

rigorous quality assurance program for CCO members, informing chiropractic patients of
established processes for registering complaints against a member, or in publishing the initiation
and outcome of these processes on the public-facing section of CCO's website. CCO's
legislative framework is the same as that for the many other self-goveming professions under the

Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991 (RHPA).

As I indicated to you in our correspondence dated June 6, 2018, CCO does not endorse any

specific style of practice. Rather, as the regulatory body in Ontario, CCO requires that all
members act within a chiropractic scope of practice, and in accordance with CCO standards,

policies and guidelines, which are regularly reviewed through the lens of public protection.

The Chiropractic Act, 1991 establishes the scope of practice for chiropractic in the province. By
defïnition, members of CCO 

-and 
all who practise chiropractic in Ontario must be registered

members-are thereby restricted from treating or advising outside this scope.

In addition, CCO has published clear standards for members in responding to health-related

questions that fall outside of the defined scope of practice. As a reminder, in general such

questions require that the chiropractor advise the patient that the performance of the act is

outside the chiropractic scope of practice and that the patient should consult with a health

professional who has the act within his/her scope of practice, Not doing so would represent a

breach of the standards of practice.
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Should there be concerns or complaints about the practice of any chiropractor in the province
regulated by CCO-such as those rnqde by the unnamed "critics" referred to in your email-
there are evidentiary-based processes for bringing such complaints to CCO's attentíon as

described below.

If anyone in the province has a complaint about the professional conduct of a registered member,
whether in regards to the scope of his/her practice, or any other professional conduct, CCO has a

rigorous, transparent complaints and discipline procedure in place to ensure a thorough and fair
investigation. This process is consistent with the requirements of the RHPA, which governs all
regulated health care professions.

As you know, complaints are first investigated by the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports

Committee (ICRC) as required under the RHPA. The ICRC may then refer specified allegations
of professional misconduct to CCO's Discipline Committee, if it believes that a CCO member
has failed to comply with a regulation, standard or guideline. CCO is then required to prove the
allegation before a discipline panel made up of three chiropractors and two public members.

Notices and dates of discíplinary hearings, as well as decisions of the Discipline Committee, are
publíc.In addition, CCO's public register also includes any information from earlier findings of
the ICRC such as oral cautions, specified continuing education or remediation programs.

Summaries of discipline decisions and statistics related to the ICRC are also included in CCO's
annual report.

As I shared with you previously, in those instances in which the findings of the ICRC have been

appealecl for review by the Health Professions Appeal ancl Revie,w Boarcl (HPARB), HPARB has

upheld 92% of the decîsions and referced two for further investigation (those matters have also
now been concluded).

Furthermore, in the past 15 years, the Ontario courts have reviewed seven decisions made by
CCO's Discipline Committee. Please note that the courts upheldthe Discipline Committee
decisions in the six cases in which members appealed decisions of professional misconduct made

against them. In the one case in which CCO appealed to the courts because of the leniency of the
penalty, the Ontario Court of Appeal allowed CCO's appeal and the matter was sent back for a
new hearing, resulting in revocation of the member's certificate of registration.

Taken together, these transpørent processes for investigating, prosecuting, documenting and
disseminøting inþrmation pertaining to the professional conduct of chiropractors in Ontario,

and the confirmatîon of CCO decisions at qppeal or in the courts, demonstrate the vigilance and

ffictiveness af CCO in safeguarding the publíc interest.

You have asked once more about the composition of CCO's Council and committees from the

perspective of elected members' styles of practice.
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Again as mentioned previously, CCO does not endorse any specific style of practice but requires
all members adhere to the standards, regulations and guídelines that govern the profession.

Elected and public members (appointed by the provincial government) of CCO Council and

committees are required by law to regulate chiropractic in the public interest, consistent with
these requirements.

Both current and former elected and public members of Council and non-Council committee
members are obliged to sign and abide by a Code of Conduct that calls upon them to maintain
high standards of integrþ, honesty and loyalty when discharging their duties.

Specifically, Council and committee members are required to place the interests of CCO,
Council and committees above self-interests; uphold the decisions made by Council and

committees, and to avoid and, where that is not possible, to declare arry appearance of or actual
conflicts of interests. Council and committee members take seriously their roles, duties, and

fiduciary obligations to protect the public interest and CCO remains committed to exercising its
statutory responsibility to regulate chiropractic and protect the public interest.
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$incerely,

Jo[^^r- td¡Uu¿
"þ-enn Willson

Registrar and General Counsel

*Based on the most recent survey data available (2016), undertaken by Environics and GWP,
commissioned by the Ontario Chiropractic Association and the Canadian Chiropractic
Association respectively, which indicated a chiropractic utilization rate of 2Ao/o in the province of
Ontario, population 13,97 6,32 ( 201 6).
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Gtobe and Mait articte dated November 1, 2018 referencing
the Cotlege of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) 

Mg
CCO is mandated by the province to regutate chiropractic in the pubtic interest, assuring the
estimated 2.5 mittion Ontarians who use chiropractic services of ethicatand competent care.
Accountabitity to the pubtic Auides our actions, which include supervising quatity assurance programs
for chiropractors, informing chiropractic patients and the pubtic of established processes for
registering comptaints, and pubtishing the outcome of these complaints and disciptine proceedings
on CCO's website.

As provided for by provincial legislation CCO's rote as regulator is not to endorse any specific styte of
practice, but rather io require that at[ members practise within the chiropractic Scope of Practice
outtined in the legistation, and respect att CCO Standards of Practice, policies and guidetines. ln
addition, CCO has published clear standards for members in responding to patienis' heatth-retated
questions that fatt outside of the defined Scope of Practice, such as questions relating to vaccination,
surgery or medication https://www.cco.on.calwp-content luploadsl20lB/06/S-001.pdf.

CCO's governing CounciI and its committees are made up of elected members and pubtic members
(appointed by the provincial government), who are obtiged to abide by a Code of Conduct that catts
upon them to ptace the interests of CCO above se[f-interests, and to maintain high standards of
integrity, honesty and toyatty when discharging their duties.

Shoutd anyone have a complaint about the professional conduct of any registered member or Councit
member, whether in regards to the scope of hís/her practice, or any other professionaI conduct, CCO
has a rigorous, transparent complaints and disciptine procedure rn place to ensure a thorough and fair
investigation and appropriate action. More information is available at
https://www.cco.on.calmembers-of-the-public/how-to-fite-a-comptaint / or by catting CCO to
learn more.

https://www.cco.on.cal2O18l11l02lglobe-and-mail-article-dated-november-1-2018-referencing-the-college-of-chiropractors-of-ontario-cco/# 1t1
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Letter to Editor

Re: Chiropractors at Crossroads, Globe and Mail online, November 1,2018

The authors are correct in noting that the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) does not endorse any
specific style of practice. Rather, by virtue of its enabling legislation as the governing body for
chiropractic in Ontario, charged with a public interest mandate, CCO requires that all members
practise within the legislated chiropractic Scope of Practice and related standards. The authors

also correctly highlight the diligence with which the CCO pursues complaints brought against
any practising member, and that92% of CCO's inquiries, complaints and reports decisions have

been confirmed on review by the Health Professions Appeal and Review Board (in addition to all
7 discipline decisions being upheld on appeal by the Ontario courts).

However, it is demonstrably false to suggest that this rigorous and transparent disciplinary and

appeal process has been altered, or its outcomes predetermined in any way, by the style of
chiropractic practiced by the executive leadership of CCO which is comprised not only of elected

chiropractors but of public members appointed by the provincial government.

This insinuation is a gross distortion of CCO's disciplinary process and one that does not
withstand further scrutiny. By positing it, the authors have done the Globe and Mail's readership
a disservice.

Jo-Ann \Millson
Registrar & General Counsel
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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ITEM 4.1 .17

November 19,2018

Dr. David Starmer
President, College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5

Ms. Jo-Ann Willson
Registrar and General Counsel
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
'130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MSS 1N5

Re: Member Feedback Related to Globe and MailStory

Dear Dr. Starmer and Ms. Willson

Following the online (November 1,2018) and print (November 6, 2018) publication of the Globe
and Mailarticle on the state of chiropractic regulation in Ontario, members shared their
feedback with the OCA via phone, email, one-on-one discussions and ongoing engagements.

This letter provides a summary of that feedback.

Overall, members feel this is the most important issue to be addressed by the profession.

lssues highlighted by members include:

1. The article has led to widespread discussion, which is seen as an opportunity to
modernize the profession and regulatory oversight;

2. The description of how standards of practice, guidelines and policies, are monitored and
enforced creates a barrier to progress for the profession;

3. CCO QA and Peer Review processes are strong in providing oversight to other important
issues, however false advertising, out of scope claims and unethical business and
clinical practices continue without consequences. New approaches are required in the
current environment.

4. Members would like to see a mechanism or forum to discuss current regulatory matters
with CCO other than the current mechanisms which include road shows, written
communications and bulletins.

This feedback from members is consistent with previous survey feedback which was shared
with CCO in July, 2017,83% of members want the harmful, unethical, out of scope claims
addressed.

ln our joint meeting of August 13,2018 we discussed the critical leadership opportunity that
exists in Ontario. CCO regulates and OCA advocates for the third largest number of

2A0 - 20 V¡ctoria St.

ïoronto ON
M5C 2NB

Tet 416-860-0070
ïolt - f ree 1,- 877 - 327 - 227 3

Fax 416-860-0857

www.chiropractic.on.ca
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chiropractors in any one jurisdiction globally. Within our respective mandates we share the
common goal of a strong profess¡on prov¡ding exceptional care to the public. We rely on strong
regulation to support that goal.
Ensuring members and stakeholders have confidence in the profession is key as we seek
increased scope, greater integration and access to funding for chiropractic.

OCA looks forward to CCO taking a leadership role in the future of Chiropractic regulation.

OCA represents the majority of chiropractors in Ontario and is committed to working with our
members in:

. Reinforcing the importance of practicing within the standards CCO has established;

. Providing feedback to members, when requested, with respect to their advertising
practices;

. Encouraging all members to send their advertising content to CCO for review;

. lntensifying our work with members to ensure they are active in the CCO election
process.

A strong, accountable profession benefits all chiropractors and patients in Ontario. As the
regulator for all chiropractors it will be important for stakeholders to understand CCO's plans
and strategies to modernize oversight of the profession, supplementing existing QA and Peer
Review processes.

Sincerely,

C--á.*-t-r"
Dr. Ken Brough
Chair, OCA Board of Directors

Caroline Brereton
Chief Executive Officer
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ALLIANCE FOR CHIROPRACTIC
INTEGRITY - ACCOUN'fÀSILITY . LEADERSHIP

To the Editor,

The Alliance for Chiropractic was referenced in the article by Mr. McPhail and Mr. Benedetti,
dated November t,2OL8. We would appreciate the opportunity to clarify our position.

The Alliance for Chiropractic represents chíropractors who practice in a neurological and

salutogenic model of care delivery. We contend that chiropractic is not a treatment for any
condition. We at the AFC, endorse that chiropractors focus on caring for their patients solely to
maintain and improve the integrity of the neuro-spinal system. Every health professional

agrees that a proper functioning spine and nervous system is essential to human health,
regardless of age.

The AFC recognizes that the vertebral subluxation complex has historically evolved from its
original definitions. Attempts to continue to define subluxation in 2018 by its original definition
in 1895 are erroneous. We understand that vertebral subluxation can be regarded as

mechanical/kinesiological and/or neurologicall. ln the scientific peer-reviewed literature,
subluxation has been described by several other pseudonyms including: "joint fixation, spinal
lesion, spinal joint derangement, or joint dysfunction". Many researchers have chosen these
other definitions for political rather than scientific reasons2. At the core of scientific
understanding, the biomechanical and neuro-physiological effects are allthe same.

Furthermore, the term subluxation is a condition acknowledged and accepted outside of
chiropractic. The WHO (World Health Organization) has included the term in the lnternational
Classification of Disease as Mgg.l Subluxation Complex (Vertebral). The term is also used in the
Health Claims for Auto lnsurance as set out by the FSCO and the Auto lnsurers of Ontario.

Chiropractic is a profession that is practiced with safety, diversity, and with the patient's well-
being at the forefront. Chiropractic has boasted some of highest patient satisfaction surveys

consistently and millions of patients worldwide have favoured Chiropractors as trusted
practitioners. To make a blanket claim that all chiropractors in a neurological model of care

delívery are "pseudoscientific" and don't put their patient's needs first is blatantly libelous.

I https://spinalresearch.com.au/wp-contenVuploads/2017l06ffhe-Vertebral-Subluxation.pdf

2 Keating JC, Charlton KH, Grod JP, Perle SM, Sikorski D, Winterstein JF. Subluxation: dogma
or science? Chiropr Osteopat. 2005;13:17.

77 A-218 Silvercreek Pwy N, Su¡te 126 Guetph, 0N N1H 9EB 1,-877-997-9927
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It is inappropriate to imply that a Doctor of Chiropractic, who practices with a vitalistic
philosophy, cannot be consistent in enforcing the self-regulating mandates of the profession as

a member of the regulatory board. lt is unjust to those índividuals, and the insinuation that
vitalistic chiropractors would not be held accountable for complaints of unprofessional
behavior, is unacceptable.

It is the AFC's understanding that the College of Chiropractors sent correspondence to the
authors that outlined, with transparency, the disciplinary and objective process prior to
publication of the article, citing specifically the 92% confirmation by the Health Professions
Appealand Review Board (HPARB) of the lnquiries, Complaints, and Reports Committee (ICRC).

The Ontario Courts have upheld discipline committee decisions in all but five instances in which
decisions were appealed. This shows that the CCO is diligent at addressing complaints
concerning members acting outside of scope. To imply otherwise is nonfactual.

The AFC supports the College of Chiropractors of Ontario in the privilege of self-regulation and
we trust the process and the objectivity of those on the Board to protect the public interest and
honour the privilege of self-regulation.

ln closing, Chiropractic is trusted by thousands of Ontarians and Canadians each day and the
AFC continues to support the neurological model of practice in a professional and ethical
manner.

Alliance for Chiropractic Board of Directors

17A-278 Silvercreek Pwy N, Suite 126 Guetph, Ol.l N1H 888 1,-877-997-9927
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Subject: FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

From:
Sent: Friday, November 02,20781:28 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Thanks for following up.
Appreciate you getting ahead of this

Cheers!

On Nov 2,2018, at 12:48 PM, College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.cÈ wrote:

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiropraticiens de l'Ontario

An online afticle in the Globe and Mail posted November 1, 2018 makes
reference to the role of CCO in evaluating complaints against members,

Dear CCO Member:

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject

Joel Friedman
Friday, November 02,20181:58 PM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1 ,2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1-877-577-4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mai|: jfl9d!¡A¡@qgg.o_n çA
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
Th¡s e-mail ¡ncluding any attachments may contain confìdential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
disclosure ¡s str¡ctly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notifo me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any

attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From
Sent: Friday, November 02,20181:56 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November L, 2018 referenc¡ng the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

mental note for the future,don't correspond with the media no matter what lawyers advise, they will always
twist the message against chiropractic

On Nov 2,2018, at 12:48 PM, College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.oÈ wrote:

@Ð
Oollege of Chiroprãctors of Ontario
L'Ordre des thiropratlc¡ens de I'Ontario

An online article in the Globe and Mail posted November L, 20LB makes
reference to the role of CCO in evaluating complaints against members,

Dear CCO Member:

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Friedman
Friday, November 02,2018 2:06 PM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1,2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -477 2
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mai l: jfrigdÍre_n@eeg. o¡=ga
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFI DENTIALITY WARNI NG:
This e-mail ¡nclud¡ng any attachments may contain confìdent¡al ¡nformation and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
d¡sclosure is strlctly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notifo me ¡mmediately by reply e-ma¡l and delete all copies including any

attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: I - .

Sent: Friday, November 02,2OL8 2:05 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: RE: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Good replyl
I guess the press likes controversy and sensationalism.

From: College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Sent: Novem ber 2, 2OL8 L2:49 PM

To:,'
Subject: Re: Globe ano Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

@ø
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiroprât¡dens dë I'Ontario

Dear CCO Member:

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Friedman
Friday, November 02,2018 2:23 PM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1 ,2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1 -877-577-4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ifriedman@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain conf¡dential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any

attachments w¡thout reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From
Sent: Friday, November 02, 20tg 2:22 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1-, 20L8 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Thank you for your detailed response. I would expect any board member, committee member and CCO
complaints department to act I00% independently in regards to complaints regarding scope of practice. If
chiropractors who are elected to the CCO are speaking, advertising on social media or on their website,
practicing outside the scope of practice and the standards of the CCO they should resign and future board
members should be held to the the CCO standard.

Thank you

On Nov 2,2018, at 12:48 PM, College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.cÞ wrote:

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Friedman
Friday, November 02,2018 2:10 PM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free:'l-877-577-4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-ma i I : jfigd!¡e¡@ceg. o¡=ea
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attâchments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me immediately by reply e-ma¡l and delete all copies including any

attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From;
Sent: Friday, November 02,2Ot8 2:06 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referenc¡ng the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Very good response, thankyou jD. c

From: College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Sent: November 2, 2OL8 12:48 PM

To:
Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

trØ
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiropraticiens dË I'Ontario

An online article in the Globe and Mail posted November L, 20LB makes
reference to the role of CCO in evaluating complaints against members,

Dear CCO Member:

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Friedman
Friday, November 02,2018 2:12 PM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mall article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1-877-577-4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ifriedman@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING
This e-mail including any attachments may contain conf¡dential ¡nformation and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any

attachmenls without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From
Sent: Friday, November 02,zOLg 2:11 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1", 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Thanks... apprec¡ate the quick response to the situation and update to members

From: College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Sent: November 2,20L8 L2:49 PM

To:
Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

@Ð
College of Chiropractürs of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chirrpråtiriêns de I'Ontario

L
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Friedman
Friday, November 02,2018 2:56 PM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail artlcle dated November 1,2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel:(416) 922-6355 ext. '104

Toll Free:'l -87 7 -577 -477 2
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-ma¡l: jfrie!rnen@çce.o!-€e
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFI DENTIALITY WARNI NG:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confìdential ¡nformation and ¡s ¡ntended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify me immediately by reply e-ma¡l and delete all cop¡es including any

attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: .,
Sent: Friday, November 02,2OL8 2:5s r¡vr

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November L, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Thanks for doing great work!
Keep it up!
Best regards,

Sent from my iPhone. Please excuse any spelling effors or omissions.

On Nov 2,2018, at 12:49 PM, College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.oÈ wrote:

KØ
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiroprâticiens dê I'Ontario

Dear CCO Member:

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Friedman
Friday, November 02,2018 3:06 PM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS '1 N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mai|: jfiCdnAn@çCg_.o_n Ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mai¡ ¡nclud¡ng any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please not¡ry me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any

attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From:
Sent: Friday, November 02,20Lg 3:04 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Dear Jo-Ann,

So I'm wondering about the DC in Kirkland Lake who all but slammed the CCO? is he going to receive any
type of admonishment?
It's guys like that that are dividing the profession - not the vitalits!
Just wondering.
Cheers,

On Fri, Nov 2, 2018 at 12:48 PM College of Chiropractors of Ontario (cco.info@,cco.on.ca) wrote

@Ð
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiropräticiens dê I'Ontario

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Friedman
Friday, November 02,2018 3:42 PM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1,2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B

Director, Policy and Research

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104

Toll Free: L-877 -577 -4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: jfriedman@cco.on.ca

Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFI DENTIALITY WARNING :

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s)
named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or
making a copy. Thank you.

---Original Message----
From:
Sent: Friday, November 02,2078 3:33 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November L, 201.8 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

This isn't how Mr. MacPhail communicated this in his article. ls anything going to the globe and mail to address that fact
of his inflammatory opinion piece?

Sent from my iPhone

> On Nov 2,2Ot8, at L2:48 PM, College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.ca> wrote

> Mr. MacPhail
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Friedman
Monday, November 05, 2018 8:04 AM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November l, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext.104
Toll Free: 1 -877-577-4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ifriedman@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is ¡ntended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please not¡ry me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any

attachments w¡thout reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From:
Sent: Saturday, November 03, 2018 11:36 AM
To: CCO I nfo <cco. i nfo @cco.o n.ca>; Jo-An n Wil lson <jpwil lson @cco.o n.ca>
Subiect: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Great responses Jo-Anne. Thank you.

On Nov 2,2018, at9:48 AM, College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cso.on.cÈ wrote

@Ð
College of Chiropractor$ of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chirqpraticiens de I'Ontario

An onlíne article in the Globe and Mail posted November L, 2OLB makes
reference to the role of CCO in evaluating complaints against members,
and characterizes the potential for conflict of interest among its elected
Council.

Dear CCO Member:
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Friedman
Monday, November 05, 2018 8:05 AM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Ch¡ropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
lel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1-877-577-4772
Fax (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ifriedman@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

Ïhis e-mail includ¡ng any attachments may contain confidential ¡nformat¡on and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
d¡sclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail ¡n enor, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any
attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From:
Sent: Friday, November 02,2Ot8 8:10 PM
To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subiect: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Thank you for sending a note about this.
Appreciate your support!

On Nov 2,2018, at 12:48 PM, College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.cÈ wrote:

@Ð
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiropråticiens dê l'Ontario

An onlíne article in the Globe and Mail posted November 1, 2018 makes
reference to the role of CCO in evaluating complaints against members,

Dear CCO Member:
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Friedman
Monday, November 05, 2018 8:05 AM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1 , 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: I -877 -577 -4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ifriedman@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confìdent¡al information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other diskibution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-ma¡l in enor, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any
attachments w¡thout reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From:
Sent: Friday, November 02,20tg 5:28 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subiect: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referenc¡ng the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

I don't know who to address this to specifically. These attacks have always existed and will continue. Chiropractic will
survive despite the efforts of some to destroy it because lT WORKS. lt helps people regain their health and lives when
other methods fail. The article in of itself did not bother me I have heard it all before. The issue I have is with the
Chiropractors in the article who attacked and slandered Chiorpractors like myself who practice Subluxation based
Vitalistic Chiropractic. This I fínd offensive. ln my 30 years of practice I have never once publically denounced another
Chiropractor who practiced differently from me. I may not like the way they practice but I respect and honour their right to
do so under the rules and regulations of our regulatory body. A newspaper is not the place for disgruntled Chiropractors
to express their displeasure with the way other Chiropractors practice. lf they have a complaint they should express it to
the CCO. I have had my say. Enuf Said, thank goodness the only thing most people use
newspapers for is to line their birdcages and throw out the garbage

Please visit our Website at

On Friday, November 2,2018 12:48 PM, College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.ca> wrote:

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
L'trdre des Chiroprat¡ciens de I'Ontario@Ð

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JoelFriedman
Monday, November 05, 2018 8:05 AM
Jo-Ann Willson

171

FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1 ,2018 referencíng the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772
Fax (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ifriedman@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential ¡nformation and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distr¡bution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notiff me immediately by reply e-ma¡l and delete all cop¡es includ¡ng any
attachments without reading ¡t or making a copy. Thank you.

From:
Sent: Friday, November 02,2OL8 4:25 Pwt
To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referenc¡ng the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Dear Jo-Ann and Dr David;

Thank you for the email today regarding the Globe and Mail article on November 1, 2018

Excellent overview and explanation to us, the professional members.

Thank you!!!

On Nov 2,2018, at 12:48 PM, College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.c> wrote:
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Thursdav. November 08, 2018 2:34 PM

RE: Conflict of lnterest on the CCO and Globe and MailArticle

Thank you. This has been received. We are compiling all feedback.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. I 1'l
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: jpwllþs¡l@çge.o¡.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.c€l

CONFI DENTIALITY WARNI NG:
This e-mail including any attachments may conta¡n conf¡dent¡al information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other dishibution, copying or
disclosure is skictly prohibited. lf you have received lhis e-mail in error, please not¡ry me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies ¡nclud¡ng any

attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From:
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2018 2:31 PM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Subject: Conflict of lnterest on the CCO and Globe and Mail Article

Dear Jo-Ann Willson,

Re: CCO Conflict of Interest and Recent Globe and Mail Article

I felt compelled to write to you today following the recent Globe and Mail Article which put a negative
spotlight on Chiropractic. This article and especially the responses from CMCC as well as the OCA, show a
conflict of interest of faculty members from CMCC being allowed to hold voting privileges on the CCO
council.

It was brought to my attention by concerned students of CMCC who wish to remain anonymous, that CMCC
put out an email no more than an hour after the article's releaseo regarding their communication with the
newspaper and their disappointment that additional information they had provided was not used. I can only
assume regarding pro evidenced based chiropractic. [t appears to me that they were instrumental in this article
and the negative spotlight it has put the profession in. CMCC clearly has an agenda and conflict of interest.

CCO has a different mandate than a financially driven educational institution (especially one so polarized to
ooevidenced based care"). Having an advisory role may be something to consider (from both "types of schools")
but CMCC faculty should not be able to have voting power as there is clearly a conflict of interest (or at the
very least a potential conflict) present.

As a graduate of CMCC from 2006, I practiced in the MSK model of evidence-based care and it was
1



173
disheartening to say the least. In this model of care once the symptoms are resolved/suppressed the care ceases.
For me this meant that patients would get'obetter" end care but typically return with the same or similar
complaints month after month , year after year. Once I switched my paradigm to a subluxation-based model the
significant changes happened. Patients quality of life improved, their "symptoms" stayed away for the most
part, and to me the power of chiropractic was finally realized. Don't get me wrong I run a clinic where I have
multidisciplinary practitioners in it (physiotherapist, massage therapists, acupuncturist, naturopathic doctor,
kinesiologist and psychotherapist). I use the adjustment (in a specific and scientific manner), our controlled act,
that is essential and paramount to providing the most benefit to the patient. As a governing body whose mandate
is to protect the public interest does it not make sense to honour our diversity as a profession in a way that
impacts the patient's quality of life rather than merely suppression of symptoms? I now run a successful
practice where my exemplary education is being utilized not at the sacrihce of my conscience and in an

ethically sound manner.

As a practicing chiropractor it is extremely important to me that the CCO govern in the public interest (diverse
as our profession is) as per our scope of practice and the lexicon is of paramount importance to our profession.
Please do not misinterpret this letter. In no way do I condone anyone who claims chiropractic treats specific
conditions, in my opinion we do not treat any, we specifically work with the neuromusculoskeletal system to
allow for optimal function and expression by scientifically and precisely removing vertebral subluxation.

By and large the CCO has made great strides in their mandates of late (quality assurance program changes,
donation to CMCC's simulation lab, etc.) but a reform to sanitize out subluxation chiropractors is not the
direction as a member I want the CCO to move towards and it is certainly not in the public interest. It is
essential to me that a blatant conflict of interest such as this (CMCC faculty having voting privileges) needs to
be addressed immediately.

Thank you for letting me have the opportunity to speak out about this.

Sincerely,

Confidentiality Notice: The contents of this email, including any attachments, may conta¡n confidential information, personal and/or
health information intended to be rev¡ewed only by the individual(s) or organization to whom it is addressed. If you are not the
intended recipient or an authorized representative of the intended recipient, please be notified that any review, distribution, copying,
saving or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please immed¡ately notify the sender by return
email and delete this email from your system, including from the deleted items folder. Thank you for your cooperation.
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Subject: FW: Feedback on Nov I Globe & Mail article Chiropractors at a Crossroads

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2OL8 2:42 AM
To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: Joel Friedman <JFriedman@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Fwd: Feedback on Nov l- Globe & Mail article Chiropractors at a Crossroads

Council feedback.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

Begin forwarded message:

From:
Date: November7,20L8 at 8:L8:48 PM EST

To: Jo-Ann Wi I lson <jpytilbo1@cco.on.ca>
Cc: David Starmer <dstarmer@cmcc.ca>

Subject: Feedback on Nov 1 GIobe & Mail article Chiropractors at a Crossroads

Hello Ms Willson & Dr Starmer,

Thank you both for inviting me to contribute feedback for the Nov 29/18 CCO council
meeting regarding the Nov 1"/L8 Globe & Mail article Chiropractors at a Crossroads: The

Fieht for evide¡ee iasedlreatment and a profession's reputation.
I will be submitting a letter to you later this week detailing why I think this sad article is
justified and useful to the CCO. I wanted to draw your attention to an article in today's
Globe & Mai I Judicial Council droos investisation into iudge who accepted universitv
position before it's hard to find using this link
https://www.theslobeandmail.com/canada/article-iudicia l-council-drops-investigation-
into-iudge-who-accepted-temoorarv/ . lt discusses how the Canadian Judicial Council
regulates judges doing controversial extracurricular activities that compromise their
judging and dimínish respect for the judiciary. The Judical Council is concerned about
the optics - iL l o o k s bad, even though claims of objectivity are made. CCO council
members' whose extracurricular activities embroil them in controversy and politics are
no different when they appear to compromise their ability to objectively regulate the
profession in discipline matters. Their actions diminish the dignity of the CCO and their
colleagues.
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Begin forwarded message:

From: Jo-Ann Willson <ipwillson @cco.on.ca>
Date: November 11,2018 at 6:L9:26 PM EST

To:
Cc: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Letter to all Elected and Appointed CCO Council Members regarding Nov
1/18 Globe & Mail article "Chiropractors at a Crossraods: The fight for evidence-based
treatment and a profession's reputation

Thank you, this has been received, and will be compiled with all feedback for the Council
meeting on November 29,2OL8.|t will be up to Council to decide whether the items are
to be discussed in camera, consistent with the provisions of the RHPA.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5

Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 111

Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARN ING :

This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is

intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please

not¡fy me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any attachments
without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

On Nov LL,2078, at 5:13 PM, wrote

Dear Ms. Willson, Dr. Starmer, Council Members,

ln response to your written invitations to submit comments for
feedback you are compiling for the Council discussion at your Nov 29/18
meeting in Toronto, I am respectfully engaging. I trust that for the sake

of candour this feedback on the Globe article will be handled as a public
segment of the meeting and not in camera. I contend such journalism

is a wake up call to chiropractic regulation and am optimistic it will
engender beneficia I improvements.

I took the time last week to speak at length with Alison Dantas, CEO of
the CCA, John Sutherland, CEO of the Federation of Canadian
Chiropractic Regulatory Boards and Caroline Brereton, CEO of the OCA

regarding the sad Globe & Mail article. Sad because it was
avoidable. As Mr. Sutherland implied, it is particularily galling to read a

cr¡ticism of chiropractic when the journalists are accurate and truthful in
their assertions.
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From a vantage of practising chiropractic ¡n Ontario for the past 34
years, I endorse the Globe article's arguments as justified because I

have direct experience with the vitalistic promotion of those Council
members Benedetti & MacPhail describe, as well as Dr Roger Turner. I

can supply specific details and times should that interest the CCO. I

concur with Dr Bronson's opinion "that in some instances the regulatory
stances are designed to protect vitalistic chiropractors instead of the
public". Again, I can provide exact details if needed by the CCO. A
positive development in this regard has been that finally on July
1/L6 the expansion of the information required to be maintained on
the CCO'S public register to include any information from earlier findings
of the ICRC such as oral cautions, specified continuing education or
remediation programs and undertakings was made. However, only
posting undertakings until they are completed is still inviting fair
questions about transparency.

Another positive development is the Oct 19/18 meeting of all L0

provincial chiropractic regulators. Some of these regulators, notably in

British Columbia and Manitoba have become more proactive in
monitoring their registrants' adherence to their Standards of Practice,
Policies and Guidelines. To rely on the unwavering CCO fallback
position of taking no disciplinary action unless a professional

misconduct complaint is filed leaves regulators open to criticism for not
sufficiently meeting their mandates to protect the public. Making a

complaint to a regulator is an intimidating, arduous and necessarily
lengthy process, that many patients shy away from.

ln this context, a Nov 7/L8 Globe & Mail article Judicial Council drops
investigation into iudge who accepted universitv
position https://www.theslobeandmail.com/canada/article-iudicial-
co uncil-d rops-i nvestigation-into-iudge-who-accepted-te m pora rvl
discusses how the Canadian Judicial Council regulates judges doing
controversial extracurricular activities that compromise their judging

and diminish respect for the judiciary. The Judicial Council is concerned
about the optics - it I o o k s bad, even though claims of objectivity
are made. CCO council members' whose extracurricular activities
embroil them in controversy and politics are no different when they
appear to compromise their ability to objectively regulate the
profession in discipline matters. Their actions diminish the dignity
of the CCO and their colleagues. An interesting footnote to this is a Oct
22/tg Globe & Mail article The Canadian iudicial Council-not Justice
Patrick Smith- deserves scrutiny
https://www.theglo bea nd ma i l.com/o pi n ion/a rticle-the:ca nad ia n-

iudicia l-council-not-i ustice-oatrick-sm ith-deserves/ by Scott Hutchison,

a lawyer & partner with Henein/Hutchison. This is the same firm
defending Dr Cliff Hardick's professional misconduct complaint currently
before the CCO. Seems like these types of cases are a good legal niche

business.

It behooves us all to consider that the risk of not improving the
appearance of transparent, objective, conflict of interest free
regulation of chiropractic in the public interest may be compromising
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the mandate to remain a self regulat¡ng profession; especially in the
climate of a new provincial conservative government under Mr. Ford

looking at budget items líne by line.

Thank you for circulating these concerns as outline above

Sincerely,
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179From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Friedman
Friday, November 02,2018 1:58 PM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1 -87 7 -577 -477 2
Fax: (416) 925-96'10
E-ma il : jÍjedn_a_n@çgg. o_n çA
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNI NG:
Th¡s e-ma¡l including any attachments may contain confìdential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distr¡bution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have rece¡ved th¡s e-mail ¡n enor, please notifo me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any

attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

Fror
Sent: Friday, November 02,20t81:36 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Ma¡l article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Why did the CCO decline to comment? not all chiros are crazy

Sent: Friday, November 02,2018 at 12:48 PM
From: "College of Chiropractors of Ontario" <cco.info@cco.on.ca>
To:
Subject: Re: Globe and Mart artrcre dated November 1,2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario
(cco)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chíropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
ïoronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel:(416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1-877-577-4772
Fax (416) 92s-9610
E-ma il : iÍied!¡e¡@ceg. o¡_CA
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail ¡ncluding any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other disk¡bution, copying or
d¡sclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any

attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From: i

Sent: Friday, November 02,20t8 7:01 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 201.8 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

How about we start banning these quacks that are espousing this subluxation nonsense. I didn't go to school for
almost a decade and go $150k in debt to be undermined by Hardick at al and their prehistoric outdated notions
of health care. Feel free to pass this on to every subbie mentioned in the article. I'd love to publicly debate any
of these snake oil salesmeniwomen.

On Fri, Nov 2, 2018,12:48 PM College of Chiropractors of Ontario <çCqjnfo@gçA.orì.c4 wrote:

Joel Friedman
Monday, November 05, 2018 8:05 AM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1,2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

@ø
College of thiropractors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiropratic¡êns dê I'Ontario

An online article in the Globe and Mail posted November L, 20L8 makes

Dear CCO Member:
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Subject: FW: Fw: The Globe and Mailarticle

From:
Sent: November 5, 2018 9:05 AM
To: David Starmer
Subject: The Globe and Mail article

Hello Dr. Starmer

I have just reviewed the investigation piece published in The Globe and Mail regarding evidence-based
treatment in chiropractic, which mentions you. I must say
that I am glad to see that there are others who are willing to speak out about the nature and scope of the
problems that persist in chiropractic and which hinder a chance for advancement of the
profession. Considering the issue at hand, and how regulatory boards continue to failto address
renegade providers who preach or advertise unfounded vitalistic principles to an unsuspecting public, I

just wanted to share with you a piece that I had written a few years back.

Also, as the pendulum can swing in the opposite direction at times in our profession (with practitioners
who make claims about'cutting edge', medically-oriented treatment approaches that similarly lack
supportive or cohesive medical evidence), I have included the links for two of my papers on manipulation
under anesthesia- should you have an interest.

1



Thanks for your good work

Sincerely, 182

Never leave that till tomorrow which you can do today. á,. Benjamin Franklin

COMIDENTIÀL COMMIJMCATION: THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS MESSAGE AND/OR ATTACHMENT IS INTENDED ONLY
FOR THE PERSONÀL AND CONTIDENTIAL USE OF THE DESIGNATED RECIPIENT NÂMED ABOVE. THIS MESSAGE MAY BE A MEDICAL-
REIATED COMMIJNICATION AND, AS SUCH, IS PRTVILEGED .A.ND CONT'IDENTIAL, IF THE RXÀDER OF THIS MESSAGE IS NOT THE
INTENDED RECIPIENT OR AN AGENT RXSPONSIBLE FOR DELIVERING IT TO THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED
THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS DOCUMENT IN ERROR. THEREFORE, A,NY REVIEW, RXTRÂNSMISSION, DISSEMINATION,
DISTRIBUTIOI{ OF THIS MESSAGE rq.ND/OR Trq.KItlG ANY ACTION IN RELIANCE UPON THE INFORM.ATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS

STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOI] HAVE RECEIVED TTIIS COMMI.]NICATON IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER IMMEDIATELY
(VIA E-MAIL ÂT: JELETE THE MATERIAL FROM YOUR SYSTEM AND DESTROY AIrIY COPIES. THANK YOU,

This communication together with any attachments is for the exclusive and confidential use of
the addressee(s). Any other distribution, use or reproduction without the sender's prior consent is
unauthorized and strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the
sender immediately and delete or shred the message without making any copies.

Dr. David J. Starmer
drstarmer@gmail.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JoelFriedman
Thursday, November 08, 2018 I l:37 AM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe & MailArticle

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
'130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS I N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free:'l -877 -577 -4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-m a i I : jflcd¡la¡@sæp¡=ea
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFI DENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-ma¡l including any attachments may contain confidential information and is ¡ntended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any

attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From:'
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2018 11":36 AM
To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Globe & MailArticle

To whom it may concern

I am very concerned over the informat¡on that recently came out in the Globe and Mail
article dated November 1, 2018. This article does not reflect well on the chiropract¡c
profession and more significantly the CCO leadership. lt does ra¡se some issues that,
as a member, are troubling.

ln particular, it appears that some council members are either directors or have
ownership in organisations that should be viewed as having an advocacy
function. This would certainly seem to conflict with the mandate of the CCO to govern
in the public interest. The CCO is currently reviewing conflict of interest guidelines, the'
issues raised by the Globe and Mail should be reviewed in that context.

I am aware that the CCO does not endorse any specific kind of pract¡ce. However,
allowing members to practice and promote beliefs that are clearly out of date and do
not reflect our profess¡ons best practices, is not in the public's best interest. Whether it
is promoting anti-vaccination rhetoric (which prev¡ously was not allowed by the CCO
but somehow that has changed), or the promot¡on of dated paradigms, this benefits
neither the public or the profess¡on and should not be allowed. lt is clear, from the
Globe and Mail article, pract¡t¡oner websites and YouTube videos that there are many
members of the CCO and the counc¡l itself, who are doing exactly this.

1
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From
Sent:
To:

Joel Friedman
Friday, November 09, 2018 7:50 AM
Jo-Ann Willson

Subject: FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ifriedman@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain conf¡dential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any

aftachments without reading it or mak¡ng a copy. Thank you.

From:
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2018 8:02 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Please note in my correspondence I should have written ooCCO" instead of OCA when it comes to the sentence
about malpractice insurance

On Fri, Nov 2, 2018 at 12:48 PM College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.oÈ wrote

@Ð
College of Chiropractrrs of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiropraticiens dÊ I'Ontario

An online article in the Globe and Mail posted November l, 20LB makes
reference to the role of CCO in evaluating complaints against membersr
and characterizes the potential for conflict of interest among its elected
Council.

Dear CCO Member:

1
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments

Joel Friedman
Thursday, November 08, 2018 8:10 AM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)
ccoscan.pdf

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Ghiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1-877-577-4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-m a il : jftiedmA!@gcognça
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other dishibution, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me ¡mmediately by reply e-mail and delete all cop¡es including any

attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

From:
Sent: Wednesday, November 07,2O'J,8 6:L4 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

hello Dr. Starmer and Ms. Willson,

Please find attached my response to the recent Globe and Mail article. I would appreciate a follow up to my
letter to discuss my concems. I appreciate your time and consideration.

On Fri, Nov 2, 2018 at 12:48 PM College of Chiropractors of Ontario <cco.info@cco.on.cÈ wrote:

@Ð
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
L'Ordre des ChiropratiÕ¡ens dË l'Ontario

An online afticle in the Globe and Mail posted November L, 2OL8 makes
reference to the role of CCO in evaluating complaints against members,

Dear CCO Member:

1
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Dear Dr. Starmer, 2018_11_07

Re: Globe and Mail Artícle

I am writing with regards to the Globe and Mail article entitled "Chiropractors at a crossroads...,,.
To begin, I received an email from the OCA regarding a "Negative story on chiropractic.',Intrígued I
read the añicle and truthfully, rather than becoming angry, I found myself agreeing with much of what
was written whích I found more frustrating than the article ítself. A chiropractor agieeing with much of
what was written in a "negative" article about chiropractíc. And herein lies the dílemma ihat continues
to plague our profession.

In actuality, I found the aÉicle eËremely well written and researched. I did not find it to be an
attack on chiropractic but rather the group of chiropractors that continue to make outlandish claims that
are not supported by research or do not fall into our scope of practice. f find it continually frustrating
that I must support a body (the OCA) that contínues to be led by these individuafs just só I can get
adequate malpractice insurance. In my mind this is a conflict of interest. I find it frustrating thatãfter
workÍng hard to become an evidence-based chíropractor I must continue to defend and "prove,, myself
to patíents, doctors, the public etc. that I am "not one of those guys." I find it frustrating that the CCO
is supposed to be protecting the public but ís still allowing ridiculous and frankly, fraudulent practices to
continue to be allowed. These include things such as contractual treatment, lowering cost oltreatment
if payment is made in full prior to treatment being rendered, stating to treat conditions that fall outside
of our scope and have absolutely zero research to back such claims, continual disregard for public
health with claims against vaccinatíons amongst many others. I find it frustrating that I cannot defend
my profession because I do not agree wíth half of the people that comprise it. I find it frustrating that
people who may benefit from my seruices will not see me because I am a chiropractor and theylaw
someone previously who made them pay thousands up front, watch a video on chiropractic
subluxations and how dangerous they are, and then tried to get their whole family in on the scheme.
These are some but not all of the issues I have with the current state of our profession.

I was absolutely thrilled to hear that you got appointed the president of the CCO. I said to
myself, "finally change will come." I was disappointed to see the same old response with regards to
these issues. " We do not support a particular treatment type but rather ensure that all chiropractors
are treating wíthin our scope of practice." Bluntly this is weak and this is not true. I can name many
within my own jurisdiction that continue to make claims that fall outside our scope and follow treatment
practices that are not in line with any research and are, as stated previously in my opinion, fraudulent.
When are we going to take a hard stance on these issues? When are we going to say: No rnore pre-
billing, no more discounted billing, no more scare tactics, no more claims of curing disease we know we
cant no more denying that vaccinatÍons are necessary, no more endless treatment plans, no more to
thís garbage that makes our profession a laughing stock. Th¡s is the only way that our professíon will
gain respect and move fonryard. I know this from experience because after years of hard work I now
see and treat doctors, I now get referrals from doctors, I have gained respect from patients and I feel
paft of the medical community "team" that work together in the best interest of the patients. Imagine
íf this was true across the board. That doctors and patients no longer have to worry about who they
see or send people to because they just know we are all on the same page. Thís is what we should
strive for. This is what the focus and job of the CCO, CCA, and OCA should be.

Let me finish by saying, again, I am thrilled by your appointment and I look forward to what
positive changes awaít our profession moving forward. I appreciate your time and concern,

Aestú'
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments

Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, November 20,2018 12:34 PM
Rose Bustria
David Starmer; President; Liz Anderson-Peacock
FW: Letter regarding the recent Globe and Mail article
Letter to CCO - Globe and Mail Article (Nov 20 2018) - Shawn Thistle.pdf

Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Ch¡ropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S lN5
Tel: (416) 9224355 ext. 111
Far (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-ma¡l including any attachments may contain c¡nfidential information and ¡s intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
distributíon, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-ma¡l ¡n enor, please noÍry me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all copies including any attachments without read¡ng it or making a copy. Thank you.

From:
Sent: Tuesday, November 2O,2OL8 t2:t4 PM

To: President <President@cco.on.ca>; Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Subject: Letter regarding the recent Globe and Mail article

Hi Dr. Starmer and Ms. Willson,

Please find attached a letter outlining my concerns pertaining to the recent article written by
Benedetti and McPhail for the Globe and Mail.

If you have any questions, please contact me any time.

Regards,

1
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November z}th,2OL8

Attention: Dr. David Starmer - Council President
Ms. Jo-Ann Willson - Registrar and General Counsel

College of Chiroprøctors of Ontorio (CCO)

130 Bloor Street West, Toronto, ON MsS 1N5

Re: Recent Globe & Mail published on November lst,2018

Dear Dr. Starmer & Ms. Willson,

I am writing to express my concerns regarding the recent article titled: "Chiropractors at
a crossroods: The fight for evidence-based treotment and a profession's reputotion" that
was published by the Globe & Mail on November lst, 2018.

During the course of my career (l graduated in 2004 from CMCC), the CCO has made
commendable progress in many areas, including enhancing quality assurance measures,
requiring mandatory continuing-education and developing appropriate advertisíng and

marketing standards for chiropractors. All represent important aspects of regulating our
profession, with the overarching goal of protecting the best interests of the public and

the patients we serve. These efforts have certainly been appreciated by the evidence-
based majority of our profession.

As you are both aware, the abovementioned Globe article was written by two well-known
sceptics of chiropractic - Paul Benedetti and Wayne McPhail. Their article illuminated
some uncomfortable truths about the profession. Some were broad in nature, but most
concerning to me were the specifics pertaining to the past actions and behaviours of three
current CCO council members. To my knowledge, this article was factual. Without
recounting the specifics outlined by the authors, it is my strong opinion that these actions
and behaviours embarrass the CCO and provide strong probable cause to consider that
these individuals are unable or unwilling to comply with CCO's mission, vision, values,

strategic objectives and by-laws; most importantly, the duty to be fair and impartial in all

considerations. Rather, these individuals negatively mentioned in the Globe and Mail

1
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art¡cle appear to serve only their interests, shared exclusively by a shrinking and now
insignificant minority of chiropractors in practice in Ontario.

The CCO's response to this article was reasonable, assuming an appropriately
dispassionate line concerning its obligations as the regulatory body of a self-regulated
profession. However, it is also my opinion that stronger and more impactful action must
now be taken, as the actions of these three council members are:

1) consistently and unnecessarily harming the reputation of our profession, by

arming skeptics with information to write embarrassing articles like this one;
2l endangering the health of the public via out of scope, anti-science and radically

uninformed positions on issues like vaccination, which lie in direct conflict with
well-established, evidence-based norms in science, medicine and allied health
professions (including chiropractic); and,

3) exposing the chiropractic profession, specifically the vast majority of us who are

evidence-based clinicians, to potential government scrutiny and ongoing
skepticism from existing and potential patients who may read articles such as th¡s
one.

Since it is the duty of all council members to place the interests of the public above their
own, it is also my strong opinion that these council members should step down from their
positions immediately, in order to allow the CCO to effectively satisfy its duty to protect
the public of Ontario, while ensuring they have access to patient-centred, evidence-
based, contemporary chíropractic care.

Thank you for reading this letter in advance of the council meeting on Thursday,
November 29th, and I look forward to supportíng the CCO's efforts in any way I can to
protect and serve the public interest.

Regards,

2
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, November 20,2018 2:44 PM
Rose Bustria
David Starmer; President; Liz Anderson-Peacock
FW: Nov 1st, 2018 Globe & MailArticle
Letter to CCO.pdf

Rose - Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Ghiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922{355ext. l1l
Fax (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.oco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and ¡s intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other
d¡stribut¡on, copying or disclosure ¡s strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me immediately by reply e-mail

and delete all cop¡es including any attachments w¡thout read¡ng it or making a copy. Thank you.

From:
Sent: Tuesday, Novembet 20,20L8 2:15 PM

To: President <President@cco.on.ca>; Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Subject: Nov lst, 2018 Globe & MailArticle

Dear Dr. Starmer & Ms. Willson:

I am writing to express my concerns regarding the recent article titled: "Chiropractors ot o
crossroads: The fight for evidence-based treotment ond a profession's reputotion" that was
published by the Globe & Mail on November Lst, 2Ot8. Please find letter attached.

Please confirm upon rece¡pt. Thank you

Warm regards,

1
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November 20th, 2018

Attention Dr. David Starmer - Council President
Ms. Jo-Ann Willson - Reg¡strar and General Counsel

College of Chiroproctors of Ontorio (CCO)

130 Bloor Street West, Toronto, ON M5S 1N5

Re: Recent Globe & Mail published on November 1't, 2018

Dear Dr. Starmer & Ms. Willson:

I am writing to express my concerns regarding the recent article titled: "Chiroproctors ot
a crossroads: The fight for evidence-based treatment and a profession's reputation" that
was published by the Globe & Mail on November 1s, 2018.

During the course of my career {l graduated in 2010 from CMCC), the CCO has made
progress in many areas, including enhancing quality assurance measures, requiring
mandatory continuing-education and developing appropriate advertising and marketing

standards for chiropractors. All represent important aspects of regulating our
profession, with the overarching goal of protecting the best interests of the public and

the patients we serye. These efforts have certainly been appreciated by the evidence-
based majority of our profession; however, I believe we have opportunity to further
improve.

To my knowledge, this article was factual. Without recounting the specifics outlined by

the authors, it is my strong opinion that these actions and behaviours embarrass the
CCO and provide strong probable cause to consider that these individuals are unable or
unwilling to comply with CCO's mission, vísion, values, strategic objectives and by-laws;
most ¡mportantly, the duty to be fair and impartial in all considerations. Rather, these
individuals negatively mentioned in the Globe and Mail article appear to serve only their
interests, shared exclusively by a shrinking and now minority of chiropractors in practice
in Ontario.

The CCO's response to this article was føir, however, in my opinion not entirely ddequdte
to "fix" the negative cloims placed on our profession.lt is also my opinion, along with
other colleagues, that stronger and more impactful action must now be taken, as the
actions of these three council members are:

1
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1) cons¡stently and unnecessarily harming the reputation of our profession, byarming skeptics with information to wrlte embarrassing articles like this one;2l endangering the health of the public vía out of scope, anti-science and radicallyuninformed positions on issues like vaccination, which lie in direct conflict withwell-established, evidence-based norms in science, medicíne and allied healthprofessions (including chiropractic); and,
3) exposing the chiropractlc profession, specifically the vast majority of us who areevidence-based clínicians, to potentíal governm enr, lnsurance company & otherregulated health professional scrutiny and ongoing skepticism from existing andpotential pat¡ents who may read articles such as this one.

since it is the duty of all council members to ptace the interests of the public above theirown, it is also my strong opinion that these councíl members should step down fromtheir positions immediately, in order to allow the cco to effectively satisfy íts duty toprotect the public of ontario, while ensuring they have access to pat¡ent-centred,
evidence-based, contemporary chiropractíc care.

lf this scenorio occurred within a multinotional corporotion, those scrutínízed, would beasked to step down immediatety to avoid further domage to the reputqtion of theorgonizotíon' Furthermore' Qn announcementfollowíng a clecision would be provided tothe public' t believe thot thís suggest¡on ìs the best course of øction to preserve thereputotion of the college along with mq¡ntoin pubÍic confidence ín the college,s ability toself regulote.

Thank you for reading this letter in advance of the council meet¡ng on Thursday,November 29th, and r rook forward to supporting the cco,s efforts in any way r can toprotect and serve the publíc interest.

Sincerelv-

2
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JoelFriedman
Tuesday, November 06, 2018 7:54 AM
Jo-Ann Willson
FW: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario (CCO)

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (4'16) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mai l: jÍi9drn-a¡@ceq. o¡ee
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFI DENTIALITY WARNI NG:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain conf¡dent¡al informat¡on and is intended only for the person(s) named above. Any other d¡stribution, copying or
disclosure ls strictly prohibited. lf you have received th¡s e-mail in enor, please notiff me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all cop¡es including any
attachments without reading it or mak¡ng a copy. Thank you.

From'
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2018 6:04 PM

To: CCO lnfo <cco.info@cco.on.ca>

Subiect: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

HiJo-Anne,
Yes, I read the article and I just wanted to extend my goodwill and praise to the exemplary work the CCO is

doing.

From: College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Sent: Friday, November 02,20L8 12:48 PM

To:
Subject: Re: Globe and Mail article dated November 1, 2018 referencing the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

youankTh

@Ð
College of Chiropraçtors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiropraticiens de I'Ontario

1
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YOURNEWGLOBE
WEEKEND
Reflecting the focused lime our audience
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News, Business, Sports, Arts, Opinion and
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Opinion
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Camera Ready Booking/Material
z business days prior @ 4:3opm

Pubset Booking/Material
3 business days prÌor @ 4:3opm

Camera Ready Booking/Material
z business days prior @ z:oopm

Pubset Booking/Material
3 business days prior @ z:oopm

Pubsel Booking/Material
Thursday, 7 business days prior @ lo:ooam

Camera Ready Booking/Malerial
Friday, 6 business days prior @ ¡o:ooam

National
Metro
NTLxto

NATIONAI- All Canadian, US and overseas dislribulion
METRO All of Ontario, excluding Ottawa and Ottawa Valley area

CËNTRAL Onlario and Quebec

OTT/OUE Ottawa ¿rea and Quebec

For crealive options GlobeLink.calnewspaper-formats

Alltditions

Metro
Natìonal

NTLxto

Nalional

National

Central
West
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National

Pubset Booking/Material
Monday, @ 3:oopm
(amera Ready Booking
Tuesday @ 3:oopm

Camera Ready Material
Thursday @ 4:3opm

National

Pubset Booking/Material
Tuesday, 9 business days prior @ 4:oopm

Camera Ready Booking
Wednesday, I business days prior @ 4:oopm

Camera Ready Material
Thursday, 7 business days prior @ 4:oopm

Please note: all deadlines are easlern slandard lime I doubletruck - add z business days lo existing camera ready deadlines

WEST Manitoba, Sasl<atchewan, Alberta and British Columbia
NTLxfo Naiional excluding Melro edilion
NTLxms Naiional excluding Manitoba and Saskatchewan
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OUN OUR HIGHEST PROF'ILA
EÐITORIAL FH,ATURES

Build your audience connection across Canada
withln our engaging edltorial fe¿iures and special reports

Build brand impact across platforms
by exlending your sponsorship to ampiify
re¡ch and resonance

CREATE, T]T\TIQUE AND
IN}IOVATTVE CAMPAIGNS

Farlner with the 6lobe Cantent Studio
ro creale powerful mullirnedia campalgns

l-everage our insighls and in-house crealive capabilities
i'o reach the rìghl audÌence at ihe rlghi lime, wlth the righl conlenl
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Seetior.ls

News

Business

NATIONAL RATES
FULL PAGE - z,8oo LINES (ro COLUMNS x z8o LINES)

Editions

Monday to Saturday - Metro, Central, National
Monday to Saturday - National

Transient $31.83 $27.42 $25.18 $35.06 $30.16 527.71 Transient $19.77

ALL RATES ARE GROSS

Rates are effeclive January i,zor8

PTEASE NOTÊ: All rates are gross $ Canadian per llne (unless noted),
based on annual dollar volume confract commilment.

Editions

Friday - National, Metro, NTLxfo, NTLxms

Friday - Metro

$1s.62 $15.ó2

204

$15,OOO 27"91 24.AO 22.04 30.69 26.38 24.24

25"63 73.54

$15,000 17.29

$2s,000 16.80

$s0,000 16.31

$100,000 1 5.81

$1s0,000 15.32

$2s0,000 14.82

$350,000 14"23

$s00,000 13.64

$750,000 15.05

$1,000,000 12.46

$1,500,000 11.86

$2,O00,000 11.26

$2,s0o,000 '1o.69

13.75

13.27

12.88

12.50

12.1'l

11.70

11.24

10.78

10.30

9.83

9.36

8.90

8.44

Colour

13.75

13.27

12"88

12.50

12.11

11.70

11.24

1A.78

10.30

9.83

9.36

8.90

8.44

$18.78

16.43

15.96

15.49

'15.02

14.55

14.08

'13.52

12.96

12.4A

11.84

11.27

10.70

't0.16

$8,129

6,504

$2s,000 27,a9 23.32 21.40 29.81

28.94 24.88$50,000 26^30 22.62 2Aj8

$100,000 25,51 21.93

22.85

22.15

21.48

19.94

19.13

'18.29

17.45

16.61

15.80

14.95

$150,000 24.7A 21.26

$250,000 23.91 24.56

$3so,000 22.96 19.75

$s00,000 2t.99 18.92

$7s0,000 21.a3 18.09

$1,O00,000 20.08 17,27

$1,500,000 19.14 16.46

$2,000,000 18.17 15.63

$2,500,000 17.22 14.80

2A.16 28.06

19.52 27.18

18.89

1B "14 25.26

17.37

16.61 23.14

15.87 22.09

15.12

24.13

23.38

21.72

24.18 20.81

19.91

19.00

21.43 18.09

19.97 17.19

2634 22.62 2A.78

14.37

13.61

Colour

18.94 16.29

Half page plus fi10,697 $9,727 $B,9so

Less than half page 8,557 7,782 6,846

Before booking your ad, please reler lo the Globe advertisìng information on page 12,

and review our terms and condilions, available from Globelink.calmediakits

Half page plus $8,s57 $6,846 $6,846

5,477 5,477

Sectior.rs

Real Estate

Drive

Monday lo Saturday MelroCenlralNational NTLxmsNTLxloMetroMonday lo Saturday National

't'ilt:
Gt,oBt\\t)
ìt,\il:

Less ihan half page 6,846
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Set'tlot'ls

Sports

Pursuiis

NATIOT\TAL RATES
FULL PAGE = z,8oo LINËS (ro COLUMNS x z8o LINES)

Editions

Monday to Safurday - Metro, National, NTLxto

Saturday - Nalional

Transienl $14.99 $11.84

$15,000 13.10 10.37

$2s,000 12.73 10.06

$s0,000 12.36 9.76

$100,000 11.99 9.47

$1s0,000 11.6'1 9.17

$250,000 11.24 8.87

$350,000 14.79 8.52

$500,000 10.32 8.17

$7s0,000 9.88 7.81

$1,000,000 9.45 7.47

$1,s00,000 9.00 7.1A

$2,000,000 8.54 6.75

$2,s00,000 8.09 6.40

Colour

Half page plus $B,ss7 $6,846 $ó,84ó

Less than half page 6,846 s,477 s,477

Before booking your ad, please refer to the Globe adverlising information on page 12,

and review our terms and condliions, available from Globelink.calmediakits

ALL RATES ARE GROSS

Rates are effeclive January r,zorB

PLEASE NOTE: All rates are gross $ Canadian per line (unless noted),
based on annual dollar volune contract commitment.

Editions

Saturday - National
Saturday - Metro, National, NTLxto
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$11.84

10.37

10.06

9.76

9.47

9.17

8.87

8-52

8.17

7.81

7.47

7.10

6.75

6.40

$16.48 $13.03

14.42 '1r.40

M.A3 11.47

13.61 10.74

13.19 10.42

12.76 10.09

12.36 9.76

11.8ó 9.36

11.37 8.99

10.87 8.59

10.39 8.20

9.88 7.8'l

9.40 7.43

8.90 7.12

NATIONAI AII Canadian, US and overseas distribution
METRO All of Onlario, excluding Oltawa and Oifawa Valley area

CENTRAL Ontario and Ouebec

NTLxlo National excluding Metro editlon

NTLxms National excluding Maniloba and Saskatchewan

$15.03

11.40

11.07

10.74

14.42

10.09

9.76

9.36

8.99

8.59

8.20

7.81

7.43

7.12

Sectious

Opinion
Arts

Monday to Saturday NTLxtoMelroNational
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REGIONALRATES
FULL PAGE = 2,8oo LINES (ro COTUMNS x z8o LINES)

Regional editions are only available in our News section

Before booking any advertising, please review our lerms
and condilions available from Globelink.calmediakits

ALL RATES ARE GROSS

Raies are effeclive January r,zor8
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Transient $8.44 $4.s2 $3.42 $4.4s 59.29 $5.31 3.76 $4.90

4.41

4.29

4"29

4.16

4.O4

3.92

3.80

3.66

3.52

4.28

Half
page plus

Less lhan
half page

Colour

$ó,103 $1,967 $1,8s8 $1,967

$4,BBO $1,591 $1,48s $1,s91

Colour

$2,s81 $2,s81 $2, s81

$2,A69 $2,O69 $2.069

$5,000 8.44 4.35 3.09 4.00 9.29 4.78 3.40

$10,000 7.59 4.22 2.99 3.91 8.35 4.66 3.29

$15,000 7.38 4.22 2.99 3.91 f .i3 4.66 3.29

$25,000 7]7 4.11 2.91 3.79 7.89 4.53 3.24

$s0,000 6.97 3.98 2.83 3.66 7.66 4.37 3.11

$7s,000 6Js 3.87 2.74 3.56 7.43 4.25 3.01

$100,000 6.54 3.74 2.65 3.45 7.20 4.12 2.92

$150,000 6.33 3.61 2.57 3.34 6.97 3.98 2.84

$250,000 6.08 3.48 2.57 3.20 6.69 3.83 2"72

Transient $3.ó9 $3.69 $3.89 $4.06 $4.06

$3,500 3.22 3.22 3.40 3.55 3.55

$6,s00 3,22 3.22 3.44 3.55 3.55

$13,OOO 3,22 3.22 3-40 3.55 3.55

$25,000 3.22 3.22 3.40 3.55 3.55

$35,000 2.91 2.91 3.O9 3.20 3.20

$50,000 2.91 2.91 3.O9 3.20 3.20

$ó5,000 2.91 2.91 3.O9 3"20 3.20

3.74

3.74

3.74

3.74

3.38

3.38

3.38

PLËASE NOTË: All rates are gross $ Canadian per line (unless olherwise
noted), based on annual dollar volume contract commitmenl.

OTT/OUÊ Otlawa area and Ouebec
WEST Maniloba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia

Half
page plus

Less than
half page

\Vestern
Advertising
Rates

Western B.C. Alberta
AB/Sask/

MAN
Weslern B.C. Alberia
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Advertising
Rates
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ADVERTISING
INFORMATIOI.I

Premium Paper Positions - Saturday only
News/ROB - 8 pages of premium paper available
(Pages i, z, before DPS, DPS, after DPS, IBC & OBC)

Pursuits - 12 pages of premium paper in iotal - I can be booked
(Pages r, z, before DPS, DPS, affer DPS, IBC & OBC)

Sports * 4 premium pages (pages l, z, IBC & OBC).

Additional information
. Position charge: +25o/o

. News - Front Banner: +5oo/o

. News - Page 3: +4oo/"

. Report on Business - Front banner: +25"/o

. Report on Business - Pages z & 3: +4ao/o

. Floating Banners: +5ao/o

. Double Trucks: Guiter is charged as full column

. Regional materialchanges: $szg per split
Not available in Report on Business, Opinion
and Careers

Page dimensions:
ro Columns, B.gl" wide x zo" deep - z8o Agate lines
(z,Boo lines per ro column page)

Creative advertising formats:
G lobeLi n k.calnewspa per-formats

Production specifications and advertising FTP:

G lobeLi n k. calnewspa per-specs

. Charge for affidavits: $roo

. Cancellation charge: 5ao/" for ads cancelled

after deadline

No cancellalions accepted the day prior to
publication

$roo production charge for ads under 5o MAL that
are not camera-ready

The Publisher shall not be liable for errors in
advertisernenis beyond the actual space paid

No liability for non-insertions of any advertisemenl

Media
Group
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Take the next step

Your Globe Media leam is
ready to assisl you in planning,
deploying and measuring
ycur next campaigr. Let's make
il the most successful one yei.

WESTERN CANADA
BC, NWI Nunavut, Alberla, Saskatchewan
lÊL 4A3.245.4987 ar 403.774ß024
ïotl FREE 1.800.ó63.131',ì

advertisingwesternca@globeandmail.com

TORONÏO ONTARIO & MANITOBA
TEL 416"585.51r1

TOtt FREE 1.800.387.9012

advertising@globeandmail.com

EASTERN CANADA
Ottawa Region, Ouebec, Atlantic Canada
TEL 514.982.3050

ïoLL FREE 1.8AA.363.7526

advertisi ngeasternca@globeand mail.com

UNITED STATES, I,I'ORIDWIDË
TEL 1.212.946.0219

giobeandmail@thenewbase.com

V @globemediagroup

6 / company / globemediag roup

El @globemediagroup

f globemediagroup
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ITEM 4.'1.21

INVESTIGATION

Chiropractors at a crossroads: The
fight for evidence-based
treatment and a profession's
reputation
For more than a decade, Ontario's regulator has been steered by'vitalists'
who promote unscientific treatments for virtually any disease. Now a

growing faction is urging change

PAUt BENEDITTI AND WAYNE MACPHAIL

SPECIAL TO THE CLOBE AND I'4AII

PUBLISHED 2 HOURS A60

2 hourg. Unlimited trangferu.
Get your PRESTO card today!

,#'
When Christopher Lehmann of lnnisfì|, Ont., was nine years old, his mother, Sandy Hart-Lehmann, tool< him
to a chiropractor who claimed treatments could 'correct' his autism, The family spent at least $5,000 before
Christopher called a halt to lhe lreatments. 'Honestly, I fell I was - I hate to say it - duped,' Ms. Hart-
Lehmann says.

l'4ICHELLE SIU/THE CLOBE AND l.4AlL

sUPPORT OUALITY JOURNAT¡5M JUST SI.99 PER WEEK FOR THE FIRST 24 WEEKS START TODAY

https://www.theglobeandmail.com lcanadalafücle-chiropractors-at-a-crossroads-the-fight-f. .. lllll20I8
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Canadian chiropractor Dr. Clifford Hardick paces in front an auditorium full of Life

University chiropractic students in Marietta, Ga. He energetically tells the students

gathered on a Monday in June that it is a mistake to treat symptoms such as

headache and back pain. He tells them about the power of "the subluxation" and

how it is the root of all disease. "One cause, one cure," he booms into the crowd.

A chiropractor for more than 50 years, the London, Ont.-based practitioner says in

other speeches and interviews that chiropractic spinal adjustments can release the

body's healing powers and correct all manner of disorders, including attention

deficit hyperactive disorder, attention deficit disorder, asthma and lupus. Those

beliefs make Dr. Hardick a "vitalist" chiropractor - one who espouses the 19th-

cenfury roots of the profession. Vitalists contend that subluxations, or nerve

impingements in the spine, can block the healing force they call "innate energy."

Chiropractors such as Dr. Hardick believe they can detect and remove these

subluxations through chiropractic adjustment ancl, in cloing so, treat virhrally all

disease. Many vitalist chiropractors, including chiropractic leaders in Ontario, also

advocate against vaccination.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

fo !},?;f}äHn.

The problem? There's no evidence subluxations exist. There's no evidence innate

energy flows through the body. And no evidence-based health-care profession

believes any ofthis.

But Clifford Hardick isn't an outlier on the fringes of the profession. He is a current

council member and a former president of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario,

the body that regulates practitioners in the province.

For a decade or more, the college has been influenced, if not outright controlled, by

vitalists such as Dr. Hardick, according to a Globe and Mail analysis of the

regulatory body.

Four of the regulator's curent nine chiropractic members espouse unscientific

views, according to an extensive review of these leaders' published writings and

online speeches, interviews, podcasts, social media feeds, book reviews and

conference presentations for evidence ofsupport for vitalist chiropractic.

"The daily practice and application of the Laws of Life and Vitalistic Universal

Principles distinguish Chiropractic within the field of healthcare," writes Dr.

Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock in her recently published book Pearls of Wisdom-

Pure €s Powerful. She is the vice-president of the regulator.

Dr. Peter Amlinger, a former four-term president, said in a2O14 interview: "Within

each and every one of us is infinite potential which we call innate intelligence that

expresses itself over our nervous system. And, if we live fully connected to this

intelligence all possibilities are within our reach . .. healing on any level is possible if
we cân reieâse tlús inteiiigence ând keep it fiowing without interference.

SUPPORT OUATITY JOURNATISM JUST 9I.99 PER WEEK FOR THE FIRST 24 WIEKS START TODAY

ls your' 5ílìil¡l uLl:'í'ìess
pr:,t€',:t-.?d? LEARN MORE

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/afücle-chiropractors-at-a-crossroads{he-fight-f. .. lllll20l8
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Dr. Dennis Mizel served as the regulator's president in 2008, vice-president from

2009 to 2013 and president again in 2014. The St. Catharines, Ont.-based

chiropractor states on his website that "physical, chemical and emotional stress is

the underlying cause of subluxations." He promotes a book on innate energy and

subluxation, Healing Satori, saying it "Should be read by every Chiropractor,

Chiropractic Student and Chiropractic Patient." Though educated in Canada, Dr.

Mizel made a $25,000 legacy donation to Life University, an Atlanta-based

chiropractic college that says it is "at the forefront of the vitalistic health

revolution."

210

STORY CONTINUES EELOW ADVERTISEMENT

And, Dr. I(eith Thomson, a Kawartha-area chiropractor who served as the

regulator's president in 2004, echoes similar views. "ln short, because the body's

innate recuperative powers are affected by and integrated through the nervous

system, correcting spinal abnormalities which irritate the nervous system can lead

to a number of favourable results in patients suffering from various, seemingly non-

spinal health conditions."

None of these chiropractic leaders agreed to be interviewed.

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario has been led by presidents who have

espoused subluxation-based chiropractic beliefs in nine of the last 10 years.

As a result, the regulator has a record of tolerating unscientific claims and unproven

practices - including anti-vaccine statements and the treatment of babies, children

and adults for non-musculoskeletal conditions - instead of protecting the public

from them. The Globe reviewed 60 patient-complaint decisions made by the

regulator in the last decade. Because the college does not typically make these

decisions public, The Globe was able to review only those that were challenged by

the complainant and further reviewed by the Health Professions Appeal and Review

Board, a body that oversees regulated health professionals in Ontario.

The regulator, according to the analysis, is diligent in disciplining chiropractors for

unprofessionalism, sexually inappropriate behaviour or questionable business

practices. However, The Globe found a consistent pattern that when the regulator's

inquiries, complaints and reports committee is presented with evidence from

patients that chiropractors are making unscientific claims, engaging in scare tactics

or promoting unproven treatments for ailments that have nothing to do with the

spine, it takes no action.

sUPPORT OUATITY JOURNAIISM JUST 5T.99 PÉR WEEK FOR THE FIRST 24 WEEKS START TODAY

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-chiropractors-at-a-crossroads-the-fight-f. .. IUll20l8
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The complaints include treating patients with autism and acquired brain injury,

claiming that "subluxations" would dramatically shorten a child's life; making anti-

vaccine claims; and billing a 76-year-old woman for yearlong "corrective"

treatment to improve general wellness. None of these vitalist treatments were

supported by medical evidence, according to the complaints.

Of the 60 cases, the board confirmed the decision of the regulator in all but five.

This pits the regulator against a faction within chiropractic urging a shift to

evidence-based musculoskeletal treatments and a curbing of unscientific claims and

treatment.

Marc Bronson, a l(rkland Lake, Ont., chiropractor, said news stories about

"t¡ullandish clailrs nracle by vitalis[ic chiropracLors" are laruislúng the professiou's

reputation. "Most of us are not like that, but that's what makes the headlines."

Dr. Bronson, 40, has been outspoken about the vitalistic beliefs of the regulator's

leadership, calling out specific council members in a posting to a closed Facebook

group he started for evidence-based chiropractors. He is also critical ofthe
regulator's reluctance to be pro-active about curbing non-scientific claims made by

chiropractors.

"l am tired of being associated with these kind of chiropractors," he said in an

interview with The Globe. "l think it poses a public-health risk with some of these

chiropractors who hold these anti-vaccination views or practise outside of scope."

The Canadian Chiropractic Association says it is urging provincial regulators to be

more pro-active against misleading advertising and unscientific claims. This

association acts as a national chiropractic advocate and has no regulatory powers.

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario declined multiple requests for an interview,

but provided a letter stating, in part: 'The CCO does not endorse any specific style ot

practice, but rather requires that all members practise within the chiropractic Scope

of Practice and in accordance with the legislation governing the CCO, Standards of

Practice, policies and guidelines."

I{OW TI{E SCHISM BEGAN

211

The father of chiropractic believed that adjusting the spine could remove

subluxations, letting the body heal itself. But in repeated scientific trials published

in peer-reviewed journals over decades, chiropractors have been unable to

consistentiy cietect subiuxations or ciiagnose ciisorders as a resuit of them.
SUPPORT OUATITY JOURNALISM JUST SI.99 PER WEEK FOR THË FIRST 24 WEEKS

The schism in chiropractic is rooted in the origins

ofthe profession. In the late 19th century, D.D.

Palmer was a "medicineless healer" in Davenport,

Iowa. Born in Port Perry, Ont., he was a religious

man taken by spiritualism and magnetic healing.

Mr. Palmer came to believe the spine was a sort of

lightning rod for God's healing power - what he

called "innate energy."

The front door of the Toronto office of the College
of Chiropractors of Onlario, which regulates
practitioners in the province.

MELISSA TAIf/THE GLOBE AND MA

START TODAY
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SUPPORT OUALITY JOURNATISM

However, through intense political lobbying and public promotion, chiropractors

moved from the fringes of medical science to being seen as legitimate health-care

professionals nearly three decades ago.

In 1991, Ontario's Regulated Health Professions Act gave chiropractors the title of

"Dr." and granted them self-regulation like medical doctors and dentists. Other

provinces followed suit, with Newfoundland being the last to grant self-regulated

status in 2009.

But regulation didn't guarantee provincial health coverage. The British Columbia

government stopped paying for chiropractic in 2002. Ontario followed suit inZOO4,

Alberta in 2009 and Saskatchewan in 2010. No Atlantic provincial plan covers

chiropractic. Manitoba reduced paid coverage in 2018.

Despite reduced coverage by provincial health-care plans, it remains a billion-dolla¡-

a-year industry in Canada, most ofit picked up by private insurance or paid for

directly by patients.

Mr. Palmer's beliefs about the power of chiropractic continue to inform

practitioners today. Research conducted by University of Western Ontario PhD

student Anton Ninkov and Paul Benedetti last year analyzed 800 Ontario

chiropractor websites. Roughly one-third of the sites mentioned "subluxation";

more than half make reference to asthma; nearly one-third mention colic.

Another recent study, co-authored by Prof. Timothy Caulfield, a Canada Research

Chair, reviewed websites of 80 commercial chiropractic clinics across the country

and found similar numbers. Some of the conditions treated with chiropractic,

according to the study: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and attention deficit

disorder (37.5 per cent); allergies (37.5 per cent); premenstrual syndrome (32.5 per

cent); and bed-wetting (30 per cent). There is no credible evidence to support such

treatments.

Today, Ontario is home to more than half of Canada's 8,400 chiropractors. Some of

them are members of the Guelph, Ont.-based group the Alliance for Chiropractic. It

was founded in 1998 to ensure that the college introduced regulations and bylaws

supporting "a healthier practice for the subluxation-based chiropractors."

In early June, the alliance held a conference at a Toronto airport hotel, where the

regulator's vice-president, Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock, and Pete¡ Amlinger

attended. Dr. Amlinger won a Lifetime Achievement award at the event's gala, in

part, for his leadership in supporting vitalist, subluxation-based chiropractic.

His achievements include serving the Ontario regulator as a former president and

current board member, as well as practising at the Mississauga-based Amlinger

Family Chiropractic. In November, 2015, a Facebook post by the clinic showed a

flyer linking the flu shot to Alzheimer's. Dr. Amlinger comments, "How about a

chiropractic adjustment instead ?"

Dr. Amlinger told The Globe the posting was put up without his permission by an

associate no longer with the practice.

In other provinces, even among its leadership, chiropractic is still informed by
--tL^1:^Lt ^ L^1!^a^
vrLdr15LlL ucllcls.
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ffi In May, Dr. Avtar Jassal, the vice-chair of British Columbia's College of

Chiropractors, resigned after the CBC discovered he had posted an anti-vaccine

video on Facebook.

The president of the Nova Scotia College of Chiropractors, Dr. Chad Mykietiuk, is

also co-owner of Wellness Media, a chiropractic promotional materials company. In

July, his company promoted a poster on Facebook classifuing vaccines as stressors

that can lead to subluxations and illness in toddlers and teens.

After The Globe inquired about the posting with the province's College of
Chiropractors, it was removed. Dr. Mykietiuk did not respond to a request for

comment.

Postings like these, tlespite corning fronr Canatlian chiropractic leatlers, conträvene

an edict from the Canadian Chiropractic Association, which states: "Vaccination is

not within the scope of chiropractic practice." The association recommends patients

consult public-health authorities about immunization.

And these pseudo-scientific ideas stand in contrast to the relatively recent, evidence-

based direction of the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC), Canada's

largest chiropractic teaching institute. Though CMCC officials declined to be

interviewed, they provided a letter stating their "curriculum emphasizes the science

and best-practices of today, not our past. An emphasis on evidence-based practice

has replaced dogma and unfounded vitalistic concepts from a century ago."

A 2011 study in Chiropractic & Manual Therapies of the curriculums of 16 North

American chiropractic colleges found that CMCC was one of only three colleges that

made no mention of subluxation in their academic catalogues.

But that leaves the college at odds with the vitalistic beliefs of about half the Ontario

regulator's leadership.

SIGNS OF CHANGE

The new head ofthe regulator, Dr. David Starmer, is considered an evidence-based

chiropractor. Dr. Starmer is the education co-ordinator for the CMCC simulation lab.

He did not respond to requests for an interview.

Some chiropractors consider his appointment a welcome sign of change. "There has

never been an evidence-based chiropractor at the helm of the board since I first

started practice 12 years ago," Dr. Bronson said.

Five years ago, Dr. Bronson, who graduated from CMCC in 2006, launched a

Facebook group for science-based colleagues. He says it now has a worldwide

membership of more than 8,000, including about 2,000 Canadian chiropractors.

"lt has brought a silent majority together who are not really happy being silent

anymore," he said.

Dr. Bronson believes his profession is making strides in research and evidence-based

treatment. He sees chiropractors being integrated into health-care teams as spinal-

suppoRr ouaLrry ,og¿fi¡gpçpialists. iTtFSç.b!+¿nqilÊÉer¿BêqgpftûÊperr¡Ægi'rhe said.
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Ryan Amstrong of London, Ont., has been strongly critical of the chiropraciors' regulatory body.

CEOFF ROEINS/THË CLOBE AND I.4AIL

PERSISÏENT CTAIMS

Like Dr. Bronson, London, Ont.-based information specialist Ryan Armstrong wants

to see chiropractic reformation and has been critical of regulator's leadership.

In 2016, Mr. Armstrong was finishing up his PhD in biomedical engineering at

Western when he was given a pamphlet about a public lecture by local chiropractor

Dr. BJ. Hardick on a book calledThe Cancer Killers. Intrigued, about a year later, on

Feb.2,2O17, Mr. Armstrong attended a lecture at a London church where Dr.

Hardick made numerous claims including that chiropractic could reduce heart

arrhythmias, improve cholesterol and lower blood pressure.

The lecture led the young engineer to probe Dr. Hardick's online claims about

cancer, the link between vaccines and autism, and chiropractic manipulation for

newborns. Mr. Armstrong began to blog about these "outrageous" claims.

BJ. Hardick is the son of Clifford Hardick who, at that time, was the president of the

regulator. Clifford Hardick became the executive chair of Maximized Living, a

practice management, development and education firm for chiropractors, in early

2017.

Maximized Living (now rebranded Maxliving) is a Florida-based company that
provides marketing programs for subluxation-based vitalist chiropractors.

The company provides sample recruitment scripts: "lf you have subluxations, this

condition is not just causing your pain - it is destroying your body, causing

suppoRr ouALrry JoURUIÁeallt¡death.'lusr Sr.ee pER wEEK FoR THE FrRsr 24 wEEKs

disease
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Later in 2Ol7,Mr. Armstrong listened online to what he described as an
CANADA

"evangelical" chiropractic speech by Clifford Hardick, who was then president of the

Ontario regulator.

In the speech to chiropractic students at Life University in Atlanta, Dr. Hardick said

he adjusted barely verbal autistic children, who within weeks started to speak

whole sentences. "That's what chiropractic is!" he tells the cheering crowd.

Mr. Armstrong, 29, said, "lt was astonishing to me and I felt confused that he could

be the head of the regulatory agency."

He filed a complaint with the College of Chiropractors of Ontario about Dr. Hardick

on Dec. 3,2017. Mr. Armstrong alleged Clifford Hardick claimed to treat disorders

such as verbal ataxia, attention deficit disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity

disorder, asthma, infertility, diabetes and "made public statements that illustrate a

profound disrespect for medicine and public health."

He followed up with additional complaints against nine Ontario chiropractors for a

variety of alleged infractions, including practising beyond the scope of practice and

making false and misleading advertising claims.

Mr. Armstrong's initial complaint against Clifford Hardick remains before the

regulator.

In a response lelter filed to the regulator and obtained by The Globe and Mail, Dr.

Hardick's lawyers told the complaints committee their client was not diagnosing

ADHD or autism, but rather using chiropractic adjustments to address the

symptoms of those disorders, which they argued was within the scope of practice.

The defence has worked in the past. Seven years earlier, the regulator's complaints

committee accepted exactly the same argument and vouched for it to the Ministry

of Health.

In 2011, Ontario family physician Dr. Terry Polevoy, complained to the regulator

about two Ottawa-area chiropractors using the "Turner method" to treat children

with ADD, ADHD and autism. The regulator ruled these disorders were "within the

scope of chiropractic practice" and that chiropractors were "not treating autism or

ADHD, but were treating the symptoms of these disorders by removing spinal or

cranial subluxations that interfere with the optimal functioning of the body."

The Turner method, named for Barrie, Ont.-based chiropractor Dr. Roger Turner, is

a chiropractic technique for manipulating the joints of the skull to affect a variety of

disorders. Dr. Turner claims he has taught his method to L,000 chiropractors around

the world.

Dr. Polevoy thought the regulator's decision was nonsense. He appealed it to Health

Professions Appeal and Review Board.

The board accepted the regulator's argument that, "The traditional chiropractic

perspective is that the removal ofvertebral or cranial subluxations contributes to

the optimal functioning of the body as a whole." They wrote, "The Board finds this

to be a reasonable conclusion given the expertise and experience of the members of

the Complaints Committee."
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ffi In legal documents filed to the regulator in April by Henein Hutchison, Dr. Hardick's
CANADA

lawyers are referencing this 2011 ruling by the regulator as part oftheir defence of

him. 216
The problem? The regulator and board rulings are based on bunk, says Sam

Homola, a retired Florida-based chiropractor and author of Inside Chiropractic: A

Patíent's Guide.

"There is no evidence to support the idea that manipulating cranial bones to free

restricted movement is an effective treatment for brain disorders or special needs

children," Dr. Homola wrote in an e-mail. "Toleration of such nonsense by

chiropractic regulatory boards is tantamount to endorsement of nonsense."

That ruling allows Dr. Turner to continue to treat children with neurological

disorders, cerebral palsy and, in what he calls a "personal research project," Down's

syndrome.

That angers Sandy Hart-Lehmann. In 2010, she took her nine-year-old son

Christopher to see Dr. Turner, who claimed to "correct" autism and make silent

children verbal.

Dr. Turner told Ms. Hart-Lehmann the treatments would take six months. Each

session cost about $50. Instead of six months, the Hart-Lehmanns saw Dt. Turner

for a year and a half until Christopher himself refused therapy. By then, the family

had spent at least $5,000.

The Innisfil, Ont., mother never filed a complaint with the regulator. She said at the

time she was trying everything possible to help her son, acting out of, "sheer,

terrifu ing desperation."

"Honestly, I felt I was - I hate to say it - duped," Ms. Hart-Lehmann, now 58, said.

S¿ndy Harf-Lehmann and Stephen Lehmann sit beside their son in his room. Ms. Hari-Lehmann feels she
brought Christopher to chiropractic treatment out of desperation.
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Christopher Lehmann shows off his collection of monster trucks. His mother has nol filed a complaint with
lhe CCO aboul the chiropractic treatment he received.

MICHELLE 5IU/THE CLOBE AND MAIL

Dr. Turner, 73, defended his practice in an interview with The Globe.

"We're there to help the kids. Unforlunately, we don't get 100 per cent results with
everybody. Nobody does," he said. "lf we can make a change by positioning the

bones ofthe skull, then that's for the kid, that's for the parents."

Dr. Turner said he's been using the Turner method for 26 years, treating 4,000 to

5,000 children. "l have 92 non-verbal kids that speak after our treatment," he said.

Autism experts say there is no evidence to connect the bones in the skull with any

aspect ofthe disorder. Dr. Turner has published no scientific research to back his

claims; nor has anyone else.

"My first reaction is, it's quackery," said Margaret Spoelstra, the executive director of
Autism Ontario.

Stelios Georgiades, the co-director of the McMaster Autism Research Team and a

world leader in autism treatment, said what Dr. Turner is doing is "unfair and

unethical" and lacks scientific evidence.

But he is not the only chiropractor making unscientific claims about the treatment

of children and autism. Treating children has been especially controversial.

In May, after a National Post report cited concern among pediatricians who were

questioning chiropractic treatments, Dr. David Peeace, the chairman of the

Canadian Chiropractic Association came out publicly to defend the practice.

Shortly after, however, Dr. Peeace sent an urgent internal directive, obtained by The

Globe and Mail, to all association members exhorting them to stop publicly talking

about anti-vaccination and treating children for ADHD, autism and asthma.

"There has been a noticeable increase in public scrutiny and criticism on the claims

made by some chiropractors online. Issues raised in the National Post article are

speaking to our most vulnerable group of patients - children. This patient group is

also one where there is the least amount of evidence-based research," he wrote.

TODAY
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According to the CCA, the organization met with Canadian Chiropractic Federation

leadership on July 25 to do just that. And a national meeting with provincial

regulatory bodies, the leadership of the federation and the national professional

association took place on Oct.19.

"What is interesting is that the CCA is almost de facto becoming the regulatory

board," said Dr. Bronson. "The concern I have with the CCO is that in some

instances, it seems like some of the regulatory stances are designed to protect the

vitalistic chiropractors instead of the public."

PaulBenedetti andWayne MacPhail are the authors o/Spin Doctors: The

Chiropractic Industry Under Examination. Mn Benedetti teaches journalism at the

University of Western Ontario. Mr. MacPhaíl is a digital media consultant.

I
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Bones of contention:
Chiropractic profession
wrestles with science

PAUT BENEDETT¡

WAYNE Ma(PHAIL

,f1 anadian chiropractor Clifford Hardick paces in ftont
I 'ofan 

auditorium full ofLife University chiropractic
I students in Marietta, Ga. He energetically tells the
\.2 students about the polver of "the subluxation" and

how it is tl¡e root of all disease. "One cause.; one cu¡e," he
booms into the crowd.

A chiropractor for more than 5o years, the London, Ont.-
based practitíoner says in other speeches and inlerviews that
spinal adjustnlents cân release Lhe body's healing powers
and correct all manner of disorders, including attention def-
icit hyperactive disorder, attention deficit disorder', asthma
and lupus. Those beliefs make Dr. Hardick a "vitalist" chiro-
practor. Vitalists contend that subluxations, or nerve im-
pingements in the spine, can block the healing force they call
energy." Many vitalists also advocate against vaccination.

The problem? There's no evidence subluxations exist.
There's no evidence innate energy flows through the body.
And no evidence-based health-care profession believes any
of this. But Clifford Hardick isn't an outlier on the ftinges of
the profession. He is a council member and a former presi-
dent ofthe College ofChiropractors ofOntario, the body that
regulates practitioners in the province.

For a decade or more, the college has been influenced, if
not outright controlled, by vitalists such as Dr. Hardick, ac-
cording to a Globe and Mail analysis.

Although most provinces no longer cover chir opractic ser-
vices, private insurance plans stili do.
E CHIROPRACTORS, A8
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Chiropractors: The schism is rooted in the origins of the profession



r FROM AT

Four of thè ontario regulator's curent
ninechirgpractic membets espouse unsci
entific views, according to an extensive re-
view of these leaders' published writings
and online speeches, interuiews, podcâsts,
social-media feeds, book reviews and con-
ference presentations for evidence of sup-
port for vitalist chiropractic.

"The daily practice and application of
the.laws of Life and Vitalistic U'niversal
Principles distinguish Chiropractib'ltithih
the field of healthcare," writes Dr. Eliza-
beth Anderson-Peacock in he¡ recently
published book Pearls of Wisdoq Pur.e fr'
Powerful. She is the vice-president dfrthe'
regtilatot,

Dr. Peter Amlinger, a forrner four-term
president, said in a zor4 interviewr "Withln
each and every one of us is infinite poten-
tial which we call innate intelligence that
expresses itself over ow nervous system.
And, if we live fully connected to this in-
telligence allpossibilities are within our re-
ach . . . healing on any level is possible if we
can telease this intelligence and keep it
.fl owing without intetferencê."

Dr, Dennis Mizel served as the regula-
tor's president in 2oo8, vice-president
from zoog to zorg and president again in
zor4 The St. Catharines, Ont.-based chiro-
practor states on.his website that "physi-
cal; chemical and etnotional st¡ess is the
underlying cause ofsubluxations." He pro-
motes a book on innate energy and sub-
luxation, Healing Satori, saying it "Should
be read by every Chiropractor, Chiroprac-
tic Student and Chiropractic Patient."
Though educated in Canadå, Dr. Mizel
made a $z5,ooo Iegacy donation to Life
University, an Àtlanta-based chiropractic
college that says it is "at the fo¡efront of
the vitalistic health revolution."

And Dr. Keith Thomson, a Kawartha-ar-
ea chiropractor who served as the regula-
tor's president in zoo4, echoes similar
views. "In short, because the body's innate
recuperative powers are affected by and in-
tegrated.through the nervous system, cor-
recting spinal abnormàiities which irritate
the nervor¡s system can lead to a number
of favourable results in patients suffering
from various, seemingly non-spinal health
conditions,"

None of these chiropractic leaders
agreed to be interviewed.

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario
has been led by presidents who have es-
poused subluxation-based chiropractic
beliefs in nine of the past 10 years.

As a result, the regulator has a record of
tolerating unscientific claims and unpro-
ven practices - includir:g antivaccine
statements and the treatment of babies,
children and adults for non-musculoskele-
tal conditions - instead of protecting the
public from them. The Globe reviewed Ço
þatient-complaint decisions made by tle
regulator in the past decade. Because the
college does not typically make these deci-
slons public, The Globe was able to review
only those that were challenged hy fhe
complainant and furthei reviewed by the
Health Professions Appeal and Review
Board, a body that oversees regulated
health professionals ln Ontario.

The regulator, according to the analysis,
is diligent in disciplining chiropractors for
unprofessionalism, sexually inapptoptiate
behaviour or questionable business prac-
tices. However, The Globe found a consis-
tent pattern that when the regulator's in-
quiries, complaints and reports committee
is presented with evidence from patients
that chiropractors arc making unscientific
claims, engaging in scare tactics or pro-

moting lrnproven üeatments for ailments
that have nothing to do with the spine, it
takes no action.

The complaints include treating pa-
tients with autism and acquired brain in-
jury claiming that "subluxations" would
dramatically shorten a child's life; malting
anti-vaccine claims; and billlng a 76-yex-
old woman for yearJong ¡'corrective"

treâtment to improve general wellness.
None of these vitalist treatments was sup-
ported by medical.evidence,.according to
thelêOmplaints.,,r ir"'',¿,t.r'.r'. 1¡'

Ofthe 60 cases, the board confirmed úle
decision of the iegulator in all but five,

. .This pits the regulator,against Â,faction
within ahiropractit'uiging á'shiftto evi-
dence-based musculoskeletal fteatments
and a curbing of unscientific claims and
tfeâtment.

Marc Bronson, a Kirkland Lake, Ont.,
chiropractor, said news stories about "out-
landish claims made by vitalistic chiro-
practors" aÌe tamishing the profession's
reputation. "Most of us are not like that,
but that's what makes the headlines." ,

Dr. Bronson,4o, has been outspoken
about the vitalistic beliefs of the regula-.
tor's leadership, calling out specific coun-.
cil members in a posting to a closed Face-

book group he started for evidence-based
chiropractors, He is also critical of the reg-
ulator's reluctance to be pro-active about
curbing non-scientific claims made by chi-
ropractors.

"I am tired of being associated with
these kind of chiropractors," he said in an
interview with The Globe. "I think it poses

a public-healthrisk with some of these chi-
ropractors who hold these anti-vaccina-
tion views or ptactise outside of scope."

The Canadian Chiropractic Association
says it is urging provincial regulators to be
more pro-active against misleading adver-
tising and unscientific claims. This associ-
ation acts as a nàtional chiropractic advo-
cate and has no regulatolT powers.

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario
declined multiple requests for an inter-
view, but provided a letter stating, in part;
"The CCO does not endorse any specific
sfyle ofpractice, but rather requires that all
members practise within the chiropractic
Scope of Practice and in accordance with
the legislation governing the CCO, Stan-
dards of Practice, policies and guidelines."

HOì l THÍ SClltSt{ lEçAl{

The schism in chiropractic is rooted in the
origins of the professlon. In the late rgth
century D.D. Palmer was a "medicineless
healer" in DavenpoÍ, Iowa. Born in Port
Perry, Ont., he was a religious man taken
by spirítualisrn and magnetic healing. Mr.
Palmer'came to believe the spine was a sort
of lightdng rod for God's healing power -
what he called "innate energY."

The father of chiropractic believed that
adjusting the spine could remove subluxa-
tions, letting.the body heal itself, But in re-
peafed scientific trials published in peer-
reviewed journals gver decades, chüoprac-
tors have been unable to consistently de-
tect subluxations or diagaose disorders as

a result of them.
However, through intense political lob-

bying and public promotion, chiropractors
moved ftom the fringes of medical science
to being seen as legitimate health-care
professionals nearly three decades ago.

In 199r, Ontario's Regulated Flealth Pro-
fessions Act gave chiropraetors the title of
"Dr." and granted them self-regulation like
medical doctors and dentists. Other prdv-
inces followed suit, with Nelvfoundland

221
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being the last to grant self-regulat€cl stâtus
in zoog.

But regulation didn't guarantee provin-
ciai health coverage. The Brltish Columbia
govemment stoppecl paying for chiroprac-
tic in zooz. Ontario followed suit in zoo¿,
Alberta in 2oo9 and Saskatchewan in zoro.
No Atlantic provinclai plan covers chiro-
practic. Manitoba reduced paid coverage
in zor8.

Despite reduced coverage by provincial
healtb-care plans, it remains a billion-dol-
lar-a-year industry in Canada, most of it
picked up by prlvate insurance or paicl for
ciirectly by patients,

Mr. Palmer's beliefs about the power of
chiroptactic continue to inform plactiiio-
ners today, Research conducted by Univer-
sity ofWestern Ontario PhD student Anton
Ninkov and Paul Benedetti last year ana-
lyzed 8oo Ontariô chiropractor \ryebsites.
Roughly one-third of the sites mentioned
"subluxâtiol1"; more il1an half make refer-
ence to asthma¡ nearly one-third rnention
coIic,

Another Eecent stucly, co-authored by
Prof. Timothy Caulfielcl, a Canacla Re-
search Chair, revieweclwebsites of 8o conr-
mercid chiropractic cfinics across the
country and found similar numbers, Some
ofthe conditions treated wlth chiropractic,
according to the study; attention deficìt
hyperactivity disorder ancl attention defi"
cit ciisorder (sz.s per cent)i allelgies (37.s
per cent); premenstrual syndrome (32.S

per cent)¡ and bed-wetting (3o per cent).
There is no credible evidence to support
such treatments.

Today, Oniario ls home to more than
half of Canada's B,4oo chiropractors. Some
of them âre rnerrbers of ihe Guelph, Ont.-
based group the Alliance for Chiropractic.
It was foundecl in 1098 to ensure that the
coilege introcluceci regulations and bylaws
supportirlg "a healthier practice for the
subluxation-based chiropractors."

In early lune, the alliance heìd a confer-
ence at a Toronto aìrport hotel, where the
regulator's vice-president, Elizabeth An-
derson-Peacock, and Peter Amlitrger at-
tended. Dr. Amlinger won å lifetime
achievement awârd at the event's gala, in
part, for his leadership in supporting vital-
lst,.subiuxation-based chiropractic,

His achievements include serving the
Or¡tatio regulator as a former presiclent
and current board tnember, as well as prac-
tising at the Mìssissauga-based Amlinger.

Farniþ Chiropractic. In November,2015, a
Facebook post by the clinic showed a fl1's¡
linldlrg the flu shot lo Alzheimer's. Dr. Am-
linger comments, "How about a chiroprac-
tic adjustrnent instead?"

Dr, Amlinger told The Globe the postillg
was put up without his permission by an
associate no longer with the practice.

ln other provinces, even among its lead-
ership, chiropractic is still infonned by vi-
talistic beliefs.

ln May, Dr. Avtar Jassal, the vice-chair of
Biitish Cohuri'bia's College of Chiroprac-
tors, resigned after the CBC discovered he
had postecl än anti-vaccine video on lace-
book.

The president ofthe Nova Scotia College
of Chiropractors, Dr. Chad Mykietiuk, is al-
so co-owner of Wellness Medìa, a chiro-
practic promotional materials coìnpany.
In July, his comparìy promoted a poster on
Facebook classifving vaccines as stressors
that can leacl to subiuxatiorrs and illness in
toddlers and teens.

After The Globe inquireci âbout the
posting with the province's college of chi-
Íoplactors, it was removed, Dr. Mykietiuk
dìd not respond to a request for comment.

Pgstings like these, despite coming from
Canadian chiropractic leaders, contravene
an edict from the Canadian Chiropractic
Associ;rlìon, which states: "Vaccìnation is
not within the scope of chiropractic prac-
tice. The association recomnencls patients
consult publìc:health authorities âbout
'rmunizâtion,"

And these pseudo-scientific ideâs stand
in contrast to the relatÌvely Íecent, evi-
dence-based direction ofthe Canaclian Me-
morial Chìropractic College (CMCC), Cana-
da's largest chilopractic teaching instittlte
located in Toronto, Though CMCC officials
declined to be interviewed, they provicled
a letter stating their "curriculum empha-
sizes the science and best-practices of to-
day, not our Þâst. An emphasis on evi-
dence-based practice has replaced dogma
and unfounded vitalistic concepts from a

century ago."
A zorr study in Chiropractic & Manual

Therapies of the curriculums of 16 North
American chiropractic colleges found that
CMCC was one of only three colleges that
made no mention of subittxation ìn their
academic catalogues.

But that ieaves the college at odds'with
the vitalistic beliefs of about half the Onta-
tio regulator's leadership.
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Tho Colþe of Chiropraetors sf Ontrrio he¡ been led by presldcnts who have espoused
subluxrlion-b¡¡cd belhf* ln ninc ol lhe pa¡f lt yeårs. MELtssA rAlrlTHE ctoBE AND MAtt

$I{iIS OF CHAilüã

The new head of tlre regulirtol D¿ D¿rvìel
Starmer, is considered an evidence-based
chiropractor. D¡. Stalmer is the eclucation
co-ordinator for the CMCC simulation lab.
He did not respond to fequests for an in.
terview

Sorne chiropractors consicler lìis ap-
point¡nent a welccrne sign of change.
"There has neyer l¡een an evidence-based
chlropmctor at the heLn ofthe þoa¡d since
I first started practice rz yeafs ago," Dr.
Bronson said.

Five years ago, Dr. Bronson, who gradu-
ated from CMCC in zoo6, launched a lace-
booh group for science-based colleagues,
He says it now has a worldwide member-
ship of more than 8,9oo, including about
z,rl¿o Ca¡radlatl c.hirupractots.

"Ii has brortght a silent majority togeth-
er wJro are not really ha.ppy being silent
any more," he saitl.

Dr. Bronson believes his profession is
making strides in research and evJdence-
based treatment. He see$ chi"ropractors be-
ing integrated into health.care teâms ås
spinal-pain specialists. "There isâ tTansfor-
rnation happening," he said, '

PËRSt$TÉltT CtAlldå

Like Dr. Bronson, Lonclon, Ont.-based in-
formation specialist Ryan Armstrong
wants to see chiropractic reformafion and
has been critical of regulator's leadership,

In 2016, Mf. Amstrong wes finishirig up
his FhD inbiomedical engineering âtWest-
ern when he was given a parrphlet aborrt a
public leeture by local chiropractor Dr. B.J.
Haidick on abooh cailed The C¿¿ncer Kîllers,
Intriguecl, about a year later, on Feb, z,
2oV, Mr. Armstrong attended a lectute at a
London cht¡rch where Dr. Hardick made
rlume¡olrs claims Íncluding that chiro-
practic coulcl reduce heatt arrhythrrias,
improve cholesterol anci lower bloocl pres-
strre.

The lecture led the young englneer to
probe Dr. Ilardick's online claims about
cancer, the link between vaccines and au.
tism, and chiropractic manipuiation for
newborns. Mr. Armstrong began to blog
about these "orltrageous" claims.

B,J. Hardickis thesor: of CIiffo¡dHarclick
t{ho, at that tlme, was the president of the
regulator. Clifford Hardick became the ex-
ecutive chair of Maximized Livìng, a prac.
tice lìtålìâgel¡ìcll., developnrenl ¿mrl cclu,
cation finn for chiropractors, in eat'ly zot7,

Maximized Living (now ¡ebrauded
Maxl-ivíng) is a Florida-based company
that provides rnarketing programs fol sub-
luxation-based vitalist cldr"opractors.

The cornpany provldes sárnpie recrnit-
tnent scriptsr "lf you have subluxations,
this condition is notjust causing your pain
- it is destro)¡ing your boc'ly, causing dis-
ease ancl early death."

Lâte[ in 2077, Mr. Armstrong listened
oniine to what he described as an "evan-
gelicaJ" chiropractic speech by Clifford
Harclick, who was thelr þresident of the
Ontario tegulator.

In the speech to chiropráctic students at
Lifc University in Atlarrtâ in June, Dr. Ha-
dici< said he adjustecl barely verbal autistic
children, who within weeks started to
speak whole sentences. "That's what chi-
ropractic is!" he tells the cheering crowd.

Mr. Armsttol1g, 29, sírid, "lt was aston-
ishing to me and I felt confused that he
coulcl be the head of the regulatory agen"
cy."

He filed a complai¡t with the College of
Chiropractors of Ontario aL¡out Dr. Hardíck
on Dec.3, zor7, Mr. Armstrong alleged Clif.
ford Hardlcl< claimed to treât disorclers
such as verbal ataxia, attentlon deficit dís-
ot cler, attention deficit lryperactivity clisor-
der, asthma, infertility, cliabetes and
"inade public statelnents that illustrate a
profonncl cÌisrespect fr¡r rnedicine and
pnblic health."

He followecl up with addiiiorral conr-
plaints against nìne Ontafio chiropractors
fot a varìety of alleged infractions, incLid-
ing practising beyond the scope ofpractice
and rnaking false and misleading advertis.
ing clairnsr

Mr, Armstrong's initial colnplaillt
against Clifforcl Ha¡dick remains before
the regulator.

In a response letter filed to the regulator
alrcl obtained by The Globe nnd Mail, Dr.
llarclick's lawyers told the complaints
corntnittee their client was not diagnoslng
ADHD or antism, br,rt rather using chiro"
practi.c adjustments to address tlie syrnp-
toms of those disorders, whlch they ar-
gued was within the scope ofpractice.
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scope ofchiropractic practice" and that Murgiretspoelstra,thäexeäuiiv.ãir..tor.
ch¡roptactors were ,'not treaHng antlsrn or of Autism Ontario,
ADHD' but we¡e rreatlng the oymptorns of Btelios Georgiades, the co-director of
these dieorders by removing spinal or cra- theMcMaster Autisrn i{esearch Te"* unaìnlal sublti¡rations rhar lnterfele wifh the wddd teader i" ilrirn, 

-t"ai*àiî"rri¿
optirnal fuuctionlng of the body." what Dr. Ti:rner is doing is *uniriiãria'rn-
_ ï'h€ Turner method, nameci for Barrie, ethical" a.ncl lacks scientific evidence.
ont,'based chlropractor Dr,-Roger T\rrner, Butheisnoithe"rrylüitrp*.I"r"rr.-
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of disorders. Dr. Tumer claims he hai dren has been .rp..i.ilv ãánüouË"ia.
taught_his methocl to 1,ooo chiropractors InMay,afterañ.ti"tthpã.li.påüîit.¿
around the world. concerr arnong pediatricians who were
. Dr.Polevoythoughttheregulator'sdeci- quesrtoning ctrirôpra.ti. trãirmå"tr, or.

¡lon .w1s nonserlse. He appealed it to David peeaie, the'chairmun ofirtJ c**
Health Professions Appeal a¡¡d Review dian chiropract¡c Associâtion, .ã*. outBoai'd. publicþ to defencl th. pr;.riä: 

-*---
The board accepted the regulator's ar- shorily after, howefei, ói, Þ.""". ,.r.tgum€¡rt that, "the traditional-driropractic an urglnt inteinal ,lirecuue, ðumi*rã ¡v

perspectiveisthatthe-removalofvertebral The Globe and Mail, to ail assoàaiion
or cranial subluxations contributes to the members exhorting fhem to utop pofrf.ty
optlmal ftinctioning of the body as a talklng about anti-vaccirratlon åria t .at-
wholei' They wrote, "the soard flnds this ing ch-ildren lor ¡lllD, äl¡lism;rrd;rûr-
to be a reasonable conclusion given the ex- mã,
pertise ancl experience ofthe membere of "Therehasbeen anoticeableincreasein
¡þs clmplaints Commlttee." public scrutiny and critlci; ;; tir;;ü-.

Inlegal documents flled.to the regulator made by somã cÌ:iroptn.torc ãnri*.1-r*u.
* êpiil by llenein- Hutchison, D¡. Har- raised in the NaHônal i;ri ;ti"j.-"*
dlclc's lawyers are referencing this zorr rul- speahing to ollï most wlnerable sroup of
Ingbvtheregularoraspartofrhetrclefence pittenti- childre¡r. This patierit ãió.ii, i,of hhn, ãlsoonewhere tlràr.¡JthdùàJã,{ãirn't ot

The proh]ern?.The 
-regulator and board evidence-based researa¡';¡.;;;-- 

*"
rull'gs are based on bunk, says sanr fro- Dr.peeaceurged"triroþJinrstãi.view
mola, a retired Florida-based chiropractor their websites fõr daims that ,,cãu be used
anclauthor of In side chíroprøctíe: AÞarient's by chiropractic skeptics ;d .ritË to ,li*"Cuide, pa{age ti¡c entire profession ,"ã nug"ti*

"There ls no evidence to .6up-port the èly affect our profession,s repuiatiÃli; 
-

idea that.manlpulatlng cranial bones to -In 
a Statenn¿nt to fUe Cib¡e, tfæ CC¿

fi'ee restricted movenrent ls an effective sald it is urglng alt provin"iJiuíur"to., to
treatment for brain disorclers or.special bepro-activelnlir:nitingmisleacängclaims
needs children," D¡, llomola wrote in an e- abõut chiropractic treaiment,
mail,"Tolerationofeuchnohsensebychl- 'we respect the role. of the regulator
ropracticregulatoryboardsistantarnount which is ìurrentþ a complaintäriven
to endorsemer¡t of nongense.,' process. Weere cuil elitly qdvócalinc to the

That ruling allows Dr, Ti:rner to contin- -Federatlon 
[a national fäderatio" oi.hiro-

ûe to tteât chiláren with neruologlcal clls- practlc regulatorsl ror, moaernirÀão"'or
orders, cerebral palsy and, ín what he ca]ls îhe regutat-ory proäese. Tlds ùoùd i""r"ae
a "personål research project," DoìMn's sy¡r- changãs to m'aí<e our regulaøry processesdrome. inore proactive and mãre consi¡tent. For

That a'gels sandy Hatt-rrhman!. ln example, we would like to see tir" i.lula-
zoro, she tookhernine"year-olclson Chris- tors pioactÌvely acldressing misl*r¿inãìa_
topher to see Dr. Ttrtnø, who claimed r.o vertììing and á'aims tt¡.täà lnåonriítà,rt
"corect" âutism and rnake silent chlldren with oru scope of practice."verbal. According to thà cc,l" the organizátion

D¡, Turne¡ totà M* Hart-Lehmann the met wiitr ¿;nâ¿ian chúopraüic-ï;Ãi"-
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sessio¡ c-ost about $so, Insteacl of slx Ancl a natio¡räl máeting"with l:ir"G*irt
months, the Hartlehmanns ssw Dr. T\¡m. regulatory bodies, the luaaer.friJ oi iír"
91 for.a_ ye.ar ar_rd. a halfuntil Christopher federadoú anri the national pioi.rrio"ul
himself refused therap¡ By then, the iam- association tooh place on Oct.'is,
ily lad -spent 

at least g5,ooo. "what is inreÌesting is tl,aË thã ccA is al-
The Innlsfll, o't., mother neve¡ filed a most de facto becoiaing tt*" t.guiriorl,

complaint with the regulafor. She sålcl at board,,'Dr. Bronson saíd,

-{ie tlqe ¡h-e was tryiug everything possi- "The concern I have with the cco is thât
ble to }elp her s'n, actlng out of, "sheer, in some instances, ¡t u..*Jl*. *Ãiìr
teffiô¡lng desperation." theregulaforystancesare desisneclto pro_

.. "Honestly' I felt I was - I hate to say lt - tect rhe vltalistic chtropractoä insteaã-of
duped," Ms. Hart-Lehmann, now 58, said. the public."

Dr, Türner, 79, deîended hls practlce irr -=-----ân interview with The Gtobe. paul Benedetil and wayne Macphail are fhe
"we're there,to help the kids. unfortu- aufhors of ,þin oocrors: rhe cbiraø-aa¡c

natsly, we don't get roo per cent results httlustry llnder Examri¡afþrr. Mr. Be¡redetti
with everybociy. Nobody does," he said. "If leaehes iournalísm at ihe ijniversñy of
we can make a change by positioning the wes{orn onlario. Mr. Macphail is a digttal
bones of the skull, then that's for the kid, medla eonrultanl
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October 3,20L8

Reeistrants, please read this letter and the attached policv notice carefullv. lt contains important
information that mav require vour immediate attention.

Background

You may have seen recent media reports regarding misleadíng and unsubstantiated claims about the
efficacy of treatment made by chiropractors as well as by other health service providers. The public,

other health professionals and our own registrants have voiced concerns about treatment claims that
are contrary to acceptable evidence.

Patients expect to receive effective care based on the best available evidence combíned with clinician
skills and traíning and patíent preference. An evidence-informed approach to healthcare promotes an

attitude of ínquiry in health professionals:

Why am I providing this service in this way?

ls there acceptable evídence that can guide me to a better patient outcome?

The position of the College of Chiropractors of BC (the "CCBC"), in alignment with the Ministry of Health

and other regulated health professionals, is solidly on the side of evidence-informed healthcare.

As the regulator for the chiropractic profession, the CCBC suggests that BC chiropractors consider three
questions before making any claims about the benefits of treatment:

Do the claimed benefits related to care fall within the chiropractic scope of practice?

Are such claims accurate, verifiable, truthful and not misleading?
Are such claims supported by acceptable evidence?

Board Actions

To address these concerns the CCBC Board has taken the following steps:

(1) ln late 2017,the Board approved changes to the CCBC's Professional Conduct Handbook (the

"PCH"), adding section L4.1,(f) and Appendíx "N". Section t4.L(fl provídes that "[c]hiropractors must
not advertise health benefits of their services when there is not acceptable evídence that these

benefits can be achieved."

(2) On August t5,2018, following a review of related literature and actions undertaken in other
jurisdictions, the Board approved the attached "Efficacy Claims" policy.
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The "Efficacy Claims" policy states as follows:

Due to the absence of acceptable evídence supporting such claims, registrants must NOT represent to
patients or the public that chiropractic:

(a) can be used to treat diseases, disorders or conditions such as: Alzheimer's disease, cancer,
diabetes, infections, infertility, or Tourette's syndrome, or

(b) has any beneficial effect on childhood diseases, disorders or conditions such as: ADHD (or
ADD), autism spectrum disorders includíng Asperger syndrome, cerebral palsy, Down
syndrome, fetal alcohol syndrome, or developmental and speech disorders.

The above list of diseases, disorders or conditíons is neither final nor conclusive. Absent
acceptable evidence, registrants are not free to make claims about the effectiveness of
chiropractic in treating a disorder, disease or condítion simply because it is not included in the
list.

The full policy is attached, and we encourage you to read it carefully

What You Need to Do

As a CCBC registrant you are required to immediately review your website(s) and social media accounts
and remove any materíals that include representations that do not comply with the "Efficacy Claims"
policy. This includes blogs, posts, messages, vÍdeos, downloadable PDFs and links to other sites, posts

and messages. lt also includes printed materials, brochures and posters displayed or available in your
offices.

All such mater¡als must be removed immediately regardless of when they were created or posted

You have untíl November 1, 2018 to remove ALL materials that do not complv with the policy.

College Follow-up

The CCBC will be completing a thorough review of registrants' online marketing material to ensure that
unsubstantiated claims of efficacy are not being made about the disorders, diseases or conditions listed
in the "Efficacy Claims" policy, and information about vaccination and immunization is not beíng
publíshed.

Materials, links or posts identifíed in the review that may offend the "Efficacy Claims" policy will be
forwarded to the lnquiry Committee for investigation and possible disciplinary action.

During its review of online marketing material, the CCBC will also be looking for information on
vaccinatíon that may offend section 9.5 of the PCH. That section states:
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The prevention and treatment of infectious disease is not within the scope of chiropractic
practice. Accordingly, British Columbia chiropractors must not provide any professional advice
or counseling to patients in relation to vaccination issues. Patients with vaccination questions
should be advised to contact their local public health officials.

Because of the adoption of this policy, registrants may not

a)

b)

c)

Counsel patients with respect to immunization and vaccination
Conduct seminars as a chiropractor about immunization and vaccinatíon
Supply immunization information (electronic, paper or verbal) in your clinic or in
any other venue where you are acting as a chiropractor
Provide immunization information on your public websited)

Tips and Tools for Ensuring Compliance

Here are some tips and tools that you may find useful in ensuring that your website(s), social media and
other online materials comply with the requirements of the "Efficacy Claims" policy, as well as section
9.5 of the PCH concerning vaccination:

¡ carefully review the content of all your online materials,
r search your online materials for the terms found in the "Efficacy Claims" policy and section 9.5 of

the PCH as follows:
o Google search your website using the "site:" function.

. https://bloe.hubspot.com/marketing/how-to-do-a-google-site-search
o search Facebook pages by term using "choose a source"

' https://www.howtogeek.com/282908/how-to-use-facebooks-search-to-find-
anvone-or-anythine/

o search twitter pages with filters for tweets
. https ://hel p.twitter.com/en/usins-twitter/twítter-search

o contact your lT providers for specific assistance and explanations;
r delete all older posts on your social media accounts.

Thank you for your attention

Yours sincerely,

Richard Simpson I lnterim Registrar I emoil: registrar@chirobc.com
College of Chiropractors of Brítish Columbia

900 - 200 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC, V6C 1S4
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Policy Title - Efficacy Claims

Responsible Office: College of Chiropractors of
British Columbia ("CCBC')

Contact: registra r@ch irobc.com

Reference lnformation: TBD

Replaces former policy: NA

Date Effective: October t,z0tg
Last Update: NA

Next Review Date: September 30, 2019

Keywords E.g. efficacy, marketing, advertising, acceptable
evidence

College of Chiropractors of British Columbia

1. Policy Rationale & Purpose:

As stated in section 14(1Xf) and Appendix "N" of the CCBC's Professional Conduct Handbook
("PCH"), chiropractors must not advertise health benefits of their services when there is no
acceptable evidence that those benefits can be achieved. The Board is concerned registrants may be
making claims in marketing or directly to patients that chiropractic care has beneficial effects on
some diseases, disorders and conditions when there is no acceptable evidence for those claims.

This policy identifies efficacy claims that are not supported by acceptable evidence, and therefore,
must not be made.

2. Policy Scope

This policy applies to all registrants who market or advertise their services.

3. Policy Statement:

Due to the absence of acceptable evidence supporting such claims, registrants must NOT represent
to patients or the public that chíropractíc:

(a) can be used to treat diseases, disorders or conditions such as: Alzheimer's disease, cancer,
diabetes, infections, infertility, or Tourette's syndrome, or

(b) has any beneficial effect on childhood diseases, disorders or conditions such as: ADHD (or
ADD), autism spectrum disorders including Asperger syndrome, cerebral palsy, Down
syndrome, fetal alcohol syndrome, or developmental and speech disorders.

The above list of diseases, dísorders or conditions is neither final nor conclusíve. Absent acceptable
evidence, regístrants are not free to make claims about the effectiveness of chiropractic in treating a
disorder, disease or condition simply because it is not included in the list.

Page t of 2
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4. LegalAuthority:

¡ ChiropractorsRegulation

¡ PCH, in particular:

o section 14(1Xf) (page 20)

o Appendix "N" (page 50)

5. Key Stakeholders:

r The Public

o CCBC Registrants

o British Columbia Chiropractic Association

¡ Brítish Columbia Health Regulators

o Ministry of Health

6. Definitions:

"acceptable evidence" means objective, clear evidence based on accepted prínciples of good

research that support the therapeutíc claim (see Appendix "N" of PCH)

7. Resources:

. CCBC Bylaws, section 85

¡ PCH, Part 14

Reviewed by the CCBC Board on: September-26-2078

Reviewed by the CCBC Registrar/Deputy Registrar on: September-25-20t8

Ap proved/fl6¡{p,pçev¿4;

Date approved: Septemb er 27, 2OL8

Drafted by: Richard Simpson, Registrar

a
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50 B.C. chiropractors refuse to remove misleading
claims from websites, face possible discipline

College has found 250 possible violations of policy since Nov. 1

deadline passed

Bethany Lindsay' CBC News'
Posted: Nov 1 6,201810,,27 AM PT I Last Updated: November 16
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Screenshots taken from the social media pages of B.C. chiropractors in October show
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232
Fifty B.C. chiropractors have refused to remove misleading claims lrom their
websites and Facebook pages and are now under investigation by their
regulatory body.

ln the two weeks since the deadline passed for practitioners in B.C. to take

down false claims about using chiropractic to treat conditions ranging from
autism to cancer, the College of Chiropractors of B.C. has used an electronic

scanning program to identify about 250 possible violations of college policy.

. Chiropractor crackdown: College gives ultimatum on misleading
health claims

The chiropractors responsible for those claims were all notified and asked

to take down the offending materials, but 50 have yet to comply, according

to the college's interim registrar, Richard Simpson. All of those chiropractors

have been referred to the college's inquiry committee for investigation and

possible disciplinary action.

"l am concerned that the pace at which we reach full compliance by B.C.

chiropractors with the policy is not meeting the expectations of the public,

the college and the vast majority of our registrants," Simpson wrote in an

email.

He did not identify the chiropractors who are under investigation.

Call for public to f¡le complaints
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Eleven conditions are named specífically in the polícy, including Alzheimer's

disease, cancer, diabetes, infertility, infections, autism, ADHD and Down

syndrome.

3. Pollcy Statemcnt:

Oue t6 the absence of acceptable evidence supporting such claims, rcglstrants mu¡t ilOT rcpËrcnt
to patlents or the publlc that chiropractic:

FI

The above líst of diseases, disorderc or conditions ls nelther fin¿l nor conclusive. Absent acceptable
evidence, registrðnts are not free to make claims about the effectiveness of chiropractic in treating a
disorder, disease or condition simply bec¿use it is not included in the list.

The chiropractors' college implemented a new policy on efficacy claims this year, singling out
several conditions that chiropractors are not qualified to treat. (College of Chiropractors of B.C.)

Since the begínning of the month, about 97 per cent of B.C.'s more than

1,200 chiropractors have complied with the polícy, according to Simpson. He

said enforcement is a priority for the college, and staff will continue to
mon¡tor everyone's onlíne actÍvities.

"We treat any contravention of policy very seríously," Simpson said. "We

also encourage the public to inform the college directly if they see any

materíals that contravene the polícy, as our monítoring, while thorough,
may on occasíon miss items. Members of the public should be reassured

that the college investigates all complaints thoroughly."
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Unproven claims by B.C. chiropractors became a public issue this spring,

when the college board's former vice-chair AvtarJassal resigned from his

position in response to complaints about a video he'd posted on

Facebook claiming smoothies are more effective than the flu shot.

The college drafted its new efficacy claims over the summer, and it came

into effect on Oct. 1.

O2018 CBC/Radio-Canada. All rights reserved.

Visitez Radio-Ca nada.ca
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Chiropractor crackdown: College gives ultimatum
on misleading health claims

f g ,,'6,in'

Must remove statements about treating everything from autism to
Alzheimer's

Bethany Lindsay. CBC News .

Posted: Oct 1 5,2018 7:00 AM PT I Last Updated: October '15
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Screenshots taken from the social media pages of B.C. chiropractors show
scientifically unsupported claims about treating ADHD and autism. (CBC)
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There is no acceptable scientific evidence that chiropractors can treat 236
Alzheimer's disease, cancer, diabetes, infertility, infections, autism, ADHD or

Down syndrome, according to the College of Chiropractors of B.C.

And yet, some practitioners in this province claim they can, advertising their

services for a wide range of conditions that are outside their legally

mandated scope of practice.

ln fact, two current members of the college's board have both posted online

about their expertise in treating autism spectrum disorder and ADHD -
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder - contrary to the college's new

efficacy claims policy.

a ANALYSIS There's an epidemic of bogus health claims online, and

no easy cure

. Top doctor calls for sanctions against chiropractor for anti-vaccine

video

Now, the college is giving them an ultimatum. All chiropractors in the

province have until Nov. 1 to remove all scientifically unsupported claims

from their websites, social media sites and printed advertising, or face

potential discípline.

"As a CCBC regístrant you are required to immediately review your website

(s) and social media accounts and remove any materials that include

representations that do not comply with the 'efficacy claims' policy," the

college says in a notice sent out earlíer this month.

https://www.cbc.calnewslcanada/british-columbia/chiropractor-crackdown-college-gives-... 10122120I8
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"All such materials must be removed immediately regardless of when they

were created or posted."
237

The notice mentions 11 specific condit¡ons that chiropractors are not

qualified to treat, along w¡th all developmental and speech disorders, but

says the list is not final, and any claims about chíropractic treatments must

be supported by evidence.

3. hllq StrEncnt:

Due to the absence of acceptabþ evidence supporting rurh clðiñrs, rr¡ltrrñt¡ mrl lloT ngrucnt
to paücntr orthe grHk that chiropractk:

The abo,e fst of dlr€a6€s, dborders or condlüons ls nelther lTnal nor conduslve. Ab,sÊrit accËËble
addenæ, registrants are not free to make claims abotfr the effectivernss of drircpractic in beaüng a

di¡order, dise¡¡e or condition simpfy because it is nst included in tle list.

The chiropractors' college implemented a new policy on efficacy claims this summer, singling out
several conditions that chiropractors are not qualified to treat. (College of Chiropractors of B.C.)

The move comes after a series of CBC stories revealed that some B.C.

chiropractors were defyíng college policy by posting anti-vaccination

material to Facebook, according to interim college reg¡strar Richard

Simpson.

"ln the past year, the college became aware - through media stories,

formal complaints to the college and our own analysis of some registrant's

marketing materials - that a very small number of the college's over 1,200

https://www.cbc.calnewslcanada/british-columbia/chiropractor-crackdown-college-gives-... 1012212018
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registrants were marketing services that were outside the scope of practice

for chiropractic health professionals," Simpson explained in an ema¡1.

238
. Researcher wants oversight of alternat¡ve health care to ensure

'science-based' practices

The college has received 19 complaints in the last year about misleading

advertisements from chiropractors - nearly half of its total 43 complaints

- according to the annual report for 2017/2018.

That's a huge spike from a year earlier, when just one complaint out of 26

was about marketing materials.

But Simpson said most of the complaints this year haven't come from the

public - they've been from other chiropractors or internal investigators at

the college.

Shake-up on college board

Earlier this year, the vice-chair of the college's board, Avtar Jassal, resigned

from his position after CBC reported on a Facebook video he'd created that

wrongly suggested smoothies are more effective than the flu shot at

preventing influenza.

College policy forbids B.C. chiropractors from providing professional advice

on immunization, because they are not trained in treating infectíous

diseases.

https://www.cbc.ca./newslcanadalbritish-columbia/chiropractor-crackdown-college-gives-... I012212018
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. Vancouver chiropractor res¡gns from college board over ant¡-
vaccine video

Two other board members, Parm Rai and Gil Desaulniers, had also been the

subject of public complaints about theír anti-vaccination posts. Both were

allowed to retain their positions because they responded immediately to

requests to remove their posts.

But Raí and Desaulníers have also posted materials online suggesting that
chiropractic techniques can be used to treat autism and ADHD.

f*rl{y i reltn*:r {h¡rôFròctt€ rârÈ 5f}d(låi rrlph.1i2€ er kai lþ$tnål¿l ttrû : }poelf,¿ .rd
leïtle {híroprðrtlc tare throtrghout prcgnancy *nd beyorid llr relltng, pubk bone patn. hç
pair, lor -cr batk p*ir, tiryllnfl in handl, he¡dæhe, ¡hor¡ldcr terrifi, intoomlö, ¡ônomnt
frtùl p<¡eltlû.)kìgl Pô*dlâtrh ch¡rôpríð¡C llÍ€àrt f¿.Êdk]g dllffuttler, {ûl¡(, tÕrtl(û1[ß,

coÕrtlp.rtiû{}, delay in nrttertoner, ðçthnìð. illèr*¡er. À$fl/ÁüHD, ð{rtbnt ðnd $.Þeetrunr.

gr.r,.ln{ pðln

An online advertisement for Gil Desaulniers' chiropractic clinic (left) and a Pinterest post from
Parm Rai (right) both claim chiropractors can treat autism and ADHD. (CBC)

Rai and Desaulniers have both decided not to run for re-election to the

board this year, according to Simpson, who said he couldn't speculate on

why they made that decision. Neither man has responded to requests for
comment.
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They're not alone ín making unsupported claims about treating seríous

diseases, according to a quick search of the websites and Facebook pages

for chiropractors from across the province.
240

While the majority of practitioners seem to stick strictly to information

about spinal and joínt health, several make claims about conditions banned

by the college's efficacy claims policy. That includes Alzheimer's, cancer,

infertility, ear infections, and especially autism and ADHD.

. Chiropractors' college hires investigator after complaints about
anti-vaccine posts

That information will have to be taken down by Nov. 1, when the college

says it wÍll be completing a "thorough review" of all marketing material.

An¡hing that's still online will be forwarded to the college's inquiry

committee for investigation and possible discípline.

Critic skeptical of crackdown

Simpson said he believes the problem is restricted to a handful of
chiropractors.

"The vast majority of our registrants follow the professional, educational

and ethical regulations of the college," he said.

But Bernie Garrett, a UBC nursing professor who studies deception in health

care, said the college's crackdown doesn't go far enough.

https://www.cbc.calncwslcanadalbritish-columbia/chiropractor-crackdown-college-gives-... 1012212018
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vtDEo Province directs removal of anti-vacc¡ne posts that
broke B.C. rules for chiropractors

"The problem here is that if the college truly cracks down on unsupported

claims about the benefits of subluxation [misalignment of vertebrae]

treatment, what they will be left with ís a profession that practices a form

of spinal physiotherapy," he told CBC.

"Whilst this does address criticism of some of the more extremist claims,

dangerous practíces such as infant chiropractic are allowed to continue."

. Read more from CBC British Columbia

a
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Rose Bustria

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractor:s of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext.1l1
Fax (416) 925-9610
E-mail: ipwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

Jo-Ann Willson
Sunday, November 18,2018 9:00 AM
Rose Bustria 242

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the person(s) named above.
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have rece¡ved this e-mail in enor, please n'otify mà ÍmmeOiately by
and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

Any
reply

other
e-mail

Gil Desaulniers DC - Target of the College of Chiropractors of British Columbia
Alleged to be ín Violation of Efficøcy Claíms

We recently reported on the chaos caused by the British Columbia College of
Chiropractors adoption of an "acceptable evidence" policy and their actions in going after
chiropractors who they deem have violated it and threatening to do more of the same.

After reviewing the Policy and the standards of conduct for chiropractors in British Columbia we
undertook a review of the websites of the members of the Board of the College of Chiropractors
to see if their own websites would meet their Policy.

We found violations of their own Policy and we report on those violations found and compare
them to the allegations against the only two members of the Board whose practice objective is
the management of vertebral subluxation.

Gil Desaulniers DC

Gil Desaulniers DC is a graduate of Life University College of Chiropractic and was licensed in
BC in 2008. Besides sitting on the College of Chiropractors of British Columbia, Desaulniers is a
member of one of the world's largest chiropractic families with 44 chiropractors in his extended
family. He is one of the two subluxation focused chiropractors that had complaints filed against
him.

CLICK HERE to review his website

*'rtrAll of the website content discussed herein was live as of October 15, 2018trrrtr



Two of the chiropractors serving on the College Board will be discussed together since they were

the only two current College Board members to have complaints filed against them and they are

the only two chiropractors on the Board that Bethany Lindsay from CBC News included in her

review of chiroprictors' websites. They are also the only two Board members that profess to

manage vertebral subluxatiorr including its effects on the nervous system. 
243

ft! tnougt t it was very isteresting that,she conveniently left out all tfip other Board members

whose *ébrit.r have unsupported claims that are glaringly in violation of the Board's Policy yet

she decided to highlight Rai and Desaulniers.

According to the interim college registrar Richard Simpson ú6. . . most of the complaints this

year havõn't come from the pubtic - they've been from other chiropractors or internal
investigators at the college."

So the public that the Board is pretending to protect from unscrupulous advertising didn't
actually complain about any advertising. The complaints actually came from other chiropractors

who are in market competition with Rai and Desaulniers. Even better are that complaints came

from o,internal investigators" at the College who were spying on the Board members. How

strangely convenient that the Board's o'internal investigators" didn't find the plethora

of fokcy violations on every other Board members websites that we did and there are no

complaints against them.

Both Rai and Desaulnier have stated they do not intend to remain on the board after their current

term is up and who can blame them after being the subject of a witch hunt by theit own Board

and the media.

Parm Rai DC is a graduate of the chiropractic program at Southern California University of
Health Sciences and registered for practice in BC in2006.

Gil Desaulniers DC is a graduate of Life University College of Chiropractic and was licensed in

BC in 2008. Desaulniers ii a member of one of the world's largest chiropractic families with 44

chiropractors in his extended family.

In the CBC report by Lindsay she stated:

,,ln fact, two current members of the college's board have both posted online about their
expertise in treating autism spectrum disorder and ADHD - attention defÎcit
hyperactivity disorde¡ - çe¡f¡¿ry to the college's new effÏcacy claims policy."

Unfortunately for Lindsay, the ad she used to try and support her claim that Desaulniers and Rai

were claiming they treat autismor ADHD says nothing of the sort. And the Policy adopted by

the Board does not say that chiropractors cannot treat people with autism or ADHD.

In fact Rai's ad states chiropractic is more than just back pain which is what many of the

other board members also state on their site. The difference is in the secondary health outcomes

each side is claiming are a result of their care.

And these are important distinctions that are generally lost on a layperson like Lindsay as well as

on chiropractors who are unfamiliar with the management of vertebral subluxation or even

public hãalth for that matter. In fact, this issue is the single unifying reason for all of this

2



commotion in the first place. So if one wants to understand what's going on, you have to sta '
there.

While it is not the purpose of this piece to get into the details of this distinction it is worth noting
that vertebral subluxations have been shown to have secondary health consequences such as
those found in people who suffer from neurodevelopmental disorders and people who have their
spines adjusted by chiropråctors have reported improvement in these secondary health outcomes.
There is also research to support it and in an evidence based model that research would be
considered and incorporated into the management decisions made by the chiropractor and the
patient.

Many laypeople are familiar with the fact that not all chiropractors practice in the same manner.
The differences go back to the beginnings of chiropractic and the divide has historically been
described as "straights" and 'omixers" where straights tend to adhere to a traditional, conservative
approach focusing on the analysis and correction ofvertebral subluxation as opposed to the
mixer model where practitioners claim they are trained as primary care providers and can treat
most everything. In more recent history another group has emerged which is most consistent
with the issues facing Canada.

This group considers themselves "spinal care specialists" and contend they are trained to treat
all manner of spinal problems, diseases and syndromes. Many expand beyond the spine such as
some of the BC Board members who claim to be experts at treating all the other joints in the
body as well.

The mixers and spinal specialists cloak their practices in "evidence" even though they actually
have less evidence for what they are doing than what the subluxation only faction is doing. Just
take a look at the websites for Olson, Anderson, Murani and Suchdev. Look at all the claims they
make with little to no research to support them. Never mind enough - what about the level of
research required by their own Policy?

Then compare their websites to Rai and Desaulniers' sites

You will see a distinct difference on the focus of the care provided. Chiropractors like Rai and
Desaulniers are clearly focused on a family practice, seeing people of all ages not just for the
treatment of aches and pains like their fellow Board members but for improvement in the
functioning of their nervous system through the management of vertebral subluxation. All of
which is supported by research. It's also supported by clinical practice guidelines such as those
from the Council on Chiropractic Practice, the Foundation for Vertebral Subluxation and the
Intemational Chiropractors Association among others.

Chances are if one were to ask the other Board members about their claims and if they had any
published guidelines to support those claims (never mind that met the requirements of
thefu Policy) - they will not be able to produce any. Yet Rai and Desaulniers can produce
standards of care guidelines and research that supports what they do.

According to Lindsay's reporting:

"The college has received 19 complaints in the last year about misleading advertisements
from chiropractors - nearly half of its total 43 complaints - according to the annual
report for 201712018. That's a huge spike from a year earlier, when just one complaint out
of 26 was about marketing materials."

3
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And remember that the interim college registrar said most of the complaints this year haven't
come from the public but from other chiropractors or internal investigators at the college.

Investigative reporting would have led Lindsay to the bottom line had she conducted any 245
The reason for this is what many chiropractors practicing in Canada, Australia, the United
Kingdom and the United States know all too well.

The faction of the profession that espouses a more medically oriented primary care and spinal

specialist approach are openly hostile to those taking a more traditional, conservative subluxation
management approach. This is because the political organizations supporting subluxation
management have been successful at stopping the mixers and spinal specialists from expanding
the scope of chiropractic practice into the field of medicine by blocking prescriptive drug rights
for chiropractors and speaking out against Lhe silly notiorr Lhat a chiropractor can be trained in
just four short years to practice primary care medicine when it takes an MD much longer.

This has resulted in an organized effort throughout and between these countries that are linked
by related accrediting agencies that approve the schools training chiropractors. This effort is
coordinated with schools and trade organizations in each of the countries as well as

intemationally that seek to expand the scope of chiropractic into primary care and prescription
drug rights.

Note how many of the College Board members are CMCC graduates. CMCC and many of its
graduates are known within chiropractic as being hostile to conservative, traditional chiropractic
Suchdev is a graduate of Western States which is a broad scope school seeking drug rights and

primary care status for chiropractors.

Just the comments on Facebook and other social media alone after Lindsay's story broke are

evidence of the scandal with chiropractors openly calling for the delisting of subluxation
chiropractors and the discussion of plans to takc what has happcned in British Columbia as an

example and make sure it spreads to the other Canadian Provinces.

Unfortunately the CBC has fallen right into the hands of the real violators of patient centered

practice, patient choice and the right to practice your profession within the confines of the law as

opposed to the confines of those who wish to marginalize you.

We trust that when the regulatory authorities see this spectacle for what it really is that
appropriate steps will be taken to reign in a rogue board and those individuals that seek to
marginalize and restrain its competitors by essentially making up and adopting a Policy with no

basis in scientific fact.

See below for the investigations of other Board Members

CLICK HERE for screenshots of the Board members'Websites

David Olson DC is the Chair of the College Board. He is a graduate of Canadian Memorial
Chiropractic College and has been licensed since 1980. His website includes several statement

that do not meet the threshold of the Board's Policy.
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Chris Anderson DC is a graduate of Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College and has been
licensed since 1997. His website is riddled with violations of the Board's Policy onClaims
Efficacy.

Hafeez Merani DC is a new graduate of Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC)
having been licensedin2}l2 and sitting on the College of Chiropractors' Board. But don't let
his inexperience fool you in regards to his ability to serve on the Board and sit in judgement of
other chiropractors.

Johnny Suchdev DC is a Board member of the College of Chiropractors of British Columbia
and has been licensed since 2005 following his graduation from Western States Chiropractic
College in Portland Oregon.

Larissa M Juren DC is a Board Member of the College of Chiropractors of British Columbia
having graduated from Logan College of Chiropractic and has been licensed since 2011.

Parm Rai DC is a graduate of the chiropractic program at Southern Califomia University of
Health Sciences and registered for practice in BC in2006. He serves on the College of
Chiropractors Board and is one of the two that had a complaint filed against him.

Gil Desaulniers DC is a graduate of Life University College of Chiropractic and was licensed in
BC in 2008. Besides sitting on the College of Chiropractors of British Columbia, Desaulniers is a
member of one of the world's largest chiropractic families with44 chiropractors in his extended
family.

CLICK HERE to review the original story

Bethany Lindsay also recently reported on it for CBC News CLICK HERE for her story

Sent from my iPhone
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Quand ie faisais du reportage, enquêter sur l'église de Scientologie assurait aux journalistes le même
traitement qu'enquêter sur les chiros : un gros paquet de troubles.

Les fondements étaient les mêmes : un méIange de science, de pseudoscience, de pablum intellectuel et
d'enseignements venus du ciel.

La semaine dernière, le Globe and MaiI a publié un exposé dévastateur de Ia pratique chiropratique en
Ontario. Au menu, vitalisme, subluxations, flux énergétiques, intelligence innée, autoguérison et autres (
charlataneries > néanmoins protégées par les autorités.

u Vous me parlez de théories qui remontent à la fin du 19" siècle >, me dit Jean-François Henry, Ie président
de I'Ordre des chiropraticiens du Québec. < Aujourd'hui, la chiropratique repose sur des faits scientifiques
éprouvés. À condition de rester dans son champ d.'exercice, Ie système neuro-musculo-squelettique. Pas les
otites. >

Pas l'autisme, l'infertilité ou le cancer, comme certains chiros I'annoncent quand ils ne militent pas contre la
vaccination. < Un chiro m'a déjà dit qu'il pouvait guérir mes allergies. Je n'y suis pas retournée, > Iui dis-je.

< Vous avez bien fait. >

Je I'aime, lui !

famais prouvé

Selon une recherche pancanadienne récente, 37,5 o/o des chiros disent traiter les allergies et le TDAH par la
manipulation de la colonne ou du crâne pour libérer < l'intelligence innée > bloquée par des < subluxations

Ce qui n'a jamais été prouvé.

En Ontario, quatre des neufs membres du College of chiropractors of Ontario défendent pourtant ces

théories non scientifiques, toujours selon le Globe.

Mais les sceptiques, dont je suis, se demandent s'il existe au Québec des chiros qui sortent du cadre neuro-
musculo-squelettique, lui préférant le < miracle > du vitalisme ?

7 ru5l20t8
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Sans aucun doute. Le marché est là : les Québécois ont beaucoup de tolérance pour la non-science en santé.
Heureusement, le président de I'Ordre des chiropraticiens se range côté science.

Plus crédible

Au Québec, Ia chiropratique est enseignée à I'université depuis 25 ans. L'UQTR confère un doctorat après
cinq ans d'études. Elle est encadrée par I'Office des professions. Mais derrière les portes closes, que se passe-

t-il ?

< Je veux le savoir. J'ai commandé une étude des sites web des chiros du Québec pour savoir ce qu'ils
proposent, ) me dit Jean-François Henry, chiropraticien de père en fils, dont la clinique est située dans
Hochelaga-Maisonneuve.

( Et surtout, nous travaillons à faire changer la loi-cadre vieille de 45 ans. La pratique a évolué. Nous
pourrions aider à désengorger le réseau. >

Le scandale ontarien est-il possible au Québec ? < Non, J'en ai la certitude. >

Si i'avais su

J'ai commencé cette chronique convaincue que la chiropratique relevait irrémédiablement du
charlatanisme. J'ai changé d'avis, avec des questions, mais le président de I'Ordre m'a convaincue que la soif
de reconnaissance de cette profession était légitime tant qu'elle se cantonnait à la biomécanique du corps, et
non aux théories victoriennes ésotériques de flux énergétiques intelligents.

La chiropratique semble perdre du terrain au profit de I'ostéopathie. J'ai consulté celle qu'on appelait <

I'ostéopathe des vedettes > pour un mal de dos. Elle a flatté mon ventre et tiré sur mes palettes pendant trois
mois, sans résultat.

Si j'avais su, j'aurais consulté un chiro québécois.

28 commentaires

Trier par, plus ancien

Ce filest fermé
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Faites-vous confiance aux chiros?

Quand je faisais du reportage, enquêter sur
l'église de Scientologie assurait aux
journalistes le même traítement qu'enquêter
sur les chiros : un gros paquet de troubles.

Les fondements étaient les mêmes : un
mélange de science, de pseudoscience, de
pablum intellectuel et d'enseignements venus
du ciel.

La semaine dernière, le Globe and Mail a
publié un exposé dévastateur de la pratique
chiropratique en Ontario. Au menu, vitalisme,
subluxations, flux énergétiques, intelligence
innée, autoguérison et autres < charlataneries
> néanmoins protégées par les autorités.

< Vous me parlez de théories qui remontent à
la fin du 19e siècle ), me dit Jean-François
Henry, le président de I'Ordre des
chiropraticiens du Québec. < Aujourd'hui, la
chiropratique repose sur des faits scientifiques
éprouvés. A condition de rester dans son
champ d'exercice, le système neuro-musculo-
squelettique. Pas les otites. >
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Pas I'autisme, I'infertilité ou le cancer, comme
certains chiros I'annoncent quand ils ne
militent pas contre la vaccination. < Un chiro
m'a déjà dit qu'il pouvait guérir mes allergies.
Je n'y suis pas retournée, > lui dis-je.

" You did well. "
<< Vous avez bien fait. >

Je I'aime, lui I

Jamais prouvé
According to a recent pan-Canadian research,

Selon une recherche pancanadienne récente, 37 .5o/o of chiropractors say they treat allergies
37 ,5 o/o des chiros disent traiter les allergies et and ADHD by manipulating the column or skull
le TDAH par la manipulation de la colonne ou to release "innate intelligence" blocked by
du crâne pour libérer < I'intelligence innée > "subluxations".
bloouée oar des << subluxations >>

https://translate.google.cal#auto/en/Faites-vous%20confianceo/o2lauxo/o20chiros%3F%0Alo0AQuand%20jeo/o20faisaiso/o2Oduo/o20reportageo/o2Co/o2o...

Do you trust chiros?

When I was reporting, investigating the Church
of Scientology gave journalists the same
treatment as investigating chiropractors: a big
bunch of troubles.

The foundations were the same: a mixture of
science, pseudoscience, intellectual pablum
and teachings from heaven.

Last week, the Globe and Mail published a
devastating presentation of chiropractic practice
in Ontario. On the menu, vitalism, subluxations,
energy flows, innate intelligence, self-heafing
and other "charlataneries" nevertheless
protected by the authorities.

"You tell me about theories that go back to the
end of the 19th century," says Jean-François
Henry, president of the Ordre des
chiropratÍciens du Québec. "Today, chiropractic
is based on proven scientific facts. As long as
you stay within your scope of practice, the
neuro-musculoskeletal system. Not ear
infections. "

Not autism, ínfertility or cancer, as some
chiropractors announce when they do not fight
against vaccination. "A chiro already told me
that he could cure my allergies. I did not go
back, "l said.

I love him !

Never proven

'v3
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Ce qui n'a jamais été prouvé.

En Ontario, quatre des neufs membres du
College of chiropractors of Ontario défendent
pourtant ces théories non scientifiques,
toujours selon le Globe.

Mais les sceptÍques, dont je suis, se
demandent s'il existe au Québec des chiros
qui sortent du cadre neuro-musculo-
squelettique, lui préférant le < miracle > du
vitalisme ?

Sans aucun doute. Le marché est là : les
Québécois ont beaucoup de tolérance pour la
non-science en santé. Heureusement, le
président de I'Ordre des chiropraticiens se
range côté science.

Plus crédible

Au Québec, la chiropratique est enseignée à
I'université depuis 25 ans. L'UQTR confère un
doctorat après cinq ans d'études. Elle est
encadrée par I'Office des professions. Maís
derrière les portes closes, que se passe-t-il ?

<< Je veux le savoir. J'ai commandé une étude
des sites web des chiros du Québec pour
savoir ce qu'ils proposent, )) me dit Jean-
Françoís Henry, chiropraticien de père en fils,
dont la clinique est située dans Hochelaga-
Maisonneuve.

ln Ontario, however, four of the nine members
of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario
defend these unscientific theories, according to
the Globe.

But the skeptics, of whom I am, wonder if there
are in Quebec chiropractors who leave the
neu ro-m uscu loskeletal fra mework, preferri n g
the "miracle" of vitalism?

Without a doubt. The market is there:
Quebecers have a lot of tolerance for non-
science in health. Fortunately, the president of
the Order of Chiropractors ranks side science.

More credible

ln Quebec, chiropractic has been taught at the
university for 25 years. UQTR confers a
doctorate after five years of study. lt is
supervised by the Office des professions. But
behind closed doors, what's going on?

" I want to know it. I ordered a study of Quebec
chiropractors'websites to find out what they are
offering, "says Jean-François Henry, a
chiropractor from father to son whose clinic is
located in Hochelaga-Maisonneuve.

"And above all, we are working to change the
4S-year-old framework law. The practice has
evolved. We could help unclog the network. "

3401 /5000

ls the Ontario scandal possible in Quebec? "
No. I'm sure of it. "

lf I had known

I began this column convinced that chiropractic
irremediably irrelevant quackery. I changed my
mind, with questions, but the President of the
Order convinced me that the thirst for
recognition of this profession was legitimate as
long as it was confined to the biomechanics of
the body, not Victorian theories esoteric of
intell igent energy flows.

Chiropractic seems to be losing ground for
osteopathy. I consulted the so-called "osteopath
of the stars" for a backache. She flattered my
belly and pulled on my pallets for three months,
without result.

https://translate.google.cal#auto/en/Faites-vous%2Oconfianceo/o20auxo/o2}chiros%3F%0Ao/o0AQuand%o21jeo/o20faisaiso/o20du%20reportageo/o2Co/o2Ù... 2t3
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, lf I had known, I would have consulted a
i Quebec chiro.
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conduct of Halifax-based chiropractor Dena

Michael Gorman 1"3 hrs ago

A Halifax-based chiropractor will face

a hearing next year with the
provincial college related to
controversial posts she's made online

about vaccinations and

immunizations.

According to a notice on the Nova

Scotia College of Chiropractors

{$t crcnews

Hearing scheduled into conduct of controversial
chiropractor

L dead after N.B. police

chase

'Ser¡ous ¡ncident' plays

out near Wìnnìpeg...
Fowler pulls off
something he'd never...

churchìll has been scheduled for next spring. WebSite, a heafing COmmittee Will

consider 15 allegations of
professional misconduct and one of conduct unbecoming a

chiropractor against Dena Churchill, who operates Oxford Chiropractic

Inc.

All L6 allegations are related to her posting vaccination and

immunization materials - subjects outside the chiropractic scope of
practice - to five different social media platforms between May

and September of this year.

Those posts included linking vaccinations and health conditions that
are not rooted in fact.

7 rU2/20r8



Hearing scheduled into conduct of controversial chiropractor

It was the college that brought the complaint against Churchill,
something executive director John Sutherland called "significant."

'Activities that were not profess¡onal'

The notice of hearing alleges Churchill's online activity constituted
"marketing activities that were not professional, truthful, verifiable, [or]
clear," "conduct not meriting the respect of the public for members of
the profession" and "posting information, comments and images that
may be perceived as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional."

The allegation of conduct unbecoming a chiropractor relates

to Churchill posting information "when she knew or ought to have

known that such posts were prohibited by or contrary to" the college's
policies and the chiropractic regulations.

Sutherland said Churchill is able to see patients at this time.

Licence reinstated

Churchill could not immediately be reached for comment.

Last month, she advised patients in an email the college
had suspended her licence and ordered her to shut down her practice.

However, in a subsequent email to patients last week, Churchill wrote
that her licence has been reinstated, although she said "there are still a
number of unanswered questions that call for clarity before we reopen
the office."

The hearing will be held May 22-24 and May 27-28 at the college's
office in Halifax.

It operates like a legal proceeding, with each side able to bring legal

representation, present evidence and call witnesses. Both sides will
present to a hearing panel comprised of at least two members of the
college's board and a member of the public appointed by the province

to the board who is not a chiropractor.

I nvestigation continues

Sutherland said the panel would render a decision at the end of the
hearing based on the evidence and "determine whether or not there is

Page2 of7
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Hearing scheduled into conduct of controversial chiropractor

professional misconduct, to what extent and then, with legal advice,

will determine what the appropriate penalty is" if in fact wrongdoing
or professional misconduct is found.

Although the hearing has been scheduled, Sutherland said the
investigation into Churchill's conduct continues. The portion of the
investigation that's been completed is what will be addressed at the
hearing next spring.

Sutherland said he could not comment on the outstanding portion of
the investigation.

Read more a¡ticles from CBC Nova Scotia
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Cardiff chiropractor gu¡tty of 'unacceptable conduct'
after catalogue of malpractice

Benjamin Mathew, of Cardiff Bay Chíropractic over-treated patients when they shou[d have

been referred for surgery
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Benjamin Mathew, of Cardiff Bay Chiropractic

A chiropractor has been found guil.ty of "unacceptable professionaI conduct" by a

regulator fo[owing a catalogue of fail"ings.

Benjamin Mathew, of Cardiff Bay Chiropractic on West Bute Street, was found to have

made "wide-ranging and fundamenta[" errors in his clinicaI practice.

This included:

. Making fatse claims about the benefits of using a chiropractor.

. Giving patients inappropriate[y [ong courses of treatment.

. Performing x-rays which caused unnecessary exposure to radiation.

. He was also found to have over-treated patients when they should have been referred

for surgery.

https://www.walesonline.co.uk/newslhealtUcardiff-chiropractor-guilty-unacceptable-cond... l0l3l20l8
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. And he inappropriateLy disclosed personaI and confidentiaI information
257

Cardiff Bay Chiropractic on West Bute Street, Gardiff

Foll.owing a hearing of the Professional Conduct Committee of the General

Chiropractic Council (GCC), he was given a 12-month Conditions of Practice Order -
which invotves being regul.arty audited by a registered chiropractor - ¡n a bid to bring

his methods in [ine with standards.

Top Rated Rehab
Personalized Alcohol Detox Treatment Program. Call

X, Þ; Nowl canadianaddictionrehab.ca
OPEN

The GCC report states: "The committee found that Mr Mathew had made wide-ranging

and fundamentaI errors in his clinicaI practice in relation to three patients over a

considerable period of time.

htçs://www.walesonline.co.uk/newslhealth/cardifÊchiropractor-guilty-unacceptable-cond... I0l3l20l8
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"The committee had considered that whilst Mr Mathew has demonstrated some insight

into his fai[ings, by way of his admissions and the steps he has taken to remedy

failures identified in this case, that insight has yet to be ful.l.y developed.

"The committee was of the view that Mr Mathew's conduct was not at the lower end of
the spectrum." 258
The committee also found that Mr Mathew had made "misleading" comments at a talk
which cou[d have deterred parents from having the¡r ch¡l.dren vaccinated against

measles and stopped women from going to breast cancer screenings.

MississaugaCh¡ro - Dr. Victor Pwu and associates

Mississauga Chiro- Chiropractic & Massage- Dr. Victor Pwu
and Associates

Chiropractic and Massage Therapy. Experienced team of
health professionals.

X
Þ

o oWEBSITE DIRECTIONS

"The ta[k touched on highLy-emotive subjects for potentia[[y vutnerable groups of the

generaI pub[ic," the report added.

"The committee noted that Mr Mathew intends to stop the talks and replace them with
a pre-recorded introduction to the clinic and chiropractic in order to avoid the

possibitity of any impromptu inappropriate comments."

When approached, Mr Mathew declined to comment on the GCC's findings

htþs://www.walesonline.co.uk/newslhealtUcardiff-chiropractor-guilty-unacceptable-cond... I0l3l20l8
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AESTRACT

Objective: To identify the f requency and qualitative

characteristics of marketing claims made by Canadian

chiropractors, naturopaths, homeopaths and

acupuncturists relating to the diagnosis and treatment

of allergy and asthma.

Desi gn: Cross-sectional study.

Setting: Canada.

Data set: 392 chiropractic, naturopathic, homeopathic
and acupuncture clinic websites located in 1 0 of the

largest metropolitan areas in Canada, as identified

using 400 Google search results. Duplicates were not

excluded from data analysis.

Main outcome measures: Mention of allergy,

sensitivity or asthma, claim of ability to diagnose

allergy, sensitivity or asthma, claim of ability to treat

allergy, sensitivity or asthma, and claim of allergy,

sensitivity or asthma treatment efficacy. Tests and

treatments promoted were noted as qualitative

examples.

Results: Naturopath clinic websites have the highest
rates of advertising at least one of diagnosis, treatment
or efficacy for allergy or sensitivity (85%) and asthma

(64%), followed by acupuncturists (68% and 53%,

respectively), homeopaths (60% and 54"/") and

chiropractors (33% and 38%). Search results from
Vancouver, British Columbia were most likely to

advertise at least one of diagnosis, treatment or
efficacy for allergy or sensitivity (72.5%) and asthma

(62.5"/"), and results from London, Ontario were least

likely (50% and 40%, respectively). 0f the

interventions advertised, few are scientifically
supported; the majority lack evidence of efficacy, and

some are potentially harmful.

Conclusions: The majority of alternative healthcare

clinics studied adveftised interventions for allergy and

asthma. Many otferings are unproven. A policy

response may be warranted in order to safeguard the
public interest.

INTRODUGTION

Complementary and alternative medicine
(CfAM) is popular in Canada. Government

r The marketing claims of complementary and

alternative medicine practitioners are understud-
ied, and given the popularity of such practi-

tioners, it is in the public interest to better
understand these claims.

r The public health burden caused by asthma and

allergies is significant, and understanding the fre-
quency and types of related interventions offered

by alternative practitioners can help to determine
what public health benefit and/or harm accrues.

r Owing to the straightfonvard methods and

manner in which the relevant claims, services and
products are represented on the studied websites,

there was little need for coders to make subjective
interpretations of website content; this increases

the reliability of the results,

r Limitations of the study include a regional

restriction to Canada, an English language bias,

a restriction to studying only four types of alter-
native practitioners, an inability to search image-

based text on websites due to the use of auto-
mated domain searches, an approach that does

not allow more complex comparisons between
jurisdictions with different regulatory frame-
works, and an inability to measure the public

exposure of each website.

data from 2008 indicate that over 70% of
Canadians use some form of CAM.I In 2006,
a study found that the most popular CAM
providers in Canada were chiropractors
(40% oî Canadians use during their lif'e-
times), acupuncturists (17%), naturopaths
(S%) and horneopaths (9%).2 Arnerican
data suggest that in 2012 Americans spent

-$30.2 billion on CAM, with adults spending
an average of $514 on CAM practitioner
visirs, supplemen ts and selËcare approaches.3
CAM clinics are abundant in each major
Canadian metropolitan centre and many of
those clinics engage in advertising online.

Research

Slrenglhs and limitatisns 0f lh¡s sludy
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CAM practitioners are increasingly being framed as

potential primary care provide.s.a 5 The scope of condi-
tions claimed to be treatable by C.AM providers can be
very broad, and interventions are often presented as sci-
entifically legitimate.æ This has resulted in controversy
over policy. In Australia, for example, misleading claims
by chiropractors have resulted in widespread calls to dis
mantle the Chiropractic Board of Australia for is failure
to police its members;}Iz he.e in Canada, the ability of
naturopaths to effectively selÊregulate has recently been
questioned.l3

Claims by CAM providers as to the ability to diagnose
and treat allergy and asthma are understudied. A 2011
study found that allergy testing and treatment were the
most common interventions advertised on Canadian
naturopath clinic websit.r.T All.rgy and asthma present
a significant public health challenge in Canada.la
Allergies affect over a third of the present adolescent
population,ls 16 and asthma affecs about 10-15Vo while
being the most common chronic childhood condition
resulting in healthcare ,rrug..'7 Indeed, asthma inflicts a
heavy economic burden of tens to hundreds of millions
of dollars per province per year, depending on the prc
vince.l4 Canadian data on the economic costs of allergy
at'c sr¡¡lrclvlr¿rt lackirrg, bul cosl¡ arc ahnost ccr'[airrly vcry
high. In the USA, a 2013 study esúmated the economic
cost of childhood food allergy alone at $24.8 billion per
y.ur.l* A similar 2014 study of all allergic diseases in the
European Union estimated an annual cost of between
€55 and €151 billion.tn Giu.tr the high public health
burden of these conditions, it is important to ensure
that effective, evidence-based in terven tions are systemat-
ically offered to the public.

The popular prcss and social mcdia havc contributcd
to widespread beliefìs regarding the existence of
common sensitivities to foods like gluten,2o 2t .u.r,
though 'sensitivity' is, from a clinical perspective, an
undefined and ambiguous term. Given the rising inci-
dence and profile of allergies and asthma,22 it i* no r,t.-
prise that CAIVI practitioners have successfully catered to
these conditions. Many online advertisements claim that
chiropractors, naturopaths, acupuncturists and homeo
paths can diagnose and treat allergy, sensitivity and
asthma. Clinic websites present a valuable opportunity to
investigate the frequency at which CAM providers
engage in such advertisement, as well as the claims they
make. In this study, we analysed the advertising content
of 392 Canadian CAN{ clinic websites in order to deter-
mine what kinds of claims were made about allergy and
asthma and their frequency.

METHODS

In order to build a sample of CAM practitioners' web
sites f<¡r analysis, the top 10 most populous Canadian
metropolitan areas were selected according to 2015 data
from Statistics Canada. Quebec City was excluded from
the study due to an abundance of strictly French

language clinic websites that would have caused coding
issues. Google searches were then performed using the
web tool lSearchFrom.com in order to emulate search-
ing from each respective city, and to remove the geo-
graphical search biases that would normally arise given
the actual location of the searcher (Edmonton,
Alberta). This tool also disabled Google's personalised
results functionality, ensuring generalisable findings.
Search terms were of the form (city practitioner), for
example, Toronto chiropractor, Calgary naturopath,
Vancouver homeopath, Hamilton acupuncturist, etc.

Search result websites were then collected. Given the
l0 metropolitan areas, four disciplines and our commit-
ment to finding the top 10 clinic results for each search,
a final sample of 400 search results was collected
between March and April of 2016. Only links to clinics
or practitioner websites were included (colleges and
regulatory bodies were excluded). Advertisements were
excluded. Google presented three Google Maps business
results at the top of each search; results from these were
included if they included a link to a clinic or practi-
tioner website. Websites for practitioners or clinics frorn
countries other than Canada were excluded, but
Canadian clinic websites from cities other than the
scarch city lvcrc irrclutlctl. Du¡rlica{"c lilrks to lhc sarnc
web domain were excluded in the same search, but were
not excluded across different searches; this is because
the study was designed to focus on what people are actu-
ally exposed to when searching. Eight ses of website
duplicates were found, meaning there were 392 unique
websites. Duplicates were counted twice in data analysis.

Once tle list of domains was collected, websites
were anaþed between April and June 2016, using
Googlc domain scarch to look for instanccs of thc tcrms
sensitivity, allergy and asthma. For example: allergy site:
backinbalanceclinic.com. Google stemming technology
automatically incudes instances of similar words to the
search term: for example, allergic, allergen. Owing to
the nature of the Google search analysis, unsearchable
text, such as text embedded in image form, was
excluded.

Results of domain searches were then analysed to
determine: (1) whether asthma, allergy or sensitivity was
mentioned; (2) whether claims were made as to the
ability to diagnose these conditions; (3) whether claims
were made as to the ability to treat these conditions (eg,
"The naturopaths at our clinic treat allergies", no expli-
cit statement as to the treatment working is required in
this instance); and (4) whether statements were made
about the efficacy of the CAM practices in treating these
conditions (eg, "Homeopathy works for asthma", no
explicit statement as to the clinic actually offering the
intervention is required in this instance). Commonly, a
single statement would constitute both a claim of treat-
ment and a claim of efficacy (eg, 'We can treat allergies
with chiropractic, which has been shown to work").
Excerpts were copied for the purpose of sharing qualita-
tive examples.
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Table'l Findings by clinic category, numerical counts and total

Total
percentages

Mention or claim Yes

Chiropractor Naturopath Homeopath Acupuncturist

No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Allergy mention
Allergy diagnosis
Allergy treatment
Efficacy for allergy
Sensitivity mention
Sensitivity diagnosis
Sensitivity treatment
Efficacy for sens¡tivity
Asthma mention
Asthma diagnosis
Asthma trèatment
Efficacy for asthma

67.50
25.25
56.25
18.00
37.50
't 7.50
12.00
2.50

60.75
2.50

52.00
13.00

32.50
74.75
43.75

82.00
62.50
82.50
88.00

97.50
39.25
97.50
48.00
87.00

'15

35
25
71

27
47
66
93
26
95
37
86

85
65
75
29
73

53
34

7
74

5

63
14

45
89
70

94
52
98
97

100

44
97
62
90

55
11

30
6

48
2

3

0

56
3

38
10

69
22
62
23
24
't4

I
3

57
2

53
16

39
97
42
86
95
99
98

100

44
100

46
88

61

3
58
14

5

1

2

0

56
0

54
12

31

78
38
77
76
86

91

97
43
98
47
84

Coding required limited subjective interpretation, but
in order to assess accuracy we had a Health Law
Institute associate with no prior connection to the study
design perform basic quality assurance on five coding
samples, resulting in 700% accuracy. The data were col-
lected in Microsoft Excel; no complex statistical analysis
was undertaken, and analysis was limited to conversion
to various percentages.

RESULTS

Our results show that a significant portion of CAM
clinics studied advertised services relating to the diagno.
sis and/or the treatment of allergy and/or asthma. Of
the four disciplines studied, naturopath clinic websites
have the highest mtes of adverúsing at least one of diag-
nosis, treatment or efficacy fbr allergy or sensitivity
(85%) and asthma (6470), followed by acupuncturists
(68% and 53%, respectively), homeopaths (60% and
ó4%) and chiropractors (33Vo and38%). Täbles l andZ
and figures I and 2 show these data.

In addition, data were arranged by search city, as

shown in tables 3 and 4. Clinic websites derived from
Vancouver search results had the highest frequency of
claims relating to at least one of diagnosis, treatment or
efficacy for both allergylsensillrí/ (72.50%) and asthma
(62.50%). London, Ontario, had the lowest frequency of
the same for both allergy,/sensittuty (50%) and asthma
(4Ù%-tied with Winnipeg) .

Diagnosis claims were less frequent than treatment
claims for allergy (25.25% and 56.25%, respectively) and
asthma (2.5% and 52%), and were more frequent than
treatment claims for sensitivity (17.5% and I2%).
Efficacy claims were only possible where treatment
claims already existed. As such, we can calculate that
32% of treatment claims for allergy were accompanied
by additional explicit claims as to treatment efficacy; this
was also tnre for 20.83% of sensiúvity treatrnent claims
and 25Vo of allergy treatment claims. Aside from these
explicit claims of efficacy, one could logically conclude

Table 2 Percentage of websites claiming at least one of
diagnosis, treatment or etficacy for allergy/sensitivity or
asthma, by clinic category

Clinic category Allergy or sens¡tívity Asthma

Chiropractor
Naturopath
Homeopath
Acupuncturist

that advertising a treatment implies that the treatment is

effrcacious.
Table 5 provides a sampling of the tests and treat-

ments recommended for allergy, sensitivity and asthma
on the clinic websites studied. Coders noted the pres-
ence of disclaimers on some clinic websites, which
seemed to acknowledge the lack of scientific validity
underlying the approaches advertised. For example:
"Disclaimer: IBioenergetic Intolerance Elimination]
practitioners are not medical doctors and do not use

medical diagnostic or treatrnent procedures. The ser-

vices performed by BIE practitioners are at all times
restricted to consultation on the subject of nutritional
matters and the BIB modality [...] All services provided
are done for experimental or educalional purposes only
and do not involve the diagnosing, curing, prognosticat-
ing, treatment or prescribing of remedies fr¡r the treat-
ment of disease [. . . ] " (thesageclinic.com) .

Claims were presented with a variety of wording.
Examples of claims of diagnosis include: "Dr. Muradov
may use blood tests, food allergy testing, biofeedback
analysis and physical exam to aid in diagnosis and
trealment" (drericmuradov.com), "Assessment and
Diagnostic Services: Food Allergy Tèsting" (850heal.
com), and "In her daily practice,Jennifer diagnoses and
treats all health condition [sic] from eczema and asthma
to MS and cancer" (ottawanaturopathic.ca). Examples of
claims of treatment include: "Common Conditions

33
85
60
68

38
64
54
53
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Figure 2 Percentage of alternative med¡cine clinic websites advertising at least one of diagnosis, treatment or efficacy for
allergy/sensitivity or asthma. Presenting the data in this way demonstrates that the Canadian naturopath, homeopath and
acupuncturist websites studied have >50% rates of making at least one health-related claim for both allergy/sensitivity and
asthma. Blue=chiropractors; orange=naturopaths; grey=homeopaths; yellow=acupuncturists.

262
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Figure 1 Percentage of CAM clinic websites making specific mentions or claims. For all website content categories except
'efficacy for asthma', naturopaths have the highest rate of mention or claim. Blue=chiropractors; orange=naturopaths;
yellow=homeopaths; grey=¿cupunclurists. CAM, complementary and alternative medicine.
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Table 3 Findings by search city

Open Access

Calgary (o/d Edmonton (%) Hamilton (%) Kitchener (%) London (o/o)

Mention or claim Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Allergy mention
Allergy diagnosis
Allergy treatment
Efficacy for allergy
Sensitivity mention
Sensitivity diagnosis
Sensitivity treatment
Efficacy for sensitivity
Asthma mention
Asthma diagnosis
Asthma treatment
Efficacy for asthma

67.5
32.5
60.0
15.0
42.5
27.5
22.5

5.0
62.5
2.5

60.0
7.5

75.0
32.5
57.5
25.0
35.0
20.0
12.5
2.5

65.0
5.0

55.0
22.5

25.0
67.5
42.5
75.A
65.0
80.0
87.5
97.5
35,0
95.0
45.0
77.5

65.0
17.5
55.0
20.0
37.5
17.5
22.5
0.0

67.5
5.0

57.5
10.0

75.O
30.0
52.5
17.5
42.5
22.5

5.0
0.0

60.0
0.0

45.0
10.0

25.0
70.0
47.5
82.5
57.5
77.5
95.0

100.0
40.0

100.0
55.0
90.0

45.0
80.0
50.0
87.5
77.5
90.0

100.0
100.0

52.5
95.0
60.0
87.5

32.5
67.5
42.5
85.0
55.0
72.5
77.5
95.0
37.5
97.5
42.5
92.5

35.0
82.5
45.0
80.0
62.5
82.5
77.5

100.0
32.5
95.0
42.5
90.0

55.0
20.o
50.0
12.5
22.5
10.0
0.0
0.0

47.5
5.0

40.0
12.5

Montreal Ottawa Toronto Vancouver Winnipeg
Mention or claim Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Allergy mention
Allergy diagnosis
Allergy treatment
Efficacy for allergy
Sensitivity mention
Sensitivity diagnosis
SensitiviÇ treatment
Efficacy for sensitivity
Asthma mention
Asthma diagnosis
Asthma treatment
Efficacy for asthma

55.0
17.5
55.0
12.5
22.5

5.0
5.0
0.0

57.5
0.0

55.0
5.0

45.0
82.5
45.0
87.5
77.5
95.0
95.0

100.0
42.5

't00.0

45.0
95.0

72.5
22.5
57.5
20.0
50.0
25.0
15.0
10.0
67.5
0.0

55.0
17.5

27.5
77.5
42.5
80.0
50.0
75.0
85.0
90.0
32.5

100.0
45.0
82.5

72.5
30.0
55.0
15.0
40,0
20.0
20.o
5.0

62.5
2.5

52.5
17.5

27.5
70.0
45.0
85.0
60.0
80.0
80.0
95.0
37.5
97.5
47.5
82.5

72.5
25.0
67.5
32.5
50.0
22.5
't2.5

2.5
67.5

5.0
60.0
't5.0

27.5
75.0
32.5
67.5
50.0
77.5
87.5
97.5
32.5
95.0
40.0
85.0

65.0
25.0
52.5
10.0
32.5
5.0
5.0
0.0

s0,0
0.0

40.0
12.5

35.0
75.0
47.5
90.0
67.5
95.0
95.0

100.0
50.0

100.0
60.0
87.5

Vancouver
Calgary
Edmonton
Ottawa
Kitchener
Hamilton
Toronto
Winnipeg
Montreal
London

Table 4 Percentage of websites claiming at least one of
diagnosis, treatment or efficacy for allergy/sensitivity or
asthma, by search city

City Allergy or sens¡t¡vity Asthma

cleanse is very beneficial". (health-and-natural-healing.
com). In addition, although it was ouLside the scope of
study, we noted comments suggesting that accepted
rnedical interrrenúons cause allergies and asthma, for
example, "Recent research has conflrmed that antibiotics
and vaccinations are a cause of increased allergies and
asthma" (homeopathic-cliniclipa.com ).

DISCUSSION

The results show that, overall, the majority of the CAM
clinics studied claim they can either diagnose or treat
both allergy,/sensitivity and asthma. Indeed, it is reasr.¡n-

able to assume that the number of CAM providers actu-
ally administering such tests and treatments surpasses

that which is advertised online, since some websites were
very simple and did not expound significantly on ser--

vices provided. These claims raise ethical issues, because
evidence in support of many <¡f the tests and treatrnents
identified on the websites studied is lacking.23 For
example, food-specific IgG testing was comûronly adver-
tised, despite the fact that the Canadian Sociery of
Allergy and Clinical Immunology has recommended not
to use this test due to the absence of a body of research
supporring it.2a Live blood analysis, vega/electrodiagnos-
tic tesring, intravenous vitamin C, probiotics, homeo-
pathic allergy remedies and several other tesls and

72.5
67.5
65.0
65.0
62.5
60.0
60.0
57.5
55.0
50.0

62.5
60.0
55.0
55.0
45.0
57.5
52.5
40.0
55.0
40.0

Treated: Allergies" (naturalmedicine.mb.ca), "We treat
both childh<lc¡d and adult asthma" (selecthealthcentre.
ca), and "Naturopathic rnedicine can treat a wide variety
of conditions including: allergies" (albertanaturopath.
com). Examples of claims of efficacy include:
"Acupuncture works for bronchial asthrna" (capitalacu-
puncture.ca), "Research studies show that children
receiving Chiropr:actic care have improved: allergies

[...]" (campbellcc.com) and "When treating asthma nat-
urally [...J [i]f you are not in a weakened state, a colon

Murdoch B, et al. BltJ 1pen2016;6:e014028. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2O]6-014028 5
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Table 5
websites

Twenty-seven examples of tests and treatments advertised for allergy, sensitivity or asthma on Canadian CAM clinic

Open Access

Targeted condition indicated as follows: AL; AS; S
Chiropractic adjustment (AL, AS, S) lonic foot bath detoxification (AL, S)
Muscle response testing (AL, S) lntravenous hydrogen peroxide (AL, AS, S)
Acupuncture/acupressure (AL, AS, S) pH testing (AL, AS)
Neuromuscular sensitivity testing (S) Fish oil consumption (AL, S)
Nutritional supplements (AL, AS, S) Electrodermal testing (AL, S)
Sublingual immunotherapy (AL, AS) Drinking broths regularly (AL)
Subcutaneous immunotherapy (AL) Neuraltherapy (AL, AS)
lmmunoglobulin G testing (AL, S) Vitamin and mineral injection (AL, AS)

Electro acupuncture according to Voll (AL)
Bowen therapy (AL, AS)
Biofeedback analysis (AL, AS)
Ozone therapy (AL, S)
Homeopathic remedies (AL, AS, S)
Regular detoxification (AL, S)
Probiotics (AL, AS)
Adrenal extract (AL, AS)
lntravenous vitamin C (AL)lmmunoqlobulin E testino IAL) Bioresonance therapv (AL. AS)

AL,allergies; AS, asthma; CAM, complementary and alternative medicine; S, sensitivity.

treatmenls offered all lack substantial scientific evidence
of efficacy.z!3u So*. of the proposed treatmenfs are so
absurd that they lack even the most basic scientific
plausibility, such as ionic foot battr detoxificarion. Very
few of the tests and treatments offered are demonstrably
clinically effective, and they include immunotherapy
(effective in certain applications such as aìlergic rhin-
itis)3a and IgE testing (useful in combinarion with a
clinical evaluation, but not as sometimes used by
CAM practilioners in combinari<¡n n'ith invalid IgC
testing).35 36 Nevertheless, the presence of the ter¡n
immunotherapy does not necessarily indicate scientific-
alÌy legitimate or safe methods, as there are several
unproven and potentially harmful forms of immunother-
apy, including neutralisation, end point titration, etc.37

Perhaps most concerning is the fact that several pro-
posed treatments for allergy, sensitivity or asthma are
potentially harmful. These include intravenous hydroeen
peroxide, spinal manipulation and possibly others.3s 3e

Furthermore, a negative effect of the use of invalid and
inaccurate allergy testing is the likelihood that such
testing will lead to alterations and exclusions in diets,
which can subsequently result in malnutrition and other
physiological problerns.2a These risks are especially
serious for growing children whose diets may be con-
trolled by concerned parents convinced by their CAM
providers that invalid testing is accurate.24 Parad.oxically,
and alnong young children particularly, prolonged
unnecessary avoidance of certain loods carr also irrcrease
the risk of developing tr-ue IgE-mediated food allergy.a0 a]

Some of this testing and treatment could result in
higher healthcare resource usage, whereb¡ for example,
blood analysis laborator-ies must deal with requests from
naturopaths to test f'or clinically irrelevant factors. This
would be.-costly and could hinder putrlic health pro-
grammes."' In these cases, financial exploitation is of
the patient, as well as of the public health system and
the taxpayer.

This study was not without limitations. First, the
sample cannot be said to be entirely r-epresentative of
major Canadian urban centres, because of the need to
exclude Qpebec City on the basis of the English search

language. The extent of this English bias is significant
but not measurable. Second, the approach of this study
did not allow for more complex comparisons between
jurisdictions, nor did it address related research ques-
tions, for example, an analysis of the extent to which
advertising on clinic websites was targeted at different
demographics. The popularity and regulation of these
CAM disciplines vary between countries, so the results
are not generalisable beyond Canada. Third, the search
mcthod cxcludcd any tcxt that 'rvas in image form,
rneaning that the presence of key words and clairns rnay
actually be higher than what was reported. Finally, it was
impossible to measure how many individuaìs saw the
advertisements and/or visited the clinics, and clinics
were not assigned a relevance rank based on their loca-
tion on the Google resuls page.

CONCLUSION

Increased regrrlation and government endorsement of
CAM disciplines, such as the selÊregulation of naturo
paths in Ontario, British Columbia and Alberta, may
have contributed to a growth in the perception of their
legitimacy and efficacy as healthcare providers.a3 aa

Unfortunately, rnany of the interventions advertised by
naturopaths, homeopaths, acupuncturisS and chiroprac-
tors lack evidence of efficacy, as we found to be the case
fbr allergy and asthma. In our view, the results speak to
the need for a legal and/or policy response in order to
prevent potential harm and financial exploitation. One
strategy would be to increase the scope of advertising
regulations and enforcement, and to explore the poten-
tial of applying evidence-based standards and restricting
practitioners' ability to offer unproven tests and treat-
ments. In addition, since allergy and asthma dispropor-
tionately affect younger generalior.,tt 22 policymakers
should consider strategies that consider parents and
guardians who may forego the public healthcare system
in fävour of using questionable (.AM providers, poten-
tially exposing minor child.ren to harm.aã Ultimately,
further research is needed to create and implement a

6 Murdoch B, et al. BMJ 2pen 201 6;6:e01 4028. doi:1 0.1 1 36/bmjopen-201 6-01 4028
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new legal framework that will curb the questionable
claims made by some CAM practitioners.
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Subject: FW: Conflict of lnterest Considerations and Request for Feedback

From : College of Chiropractors of Ontario [mailto:cco.info@cco.on.ca]
Sent: Wednesday, October 17,2018 L0:06 AM
To : J o -A n n W i I I so n <ipyti!!.so.n-@-çco-. o n. cA>

Subject: Conflíct of lnterest Considerations and Request for Feedback

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiropraticiens de I'OntarioK,Ð

Memorandum

To: Stakeholders (including Members)

From: College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

Date: September 25,2018

Re Conflict of Interest Considerations and Request for Feedback

lntroduction

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) regularly reviews its
standards of practice, policies and guidelines to ensure consistency with
its statutory mandate and responsibility to regulate chiropractic in the
public interest. CCO, like other regulators, has been considering various
conflict of interest issues, and in particular, how to avoid and address any
conflict of interest issues that exist or may arise. CCO already has a
number of provisions that deal with real or perceived conflicts of interest.

CCO would like to hear from stakeholders (including both members of the
profession and the public) about whether or not the existing provisions
are sufficient, or whether there should be changes made to strengthen
the current mechanisms for addressing conflict of interest issues,

Please see the links below to access the documents.

1



ll Current Gonflict of lnterest Provisions

CCO has the following conflict of interest provisions:

Candidate Undertakinq

268

The Candidate Undertaking requires candidates to undertake that they
are in compliance with By-law 6, including resigning from any position as
an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic
association at least 12 months before the date of election, or resign from
any position as an officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic
ed ucationa I institution.

Eleçted ftlember of CCO Undertaking

The Elected Member of CCO Undertaking requires elected members of
CCO to sign a similar undertaking to ensure they are in compliance with
By-law 6 while they are an elected member of CCO Council.

CCO Code of Conduct

The CCO Code of Conduct requires current and former CCO Council and
non-Council committee members to maintain high standards of integrity,
honesty and loyalty in discharging their college duties, which includes
placing the interests of the College, Council and committee above self-
interests, and avoiding and, where that is not possible, declaring any
appearance or any actual conflicts of interest.

Bules of Order of the Council of CCO

The Rules of Order of the Council of CCO sets the rules and procedures
for conducting CCO Council and committee meetings, including that a
member is not entitled to vote upon any motion in which he or she has a

conflict of interest, and the vote of any member so conflicted will be
disallowed.

Poliçy P:9,Ll,.i Conflict of Interest for Council and Committee
Memþels

Policy P-011 describes the circumstances in which a potential and/or
appearance of conflict of interest or bias may exist for a CCO Council or
committee member, and the procedures for avoiding and addressing such
a conflict.

Bv-law 6: Election of Council Members

2



By-law 6: Election of Council Members identifies the criteria for a member
to be eligible for election to CCO Council, and lists professional affiliations,
such that a real or perceived conflict of interest may arise, that would
disqualify a member for being eligible for election to CCO Council.

By-law 6.9 provides in part:

A member is eligible for election to Council in an electoral district, if on
the closing date of nominations and anytime up to and including the date
of the election: ...

(f) the member is not, and has not been in the 12 months before the date
of the election, an employee, officer or director of any professional
chiropractic association such that a real or apparent conflict of interest
may arise, including but not limited to being an employee, officer or
director of the OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE or the CCEC of the
FCC;ttt

(g) the member is not an officer, director, or administrator of any
chiropractic educational institution, including but not limited to, CMCC and
UQTRI2I, such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise;

lll Request for Feedback

Please click on the following link to view questions for feedback and
submit your feedback by October 23t 2Ot8.

Submit Feedback

This Memorandum and online link to submit feedback is also posted under
"News & Uodates" on CCO's website at www.cco.on.ca.

Thank you for your feedback!

[1]By-law 1.1 (excerpt): "OCA" means the Ontario Chiropractic
Association; "CCA" means the Canadian Chiropractic Association; "CCPA"
means the Canadian Chiropractic Protective Association; "AFC" means
the Alliance for Chiropractic; "CCEB" means the Canadian Chiropractic
Examining Board; "CSCE" means the Canadian Society of Chiropractic
Evaluators; "CCEC" means the Council on Chiropractic Education
(Canada); "FCC" mean the Federation of Canadian Chiropractic.

[2]By-law 1.1 (excerpt): "CMCC" means the Canadian Memorial
Chiropractic College; "UQTR" means Université du Quebéc à Trois-
Rivières.

269
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UruoeRrRKrNc ro rHE CCO RecrsrRRR FRoM GRr.¡orolre
College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

This document must be received with nomination papers at CGO by 4 p.m. on February '16,2018.

Note to Cøndidates: Initial the box/boxes that apply. Leøve blank box/boxes thqt do not apply and provide an
explanation on ø separqte page.

June 20, 2018

t, candidate for election to CCO Gouncil in District _, undertake
to the Registrar as follows:

(a) My primary practice of chiropractic is located in the electoral district for
which I am nominated.

- oR-
(b) I am not engaged in the practice of chiropractic and my primary residence is

located in the electoral district for which I am being nominated"

OR

2. I am not:
o in default of payments of any fees prescribed by by-law or any fine or order for costs to

CCO imposed by a CCO committee or court of law.
o in default in completing and returning any form required by CCO.
o the subject of a disciplinary or incapacity proceeding.
. an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic association such that a

real or apparent conflict of interest may arise, including but not limited to being an
employee, officer or director of the AFC, OCA, CCA, CCPA, CCEB, CSCE or the
Council on Chiropractic Education (Canada) of the FCCr.

. an officer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution, including
but not limited to, CMCC and UQTR, such that a real or apparent conflict of interest
may arise.

o a member of the Council or of a commiffee of the college of any other health profession.

If applicable, I have attached to this undertaking a copy of all letters of resignation
from my position as an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic
association or an officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution
such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise.

Ifapplicable, I have taken all reasonable and necessary steps to ensure I am not
reflected in any documents or on any websites as an employee, officer or director of any
professional chiropractic association or an officer, director or administrator of any
chiropractic educational institution such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise.

I The effective date on which the candidate must not be an employee, officer or director of any professional
chiropractic association, or an offìcer, director or administrator ofany chiropractic educational institution such that a
real or apparent conflict of interest may arise, is the closing date of nominations and any time up to and including
the date of the election (i.e., before the election results are known). Copies of relevant letters of resignation must be
filed with CCO, along with the candidate's nomination papers. The candidate should take all reasonable and
necessary steps to ensure he/she is not reflected in any documents or on any websites as an employee, officer or
director ofany professional chiropractic association, or an offrcer, director or administrator ofany chiropractic
educational institution, such that a real or apparent conflict ofinterest may arise.

J
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Undertaking to the CCO Registrar from Candidate, Version Date: June 20,2018 272 2

5

6

I undertake to maintain all confidentiality within the election process, including but
not limited to, maintaining confidentiality with respect to which members voted or did not
vote and which members may have submitted spoiled ballots.

I have not:
¡ been disqualified from the Council or a committee of the Council in the previous three

years.
o served on Council for nine consecutive years without a full three-year term passing since

I last served on Council.
¡ been a member of the staff of the College at any time within the preceding three years.

A finding of professional misconduct, incompetence or incapacity has not been made against
me in the preceding three years.

8. I confirm l have reviewed my active personal and trusiuess communications, including those
on social media, and there is no current content that could embarrass CCO or give cause to
consider that I am unable or unwilling to comply with CCO's mission, vision, values
strategic objectives and by-laws, and the duty to be fair and impartial in all considerations.

If elected,I undertake to:
¡ review and comply with CCO's Cocle of Conduct, CCO [nternal Policy T-015: Policy to

Avoid Abuse, Neglect and Harassment and CCO's mission, vision, values and strategic
objectives,

. review CCO's orientation material and attend any relevant training workshop,
o participate in CCO's Peer and Practice Assessment Program within six months of

my election (if I have not already been peer assessed by that time), and
o participate as a member of a discipline panel if selected by the Chair of the

Discipline Committee.

10. I confirm that if elected to Council, I have access to and agree to use the following
confidential e-mail address for any and all CCO matters:

1 l. I confirm all the information in this undertaking is accurate, complete and true.

l2 I further undertake to advise the Registrar forthwith of any change in the above-noted
statements.

13. I understand it is an act of professional misconduct to fail to comply with an undertaking
to the Registrar.

7

9

I

Candidate's Name Candidate's Signature Date

Witness'Name Witness' Signature Date
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U¡¡oeRreKrNG To rne CCO Recrsrn¡R FRoM Eucreo MennaeRs or CCO
Gout¡c¡r-
College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) June 20, 2018

Note to elected members of CCO Council: Initísl the box/boxes that apply. Leqve blank box/boxes that do not apply
and provide an explanation on a separqte page.

|,-,electedmemberofGcoCouncilinDistrictundertaketothe
Registrar as follows:

(a) My primary practice of chiropractic is located in the electoral district for
which I was nominated.

-oR-
(b) I am not engaged in the practice of chiropractic and my primary residence is

located in the electoral district for which I was nominated.

OR

2. I am not:
. in default ofpayments ofany fees prescribed by by-law or any fine or order for costs to

CCO imposed by a CCO committee or court of law.
. in default in completing and returning any form required by CCO.
o the subject ofadisciplinary or incapacity proceeding.
. an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic association such that a

real or apparent conflict of interest may arise, including but not limited to being an
employee, officer or director of the AFC, OCA, CCA, CCPA, CCEB, CSCE or the
Council on Chiropractic Education (Canada) of the FCC'.

. an officer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution, including
but not limited to, CMCC and UQTR, such that a real or apparent conflict of interest
may arise.

. a member of the Council or of a committee of the college of any other health profession.

Ifapplicable, I have attached to this undertaking a copy ofall letters ofresignation
from my position as an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic
association or an officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution
such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise.

4. Ifapplicable, I have taken all reasonable and necessary steps to ensure I am not
reflected in any documents or on any websites as an employee, officer or director of any
professional chiropractic association or an officer, director or administrator ofany
chiropractic educational institution such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise

I The effective date on which the candidate must not be an employee, officer or director of any professional
chiropractic association, or an officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution such that a
real or apparent conflict of interest may arise, is the closing date of nominations and any time up to and including
the date of the election (i.e., before the election results are known). Copies of relevant letters of resignation must be
filed with CCO, along with the candidate's nomination papers. The candidate should take all reasonable and
necessary steps to ensure he/she is not reflected in any documents or on any websites as an employee, officer or
director of any professional chiropractic association, or an offtcer, director or administrator of any chiropractic
educational institution, such that a real or apparent conflict ofinterest may arise.

J
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7

Undertaking to the CCO Registrar from Candidate, Version Date: June 20,2018

5. I undertake to maintain all contidentiality within the election process, including but
not limited to, maintaining confidentiality with respect to which members voted or did not
vote and which members may have submitted spoiled ballots.

6. I have not:
. been disqualified from the Council or a committee of the Council in the previous three

years.
. served on Council for nine consecutive years without a full three-year term passing since

I last served on Council.
. been a member of the staff of the College at any time within the preceding three years.

A finding of professional misconduct, incompetence or incapacity has not been made against
me in the preceding three years.

8. I confirm I have reviewed my active personal and business communications, including those
on social media, and there is no current content that could embarrass CCO or give cause to
consider that I am unable or unwilling to comply with CCO's mission, vision, values
strategic objectives and by-laws, and the duty to be fair and impartial in all considerations.

I undertake to:
. review and comply with CCO's Code of Conduct, CCO Internal Policy I-015: Policy to

Avoid Abuse, Neglect and Harassment and CCO's mission, vision, values and strategic
objectives,

r review CCO's orientation material and attend any relevant training workshop,
r participate in CCO's Peer and Practice Assessment Program within six months of

my election (if I have not already been peer assessed by that time), and
r participate as a member of a discipline panel or fitness to practice panel if selected by the

Chair of the Discipline or Fitness to Practise Committee.

10. I confirm that I have access to and agree to use the following confidential e-mail address for
any and all CCO matters:

11. I confirm all the information in thís undertaking is accurate, complete and true.

12. I further undertake to advise the Registrar forthwith of any change in the above-noted

statements.

13 I understand it is an act of professional misconduct to fail to comply with an undertaking
to the Registrar.

9

Elected Member's Name Elected Member's Signature Date

Witness'Name Witness' Signature Date
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CCO Cooe or GoruDUcr FoR GunneruT AND
FoRmen ElecreD AND Puelrc MeMeens oF
Gou¡rcrL AND Noru-GouNcrl Gouurrree MeUBERS

Executive Committee
Approved by Council: September 28,2012
Amended: February 23,2016, April 19, 2016. September 15, 2016

Current and former elected and public members of Council and non-Council committee
members must, at all times, maintain high standards of integrity, honesty and loyalty
when discharging their College duties. They must act in the best interest of the College.
They shall:

1. be familiar and comply with the provisions of the Regulated Health Professions
Act, l99l (RHPA), its regulations and the Health Professions Procedural Code,
the Chiropractic Act 1991, its regulations, and the by-laws and policies of the
College;

2. diligently take part in committee work and actively serve on committees as

elected and appointed by the Council;

3. regularly attend meetings on time and participate constructively in discussions;

4. offer opinions and express views on matters before the College, Council and
committee, when appropriate;

5. participate in all deliberations and communications in a respectful, courteous and
professional manner, recognizing the diverse background, skills and experience of
members on Council and committees;

6. uphold the decisions made by Council and committees, regardless of the level of
prior individual disagreement;

7. place the interests of the College, Council and committee above self-interests;

8. avoid and, where that is not possible, declare any appearance of or actual conflicts
of interestsl;

9. refrain from including or referencing Council or committee positions held at the
College in any personal or business promotional materials, advertisements and
business cards;2

I There is a general assumption of real or perceived conflict unless confirmation of no conflict by the
Executive Committee and/or Council, which will be addressed promptly.
2 This section does not preclude the use ofprofessional biographies for professional involvement.
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10. preserve conf,rdentiality of all information before Council or committee unless
disclosure has been authorized by Council or otherwise exempted under s. 36(1)
ofthe RHPA;

11. refrain from communicating to members, including other Council or committee
members, on statutory committees regarding registration, complaints, reports,
investigations, disciplinary or fitness to practise proceedings which could be
perceived as an attempt to influence a statutory committee or a breach of
confidentiality, unless he or she is a member of the panel or, where there is no
panel, of the statutory committee dealing with the matter;

12. refrainfrom communicating to members and stakeholdet' on behalf of CCO
including on social media, unless authorized by Councila;

I 3 . respect the boundaries of staff whose role is not to report to or work for individual
Council or committee members; and

14. be respectful of others and not engage in behaviour that might reasonably be
perceived as verbal, physical or sexual abuse or harassment.

Potential Breaches of the Code of Conduct

15. An elected or appointed member of Council or non-Council committee member
who becomes aware of any potential breach of this code of conduct should
immediately advise the President and Registrar, or if the potential breach involves
the President, advise the Vice President and Registrar; and

16. Potential breaches will be addressed first through informal discussion with the
Council member(s) or non-Council committee member(s), and subsequently by
written communication expressing concems and potential consequences.

I, , Council member or non-Council committee member of the
College of Chiropractors of Ontario undertake to comply with the CCO Code of Conduct
for Current and Former Elected and Public Members of Council and Non-Council
Committee Members, both during and following my term on CCO Council or a
committee

Signature: Witness:

Date

3 Stakeholders include professional associations, societies, and other organizations related to the regulation,
education and practice of chiropractic.
4 This does not preclude Council members from communicating about CCO, provided they are not
communicating on behalf of CCO.
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2.

3

Rules of Order of the Council of the
College of Ghiropractors of Ontario

Approved by Council: September 20, 2014

f . in this Schedule, "member" means a council member

Each agenda topic will be introduced briefly by the person or committee
representative raising it. Members may ask questions of clarification, then the
person introducing the matter shall make a motion and anothei'membei'must
second the motion before it can be debated.

When any member wishes to speak, he or she shall so indicate by raising his or
her hand and shall address the chair and confine himself or herself to the matter
under discussion.

Staff persons and consultants with expertise in a matter may be permitted by the
chair to answer specific questíons about the matter.

Observers at a council meeting are not allowed to speak to a matter that is under
debate.

A member may not speak again on the debate of a matter until every council
member who wishes to speak to ít has been given an opportunity to do so. The
only exception is that the person introducing the matter or a staff person may
answer questions about the matter. Members will not speak to a rnatter more
than twice without the permission of the chair.

A member may not speak longer than five minutes upon any motion except with
the permission of Council.

When a motion is under debate, no other motÍon can be made except to amend
it, to postpone it, to put the motion to a vote, to adjourn the debate of the council
meeting or to refer the motion to a committee.

A motion to amend the motion then under debate shall be disposed of first. Only
one motion to amend the motion under debate can be made at a time.

4

5

6

7

8.

9.

10.

11

When a motion is on the floor, a member shall make every effort to be present
and to remain in the room.

When it appears to the chair that the debate in a matter has concluded, when
Council has passed a motion to vote on the motion or when the time allocated to
the debate of the matter has concluded, the chair shall put the motion to a vote
and no further debate is permitted.



Rules of Order of Council
Approved by Councíl: September 20, 2014

12

13.

1ô

17

18
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14. Whenever the chair is of the opin¡on that a motion offered to the Council is
contrary to these rules or the by-laws, he or she shall rule the motion out of order
and g¡ve his or her reasons for doing so.

15. The chair shall preserve order, etiquette and decorum, and shall decide
questions of order, which include addressing any distractions that interfere with
the business of the meeting, subject to an appeal to the Council without debate.

The above rules may be relaxed by the chair if it appears that greater informa!íty
is beneficial in the particular circumstances unless the Council requires strict
adherenee.

A member is not entítled to vote upon any motion in which he or she has a
conflict of interest, and the vote of any member so interested will be disallowed.

Any motion decided by the Council shall not be re-introduced during the same
session except by a two-thirds vote of the Council then present.

Members are not permitted to discuss a matter with observers while it is being
debated.

Members are to be respectful, courteous and professíonal while others are
speaking.

19. ln all cases not provided for in these rules or by other rules of Council, the
current edition of Roberts Rules of Order shall be followed so far as they may be
applicable.
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a makes threats or promises or agreements related to his/her position on Council.

communicate with an affiliated organization on matters reiated to CCO,
without the authorization of CCO;

communicate to the public, including on social media

Conflicts of lnterest Arising from Affilialions with other Organizations

A conflict of interest may arise where a council or non-council committee member,
a close relative or friend or another close entity has a role or interest in an
organization that may be in conflict with CCO's mandate, such as a chiropractic
organizatiory sociely or specialty group, another health profession council or
association, or governrnent ("affiliated organization").

It is consiclerecl a potential conflict of interest for a council member or non-council
committee member to:

be an employee, officer or director of any affiiiated organizatiory as identified in
By-law 6.9;

have an interest in a specific issue before CCO that is related to an af{iliated
organization;

receive or use confidential information relevant to CCO from his/her role at an
affiliated organization; or

receive or use confidential information relevant to an affiliated organization
from hislher roie at CCO;

a

a

a

Conflicts of lnterest Arising from Other Activities

A conflict of interest may arise where a council member or non-council committee
member engages in an activity or is approached by an affiliated organization to
engage in an activity that may be in conflict with CCO's mandate.

It is consiclered a potential conflict of interest for a council member or non-cottncil
commiltee member to:

give a presentation or participate in a working group or task force for an
affiliated organization;

a

a

a

3

a
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on matters or opinions related to CCO ¡,vithout the
authorization of CCO, or
messages inconsistent with CCO's mandate; or

engage in legal proceedings against CCO

o

o

a

a

a

Conflicts of lnteresl lnvolving lnquiries, Complaints and Reports

Where a Council member or non-council committee member or anyone
associated in an official capacity with CCO:

has an official complaint registered against himlher,

that complaint has been validated by the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports
Committee as being within the jurisdiction of CCO, and

the complaint has been referred by the Inquiries, Complaints ancl Reports
Committee to either the Discipline or Fitness to Practise Committees,

that Council member or non-collncil committee member shall be considerecl to be in
a conflict of interest and shall not be active on Council or any
committee until such time as the complaint has been disposed of. Should this occur,
the Council member or nol-r-council committee member has the right to an expec{i-
tious process.

Conflicts of lnterest lnvolving lnvestigations, Assessments or Hearings of
Related Members

A Council member or non-council committee member shall not participate in the
investigation, assessment or hearing of a men-iber to whom the member is related
by blood, marriage, adoption, or who is a partner or associate of the member being
investigated, or who is engagecl in a relationship or strong friendship with the
member being investigated, which might reasonably impair the member's objectivi-
ry.

Conclusion

The reputation and high standards of the Cor,rncil must be protected. Therefore,
members of Council will avoici ancl/or report to Council any situation that couicl
leacl to a real or apparent conflict of interest whicir exists or may arise.

4
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By-lew 6: ElecnoN or CouNcrL Merr[eens
Approved by Council: February 24, 2001
Amended: February 12, 2002, September 24, 2009, September 17, 2015,

February 23, 2016, February 28, 2017, April 24, 2018

6.1

6.2

Electoral District L: Northern comprised of the districts of Kenora, Rainy Rivet
Thunder Bay, Algoma, Cochrane, Manitoulin, Parry Sound, Nipissing,
Timiskaming; the district municipality of Muskoka; and the city of Greater
Sudbury.

Electoral District 2: Eastern comprised of the counties of Frontenac, Hastings,
Lanark, Prince Edward, Renfrew, Lennox and Addington; the united counties of
Leeds and Grenville, Prescott and Russell, Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry; and

the city of Ottawa.

Electoral District 3: Central East comprised ofthe counties of Haliburton,
Northumberland, Peterborough, and Simcoe, the city of Kawartha Lakes, the
regional municipality of Durham and the township of Scugog.

Electoral District 4: Central comprised ofthe city of Toronto and the regional
municipality of York.

Elcctoral District 5: Central Wcst comprised ofthe counties of Brant, Dufferin,
Wellington, Haldimand and Norfolk, the regional municipalities of Halton,
Niagara, Peel and Waterloo, and the city of Hamilton.

Electoral District 6: Western comprised ofthe counties of Essex, Bruce, Grey,
Lambton, Elgin, Middlesex, Huron, Perth and Oxford, and the municipality of
Chatham-Kent.

A member is eligible to vote in the electoral district in which the member, as of
January I't of the election year, has his/her primary practice, or ifthe member is
not engaged in the practice of chiropractic, in which the member has hisiher
primary residence.
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6.3

282 2

6.4

6.5

For each electoral district referred to in column 1 of the following table, there
shall be elected to Council the number of members set out opposite in column 2.

Column 1 Column 2
Electoral District Number of Members

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 3
5 2
6 1

The term of office of a member elected to Council is approximately three years,
commencing with the first regular meeting of Council immediately following the
election. The member shall continue to serve in otlice until his/her successor
takes ofüce in accordance with this by-law.

A member who has served on Council for nine consecutive years is ineligible for
election to Council until a full three year term has passed since that member last
served on Council.

6.6 An election of members to Council shall be held:

(a) in March, 1995, and in every third year after that for members from
electoral districts 2 and3 and for one member from electoral district 4;

(b) in March, 1996, and in every third year after that for members from
electoral district 6 and for one member from electoral district 4 and
one member from electoral district 5; and

(c) in March, 7997, and in every third year after that for members from
electoral district 1 and for one member from electoral district 4 and
one member from electoral district 5.

6.7 The registrar, as directed by Council, shall set the date for the each election of
members to Council.

6.8 A member is ineligible to vote in a council election if helshe is in default of
payment of any fees prescribed by by-law or any hne or order for costs to CCO
imposed by a CCO committee or court of law or is in default in completing and
returning any form required by CCO.
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By-law 6: Election of Council Members

A member is eligible for election to Council in an electoral district, if on the
closing date of nominations and anytime up to and including the date of the
election:

(a) the member has hislher primary practice of chiropractic located in the
electoral district in which helshe is nominated or, if the member is not
engaged in the practice of chiropractic, has his/trer primary residence
located in the electoral district in which he/she is nominated;

(b) the member is not in default of payments of any fees prescribed by by-law
or any fine or order for costs to CCO imposed by a CCO
committee or court of law;

(c) the member is not in default in completing and returning any form
required by CCO;

(d) the member is not the subject of any disciplinary or incapacþ proceeding

(e) a finding of professional misconduct, incompetence or incapacity has not
been made against the member in the preceding three years;

(Ð the member is not, and has not been in the 12 months before the date of
the election, an employee, ofÍicer or director of any professional
chiropractic association such that a real or apparent conflict ofinterest
may arise, including but not limited to being an employee, otlicer or
director of the OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE orthe CCEC of
the FCC;

(g) the member is not an officer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic
educational institution, including but not limited to, CMCC and UQTR,
such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise;

(h) the member has not been disqualified from the Council or a committee of
the Council in the previous three years;

the member is not a member ofthe Council or of a committee of the
College of any other health profession; and

the member has not been a member of the staff of CCO at any time within
the preceding three years.

6.10 The registrar shall supervise the nomination of candidates.

3
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6.1 I No later than 60 days before the date of an election, the registrar shall notifu every

member eligible to vote of the date, time and place of the election and ofthe
nomination procedure.

6.12 The nomination of a candidatc for clcction as a member of Council, and
undertaking to the CCO Registrar shall be in writing and shall be given to the
registrar at least 45 days before the date ofthe election (i.e., the nomination date)

6.13 The nomination shall be signed by the candidate and by at least 10 members who
support the nomination and who are eligible to vote in the electoral district in
which the election is to be held.

6.14 The candidate shall provide to the registrar by the nornination date or such later
date as the registrar permits, biographical information in a mannsr acceptable to
the registrar for the purpose of distribution to eligible members in accordance
with the by-laws.

6.15 The candidate may withdraw his or hcr nomination for election to Council no
later than 30 days before the date of the election.

6.16 If the number of candidates nominated for an electoral district is less than or equal
to the number of members to be elected, the registrar shall declare the candidates
to be elected by acclamation.

6.17 The registrar shall supervise and administer the election of candidates and, for the
purpose of carrying out that duty, the registrar may, subject to the by-laws,

(a) appoint returning officers and scrutineers;

(b) establish a deadline for the receiving of electronic ballots;

(c) provide for the notification of all candidates and members of the results of
the election;

(d) if there has been a non-compliance with a nomination or eiection
requirement, determine whether the non-compliance should be waived in
circumstances where the fairness of the election will not be affected; and

(e) provide for the destruction of electronic ballots following an election.
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6. 1 8 No later than 2l days before the date of an election, the registrar shall send

electronically, or any other medium as determined by Council, to every member
eligible to vote in an electoral district in which an election is to take place, a list of
the candidates, the candidates' biographical information if provided, an

explanation of the voting procedure, and electronic access to a ballot for voting.

6.19 Voting for elections of member to Council shall be by electronic method or any
other medium as determined by Council.

6.20 The instruction for voting shall contain the following:

a) a member may cast as many votes on a ballot in an election of members to
the Council as there are members to be elected to Council from the
electoral district in which the member is eligible to vote.;

b) a member shall not cast more than one vote for any one candidate;

c) a member shall clearly indicate the voter's choice in one of the appropriate
places on the electronic ballot to indicate the voter's choice;

the electronic vote shall be received by 4 pm on the date indicated in the
notice of election and voting guide; and

e) the electronic vote will not be counted in the election unless it has been

received in accordance with the instructions for voting.

6.21 On the date of the election, the registrar or his/her agent shall count the votes for
each candidate in each electoral district with a contested election.

6-22 The counting of the electronic votes shall be conducted so that no person knows
for whom any member voted.

6.23 Candidates or their representatives may be present when the electronic votes are
counted.

6.24 If there is a tie in an election of members to the Council, the registrar shall break
the tie by lot.

6.25 A candidate may require a recount by giving a written request and deposition the
sum or Sl50 with the registrar no more than 15 days after the date of an election.

6.26 The registrar shall hold the recount no more than l0 days after receiving the
request.

d)
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6.27 If the recount changes the election result, the full amount of the deposit shall be
refunded to the candidate. If the recount does not change the election result, CCO
will keep the deposit to partially ofßet recount costs, including staff time.

6.28 When there is an intemrption of mail service during a nomination or election, the
registrar shall extend the holding of nominations and election for such minimum
period of time as the registrar considers necessary to compensate for the
intemrption.

6.29 The Council shall disqualify an elected member from sitting on Council ifthe
elected member:

(a) is subject of any disciplinary or incapacity proceeding;

(b) is found to have committed an act of professional misconduct or is found
to be incompetent by a panel ofthe Discipline Committee;

(c) is found to be an incapacitated member by a panel of the Fitness to
Practice Committee;

(d) fails to attend two consecutive meetings of the Council or of a committee
or of a subcommittee in which helshe is a member, without reasonable
cause in the opinion of Council;

(e) fails to attend a hearing or review of a panel for which he/she has been
selected, without reasonable cause in the opinion of Council;

(Ð ceases to either have a primary practice of chiropractic or primary
residence in the electoral district in which the member was elected;

(g) becomes an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic
association such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise,
including but not limited to being an employee, officer or director of the
OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE orthe Accreditation Standards
and Policies Committee or the CCEC of The FCC;

(h) becomes an officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic
educational institution, including but not limited to CMCC and UQTR;

becomes a member of the Council or a committee of the College of any
other health profession;

(i)
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breaches the conflict of interest provision(s) for members of Council and
committees, in the opinion of the Council after giving notice to the
member ofthe concern and giving the member an opportunity to respond
to the concern;

(k) fails to discharge properly or honestly any office to which he/she has been
elected or appointed, in the opinion of the Council, after being given
notice of the concern and an opportunity to respond;

becomes in default of payment of any fees prescribed by by-law or any
fine or order for costs imposed by a CCO committee or court of law; or

(m) becomes in default of completing and retuming any form required by
CCO;

6.30 A council member shall resign from Council prior to applying for any CCO staff
position.

6.31 The seat of an elected Council member shall be deemed to be vacant upon the
death, resignation or disqualification of the Council member.

6.32 If the seat of an elected council member becomes vacant in an electoral district no
more than 12 months before the expiry of the member's term of office, the
Council may,

(a) leave a seat vacant;

(b) appoint as an elected member the candidate, if any, who had the most
votes of all the unsuccessful candidates in the last election of council
members for that electoral district; or

(c) direct the registrar to hold an election in accordance with this by-law
for that electoral district.

6.33 If the seat of an elected council member becomes vacant in an electoral district
more than l2 months before the expiry ofthe member's term of office, the
registrar shall hold an election in accordance with this by-law for that electoral
district.

6.34 The term of a member appointed under By-law 6.32(b) or elected in an election
under By-law 6.32(c) shall continue until the time the former council member's
term would have expired.

(¡)

0)
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6.35 Despite By-law 6.32,6.33, and 6.34, where vacancy would result in the Council

not being properly constituted, the Council (in anticipation of the event before it is
not properly constituted) or the Executive Committee (after the Council is not
properly constituted) may appoint as an elected member for that district an
eligible member in that electoral district. The appointed member shall serve until
the vacancy can otherwise be fillcd for that district. When temporarily filling the
vacancy in this way, the Council or the Executive Committee shall:

(a) solicit interest from eligible members where feasiblel,

(b) take into account the criteria set out in By-law 12.5,

(c) require the prospective appointed member to sign an undertaking to not
seek or accept a nomination in the next election for the electoral district
before the appointment becomes final2.

6.36 If, within 90 days from the date ofthe election, the Council is ofthe opinion that
there is a reasonable ground for doubt or dispute as to the validity of the election
of any member of Council, the Council shall hold an inquiry and decide whether
the election of the member is valid and, if an election is found to be invalid, the
Council shall direct another election to be held.

I There may not be sufficient time to solicit interest in every case, because Council should be reconstituted
a¡i soon as possible.
2 This is intended to preserve the neutrality of the process. Where a person intends to run in the next
election, they would receive a distinct advantage in being appointed to fill the vacancy until the election is
held.

I
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Merr¡onANDUM

To: Ms Jo-Ann V/illson, Registrar and General Counsel

From: Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research

Date: November 20,2018

Re: Themes from Feedback for Conflict of Interest Considerations

The compilation of feedback received from the Conflict of Interest Considerations Survey
distributed on September 25,2018 is included in the Council information package. The
following general themes arise from the feedback:

There isn't a reason to distinguish between employees, officers and directors of chiropractic
educational institutions and chiropractic associations identified in By-law 6.9(Ð and (g):

a

"A member is eligible for election to Council in an electoral district, if on the closing date of
nominations and anytime up to and including the date of the election:

(f) the member is not, and has not been in the 12 months before the date of the election, an
employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic association such that a real
or apparent conflict of interest may arise, including but not limited to being an employee,
officer or director of the OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE or the CCEC of the
FCC;

(g) the member is not an officer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic educational
institution, including but not limited to, CMCC and UQTR, such fhat areal or apparent
conflict of interest may arise."

a In addition to the enumerated organizations, there may be other organizations with respect to
which being an employee, officer or director may give rise to areal or perceived conflict of
interest (such as Pure and Powerful, Maximized Living, International Chiropractic Paediatric
Association, International Chiropractic Association).

o

a

Council members and discipline panels should consist of actively practising chiropractors.

Chiropractors involved in education and research positions should be included on CCO
Council.
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o

a

Cooling off periods are appropriate and should apply to former employees, officers and
director of chiropractic educational institutions and chiropractic associations (consider
increasing time period from one year).

Conflict of Interest for sitting on Council should apply broadly to chiropractic advocacy
organizations, rather than listing individual organizations.

2



ITEM 4.1.27

Conflict of lnterest Considerations and Request for Feedback
As of October 29,20L8

Are real or potential conflicts of interest considerations sufficiently addressed in the current
provisions to ensure CCO can effectively exercise ¡ts stetutory mandate to regulate chiropractic in the
public interest?

Yes No No Response

Please identify any changes to existing provisions that would facilitate CCO in effectively exercisíng its
statutory mandate to regulate in the public interest (please explaín your response):

off per¡od should include those paid by colleges to eliminate bias,
of "peers" lo bring a disciplinary case should include peers whom have been in private practice for a

291
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Members of the academic world should have a stronger role in the CCO such that historical vitalistic perspectives
can be objec{ively and critically evaluated. By having academic members, the understanding and appraisal of the
literature can help guide and support evidence-based care, which will improve patient care and outcomes. ldeally,
taking a strong position in the use of VSC and othen¡t¡ise'will reduce the use of fear-mongering and unethical
treatment, while allowing for the wide variety of conditions SMT can address.

ln order to facilitate a better process to protect the public, I feel that as a patient lwould like to see:
i) The cooling off period of 12 months to apply to all staff of educational institutions (CMCC, UQTR, etc.). So that
someone being paid by a school is not able to sit on the CCO panel,

ii) As well, the registration board should not have people/Chiropractors who are also paid employees of schools as
this may present bias to new Doctors of Chiropractic trying to get licensed.

iii) The disciplinary lcomplaints committee should have practicing doctors on it. Those who are researchers and
inactive/retired licences should not be allowed to sit on this panel. As each Chiropractor should be assessed by a
body of his peers.

inimum of 5 years in full time standing.
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I do feel that period of time since holding a position in the various associations mentioned should be longer than 1

At leasl 2 years. Othen¡rise I feel it is a step in the right direction for sure.

Current bylaws prevent anyone from these groups for running for council until after a '1-yr cooling off period: CCA,
OCA, CCRF (the Research Foundation). But why isn't the ICPA,'lCA, Maximized Living (ML), Pure and Powerful,
and One Chiropractic not on this list? Treat all organizations and associations that may potentially conflict someone
equally
Those who teach at CMCC (or UQTR) should not be excluded from running.
Since a good proportion of our profession is now under the age of 35, we should consíder also having a younger
representative (new practitioner, something the AFC is specifìcally recommending against)

This provision does not make any sense to me? Why would we not have faculty members from CMCC be able to
hold positions within our regulatory bodies? lf anything they would be well suited and pose less potential conflict of
interest as they don't practice full time and therefore would have less to ga¡n from potential policies that could be
created that could harm the public while benefiting unsrupulous chiropractors.

I believe chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in those diverse voices on CCO's
Council.

The discipline hearings should be heard by a panel of peers who have a minimum of 5 years private practice

ig Should be required that disciplinary hearíngs having practicing chiropractors in attendance on lhe judiciary panel
- not just those without present clinical experience or significant clinical experience. Researchers and profs, while
valid ans nexesaery for development of our profession, do not necessarily possess real life knowledge of the
clinical climate, atmosphere or realities. Having a few chiros with at least 5 years experience on these panels would
bring a needed measure of clinical realism to the panel.

I believe it is inappropriate thät paid faculty including professors and clinicians of any educational institution are not
included. Someone who is paid to have influence over others and help guide individuals in an educational institution
exemplilies the deiinition of conflict. Most of the other members are from organizatíons but hold voluntary positions
and are still considered to cause a conflict.

I would also like to add that any discipline hearíngs be heard by a panel of practicing DC's. lt is nol satisfactory to
include Chiropractors on a peer panel that have spent little time in private practice or have exclusively been
researchers, professors or faculty at an educational institulion. I would like to see a real chiropractor who has spent
at the very least 7 consecutíve years in practice on a discipline panel.

I'm not against the statutory period. But I believe that the scope of who should be subject to the period should be
broadened to involved anybody serving on any current Board of any Chiropractic organization or Healthcare
organization.

lndividuals who work at chiropractic educational institutions should not be unable to hold positions with the CCO
Participating in the education of new chiropractors and staying up to date on current research and best practice
should not be viewed as a conflict of interest, but rather an asset to the CCO.

There should be no bias against those holding positions in chiropractic organizations (eg. CCA, OCA) and those
holding teaching positions. This makes no sense as these same people push the profession and hold important
relationshíps with other allied healthcare professionals. lf indeed this is deemed a conflict, other members in
organizations such as the chiropractic alliance and similar groups should also be held accountable to the same
conflict of interest. Not having the same rules applying to all members is unprofessional and negligent. No other
college in Ontario allows restrictions on its Fellows and members in teaching communitíes as their interests and
research are helping the profession as Ê¡ whole and they arc more aware of current regulation and science.

Please add "or Chiroprac{ic educational insutitution" under Candidate Undertaking, as listed below,

..,including resigning from any position as an employee, officer, or director of any professíonal chiropractic
association "or Chiropractic educational instítution" at least'12 months before the date of the election...

It is my opinion that employees, off¡cers or direclors of Chiropractic educational institution (eg. professors,
clinicians, board of governors) should have the same conflict of interest prov¡sions placed on them (12 mos) as
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employees, officers or directors of any professional Chiropractic association.

Please add to the beginning of By-Law 6: 6.9 (g): "the member is not, and had not been in the 12 months prior....

I

Please add "or chiropractic educational institution" under Candidate Undertaking, as listed below,

...including resigning from any position as an employee, officer, or director of any professional chiropractic
association "or chiropractic educational institution" at least 12 months before the date of the eleclion...

It is my opinion that employees, officers or directors of chiropractic educational institution (eg. professors, clinicians,
board of governors) should have the same conflict of interest provisions placed on them (12 months) as employees,
officers or directors of any professional chiropractic association.

Please add to the beginning of By-Law 6: 6.9 (g):
"the member is not, and has not been in the 12 months before the date of the election, an **employee**, ofücer or
director of any chiropraclic educational institution"...

As a patient - I would suggest you look into adding the cooling off period to all CMCC Staff. (not just the
admin/presidents)

As well - ¡t's that the registration boardlpanel not have any members of schools on it (i.e. CMCC) as this could
present bias to students from other schools.

I would also suggest that the disciplinary panel have practic¡ng doctors on it. A Chiropractor being reviewed should
be reviewed by his peers, not research doctors and retired doctors.

Regarding former chiropractic association directors/admin and or admin/professors of an educational institution, I

feel that a cooling off period of 12 months is suffcient and reasonable before serving on the CCO board of
directors. This should apply to all CCO board member positions and it would be inappropriate that there should be
any exceptions.
I do not see an issue with CCO board members hosting, owning or affiliating with practíce management companies
/ seminars.
I insist that any discipline hearings be heard by a panel of the membef s unbiased peers ie: in full time
practicelsimilar role and responsibilitieslnumber of years in private practice.

Regarding former chiropractic association directors/admin and or adminlprofessors of an educational institution, I

feel that a cooling off period of 12 months is suflicient and reasonable before serving on the CCO board of
directors. This should apply to all CCO board member positions and it would be inappropriate that there should be
any exceptions.

I do not see an issue with CCO board members hosting, owning or affifiating with practice management companies
/ seminars.

I insist that any disciplíne hearings be heard by a panel of the member's unbiased peers ie: in full time
practice/similar role and responsibilities/number of years in private practice.

As a paid employee of an academic institution it should not be to run for council, it is a conflict of interest.

I am really curious about the need to identifo educational and research institutions as sources of potential conflicts
of interest. Leadership of member organizations that have a specific interest obviously could have a conflict, so that
makes sense.

I believe faculty members including professors and clinicians of any educational institutions should also be included
in the confl¡ct of interest category. Paid faculty members, in my opinion will have a bias towards a practice style
consistent with the school they are from.

Researchers on the board I believe may also contribute to bias. While research is very important to our profession,
a researcher may not understand lhe nuances and challenges of practice.

I anr in agrccnrcnt with the 12 nronth cooling off period if sorncone as served on alrothcr board
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The inclusion of paid faculty of chiropractic educational institutions should be included in the list of individuals with a
conflict of interest.

lf the concept of "conflict" is that someone might have unknowing influence, then an instructor at a educational
institution reflects the definition of conflict. I find it a major conflict of interest that a paid instructor including
professors and clinicians of any educational institution are nol included. Especially as all other Q-conflicts' are
voluntary positions and membership organizations, and the instructor is a paid position. Their ability to make a
living and generate revenue is directly related to their ability to share the philosophical and current tenants of their
current teachin g institution.

I also recommend that a peer sitting on a hearing panel must have spent some time in active private practice. lt is
not acceptable to include only DC on a peer review panel that has spent little time in private practice or have only
been researchers, professors or faculty at an educational institution.

thank you for your considerat¡ons

None further than identified in current proposals

ln reading the provisions it seems that there is some ambiguity in the details such that it does not specifically
mention faculty of any chiropractic institution. There is definitely potential conflict of interest here.

1. CMCC is unique given its geographical proximíly to the CCO, Therefore a disproportianate number of employees
of CMCC (who are enumerated by CMCC) and can influence policy that could impact their own income. lt appears
to me that CMCC is unique amongst chiropractic organizations and is worthy of unique attention-

2. ïhe CCO cannot have ties with employees of only one chiropractic school. This creates a perceived (potentially
real) conflict of interest as other chiropractic institutions will not have the same influence within the CCO.

Currently 113 oÍ all CCO council members are CMCC faculty. This represents a conflict of interest as they earn a
salary from a school that involves itself ln the politlcs and settlng pollcy ln the professlon. Currently, I can go on
social media and see professors attempting to influence votes in regulatory elections across Canada in such a
manner that would elecl individuals who do not think I have a right to hold my license. This in no way serves me, or
my patients. Additionally, members of CCO, regardless of their philosophy and practice style, should not be
expressing their opinions about how they believe olher members should or should not be practicing.

I think it is dangerous to specifically list organizations that are related to chiropractic and exclude them from being
able to sit on the CCO's counc¡l because one or two of the chiropraclic-related organizations may be missed (by
human error). lf it is necessary to exclude members from another chiropractic-related organization from sitting on
the CCO, then I suggest using a blanket statement in order to be all encompassing.
College of Physiotherapists of Ontarío have the following statement as part of their eligibilily criteria - "You are
not$"and have not been during the 12 previous months$"a director, officer or official of an advocacy
organization." ln regards to CMCC and UQTR, I do not feel that these institutions should be classified as
"advocating bodies of chiropractic" because they are not. CMCC and UQTR are educational institutions, not
advocating bodies. Members from these educational institutions should therefore be permitted to sit on lhe CCO's
council.

Any CMCC employee that is voting on matters that directly affects their livelihood is a conflict of interest. CMCC
professors make up the majority of the elected CCO council members which creates a tremendous imbalance and
lack of diversity in the profession.

I believe chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in lhose diverse voices on CCO's
Council. lt seemed unbalanced that they not be represented.

paid employees of cmcc or any other educational institution would have a real or perceived conflict of ínterest and
shouldn't be allowed to run for council.
CMCC faculty members sit or have sat on complaints, registration and discipline committees which creates an air of
bias and unfairness for those who graduated from other schools

Bias and perception of conflict of interest will always be present. lt is up to the individual and the committee council
to ra¡se even the perception of conflict.
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It is my firm belief that candidates SHOULD NOT be affìliated in any capacity with any of the educational institut¡ons
whatsoever. The curent provision stipulates that candidates must "resign from any position as an officer, director or
administralor of any chiropractic educational institution", but this does not include faculty. lt is a clear conflict of
interest, in that policies, practices, philosophies (etc.) of the educational institutions will infiltrate the CCO to the
core. We are a diverse profession and having 1/3 of CCO Council Members as CMCC faculty is unacceptable, and
the policy needs to be amended to address this massive shortcoming.

There is a conflict of interest when CMCC professors and staff can apply for the CCO and that needs to be
addressed.

I

lEmployees/faculty members of CMCC or any other educational institution must be added to the list of those who

lare ineligible to run.

lWhen I go on CMCC's website it becomes obvious that they teach and promote a very narrow approach to

lchiropractic that is more like physiotherapist than chiropractic. Paid employees would have to represent the values
of the organization they are paid by. As council members it's imperative that every member respects all the various
models of chiropractic care available to the public.
At the end of the day you can't serve two masters.
My family and I have benefited from traditional chiropractic to opt¡mize our heafth and well being for decades with
tremendous results. lt makes me nervous to see an educational institution which claims to be a leader. State that it
it's moved itself away from foundationel tenets of chiropractic.

As a member of the public il's aamazing to me that an exemption was carved out for them in the first place.

"as an officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution." lt looks like that
professorslteaching faculty aren't excluded at this time.
All teaching faculty should be included as pãrt of the conflict of interest...

I STRONGLY recommend that paid faculty members of educational institutions should also be included in the
conflict of interest provisions.

I fail to see the logic in including officers, directors and administrators but exclude paid employees. Anyone who is
affiliated with ANY organization that can influence policy or policy makers NEEDS to be excluded from running for a
position with the GCO.

Any individual who is part of an advocacy group for the chiropractic profession would have a conflict of interest if
they were to sit on the CCO regulatory board that advocates for the public's best interest. The proposal to ban
researchers and educators is a danger to the general public & the CCO's purpose. The regulatory board actually
requires individuals who have a thorough understanding of best practices in order to safely protect the public
interest.

I believe that a 12 month cooling off period is sufficient, but this must include faculty members of any learning
institution ie cmcc. I would recommend also thet all discipline gearing be heard by a panel of chiropractic peers,
exclusively those that have spend atleast 5 years in private practice.

I would like to see not just directors and administration of chiropractic colleges but staff as well be inel¡gible to
represent CCO.

Any potential conflict of interest should be declared and handled on a case by case basis. To single out some, but
not all organizations or professional memberships is discriminatory.

I believe chíropractors involved in research and education must be included in those diverse voices on CCO's
Council.

While I support a "cooling off'period to "help avoid any real or perceived conflict of interest for members who were
previously involved with other chiropractic organizations," this period must apply to all organizations, including
national and internalional organizations.

The existing provisions do not allow anyone fom the OCA, CCA, and CCRF lo run for council. This is not fair
because groups such as ICPA, lCA, and the Alliance of Chiropractors are not on this list, This means that the CCO
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does not allow anyone from evidence based groups run for council, but there is nothing against sublaxation based
chiropractors running for counc¡|. This is not right, and neer,s to be fixed so fhere is ¡nput form both sides to come to
decisions.

I believe chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in those d¡verse voices on CCO's
Council.

While I support a "cooling off' period to "help avoid any real or perceived conflict of ¡nterest for members whÕ were
previously involved with other chiropractic organizations," this period must apply to all organizations, including
national and international organizations.

I believe chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in lhose diverse voices on CCO's
Council.

While I support a "cooling off' period to "help avoid any real or perceived conflict of interest for members who were
previously involved with other chiropract¡c organizations," this period must apply to all organizations, íncluding
national and international organizations.

Any employee of an education institution should be added to the list of conflict of interest of people that can not
serve on CCO. Because they are paid to uphold certain curriculum which is academic, they pose a conflict that
doesn't reflect what goes on in clinics in the general public. There should also be a 12 month cooling off period if
thoy were too quit then register to be on CCO.

A while back, many chiropractors appealed to the CCO to address the issue of CMCC professors sitting on CCO
Council

CMCC employees/professors shoirld not be allowed to run for CCO council seats. This circulation includes a
cooling off period for OCA Dírectors but still has nothing about CMCC professors at all

There is a major conflict of interest
lf you have to many people with only one perspectíve it jeopardizes the entire group

I believe diversity brings greater perspective

CMCC employees are in conflict of interest in more ways than one and should nol be eligible to serve as elected
members to the CCO.

I am supportive of one academic representative sitting on the CCO council and perhaps this would be a non-voting
council member. I would at least like to know that this has been explored by CCO's general counsel.

The country has 1 chiropractic school and its professors reside in Toronto and the GTA. These two d¡stricts make
up 5 out of 9 electable seats on CCO Council. I believe the CCO is at risk in that a major¡ty of its elected members
could be employees of the one chiropractic college in the country. Clearly, this would put CCO in a very bad
position.

CMCC employees clearly must abide by CMCC guidelines. I do not feel they are therefore positioned to make
unbiased decisions to work in the public interest at CCO.

I believe chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in those diverse voices on CCO's
Council.

While I support a "cooling off' period to "help avoid any real or perceived conflict of interest for members who were
previously involved with other chiropractic organizalions," this period must apply to all organizations, includíng
national and international organizations.

Educators, Clinicians, Professors or any employee of a Chiropractic educational ínstitution should also be included
as a Conflict of lnterest.

Rather than listing specific chiropractic organizations which constitute a conflict of interest a "blanket" statement
including all advocacy organizations would be more rigorous. This would also be more in keeping with the
regulations of the CPSO and the CPO for instance.
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Strong regulation is good for the chíropractic profession: it is good for patients; it is good for business. The
regulatory colleges are in great scrutiny at this time in the eyes of the governmenl, media and public. We need to
take a stand proactively and show the public that the CCO has the public's safety as their number one priority.

It is great that there are differing practice styles on the CCO. I value the strength of diverse perspectives at the
CCO, provided all members of the CCO Council adhere to CCO's own Chiropractic Standard of Practice (5-001),

Members of chiropractic educational institutions should be allowed to to sit on the CCO board while still maintaining
their positions at said educational institutions. lt is absolutely absurd that someone who is actively engaged in an
institution that is at the forefront of research in the chiropractic sciences should be kept off the board. Chiropractic
educational institutions are one of the primary sources for new research and therefore members of these
institulions should be welcomed to s¡t on the board in order to help provide accurate and evidence informed rulíngs
in the interest of the public.

I think a year is too long. I would suggest 6 months would give people ample time to decide to run for different office

Paid employees of any chiropractor institution shouldn't be able to regulate in the public interest as it's a conflict of
interest.

Paid employees in any chiro organization or school should NOT be allowed to run. There is an obvious conflict on
interest and it's not in the public's interest.

There are multiple councillors on the board that have conflict of interest as they are currently alígned with
chiropractic advocacy groups. As a result I fìnd it hard for them lo be apart of their respected advocacy group ("Pro-
chiropractíc) and be impartial as the CCO is currently trying to implement.

Unlike being a part of an advocacy group being an educator or a researcher is not a conflict of interest. They are
not advocating for the profession but are involved in the acquisition of knowledge.

The proposal to ban researchers and educators is a danger to the general public & the CCO's purpose. The AFC is
essentially trying to deny scientiflc proof and safe practice guidelines which is in turn the best possible interest to
the public.

lf the CCO is to remain a group that advocates for the publics best interest, it stands to reason that individuals in
research and affiliated with educations institutions like CMCC should be involved in that conversation.

It is not a conflict of interest - they are advocating the best interesl of those who they encounter every single day.
Their patients, CMCC clinic patients, the students who are working with those patients etc. These are the people
who are entrusted with knowledge transfer, skill acquisition, and stimulating conversations at the student level so
that we can critically think about issues like this.

We have had guest lectures and speaker panels of CCO members who are involved in practices that are not
evidence-based. Their outside affiliations and motives are a pertinent conflict of interest, and being masked by
taking the conversations about the public's best interest in those who know it best - the researchers and the
educators.

cooling off period of 1 year sufficíent
but must include also teachers and clinicians of teaching institutions.
discipline commities should include active chiropractors not those not engaged in private practice

The regulatory board requires individuals with a thorough understanding of best practices in order to safely protect
the public interest. To ban researchers and educators is a danger to the public's best interest and neglects the
CCO's statutory mandate. As such, the CCO should be seeking out researches and educators to sit on the board
so as lo effectively exercise the CCO's statutory mandate to regulate Ín the public's best interest.

Paid faculty members of educational institutions must be included wilh officers, administrators and directors. This
should be done for a number of reasons.
l. lf someone is being paid by an institution that has influence on public policy, policymakers and/or the other
political organizations already identified as having a conflict of interest, then they must be included. They have a
professional obligation to that inst¡tution which could interfere with the integrity of the CCO council.
2. Some of my old professors from chiro college use social media to reach their former students attempting to
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influence the votes and outcomes for regulatory elections in provinces which they do not reside. They are
compromising the integrity and fairness of the electoral process not just in Ontario, but across Canada.

I also feel that increasing the cooling off period to 3 years, just like council members have to wait after serving lheir
term, makes things consistent.

lnstead of listing out various organizations lhat will be ineligible to run, I suggest instead adopting a blanket
stalement to avoid Conflict of lnterest. For example, the College of Physiotherapists of Ontario have the followíng
slatement âs part of their eligibility crileria - "You are notn69' "and have not been during the 12 previous
monthsÄÉO' "a director, officer or official of an advocacy organizat¡on."
This allows for minimization of loop holes, human enor in forgetting to include a organization, or the creation of a
new group.

It is within the public interest to ensure that CCO council members do not have a conflict of interest. This is an
important provision. The greatest risk to public interest in this regard comes from council members who's decisions
may be influenced, impacted, or impact advocacy groups within the profession or business ventures within or
outs¡de the profession oth6r than clinical practice (which affects all registrants equally). This includes all advocacy
groups - chartered provincial or nalional organizations, advocacy organizations, lobby organizations, and special
inlerest groups. They should all be arms length. The five year cooling off period is appropriate.

As a self-regulated profession, we need to be careful wilh who we allow to represent our profess¡on and help shape
the future direction. While I support mandating against conflicts of interest, I fail to see why excluding faculty
members from chiropractic colleges such as CMCC and UQTR is necessary.

Although I am a younger practitioner, having been in practice for just over 3 years, I would think that those involved
in education and shaping the fulure leaders of the profession would be great choices for leadership roles.

Additionally, if protecting the CCO from outside influence of various organizalíons or groups is paramount, then
there should be a more complete ban on lhese affiliations including ICPA, lCA, etc. Furlhermore, I wor¡ld think that
the CCO would want to distance itself from practitioners who are affiliated in a leadership role with practice
management groups that serve to push expanded treatment plans.

Any person with a teaching or chíropractic association board position (CMCC, OCA, CCA) should have a significant
'cooling off period before being allowed to hold a CCO council or non-counc¡l member position. They may be
strongly influenced, and have the ability to strongly influence policymakers while holding positions at these
institutions which may not serve the interest of the public well.

Chiropractic coaching groups, philosophy or other associations are different since they aren't inherently intended to
influence pol¡cy at the provincial level. Definite care and attention must be taken to ensure positíons within CCO
aren't used to communicate or promote their aflifiated group.

The wording 'close relative or friend' is massívely subjective and a slippery slope. How will the CCO determine the
personal relationship between family members or friends? Who is a friend or colleague or associate?
The only objectivity, is subjectivity rendered conscious of itself.

1) The list of chiropractic organizations considered conflicts of interest is incomplete - the problem with l¡st¡ng
specific organizations is that some are bound to be forgotten by human error. I would like to propose a more all
inclusive statement, similar to that which can be found as parl of the eligibility criteria listed on the College of
Physiotherapists of Ontario, which reads "You are notâ "and have not been during the 12 previous monthsâ "a
director, off¡cer or ofilcial of an advocacy organizat¡on." Pro-advocacy organizations, regardless of political agenda
or philosophy, are conflicts of inlerest & should be included as such.

2) Chiropractic educational institutions are nol conflicts of inlerest, as they do not advocate for the profession. Other
healthcare professional self-regulatory councils, specifically the College of Physiotherapists of Ontario & the
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario, include universitylacademic/research roles on their councils.

The CCO must strive to further our profess¡on by supporting an evidence based, patient-centred care model. This
absolutely requires inclusion of current researchers and CMCC faculty members to be essential roles within the
cco.
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CCO has decided lhat members of political groups within chiropractic have a conflict of interest and therefore
cannot serve as council members. They have included educational (CMCC) administrators, directors and offlcers -
but not paid faculty members. Currently 1/3 of all CCO council members are CMCC faculty. This represents a
conflict of interest that they earn a salary from a school that involves ilself in the politics and setting policy in the
profession.

I believe that any lnstructor, educator or clinician ât CCMC or UQTR should also be excluded from eligibility. I feel
that we can be better represented by chiropractors who are in practice rather than those who serving in a teaching
capacity.

The provision needs to also include professors/educators/instructor/clinicians at a chiropractic college as well. I feel
it is a conflict of interest that these people be council members. Currently it says "the member ¡s not an officer,
director, or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution," but has not included any other role at a
chiropractic college such as educator.

Paid employees of any organization creates conflict of interest.

Cerlain advocacy groups with clear political agendas should be eliminated from the electorate pool as well.
Philosophical leanings should not be worn as a part of the primary mandate of the elected officials responsible for
maintaining the safety of the public through appropríate establishment and implementation of standards of care and
professional guidelines.

Equally, with CMCC as the primary leader in educating our next generations of chiropractors and coordinating core
contínuing education platforms for existing practitioners, eliminating those educators and administrators based
solely on their educational pursuits. As well, chiropractors participating in leading research should be encouraged to
be leaders of the profession as opposed to held on the sidelines for those noble pursuits.

I disagree that a candidate must resign from the described list of associations which constitute a conflict of interest
under By-Law 6. I do agree that a conflict of interest should be made and certain criteria should be followed,
however the current list only identifies those in regulatory, national or provincial associations and does not include
olher associations or educational programs such as the Alliance for Chiropractic, Maximized Living, Pure and
Powerful, ICPA, or other philosophical based associations/programs. lf the CCO is supposed to protect the public, it
is not clear why an individual who would have represented the chiropractic profession on a regulated Canadian
association or from a Canadian accredited institution would be prohibited but nol an individual who is on a non-
regulated association or non-accredited ¡nstitut¡on, or from an association that is not accredited in Canada.

Today's health care requires all professions to be evidence based. Anything that goes against this does not put the
publiCs interest first. Several Chiropractic organizations are non-evidence based but rather subluxation based. All
subluxation based organizations should not be allowed to sit on the CCO as rather then putting the public's interest
fìrst, they allow a subset of Chiropractors to fear monger, spread outlandish claims to the public and place a
negative image on the Chiropractíc profession.

There should be a cooling off period of
24 months should be mandatory for any members wishing to be elected for CCO Board Positions.

This period should apply to Board members and faculty including professors and clinicians of any educational
institution.
This should also apply to members who are on the Board or hold an official posítion in any Chlropractic political
body.

Some of the organizations that are excluded in the by-law have a reputation of bringing credibility to the profession.
It seems counter-¡ntuitive to exclude the skill set and experience that would benef¡t the CCO. A real analysis is
needed, with heavy public input, on whether it is appropriate to excluded any organizations at all if it in fact
weakens the talent pool,

The list of organizations from which chiropractors are not allowed to have been an employee, officer, or director are
specifically stated to include, but not be limited to, "the OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE or the CCEC of the
FCC". While this regulation does specifo that the limitation is not only to these organizations, I understand that
chiropractor heavily involved with other groups have not been prevented from be¡ng on the CCO board. I feel that
other organizations, such as the ICPA, lCA, Maximized Living, Pure and Powerful, and Alliance for Chiropractic
should be added in name to this list. Additionally, council members should not be allowed to be in positions of
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power w¡th ANY advocacy groups within the chiropractic profession, particularly those that espouse non-scientific
dogma.

I think CMCC educalors should be allowed to sit on the board because they understand the profess¡on more than
anyone else

1. lndividuals with leadership positions in ANY chiropractic advocacy group should be excluded, including lCA,
ICPA, Maxlimized Living and others.
2. lndividuals with social media, web site, blog or other platforms that include material that contravenes scope of
practice, is unsubstantiated or unscientiflc, or is unprofessional in tone or content should be excluded.
3. There is no clear reason to exclude academics or others with educational affiliations.

I do nol think that researchers or CMCC faculty should be banned from the CCO as they represent the interest of
evidence base ch¡ropractors.

From the OCA mail out:
"We believe chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in those diverse voices on CCO's
Council."

I strongly disagree with this in that in my opinion members of council must be practising chiropractors if they are to
make decisions regarding the practice of other ch¡ropractors in Ontario.

I appreciate the work done by Dr. Brian Budgell, but what I have gleaned from a google search ¡s that he only
practised for 6 years. He is making a much greater impact on chiropractic through his research then he could
seeing individual patients, but at the same time as he isn't experiencing the same challenges as a practitioner who
is dealing with operating a successful business catering [o approxiinateg 1A-15% of the population - I don't see why
people who aren't in practice should have a say in what kind of advedising is appropríate or what kind of record
keeping I should be maintaining.

It would be prudent to include CMCC and UQTR paid staff, clinicians and faculty in the 12 month cooling off period.

Elected officials should not be a member of any chiropractic associations or groups.

Allowing educators such as those from CMCC or UQTR would benefit the profession and regulatory body as the
exclusion of this hinders our opportunity to grow, be respected in the scientific community as they are evidence
based schools, and encourâge vweidence based care.

Believe that anyone sitting on a board, adovacy group or school would have a bias and shoufd not be allowed to be
a CCO board member at the sametime.

CCO presently protects itself from members in a position of power or influence within certain advocacy groups, but
not all $" The current bylaws prevent anyone from these groups for running for council until after a 1-yr cooling off
period: CCA, OCA, CCRF (the Research Foundation). But why isn't the ICPA, lCA, Maximized Living (ML), Pure
and Powerful, and One Chiropractic not on th¡s list? I am not against a cooling off period (by the way), but let's treat
all organizations and associations that may potentially confict someone equally.

A paid employee of an academic institution such as CMCC should not be allowed to run for council, it is a conflíct of
interest. This board is designed to make critical decisions that could have negative effects on graduates from other
chiropractic colleges, that may have a different viewpoint than CMCC.

I feel the 12 month cooling off period is sufficient time, but shouldn't CMCC faculty be included in this mandate too?

lf the COO is going to mandate conflicts of interest on employees, assoc¡at¡on board members, etc, then instructors
at chiropractic colleges are defìnitely a COl. To properly Govern, consistency is paramount.
This should be taken to 3 independent governance expert for professional opinions. I applaud the COO for asking
opinions...now I'll wait and see what you do with them. I trust you'll do the RIGHT thing.

All rnerrrbers across all organízations should be equally regulated
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I completely support the COI provisions for advocacy or other regulatory bodies, but I do not support limiting people
who are associated with educational institutions. I do not see this as a COl, quite opposite, I think that their
involvement in education will only make them a belter director and a more rounded candidate- one who can offer
fresh perspective on public protection. All the other clauses I support.

ln my opinion, in essence the the CCO is in a conflict of interest by virtue of persuing the defining of the scope of
practice.

lnclude other associations/organizations In the "cooling off period" before they can run for council.

Researchers and educators should be exempt fron thís group. These positions do not place candidates in a conflict
of interest. They still have the ability to protect the public.

There are other chiropractic organizations that âre not included in the list

None

Members of special interest groups should not be allowed to participate, such as the ICPA, maxímized living,lCA,
Alliance for chiropractic.

Currently OCA CCA and CCRF (a RESEARCH foundation) are the only groups mentioned as conflict of interest in
participating in council?? Obviously there is a bias away from evidence based, and integrated practice to
subluxation groups. These subluxation focused groups do not have patient centered practice at lhe forefront and
therefore are nol operating in the public interest. They are unscientifically based fringe groups.

Banning educators and researchers does not serve the public interest, and they would be able to speak towards
more evidence-informed practice.

Overall, it is my strong opinion that the CCO would be better served if it facilitated a mechanism to ensure
competency on their boards. Like other regulatory colleges, why does the CCO not have a scientific and academic
position for their council (ideally, we should have both)? This would include someone with a skill set to ensure the
best available evidence is in front of council and that the Ínformation is critically appraised. Further, since a good
proportion of our profession is now under the age of 35, we should consider also having å younger representative
(a new praclitioner, something the Alliance for Chiropractic is specifically recommending against in order to suit
their best interests in potential disciplinary actions).

CCO should be patient centred and evidenced based and should allow practitioners who are on the board
regardlesss of their afflliations while practitioners who are not evidenced based and patient centred should not sit
on the CCO board

Paid employees of CMCC or any educational institution must be included in these classifications, and should NOT
be eligible to run for a position on council.

Also, people who are working in the academic or research fields, while contributing to the profession, should not be
eligible for council positions because they don't understand or cannot relate to the nuances of life in active practice
and lhe situations and challenges doctors face. They have no clear way to support decisions when not actively
participating because they have biases based on theory and not real life

Chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in the diverse voices on CCO's Council. They
are an important segment of the chiropractic population who already operate to support the interests of the public.

When it comes to a member being involved in a disciplinary hearing I þelieve that members should be assessed by
a panel of their peers. For practising chiropractors their peers are chiropractors working in lhe field with patients. I

think a peer sitting on a panel should have at least 5 years of experience in private practice.

Academic institutions are not professional trade organizations or associations and should not be categorized as
having real or apparent conflicts of interest with the regulatory body. ln other professions (e.9., the College of
Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario), involvement of those with academic appointments is encouraged, rather than
excluded, Any references in the various COI policies to officers, directors, faculty, etÇ. of the eduçationalinstitutions
having a conflict of interest should be eliminated.
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- We need more representation at the CCO from research (CCRF) or educational backgrounds(CMCC).
- Considering any member from a research or educational background a confl¡ct of interest is detrimental to the
public interest.
- Research + education advances our profession and increases the safety to the public.
- I'm afraid lhe current proposition is backwards

By Law ô (g) the member is not an officer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution,
including but not limited to, CMCC and UOTR[2], such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise;

Strong regulation is good for the chiropractic profession: it is good for patients; it is good for business.
We value the strength of diverse perspect¡ves at the CCO, provided all members of the CCO Council adhere to
CCO's own Chiropractic Standard of Practice (5-001), specifically:Chiropractic Scope of Practice

I believe chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in those diverse voices on CCO's
Council.

Conllicts of interest for certain groups are not equal across lhe board. Why are certain organizations such as OCA,
CCRF lncluded and yet ICPA, ICA and pure and powerlul not lncluded. Thls ls not to create a biased council,
moreover to be truly fair and objective for all organizations.

Strong new bylaws that prevent council members from being in positions of power in specific advocacy groups or
associalions and olgani¿atit¡rrs whose agerrrJa is uubluxatit¡n centered, not patient centered, at¡d urtscíentific and
undermine the professions role in public health as msk/spine care experts.

Eligibility requirements need to change to ensure lhose running our regulatory boards have the necessary
competencies, not ideologies, and who put the patient llrst, at the center of care and our service to society as spinal
and msk health experts.

ML, ICPA, PP groups have a very specif¡c mandate and agenda for the profession that they are all pro chiropractic
(pro subluxation to be specific) advocâcy groups. Bias against anti-vaccinalions, medications, anti-scientif¡c views
of practice are currently tolerated by the CCO because councilors representing these viewpoints are not
disqualified from serving the members of the public.

No members of advocacy groups, or past high ranking members of advocacy groups should be involved with
protecting the public's interests.
We should also consider that we introduce multi-disciplinary board members.

a 12 month period seems excessive. I suggest that 3 to 6 months would be more appropriate. lt is clear that
someone can't still be on these boards but it is not clear to me what we are protecting the public from by making
people wait 12 months before running for the CCO.

Ihe part of the mandate that is problematic is g. I think it is important that those who understand the chiropractic
profession to be on the board. Researchers and educators are some of the most informed board members. I think
that those who are involved in the profession, ie teaching at places like CMCC gives the board members an
important view and understanding of the practice. They will be more subjective and be the best partic¡pants to
advocate for the profession to the public.

I was against the 12 month "cool off' períod. lt is hard to see how someone coming from another organization has a
conflict of interest or how a 12 month cooling off has any impact on this. We are all the products of our past
exper¡ence and that experience and diversity should be welcomed by and added to the CCO.
However, if you are going to have this cooling off period it should apply equally to all organisations!

Those who you are prohibiting from running for a position at the CCO are all evidence based practitioners... in fact
lhey are probably considered the MOST evidence based practitioners. They are in charge of educating the
chiropraclors in the field and those in school to protect the public by means of evidence based approaches.
However, there is no mention of prohibiting other members/leaders of other inslitutions outside of Canada (ie. the
States, who do not necessarily practice in an evidence based manner), or those who run courses and
influence/teach chiropractors in the field/at school.

lf you are to ban one, you need to ban the other. ln my opinion however, an evidence based practitioner-- the ones
that work at CMCC, UQTR, CCPA, OCA, CCA, etc. are all those who want the best for the patient AND the
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ch¡ropractor... if they are running for a position with the CCO it is because they want lo protect the public. Allow
them to do so ín an evidence based manner!

I

lStrong regulation is good for the chiropractic profession: it is good for patients; it is good for business. I value the
lstrength of diverse perspect¡ves at the CCO, provided all members of the CCO Council adhere to CCO's own
Chiropractic Standard of Practice (S-001), specifically:
Chiropractic Scope of Practice

The practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conditions related to the spine, nervous system and joints and the
diagnosis, prevention and treatment, primarily by adjustment of:
Dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the spine and the effects of those dysfunctions
or disorders on the nervous system; and
Dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures of functions of the joints.
We believe chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in lhose diverse voices on CCO's
Council

We value the strength of diverse perspectives at the CCO, provided afl members of the CCO Councíl adhere to
CCO's own Chiropractic Standard of Practice (S-001), specifically;

Chiropractic Scope of Practíce

The practice of chiropractic ¡s the assessment of conditions related to the spine, nervous system and joints and the
diagnosis, prevention and treatment, primarily by adjustment of:
Dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the spine and the effects of those dysfunctions
or disorders on the nervous system; and
Dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures of functions of the joinls.

I approve that CCO electees should not be professionally associated with the other organisatíons. However, I

believe that being a staff member of the educational institutions (UOTR, CMCC, etc.) should be given an exception
to this bylaw. ïhis is because members of the educational institutions should be the most up-to-date on research
and therapeutic techniques. ïhese kinds of people are the people thal we want to be involved in managing our
CCO, and we don't want to limit our electee potential just because they teach at the colleges. Also, it is
unprofessional to ask someone to leave their current job just to sit on the CCO. This would likely significantly effect
the person's ability to support their family.

current existing provisions are sufficienl in exercising CCO's statutory mandate to regulate in the public interest.

I fully believe that these are not conflicts or interest at all, rather, having knowledgeable índividuals on the CCO
would be benefcial. We need people that have evidence based backgrounds, an investment in chiropractic
education, and real time views of what is happening within the profession.

New provísions need to be taken to prevent the election of or the positioning of council members to power that have
any association with advocacy groups with an agenda based around subluxation and not the patient centered care
(VüHO ARE THE PUBLIC), who are unscientific, anit-vaccinations and take away any credibility of the role
Chiropractors have in PUBLIC HEALTH as spine/MSK experts. Also those in groups or practices that support HIGH
volume and unnecessary long term plans that are NOT of public interest and are NOT clinical best practice and are
NOT a patient centered model of care. Those running for positions of power need to be held to the h¡ghest of
standards since this is a health profession, they need to be competent in scientific or academic information (PhD or
Mâsters) and not have their phílosophies based on ideologies but based on what is best for the Public.

Having professionals on the CCO board who are both up to date with current research in chiropractic and the
current curriculum of what our future chiropractors are learning is instrumental. These most commonly are the
individuals with both real life experience of where the chiropractic profession is at in current times and where it is
going in the future. ln order to protect the public interest, its paramount that the people on the board are educated
with what the current best practices are considered. This will sometimes include someone employed at an
educational institution or involved in research, and it sometimes may not. The most important thing is to have
someone who is current and educated in evidence based patient care in order to determine what is best for the
publíc interest.

I think that members of institutions such as CMCC are actually the best people to be a part of the CCO since they
are informed, involved, up{o-date, and generally evidence based practitioners. They interact with students regularly
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so they are able to bring that perspective io the table as well. These are people that câre about the future and
reputat¡on of our profession. There are some incredible people at places like CMCC and it would be a shame if they
had lo choose between CMCC and the CCO.

Strong new new bylaws that prevents council members from being in positions of power in specific advocacy
groups whose agenda that is that is subluxation centered, not patient centered, unscientific ones lhat are anli-
vaccinations and undermine the professions role in public health as msk/spine care experts or associations and
organizalions that promote high volume, long term care plans that are not reasonable by clinical best practices or a
patient centered model of care.

ls there an inclusion of "a chiropractic college" to go with "an association" that the person must resign 12 months
pr¡or to running for a position?

I have a concern that if the Chiropractors on the board are not actually practicing with the public they will not be in
touch with the common scope of needs of clientele and possibly put guidelines in place that will negalively affect
the practice of good doctors who are meeting the needs of their patients. They are not true peers unless practicing
clinically with the public.
Aleo, there is a conflict of interest if potential multiple members can be from an educational institution in the district.
It is my opinion that the viewpoints from one school should not overshadow the train¡ng of thousands of other
doctors from multiple excellent schools. CMCC paid employees should be captured ¡n the one year cool off period
before they can be on the board.

Chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in those diverse voices on CCO's Council.

I supporl a "cooling off' period to "help avoid any real or perceived conflict of interest for members who were
previously involved with other chiropractic organizations," this period must apply to all organizations, including
national and internalional organizations.

There shoutd nol be a specific list of organizations that are assumed to have 'conflict of interest'. Every organization
should be equal and should have an equal opportunity lo be part of CCO.

lnclusion of all advocacy groups as conflicls of interest equally. People in educational institutions should NOT be
considered a conflict of interest.

I agree that there is a conflict of interest if a member of the CCO panel is involved in other advocacy or educational
organizations.

I see no increased conflict of interest with CMCC staff, members of CCA, OCA, CCRF as compared to below noted
groups" lf these advocacy groups are no conflict of interest, neither would CMCC staff, etc.

Any member working for or affiliated with any chiropractic college (employee, volunteer, etc) should not be eligible
for election for 1 2 months post their association, lt is irrational for a member who works for CMCC to not be held to
the same level as those at the OCA, or other associations. There is a greater risk of conflict for those affiliated with
a coilege then with any association.

I think there should be a limil on the number of individuals that were previously associated with the same
organizations on current council due to the issue of conflict of interest. For example, only 2 individuals previous
associated with the OCA may be on council.

It would be irresponsible for CCO to ban researchers and educalors to sit on the CCO regulatory board. These
groups are a knowledgable base and can be crucial to protecting the public's interests. They also represent a very
important aspect of the chiropractic community and do not necessarily represent a conflict of interest.

I am concerned that faculty of Educational lnstitutions, including professors and clinicians, are not included in this
issue of 'Conflict of lnterest'

Feel that CMCC researches or faculty should be allowed to sit on the board because often they are the ones who
know best - are passionate about the chiropractic vision. Also see first hand the incoming chiropractic future -
therefore their input should not be ignored and considered as a conflict of interest.

L4



Please include all chiropractic associates within North America - including ICPA and Chiropractic Alliance, etc.

All governíng officials of any of the associates and groups should be viewed as a conflict of interest.

Strong new new bylaws that prevents council members from being in positions of power in specific advocacy
groups whose agenda that is that is subluxation centered, not patient centered, unscientific ones that are anti-
vaccinations ând undermine the professions role in public health as msk/spine care experts or associations and
organizations that promote high volume, long term care plans that are not reasonaþle by clinical best practices or a
patient centered model of care.
Eligibility requirements need to change to ensure those running our regulatory board have the necessary
competencies, not ideologies, and who put the patient fìrst, at the center of care and our service to society as spinal
and musculoskeletal health experts.

paid employee of any chiropractic organization including academic institutions have an absolute conflict of
interest and should not be eligible to run for council.

Non practicing chiropractors should not be allowed to run. Peer assessments and various panels are supposed to
be conducted by peers. A researcher or non practicing academic is not a peer.

It seems really unfair that CMCC faculty members have chaired and sat on registration committees and discipline
panels and complaints committees where they could be called upon to make decisions about graduates from other
chiropractic colleges with differing viewpoints than CMCC.

None

The existing provisions appear to be satisfactory ín my opinion

CCO must move swiftly to represent the chiropractors of Ontario as evidence-informed and patient centered . I am
tired of explaining why approximately half my colleagues in this province promote a subluxation-based model of
care, advocating for excessive care, and unnecessary imaging. The only reason I see CCO supporting these
chiropractors is if they have like-minded practitioners on lhe board.

CCO board should represent our best foot forward ín the evidence informed health care industry.

NONE

Remove any paid employees of a chiropractic institution Ex. CMCC Professor, UQTR Clinician, etc

Remove any NON-PRACTICING DC's as representat¡ve of someone who knows what it is like to practice - they.are
not'peers!'

I don't think taking researchers, or chiropractor associated with the education body should be taken out due to
conflict. They are the most educated on the subject and provide evidence towards decision making, best practices
and patient care. However, other conflicts like disagreeing with our governing bodies mandates and promoting
treatments that are clearly oulside the scope of our practice is a conflict. Some practitioners will be disciplined for
things like this and therefore those who promote it should not be allowed to make decisions. Members of the CA,
OCA, CCRF should be allowed as they are the most informed on best practices.

The CCO is responsible to protect the general public. Having researchers and educators involved is a great
advantage, as these individuals have an invaluable pool of knowledge to be applied to regulations. Restrictions of
these individuals on the regulatory board would be a big loss for those looking for the safest regulations on their
healthcare.

Paid CMCC faculty should also be included in this. lt is my understanding they take up 1/3 of the seats and thât
continues to pose â conflict of inlerest.

There are several councilors who have conflicts of interest as they are part of chiropractic advocacy groups. One
cannot be part of a pro-chiropractic advocacy group and be impartial as the CCO demands.
Affiliated COI arise when col¡ncil memhers are in a position of power or inflr¡ence over other assoc, orgs, societies,
companies, groups that have an advocacy mandate.
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The media has drawn attention to specifìc CCO members concerning affiliations that draw into questions their
impartiality and ability to make decisions in the lrest interest of the pulrlic, not to ârlvocate for chiropracTlC
(subluxation-based).
Being an educator or a researcher is NOT a conflict of interest. They are not advocating for the profession, they are
involved in KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER and SKILL ACQUISITION.
The AFC proposal to ban educator and researchers is to deny science, research and best practices which directly
relates to patient safety, practitioner compelency and care that is effective and cost effective

Ïhere are several councillors who have conflicts of interest as they are a part of Chiropractic advocacy groups. As
a result, ¡t is impossible to be part of such a group and be impartial as demanded by the CCO.

By allowing people vested in Chiropractic research to be a part of the board, it w¡ll ¡ncrease the liklihood thât
evidence based practices are being followed and as a result, improve care for our pat¡ents.

I feel everything is addressed in the current provisions.

Any individual who is apart an advocacy group for the chiropractic profession would have a conflict of interest if
they were to sit on the CCO regulatory board that advocates for the public's best ¡nterest. The propooal to ban
researchers and educators is a danger to the general public & the CCO's purpose. The regulatory board actually
requires indiv¡duals who have a thorough understanding of best practices in order to safely protect the public
interest,

It is essential in including educators and researchers who are evidence based on the board as science and
research is the most important aspect in supporting and protecting the public.
ll would also be essential to not include chiropractors who are affiliated with subluxation based advocacy groups as
well as be a part of the CCO mernbers board. How can they stand for the publics best interest if at the same time
they are advocating for subluxation based medicine? On the other hand, being a researcher and a professor cannot
be a conflict of interest because they are not part of any advocacy groups, they are simply relaying their knowledge
and research. Denying the ability of these individuals to be on the board is denying the importance of science,
research, erJlrcation which is clirectly côrrelâterl to pat¡ent sâfe"ly anrl rlocJor compeJency

The coolíng off period should be inclusive to all associations and organizations equally not just the elect few
outlined in the current provisions.

Educational inst¡tutions should not be excluded from running for council as they are trying to educate students to
serve the public effectively.

The proposal to ban researchers and educators is a danger to the general publíc & the CCO's purpose. The
regulatory board actually requires ¡nd¡viduals who have a thorough understanding of best practices in order to
safely protect the public interest.

The thought of banning researches and professors on the board is negligent and puts the public in danger. The
reulatory board should be promoting and wanting individuals who have the best evidence based understanding to
protect the public and prove safety.

ln order for the CCO to effectively deliver their services with the public's best interest in mind, they require
individuals that are informed on and understanding of the best practices available. Wthout these individuals
present, the public's safety and best interest is put at risk. The indivíduals that are best informed in this area would
be those who conduct the research on chiropractic and who educate future chiropractors to prepare them to enter
the community as doctors of chiropractic. By banning these individuals from the board would endanger the public's
best interest, and the purpose of the CCO.

Why do you have to resign a position 12 months in advance of an election? ïhat seems onerous. I think 3 months
is more reasonable.

RE: THE CCO Code of Conducl: placing the interest of the PUBLIC should also be inserted in front of College,
Council...

THE CCO COUNCIL SHOULD RËFLECT THE DIVERSITY OF THE PUBLIC AND THE PROFESSION - THERE
SHOULD BE NO EXCLUSION OF CHIROPRACTIC EDUCATORS/RESEARCHERS ON THE COUNCIL. THEIR
PERSPECTIVES WOULD ONLY SERVE TO ENHANCE THE PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC, THE CCO'S
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THE PROVISION DOES NOT ADEQUATELY REFLECT THE COI FOR COUNCIL MEMBERS WHO ARE ACTIVE
MEMBERS/SPEAKERS/FACULTY OF ORGANIZATIONS THAT PROMOTE IDEALS/POLICIES THAT
CONTRAVENE CCO POLICIES - EXAMPLE, orgs who promote anti-vaccination stance and have CCO members
as speakers/faculty on their programsll!

ALL CCO COUNCIL MEMBËRS SHOULD ADHERE TO CCO'S OWN STANDARD OF PRACTICE (S-OO1) IN

THEIR OWN PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES/ACTIVITIES TO APPROPRIATELY MODEL CCO STANDARÐS OF
PRACTICE

A'COOLING OFF PERIOD'FOR COUNCIL MEMBERS PREVIOUSLY SERVING ON OTHER ORGS MUST
APPLY EQUALLY TO ALL ORGS (NATTONAUTNTN'L)

I don't believe that educators and researchers should be unable to sit on the CCO board. ln my opinion these would
be the types of people that we need to have as they are the most up to date on new research and concerns within
the profession.

Exclude individuals that are advocating for pro subluxatÍon practices.
lntroduce a scientific and academic officer to help inform changes.

Any individual who is apart an advocacy group for the chiropractic profession would have a conflict of interest if
they were to sit on the CCO regulatory board that advocates for the public's best interest. The proposal to ban
researchers and educators is a danger to the general public & the CCO's purpose. The regulatory board actually
requires individuals who have a thorough understanding of best practices in order to safely protect the public
interest.

Can you please provide an explanation for this policy and a definition for conflict of interest, as a preamble. lt does
not look líke a policy to address conflict of interest, rather it looks like one to address competing interests - they are
different things.

None

Members of colleges who are self-regulating should come from all the variety of the profession has. The college of
nurses have nurses who are in practice, in self-employment business, in consulting, in teaching, etc. lt is healthy to
have a variety of professionals representing the college to gain a more diverse opinion that will bring to attention to
the public needs and issues that may not be fully understood by members who are all similar.

A council member who is currenlly involved with another chiropractic association would mosl certainly hold a

conflict of interesl in trying to complete his or her duties with the CCO.
The issue with the current provision proposal lies with the ban in educators and administrators at chiropractic
institutions (which you oullined as CMCC and UQTR, among others). These are crucial members who need to be
running for positions at the CCO. They have passionate and intimate knowledge of the professíon that is crucial
information for lhe CCO to obtain.
The fact that ANYONE would feel that educators and researchers would hold a conflict of interest in serving on the
board at the CCO is ludicrous at best. lhey teach the standards and scope of chiropractic to most of the current
praclioners in ontario impartially, which is more than can be said about some current CCO councillors who have
non-patient centred views,

Any individual who is apart an advocacy group for the chiropractic profession would have a conflict of interest if
they were to sit on the CCO regulatory board that advocates for lhe public's best interest. The proposal to ban
researchers and educators is a danger to lhe general public & the CCO's purpose. The regulatory board actually
requires individuals who have a thorough understanding of best practices in order to safely protect the public
interest.

Being part of a pro-chiropracÏlC or subluxation-based group that puts ideology before patient care should exclude
members from being on the CCO board, as they cannot be impartial.

Being an educator or a researcher is NOT a conflict of interest, as these people are involved in breaking science to
make chlropractlc better for patlents. The AFC proposal to ban educators and researchers goes agaínst best
practices, which directly affects patient safety, practitioner competency, and effective care.
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Allow staff members and researchers from our evidence based college in Toronto to be board members. These are
the leaderc who slrould be protectirrg lhe public and being a paft of the CCO

Many councillors of the CCO under this mandate will have conflicts of ¡nterest as members of chiropractic advocacy
groups and therefore cannot remain impartial in upholding the mandate of the CCO.
ldenti{ying members who are in a conflict of interest implies that they are ¡n a position of power to influence other
groups that are promoting or advocating for chiropractic. Certain CCO members have been identified (via media
fuelled frenzy) as having a conflict of interest that contends with their ability to make the best health decisions in the
publics best interests, not with their advocation of chiropractic.
I believe that holding a research or educational title at an accredited chiropractic institution,has absolutely nothing
to do with a conflict of interest issue, as they are disseminating knowledge and not advocating for the profession.
To ban researchers or educators goes against ensuring public health safety as it excludes science and proven best
practice protocols.

By-law 6-9 needs to be removed because the fact that you are an educator and/or researcher at an evidence-
based school is in no way a conflict of interest in what is supposed to be the goal of the CCO: protecting the health
of the public.

ln fact, it should be much the opposite. The people that should be sitling on the CCO council should be the people
that are the most up to date with the current evidence-based practice guidelines and are the most in tune with the
future generations of chiropractors. The best way to make sure that the health of the general public is at the
forefront of every chiropractic practice lS TO MAKE SURE PRACTITIONERS ARE EVIDENCE-BASED. So why
would the people who are teaching this al the highest level in our chiropractic colleges be withheld from sitting on
the CCO Council? lt makes absolutely no sense at all.

My issue is not with the overall provisions per se, save the ability to serve on lhe CCO for greater than g years total,
as well as the practice philosophy of CCO board members, which is a relevant concern in this profession.

There should be no room for subluxation-basedlvitalistic/principled etc chiropractors on the CCO board, as this is in
direct conflict with the CCO's mission statement "to assure ethical and competerrt chiropractic care". The same 4
currently elected members who practice in such a fashion continue to assume positions within the CCO. This calls
into question the CCO's ability to remain objective and ethical in fulfilling its mission

On completion of 9 years of service, there should no longer be any opportunity to continue to serve on the CCO
board. This encourages diversity of board members and eliminates the potential for a monopoly of ideals to
permeate an instltutê ând establish precedence based on tradition rather progressive stances in line with the times.

Any group that operates as an advocacy group needs to be obstructed from the regulatory board. The current
restrictions feature heavily evidence based and research oriented advocacy associations but does not prevent
other groups that practice less evidence based techniques and advocate for those practices.

Having an evidence based platform to aid in the regulation of the profession is what we need. Our patients derserve
the best available evidence, proper clinician experience, and their overal preference.

The proposal to ban researchers and educators from sitting on the CCO regulatory board is placing danger on the
general public. Researchers and educators are using evidence-based methods to protect the public and ensure
chiropractic care is ethical and effective - not the other way around.

The necessary changes would be to disqualiry individuals running for council that go against public health and
promote unorthodox views (i.e. anti-vaccinations). lndividuals with these type of view points or who are apart of
specific advocacy groups that promote unscientific views go completely against the CCOs statutory mandate to
regulate chiropractic in the public interestl Additionally, the existing provisions exclude individuals that would protect
the public interest, who promote chiropractic services that are evidence-based and patient-centred.

cooling off periods and duration of full time practice of sitting board members.

The CCO should remove any conflict of interest clauses that revolve around the CCRF, and add in conflict of
interest clauses tlrat preverrt those involved with tlre CAC (Chiropractic Awarerress Courrcil), the ICPA, or
MaximizedLiving.
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Any individual who is apart an advocacy group for the chiropractic profession would have a conflict of interest if
they were to sit on the CCO regulatory board that advocates for the public's best interest. The proposal to ban
researchers and educators is a danger to the general public & the CCO's purpose. The regulatory board actually
requires individuals who have a thorough understanding of best practices in order to safely protect the public
interest.

Removing the rights of non evidence-based, anti-vax groups to govern and regulate the profession is an important
step toward improving public care and moving toward evidence-based healthcare using current guidelines and
public health research

Any person who is part of a chiropractic advocacy group would have a conflicl of interest if they were on the CCO
board which would advocate for the best interest of the public. To ban the existence of researchers and educalors
on the board would essentially eliminate the purpose of the CCO, while at the same time, represent a danger to the
public. ln order to be successful the regulatory body requires people who actually understand the best practices,
othensise we are throwing away and neglecting the public interest.

Any individual who is a part of an advocacy group for the chiropractic profession would have a conflict of interest if
they were to s¡t on the CCO regulatory board that advocates for the public's best interest. The proposal to ban
researchers and educators is a danger to the general public & the CCO's purpose. The regulatory board actually
requires individuals who have a thorough understanding of best practices in order to safely protect the public
interest.

Several councillors have conflicts of interest as they are part of chiropractic advocacy groups. Affiliated COI arise
when council members are in positions of power or influence over other assoc,orgs,society, company. The media
has drawn attention to specific CCO members because of queslions of their impartialily and ability to make
decisions in the best interest of the public,4fO'øÃ'O " subluxation based DCs, being an educator or researcher is
not a conflict of interest in and of itself. They are involved in knowledge and skill acquisition its laughable that the
AFC wants to deny educators and researchers. Relating to patient safety clinician compelency.

Conflict of interest would exisl in any and all councillors that are a part of a chiropractic advocacy groups. lt is not
possible to advocate for chiropractic, while remaining impartial. Despite their work to try and improve the
profession, that is not the job of the CCO. The CCO is supposed to protect the people from chiropractors thal do
wrong and practice outside their scope. Therefore, anyone who is a part of a chiropractic advocacy group would
have consciously or unconsciously have the chiropractors in mind when making decisions.

With regards to the exclusíon of educators and researchers, there would not be a conflict of interest because these
individuals are merely trying to spread their knowledge. Banning educators and researchers would be a detriment
to the CCO as it would deny those with the most knowledge in patient safety and best practices from protecting
society.

I

llf an individual is apart of a subluxation based advocacy group for the chiropractic profession, that would be a

lconflict of interest if they were to sít on the CCO regulatory board.

The CCO is there for the public's best interest and
to have sorneone who is part of an advocacy group on the board would íntroduce bias

The proposal to ban researchers and educators is a
great danger to the public and the CCO's purpose. The regulatory board NEEDS individuals who have a thorough
understanding of research and best practices in order to safely protecl the public's interest and guide the CCO's
purpose.

The goal of a researcher and educator is to generate, disseminate, and preserve knowledge. And work with others
to bring it to bear on the world's great challenges. Their goal is NOT to advocate for the chiropractic profession,
their goal is KNOWLEDGE.

ln conclusion, kick those who are subluxation based off the CCO board.

lf an individual is apart of any advocacy group for the chiropractic profession they would have a conflict of interest if
they were to sit on the CCO regulatory board. This board is suppose lo be advocating for the public and theír best
interests. lt is not a tool for chiropractors to push their own personal ideologies and agendas. By voling to exclude
and ban researchers and educators you are silencing progression of our profession. The regulatory board requires
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individuals who have a complete and thorough understanding of the best pract¡ces to protect the public's interest.

By including educators and researchers we can have the voices of individuals who truly understand what the
current research is indicating and even have individuals who are in contact with mulliple generations of
chiropractors.

Any individual who is apart an advocacy group for the chiropractic profession would have a conflict of interest if
they were to s¡t on the CCO regulatory board that advocates for the public's best interest. The proposal to ban
researchers and educators is a danger to the general public & the CCO's purpose. The regulatory board actually
requires individuals who have a thorough understanding of best practices in order to safely protect the public
interest.

Any individual who is a part an advocacy group for the chiropractic profession would have a conflict of interest if
they were to sit on the CCO regulatory board that advocates for the public's best interest- The proposal to ban
researchers and educators is a danger to the general public & the CCO's purpose. The regulatory board actually
requires individuals who have a thorough understanding of best practices in order to safely protect the public
interest.

Those who are members of chiropractic advocacy groups would have a conflict of interest if they were to sit on the
CCO regulatory board, which is meant to advocate for the publiCs safety and best interests.

The CCO board requires those who have an in-depth understanding ofcurrent best practices, and educators and
researchers are often the best people to fill those gaps. Not allowing those individuals io serve on the CCO board
places the safety of the public, as well as their trust of the profession as a whole, in jeopardy.

Any individual who is apart an advocacy group for the chiropractic professiolr would have a conflict of interest if
lhey were to sit on the CCO regulatory board that advocates for the publie's best interest. I strongly belíeve that the
proposal to ban researchers and educators is a danger to the general public. Moreover I believe that this directly
goes against the CCO's purpose. The regulatory board actually requires individuals who have a thorough
unrjerstancling of best practices in order to safely protect the public interest.

Anybody who is in a position of power or influence in a pro-chiropraclic advocacy group has a conflict of interest
with the CCO. This does not include educators or researchers who are advocating on the behalf of knowledge and
science ralher than soleiy chiropractic medicine. Banning educators and researchers from the CCO, those who
arguably are the mosl up to date with the eflicacy and safety of chiropractic care could put the public at risk as less
knowledgable replacements are likely to replace them,

It is irresponsible for CCO to ban researchers and educators to sit on CCO regulatory board. They are a
knowledgable base that is a good source of knowledge that can be crucial to protecting the public's interests

Any individual who is apart an advocacy group for the chiropractic professíon would have a conflict of interest if
they were to sit on the CCO regulatory board that advocates for the public's best interest. The proposal to ban
researchers and educators is a danger to the general public & the CCO's purpose. The regulatory board actually
requires individuals who have a thorough understanding of best practices in order to safely protect the public
interest.

I understand that there would be a conflict of interest if there a member sitting on both panels/boards. lt does not
make sense to be banning researchers and educators. lt puts our current and future patients at risk and even our
own ability to self-regulate our profession. lt is critical that our leaders of our profession (and all colleagues for that
matter) have a key understanding of the best practices to protect the public. By protecting the public, one also
protects the profession. Everybody wins.

There would be a conflict of interest for any individual who is apa( an advocacy group for the chiropractic
profession if they were to sit on the CCO regulatory board that advocates for the publíCs best interest. the proposal
of candidate undertaking that requires resigning from any potion as an employee, officer or director at a chiropractic
institution does not make sense because a person who is an educator or researcher are not advocating for the
profession but they are passing on knowledge and the skills for future chiropractors. Overall, to The proposal to ban
researchers and educators is a danger lo lhe CCO's prrrpose anrl to the general public, The best way to protect the
general public, is to make sure that the regulatory board actually requires individuals who have a thorough
understanding of best practices to be the leaders for this profession.
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I believe being an educator and research is not a conflict of interest. They are the ones who teach the standards, so
why would they be a conflict if they know whats acceptable and whats not? lf anything, it makes them more
knowledgable to do so in order to more accurately represent our professional standards.

Regulating the claims made by professionals who identiff as Chiropractors and provide treatment to the public. lf
they do not adhere to the scope of practice and the scientific evidence that has been clearly presented there should
be consequences. lt is crucial that we have the input of independent researchers and scientists to continually
analyze our methods and beliefs to best suit the public and their health concerns. These impartial members do not
have a conflict of interest and hold the profession accountable to the claims made and methods used.

Any group for the chiropraclic profession would have a conflict of interest if they were to sit on the CCO regulatory
board that advocates for the public's best interest. The proposal to ban researchers and educators is a danger to
the general public & the CCO's purpose. The regulatory board actually requires individuals who have a thorough
understanding of best practices in order to safely protect the public interest.

All chiropractic associations must be treated equally with respect to ínclusion and exclusion to CCO governing
bodies and to conflict of interest. There currently seems to be certain chiropractic associations in which
membership currently constitutes a conflict whereas others do not.

The CCO's mandate is to protect the public's interest & it must remain ímpartial when do¡ng so. Currently there is
regulations to ensure that individuals from certain chiropractic advocacy groups do no sit on the board as this may
put the individual into multiple conflicts of interest where by they would be choosing between public or profession.
It's unfortunate that this rule only applies to named organizations rather than all chiropractic advocacy groups. Any
and all organizations that advocate for the chiropractic profession, be it within Ontario; Canada; or intemational,
should be upheld to the same standard. No organization should be given preferential lreatment lo any other
regarding thís issue.

public interest: base practice guídelines off the best available evidence, doing away with subluxation based dogma
which is detrimental to our integration into the greater healthca¡e systern

Paid faculty of CMCC or any other educational institution should be included in the 12 month 'cooling off perÍod
before being eligible to stand for electíon to CCO

While I believe that diversity is important for council I am very concerned that CMCC employees could theoretically
claim ô positions on the board based on regional representation being most heavily concentrated in the GTA. Paid
employees of CMCC are connected to an institution lhat exerts a great deal of influence on the profession within
Canada. This certainly creates an opportunity for conflict of interest, real or perceived. Academic and research
based chiropractors (while very important roles) are not peers as described in the legislation for governing in the
public interest. This particularly becomes significant in the arena of registration, complaints, and discipline
processes.

it is curious that CCO is asking this question in the first place as it appears to have come "out of the blue" with no
obvious reason for the question being asked in the first place. then I received an email from the AFC/CAC and
suddenly it is clear. SO if CCO is REALLY interested in exercising it's statutory mandate to govern in the public
interest STOP acting like you are a chiropractic advocacy group! For the most part CCO appear to have a
dedicated staff and good council. Discipline matters appear to be handled well, regular updates from CCO, etc.
BUT the apparent internal warfare over who can run as a professional member is juvenile and detracts from the
good work CCO does. so íf you are determined to exclude those who you feel cannot make good judgements in the
public interest then individuals serving on the following "special interesl groups" should also be excluded.

Paid faculty and clinicians employed by any educational institution such as but not limited to CMCC ought to be
included in the "cooling off' period before sitting on council. The suggested 12 month period is reasonable and
sufficient.

Paid faculty and staff of any educational institution should not be allowed to sit on the board.

I believe ít is in the public's best interest to have a true council of peers sitting on disciplinary boards/hearings. All
the people on the disciplinary committee should have been in active practice for at least 5 years to properly assess
and adjudicate matters of chiropractors in private pract¡ce. I see a conflict and problem with researchers, professors
or faculty of educational institutions who have never really been in practice making judgements on things they do
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not have proper experience with

It is also in the publics best interest that there not be a conflict of interest on the CCO board of directors. Paid
facully, professors and clinícians of any educational institution should not be allowed to sit on the board of directors.
The board should always remain unbiased and exist to serve the public. There should never be any conflicts of
interest in governing the CCO.

I insist that the CCO change the recommendation to include paid faculty (including professors and clinicians) of any
educational institution to those who require a 12 mth cooling off period before they qualifo to sit on the CCO Board
of Directors.

I insist that any discipline hearings be heard by a panel of my peers. lt is not satisfactory to include Chiropractors
on a peer panel that have spent little time in private praclice or have exclus¡vely been researchers, professors or
faculty at an educational institution. I recommend that a peer sitting on a hearing panel must have spent at least
five years in private practice.

Please include paid faculty members (professors, clinicians) of any Chiropractic institution in your list of people who
may have confl¡cts of interest. They should also be required to have a 12 month cooling off period.

The cooling off period should include all those who teach or are associated in any way with CMCC or any other
chiropractic educational facility.

I also would like assessment by peers to have a m¡nimum of 7 years in private practice as peers to me should be
iust that "those who are ín active practice". I would not want to be assessed by those whom only teach, do research
or whom have not been in private full time practice within the last two years,

I believe the confliet of interest eonsiderations should also be applied to professors ¿nd clinicians as well as
officers, directors, and administrators of any educational institution.

Although it appears to be a good start the provisions do not extend to CMCC faculty. (or any other institution).
As they are paid by the people that are outlawed in the revísed considerations; there is still a grave ability for a
conflict should their'boss' decide to pressure a decision.
The other concern is that many of those that are teaching do not practice. therefore it is not reflective of a jury of
"peers" as their experience of the profession would be vastly different from those in active practice.

Add other organizations (as below) to the list for conflict of interest.

At no time should DCs with academic and research roles (ex. CMCC, UQïR faculty/staff) be excluded from
participaling; for the integrity of lhe profession it is necessary for them to play a role.

For council committees that protect the public by direct interaction with practising chiropractors such as discipline,
all committee members and non council committee members should be in current practice. Minimum of fìve years
as protection of the public involves having real life practising committee members rather than non practising, faculty
or research members that don't interact or do work with patients in the real life real world practice situalions.
Or rather, peers should be dealt with by peers of same method and status of practice. lt would be conflict of interest
to have non practising chiropractors discipline practising chiropractors. The same as a board member of an
organizatíon or employees of a chiropractic college would be a conflict.

nla

Any faculty, paid employee of a chiropractic educational institution (inctuding CMCC) may have a
perceived/potential conflict of interest and so should not be on the CCO board and should NOï have voting ability
at the very least.

any paid or salaried faculty member or instructor or clinician or professor of a chiropractic college within three years
would have a conflict of interest in support of the wants of the college and shouldn't be able to facilitate for CCO
effectively

CMCC member need to be allowed onto the board, as they are at the forefront of evidence based practices.
Current council members have questionable ideals and back grounds. Ant¡- vaccine chiros threaten our status as
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primary healthy care providers as well as other vitalistic ideals. The current council does not adequately or
appropriately represent the landscape of the profession

A little consistency would help in the "cooling off' period before serving on CCO, For example, if you've "served on
Council for nine consecutive years without a full three-year term passing since
[you] last served on Council" then the recommendation of 12 months before running for CCO Council could reflect
the same amount of time off.

Have to address conflicts of interest of faculty and employees of CMCC unfortunately. The practice model of CMCC
is exclusive of others, and can reduce the availability of various styles of practice and techniques being available for
the Public. They can also have pressure forced on them through their college lo force issues in the school's favour.
Can possibly help this conflict by adding the employees and faculty as unallowed to be elected unless not an
employee or faculty for one year (similar to other cooling off times from other associalions).
Also,
Certain panels of "peers" âre on comm¡ttees that are assessing practicing Chiropractors. There is such a variety of
things a chiropractor can do. Because of this, it should be a practicing chiropractic assessing a practicing
chiropractor. The experienced learned from practicing would help the "peed'adequately assess the information on
the committee. There may need to be an experíence requirement addressed.

I feel that the officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic educatíonal institution should ALSO have to resign
from their position at least 12 months before the date of the election. There needs to be a period "un-associalion"
othenr¡ise it would seem that there would possibly be a conflict of interest for that individual.
CCO is suppose to be a self regutated profession by the individuals that make up the membership and look at the
best interest of the public as it relates to their interactíon with the profession. lndividuals that are financially
compensated by an association or institution will have a conflict of interest, perceived or otherwise unless they have
a significant amount of time away from that associationlgroup prior to being a board member of CCO.

"an officer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution, including but not limited fo, CMCC
and UQTR, such that a reaf or apparent conflict of interest may arise."

I believe that thís provision should include employee/faculty, and consultant as well. Faculty play an important role
in educating our future colleagues, however many have little to no active practice experience and cannot be
counted on to assess practice or publíc protection issues objectively, or from a postion of experience. The CCO
council needs DCs with practice experience.

I believe By-law 6 (g) should include anyone employed by CMCC and UQTR. lt is my understanding that currently
professors/teachers are not included as a conflict of interest. However, it is my opinion that they would absolutely
have the potential for a real or perceived conflict of interest.

By-law 6.9 provides in part:

(f)...employee, officer or director of any chiropractic association...

(g)...officer,director,or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution

The word "EMPLOYEE or CONTRACTOR" must be added to (g) and must apply to educational institutions
because there can be a potential conflict of ínterest also with professors/teachers/contract teachers (who are not
directors or administrators) and affiliated with a chiropractic school.

unsure.

That every position should have a max serving term that gets voted on.

The main conflict of interest still remains: Paid faculty members of a chiropractic institution should not be permitted
on the CCO board. The timeline between being a paid faculty member at a chiropractic institution and being on the
CCO board should be 24 months.

I believe any paid staff member of a chiropractic institution should not be a counsel member and should also
require the 12 month break between roles. I would kindly request that this be added into the list of associations.
lh¡s has been requested rn the past lew years as well on ânother survey.
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lnstructors or professors at chiropractic educational institutions are in a position of influence and authority thal could
comprotnise their ability to fulfill their mandate at CCO. I believe they should be added to the list of groups that
should be omitted from consideration for admission to council.

The current provisions read as;
(g) the member is not an officer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution, including but
not limited to, CMCC and UQTR[2], such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise;

I would like lo see them read as:

(g) the member is not an off¡cer, director, administrator, employee, or conlractor of any chiropractic educational
institution, including but not limited to, CMCC and UQTR[2], such that a real or apparent confl¡ct of interest may
arise;

When we receive the election bios perhaps they should make a statement lhat they are not currently an officer,
d¡rector etc.of another chiropractic organization. As well, full disclosure would also suggest that they should list past
positíons in their bio, which may help the voter to understand previous board experience.

A person of integrity should have no hesitation and fully appreciate the problems if they are in a conflict of inlerest
position.

I suggest that By-Law 6.9 (g) be amended to:

"the member is not an ofücer......or employee of any chiropractic educational institution"

This would include ¡nstructors and teachers who could influence actions of CCO in favour of these teaching
institutions and thus affect the quality and point of view of graduates, and so the profession.
By-Law 6.9 (Ð already includes employees of all the listed professional chiropractic associations.

I arn concerned that the wordlng allows loopholes ln confllct of lnterest guldellnes. Speclflcally, you llst employee,
offìcer or director in part f. What about contractors? Does teaching a couÍse as a contractor at CMCC then allow a
person to bypass the employee stipulation? Paf g does not list teacher or contractor or employee at all. This, to
me, is a big loophole that would allow outside influence at the CCO, allow bias, and would not be in the public's
interest.

I think it needs to be made more clear as to what conflict of interests actually are and also clarify the grey areas and
have an accountability clause whereby the members situations have to be assessed and made note of.And also
have a regular reporting to maintain integrity. ln this day and age, where morals are questionable and relative to a
person's own interpretation, clear guidelines need to be laid out and agreed to before taking or holding any
positions.

None needed, it is very clear

Bylaw 6.9 subsection g)

Currenlly reads:

the member is not an ofücer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic educational institutíon, including but not
límited to, CMCC and UOTR[2], such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise;

It should include employee or contractor,
for example:

the member is not an officer, director, administrator, employee or contractor of any chiropractic educational
institution, including but not limited to, CMCC and UATR[2], such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may
arise;

The member is not, and has not þeen in the 12 months before the date oi the election, an employee, officer or
director of any professional HEALTH RELATED associatíon or COLLEGE.

Provision should include all possible "medical" or "alternative medicine" associations/colleges as well, in Canada or
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some other country.

A complete list is most likely not possible and would have to be considered on a câse by case basis for conflict of
interest.

Just a question in my mind is why would anyone resigning from another organization have to wait one year to run

for CCO elections? Many serving on other organizatlon are many of the same people that may be will to serve on
the CCO. They have experience across the profession and are no longer serve on the CCA, OCA, AFC, CCEB,
FCC, CMCC and UQTR. lt may be that this is an industry wide standard across professions and it should be
something the CCO keeps in the conflict of interest guidelines for the protection of the CCO. Just a thought. I

wouldn't want you exclude some very qualified volunteers that could well serve the CCO.

Otherwise everything looks good.

I will send a separate email that should be attached to this response as 1000 characters is not enough for me to
express my perspective and provide an explanation of my response.

My short answer is as follows: By-Law 6.9 needs to be amended to include those that are Teachers/Professors at a
Chiropractic Educational lnstituation. All related documents to the bylaws would also need to be amended.
My reasons for this response will be sent under a sepârate cover unless this document allows me to send an
attachment.

lndependence from decisions can be questioned if one gets a majority of income from an institution. We saw this
impact in independent chiropractic examinations from insurance-paid Chiropractors. Desisions eventually impact
ones payor/ boss. lt is a conflíct. Also, I would want standards created by colleagues who actually practice. lf one
doesn't practice, how can one appreciate the intricacies of doctor-patient interactions in the reality of practice. Yes,
the non practicing get the theoritical world but that is not necessarily representative of real life. The public members
are the best independent group for that. lf a stakeholder group is not from Ontario, or if lheir group has no impact
on what feels like required membership in Ontario or power via a pass/ fail graduating into practice for Ontario, they
really do not have power over the profession so allow. Linkage between PMP to OCA and OCA requires
membership in CCA. No independence=COl.

Under part 2, conflicts of interest in academic institiutions only include officers, administrators and directors. There
needs to be an add-on to include any staff, instructors, professors or employees of a chiropractic education
institution. An add-on of '12 months after leaving the education institution can they then apply for CCO.

I believe it is sufficient, That being said, why would an organization like CMCC be singled out as a conflict, when
there are a number of organizations, such as the ICPA and other advocacy groups, that current counc¡l members
are a higher up in, be not included? lt seems like a bit of cherry-picking to be honest.

What level is considered a conflict? A local chiropractic society? a national society? CLEAR rules need lo be
established.

My opinion - as long as it is established that we are protect¡ng the public interest in the topic, and no conflict is
noted, then that should be sufficient.

I believe that elected members of the CCO should be ín practice and not employed or elected to other chiropractic
organizations. The current list of chiropractic organizations is complete with the exception of Canadian Memorial
Chiropractic College staff. Teaching staff, while highly skilled, may lack perspective of front line practicing

chiropractors who interact with members of the public on a daily basis. This perspective is crucial in managing
policy for the public's protection that all licensed chiropractors will adhere to in and out of their offices across the
province.

I believe it is 6.9 e-G' - this should be inclusive of paid faculty and conlract employees at educational institutions
as well (schools such as: CMCC, UQTR, etc.). Not just the officers, director, or administrator, Therefore - all paid

workers at educational institutions should have the cooling off period as well.

Also, employees/contract workers of an educational institution should not be allowed to sit on the CCO Registration
panel - as this may produce unfair bias to students from differenl schools trying to obtain a licence in Ontario.

ln terms of the CCO Disciplinary panels - praclicing docs have the right to be assessed by their peers. lt is unfair to
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have research based docs and non-practicing docs on these panels. They produce a level of unfairness as they
don't operate everyday with the public and deal with the public. The panel should be made up of docs with active
licences who practice.

I don't think 12 months is necessary. A 3 month waiting period would suffice.

The 12 months of resignation from associatlons should be extended to educational institutions. As it reads,
someone only needs to resign once granted a cco posilion.

No changes with regards to the educat¡onal instítution. All is good

Ëmployees of the educational institutions are not directors and therefore should continue to be allowed to run for
election.

As long as, in the bio material sent out to the membership, the candidates declare that they are employees of an
educational institution or guest lecturers, or teachers of students not linked to an accredited institution, members
can decide whether they will vote for that candidate, and the democratic process will continue to be fair.

This could also included those teaching courses under the ICPA but not associated w¡th an accredited institulion.

CMCC staff should be a conflict of interest

Regarding By-Law 6.9

I think it ís a significant conflict for ANY person affiliated with a chiropractic educational institution (not just an
officer, director, or administrator, but most especially an employee such as an instructor) to be on Council.

Therefore, I believe it would be prudent to add the exact same parameters as for membership associations (ie
employee, of{¡ccr or director) to the description of corrflícts for tlrose affiliated with a clriropractic college.

I believe that anyone employed by any chiropractic education facility (ie school) should be included in the conflíct of
interest in the existing provisions.

No further changes necessary

Since the purpose of the CCO is the protection of lhe public, I think it is important to have a conflict of interest
policy. Listing all of the associations that a member could serve for and be in conflict gives a guideline but what if a
group changes their name or another group is formed , then each year the guideline/policy has to be updated. ls
there a way to word the policy so that the definition is encom[assing and yet allows for these scenarios?
Also, I am unclear as to how an officer , director or administrator for CMCC or UQTR would be in conflict? I noticed
that the College of Physicians and Surgeons has a University Rep/Academic from each university that has a
medical school. Perhaps an academic would be helpful to the CCO Board?

CCO would be best served by members who do not have affiliations with professional groups, societies,
organisations, institutions, or associations that have a mandãte focused on advocacy of the profession or have
mandates that conflict with the college. This list far exceeds the present list in By-Law 6.

Please identify other assoc¡ãtíons or organizations that should be included or excluded in the
references to conflict of ¡nterest in the existing provisions (please include full name as well as

acronym if any):

lnclude a member of the OMA or the OPAI

The other schools/lnstltutlons that should be lncluded (in the 12 month cooling off period should apply to): Canadian
Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC) and UQTR.
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Can't think of any others.

ICPA, lCA, Maxímized Living (ML), Pure and PoweÉul, and One Chiropractic should be on the list included for
conflicts of interest in existing provisions.

faculty members at CMCC or UQTR should not be included as having a conflict of interest

age or experience should not be a conflict of interest for applying/being a member of the CCO

lnternational Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA)
lnternatíonal Chiropractors Association (lCA)
The Alliance for Chiropractic
Maximized Living
Pure and Powerful

AFC
ocA
ccA
Chiropraclíc educational instilution clinician, professor, employee

All Chiropractic organizations

Clinicians, teachers, professors should be included as needing a cooling off period. There is a direct conflict of
ínterest here, and these individuafs have a significant amount of influence to push the profession in a specific
direction by virtue of lheir educational position and influence on young budding chiropractors. By virtue of holding a
teaching position , most will fall in line with the values espouses by the educational institution out of necessity, if
nothing else. lt would be a conflict to sit on any kind of council or advisory board when one's attitude and menlality
are under ínfluence of another institution.

Any paid faculty or member (professors and clinicians) of any educational institution should be included.

I also believe that those who run or are members of a practice management companies and/or seminars should
NOT be included. I do not believe lhat ownership of these companies has any significant influence on policy or
policymakers. These individuals are sought out from practicing DCs who pay for their professional services to
improve their clinical skills and professional practice which helps bring chiropractic to more people in the public.

Board members from Chiropractic organizations of any desoiption should be included in the cooling off period., this
should include organizations like the lnternational Chiropractic Alliance the icpa Maximized Living pure and
Powerful and one Chiropractic. As well they should not be any impediment lo currently teaching faculty members of
the Chiropractic colleges in Canada from being part of the CCO board. ln fact this should be encouraged. I've also
heard that there is an effort to prohibit new graduates from becoming ínvolved something which if true I think is
offensive and should not be allowed

Should be ncluded: CMCC staff/professors; chiropractíc scientists

Should be excluded: no chiropractic special interest groups leaders/facilitators (CAC, ICPA)

Chiropractic Awareness Council (CAC)
lnternational chiropractic pediatric association (ICPA)

See the statement above, if this conflict of interest is bias to teaching institutions (CMCC), National/provincial
bodies (eg CCA and OCA) then it should hold all other members accountable such as those in the chiropractic
allíance or other club based organizations. lt needs to be all or none.

As per above:

It is my opinion that employees of Chiropractic educational institutions should be included in the Candidate
Undertaking requirement and By-Law 6 of resigning from any position as an employee at least 12 months before
the date of the election.
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As per above:

It is my opinion that employees of chiropractic educational institutions should be included in the Candidate
Undertaking requirement and By-Law 6 of resigning from any pos¡tion as an employee at least 12 months before
the date of the election.

As a patient in a Chiropractic practice - I feel it's important that you recognize the potential bias that may come from
CMCC faculty also being on the CCO panels.

OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE, CCEC, FCC

The organizalions for chiropractic in the province of Ontario are dominated by CMCC employees. Which in the
sense generates that CMCC is controlling the profession

ls there a need for a specific list? I noticed a few fringe organizations that were omitted, as were some other
inlernational organizations. The list would either have to be exhaustive (and regularly updated) or with a clear
definition of why these individuals would be iudged to have a potential conflict of interest.

I believe faculty, board members, and staff members of OCA, CCA, AFC, CMCC and Trois-Rive¡s should included
in references to conflict of interest. Any institution that has political power or involved in politics of the profession
should be included.

The list is good except that other organizations where council members can gain fìnancial advantage such as
Maximized Living, Pure and Powerful, ICPA, ICA should also be included. I know of council members that use lheir
position on the council as a way to market themselves for these organizalions and that is not appropriate.

I am in agreement with the language "the member is not an officer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic
educational institution, including but not limited to, CMCC and UOTR[2], such that a real or apparent conflict of
interest may arise" - This should NOT include faculty. Facully at Chiropractic colleges have no fiduciary
responsibility, or decision making authority for that institution. They are simply transferring curriculum content.
There is no reason for the CCO council to stop CMCC facully or any other faculty. lt would be in the best interest of
the public to include researchers and educators on the council.

lncluded
AFC
ocA
CCA
CMCC

ïhe CCO list is complete. None further to add

CMCC staff

I think the polícy is othen¡rise comprehensive.

lncluded:
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College / CMCC employees should be included as well, not just
officer/d irectors/adm i n s

CMCC (Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College) and UQTR (Université du Quebéc à Trois-Rivières) should be
excluded from the references to conflict of interest in the existing provisions.

A blanket statement to include all chiropractic advocating bodies should be included in the references to conflict of
interest in the existing provisions.

ln order for the CCO to effectively mandate and regulate the profession, members of councíl should not be an
employee of the CMCC if voting on malters that affect their livelihood. Not more than 1 professor from any
particular accredited chiropractic college should be allowed to sit on the board. There should be representation
from other areas to ensure diversity in the profession.
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lnternational Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA)
lnternational Chiropractors Association (lCA)
Pure and powerful
The Alliance for Chiropractic
Maximized Living

cmcc

No restriclion. Must only be a member of the CCO. Excluding College/Association/Academics should under NO
circumstances be excluded from nomination and election process.

Alliance for Chiropractic should be added (AFC)

CMCC professors slaff should be excluded as well

Please see question 2

All teaching facuity members of any chiropractic educational ínstitution

Any and all colleges or associations
including Canadian memorial Chiropractic college (cmcc) and all other educational institulions need a cooling off
period before being a member of CCO so as not to bring biased views or agenda based actions forward.

Any group or association whose mandate is chiropractic advocacy. ICPA, lCA, Maximized Living (ML), Pure and
Powerful, and One Chiropractic should all have the same "cooling off' period that OCA, CCA, and CCRF have to
abide by

All chiropractic learning institutions should be included in the conflict of interest list. le CMCC

Again, it would be impossible to create an exhaustive list. The selection of any individual should be based on their
merit in consideration of potential conflicts. Those conflicts have to be declared completely and then weighed
against the current circumslances.

lnternational Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA)
lnternational Chiropractors Association (lCA)
The Alliance for Chiropractic
Maximized Living
Pure and Powerful

Associations included should be
-educators from CMCC
-ccA
-OCA
-CCRF

Assocíations that should be excluded:
-ICPA
-tcA
-Alliance for Chiropractíc

lnternational Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA)
lnternational Chiropractors Association (lCA)
The Alliance for Chiropractic
Maximized Living
Pure and Powerful

lnternational Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA)
lnternational Chiropractors Associalion (lCA)
The Alliancc for Chiropractic
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Any employee of a chiropractic educational institution not limited to CMCC or UQTR

CMCC -- all employees

Seminar and motivational groups should NOT be included. Chiropractors have met for seminars and professional
development for decades. These types of operations typically involve investment BY the DCs being involved, and
this is very different from serving as a professor at CMCC where the college looks after the doctor's paycheque.

(l am sure General Counsel would clearly differentiate receiving a paycheck by a school to be a conflict, vs.
investing private funds into seminar and professional development organizations),

CCPA and OCA and CCA directors should have a2year cooling-off period.

These should be included:
international chiropractic paediatric association (ICPA)
international chiropractors association (lCA)
Pure and Powerful
Maximized L¡ving (ML)
One Chiropractic

These should be excluded:
Chiropractic educational institutions (CMCC and UQTR). Educating incoming chiropractors should not be a conflict
of interest wíth protecting the public's interests. ln fact these could represent importanl learníng opportunilies.

(rcPA)

I believe chiropractors involved in research and education must be included on CCO's Council. I do not understand
why researchers or educators would be denied from be¡ng on the CCO.

I see no reason why chiropractic faculty who work to educate our future colleagues lo serve the public, would be
conflicled in their responsibilíty to act on behalf of the public in a CCO position.

Members of any educational institution (including CMCC and UOTR) should be excluded from the conflict of
interest provisions.

CMCC employees

CMCC employees or ANY chiropractic school

Alliance for chíropractic (AFC)
Chiropractic Awareness Council (lCA)
I nternational Chiropractors Association (l CPA)
lnternational Paed iatric Chiropractic Association
ChiroEurope
Mile High
OneChiropractic

Chiropractic Awareness Council (CAC)
lnternational Chiropraclors Association (lCA)
lnternational Pediatric Chiropractic Association (ICPA)
ChiroEurope
Mile High

Those who should be excluded:
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OneChiropractic
Chiropractic Societíes

Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College

Any group or association whose mandate is chiropraclic advocacy: Canadian chiropractic association (CCA),
Alliance for chiropractic, lnternational chiropractíc association (lCA), lnternational pediatric chiropractic association
(ICPA), Chiropractic Societies.

West Hartford Group (WHG)
Canadian Chiropractic Research Foundation (CCRF)
Faculty of any/all chiropractic colleges
Australian Spinal Research Foundation (ASRF)
Foundation for Vertebral Subluxation Research (FVSR)

CMCC and UQTR are not advocacy organizations, and as such affiliation with these educational institution should
not be prohibited. ln reality, this protects the public's best interests (by ensuring no one who has a leadership role in
advocacy, of any kind or philosophy, can sit on lhe regulatory board, because that would quite obviously be a
confl¡ct of interest), but simultaneously allow for members that are fulled informed to best deliver care.

I

The five year cooling off should also apply to those vested ín business ventures, both within and outside the
profession, which may pose a conflíct. This can include, but not limited to, practice management companies,
personal coaching, assistive device and orthotic manufacturing or distribution companies, marketing companies,
other business ventures thal may benefit somehow (technology, real estate...). Having a vested interest could
include participating at the Board level of institutions such as CMCC or UQTR.
To 'list potential associations or organizations', be it CMCC, or OCA, or CCA, or ML, or AFC, or ICPA, or P&P, or
some other ent¡ty not yet formed is both futile and inappropriate. The list will never be comprehensive or
completed.
A conflict is a conflict by operational definition, and applies equalfy to all CCO decisions that may be biased from
the Publíc interest.

I firmly believe that those who are trusted to help develop and train the new generation of chiropractors, such as
those who teach at CMCC and UQTR, should be excluded from the conflict of interest. I would hope that as a self-
regulated profession, we can recognize that these are the top of our profession and those who are pushing to keep
us at cutt¡ng edge of healthcare.

lf there is to be a ban on associations or organizations, then I feel as though the ICPA, lCA, AFC, etc should be
included. Singling out education instítutions serves the wrong message.

- lnternational Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA)
- lnternational Chiropractors Association (lCA)
- Maximized Living (ML)
- Pure and Powerful
" One Chiropractic

lCA, ICPA, Pure & Powerful, One Chiropractic, Maximized Living

So, paid faculty needs to be included in this.

CMCC educators, professors, clinicians
UQTR educators, professors, clinicians

Should be excluded;
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College employees.
Evaluating graduates of other chiropractic colleges with different ideologies is unfair

advocacy groups and organizations such as (but not limited to) the lCA, ICPA, ML and Pure and Powerful should
be considered as exclusion criteria for ability to run for or hold office as part of the CCO. I would suggest that
membership alone (let alone holding a leadership role) may be considered as an exclusionary criteria. lf we are
trying to protect the public and lead the profession on a path to do so, allowing fringe groups to have representation
in the group that sets, interprets and enforces the regulations may be considered in appropriate. Additionally, i am
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not sure that the part¡cipating as part of the CCEB, educating at one of our colleges (CMCC, UQTR) or any
research group (e.9. CCRF) should be excluded...in facl it is arguable that they should be sought out.

The following should not be included in prohibiting an individual to qualifo as a candidate:
Canadian Memoriãl Chiropractic College (CMCC) and Université du Quebéc å Trois-Rivières (UQTR)

The following should be included in prohibiting an individual to qualiff as a candidate:
Alliance for Chiropractic (AFC)
The lnternational Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA)
Chiropractic Awareness Council (CAC)
Maximized Living (ML)
Pure and Powerful (PP)

Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC) and Université du Quebéc à Trois-Rivières (UATR) should NOT
be included as an organization that has a conflict of interest. These are evidence based education institutions and
are trainíng future evidence based Chiropractors. These institutions should have a voice on the CCO.

Subluxation based organizalions should be includcd as having a conflict of ¡ntêrest as members of these
organizations that sit on the CCO bring unsubstantiated ideologies rather then facts backed up by science.

Should be included in the conflict of interest guidelines:
Ontario Chiropractic Aaeociation (OCA)
Canadian Chiropractic Association (CCA)
Any educational institution (eg. CMCC)
Canadian Chiropractic Protective Association (CCPA)

I don't think there should be exclusions, but if there are:

Exclusions should be based on credibility. As vaccination is out of scope, any organizationibusiness with any links
to anti-vax communication should bc excluded.

As mentioned in response to question #2, the list of organizations which should be included in references to confl¡ct
of interest include the lnternationaf Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA), lnternational Chiropractors
Association (lCA), Maximízed Living, Pure and Powerful, and Alliance for Chiropractic (AFC).

It is also imperative that faculty members at CMCC and other educational inslitutions (not including executive and
board members) continue to be allowed to serve on the CCO.

I believe chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in those diverse voices on CCO's
Council. This should allow CMCC staff to be on cco

See above

lf evidence based groups are banned, then so should the wellness, vitalistic, subluxation based groups be banned
as well (lCA, ICPA, ML)

To continue the above comments, I also believe that there is a conflicl of interest in CCO council members holding
teaching posit¡ons at CMCC or any olher chiropractic education institutions. They have increased exposure and
influence over the graduates who choose to practice in Ontario, which gives them an unfair significant advantage
over excellent and experienced chiropractors considering running for council who lack this exposure. I believe a
conflict exists because council members are remunerated for their time in the form of per diems, so it is impossibte
for chíropraclors who do not teach to get the same amount of exposure to voting chiropractors.

ln addition to th¡s, the earlier objection also applies to educators as well: I don't believe it makes sense that
chiropractors who spend more than 50% of their work hours practising (or who earn less than half of their yearly
income from practising) should be able to influence the

I find it unacceptable that paid staff and faculty which íncludes professors and clinicisns of any educational
institution are not included in the cooling off period of 12 months. lt should be the same as those conflicts
mentioned for OCA, CCA,CCPA, AFC etc. I believe that paid faculty and clinicians of the Canadian Memorial
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Chiropractic College, the University of Quebec Trois-Rivieres and any other educational institution should be
included in the 12 month cooling off period to sit on the CCO Board of Directors.

ICPA
tcA
Alliance for chiropractic

The ÍCPA, ICA and Maximized Living should be included in the conflict of interest provisions along with the other
listed groups. To not include them is doing a disservice to the advancement of our professions and to the
community members. We must be fair across the board.

OCA, AFC, Trois rivere, CMCC

The Alliance for Chiropractic is lobbying to change the recent language to specifically exclude those who teach at
CMCC (or UQTR) from running - this makes no sensel I see no reason why chiropractic faculty who work to
educate our future colleagues to serve the public, would be conflicted in their responsibility to act on behalf of the
public in a CCO position.

The composition of organizations for chiropractic in Ontario are dominated by CMCC employees, which generates
the idea thal CMCC is controlling the profession.

Peer panels should be made up of chiropractors that have spent a significant (and recent) amount of time in
practice. A reasonable amount of time I think would be having spent the last 3-5 years (at least) in practice.

This all depends on consistency of enforcement. When you exclude leaders in the profession, the ones who work
hard and do the heavy lifting, are we weakening or strengthíng the profession. Or if the bylaws and policies are
slrong, and dealt with fairly, leaders can lead Ín ethical fashion.

ÍCPA, lCA, ML, pure and powerful, one chiropractic

The CCEB examiníng board members, Ontario Chiro Association board members, and CCA national
Association board members should be allowed to be board members of CCO. That is not s conflict
The non scientific or pediatric association members should not be allowed to be board members. They are conflicts
of interest.
CMCC faculty should definitely be allowed without â conflict of interest. How could practitioners of research and
education not be in the publids best interest

ICA, ACA

Any group or organization that demonstrates an interest in defining and or communicating the scope of practice. A
conflict of interest should go beyond board involvement in any of these groups. Any member of said group who
speaks or is activelty involved in advancing the group or assocaiotion's agenda should be considered to be in a
conflicl of interest position and therefore not be eligable to be a candidate for the CCO.

ICPA
tcA
Maximized Living
WFC
PURE AND POWERFUL

Members in a place of power or influence should be required to wait a period of time before running for
council...yes this includes oca cca etc, but I strongly believe this should also apply to other chiropractic
organizations such as maximized living, pure and powerful,icpa, ica and chiropractic one.

The following organizations should be included in conflict of interest
-ICPA
-tcA
-Maximized Living
-Pr¡re and Powedr¡l
-One Chiropractic
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Excluded: CMCC faculty and researchers

I would suggest include any and all practice management organ¡zations in the list.

I would suggest EXCLUDE educational institutions, and CCEB from lhe list. I do not see any conflict of interest on
having educational representat¡ves on the CCO

None

Researchers such âs CCRF agents, should be allowed to participate in council, lo ensure a modern evidence
based patient centered approach is considered at CCO.

Subluxation groups sound be included ¡n the coniict of interest groups, Their agenda is not patient centered nor
scientific, and their presence is undermining the presence of our profession in the health lield. They do not
advocate for clinical best practice (ie they operate with block billing, long unnecessary treatment plans, high volume
non-holistic care).

Pure and Powerful (PP)
Maximized Living (ML)
One Chiropractic
rcA
ICPA

Ontario Chiropractic association (OCA), Canadian Chiropractic Association (CCA), Canadían Chiropractic
Research Foundation (CCRF), Canadian Chiropractic Protective Association (CCPA) Canadian Memorial
Chiropractic College (CMCC), University clu Quebec a Trois Rivière (UOTR) University of Ontario lnstitute of
Technology (UOIT)

Mer¡rbers who are or were previously involved with ANY other chiropractic orgarrizatiorr, including r¡ational and
international organizations, should be included.

Exclusions should include those involved with research and education, as stated above.

ln the new by-law 6.9 g, it is currently only addressing the off¡cers, directors and administrators. I think this should
also include faculty, clinicians and researchers. Educational instítut¡ons can often have a strong bias in perspective
and this filters down into all of the staff. I think these people should also have a cooling off period.

- Please exclude CCRF, CMCC, CCEB and OCA members as conflicts of interest. They are not conflicts of
interest.
We need members from these organizations at the CCO to help protect the public. These chiropractors tend to be
most informed on best evidence and practices which leads to greater public safety. Eliminating these members
from the CCO would be a huge black eye to our profession.

Members, off¡cers, directors, or âdmin¡strators at CMCC and UQTR should be allowed to be represented on the
cco.
I believe chiropractors involved in research and educalion must be included in those diverse voices on CCO's
Council.

Ëxclude cmcc

CMCC should be wxcluded. There is not reason why faculty can educate future chiropractors but not objectively
reguiate them.

Maximized Living - ML, lnternaltional Chiorpractic Pediatric Association - ICPA, Pure and Powerful - PP, The
Alliance of Chiropractic, - lndividuals from these institutions should not be allowed to run for council AS THEY have
a clear conflict of interest. THEY DO NOT SERVE THE PUBLIC lN THE INTEREST OF THE PUBLIC AND
PUBLIC SAFETY.

Cänadian Chiropractic Association - CCA, Ontario Chiropractic Association - OCA, Canadian Chiropractic
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Research Foundation - CCRF. lndividuals from these (CCA, OCA, CCRF) institutions SHOULD BE allowed to run
for council as their values are lN LINE WITH PUBLIC SAFETY, AND PUBLIC INTEREST,

I nternational Chiropractic Association
Alliance for Chiropractic
ICPA
Pure and Powerful Chiropractic
Maximized Living

It would be better to keep the language generic, such as "any other local, provincial, national or international
organization" dedicated to the promotion of chiropraclic. That covers you if a new society springs up.

It would be appropriate to include all member driven associations and principals in chiropractic promotional
organísations, even those not in Canada, when referencing conflict of interest. lt seems l¡kely thât the mandate of
these groups could be at odds with the mandate of the CCO. The lnternational Chiropraclic Association (lCA),
American Chiropractic Association (ACA) and organisations such as Maximized Living, Pure and Powedul come
quickly to mind. There are likely more,
I do not believe that employees of educational instilutions should be included in conflict of interest references.
Chiropractors involved in research and education are not in conflict with the mandåtes of the CCO and have much
to offer from their experience and perspectives.

EXCLUDED: lnternational Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA), Maximized Líving and Pure and Powerful,
among others.

While I support a "cooling off' period to "help avoid any real or perceived conflíct of interest for members who were
previously involved with other chiropractic organizations," this period must apply to all organizations, including
national and international organizations.

We believe chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in those diverse voices on CCO's
Council.

While we support a "cooling off' period to "help avoid any real or perceived conflict of interest for members who
were previously involved with other chiropractic organizalions," this períod must apply to all organizations, including
national and international organizations.

Orthotic groups

You have a good l¡st already

Groups pertaining to researchers and educators should not be included in the references to conflict of interest.
Researchers and educators make up a large portion of the profession, and having a proper representation of the
professíon as a whole is integral in deciding how to best shape the profession for public interest. lt should be
understood that a majority of researchers and educators are practitioners as well, and thus provide a different
perspective on the profession and can help shape it through CCO's vision to best suit the public interest.

the chiropractic colleges SHOULD be EXCLUDED from the conflict of interest.

The lCA, Alliance for Chíropractic, ML, ICPA, and PP should be included to the provisions since they have the
highest degree of conflict of interest when it comes to the Publics best interest. ICPA have many anti-vaccination
contributors, Maximized Living sells books that promote using SMT and nutrition as a cure to Cancer, the conflicts
go on and on for these groups. The bylaws stated now prevent evidence based chiropractors from being involved
but it does not limit the subluxation-based/vitalistic based chiropractors. This ís a serious lapse in judgement of
those who created the provisions as they are right now.
Educators and researchers are the ËXACT people who SHOULD very much be in power on the CCO, they are the
people who hold the Public lnterest at the highest regard and will do what is needed to protect the general
population from any negative outcomes.
The researcher and educators from CMCC and UQTR should be excluded from lhe provisions due to the reasons
stated above

Having professionals from a chiropractic research and educational institution included and considered as being a
conflict of interest is ill-advised. These are the professionals who are most up to date with evidence based literature
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regard¡ng the chiropractic profession and are making strides to increase the efficacy of care with the patient in
mind. Excluding the people who can supply this valuable research input to the CCO's decision making would be a
massive disservice to the public.

I feel it important to include paid faculty including professors and clinicians of any educational institution. I feel that
they can bring a knowledge and insight that other members of the lay public cannot.

As stated above, the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College, as well as the Université du Québec a Trois-
Rivières should be excluded.

AFC - Alliance for Chiropractic
ICPA
I CA - I nternational Chiropractors Association

^^ Conflict of lnterest

Chiropractic colleges should be considered.

cAc

All advocacy groups should be considered conflicts of interest equally
No academlc instltutlons should be considered a conflict of interest.

Just the ones listed already

ICPA, the ICA and the Alliance for Chiropractic,

CMCC

Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
Researchers

these people should be allowed to sit on the board,

Chiropractic Awareness Counci I

lnternational Chiropractors Association
Mile High
OneChiropractic
Chiropractic Societies

Any College Professors or Clinicians

CMCC faculty

IPCA
Chiropractic Alliance
Chiropractic Research Alliance

ICPA (lnternational Chiropractic Pediatric Association)
Maximized Living
Pure and Powerful
Alliance for Chiropractic

ïhe only change that needs to be made is that directors, administrator's and paid employees of chiropractic
educational institutions need to be added.

None

Canadian Medical Assiciation
Canadian Dental Association
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College of Physiotherapists
College of Optometrists
College of Massage Therapists
.....just to name a few.

CCA, OCA, CCRF should all be eligible.

On the other hand, ICPA, the ICA and the Alliance for Chiropractic should not eligible as they represenl an out-
dated model of our industry.

NONE

FRCCSS(C)

No research or academic doctors.

Should be practicing DC's.

Strong new new bylaws that prevents council members from being in positions of power in specilic advocacy
groups whose agenda that is that is subluxation centered, not patient centered, unscientific ones that are anti-
vaccinations and undermine the professions role in public health as msUspine care experts or associations and
organizations that promote high volume, long term care plans that are not reasonable by clinical best practices or a
patient centered the ICPA, the ICA and the Alliance for Chiropractic should not be allowed.

Members of the governing bodies and educational Institutes should þe allowed on.

Members of educational institutions should not be included in the references to conflict of interest.

Any group or association whose mandate is chiropractic advocacy:
Chíropractic Awarness Council - CAC
lnternational Chiropractors Association - ICA
lnternatinoal Pediatric Chiropractic Association - ICPA
ChiroEurope
Mile Hígh
OneChiropractic

Chíropractic awareness council
I nternational Chiropractors Association
ChiroEurope
MileHigh
One Chiropractic

I feel the existing provisions have addressed this.

Chiropratic Awareness Council (CAC)
I nternational Chiropractors Association (lCA)
lnternational Pediatric Chiropractic Ass (ICPA)
ChiroEurope
OneChiropractic
Chiropractic Societies

Any emerging or new groups that are in a posítion of advocacy or marketing the profession that is pro chiropractic,
pro subluxation are not being impartial in their need to protect the PUBLIC first, not their personal belief systems
and ideologies.

Chiropractic Awareness Council
I nternational Chiropractic Association
I nternational Pediatric Association

CPA, lCA, Maximized Living (ML), Pure and Powerful, and One Chiropractic
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Any group or association whose mandate is chiropractic advocacy

Chiropractic Awareness Council (CAC)
I nternational Chiropractic Association (lCA)

Any association that is involves NEEDS to stay impartial to protect the PUBLIC, not their ideologies

lndividuals or groups associated with the advocacy of chiropractors, such as the CCA.

lf il is a lobbying company/flrm. Chiropractic journals, websites,blogs.

World Federation of Chiropractic

World Chiropractic Alliance

Global Chiropractic Alliance

lnternational Ch¡ropractor's Association (lCA) and their Council on Chiropractic Paediatrics

Chiropractíc Leadership Alliance (CLA)

ICPA
ICA
Alliance for Chiropractic
Maximized Living
Pure and Powerful

Any group or association whose mandate is chiropractic advocacy (CCA, CAC, lCA, etc.)

Chiropractic Awareness Council (CAC)
ChiroEurope
Mile High
OneChiroptactic
Chiropractic Societies
lnternational Chiropractors Association (lCA)
lnternational Pediatric Chiropractic ASS (ICPA)

Any emerging group, new or old, that are in a position of advocacy or marketing the profession that ís pro
chiropractic, pro subluxation are not being impartial in their need to protect the publíc first, not their personal belief
system and ideologies.

You should keep it more open language to represent "any chiropractic organization" or personal beliefs held that
could be represented as competing interests, as organizations and personal beliefs may come and go.

Paid faculty including professors and clinicians of any educational institution should be included in the references.

ln regards to panel of your peers; recommend chiropractor should have at least been in private practice, say 5

None

N/4.
lf there are members who are currently being investigated criminally or by the college - then their ability to be on the
board or run for the board should be suspended until it is cleared.

lncluded in conflict of interest: AFC (Alliance for Chiropractic), OCA (Ontario Chiropractic Association), ICA
(lnternational Chiropractic Association)
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Affìliates whom should be excluded from conflict of interest statement: CMCC (canadian memorial chiropractic
college), UQTR, CCRF (canadian chiropractic research foundation)

Any group or association whose mandate is chiropractic advocacy (CCA, CAC, lCA, etc.)

The ICPA (internationai pediatric chiropractic association), the ICA (lnternational chiropractic association), Alliance
for Chiropractic, and the Chiropractic Awareness Council (CAC) should be included as a conflict of interest, as well
as ChiroEurope, Mile High, OneChiropractic, and Chiropractic Societies

ALso going fon¡rard, this should include any new groups that are in a position of advocacy or marketing the
profession that is pro-chiropractic, pro-subluxation, as they are not impartial in their need to protect the public.

Members of the CCRF should NOT be included as having a conflict of interest, as these are our researchers who
further best practices in the interest of serving patient needs

Cmcc

I nternational Chiropractic association
Chiropractic Awareness Council (CAC)
ONE chiropractic
Mile High

All advocacy groups that aim to market and promote the profession in a biased sense (pro-chiropractic, pro-
subluxation, purist approach) will be putling their own interests first and not protecting the public and therefore this
is the direct definition of conflict of interest.

CAC- Chiropractic awareness council
ICA: lnternational Chiropractors Association
ICPA: lnternatíonal Pediatric Chiropractors Association
ChiroEurope
Mile Hlgh
OneChiropractic
Chiropractic Societies

As well as any other group that makes unvalidaled, non-evidence based claims about the treatment abilities of
chiropractors as they have an inherent conflict of interest against scientific evidence and are not being impartial to
protecting the public above all else.

Groups that should also be included in the list of conflict of interest are the lnternation Chiropractic Pediatric
Association (ICPA), the lnternational Chiropractors Association (lCA), OneChiropractic, and the Alliance for
Chiropractors.

Any group or association whose mandate is chiropractic advocacy (CCA, CAC, lCA, CMCC)

ICPA-International Chiropractic Pediatric Association, ICA - lnternational chiropractic association and the Alliance
for Chiropractic

All faculty members from Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC) should have a longer cooling off period

before being allowed to sit on any board. Adequate cooling off period should match other organizations and
professions. I would say a minimum of 2 years should be considered. As it is written, there is only a 12 month
cooling off period. f do not think this is adequate enough as faculty members are seen as teachers and leaders
within the college, and are up close and personal with newer grads. Not having a longer cooling off period makes
these elect¡ons more of a popularity contest of those directly influencing the younger generation of chiropractors.

EXCLUDED - CCRF - Canadian Chiropractic Research Foundation

INCLUDED:
CAC - Chiropractic Awareness Council
ICPA - lnternational Chiropractic Pediatric Association
Maxrmrzed Lrvrng
NVIC - National Vaccine lnformation Genter
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Any group or association whose mandate is chiropractic advocacy (CCA, CAC, lCA, etc.)

OCA CMCC UQTR CCEC CCPA should not be included. Evidence based groups and leaders in research should
not be exempt from governing our profession moving forward into the future of evidence-based care.

Any association whose manadate is to advocate for chiropractic.

Any group or association whose mandale is chiropractic advocacy (CCA, CAC, lCA, etc.)

Chíropractic awareness council (CAC)
lnternational Chiropractic Association (lCA)
lnternalional Pediatric Chiropractic Assoc (ICPA)
ChiroEurope
Mile High
OneChiropraôtic
Chiropractic societies

Any emerging of new group that is ¡n a pos¡t¡on of advocacy or marketing the profession that is pro chíropractic, pro
subluxation and not impadial in their need to protect the public

-lnternational Chiropractors Association (lCA)
-lnternational Chiropractic Pediatric Association (ICPA)
-Chiropractic Awareness Council (CAC)
-Mile High
-ChiroEurope
-OneChiropractic
-Chiropractic Societies

Advocacy groups for chiropractic have a clear conflict of interest because to protect the public would mean going
against lhe chiropractor or certain chiropractic beliefs in certain cases-

Chiropractic in research and education musl me included in those d¡verse voices on CCO's council

Chiropractic Awareness Council (CAC)
lnternational Chiropractors Association (lCA)
lnternational Pediatric Chiropractic association (ICPA)
ChiroEurope
Mile High
OneChiropractic
Chiropractic Societies

Also, if there are any new or emerging groups that can advocate or market the profession that represent pro
chiropractíc, pro subluxation are not impartial to the protection of the public first. They will put their own ideologies
and personal beliefs first.

Any group or association whose mandate is chiropractic advoÇacy (CCA, CAC, lCA, etc).

Any group or association whose mandate is chiropractic advocacy (CCA, CAC, ICA, etc.)
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Groups that edvocate for the chiropractic profession, regardless of their purpose, would be in a conflict of inlerest
were they to s¡t on the board. These groups have an opposing goal to that of the CCO, and those individuals clearly
would not be able to isolate those two opinions to make non-biased decisions.

Advocacy groups that shouid be included in the conflict of interest references, as mentioned above, include the
following:
- Chiropractic Awareness Council (CAC)
- lnternational Chiropractors Association (lCA)
- lnternational Pediatric Chiropractic Association (IPCA)
- ChiroEurope
- OneChiropractic
- Chiropractic Societies

lncluded in this list should be any future groups that emerge, or any currently existing but not listed, which promote
chiropractic by means of advocacy.

Any group or association whose mandate is chiropractic advocacy should be excluded.

Chiropractic Awareness Council
lnternational Chiropractors Association lnternational Pediatric Chiropractic Assocíation
ChiroEurope
Mile High
OneChiropractic

This list would be limited to or including any emerging group that are in a position of advocacy or marketing the idea
that the profession is pro subluxation. I feel that these groups are not impartial in their need to protect the public
first, rather, promote their own ideologies for their own personal gain

The Chiropractic Awareness Council (CAC), ICA (lnternational Chiropractors Association), ICPA (lnternational
Pedialric Chiropractors Association), OneChiropractic, Mile High, ChiroEurope and Chiropractic Societies are all
unable to remain impartial in protecting the public and advocating in the best interest of their group.

Chiropractic Awareness Council
lnternational Chiropractors Association
Mile High
OneChiropractic
Chiropractic Societies

Any group or association whose mandate ís chiropractic advocacy (CCA, CAC, lCA, etc.)

Any group or association whose mandale is chiropractic advocacy (CCA, CAC, lCA, etc.)

chiropractic awareness counc¡l (CAC)
lnternation chiropractors association (lCA)
chiroeurope
internation pediatric chiropractic association (ICPA)
chiropractic societies
onechiropractic

additionally, any emerging groups that are marketing the profession as pro chiropractic or pro subluxation based
practice.

lrcn
ICPA
cAc
ChiroEurope
Mile High
OneChiropractic

All should be excluded
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Chiropractic Awareness Council (CAC)
lnlernational Chiropractic Association (lCA)
Mile High
lnternational Pediatric Chiropractic Ass (ICPA)
One Chiropractic

Any group or association whose mandate is chiropractic advocacy (CCA, CAC, lCA, etc.)

All associations must be treated equally

All advocacy groups should be prohibited from sitting on the board of the CCO without a mandatory cool down
period.

Educators & researchers should be encouraged to sit on the board of the CCO as they are not advocating for lhe
profession, do not bring any reasonable conflict of interesl & most important they offer the most thorough & up to
date understanding of best practices. ln lhe interest of public safety I would like to provide feedback recommending
that the board consider categorizing a seãt for an educator & a seat for a research. This ensures that the regulatory
board, at all tirnes, possesses the knowledge it requires to properly and safely advocate for the publics best
interest. Further to the point, it would give reassurance to any government agencies that we are interested in best
practices & the safety of our patients.

AFC - Alliance for Chiropractic

Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC)

Canadian Memorial Chiropractic Çollege (CMCC)

AFC/CAC
Pure and Powerful
Maximized Living

Educational institutions including but not limited to CMCC and UTQR.

Paid schooling faculty should be included in those who require a 12-month cooling off period.

Our hearings should be utilizing chiropractors who have/are in successful practices fulf-time, rather than just non-
practicing DC's or those without a fair measure or compar¡son for possible disciplinary action.

Paid faculty and staff of any educalional inslitution should not be allowed to sit on the board

OCA - Ontario chiropractic association
CCA - Canadian chiropractic association
AFC - Alliance for chiropractic
CMCC - Canadían memorial chiropractic college

I insist that the CCO change this recommendation to include faculty/staff and io provide fair and unbiased peers at
the disciplinary level.

Ihere may be conflicts of ¡nterest that may occur for faculty of chiro educational institutions as well, not just board
member and administrators

I believe all professional and any educational institutions should be included in reference to conflict of interest.

lncluded:
Ontario Chiropractic Association
Canadian Chiropractic Association
Canadian Chiropractic Protection Association
Alliance For Chiropractic (formerly CAC)
Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
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Any other chiropractic teaching institution
Non-practicing DC's (not public members for obvious reasons)

Staff or former staff of educational institutions should also be excluded from elections, with 12 mo cooling off
period.

ICPA, lCA, Maximized Living, Pure and Powerful, CAC and all other similar organizat¡ons should be included.

WFC world federation of chiropractic should be excluded.

CMCC - Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College

any chiropractic college

CMCC, OCA and CCPA members should be allowed

Cmcc school employees and faculty

I belie those listed are satisfactory.

They have been properly indentified. Good work

unsure.

CMCC, CCO, CMA Any schools Professor, teacher, clinician, guest teachers

None

CMCC paid employee (or other chiropractic school)

CMCC or UQTR professors, instructors or any other educational institution affiliated with chiropractic education

I think it ís covered by listing all the organizations but stating that it is not limíted to only those groups. There are
always new groups that could arise in the future and you therefore cannot list all of them without the possibility of
excluding some group.

The ones you listed in your by-law would be sufficient to my understanding

None that I can add to the list.

Employees and contracted employees of educational institutions need to be excluded

Please see link below for associations/organizations that should be INCLUDED

https://ocfp. on. calwho-we-are/useful-li n ks

Alliance for Chiropractic (AFC)

Teacher/Professors at a Chiropractic Educational lnstitution

Unsure

ICPA (peds association)
CAC (chiro awareness council)
One Chiropractic (l've seen a social media presence with them)
Knee-Chest Society
Pure and Powerful Chiropractíc
Maximized Living
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Staff of the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College (CMCC) should be ineligible to run for CCO elected Council
Member positions. CMCC staff inevitably build relationships with their students in the school environment. lf the
studenvnow chiropractor has a case called before a complaints or discipline comm¡ttee wíth a CMCC staff member,
there is a real conflict of interest as a result of the previous professional relationships built at CMCC. This bias may
be positive or negative, however the bias exists and will influence the proceedings. The conflict of interest taints the
committee in question and corrupts its ability to manage the case in the best ¡nterest of the public.

Any employees of an educational institution including paid contract workers (CMCC in particular) should not be
allowed on council as this produces a potential for bias.

Other educational institutions such as any American school where candidates have guest lectured should also be
included.

By Law 6 could also included any directors or chief ofr¡cers of any organization which advocates for a specific type
of chiropractic....like Maximized Living, Pure and Powerful, Warrior Coaching etc. These directors have a perceived
confl¡ct of interest and should not be allowed to run.

CMCC staff

I cannot think of any.

I believe that anyone employed by any chiropractic education facilíty (ie school) should be included in the conflict of
interest in the existing provisions.

exclusíons: OCA, CCPA, CCA

None added

I don't have a specific example but does the description allow for or expose those council members that may be
owners/ partners of companies that provide practíce management to practítioners. I could see a conflict ¡n
"philosophy" and/or practice management that coufd be a poossible influencein decision making at the Board level

There are too many to list that should be excluded that aren't presently named.

CCO provisions should have language that should exclude any persons who have been in the last 12 months, a
director,officer, committee member, employee, or holder of any position of decision-making influence of any
organization of physiotherapists that has as its primary mandate the promotion of the physiotherapy profession;

and

the Member does not hold and has not held in the 12 months before the election, a
responsible position with any organization or group whose mandate or interests
conflict with the mandate of the College;

Conflict of interest provis¡ons pos¡t¡vely or negat¡vely affect the public in the following ways (if no
effect, please indicate that):

They positively affect the public by helping to ensure that the agenda of individual organizations does not influence
or bias the CCO in its position, regulation and rulíngs.

As a Chiropractic patient lfeel that these provisions positively affect the public. lt's ¡mportant there is as little biased
as possible in the CCO decision making process

Sway publíc opin¡on of our profession as either trustworthy or not.
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Not excluding such potential conflicts of inlerest positions affects could create some impartiality in certain
circumstances and result in decisions, guidelines etc. that may or may not be representative of the broad range of
ihe profession.

currently not fair across the boârd as to whom is excludedlincluded as having a real or perceived conflict of interest.

Strong regulation is good for the chiropractic profession: it is good for patients; it is good for business.

lf the staff, paid faculty, clinicians, professors of chiropractic educational facilities they may be swayed in how they
choose lo see or vote for situations based on forced loyalty to their employer and therefore are a clear conflict of
¡nterest

Yes , either, depending on how conflict provisions are put in place. Provisions must be equal across alll sectors of
chiropractic.

See above

Positively affect the public.

- disallowing chiropractic scientists and evidence-based educators from running does not protect the public interest.
Having non-evidence-based SIG facilitators perpetuates antiquated views of chiropract¡c

Allowing members of special interest groups to hold office over individuals involved in research and education does
not serve the public. The public should be served by a college including individuals who are up to date on research
and best standards of practice!

ln the best interest of the public, it makes sense that members are only eligible for election to council if they have
not been employees/faculty/staff, officers or directors for BOTH Chiropractic educational institutions and
professional Chiropractic associations, in the 12 months leading up to the date of the election.

ln the best interest of the public, it makes sense that members are only eligible for election to council if they have
not been employees/faculty/slaff, off¡cers or directors for BOTH chiropractic educational institutions and
professional chiropractic associations, in the 12 months leading up to the date of election.

These provisions positively impact the public. lt's something they are probably not aware of. But if fhe CCO protects
the public then it's ¡mportant that the CCO decrease the potential for bias.

negative effect on the public if the changes are not made to the regulation because the decisions of a CCO should
be made up of qualified individuals from a variety of backgrounds representing the diversity of the profession.

Failing to implement conflict of interest provisions would lmpart bias of an organization to the college

The public is impacted by this decision because this is suppose to be a trusted regulatory college and it is not
identiffing the conflict of interest.

Conflict of interest provisions positívely affect the public because it increases the likelihood that biases are not
present in style of practice or in extreme examples at a discipline hearing. I would think the public would want to
know that we are regulated by fair and impartial members.

It is not in the public's best interest to push one "type" of chiropractic. We must regulate in the besl interest of the
public and that includes using the best available evidence. We should have a competency based council - council
members that have many facets of expenise and not keep allowing the same few to keep running. We need council
members that have expertise in good governance, finance, education, law, research etc - not a type of chiropractic
philosophy.

I don't see how the conflicts become too serious an issue excepl when their are direct financial ties.

Positively effect
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No effect.

the portrayal and support of chiropractic for jsut musculoskeltal injuries and pain

This is a proactive endeavour. I feel that by putting conflict of interest bylaws in place, we protect lhe profession in
the future. I fully support it's inclusion in the CCO constitution/bylaws with some amendments.

Depends on how you are looking at it.

lf a CMCC paid faculity member, who practices in a rehab-based model and has no actual idea about the
parameters of a subluxation-centred practice, and then gets elected to CCO, I can only assume that this would
likely negatively impact my patients, and patients of other subluxation-centred practices if said CMCC faculty
member believes that I have no right 1o hold a licence.

EducationaÍ institutions positively affect the public because these institutions slaff very knowledgeable and
reputable chiropractors and professionals that the public trusts. lncluding these individuals on the CCO's council is
in the public's best interest.

Advocating body members would negatively affect the public because these members function in the best interest
of the chiropractor rather than the public.

Conflict of interests outlined above do nothing but hurt the profession which ultimately hurts the public. Lack of
diversity ¡n the profession is one of the major issues that the public suffers from, and it is our responsibility as CCO
members to ensure that the public has diversity of choice.

I value the strength of diverse perspectives at the CCO, provided all members of the CCO Council adhere to CCO's
own Chiropractic Standard of Practice (5-001)

non practicing people in academic and research positions should not be allowed to sit on council because they do
not appreciate the day to day operations of a chiropractic practice and dealing with real patients (the public), and
therefore are not truly peers, and only a group of peers should be in council.

It would be up to índividuals and their committee to scrutinize and identifo potential conflicts. Perhaps another
committee can be strict to investigate these.

Conflicts of interest bring ideologies held by organizations or institutions into the regulation of the profession. ïhose
ideologies are not represenlative of every chiropractor practicing in Onlario, and as such, if CCO
Standards/Policies/Guidelines etc. are subsequently modified as a result of the direct influence of the individuals
representing these organizationslinstitutions, then this will affect how chiropractic is practiced within the province
and could lead to massive confusion among members of the publíc, and further division within the profession.

CMCC staff and professors have direct access to the students and can influence them and their decisions. We
want to make sure we have the best group to support the public. We want to make sure that people on Council are
in practice and not just teaching or doing research so they understand what is really goÍng on in the field for helping
the public the best way possible.

Everyday in media you read or hear about someone being called out for conflict of interest.

It affects the individuals credibility but also the organizatíons credibility as well.

lf not dealt with properly your organization will lose any credibility it might have.

there is negative effect if the teaching faculty isnot included in conflict of interest.

Conflict of interest provisions are essential to ensure that any policies that are made are done so without outside
influence as to the scope or breadth of chiropractic practice and as such CCO regulatory decisions MUST be made
COMPLETELY objectively in the interests of the public and therefore the CCO must NOT have any members with
any affiliations to any organization that can influence policy or policy makers
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Conflict of interest provisions are important in our ability to self govern and to provide the best care reasonably
possible to the public.

Positively

All organization must have a process to account for conflict of interest - having a fair and transparent process in
place is what counts.

Strong regulation is good for the chiropractic profession: it is good for patients; it is good for business.

I value the strength of diverse perspectives at the CCO, provided all members of the CCO Council adhere to CCO's
own Chiropractic Standard of Practice (S-001)

Conflicts of interest are negatively affecting the public in restricting evidence based chiropractor from running for
council, but yet allowing many sublimation based chiropractors run for council. Evidence based and patient cenlred
care is the best for patients so those decisions should be left up to people who know most about them.

Strong regulation is good for the chiropractic profession; it is good for patients: it is good for business.

I value the slrenglh of diverse perspectives at the CCO, provided all members of the CCO Council adhere to CCO's
own Chiropractic Standard of Practice (5-001)

Having employees of chiropractic education institutions negatively impacts the public as the public doesn't get the
trust of people that have served with the public. Also anyone that serves on the Discipline Committee should
require at least 5 years of clinical practice to be able to serve on this committee as the penalties need to be
reflected to chiropractors who can relale with clinicians in the field.

Conflict of inlerest

It is a significant conflict of interest to have CMCC professors sitting on CCO Council - there needs to be diversity to
represent the whole of the profession

Very similar to everything going on with FDA and Monsanlo
Only one perspective and way of doing things - And people making all the decisions are playing both sides of the
coin

Diversity and having people outside CMCC would bring better perspective to represent whole of chiropractíc

lr"n ,ou
loraduate

We don't have the luxury of being able to include professors from more than one school on the CCO Council. The
fact that the council could be made up of 5 CMCC professors (geographically), the council table is less positioned
to represent a variety of viewpoints and the province has chiropractors practicing methods that are taught at
numerous schools!

CCO council members must act in the public interest. This is their obligation to the Minister of Health and the CCO
How can they make decísions in the public interest knowíng that they must also align with the college's direction in
order to keep their jobs? This is the definition of conflict.

imagine if a discipline hearing was held by a committee made up of CMCC professors, ruling on a
from another school? How would that look?

Strong regulation is good for the chiropractic profession: it is good for patients; it is good for business.

I value the strength of diverse perspectives at the CCO, provided all members of the CCO Council adhere to CCO's
own Chiropractic Standard of Practice (5-001).

Conflict of inlerest provisions positively affect the public to provide an unbiased opinion.

It is important to ensure thât the organization responsible for defending the public's interest is run by individuals that
do-not also have vested interests in promoting and protecting-the profession.
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For instance if there is a certain case would make the profession of chiropractics look bad then a person also
involved in advocacy groups would have an interest in ensuring the case was kepl low profle or not upheld, in other
words of ruling against the member of the public. This is counter productive to the point of a regulatory
organization.

I support a "cooling off' period to "help avoid any real or perceived conflict of interest for members who were
previously involved with other chiropractic organizations," ,

However, this cooling off period must apply to all organizations, including national and international organizations.
cannot be 2 sets of standards depending on the organization involved.

Educators & researchers are often the people who understand best practices better than anyone. We need people
like this looking out for the good of the public. Thus, there should be no conflict of interest for those who sit on the
CCO and researchers and educators for the chiropractic profession.

Conflict of interest provisions help to ensure that members of the public can feel secure when visiting health
professionals (in this case Chiropractors) in that their wellbeing is being suffìciently managed and accounted for by
an unþiased rcgulatory l¡oard that has lhe public interest in mind.

Negatively. You cannot be employed and regulate the profession at the same time without any bias.

Negatively. How can someone who teaches at a chiropractic school regulare grads from other schools without any
bias???

: ' ' " ' ig. As I'm sure you are aware maxliving promotes the use of
ropractic lo cure many things SotTtê l¡ur wrur¡rr our scope of practice. One such thing is a book that states an

their supplementation and a good mindset can beat cancer. That alone goes against the best ¡nterest
the public and medical advíce.

This q¡ne is pretty self explanatory
how she cannot be impartial

.4

l"
I

lr

best interest of the public involves multi-disciplinary carc strategies. Those listed above are currently engaging
practices that do NOT support this and oppose all established public health principles.

those who contribute to decisions affecting the pract¡ce of the profession on the whole need lo be in practice and
not beholden to any type of institutional thought exclusively. The public can be best served by those who are
actively engaged as such.

Many subluxation based chíropractors promote information such as chiropractic adjustments will help beat cancer.
Others promote negalive attitudes towards vaccination, immunization, and medications... going against established
public health principles. These conflicts of interests negatively affect the public.

Chiropractic has a big problem with public trust. Canadian Chiropractor highlighted it as the major barrier for the
second etraight year. Countless other North American surveys agree. Bottom line is the public doesn't trust us.
National media are running hit pieces on our profession implying that we are reckless and irresponsible. lt
behooves the CCO to do everything in its power to eliminate this perception from its own organization, How can
members impartially serve council if on salary from a school? How can elections be fair when faculty members use
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in the classroom to influence votes thru social media? Would Joe public see that (and they do) and

Our profession is diverse, yet our political organizations and schools aren't and universally look down upon
diversity. One side should not get a monopoly of power over the other - that does not serve the public's interest. We
need to keep things fair and balanced.

a conflict present? We must stop hurting ourselves.

Without secondary employment in a Board, in policy or advocacy work, in a for-profit enterprise, or in some other
vested interest which itself is the source of bias, it is difficult to construcl a defensible argument of how an academic
or research post poses a conflict of interest.
These are now common field-level roles and career paths that pose no more of a conflict of interest that having
clinicians serve on council. Their potential for gain is equivalent to every other registrant. Their registration permits
them the potential for equivalent interaction with the public as healthcare providers and governs lhem by the same
standards.

Conflict of interest provisions serve to posilively affect the public by ensuring that there ís no self-serving agenda
between the regulatory college and other individuals/assocíations. However, I believe that the public would see
those involved with research, education, and training of other chiropractors as beneficial to the goals of the CCO

Confllcts of interest, in my opinion, are a matte¡ of integrity. The CCO's mandate is to protect the public and leaving
policy choices to all the members of CCO is what protects Ontarians best. The public is protected when they get to
choose with the feet and dollars what type of care they want, within the scope of chiropract¡c in Ontario.

These conflict of interest provisions, as proposed, negatively affect the public. These provisions, as proposed,
would prevent some chiropractors (arguably the evidence-based chiropractors) from running, yet would allow other
chiropractors still (arguably the subluxation-based chiroprâctors) to run for council. These provisions ought to be all
inclusive for all organizations involved in chiropractic advocacy in order to best serve the public's best ¡nterests.

The proposed provisions appear to target only evídence-based practitioners. This is blatantly excluding the majority
of our professionals. lt does a great disservice to the welfare of the public in terms of safety and access to the best
care available based on research findings. And an even greater disservice to the evidence based members of the
CCO who work so tirelessly for the betterment of this profession.

The proposed provisions must be changed!

Currently, I can go on social media and see my old professors attempting to influence votes in regulatory elections
across Canada in such a manner that would elect very specific individuals who do not see chiropractic as a diverse
profession - the profession which CCO is supposed to represent. This does not positively serve all chiropractors
and their patients.

See above.

Screening candidates for their mainstream leanings, professional attitude, adherence to a modern interpretation of
the standards of practíce and flexibility to be available to serve the profession and the public should be embraced
as the foundation of a protective platform. Alternatively, allowing fringe representation may potentially offer a less
progressive interpretâtion of the standards of practice leaning to the protection of antiquated approaches to
business and care while failing to heed the influence of new science.

there is a lot of space remaining for a variety of practice styles without promoting the most fringe of ideas on either
side of a well recognized divide within the profession. leading from a point of the evolving standards of care from
our educational and research institutions should be a guiding principle...not the philosophical leanings of our
forebears.
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those that may have been involved with other organisations who may have a potenlial bias, however it is not
inclusive of all biases and weighs heavily on those that are involved in associations that are regulated.

By having strong laws and regulations that showcase to the public the CCO is serious about public safety and
disciplining Chiropractors that are not in lhe public's best ínterest will have a tremendously positive effect on the
public's perception of the profession. Countless times the profession ¡s seen in a negative light and news stories
are released of Chiropractors promoting ant¡-vaccines and claiming to treat everything under the sun. This has to
stop and the only way this will is by having evidence informed Chiropractors sitting on the CCO in order to better
regulate the profession and get rid of these outrageous claÍms.

They positively allow diversity within our profession so thal regulation decisions involve members with different
philosophical views on Chiropractic.

We can no longer hide. Social media is finding the warts in our profession. lf we don't proactively clean things up
we will embarass ourselves. No more false advertising, zero tolerance on anti-vax, and no more practice
managemenl that are not patient-based.

Confllct of lnterest provlslons are essentlal to provlde publlc confldence ln our self-regulatory system. lf
chiropractors in positions of power with chiropractic advocacy groups are allowed to become CCO members,
particularly when ínvolved with groups espousing unscientific and dogmatic principles, public confidence is eroded.

Almost as importåntly, the chiropractic profession loses confidence in its own regulatory board when we see
leadership that has conflicts of ¡nterest, such as ¡s currently the case. Having board members linked to groups with
an agenda to advocate anti-vaccination, anti-science, and pro-subluxat¡on views has the potential to be
catastrophic for our profession and the ab¡l¡ty to provide the best care to our patients.

Members of chiropractic advocacy groups cannot be expected to protect the public. While both advocacy and
public protection are ímportant roles, they cannot be performed by the same individual,

Conflicts of ¡nterest can make the professioll profession centrées instead of patient centered. We want to nrove the
profession forward, not move backwards to to ensure certain chiropractor continue to use scare tact¡cs to keep their
clinics full.

practice of full tíme practísing chiropractors. They face the same chaflenges but on a smaller scale because their
livelihood doesn't depend solely on practice - their experience is therefore not reflective of chiropractors in full time
practice, the same ones they want to be able to make decisions for as members of council.

I believe we all have some say as voting members of the CCO, including those in education and research.

But I also believe that in choosing a council to guide and govern us I believe that it is essential (and should be
mandatory) that the members of that council accurately represent the population the council represents - full time
practising ch¡ropractors.

I honestly don't think the public cares about the conflict of interest statements. The rules and regulations in the CCO
need to be reviewed by the profession regularly because we are a self regulated profession. I think this exercise is
done well by the CCO and allow us as a profession 10 vote and clean up the standards. As indicated above there is
a minor change that I propose that most of the public would not perce¡ve by reading the standard. lt was hard for
me to pick out. But I do think it is impoftant that all CCO council applicanls have the same playing field in terms of
the cooling off períod.

lnconsistency in how chiropractors treat and what is acceptable

They give the public piece of mind that there is no hidden agenda and that the public's interest is at the forefront of
policy, not private interest,

I feel as though the conflict of interest provisions will help ensure that the CCO has a balanced representation on
their board of directors. This will help ensure that chiropractors with various philosophical backgrounds (ie.
Subluxation based, evidence informed, evidence based, patient centered) each get a chance to be heard, while at
the same time not stack¡ng the deck or tainting the water by allowing them to be a member of a professional
association that may have very obvious leanings when it comes to their preferred way of practicing while also being
a member of the CCO board. I firmly believe that there are rooms for all manners of responsible chiropractic care,
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whether it be "subluxation based" or "evidence based" in the realm of chiropractic care, and thal those viewpoints
should be represented fairly on the CCO without being a member of any other professional association.

Not because the public doesn'l know any better

Overall, it is my strong opinion that the CCO would be better served if it facilitated a mechanism to ensure
competency on their boards. Like other regulatory colleges, why does the CCO not have a scientific and academic
position for their council (ideally, we should have both!)? ïhis would include someone with a skill set to ensure the
best avaílable evidence is in front of council and that the information is critically appraised. Further, since a good
proportion of our profession is now under the age of 35, we should consider also having a younger representative
(new practi{ioner, something the AFC is specifically recommending against).

The public is impacted by this decision because this is supposed to be a trusted regulalory college and it is not
identiûing the conflict of interest.

They can do both. Disclosed Conflicts of lnterest may not be harmful, or they may. Each case needs to be looked
at separately, and consistency is key to enforcement.

Positively effect the public

ln no way should the CCO be allowed to be influenced by any of the profession,s political ideologies. Allowing this
to happen is definately not inthe best interest of the public.

All organizations that may potentially conflict someone should be treated equally

I also strongly believe that it is in the public's best inlerest to have council members involved in education and
research. These members are shaping the future of our profession therefore their expertise is essential in public
matters

Those running our regulatory boards need to have necessary competencies íncluding the ability to consider
integrated care within the larger health care system in Ontario, and not ídealogies. The patient should be the center
focus of our cere, âs they are for all other health professions in Ontario.Evidence based care is BY DEFINITION
patient-centered.

Researchers should be brought into the fold, includíng educalors who as a result of their role, will have patient
safety knowledge at the forefront of the profession.

CCO presently protects itself from members in a position of power or influence within certain advocacy groups, but
not all $" The current bylaws prevent anyone from these groups for running for council until after a 1-yr cooling off
period: CCA, OCA, CCRF (the Research Foundation). But why isn't the ICPA, lCA, Maximized Living (ML), Pure
and Powerful, and One Chiropractic not on this list? I am not against a cooling off period, but let's treat all
organizations and associations that may potentially conflict someone equally.

The Alliance for Chiropractic is lobbying to change the recent language to specifically excfude those who teach at
CMCC (or UQTR) from running - this makes no sense! I see no reason why chiropractic faculty who work to
educate our future colleagues to serve the public, would be conflicted in their responsibility to act on behalf of the
public in a CCO position. Their motive here is clear - to best suit themselves!

Members of the following groups : ML, ICPA, PP, Chiropractic Awareness Council and the Alliance for Chiropractic,
who have sat on the CCO board were not evidensed based or patient centere and have been a disserviss to the
advancement of Chi ropractic.

They positively affect the public by ensuring the public's interest is first and foremost over any one person's own
interests.

The current provisions negatively affect the public in that there could be a bias of individuals elected to the CCO or
involved in the peer review process.

Exclurling acaclemic representatives from service on the CCO is a rlisservine to the puhlic hecar¡se these persons
are often the most acquainted with scientific evidencelresearch relating to health care and public health. Ongoing
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research and critical appraisal of the literature are crucial lools to protect the public from potentially harmful,
ineffective, unscientific, and obsolete diagnostic and therapeutic practices.

Effective conflict of interest provisions give the impression that the cco can be trusted to continue to regulate in the
public interest. Poor provisions will inevitably lead to distrust and acrimony

lf you plan on excluding members from the CCEB, CCRF, CMCC, or OCA from holding positions at the CCO it
would look terrible. I worry we would lose all credibility to the public if thís happens. Please reconsider.

ïhe current provision BY Law 6 (g) would negatively affect the public.

It is in the public's best Interest that the CCO council has a diverse voice. lf chiropractors involved in research and
education are being excluded then a diverse voice is not achievable.
fheir voice is extremely valuable on the cunent education chiropractors in Canada are receiving as well as in the
advancements of the chiropractic profession within our healthcare system. Such representalion is important for the
public to have on the CCO.

Conflict of interest can negatively affect the public by creating biased decision making that isn't in the best decision
for the profession as a whole.

Our current bylaws provisions are inadequate, and that's reflected by the constant negative national media on
claims made by chiropractors, associations, advocacy groups, etc.

A current council member teaches at the ICPA which is run with a belief in anti-vaccination and immunization. This
is against public health policy.

Another council member owns Maximized Living whose sells a book called "Cancer Killers" that places adjustments
and good nutrition and a mindset as the essential elements to fìght cancer. ls this serving to protect the vulnerable
public?

These are alf conflicts of ¡nterests and they do not put the PATIENT first. These Councillors are putting TlC,
subluxation-based ideals first. There even appears to have been specific by-law broken as the current Councillor
was President at the CCO at the time and used his position at the CCO to sell his Pure and Powerful sem¡nars.

We need to ensure those that are advocating for our profession in any capacity are NOT on the regulatory board.
This is not benefiting the public, the íntended protectees of the CCO.

As well, members of anti-vaccination groups, and groups who disregard scientific evidence are currently on councí|.
ïhis means our self-regulation can be called into question by members of the public or media. How can we say we
are adequately addressing the public's concerns about chíropraclors' claims about anti-vaccination, or concerns
about treatment out of scope of practice (of autism, cancer etc) if our own members cannot be bias free.

ïhe 12 monlh rule negatively affects the publíc because committed, interested chiropractors have to delay before
they can run and have their voice heard.

They positively impact the public because they have a thorough understanding of the chiropractic practice. Those
who are professors at professional chiropractic inst¡tut¡ons know the most about the practice. They can use their
education to educate the public. They know exactly what is being taught to students, and can educate their
students on how to best support the public. There is no conflict of ínterest if the professors are not part of any
descision making in any other capacity. They are simply more educated board members which is important for the
proper regulation and education of chiropractics to the public. Researchers also do not have a conflict of interest
either. lt does not make any sense to exclude educators and researchers. There is no sensible form of chiropractic

Conflict of interest provisions should protect the public by ensuring that council members have lhe interest of the
public as their primary objective. lf council members have a primary objective other than this then there is a
problem with either the structure or enforcement of the conflict of interest provisions.

No effect- you have a panel for a reason, to avoid bias and avoid conflicts of interest. Continue employing a panel
of individuals with different backgrounds and the public will continue to be properly protected.
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Positively. Strong regulation is good for the chiropractic profession: it is good for patlents; it is good for business

Strong regulation is good for the chiropractic profession: it is good for patients; it is good for business.

I

lWhile I can appreciate the desire to separate yourselves from influence of other special interest groups such as

leducation institutions, insurance companies and chiropractors it is a real problem throughout our entire country that
members of regulatory boards seem to have no idea what is going on with Health Care delivery in general, the
needs and wants of the public, issues around access to Chiropractic care and the direction of the Chiropractic
profession itself. lndeed there have been several examples in this past 3 years where regulatory boards have made
decisions against the public interest to support fringe elements of the profession.

Further specia¡ interest groups belonging to undeclared organizations (that you have not listed and may not be
officially recognized groups) have infiltrated several regulalory boards with disasterous consequences to several
professions.

See below in 5...

no effect

no effect

It is understandable to restrict individuals holding administrative positions within other chiropractic organizations
from being on the CCO council.

Restricting individuals who can bring different perspectives and views of the profession (i.e. researchers and
educators) would most definitely negatively affect the public. Not having individuals who are at the forefront of the
academic portíon of the profession would hinder the profession's progression towards a more patient-centered care
model. Participating in research or academics should in no way be a conflict of interest for the public.

lncluding the chiro colleges as a conflict of interest with NEGATIVELY affect the publíc

The Provisions negatively affect the public interest by completely taking away any positive effect research and
evidence have on the public thought process and replacing that with an increase in vitalistic/subluxation based
chiropractic ideologies which are not in the best ¡nterest of anyone except those practicing that style (Conflict of
interest? I think so) . By not considering those with subluxation based ideologies as having a conflict of interest
there are very serious issues that will arise in terms of public interest.

lf you take away the chance for Evidence and Research to stand strong in the CCO and go in the same direction as
Alberla and BC then you are missing a chance for the public to gain the most out of Chiropractic care. The public
needs to know we are putting their best interests forward, we cannot do that with anti-scientific council members
sitting in positions of power on a board that is associated with a HEALTH profession.

Again, if we were to eliminate the input from professionals directly associated with research and education in lhe
profession, there would be a constant dissociated between what is really best for a patient and what is decided by
the CCO, As we know, guidelines and recommendation are constantly changing based on emerging literature.
Having someone involved in the decision making process who understand the intricacies of our curlent educational
systems and research organizations is instrumental into making the correct decisions regarding the public interest.

They help to ensure an unbiased approach to regulat¡on and are therefore of extreme importance,

Those running our regulatory board have the necessary competencies, not ideologies, and who put the patient first,
at the center of care and our service to society as spinal and musculoskeletal health experts. Bias against anti-
vaccinations, medications, anti-scientif¡c views of practice are currently tolerated by the CCO because councilors
representing these viewpoints are not disqualified from serving the members of the public when their practice
philosophies and viewpoints are.

Functioning as a truly evidence-based health fìeld, to avoid scrutiny from other providers within the healthcare
realm.
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Positively as it tells the public that the people that run our self governed bodies do indeed take everything into
account before electing positions and that there will NOT be any biased people on boards.

THe public may lose services they need and desire if they are not views as legitimate by the educational institution
who wants to push their views in the board.

Strong regulation is good for the chiropractic profession: it is good for patients; it ¡s good for business.

Academic institutions provide well informed and up to date candidates for the CCO to help optimally protect the
public.

Positive as there would be no bias or hidden agendas

Above groups noted have at least equal bias as the groups noted in the proposed changes. Either make no groups
a conflict of interest, or include the above mentioned groups as well.

People associated with CMCC can aller and change the scope of lreatment lo reflect that which is taught at the
school, versus, the profession via the CCO determining scope of practice.

Positively affect the public.

I agree with the idea of conflict of interest, but believe that the CCO should limit how many members previously
associated with these organizations may be represented on council to avoid having only one narrow scope of
practice represenled.

Alliance for Chiropractic website has provided illegítimate "evidence" about the benefits of chiropractic care.
OneChiropractic has made claims on subjects outsíde the scope of chiropractic care.

Paid educators do not have independence in policy from their institutions. This is a conflict of interest in a policy
which may protect the public ínteresf, but not their College.

Stating and removing possible conflict of interests as a positive affect on the public

The above menlíoned groups have a very specific mandate and agenda for the profession that they are all pro
chiropractic (pro subluxation lo be specific) advocacy groups. Bias against anti-vaccinations, medications, antí-
scientifìc views of practice are currently tolerated by the CCO because councilors representing these viewpoints are
not disqualified from serving the members of the public when their practice philosophies and viewpoints are. These
viewpoints VERY negatively affect the public and public perception.

The public is impacted when the perception that the regulatory college is not properly indentifying conflict of
interest. lt erodes the public's trust in the regulator and I'm sure the ministry of health and long term care would be
concerned if it became aware of a college that wasn't adequately addressing conflict of interest in its bylaws and in
its actions.

None

Positively, ¡n thât ¡t gives the public awareness of the various scenarios surrounding potential conflicts of interests
that may be presented before them and a health care provider, and what precautions to take.

Conflict of interest provisions are affecting our professíon's reputation because evidence-informed, scientifically
minded practitioners are not representing us at the CCO level.

NONE

having members of the ICPA, ICA and Alliance for chiropractic will give a false sense of the profession

not having members from thc govcrning bodics, rcsearch bodies and educational institute, sets a poor example to
the public that our profession is not evidence based and can get away with whatever they want.
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I strongly urge the CCO to reconsider this change, as it will poorly affect the whole Canadian chiropractic
profession

Having members of academic institutions is a great asset for voting. These individuals tend to be well informed and
are able to see the growth and future of the chiropractic profession (through their students and advancement of
their curriculum). lncluding these individuals as a conflict of interest would negatively impact the public.

Conflict of interest provisions are important to protect the public from personal agendas that might be pushed
forward over whal is in the best interest of the public.

o effect.

positively affect the public by protecting their best interest rather than the profession

Any individual or group that advocates chiropractic has a potential of introducing a bias to the regulatory body for
chiropractic. Claims by these individuals that are not evidence based, if put into practice by the regulatory body, can
put the public in danger due to inadequate information and research. Evidence-based practice is necessary and
essential for the public's best interest!

lf you have publíshed beliefs contrary to our mandate,for example vaccinations

POSITIVELY AFFECT THE PUBLIC BY:
.PREVENTING POLICY DECISION MAKING THAT IS BIASED
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( ¡as direct ownership in Maximized Living which promotes among other things a book called "Cancer
Killers", whose author, a chiropractor with cancer, is now deceased. The book states that chiropractic adjustments,

nutrition, and good mindset are what is necessary to þeat cancer. How is this in the best interest of the
blic? The book goes against all established puþlic health principles.

,: associated with anti-vax ICPA, and OneChiropractic a pro-subluxation advocacy group that
lpromotes negative attitudes towards vaccination and is pro-vitalism. How can i claim she is impartial when she's
lpart of an organization that is skeptical towards vaccinations, immunizations, and medications?
I

is seen on the front of the Allíance for Chiropractíc websíte. This is a pro subluxation based
ssociation. He supports Barcelona College of Chiropractic in Spain, but not the ONTARIO school, CMCC.

,.. suggesting lhat Chiropractic adjustments, good nutrition and a good attitude is required to beat cancer,
lwhich is simply not true.

I

| .: an anti vaccination proponent when the literature supporls the use of vaccination programs to
ldecrease orsease.
I

' a subluxation based Chiropractor which has proven to be a concept based in beliefs rather than
c evidence.

owns Maximized Líving which promotes among other things a book called "cancer kíllers", whose

lauthor, a chiropractor with cancer, is not deceased. The book states that chiropractic adjustments, good nutrition,

land a good mindset is all that it takes to beat cancer. This is not in the best interest of the public. The book goes

lagainst all established health principles.
I

- - --.r: associatied with anti-vax ICPA, and OneChiropractic, a pro-subluxation advicacy group that
lpromotes negative attitudes towards vaccination and is pro-vitalism. How can r claim she is impartial when she is
lpart of an organization that ís skeptical lowards vaccinations, immunizations, and medications?
I

_ he is seen on the front of the Alliance for Chiropractic website. This is a pro subluxation based
association. He supports Barcelona College of Chiropractic in Spain, but not the ONTARIO school, CMCC.

he has direct ownership on a book that states chiropractic adjustments, good nutrition and good
mindset is what is necessary to beat cancer......???

: associated wilh anti-vax ICPA and onechiropractic a pro subluxation advocacy group.
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.RAISING THE QUALITY AND MATURITY OF THE CCO
-FOCUSING ON WHAT THE ROLE OF THE CCO IS - PRIMARILY TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC
.ENSURING THAT ALL DECISIONS ARE MADE IN THE PUBLIC'S BEST INTEREST AND NOT IN THOSE OF
THE PROFESSION OR A SECTOR OF THE PROFESSION
-RAISING THE QUALITY OF CARE THAT PATIENT'S RECEIVE FROM CHIROPRACTORS
-PROTECTING THE PUBLIC FROM UNETHICAL PRAGTICE BEHAVIOURS, FRAUDULENTACTIVITIES OR
MISREPRESENTATIONS BY CHI ROPRACTORS
-ENSURING THAT CHIROPRACTORS HAVE THE ABILITY TO PRACTICE IN AN EQUITABLE AND SAFE
ENVIRONMENT AND IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THEIR PATIENTS
.HIGH STANDARDS OF CARE, CONSISTENT WITH OTHER HEALTH REGULATORS, PROMOTE
INTERPROFESSIONAL COLLABORATION WHICH IS IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF PATIENTS

Barring educators and researchers would negatively affect the public's perception. The CCO should be in line with
the current evidence and best practices that are being taught to future chiropractors and having educators and
researchers on the council will help to facilitate this.

These provisions positively effect the public in terms of maintaining and improving the public perception of
professionalism of thc regulatory bodies that oversêc Chiropractors.

They do not have the public interest at heart if they are making decisions based on non research-based, dogmatic
opinions.

This does not appêar to be conflict of interest policy. This policy negatively affects the public as you are limiting
licensed memþers participation, who represent a diversity of individuals thal interact with the public.

Confìict of interest should be an ongoing process and based on the individual chiropractor at a particular state in
time based on the "interest" in play. Representation in other organizations does not address mitigation of conflict of
interest while someone is serving at CCO.

As long as there are a portion of board members who are not chiropractors, all conflicts of interest should be
negated.

Any chiropractor should hold the right to be an elected member of the board irregardless of other associations they
may be involved with. Any chiropractor has the ability to protect the best interests of the public.

I think that allowing a variety of practitioners into the college allows for more transparency and different points of
view which helps towards public safety and interest.

Conflict of interest provisions are CRUCIAL to bringing legitimacy to the chiropractic profession in the eyes of the
public. Unfortunately the provisions put forth by the CCO are going aþout this in the wrong way and will negatively
effect the profession. Effectively blocking out evidence-based, patient-centred chiropractors from positions of power
in order to maintain the current climate of the council.
These are the practitioners who are able to remain impartial, I implore the CCO to strike the provision barring
educators and researchers from becoming members of council, as these are chiropractors who certainly and clearly
do NOT have a conflict of interest when it comes to board aclivities and are some of the most trusted members of
the profession. Banning these memhers woulcl only shine a negative light on the cr¡rrent "boys chrlr" attitr¡cJe
surrounding the CCO, and the public will take notice.

No effect
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: associated with anti-vax, IPCA, and OneChiropractic a pro-subluxation advocacy group lhat
lPromotes negative aratudes towards vaccination and is pro-vitalism. How can :claim she is impartial when she's
lpart of an org that is skeptical towards vaccinations, immunizations and medications?
I

' has direct ownership in Maximized Living which promotes among other things a book called cancer

lkillers, whose author, a chiropractor wilh cancer, is now deceased. The book states that chiropractic adjustments,
lgood nutrition and good mindset is what is necessary to beat cancer. How is this in the best interest of the public?
lThe book goes against all established public health principles.
I

r, he is seen on the front of the Alliance for Chiropractic website. This is a pro-subluxation based
association. He supports Barcelona College of Chiropractic in Spain, but not the Ontario college, CMCC.
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; owns Maximized Living whose sells a book called "Cancer Killers" that places adjustments and good

lnutrition and mindset as lhe essential elements to fight cancer. The author of the book, a chiropractor, has since
ldeceased to his cancer using this non-evidence based, fringe approach. This book goes against all establish health

lprinciples.
I

is seen on the front of the Alliance for Chiropractic website. This is a pro-subluxation association.

- Promotes chiropraclic as a cancer treating tool among nutrition and mindset will beat cancer. This goes against all
research in public health and therefore has no roots in protecting the public.

ls involved with anti vaccination and pro-subluxation groups

of interest:

Ownership in a company lhat promotes vitalistíc approaches to healthcare that are aga¡nst the current evidence
(chiropractic adjustments curing cancer). This is absolutely in the public's worst interesl.

lHas been a public supporter of the anti-vaccination movement. This is in complete opposition to the

lrecommendations of Health Canada so there is no possible way that she can maintaín an unbiased viewpoint after
lpublically taking a side.
I

Shown public supportfor non-evidenced based schools and not supporting evidence-based Canadian schools. Not
an unbiased opin¡on when it comes to new evidence against previous philosophies.

As mentioned above, it is not the provisions that negatively affect the public, but rather the lack of confidence in
certain members in place to carry out necessary CCO functions that casts doubt with respect to the CCO's ability to
carry out its mission.

Conflict on interest provisions have the potential to have large negative impact on the public when there is not even
enforcement across the different advocacy bodies. Subluxation based bodies are not equally targeted in these
provisions like the more evidence based bodies are. lt is destructive to the profession and allows a very tainted
philosophy of chiropractic to exist at the regulatory level.

lf the group/individual siling on the CCO regulatory board is evidence-based expert, there is no conflict of interest.
Ihis situation would positively affect the public, since their safety and best interests would be supported by
evidence and research.

Negatively. There is a bias towards having evidence-based practitioners on councíl and allows individuals who
disregard science and put their own interest ahead of the publics.

Negatively!

Those within teaching rolls at the academic institutions have direct impact on how the students think and practice.
To have that same faculty member sít on a regulatory board can theoretically create narrow mindedness within the
profession and thus be able to influence the profession to to uphold the policies of their academic ínstitution and not
necessarily that of the public

Conflict of interest provisions make sure that those who have a financial stake in chiropractic beyond that of being a
chiropractor or owning a chiropractic clinic (and thus having a conflict of interest) are not negatively affecting the
public.
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On the other hand, the provisions can negatively affect the public if they prevent those involved wilh chiropractic
research from being active participants in the CCO.

Conflict of interest provisions should stop the groups which actively promote anti-vaccination views, long treatment
plans without benefit, and contradict current guidelines.

To remove evidence based chíropractors from lhe board, despite it being deemed a conflict of interest is 100%
necessary for the success of our profession and the well being of the public. Therefore if it is deemed a conflict of
interest then it will only positively impact the public. ln a time when research and science represents the truth, why
are we as a profession who is scientifìcally questioned by many, wanting to remove all the progress we have made.
The public wants nothing more then to have their pain treated, and with evídence based care we are able to do
that, while stimultaneously creating a trusting relationship. We need research in chiropractic, and we need evidence
based chiropractors to sit on the CCO board.

To ban educators and researchers would negatively affect the public. These are the most knowledgeable in the
safest and best practices. They are lhe ones who know the limits of chiropractic.

Wth regards to advocacy groups, banning them would positively affect the public. They have conflicts of interest
and are not capable of staying impartial. The chiropractor and chiropractic as a whole will always be in their minds
which will prevent them from helping the public.

A conflict of interest from having a person on the CCO board who is also part of a subluxation based advocacy
group would sacr¡f¡ce the professions ability to provide safe, competent, and cost effeclive care to the public.

Conflict of interest provisions negatively affect the public in many ways.
lf chiropractic is ever to be respect in the eyes of other medical professions and the public we need to have
imperical and tangible research and evidence to back up our claims. Also, our profession needs to be able to
understand currently accepted medical research that is support by the Government of Canada and other health
care professions.
This is where having research and educators on the board is beneficial ând will provide a nìuch needed scientific
evidence approach to our profession.
lf individuals thät are apart of other groups lhat make claims that are against and outsíde of our (chiropractic) scope
of practice, then they are unfit to be on the CCO regulatory board. Ihey have already shown that they do not value
what is deemed safe for our profess¡on to practice and speak on. They have allowed their own personal ideologies
to conflict with measures put into practice to keep the public safe.

Conflict of interest (COl) provisions are designed to protect the public. The member sitting on the CCO should be
impartial, as per the nature of their position in protecting the public. This is a positive thing.

A COI provision SHOULD include groups that promote something that is in direct conflict to these long-proven
public health measures. Excluding some but not all groups that advocate for chiropraclic, or excluding groups that
only practice chiropractic a certain way is a negative thing. lf the OCA, CCA, CCRF members are not allowed to sit
on the CCO, then members who directly influence other strong views (subluxation-based or anti-vaxx based)
should not either. lf only one type of group is disallowed due to COI then the public is not adequately protected from
conflicts of interest and this is a negative thing.

owns Maximized Living whose sells a book called "Cancer Killers" that places adjustments and good

lnutrition and mindset as the essential elements to fight cancer. The author of the book, a chiropractor, has since
ldeceased to his cancer using this non-evidence based, fringe approach.
II teaches at the ICPA which is ran by anti-vaxxer and whose many teachers reject
lvaccination and rmmunrzaron as an effective public health policy,

I

' is seen on the front of the Alliance for Chiropractic website, a group that advocates for subluxation-
based care
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Conflict of interest orovisions should positively affect the public, which would include removing CCO council
members such as who promotes the use of chiropractic adjustments in the treatment of cancer which
is not even remotely up to date with anythíng in the current literature as it pertains to the treatment of cancer nor the
known benefits of SMT. is known to be involved with the ICPA and OneChiropractic,
two groups which have a negative attitudes towards vaccínations. This in no way ¡s protective of the publiCs best
interest, and prevents her from remaining impartial.

Alliance for Chiropractic website has provided illegitimate "evidence" about the benefits of chiropractic care.
OneChiropractic has made claims on subjects outside the scope of chiropractic care.

lf the public is unaware that the regulatory body may not be treating all associations equally with respect to conflict
of interest, how can they come lo an educated decision?

It's important to have a diverse regulatory board with a variety of ideas and opinions, including those of researchers
& educators, however conflicts of ¡nterest relating to any edvocacy can be very dangerous to the publics safety & to
the trust put in us as a profession. While an individual ín an advocacy group may be keen to push the profession
forward & may honestly believe they are doing what's best for the public this type of cowboy thinking as a part of
the college can lead to costly & dangerous mistakes. While we are generally views as a very safe profession we
can't forget that this is still medicine we are practícing & people's lives depend on our abílity to act eccordingly. lf
our college is lead by individuals who wish to push the profession forward too quickly without thinking lhrough all
the details, our very profession could be at stake.

non-evidence based subluxation chiropractic practice is misleading and detrimental to patients attempting to
receive appropriate care for their conditions.

CCO member discipline hearings should be conducted by a panel of peers who have been a minimum of 5 years in
private practice.

Due to the number of possible CMCC associated board members, the public interest is at risk as there ¡s a real
chance to have a quasí political institution exert significant will on the standards of chiropractic in Ontario. This does
not provide þalanced and open opportunities for different viewpoinls to have a voice thereby creating a real risk of
compromising the public's right to access díverse chiropractic services.
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who is associated with anti-vax ICPA, oneChiropractic, which are associated with
antivaccinalion, immunization and medications

r an individual who is saying in his book that chiropractic can help beat cancer. this is not proven

349

n any way.
lr

also says lhat chiropractic can help beat cancer, this is not beneficial to the public since there is no
proof behind that.

¡i promotes the ideology lhat chiropractic is an important treatment to cure cancer. ln no way should the

lword cure be used when referring to anything chiropractic or to the treatment of cancer. This type of wording is

lfalse marketing and does not include the best ¡nterest of the public to have consent in fully understanding the

Itreåtment being provided.

I

is an anti-vaccination supporter and is not impartiaf with regards to the board in terms of
the public with the knowledge they need in order to make an educated decision for themselves. This

ideology directly contradicts the evidence presented for certain diseases which are easily preventable through
vaccination. Claims such as this only exacerbate the disconnect between chiropractic, other health professions and
the general public.

claims in no way should be allowed to persist under the title of chiropractic as it does not accurately
the profession
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Conflict of interest provisions for council members are a necessary part of serving on CCO. when council members
act in a way that suggests bringing a particular agenda or philosophy to CCO typically lhis is NOT in the public
interest and reflects an ignorance of CCO's mandate to protect the public or worse and outright attempt to slant
policy in a particular direction that does not serve the public and may in fact endanger the professions ability to
maintain self governance

Bias on practice styles or care ralionale (e.9. pain based only care vs. wellness/lifestyle care/corrective care) can
negatively impact the public's access or willingness to seek chiropractic care.

I believe any conflict of interest should be eliminated in ÇCO.

ïhese changes I have recommended will ¡mprove public accessibílity to quality chiropraclic care.

A conflict of interest provision is required for full transparency and allows the professionel council to more
accurately representalion pract¡t¡oners in a role of practice to the public. This will benefìt the public by more
accurately representing the diversity of chiropractic practice and the common experience that a public member
would lrave within the chiropractic profession and prarJice.

A conflict of interest may unfairly bias a decision if for example:
-staff of a teaching institution know the defendant from their t¡me teaching them in college; and therefore give them
a "break".
-somebody who did not attend a specific school, or someone who attended a school that teaches in a different way
from the school whereby the member is employed could be unfairly judged and cause a loss of a practitioner to
many patients unjustly.

Education and research perspectives are extremely important to have included as they contribute to the integrity of
the group.

Positive. They protect aga¡nst bias fiom self interest groups that rely on funding to exist. Our profession has a rich
history in helping people live healthier, drug free lives and too often trying to change what we are or limit the powers
that chiropraclic offers is not in the public interest.
For example. The "ev¡dence" based movement often ignores "experience" and knowledge gained in practice and
practical approaches to the delrimenl of the public.
Many of these biases come from organizations that are prone to conflict of interest and thus this standard reads
appropriate.

nla

You can't have an education facility which has it's own objeclives and initiatives on the CCO which has/may have
different objectives and initiatives; there couid be instances where it could negatively affect the public interest.

Conflict of interesl provisions protect the public from members who may have alternative motives and wanting to be
part of the regulatory body for their own agenda. They are positive when used properly. Currently they are
laughable at who is excluded and who is included. This needs to change now!

lA negatíve conseguence arises if you have a member of CMCC or UQTR (or any Chiropractic school) influencing
policy on a regulatory board which may favour the interests of the academic institutions.

Also, the interests and philosophy vary between schools and organizations, and more so from one country to
another, So there is unfair representalion on a regulatory board.

A member of a school could take advantage of their position on CCO to promote the interests of the school and
thus influence policy on a regulatory board.

A conflict occurs if the loyalty of the board member is in question. ls it to create fair policy protecting the members
and public interest or favour the academic institution or organization?

CCO members need to dedicate the necessary effort, time and effort to regulatory matters and serving two roles
poses a potential conflict.
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Negatively reduce the ability of praclice variation and technique variation available to the public.

The "peers" on panels ensure experience of practicing is applied to the real life situations that are being evaluated
and discussed. A necessity for evaluating real life events and problems.

Without the provision of also adding l2monlhs separation from an educational institution you will have the negative
effect of the public perceived conflict of interest.

Positively

It does positively affect the public by ensuring that the CCO is true to its purpose and vision, rather than other
unforeseen guiding forces.

Having provisions will positives affect the public

The provisions positively affects the public, as the CCO is better able to regulate it's members with them

Special interest groups or people in a position of ínfluence in the profession could fail to be objective in providing
good leadership and counsel in protecting the public interest.

they positively affect the public because the CCO regulatory body has no pressure from outside institutions to
conform to their ideals of the Chiropractic profession.

I think conflict of interest situations can negatively impact the public because public considerations are the concern
of the CCO rather than concerns of affiliated chíropractic organizations. Each group exists to work towards their
own goals and agendas and needs to recogn¡ze and appreciate each others areas of interest without trying to
influence or undermine any of the other groups.

Conflict of interest can have a negative affect by influencing CCO to favour a particular group to make changes to
it's advantage.

Conflict of interest provisions will positively affect the public because there will be a variety of individuals sitting on
councils representing many different viewpoints.

The teaching ¡nst¡tut¡ons, specifically CMCC, have a specific philosophy and direction of chíropractic that is very
limited and does not represent much of our profession. The CCEB also follows and conlrols much of our profession
by their examination regulatory powers, and also follows a very mechanistic, allopathic approach. Our profession is
being controlled by a small group of people. The greatest challenge we face is a lack of unity in the profession. The
public needs to know what a chiropractor does in practice, and that there is diversity, rather than a few groups
trying to change who they'd like us to be.

lf council members aren't allowed to hold positions in private practice this can negatively affect the public because
the council is far removed from the reality of practice and can become all about politics instead of true patient care
and prornotion of optimum health through chiropractic. I think cco council members should be allowed to be in
private practice as long as any decision and their work on counc¡l isn't going to promote their personal gain. The
public having the best chance at optimum health should be the primary focus of the CCO and this means that real
doctors and real business owners should be allowed to be on council.

Positive effec{, since a person making a complaint for example to the association would want to know that there are
unbiased professíonals that are tending to the matter.

Positive - Generates trust.

Since the CCO serves the public it is important that COI not influence decisions at the CCO

When there is a conflict of interest that a council member holds the public and all stakeholders and especially
government lose confidence in the profession and the councils ability to regulate in the public interest.

lndependence from decisions can be questroned ú one gets a malonty of rncome lrom an lnstttutron. We saw thrs
impact in independent chiropractic examinations from insurance-paid Chiropractors. DesisÍons eventually impact
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ones payor/ boss. lt is a conflict. Also, I would want standards created by colleagues who actually practice. lf one
doesnâ rMt practice, how can one appreciate the intricacies of doctor-patient interactions in the reality of practice.
Yes, the non practicing get the theoritical world but that is not necessarily representative of real life. The public
members are the best independent group for that. lf a stakeholder group is not from Ontario, or if their group has no
impact on what feels like required membership in Ontario or power via a pass/ fail graduating into practice for
Ontario, they really do not have power over the profession so allow. Linkage between PMP to OCA and OCA
requires membership in CCA. There is no independence.

Conflict of interest provisions would positively affect the public by ensuring the real and perceived non-partial
governance

Employees at an education institution are paid to uphold certain academic values for accreditation which is great for
the education institution's survival but does not represent necessarily the values of the public as CCO is to uphotd.
Having employees of an academic institution on CCO is a severe conflict of ¡nterest as they can not adequately
protect the public's interest while serving the interests of where they are employed. This would definitely negatively
affect the public.

1) May influertce policy and procedure changes (prìncipled chiropractors fighting to affect scope
of practice changes)
2J May financially benefit an individual (Dr. Gleeberzon and being an adjusting seminar chiro when we changed the
5 hour CE requirements)

lf conflict of interest is declared and handled appropriately, the proceedings at the CCO are impartial and without
bias. This foslers confldence within the profession and the public that chiropractic in Ontario is managed fairly and
through the lens ol protecting the public.

Votíng may be in the member's interest which may conflict with the public's interest.

Making provisions to the current by-law is a positive for the public.

The conflicts of interest have the potential for bias towards the public. The people of Ontario have the right to
access Chiropractic câre in all of its varying forms.

Having people at the CCO who are also paid by educational institutions/associations/etc presents a large bias in
that - these people are foyal to where they work/volunteer - therefore they would like to see the continuation of their
particular e<Jucational inslitutions beliefs/agenda/research. This is not fair to the people of Ontario.

I think this issue of little effect to the public.

Negatively because ther individuals would show bias and not be impartial.

Conflicts of interest can negatively affect the public in that public safety is affected. Chiropractors who regulate in a
manner which serves lheir interests is not acceptable.

CMCC will affect the public in a negative way

No effect

lf a VOLUNTEER director of a membership organization is considered a direct conflict, how can a PAID employee
of an educational institution NOT be?

I believe that anyone who becomes aware of this incongruency would wonder why we have let it go on as long as it
has.

Conflict of interest provisions positively affect public by ensuring an unbiased approach to the gove.nance of
chiropractic in Ontario,

Trust factor from the publlc.

Give optics of fairness.
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Positively

Yes I think conflict of interest can negatively affect the public - if a Board member was bringing their "agenda" lo the
meeting ie their belief ¡n the best way to manage payients and run a practice vs what is the best for the public.

The present provisions do not protect the organization appropriately. The optics are so bad that even public
members are attacking the college and I have to read things such as...
https ;//twitter. com/rya rmsf status/9725508 50890665989

CCO should strongly reconsider strengthening their provisions.

Also there is no safe guard as with many other colleges to ensure that there is an academic, or scientific position on
council. lt scares me that the board is made up with popular chiropractors and no safe guard is in place to ensure
competency of chiropractors.
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It is critical that the cooling period apply to everyone who may bring bias to the CCO by way of another
organization's agenda.

Thank you

As a patient I respect the full spectrum of the way Chiropractic is practiced. The people of Ontario should have
access to the Chiropractor of theír choice. The CCO is there to protect the public and should have as little biased
opinion as possible.

Schools can have a bíased agenda just like any association. lt's important that all CCO members not have
affìliations with schools and associations.

as above.

We need our council to be comprised of more than subluxation based chiropractors.

I believe it is extremely important for Chiropractic and for the publics best interest that CCO change this
recommendation to include faculty/staff in conflict of inlerest and to provide fair and unbiased peers at the
disciplinary level.

Thank you to all members of the council,. both public members and Chiropractic colleauges for their most diligent
efforts to keep our Chiropractic profession well regulated and governed for the benefit of us all.

There is suppose to be trusted re

LEAVE AS IS NO CHANGE IS NEEDED

I am sure there are many in the profession that are curious about the issues I have already mentioned. This would
speak to the lack of clarity that the proposal has. I would like to th¡nk that this ambiguity was not for a political
purpose.

The reality is that there are two camps of chiropractors and practice styles: the subluxation-based camp and
musculoskeletal cârnp. lt is my humble opinion that there will never be a compromise belween the two. My concern
though is the weight that the OCA and CCA have on political landscape of practice. While I respect the OCA and
CCA, ¡t apparent that many members of those groups want to push their agenda and chiropractic toward their way
of practice. lt is not in the public interest to not have a choice of the style of practice thât they want or need. The
CCO should give patients the choice what type of chiropractic care they want and not be díctated by a political
agenda. Let's celebrate our diversity instead of battle within our profession.
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It is time for the CCO to step up and regulaie in the best interest of the public and not in the best interest of a few
council members. DO YOUR JOB.

I believe the CCO has identified the areas of conflict of interests, and adequately address the concerns and
interests of the public and Chiropractors in Ontario.

'12 months seems to be a long waiting period

A number of years ago, a member of CMCC faculty who was/is also a member of CCO council posted an article on
his facebook page. The article was titled something along the lines of "Do not see a ch¡ropractoi it tney do this ... "
and the article listed 10 or so things that the author of the article didn't agree wiih. And while that member is enlitted
to their opinion, in their role as a CCO council member, this clearly is not inclusive of all styles of practice.

When a few of us called the CCO to complain, their recommendation was to file a formal complaint. I would hope to
think that the CCO is holding their council members to a level of integrity that supports all CCO members? lf we, as
a profession have guidelines to follow, and are acting and practicing within those guidelines, I hardly think a CCO
member should not be held accounlable for publicly taking that stance. lf not, why should the be permitted to be a
member?

It is important that we allow Chiropractors who practice patient centered and evidence informed care to take part.
Research and education are a huge part of our profession and while we want to limit an individuals power I think
that in this case it leads to less balance in perspectives.

iwould beg that we stop all the in-fighting in our profession. Let's come together under the banner of Chiropractic
and go out and help our communities be healthier. We know that Chiropractic works. Since lhe beginning,
Chiropractic has been an ART, SCIENCE and PHILOSOPHY. We are distinct from all other forms of health care.
Allow us to go out and practice it the way we feel is best for our patients-the art (according to the standards), Let us
be aware of the latest sclence available to us from both chiropractic and other medical research, and let us not
forget the amazing life giving force that res¡des in every human being that we get the privilege to lay our hands on
everyday.

Do not support lhe exclusion of Academics, Association members from participating in elections.

Thís is a serious oversight, or intentional omission. I can recall there being discussions on this while I was studying,
and the mentality was that there were not enough interested chiropractors in the GTA to fulfill the roles of the CCO
and other chiropractic organizations, associations, and institutions. To be frank, there are plenty of chiropractors
suited to these roles, especially within the GTA, and lhere is NO need to have faculty from CMCC participate in
such an important capacity on the CCO Council or Committees. I sincerely hope that my feedback is taken
seriously, as this is a very significant concern to myself and many of my colleagues. Thank you for your time and
consideration.

I took some time to do a bit of research.

Currently 1/3 of your council are CMCC faculty members. When I went to lhe OCA website a substantial number of
their board members are CMCC faculty and/or researchers.

This gives the appearance that chiropractic is a closed profession run by a small self interest group called CMCC.
ls lhis really self regulation or is thus a cloistered profession run by the only school in the province.

lf you want to be taken seriously you must fix this.

It affects us because it's becoming harder for my family to receive a good chiropractic adjustment.

Once again I will STRONGLY emphasize that the autonomy of the CCO and its ability to carry out its work
objectively and free of influence is essential for public safety and therefore ANYONE associated with ANY
organization that can influence policy or policy makers should NOT be allowed on the board.

I see no reason why chiropractic faculty who work to educate our future colleagues to serve the public, would be
conflicted in their responsibility to act on behalf of the public in a CCO position.
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Like other regulatory colleges, why does the CCO nol have a scientific and academic position for their council
(ideally, we should have both!)? This would include someone with a skill set to ensure the best available ev¡dence
is in front of council and that the information is critically appraised. Further, since a good proportion of our
profession is now under the age of 35, we should consider also having a younger representalive.

To exclude specific organízations and not others is a recipe for preferential treatment. Don't go down this road.
There are many conflict of interest processes where there are guidelines for what constitutes a conflict. lt is the
activitíes in an organízation that are most meaningful and not necessarily the organization. For example, someone
who is not a researcher or a member of CMCC or the CCEB could very well be involved in activities that constitute
a conflict. lt is the activilies that need scrutiny, not the organization.

Strong new new bylaws have the ability to prevent council members from being in positions of power in
chiropractic/professional advocacy groups where the agenda is not patient centered. For example, many of these
groups promote anti-vaccine policies and long term care plans which, overall, undermines a chiropractor's cultural
authority within healthcare and with the public in Ontario.

A regulatory college acts to ensure that each member within said college is being held to the highest of professional
standards when they treat their patients. Members of the CCO board should include educators and researchers
from educational institutions who are equipped with lhe most up to date knowledge about the scientific progress
being made in the chiropractic field. This will help to inform the board as the whether each chiropractor is practicing
to the highest scientific standard and in the best interest of each of his/her patients.

When employees are on council, it makes it seem as though the profession is governed by a self-interest group.

The CCO board needs to become evidence based for the sake and safety of the public.

Having educators and researchers on the regulatory board would in fact be in the best interest. As mentioned
above they will ensure that knowledge is acquired appropriately and research is being conducted to understand
more about the safety and reactions lo chiropractíc to better serve the public.

Overall I believe it would be a massive and more importantly a detrimental mistake to remove Canadian educators
and researches from the board. The profession in my opinion is changing for the better and we do not want to let
these pro-chiropractic groups (subluxation chiropractors) have more say as I believe they are preaching principles
and trealments that may in some instances be unethical and are also not in the publics best interest

Evidence-based chiropraclic care is in the publics best interest. Current evidence, clinical expertise, and patient
needs and preferences take all things into consideration and create an atmosphere where the patient gets the care
that they desire, rather than having ideals thrust upon them with adequate education.

Those involved in this standard of care should be involved. Rather than seek to remove these individuals, why not
create a pos¡t¡on that critically appraises the current literature and speaks to that at meetings.

I

llt is conceivable that a member could face a discipline panel with all council members not actually be practicing

lchiropractors. ls this really a panel of your peers? ls th¡s not a conflict? lf someone devotes their career to teaching
or research, or quit practice 2 decades ago for whatever reason - how can they provide reasonable, fair and
balanced judgement on your clinical decision making if they never do it?

This needs to be addressed. Discipline panels should have at feast one practicing chiropractor on them with at least
5 years experience.

CCO could remind members that using social media to air out dirty laundry, or advocate the elimination of a
practice model you don't like does more to hurt our image than anything else. CCO must not forget a rising lide lifts
all boats. CCO must respect diversity, ensure its members practice in accordance with the chiropractic act and
eliminate potential conflicts of interest.

As the CCO ¡s the regulatory group, and NOT an advocacy group, the one directionalism in which it is currently
practicing is unacceptable. We need all aspects of the profession represented, and have some platform in which
evidence-based care is in the public view, and PRACTICED,

I ¡Ju lruI tl¡ink it is will¡ir¡ [re CCO's scupe lo barr fl¡ose willr lies [u etJucalional irtsLituliu¡ts [tutn llle boatd, as Ituse
are the individuals or are, arguably, the best informed to influence the public.
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Exclusion of registrants based on clinical, academic or reseãrch roles in the absence of other risk of bias is not in
the public inlerest. The public is well served by the inclusion of informed opinions from the profession in the
profession's regulation.
To the contrary, representalion from a multitude of perspectives is in the public interest. lmproving the
heterogeneity of committee compositions leads to more fulsome discussions, which in turn leads to more
representative and defensible decisions and policies.

The CCO could learn from the integrated approach used in Alberta, where the ACAC is a combination of the OCA
and the CCO. Together, thêy can work more effectively to advance the professíon in a manner that protects the
public. I believe the the addition of a scientific and/or academic position on council would be a step ín the right
direction. Additionally, the inclusion of younger practitioners to more accurately reflect the demographics of the
profession

Can someone honestly say he or she is not impacted by those people they associate with? The public is served
well when we have the ability to show them that chiropractors all across Ontario practice in different ways. The
beauty (and challenge) of chiropractic, is that it can look so unique from one office to the next. No person is held
against their will if the type of care a praclitioner provides doesn't align with lheir goals and values.

Ihe only objectivity, is subjectivity rendered conscious of itself

The CCO ought to be striving for competency and fairlequal representation on council. Additionally, although
practice experience is an asset, I do not believe it is necessary/mandatory in order to serve the public's best
interests. Furthermore, some chiropractors opt to focus their careers on teachíng/research, and I do not believe
they should be excluded from running for CCO if they so choose.

Please listen to your members!!!! Keep the profession moving forward so that we can enhance our pátients'
experience with chiropractic care with an evidence based governing body. lt is essential to our success and crucial
lo our placement along side our medical peers for the care of MSK injuries and conditions.

ln my opinion a peer is a person who is in active practice.
A non practicing academic should not be considered a peer

The by-law should include provision for research and scientific based evidence to be incorporated into regulation. I

would suggest that it would be beneficial to include an academic officer who holds a higher level of credential such
as a MSc or PhD.

The policy also need to be inline with general healthcare principles similar to other self regulated professions. ln
todays healthcare system, there is clear evídence for integration and patient centered care. The CCO is designed
to self regulate the chiropractic profession in Ontario and as a part of the heathcare system, we should be inline
with other providers in providing evidence based patient centered care. Any policy that prohibits this or cannot
stand to the rigor of being challenged by scientific evidence should not be allowed in the regulation of the
profession.

Rather then excluding CMCC and UQTR faculty from joining the CCO, we should be creating new positions such
as research officer and academic officer in order to betler regulate the profession, provide a scientific view point to
the CCO and ensure proper business and ethical practicers of Ontario Chiropractors are taking place.

It is imperative to continuously improve the regulatory body for the profession and not take a step back. These new
provisions of limiting certain organizat¡ons such as CMCC should NEVER be passed as members that are evidence
based should be embraced by the CCO rather then frowned upon,

I am very concerned about the conflicts of interest currently existing with GCO board members that endorse fringe
unscientific viewpoints and unethical practice styles. I strongly feel that the CCO should pursue reforms to its
standards that ensure board members endorse an evidence based and contemporary view of chiropractic and
public health. Stronger relationships should be forged with the chiroprac{ic research and education communilies in
Ontario to ensure that chiropractic is pushed forward into a more scientific, patient oriented, and respecled
profession. Having over-representation on the CCO from a small group of chiropractors with unscientific and
unethical principles has been holding back our profession for far too long, and tnust stop.
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Having someone on the CCO to ensure we are implementing the best available care would be advantageous to our
profession. Best available care would greatly benefit the public.

ln general I think that faculty members and clinicians of a Chiropractic College that have not been in private
practise for more than 5 years would have a difficult time relating to the pat¡ent and the chiropractor, especially in
disciplinary hearings. The faculty member that has not been in private practise for at least 5 years should not be
one of the peers on the disciplinary panel. They just don't have the experience to be fair and\or unbiased in the
decision making process for the chiropractor or the patient.

The only way to help our profession gain public supporl and trust from other heallhcare professions is to ensure
scientific based treatment and policies are enforced. Respect and support from the medical profession will only
grow with our own profession taking a stand and supporting evidence based care rather than long treatment plans

and subluxation based care.

These conflict of interest provisions are greatly needed so that all chiropractors can be represented fairly. There are
many responsible "subluxation based" chiropractors, and many responsible "evidence based" chiropractors, and
their voices need to be heard equally. lt is important to not have the same people on mulliple boards. Diversity is

important.

These provisions, as proposed, would prevent evidence-based chiropractors from running, yet fringe chiropractors
(in organizations like ML, Pure and Powerful, One Chiropractic etc.) are deemed immune to having conflicts of
interest? I feel the behaviour of some council members in recent years (and the messaging consistently offered by
their respective organizations) clearly suggest lhis ís not the case. Again, let's be fair across the board! This is a
severe deficiency in the current bylaws which should be updated.

Thank you for allowing voices to be heard

Let's not discriminate against our evidence based chiros

ln my opinion the CCO has become unduely subjected to political ideologies and agendas that ex¡st within the
profession. The CCO should not be involved in any way in the determination of scope of practice, but rather in
protecting the public by ensuring that the profession adheres to the legislated guidelines. As long as the CCO is
involved ¡n the determ¡nation of scope of practice the more it will be dragged into the divisiness of the profession

Researchers and educators should be exempt from this group. These positions do not place candidates in a conflict
of interest. They still have the abilily to protect the public.

No changes need to be made to the current provision. lf anything we need a greater education and even research
based representation

As a chiropractor with a Masters degree in Public Health Research, I am appalled by the level at which researchers
and patient centered practitioners have been held back from advancing our profession in Ontario. ln speaking with
patients, Chiropractors continue to have a bad reputation due to the numerous DCs out there not practicing in a
manner that puts the patient first. Chiropractors should be seen as MSK specialists, integrated within the patient's
team of health care practitioners. For too long, subluxation ideologists have been allowed to run freely within
council and as a result have stifled the possibility of the CCO regulating best practices, and supporting the progress
of research ín our field. CMCC and the CCRF are not enemies of the public, and should be welcomed into council
with open armsl

These provisions, as proposed, would prevent evidence-based chiropractors from running, yet fringe chiropractors
(i.e. the small minority in our profession in organizations like ML, Pure and Powerful, One Chiropractic etc.) are
deemed immune to having conflicts of interest? I feel the behaviour of some counc¡l members in recent years (and
the messaging consistently offered by their respective organizations) clearly suggest this is not the case. Again,
let's be fair across the board and remember lhe mandate for the CCO is to protect the public - not subluxation-
based chiropractorsl

Amend the bylaws for the benefit of Chiropractic and our patients

Pleaee do not exclude any member from the CCEB CCRF, CMCC, or OCA from holding poeitions at the CCO,
- This would be a huge mistake!l!
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I support a "cooling off' period to "help avoid any real or perceived conflict of interest for members who were
previously involved with other chiropractic organizations," this period must apply to all organizations, including
national and international organizations.

Cmcc staffnactually represent the evidenced based approach and should be seen as experts. There's already too
many chiropractors out there doing false advertising without any consequences from the CCO

lf chiropractic wants to be integrated as ma¡nstream health care - lt needs to serve patients first. Patients will
advocate for professions who PUT THEM FIRST, LOOK OUT FOR THEIR SAFETY, AND ABOVE ALL FOLLOW
EVIDENCE BASED healthcare. Other professions might be more inclined to refer to chiropractors ¡f they know their
Patient advocacy groups actually ARE PROTECTING THE PUBLIC. Not allowing unscientific ideological beliefs to
muddy the waters of council/board positions.

Why are the bylaws targeting education and researchers. Historically in government educators and researchers are
important members. lf politicians become solely politicians in their role democracy is lost. lt is important that the
OCA and CCO does not become a bureaucracy, which is what this bylaw part g is ensuring.

Any changes that strengthen the conflict of interest regulations, while not unreasonably limiting involvement of CCO
members, is good for our patients and good for chiropractors as well.

Thank you for this opportunity to provide input.

Overall this has undermined lhe credibility of professional self regulation in our nation and may have damaged
some of our health professions permanently.

I submit that using exclusory language may be the wrong approach. lnstead inviting stakeholders with clear
understandíng of certain segments of the health cara you wish to regulate may bring more effective and balanced
discussion lo the Board.

Obviously the ability and requirement to preemptively abstain from any discussion with individual beneflcial inlerest
must be adhered to.

Only thís way wíll we be preventing the take over of regulatory boards by special interest groups that is threatening
the very exsistance of our profession.

Con't from 4:

I agree that conflicts of interests should be avoided in the CCO. This will improve the efficiency of the organisation.
Like I stated above though, educators must be given an exception to this by-law.

Current provisions as outlined by By-law 6 are understandable, but furthering the conflict of interest to encompass
all researchers and educators would cripple the CCO's ability to properly address the publiCs best interest.

lf you speak of public interest, there must be an inclusion of evidence based science to everything for the publics
best interest. Educators and researchers are those who provide the most positive outlook to the publics interest and
heâlth.
There are many OBVIOUS consíderations that need to take place; such as conflict of interest of those on the board
who âre clearly ANTI evidence-based research and are not putting pat¡ents best interests before their own. There
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lf you belong to an organization that is involved with advocacy (that includes teaching) you should not be involved
the CCO

For example:
ing lo PureandPowerful.com started Pure and Powcrful, an organization to unite

irooractors in the nrinciple. He is or was also the reg¡onal director of the lCA.
teaches with the ICPA. She also wrote several books promoting chiropractic.

owns/or runs Maxirrtized Living, which states it has embarked on a miss¡on to change the way that
healthcare is viewed and delivered around the world. This is an advocacy organization.
There âre several people who have been past Presidents of the OCA (which is allowed because it is not within the
past year) but how do we make it clear to the public that they are now protecting them?
I could be missing a few examples, but I consider these examples of conflicts of interest we should reconsider.
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are many more conflicts of interesl on the board at the moment including those advocating for anti-vaccinations and
immunizations and one who owns Maximixed Living selling books based around adjustments, good nutrition and
mindset to fight cancer. These are certain MAJOR conflicts of interest and negatives on the public interest, The
public need to be able to trust, respect, and rely on those in power from the CCO; lntegrity, evidence and research
are the best way to gain trust and truly meet the publics best interest

I feel it important that during disciplinary hearings, chiropractors be tried by their peers. I would consider it
appropriate that a peer sitting on a hearing panel musl have spent at least five years in private practice. This would
ensure a greater understanding of the case before them rather than just a superficial or academic one.

We need to unite as spinal and musculoskeletal health experts. With pushíng and pulling from both ends of
chiropractic spectrum we are not helping our credibility.

lf we are in unison we will have a better impact on society, and the people we treat (especially from a new patient

and information providing standard). This is the foundation of the CCO, to prolect the PUBLIC, and the best way to
do that is through a council with competent, and evidence-based practitíoners.

There is talk in BC of chiropractors no longer being able to treat children. As a mom who has had her children in
chiropractic care since day2 of life and seen a host of benefits from this commitment including ear infections
dissipated, negative behaviours calmed, digestion improved, nursing made possible, just to name a few. I would be
outraged for this to happen anywhere, especially in Ontario. I believe there is not a clinically practicing chiropractor
out lhere who does not have muliiple stories of hope and healing due to adjustments on children. Only those
working solely within the context of theoretical could deny that the nervous systems of children do nol need
assistance the same or more than adults in order to reach their full potential in development. Therefore the board
needs to be made up of highly experienced clinically practicing chiropractors in order to serve lhe needs and
desires and safety of the public.

Research and evidence-based care must be represented on the CCO.

This is an issue that has frustrated me as a DC practicing in Ontario, my whole career. I find it unfair that a certain
educational body (CMCC) could have such power in the scope and method of care we are able to provide for our
patients. I did not go to CMCC, and have always felt like a second class doctor in Ontario. This needs to be
changed immediately.

A regulatory board that is evidence based is a positive direction for the CCO and would paint the entire profession
in a more positive light. Banning researchers and educators from the board would not benefit that public, and in fact
would harm the public's image of the professíon, and likely hinder services.

Self-regulation is serious business. Representatives to protect the public interest that are Chiropractors require the
independence from organizations and I appreciate this effort.

When you look at the number of CMCC faculty and researchers on the OCA board and on the CCO council it looks
as though CMCC is running the profession.

CMCC has d3clar3d its position regarding the style of practice it supports and it is not inclusive.

This is a cut and dried question that should have been dealt with ages ago.

Why was CMCC not excfuded when all other Chiropracitic organizations were?

lf an employee of ONE chiropractic organization isn't eligible, an employee of ANY chiropractic organization should
not be. lt's a huge contradiction in lhe bylaws that if not corrected suggests CCO has no integrity.

None.

Allow current OCA, CMCC and research board members to be elected. Stop blocking evidence-based practitioners.

This is a huge decision for the CCO to make, you are telling us and pat¡ents that their advocate groups should nol
get a place at the table in terms of regulation, which is incase. And you are telling them that people who have no

foundation, are allowed to contribute. Shame on you for even considering this
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l'm not sure why these provisions are looking to be questioned as they currently address conflict of interest very
specifcally.

Ihis regulatory board MUST be evidence based, for the sake of the public.

We need the creation of a Scieniific Offìcer, a candidate who has an advanced graduate degree such as a Master's
or PhD. This will help ensure appropriate critical appraisal and consideration of data (evidence) to inform decisions
rather than opinions and personal biases/beliefs.

An academic officer. A major role of regulatory boards is to deal with education and ensure standards of practice
are consistent with contemporary knowledge, training, and research.

The CCO should not ban Canadian education programs or research network or the experts in regulation at the
FCC. The CCRF and FCC are in the role of education and regulation and not advocacy thus should not be included
in the list.

Conflict of ¡nterest cool¡ng off periods should be inclusive of all associations and organization not just the select few
included in the current provisions,

Educational institutions should not be excluded from running as they are simply educating to train students to
become great practitioners for the public

The regulatory body NEEDS to be evidence based. This provídes the public with the most up to date, evidence
based, safe practitioners.

An evidence-based approach to regulating chiropractors means lhat the public is guaranteed to receive the best
available and proven care possible.

The CCO does not protect the publiCs safety if they are promoting subluxation-based chiropractic. They are
dividing the chiropractic community and confusing patients.

We need to make this regulatory board evidence base, for lhe sake of the public.

We need the creation of a Scientific Officer, a candidate who has advanced graduate studies such as Ms or PhD.
This will help ensure appropriate critical appraisal and consideration of data (evidence) to inform decisions rather
lhan opinions and personal biases/beliefs.

An academic officer. A major role of regulatory boards is to deal with education and ensure standards of practice
and consistent with contemporary knowledge, training and research.

The CCO should nol ban Canadian education programs or research network or the experts in regulation at the
FCC. The CCRF and FC are in the role of education and regulation and not advocacy thus should not be included
in the list,

A cooling off period looks like strange language when again conflict of interest should be an ongoing assessment
by the individual when serving at CCO,

The regulations as stated appear reasonable.

CCO current mandate is suffìcient for the protection of public interest and I do not see the need for any change at
this time.

Disclosure of examples of conflict of interest within the board would be appreciated if mandate changes are to be
pursued fully.

Having members who are in a variety of groups, practices, and professionals who are making use of their
Chiropractic knowledge and training in a positive manner should be and desire to be on the board member of the
collegê.

the existing provisions are sufficient
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I believe this provision proposal was a direct attack on evídence-based chiropractors in Ontario as the college
clearly knows the stance of the only educational institution for the profession in the province is a reflection of such
ln addition, it is extremely petty to put forth the survey when CMCC (lhe most relevant institution to Ontario) is on
exam break, and therefore will have minimal student input on this survey because classes are not in and students
are not socializing as they are focused on their studies.
Practioners involved with chiropraclic education are some of the most bipartisan chiropractors as they have lo
teach the entire philosophy of chiropractic and all of its scope in a way that they sometimes may not agree with.
They should most certainly be allowed to sit on the board of the CCO.
The same cannot be said of people involved in advocacy groups surrounding the profession and I do believe that
these members should not be allowed to sit on council.

I

lStrong new new bylaws that prevents counc¡l members from being in positions of power in specifìc advocacy
lgroups whose agenda that is that is subluxation centered, not pat¡ent centered, unscienlilic ones that are anti-

lvaccinations and undermine lhe professions role in public health as msk/spine care experts or associations and

lorganizations that promote high volume, long term care plans that are not reasonable by clinical best practices or a
patient centered model of care.

Eligibility requirements need to change to ensure those running our regulatory board have the necessary
competencies, not ideologies, and who put the patient fìrst, al lhe center of care and our service to society as spinal
and musculoskeletal health experts.

We need the creat¡on of a Scientific Officer to ensure critical appraisal of evidence, and an academíc officer to deal
with educat¡on to keep it up to date.

Canadian educators and researchers at CMCC, on the FCC, and the CCRF should not be banned.

As stated above lhe most influential leaders and evidence based practitioners come from CMCC . Allow them to be
a part of the CCO

The fact that we are still so far from accepting evidence-based practice as a profession is why we are time and time
again seen in the eyes of the public to be a farce profession. The public does not care what your "philosophy" about
how chiropractic works. What the public cares about is gelting better, and staying safe. The only way lo ensure that
both of those things happen to the highest degree is to follow the current evidence-based recommendations of the
researchers in the field. lt is insanity to think that being a researcherþrofessor could posslbly be a conflict of
interest to public safety. lf people are unhappy about lhe scope of the evidence that is currently out there, get in a
lab and start doing research so that you CAN PROVE that your practice methods are in fact scientifically grounded.

I believe both sides need to have an agreement where lhe direction of the profession is going to go. Excluding one
ideology from decisions and discussions simply isn't right. Having input from both sides will always have its
benelits, it simply cannot go wrong. Voting on something in terms of policy is one thing, but to exclude an ideology
is another,

I also believe in order to sit on the board a minimum amount of time spent in active practice should be required of
all the chiropractors. Although there is much value to researchers and academia, they do not have the applicable,
practical knowledge on how to practice in lhis every fast changing world.
I would suggest a minimum of 5 years in full time practice should be required of all board members. This is an
adequate amount of time to see if they have been able to build a practice and therefore understand more of the
trials and tribulations of practicing chiropractors.

Creating provisions that prevent researchers, and leaders in education from helping to govern our profession does
not help the pub¡ic interest.

Keep evidence based chiropractors involved as much as possible. For the future and progression of our profession

The regulatory board needs to be evidence based for public safety. We need the creation of a Scientific Officer a
candidate who has advanced degrees such as MSc or PhD. This will ensure appropriate critical appraisal and
consideration of evidence to inform decisíons. An Academic officer. A major role of regulatory boards is to deal with
education and ensure standards of practice and consistent with contemporary knowledge, training and research,
the CCO should not ban Canadian education program or research network or the experts in regulation at the FCC,
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the CCRF and FCC are in the role of education and regulation and not advocacy thus should be included. lt's
2018... how can such a stupid proposal be put fonrard...

It is dísappointing to hear that researchers and educators are even being considered to have conflicts of interests
They are the most qualifìed to protect the public.

Chiropractic advocate groups are the ones who need to be banned. Being a part ofthese advocacy groups shows
that their loyalty lies with the chiropractors and chiropractic rather than the public

More evidence based researchers and educators SHOULD BE ON THE BOARD

Subluxatíon based chiropractors SHOULD NOT BE ON THE BOARD,

Look towards how hiring occurs in the different cities in ontar¡o. lt is a conflict of interest to have a family member
on the hiring board for the individual because ít is nepotism. This would be the exact same case if it was allowed for
members to be on the CCO that are also on other boards or groups that involve the ¡nterests of the chiropractic
profession itself. They would not be ¡mpartial, as they still would have a voice in the other association they are still
representing that association and not the public's interest. The CCO is there to protect the public fronr the
malpractice of individuals who are not competent and will do the public harm thus they are not a good clínician or
chiropractor. Cânad¡an society is one of equality. How is it equal to exclude eclucators and researchers from sitting
on the CCO board when you allow individuals that are apart of associations that have the interest of certain
chiropractic ideology as their priori$? ft is not equal.

We need a regulatory board that is evidence-based and willing to draw a line with what is acceptable and what is
not, using the current evidence as the guide. lncluding those who are involved in research and leaching is not
introducing a conflict of interest, but rather allowing those who are involved in knowledge translation to do so to one
of the groups that needs lhe current evidence the most, the CCO.

The COO as a regulatory board, first and foremost, needs lo be regulating based on evidence.

We need a scientific officer as part of the board who holds additional advanced degrees, qualified to critically
evaluate the data to inform decisions. This would help to eliminate biases and belief systems whích is hurting the
profession

The regulatory board needs to become more evidenced based as it is in the publiCs best interest, and that of
current arrd future chiropractors.

A regulatory board lhat is evidence based is a positive direction for the CCO. Banning researchers and educators
from the board would not benefit that public.

The regulatory board needs to be 100 percent evidence based for the chiropractic profession. This will help with the
overall public image of chlropractic and help with the inter-professional aspects between other professions.There
needs to be an academic ofücer who deals with educational practices and standards of practice for chiropractors.
This would help ensure consistency, training, knowledge and research of the chiropractic professionals
there needs to be a scientific officer created. this individual would ensure that the critical appraísal and
consideration of data is present and does not have bias or beliefs that could be misleading. this individual would
need to have a advanced graduate degree.The CCRF and FCC are in the roll of education and regulation and not
advocacy thus should not be included in the list.
additionally, the individuals who are educalors and researchers are those who provide the information for the publíc
to have the access to safety+competent clinicians

The regulatory board needs to be more evidence based in order lo show the public that what we do is safe and
beneficial through our research and literature, not "just because its worked before". Why ban those who TEACH the
expectations? Makes no sense. Not where I want my profession headed at all.

This is an important time in determining the future of chiropractic as we look to inlegrate into the health professions
considered essential to the public. Chiropractic care has many advantages and the public can take nolice of these
without any fear mongering or wild claims being applied. ln the present world with research so readily available
through the internet there is no excuse that any new or old chiropractor should be making claims based on original
theories of vitalism and subluxation þased theories, Therefore we need to continue the support of impartial
scientists and educators maintaining the direction of the profession and continually providing us with the best
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information to care for our patients. There needs to be harsher penalties for those claiming to provide services
against our scope and proven abilities as this not only puts members of society at risk but tarnishes the image of
chiropractors as a whole.

Strong regulation is good for the chiropractic profession: it is good for patients; it is good for business. Diverse
perspectives should be valued at the CCO, provided all members of the CCO Council adhere to CCO's own
Chiropractic Standard of Practice (S-001).

Chiropractors involved in research and education must be included in those diverse voíces on CCO's Council.
A "cooling off' period is necessary to "help avoid any real or perceived conflict of interest for members who were
previously involved with other chiropractic organizations," this period must apply to all organizations, including
national and international organizations.

NA

I believe that diversity on the college is best for creating progressive regulation. There is value to have a
representative from the academic world offer perspective at the college. That value is lost when it no longer is
balanced. I would suggest that employees of academic institutions, if allowed to run for election at all, be limited to
1 position on the board.

CCO is better than this. lnternal warfare between competing interests at CCO is well known to the general
membership and it is time to stop the bickering that does not serve the public interest. Sadly, it delracts from the
good work CCO does and is beneath a mature and progressive regulatory board.

Discipline hearings should be heard by a panel of peers. This should include chíropractors in active practice for a
minimum of 5 years. Researchers and faculty members of an institution not in active practice is not satisfactory.

Also, disciplinary hearings should be heard by a panel of peers that are actually currently working in private
practice, or have at least worked in a private practice for a minimum of 5 years.

I am happy to see the CCO responding to the outcry by lhe profession in regards to lhe inherent conflict of interest;
I am afraid that it simpfy does not go far enough.
CMCC paid faculty must also be included in the cooling off period after leaving the employ of the college. As
someone that did not attend CMCC I fear that I could be unjustly judged for not being an alumnus. When it comes
to things like disciplinary boards; I feel it is of the utmost importance to ensure that those sitting on the board will
deliver fair and unbiased decision in the best interest of the public.

The standard is well written and if included some additional changes to broaden it's scope to things like discipline,
complaints committees it would read appropriately.

nla

As an evidence based new graduate who went to CMCC, I find the current council members and others affiliated to
not represent me and my practice style. I would wager to guess that I am not alone and that the majority of recent
graduates would agree with my opinions. lt is embarassing to have some of the current individuals in charge of how
chiropractic is in Ontario. Either allow members of all chiropractic associations to be on council or none. ïhe current
exceptions have allowed vitalistic, high volume, sublixation based anti-vaccine chiropractors to dictate our
profession. No wonder people don't take chiropractors seriously and our growth rate ¡s stagnant.

To sum it up. Yes, there is a very OBVIOUS conflict of interest arising from academic faculty serving concurrently
as faculty and regulatory boards. Promoting the interests of one institution in a regulatory capacity does not allow
lor objectivity and raises ethícal questíons.

I insist that any discipline hearings be heard by a panel of my peers. lt is not satisfactory to include Chiropractors
on a peer panel that have spent little time in private practice or have exclusively been researchers, professors or
faculty at an educational institution. I recommend that a peer sitting on a hearing panel must have spent at least
five years in private practice. This is not to say that a chiropractor who graduated one year ago does not offer some
perspective, but our reasoning ís that a young DC out of college has not spent an adequate amount of time or had
the same depth of financial and professional obligations, caring for patients, and managing staff that comes with
operating a private practice.
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Thank you for dealing with suhc issues in a transparent fashion. You are appreciated

I am unsure why you are currently reviewing this specific policy and would like more background as to why you
selected this specifìc policy. Have there been parts of this code in question? Are there current cases going through
this system? As with most legislation, I expect it to evolve from need for a better policy. ls there a need currently not
being addressed by this policy?
I would like to know the answers to these questions.

The trend towards removing conflicts of interest is excellent. The primary one missing, however, is the presence of
paid faculty members with¡n the CCO.

I feel it is important to ensure staff membersa and independent contractors of the Chiropractic colleges (excluding
volunteers) are not eligible for CCO election due to the fact that their job security could be l¡nked to the views that
they express while sitting on ihe CCO council. This in turn will be a conflict of inlerest,

I really appreciate the fime and effort given by all the elected directors of the CCO

The Board needs to be completely transparenl

instead of 12 month period of resignation for any candidate with possible confict a period of 6 month would work

All looks good lo me!

Great job looking at this issue, lt is ímportant.

I will send a separate email that should be attached to this response as 1000 characters is not enough for me to
express my perspective and provide an explanation of my response.

Conflict of interest awareness has improved but there is so much more there influencing decisions. While
everything should be in the public interest, the profession is unfortunately unbalanced through onfy having one
English institution in Canada and that is situated in Ontario. lt is no surprise that 33% of the professional members
of council teach or have recently taught at that institution. Their influence on their graduating students cannot be
understated.

The challenges: How can one be truly independent in the registration of a colleague if one taught them? How can
one be independent and ímpartial ( posilively or negatively) in ICRC or discipline or peer assessment if taught
them? How can one be a true peer if one is not in practÌce? ln no way am I reducing their work and contribution to
the profession, it is just that there is too much of a conflict to be on counc¡l .And they do not see the conflict.

The provision that states

Q-member is not an officer, director, or adm¡n¡strator of any chiropractic educational institution'

This should also include instructors at these institutions. As instructors/teachers become well known by students
and form bonds in the teaching environment. This could become a conflict or be viewed as a potential conflict. This
can be especially concerning if a student from a US or other non-Canadian school required disciplinary action from
a board the had members (instructors or otherwise) of a competing school. Or the reverse where a Canadian
school grad is being examined by a former professor - could raise concerns if the CCO decision is too harsh or too
lenient based on the afflliations.
We would all hope this would never be the case, but the optics would never be good for our profession,

I am in agreement wth the documents as they are now

Clear rules/regulations must be established, Most people want to make sure that anyone who is elected has no
other conflicts of interest. When there is current people on council who are in organizations at a high level, which
are advocacy groups for the profession, this poses a serious public interest íssue.

These 3 points are pertinent issues and should be considered for amendment. We'd like to keep Chiropractic for
the public and in order to do so we should leave as little room for bias as possible
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I would like to know what the cco position is with regards to filling out reguest forms for patients for medicinal Cana
bis as it may soon be considered a drug wrt. THC. Are we in conflict with our drug less practitioner designation
legally? We are on the list to fìll out forms,

The way this written is perfectly fine and I do not believe changes should be made.

I think this is fair and well written.

I realize there are procedures to follow, but might we be getting over the top now.

lnn",.
itself

what has happened in the media wíth a Board member in British Columbia the college should also protect
from members that bring shame to lhe organization.

https://www.cbc. calnews/canada/british-col umbia/vancouver-ch-
iro p ractor-resigns-fro m-col lege-board-over-anti-vaccine-vide-
o-1.4649019

https://www. newswire. calnews-releases/statement-from-the-reg-
istrar-of-the-college-of-ch iropractors-of-bc-rega rdi n g-vacci-
nalion-and-immunizatíon-681 78 I 431 .html
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Joel Friedman 366
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Joel Friedman
Friday, October 26,2018 2:49 PM
JoelFriedman
FW: Conflict of lnterest Considerations
Oct2312 Conflicts of lnterest.pdf

Joel D. Frledman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy ând Research
College of Chlropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Ioronto, ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577-4772
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-marl: lhledmsn4Þcco.on.ca
Web S¡te: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIÐENÏIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any atlâchments may conta¡n confidential information and is intended only for lhe person(s) named above" Any other distribut¡on, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me ¡mmediately by reply e-mail and delete all òopies including any
attachm€nts without reading ¡t or making a copy. Thenk you.

From:
Sent: Tuesday, October 23,2018 11:55 PM
To: CCO I nfo <cco.infolôcrn,on-ca>
Cc: r

Subject: Conflict of lnterest Considerations

Notice to the College Of Chiropractors Of Ontario,

Please find attached my comments regarding the above considerations.
Thank you for you thoughtful attention to this important matter to our profession in Ontario.

With respect,

1
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oct 23'd ,2oLg,

Members Of The College of Chiropractors of Ontario,

Re: Conflict of lnterest Considerations"

Please allow me to open briefly with some details about myself.

. I am in my 38th year of private practice in this province.
o lam a member and previous director of the Alliance For Chiropractic.

I received a reminder from the A.F.C. Dirctors that today is my final opportunity
to voice my opiníon regarding this important and sometimes disturbing subject
pertaining to our province's College of Chiropractors. lt is my duty as a

chiropractor to speak my mind on these matters. I will use the above mentioned
A.F.C. letter to organize my in my submission on this vital matter.

L. I agree with respect to the "coolíng off period" that the primary issue is to
defeat or eliminate any 'conflict of ínterest'from access to C.C.0. seats

through elected members of The C.C.O. Surely ít is self-evident to all

stakeholders that as stated in paragraph two "an instructor at a teaching
instítution exemplífies the definition of conflict." My question is this. How

is it possíble that the C.C.O up to the present has been and remains blind to
the contradiction of allowing highly influential instructors of our Canadian

teaching instÍtutíons access to the C.C.O Board of Dírectors seats with no

imposition of the "cooling off perÍod" being applied to everyone else? My
second question in this motter is whether this policy ís consistent w¡thin oll
Colleges of Chiropractic in alljurisdíctions; or is the C.C.O. unique ín this
respect?

2. The comments regarding discipline hearings is that we ensure coherence in
our Peer Revíew hearings. Thís is both reasonable and appropriate in my

opinion. We need to ensure that practice experience is ,....*.n "at
least five years" in those who hold the responsibility to assess their peers.

3. I would also insist that "the C.C.O. change its recommendation to include
faculty/staff and to provide fair and unbiased peers at the disciplinary
level".

Thank you to the Directors of A.F.C for this opportunity to convey my thoughts on

these matters. I also must express my gratitude to the C.C.O board members for
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their commitment to excellence on behalf of myself and all stakeholders who are
and have long been depending on our unique profession.

I strongly request that we as a group of leaders transcend the small issues we are
facing as we consider this matter of Conflicts of lnterest. As we do, the big idea we
have been privileged to share with and within the world of health care will surely
be more clearly conveyed and applied.

Yours with respect,
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monday, October 08, 2018 7:22 PM
Joel Friedman
Feedback on COI P-011

Good evening Joel-

I was planning on leaving feedback on the proposed Policy on Conflict of lnterest (COl) but unfortunately the feedback
boxes have been programmed to allow only 1000 characters, which does not allow me to provide a fulsome response.
Therefore, I am providing it here. Please forward it to the QA Committee or the Council as appropriate.

There are two parts to P-01L that I believe require reconsideration.

1, While I agree it is not appropriate for a Council member to VOTE on a matter brought before the Council if they are in
a COl, it is not in the CCO's best interest to deny that person the opportunity to participate in the discussion prior to the
vote.

This is because the member in a COI may be able to bring forward facts and perspectives on the matter known only to
them. They may be able to dispel any myths or misinformation other Council may have, and they may be able to provide
clarification on this or that aspect of the matter.

Only by allowing all Council members to contribute to the discussion, irrespective of any COl, can the Council have all
the information it needs to make a fully informed decision.

2. P-OLL purposes that, if a Council member has an 'official' complaint filed against him or her, they would be deemed to
be in a COland not be allowed to be'active'on Councilorto participate in any committee at all untilthe complaint is

disposed of.

First, I have no idea what an 'official'complaint is, as opposed to an 'unofficial'complaint. Once a complainant
has authorized (consented)that their allegations can be considered a complaint, it is a complaint. I am unaware of any
other distinction between 'official' and 'unofficial'.

Not only does this proposal violate the principle of procedural fairness (it essentially punishes a member in the absence
of any investigation, never mind in the absence of of a finding of wrongdoing), it will only lead to chaos and mayhem and
seriously imperil the ability of the Council to accomplish anything at all.

As an example, imagine two Council members (member A and member B) who are on opposite sides of a matter before
Council. ln order to remove an opposing vote, Member A (or their non-Council surrogate) files a complaint against
Member B. According to the Policy as written, that would remover Member B from any activities, thus preventing them
from voting on the matter under consideration.

Of course, Member B may do the same thing, This would have the effect of taking two members off Council until such
time as the matter is disposed of, which can take months.

One can also envision how complaints against Council members sitting on Discipline hearings would grind those
proceeding to a screeching halt as well. Specifically, the member who is subject of the Discipline proceeding (or their
surrogate) could file a complaint against a Council-member Discipline Panelist. The Hearing would have to be halted
until either the member was exonerated or a new Panel was struck. And it could repeated.
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At the extreme, one can envision a s¡tuation where, if complaints are launched against all of them, all
professional Council members are essentially thrown off Council and all of its committees for months and

months- Frivolous and vexatious complaints would rule CCO.
370

This also sets up a mechanism that treats Council members differently. Specífically, this policy would only apply to
professional members, since the ICRC can only consider allegations launched against chiropractors and not public

members.

Also, what happens if the complainant refers the matter to HPARB, which can take years before its heard?

Bearing all that in mind, I would respectfully suggest that paragraph be removed and only in the event that allegations

against a professional Council member are actually referred to Discipline or Fitness to Practice would that Council

member's privilege of participate as a Council member be held in abeyance.

Thank you,

This communication together with any attachments is for the exclusive and confidential use of the addressee(s).

Any other distribution, use or reproduction without the sender's prior consent is unauthorized and strictly
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete or shred

the message without making any copies.

2



Joel Friedman

From
Sent:
To:

Wednesday, October 17 , 201810:44 AM
Office; Joel Friedman; Madeline Cheng 371

Sept 19,2018

To whom it may concern,
In response to your bulletin regarding conflict of interest considerations, there are two points that I feel strongly
enough about and felt to express this concern in writing. The first point regards the exclusion of professors and
clinicians of educational institutions from sitting on the board of directors of the CCO. Secondly I believe that it
is very important that discipline hearings be heard by a panel of peers who have experience and understand the
complexities, frustrations and challenges of private practice. I feel that it requires a minimum of 5 years and
current first hand, day in day out experience, to have a frame of reference sufficient to be able to objectively,
fairly and effectively evaluate and judge one's peers.

Thank you for your consideration and for all that you do, respectfully,

1
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October 29,2078

Ms. fo-Ann Willson
Registrar & General Counsel
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5

Dear Ms. Willson:

Re: Feedback on the CCO's Conflict of Interest Provisions

Growing attention is being paid to how health regulatory bodies are regulating in the public interest
and efforts have been taken by the Ontario government to strengthen the effectiveness of health
professional regulation. These efforts recognize that strong and effective regulation is important to
the public protection mandate of health regulatory colleges.

At the core of effective regulation is the ability of Council and the statutory committees to regulate
the profession in the best interest ofthe public, free ofreal or potential conflicts ofinterest. As

such, we applaud the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) for undertaking a review of the
current conflict of interest provisions.

Our feedback will be guided by the following principles.
1) The role of Council and non-Council members is to act in a manner consistent with the

College's mandate to regulate the chiropractic profession in the public interest.
2) Conflict of interest provisions should address all sources of real and potential conflict of

interest,

3l Conflict of interest provisions should be applied equally across all potential sources of
conflict.

4) Formal academic representation can strengthen regulation.

Sources of Conflict of Interest
Conflict ofinterest can arise from a variety ofsources. Policy-01,1 Conflict oflnterest for Council and
Committee Members famended fune 16, 2016) states that"a conflictof interestariseswhen a

relatíonship or actívity is reasonobly seen as ínfluencing a councíl or non-council committee member's

abílíty to make a decision solely in the public interest and/or consistentwith the objectíves of CCO."

The policy further acknowledges that a conflict of interest may arise when "a council or non-council
committee member, a close relative orfríend or another close entity has a role or interest in an

organization that may be in conflictwith CC0's mandate such as a chiropractic organization, socieQt

or specialty group, another health professional council or association or government ("ffiliated
organization"). We agree with this component of the policy as it extends beyond a formal

2O0 - 20 Victoria St.

ïoronto ON
M5C zNB

Tet 416-860-0070
ïotl -f ree L- 877 - 327 - 227 3
Fax 416-860-0857

www. chirop ractic.on. ca
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organization such as OCA, CCA CCPA, etc. and includes having a role or interest in specialty groups

or societies, and other organizations. We recommend expanding this to include international
chiropractic associations or organizations. We agree that a one-year cooling off period prior to
running as a member of Council or non-Council committee member should apply to all such formal
and informal organizations.

Consistency Across COI Provisions:
The current COI provisions include a number of components: Policy P-011 Conflict of Interest for
Council and Committee members, candidate and elected member undertakings, CCO Code of
Conduct, Rules of Order of Council, and By-Law 6: Election of Council Members.

We note there is inconsistency in the language across the various COI provisions. For example, the

undertakings for candidates and elected members, and the By-Law 6: Election of Council Members

do not align with the wording of the COI policy P-011. The undertakings and the By-Law state "an

employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic associatíon such that a real or apparent

conflict of interest may arise, including, but notlimited to being an employee, fficer or director of the

AFC, OCA, CCA, CCPA, CCED, CSCE or the Council on Chiropractic Education (Canada) ofthe FCC.The

undertakings do not specifically identiff societies or specialty groups, and another health
professional council or association or government f"Affiliated organizationJ that are identifìed in
the COI policy. We recommend revision of the various COI provisions to ensure consistency in
language so there is clarity regarding all sources of conflict of interest for which these
provisions apply.

Educational Institutions
We note the undertakings for candidates and Council members includes an individual who is an

officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic educational institution, including CMCC and

UQTR. We appreciate and applaud that chiropractors who hold faculty positions at CMCC or UQTR

are eligible to run for Council as electoral district representatives. We do note that thirteen of the

26 health regulatory bodies in Ontario have between one to three designated Council positions for
Ontario academic representatives. The College of Pharmacists specifically identifies the Dean of
each pharmacy school in Ontario while other Acts identify a member of faculty from the recognized

educational institution(s). The intent is to strengthen the relationship between the College and the

academic community. These regulatory colleges have embraced the contributions the academic

community play in regulation of the profession by bringing best clinical practices and new research

to the Council table and helping to strengthen knowledge about professional regulation among

chiropractic students.
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While we recognize including formal academic representation on Council would require an

amendment to the Chíroprøctic Act,we strongly encourage the College to consider inclusion of
this formal designated Council seat for the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College at the
next opportunity to amend the Act.

The OCA appreciates the opportunity to provide feedback on the Conflict of Interest provisions.

Please contact us ifyou have any question related to our feedback.

Sincerel¡

Caroline Brereton, RN, MBA
CEO
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Subject: FW: CCO Conflict of lnterest feedback, World Spine Day Update, Call For

Mentors and Nominations + Webinars

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Tuesday, October L6,2018 4:40 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>; Liz Anderson-Peacock <drliz@bellnet.ca>; President
<President@cco.on.ca>

Subject: Fwd: CCO Conflict of lnterest feedback, World Spine Day Update, Call For Mentors and

Nominations + Webinars

Exec and Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

Begin forwarded message:

From: OCA <OCA@chiropractic
Date: October 16,2018 at 4:00:00 PM EDT
To:@
Subject: CCO Conflict of Interest feedback, World Spine Day Update, Call
For Mentors and Nominations r \ilebinars
Reply-To: OCA <OCA@chiropractic >

We're Here For You. View this email in your browser

Õ¡-tar¡a
Cl-a¡rÕlÞrãct¡c
/A,ssÕc¡ata{-n

Time-sensitive: Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario Conflict of
lnterest feedback requested by October 23,2018

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) is seeking feedback on its final round of

engagement regarding its Conflict of lnterest By-Law.

The OCA will be submitting feedback and working with the CCO on this very important By-

Law again; however, it is critical for this issue to receive input and the feedback from our

1



many members.

We ask you to provide feedback directly to CCO by October 23,2018. To ensure

confidentiality, please provide your feedback through the CCO website link here.

We appreciate the value of your time; for your quick reference, we are providing highlights

of the OCA position and feedback. You may wish to use it in your own response.

1. Strong regulation is good for the chiropractic profession: it is good for
patients; it is good for business.

2. We value the strength of diverse perspectives at the CCO, provided all

members of the CCO Council adhere to CCO's own Chiropractic Standard of

Practice (S-001), specifically:

3. We believe chiropractors involved in research and education must be

included in those diverse voices on CCO's Council.

4. While the OGA supports a "cooling off" period to "help avoid any real or

perceived conflict of interest for members who were previously involved with

other chiropractic organizations," this period must apply to all organizations,

including national and international organizations.

376

2

Chiropractic Scope of Practice

The practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conditions related to the spine,

neryous system and joints and the diagnosis, prevention and treatment, primarily by

adjustment of:

Dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the spine

and the effects of those dysfunctions or disorders on the nervous system;

and

Dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures of functions of the

joints.

a

a
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Thank you for providing your voice to this important decision on CCO's Conflict of lnterest

By-Law. lf you have any questions, please contact Caroline Brereton, CEO, Ontario

Chiropractic Association at cbrereton@chirorpactic.on.ca or by phone at 416-860-4155.

-.¿=--,.--E 

y.-r-rE:==Fr=:r_c_

Today is World Spine Day!

Taking place on October 16 each year, World Spine Day acts as a catalyst to raise

awareness of back pain and other spinal issues. This year's theme #LoveYourSpine

highlights the importance of spinal health and well-being. To coincide with World Spine

Day, the OCA collaborated with the CCA and our media partner The Globe and Mail

to published The Pain Problem; a story that highlights the depth and breadth of MSK

conditions and the impact on Canadians.

From October to December 2018, The Globe and Mailwill feature stories that highlight

the importance of collaboration and chiropractic integration with the health system.

The series will be published online throughout the next few months, look for the print

stories that will run on November 5, November l9 and December 3. We will share links

on our OCA social media so make sure to check our Twitter and Facebook accounts!

CCO Website: submit your feedback

The Pain Problem, The Globe and Mail

3
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Become an OCA Board Director or Nominate Someone You Know!

Take the time now to apply for this prestigious and honourable position on the OCA Board

of Directors. The Job Description and Nomination Form are on our website. Board

nominees will be profiled in advance of the election. Nomination forms are due by 4:00

PM, Friday, Oct 26, 2018.

Nominate Here!

Call for Mentors! We Need Your Help

Volunteer a few hours to inspire the next generation of chiropractors. Apply to be a

mentor at our Speed Mentoring Student Event in partnership with CMCC.

Date: Thursday, Nov 15,2018 from 6:00 to 8:00 PM

Location: CMCC, CCPA Hall, Toronto

How To Apply

You are invited to register here! Snacks and refreshments will be provided

Applications are open until end of day Sunday, Oct 21 ,2018.

Register to be a Mentor!

'..'<= rìce

4



Clinic Ghange Management
(Rebroadcast)

Wed. Oct 17,12-1 PM

Lynsey Turchet, Consultant, MD+A Health

Solutions

Create a successful practice with strategic

change management concepts and how to

apply them to your practice when

introducing new services and products

and expanding your clinic team for

example.

379
Go Paper Free! Transition
From Paper To Electronic
Record Keeping

Wed. Oct 24,12-1 PM

Drs. Edward Finoro, Faisal Malik and

OCA's Andre Pires, Product Manager,

Software Development

Let the OCA help you transition to a

paperless practice. A review of how to

prepare your clinic using the best

strategies for adopting an electronic health

record. Members share how they've

already implemented an EHR in their clinic

including the benefits and challenges.

Upcoming.CE & EvenßlWebinars On Demand

Register Now

Register Now

We're here for you. Call us:

Local: 41 6-860-0070 | Toll-free: 1 -877 -327 -227 3

Update your OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON M5C 2N8

Canada

Add us to your address book

f Facebook U Twitter in Linkedln

5
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo-Ann Willson
Thursday, October 11,2018 6:15 PM
JoelFriedman
Fwd: Conflict of lnterest Considerations

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. V/est. Suite 902
Toronto. ON M5S 1N5
Tel: (416) 55ext.111
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail : jpwillson@cco.on.ca
V/eb Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNING:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain confidential information and is intended only for the
person(s) named above. Any other distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this e-mail in error, please notiff me immediately by reply e-mail and delete all copies including any
attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.

Begin forwarded message:

From: Alliance For Chiropractic <chairman@alliancefor >
Date: October 11,2018 at2:55:29 PM EDT
To: Jo-Ann on.ca>
Subject: Conflict of Interest Considerations

ALLIANCE FOR CI{I ROPRACTIC
INTËGRITY - ACCOUNTABILITY - LEADERSHIP

1

AFC



HiJo-Ann, 381
:

The Alliance For Chiropractic believes strongly that we hold
Chiropractors to a higher professional standard of
excellence. On September 25,2018, the College of
Chiropractors of Ontario requested feedback from members
on the matter of "Conflict of lnterest Considerations". The
Alliance For Chiropractic is requesting that all members of
the CCO provide feedback.

The request for feedback includes how long of a "cooling off
period" should be required before sitting on the CCO Board
of Directors. Specifically, the AFC contends that the
requirement of twelve months is a sufficient and reasonable
time period. However, we find it inappropriate that paid
faculty including professors and clinicians of any educational institution are not included. Therefore, we insist that they be
included amongst those who qualify to sit on the CCO Board of Directors.

We would also recommend that members insist that any discipline hearings be heard by a panel of your peers. lt is not
satisfactory to include Chiropractorg on a peer panel that have spent little time in private practice or have exclusively been
researchers, professors or faculty at an educational institution. We recommend that a peer sitting on a hearing panel must
have spent at least five years in private practice.

We are asking all of our members to band together and insist that the CCO change this recommendation to include
faculty/staff and to provide fair and unbiased peers at the disciplinary level. The deadline for feedback is October 23,
2018. Please do not let this opportunity to have our voice heard. There is no place for apathy at this time. The AFC
believe that a group of committed individuals can make change for the positive.

We want to hear from you - go to
https : //al I i a n ceforc h i ro p racti c. co m/c o nfl i ct-of-i nterest-

considerations/ and /iet us know what you think.

Alliance For Chiropractic
174-218 Silvercreek Pwy N, Suite 126
Guelph, ON NlH 8E8

Toll free: 1 -877 -997 -9927
a I I ia nceforc h i ropractic.com

@0@øc
Sent to: ipwillson@cco. on.ca

Unsubscribe

Alliance For Chiropractic, 17A-218 Silvercreek Pwy N, Suite 126, Guelph, Ontario N1H 8E8, Canada

2
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Rose Bustria

Subject: FW: Alliance For Chiropractic Feedback

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Tuesday, October 23,2OI8 3:39 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Subject: FW: Alliance For Chiropractic Feedback

Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

From : Cra ig Hazel [ma ilto :cha irma n @a ll ia nceforchiropractic.com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 23,2018 3:23 PM

To: Joel Friedman <JFriedman@cco.on.ca>

Cc: Jo-Ann Willson <ipwillson@cco.on.ca>
Subject: Alliance For Chiropractic Feedback

Today is the deadline for feedback to be delivered to the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) on the matter
of "Conflict of lnterest Gonsiderations". We, your Alliance For Chiropractic (AFC) directors are requesting that
all members of the CCO provide feedback.

ln our email two weeks ago, we shared how the AFC feels about the proposed "cooling off period" before sitting
on the CCO Board of Directors. Specifically, the AFC contends that the requirement of twelve months is a
sufficient and reasonable time period for any Canadian Chiropractic Association, Ontario Chiropractic
Association, or admin/professors of an educational institution. We want to be clear that we include any director
of the AFC as well.

We find it inappropriate that paid faculty including professors and clinicians of any educational institution are not
included. lf the whole concept of "conflict" is that someone might have undue influence, then an instructor at a
teaching institution exemplifies the definition of conflict. Especially as all other 'conflicts' are voluntary positions
and membership organizations, and the instructor is a paid position, their ability to earn an income is directly
related to their ability to fall in line with the philosophical and premises at the institution.

We received some feedback that some current CCO board members host or own practice management
companies and/or seminars. We do not believe that ownership of these companies has any significant influence
on policy or policymakers. For instance, if the seminar host and candidate was an Active Release Technique
expert, we don't believe that they would have any greater influence on policy than the owner of a large practice
management group. These individuals are sought out from practicing DCs who pay for their professional
services to improve their clinical skills and professional practice.

We would also recommend that AFC members insist that any discipline hearings be heard by a panel of your
peers. lt is not satisfactory to include Chiropractors on a peer panel that have spent little time in private practice
or have exclusively been researchers, professors or faculty at an educational institution. We recommend that a
peer sitting on a hearing panel must have spent at least five years in private practice. This is not to say that a
chiropractor who graduated one year ago does not offer some perspective, but our reasoning is that a young DC
out of college has not spent an adequate amount of time or had the same depth of financial and professional
obligations, caring for patients, and managing staff that comes with operating a private practice.

We are asking all of our members to provide feedback that insists that the CCO change this recommendation to
include faculty/staff and to provide fair and unbiased peers at the disciplinary level. The deadline for feedback is
October 23,2018. Please do not let this opportunity to have your voice heard. There is no place for apathy at
this time. The AFC believe that a group of committed individuals can make change for the positive.

AFC Directors

1
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October 20,2018

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
College of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON M5S 1N5

Dear Mr. Friedman,

I recently became aware of a campaign by members of the "Alliance for Chiropractic"
aimed at influencing the outcomes of a review by the College of Chiropractors of Ontario
(CCO) of its conflicts of interest policies. Specifically, the Alliance is urging its
members and supporters to persuade the College to ensure that'faculty including
professors and clinicians of any educational institution are not included. Therefore, we
insist that they be included amongst those who qualify to sit on the CCO Board of
Directors."(sic). (from AFC website: https://allianceforchiropractic.com/conflict-oÊ
interest-considerations/).

Although the wording of the above statement on the AFC website is self-contradictory, it
is clear from the Alliance's full communication that it believes that faculty members and
researchers should not be allowed to participate in disciplinary hearings or other official
actions of the CCO because these persons do not have relevant experience in chiropractic.
I find this perspective highly flawed and contrary to the experiences of many regulatory
bodies across North America. The primary responsibility of the CCO is to protect the
public by ensuring that registered chiropractors practise in an ethical and competent
manner. The exclusion of chiropractic academicians and researchers from participation
in official CCO activities is counterproductive to the CCO's mission, values and strategic
objectives. These persons are immersed in the generation of new knowledge, scientific
reflection on best practices, development of clinical guidelines, ongoing clinical trials,
education of students on critical appraisal of the literature and ethical principles, and
frequent interaction with faculty and scholars from chiropractic programs around the
world. The emphasis of contemporary healthcare professionals, as reflected in the CCO's
core competencies, is on evidence-informed best clinical practices. To exclude acadenlic
practitioners and researchers from the CCO is not logical and is contrary to the CCO's

t.

Canadian Memoriat Chiropractic Cottege
6100 Le¡lre Streel, ïoronlo ûN M2H 3"]1

f : t,16 ú82 234A F: I'1 6 A82 3629
\Âww.cmci:.cã



383
core values. I urge the CCO to avoid including faculty, staff and researchers from
CMCC or other chiropractic educational institutions on any lists of persons with real or
perceived conflicts of interest purely on the basis of their academic status.

Sincerely,

David Wickes, DC, MA
President

2
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Bv-uw 6: EucnoN or Gout¡cll MemBERs
Approved by Council: February 24, 2001
Amended: February 12, 2002, September 24, 2009, September 17,2015,
February 23, 2016, February 28, 2017, April 24, 2018

6.1

6.2

Electoral District 1: Northern comprised of the districts of Kenora, Rainy River,
ThunderBay, Algoma, Cochrane, Manitoulin, Parry Sound, Nipissing,
Timiskaming; the district municipality of Muskoka; and the city of Greater
Sudbury.

Electoral Ilistrict 2: Eastern comprised of the counties of Frontenac, Hastings,
Lanark, Prince Edward, Renfrew, Lennox and Addington; the united counties of
Leeds and Grenville, Prescott and Russell, Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry; and
the city of Ottawa.

Electoral District 3: Central East comprised of the counties of Haliburton,
Northumberland, Peterborough, and Simcoe, the city of Kawartha Lakes, the
regional municipality of Durham and the township of Scugog.

Electoral District 4: Central comprised of the city of Toronto and the regional
municipality of York.

Electoral llistrict 5: Central West comprised of the counties of Brant, Dufferin,
Wellington, Haldimand and Norfolk, the regional municipalities of Halton,
Niagara, Peel and Waterloo, and the city of Hamilton.

Electoral District 6: Western comprised of the counties of Essex, Bruce, Grey,
Lambton, Elgin, Middlesex, Huron, Perth and Oxford, and the municipality of
Chatham-Kent.

A member is eligible to vote in the electoral district in which the membeç as of
January l't of the election year, has his/her primary practice, or if the member is
not engaged in the practice of chiropractic, in which the member has hislher
primary residence.

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario



By-law 6: Election of Council Members

6.3

6.4

2

388

6.5

For each electoral district referred to in column 1 of the following table, there

shall be elected to Council the number of members set out opposite in column 2

Column 1 Column 2
Electoral District Number of Members

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 3

5 2
6 1

The term of office of a member elected to Council is approximately three yoars,

commencing with the first regular meeting of Council immediately following the

election. The member shall continue to serve in office until his/her successor

takes offtce in accordance with this by-law.

A member who has served on Council for nine consecutive years is ineligible for
election to Council until a full three year term has passed since that member last

served on Cot¡ncil,

6.6 An election of members to Council shall be held:

(a) in March, 1995, and in every third year after that for members from
electoral districts 2 and.3 and for one mernber from electoral district 4;

(b) in March, 1996, and. in every third year after that for members from
electoral district 6 antl for one menrber fiom electoral district 4 and

one member from electoral district 5; and

(c) in March, 1997, and in every third year after that for members from
electoral district I and for one member from electoral district 4 and

one member from electoral district 5.

6.t The regishar, as directed by Council, shall set the date for the each election of
members to Council.

6.8 A member is ineligible to vote in a council election if he/she is in default of
payment of any fees prescribed by byJaw or any fine or order for costs to CCO
imposed by a CCO committee or court of law or is in default in completing and

retuming any form required by CCO.

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario



By-law 6: Electíon of Council Members

A member is eligible for election to Council in an electoral district, if on the
closing date of nominations and anytime up to and including the date of the
election:

(a) the member has his/her primary practice of chiropractic located in the
electoral district in which he/she is nominated or, if the member is not
engaged in the practice of chiropractic, has his/her primary residence
located in the electoral district in which he/she is nominated;

(b) the member is not in default of payments of any fees prescribed by by-law
or any fine or order for costs to CCO imposed by a CCO
committee or court of law;

(c) the member is not in default in completing and retuming any form
required by CCO;

(d) the member is not the subject of any disciplinary or incapacity proceeding

(e) a finding of professional misconduct, incompetence or incapacity has not
been made against the member in the preceding three years;

(Ð the member is not, and has not been in the 12 months before the date of
the election, an employee, officer or director of any professional
chiropractic association such that a real or apparent conflict ofinterest
may arise, including but not limited to being an employee, oflicer or
director of the OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE or the CCEC of
the FCC;

(g) the member is not an officer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic
educational institution, including but not limited to, CMCC and UQTR,
such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise;

the member has not been disqualified from the Council or a committee of
the Council in the previous three years;

the member is not a member of the Council or of a committee of the
College of any other health profession; and

the member has not been a member of the staff of CCO at any time within
the preceding three years.

6.10 The registrar shall supervise the nomination of candidates.

3
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6.9

(h)

(i)

(,)
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By-law 6: Election of Council Members
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6.11 No later than 60 days before the date of an election, the registrar shall noti$ every

member eligible to vote of the date, time and place of the election and of the

nomination procedure.

6.12 The nomination of a candidate for election as a member of Council, and

undertaking to the CCO Registrar shall be in writing and shall be given to the

registrar at least 45 days before the date of the election (i.e., the nomination date).

6.13 The nomination shall be signed by the candidate and by at least 10 members who
support the nomination and who are eligible to vote in the electoral district in
which the election is to be held.

6.14 The candidate shall provide to the registrar by the nomination date or such later
date as the registrar permits, biographical information in a manner acceptable to
the registrar fbr the purpose of distribution to eligible members in accordance

with the by-laws.

6.15 The candidate may withdraw his or her nomination for election to Council no

later than 30 days befure the date of the election.

6.16 If the number of candidates nominated for an electoral district is less than or equal

to the number of members to be elected, the registrar shall declare the candidates

to be elected by acclamation.

6.17 The registrar shall supervise and administer the election of candidates and, for the
purpose of carrying out that duty, the registrar may, subject to the by-laws,

(a) appoint retuming officers and scrutineers;

(b) establish a deadline for the receiving of electronic ballots;

(c) provide for the notification of all candidates and members of the results of
the election;

(d) if there has been a non-compliance with a nomination or election
requirement, determine whether the non-compliance should be waived in
circumstances where the faimess of the election will not be affected; and

(e) provide for the destruction of electronic ballots following an election.

4
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By-law 6: Election of Council Members 5

391
6. 1 8 No later than 2l days before the date of an election, the registrar shall send

electronically, or any other medium as determined by Council, to every member
eligible to vote in an electoral district in which an election is to take place, a list of
the candidates, the candidates'biographical information if provided, an

explanation of the voting procedure, and electronic access to a ballot for voting.

6.19 Voting for elections of member to Council shall be by electronic method or any
other medium as determined by Council.

6.20 The instruction for voting shall contain the following:

a) a member may cast as many votes on a ballot in an election of members to
the Council as there are members to be elected to Council from the
electoral district in which the member is eligible to vote.;

b) a member shall not cast more than one vote for any one candidate;

c) a member shall clearly indicate the voter's choice in one of the appropriate
places on the electronic ballot to indicate the voter's choice;

the electronic vote shall be received by 4 pm on the date indicated in the
notice of election and voting guide; and

e) the electronic vote will not be counted in the election unless it has been
received in accordance with the instructions for voting.

6.2I On the date of the election, the registrar or hislher agent shall count the votes for
each candidate in each electoral district with a contested election.

6.22 The counting of the electronic votes shall be conducted so that no person knows
for whom any member voted.

6.23 Candidates or their representatives may be present when the electronic votes are
counted.

6.24 If there is a tie in an election of members to the Council, the registrar shall break
the tie by lot.

6.25 A candidate may require a recount by giving a written request and deposition the
sum or $150 with the registrar no more than 15 days after the date of an election.

6.26 The registrar shall hold the recount no more than 10 days after receiving the
request.

d)
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6.27 If the recount changes the election result, the full amount of the deposit shall be

refunded to the candidate. If the recount does not change the election result, CCO

will keep the deposit to partially offset recount costs, including staff time.

6.28 When there is an intemtption of mail service during a nomination or election, the

registrar shall extend the holding of nominations and election for such minimum
period of time as the registrar considers necessary to compensate for the

intemrption.

6.29 The Council shall disqualiff an elected member from sitting on Council if the

elected member:

(a) is subject of any disciplinary or incapacþ proceeding;

(b) is found to have committed an act of professional misconduct or is found

to be incompetent by a panel of the Discipline Committee;

(") is found to be an incapacitated member by a panel of the Fitness to

Practice Committee;

(d) fails to attend two consecutive meetings of the Council or of a committee

or of a subcommittee in which he/she is a member, without reasonable

cause in the opinion of Council;

fails to attend a hearing or review of a panel for which helshe has been

selected, without reasonable cause in the opinion of Council;
(e)

(Ð ceases to either have a primary practice of chiropractic or primary

residence in the electoral district in which the member was elected;

(g) becomes an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic

association such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise,

including but not limited to being an employee, officer or director of the

OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE or the Accreditation Standards

and Policies Committee or the CCEC of The FCC;

becomes an officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic

educational institution, including but not limited to CMCC and UQTR;

(Ð becomes a member of the Council or a committee of the College of any

other health profession;

6
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breaches the conflict of interest provision(s) for members of Council and
committees, in the opinion of the Council after giving notice to the
member of the concem and giving the member an opportunity to respond
to the concern;

(k) fails to discharge properþ or honestly any office to which he/she has been

elected or appointed, in the opinion of the Council, after being given
notice of the concern and an opportunity to respond;

becomes in default of payment of any fees prescribed by byJaw or any
fine or order for costs imposed by a CCO committee or court of law; or

(m) becomes in default of completing and returning any form required by
CCO;

6.30 A council member shall resign from Council prior to applying for any CCO staff
position.

6.31 The seat of an elected Council member shall be deemed to be vacant upon the
death, resignation or disqualification of the Council member.

6.32 If the seat of an elected council member becomes vacant in an electoral district no
more than 12 months before the expiry of the member's term of office, the
Council may,

(a) leave a seat vacant;

(b) appoint as an elected member the candidate, if any, who had the most
votes of all the unsuccessful candidates in the last election of council
members for that electoral district; or

(c) direct the registrar to hold an election in accordance with this by-law
for that electoral district.

6.33 If the seat of an elected council member becomes vacant in an electoral district
more than 12 months before the expiry of the member's term of office, the
registrar shall hold an election in accordance with this by-law for that electoral
district.

6.34 The term of a member appointed under By-law 6.32(b) or elected in an election
under By-law 6.32(c) shall continue until the time the former council member's
term would have expired.

393
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6.35 Despite By-law 6.32,6.33, and 6.34, where vacancy would result in the Council

not being properly constiquied, the Council (in anticipation of the event before it is
not properly constituted) or the Executive Committee (after the Council is not
properly constituted) may appoint as an elected member for that district an

eligible member in that electoral district. The appointed member shall serve until
the vacancy can otherwise be filled for that district. When temporarily filling the

vacancy in this way, the council or the Executive committee shall:

(a) solicit interest from eligible members where feasibler,

(b) take into account the criteria set out in By-law 12-5,

(c) require the prospective appointed member to sign an undertaking to not
seek or accept a nomination in the next election for the electoral district
before the appointment becomes final2.

6.36 It within 90 days from the date of the election, the Council is of the opinion that

there is a reasonable ground for doubt or dispute as to the validity of the election

of any member of Council, the Council shall hold an inquiry and decide whether

the election of thc mcmbcr is valid and, if an election is found to be invalid, the

Council shall direct another election to be held.

t There may not be sufficient time to solicit interest in every case, because Council should be reconstituted

as soon as possible.
2 This is iniended to preserve the neutrality of the process. Where a person intends to run in the next

election, they would receive a distinct advantage in being appointed to fill the vacancy until the election is

held.

I
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Memorial Award
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Note to readers: In the euent of any inconsistency between this document snd the legislntion thøt
afþcts chiroprøctic prøctice, the legislation glaerns.

lrurerur

To encourage chiropractic students at the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College
(CMCC) to develop a greater understanding of Ontario jurisprudence relating to
ch i ropra ctic practice.

Dgscn¡pnoN oF PoLrcY

CCO will present an annual award to a graduating student of CMCC, who intends
to practise in Ontario, for demonstrating excellence in Ontario jurisprudence. The
award is named the Dr. Harold Beasley Memorial Award. The award will be
granted to the graduating student who receives the top grade in CMCC's
jurisprudence course, who is registered for CCO's Legislation and Ethics
examination, and demonstrating intent to practise in Ontario.

CCO will present the award annually at the CMCC graduation. The winner shall
have his/her fees for application and registration in Ontario waived for the first year
of his/her registration with CCO.

1
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ITEM 4.1 .33

Executive Committee
Approved by Council: February 18, 1995
Amended: November 15, 1996, November 26,2004,
September 11,2OO7, June 16,2016

Conflict of lnterest for
Council and Committee

Members

402

Note to readers: In the eaent of any inconsistency between this document and the legislation thnt

fficts chiroprnctic practice, the legislation gooerns.

lrurerur

To determine and define circumstances in which a potential and/or appearance of
conflict of interest or appearance of bias ("conflict of interest") may exist or arise for
a CCO Council or a CCO non-council committee member so the council or
non-council committee member may declare the conflict and Council or a CCO
committee can take appropriate action.

DrscnrpnoN oF PoLrcY

A conflict of interest arises when a relationship or activity is reasonably seen as

influencing a council or non-council committee member's ability to make a decision
solely in the public interest and/or consistent with the objectives of CCO.

Reporting and Responding to a Potential Conflict of lnterest

\Alhere a Council member or non-council committee member has a potential conflict
of interest in a matter coming before Council or a committee, the member shall
declare the conflict prior to the matter being considered by Council or the commit-
tee. Council or the committee will analyse the potential conflict of interest, without
that member present.

If Council or a committee determines that the member has a conflict of interest or
appearance of conflict of interest on the matter, the member shall not participate in
activity, the discussion of the matter, nor vote on the matter, and if the particular
meeting is not open to the public, the member with the conflict shall leave the room
both during the discussion and vote on the matter.

A member of the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports, Registration, Discipline and/or
Fitness to Practise Committees who finds himself/herself faced with a conflict of
interest shall disclose the situation to the committee for decision and, in the case of
the Discipline Committee, the disclosure will also be made to both counsel. The
decision as to whether the member is in a conflict situation will be determined by
the committee as a whole.

1
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An elected or appointed member of Council or non-Council committee member
who becomes aware of any unreported potential conflict of interest shall immedi-
ately advise the President and Registrar, or if the potential breach involves the
President, advise the Vice President and Registrar

Reporting of Gonflict in Minutes

The minutes of every meeting or hearing where a conflict of interest or a potential
conflict of interest has been disclosed shall record the information.

Conflicts of Interest Arising from Position on Council or Committee(s)

It is considered a conflict of interest for a Council member or non-Council
Committee member to use his/her position on Council or a committee to:

further or promote any activity, service or product in which the member of
Council or a committee (or any member of his/her immediate family, employer
or affiliated organization) has a financial interest;

obtain, by virtue of hislher position on Council or a committee, any benefit
privilege, money, appointment, employment or any other personal gain;

be employed (either full-time or part-time) by any chiropractic association/socie-
ty, other health profession council or association, or other organization that may
be in conflict with the mandate of CCO (this excludes a teaching position at any
chiropractic educational institution or the facilitation/presentation of a seminar,
conference or workshop for which a per diem and/or expenses will be paid);

campaign publicly for or on behalf of any person, other than himself/herself:

a

a

a

a

a

2
o in any election to CCO Council; or

in any other political election in Ontario.

(e.g., it would be inappropriate for a candidate to use election material which
includes comments such as "endorsed by Dr. X CCO Committee Chair," etc.);

receive information as a Council member or non-council committee member
which is, in turry used for a personal benefit;

evaluate or take part in an evaluation of staff members when the Council
member or non-corll-rcil committee member has a personal or professional
relationship with tl're staff member outside the office; or

o

a
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a makes threats or promises or agreements related to hislher position on Council.

a

a

Conflicts of lnterest Arising from Affiliations with other Organizations

A conflict of interest may arise where a council or non-corlncil committee member
a close relative or friend or another close entity has a role or interest in an
organization that may be in conflict with CCO's mandate, such as a chiropractic
organization, society or specialty group, another health profession council or
association, or government ("affiliated organization").

It is considered a potential conflict of interest for a council member or non-council
committee member to:

be an employee, officer or director of any affiliated organizatioru as identified in
By-law 6.9;

have an interest in a specific issue before CCO that is related to an affiliated
organization;

receive or use confidential information relevant to CCO from hislher role at an
affiliated organization; or

receive or use confidential information relevant to an affiliated organization
from his/her role at CCO;

Conflicts of lnterest Arising from Other Activities

A conflict of interest may arise where a council member or non-council committee
member engages in an activity or is approached by an affiliated organization to
engage in an activity that may be in conflict with CCO's mandate.

It is considered a potential conflict of interest for a council member or non-council
committee member to:

give a presentation or participate in a working group or task force for an
affiliated ot ganization;

communicate with an affiliated organization on matters related to CCO,
without the authorization of CCO;

communicate to the public, including on social media

3
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a
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on matters or opinions related to CCO without the
authorization of CCO, or
messages inconsistent with CCO's mandate; or

engage in legal proceedings against CCO

Conflicts of lnterest Involving lnquiries, Complaints and Reports

\rVhere a Council member or non-council committee member or anyone
associated in an official capacity with CCO:

has an official complaint registered against him/her,

that complaint has been validated by the Inquiries, Cornplaints and Reports
Committee as being within the jurisdiction of CCO and

the complaint has been referred by the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports
Committee to either the Discipline or Fitness to Practise Committees,

that Council member or non-coLrncil committee member shall be considered to be in
a conflict of interest and shall not be active on Council or any
committee until such time as the complaint has been disposed of. Should this occur,
the Council member or non-council committee member has the right to an expedi-
tious process.

Conflicts of lnterest lnvolving lnvestigations, Assessments or Hear¡ngs of
Related Members

A Council member or non-council committee member shall not participate in the
investigatiory assessment or hearing of a member to whom the member is related
by blood, marriage, adoptiory or who is a partner or associate of the member being
investigated, or who is engaged in a relationship or strong friendship with the
member being investigated, which might reasonabiy impair the member's objectivi-
ty.

Conclusion

The reputation and high standards of the Council mtrst be protected. Therefore,
members of Council will avoid and/or report to Council any situation that could
lead to a real or apparent conflict of interest which exists or may arise.

o

o

a

a

a
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406CCO Cooe or Co¡rDUcr FoR CunReruT AND
FOnuen ErcCreD AND Pual¡c MerúeeRS oF
GouncrL AND Non-CouNcrL Go¡vuvrmree MeruBERS @Ð
Executive Committee
Approved by Gouncil: September 28,2012
Amended: February 23,2016, April 19, 2016, September 15,2016
Recommended to Council for Re-affirmation: November 29,2018

Current and former elected and public members of Council and non-Council committee
members must, at all times, maintain high standards of integrity, honesty and loyalty
when discharging their College duties. They must act in the best interest of the College.
They shall:

l. be familiar and comply with the provisions of the Regulated Health Professions
Ac6 I99I (RHPA), its regulations and the Health Professions Procedural Code,
the Chiropractic Act 1991, its regulations, and the by-laws and policies of the
College;

2. diligently take part in committee work and actively serve on committees as

elected and appointed by the Council;

3. regularly attend meetings on time and participate constructively in discussions;

4. offer opinions and express views on matters before the College, Council and
committee, when appropriate;

5. participate in all deliberations and communications in a respectful, courteous and
professional manner, recognizing the diverse background, skills and experience of
members on Council and committees;

6. uphold the decisions made by Council and committees, regardless of the level of
prior individual disagreement;

7. place the interests of the College, Council and committee above self-interests;

8. avoid and, where that is not possible, declare any appearance of or actual conflicts
of interestsl;

refrain from including or referencing Council or committee positions held at the
College in any personal or business promotional materials, advertisements and
business cards;2

I There is a general assumption of real or perceived conflict unless confirmation of no conflict by the
Executive Committee and/or Council, which will be addressed promptly.
2 This section does not preclude the use ofprofessional biographies for professional involvement.

9
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10. preserve conhdentiality of all information before Council or committee unless

disclosure has been authorized by Council or otherwise exempted under s. 36(1)
ofthe RHPA;

I l. refrain from communicating to members, including other Council or committee
members, on statutory committees regarding registration, complaints, reports,
investigations, disciplinary or fitness to practise proceedings which could be
perceived as an attempt to influence a statutory committee or a breach of
confidentiality, unless he or she is a member of the panel or, where there is no
panel, of the statutory committee dealing with the matter;

12. refrain from communicating to members and stakeholdet' on behalf of CCO
including on social media, unless authorized by Councila;

13. respect the boundaries of staff whose role is not to report to or work for individual
Council or committee members; and

14. be respectful of others and not engage in behaviour that might reasonably be
perceived as verbal, physical or sexual abuse or harassment.

Potential Breaches of the Gode of Gonduct

15. An elected or appointed member of Council or non-Council committee member
who becomes aware of any potential breach of this code of conduct should
immediately advise the President and Registrar, or if the potential breach involves
the President, advise the Vice President and Registrar; and

16. Potential breaches will be addressed first through informal discussion with the
Council member(s) or non-Council committee member(s), and subsequently by
written communication expressing concerns and potential consequences.

I, , Council member or non-Council committee member of the
College of Chiropractors of Ontario undertake to comply with the CCO Code of Conduct
for Current and Former Elected and Public Members of Council and Non-Council
Committee Members, both during and following my term on CCO Council or a
committee

Signature V/itness:

Date:

3 Stakeholders include professional associations, societies, and other organizations related to the regulation,
education and practice of chiropractic.
a This does not preclude Council members from communicating about CCO, provided they are not
communicating on behalf of CCO.
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ITEM 4.1.36

Êollege of Chiropractor$ of Ontario
L'Ordre des thiropraticien$ dê I'Sntaris

Amendments to Standards of Practice and Policies

Please see the links below to access the updated documents, which
are also posted on the "News & Updates" section at www.cco.on.ca,

Approved on September 75, 2078, Came into Effect
November 29, 2Or.8

Minor Amendments to Standard of Practice S-O73; Consent

Summary of Amendments

CCO Council approved minor amendments to Standard of Practice S-013:
Consent, that expand the intent of the standard to ensure patients are
fully informed and in agreement to the examination, care and plan of
care. The consent process also requires members to accommodate
reasonable patient requests and preferences, while ensuring that safe,
ethical chiropractic care can be provided. Amendments also emphasize
that members take appropriate measures to communicate to the patient
and ensure informed consent is obtained for any touching related to
examination or treatment of sensitive body pafts.

How this Affects Members

Members shall ensure that the consent process with patients involves a

discussion of the examination, care and plan of care, touching of any
sensitive body areas, and reasonable accommodation of patient requests
and preferences.

Minor Amendments to Standard of Practice S-O74: Prohibition of a
Sexual Relationship with a Patient

Summary of Amendments

CCO Council approved minor amendments to Standard of Practice S-014:
Prohibition of a Sexual Relatíonship with a Patient to ensure the standard
of practice is consistent with regulatory amendments that define a patient
under the Regulated Healttt Professians Act 1991 (RHPA).

How this Affects Members

It is strictly against the law for member to have a concurrent
doctor/patient relationship and sexual relationship with a patient.
Members shall be aware of the regulatory criteria for defining a patient
and the regulations around providing emergency or incidental health care

410
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services and referring that individual for further services. There is no
"spousal exemption" for providing chiropractic care to a spouse.

Minor Amendmenfs to Standard of Practice S-O22: Ownership,
Storage, Security and Destruction of Records of Personal Health
Information

Summary of Amendments

CCO Council approved minor amendments that emphasize that members
should ensure there is a written contract, agreement or arrangement
concerning the ownership of physical records of patient personal health
information, and custody of those records upon dissolution of a practice

How this Affects Members

Members should ensure that when practising in a group setting, there is a
written contract, agreement or arrangement that establishes
responsibility for maintaining and transferring records upon díssolution of
a practice. Patients always have a right to be informed of where their
records are being maintained in the case of dissolutÍon of a practice and
request a copy of their records be transferred to the chiropractor of their
choosing.

Minor Amendmenfs to Policy P-O57: Peer Assessors

Summary of Amendments

CCO Council approved minor amendments to the eligibility for a member
to be appointed as a peer assessor to include that an applicant for a peer
assessor position:

. is currently actively providing direct care to patients;

. is otherwise a member in good standing with CCO;

. declares that all content on their professional websites and social
medía accounts are in compliance with CCO standards of practice,
policies and guidelines

. successfully completes both the internal and field training portions
of the Assessor-In-Training program

How this Affects Members

Members interesting in becoming peer assessors should review the full
policy to ensure that they meet the eligibility requirements. CCO is not
currently looking for new peer assessors; however, please keep a look out
for any future calls for new peer assessors.

Revocation of Policy P-O77: Concurrent Treatment: Physiotherapy

Summary af Revocation

CCO Council revoked this policy due to the language of this policy being
outdated.
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How tltis Affects Members

Members shall always engage in respectful and collaborative inter-
professional communication for the benefit of the patient. It is an object
of the RHPA and CCO's Code of Ethics that members work collaboratively
with other health professionals in terms of providing patient care.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario, 130 Bloor Street, Suite 902, Toronto, Ontario M5S
1N5 Canada
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Rose Bustria

From:
Sent:
To:
Gc:

Jo-Ann Willson
Tuesday, November 20,2018 3:53 PM
Rose Bustria
David Starmer; President; Liz Anderson-Peacock
FW: OCA at Queen's Park, Globe & Mail Opioid Story, Celebrate Chiropractic
With Us! + Webinars

Subject:

Council - stakeholders.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Registrar & General Counsel

College of Ghiropractorc of Ontarlo
130 Bloor St. West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 11'l
Fax: (416) 925-9610
E-mail: iDwillson@cco.on.ca
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNI NG:
This e-mail including any attachments may contain conf¡dent¡al information and is intended only for the person(s) named above.
distribution, copying or disclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notiry me immediately by

and delete all copies including any attachments without reading it or making a copy. Thank you.
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From: OCA Imailto:OCA@chiropract¡c.on.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, Novembet20,2018 3:11 PM

To: Jo-Ann Willson <jpwillson@cco.on.ca>
Subject: OCA at Queen's Park, Globe & Mail Opioid Story, Celebrate Chiropractic With Us! + Webinars
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OCA Advocacy Day

Today the Ontario Chiropractic Association is visiting Queen's Park to discuss how

chiropractors can help address challenges facing Ontario's health care system. We are

focusing on the role chiropractors play in helping to end hallway medicine, address the

opioid crisis and reduce unnecessary diagnostic imaging.

To help tell our story we will be sharing our latest Globe & Mail article which was in

yesterday's print newspaper! The article highlights how a collaborative team approach to

addressing acute and chronic low back pain not only helps patients who are already

addicted to opioids, but can keep others from being prescribed opioids in the first place.

Don't miss next week's bulletin as we will recap today's event or check out our twitter feed

@ONChiroAssoc for the highlights!

Read Globe & Mail Stories

2
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OCA AWARDS GALA 2018
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Gelebrate Chiropractic With Us!

There are chiropractic heroes all across Ontario doing exceptional work in their community

and beyond. Our gala is a rare opportunity to shine a light on these amazing stories of our

profession.

Come and applaud recent graduates that are already thriving and contributing, members

who have promoted chiropractic through public relations and community engagement,

CHAs who go above and beyond to ensure patient satisfaction and many others. Don't

miss our final award, the OCA Chiropractor Of The Year, whose outstanding service and

professional achievements have helped set the standard for our profession.

Thrive & OCA Awards Gala

Saturday, December 8, 2018

Celebrate, Gonnect & Advance!

Tickets & More lnformation

3
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Boost Your Business Using
Reputation Management And
Local Marketing

Wed. Nov 21, 12-1 PM

Liz McConomy, Director of Marketing,

SweetlQ

Learn from a marketing expert how to

drive more patients to your practice using

local marketing strategy and reputation

management to boost business. Find out

how to make online marketing tools an

extension of your customer service and

patient experience. Understand how

reputation management solutions can help

you make the best first impression with

new patients.

41 6

Your Financial Journey: What
to Focus On and When
(Rebroadcast)

Wed. Nov 28,12-1 PM

Saeed Ally, ClM, CFP, B.Sc., lA Securities

lnc.

Whether you're new to practice,

established, or winding down, your

financial journey will benefit from

milestones and benchmarks. This will help

you measure your progress and achieve

your goals. Join us for some perspectives

on what financial aspects to focus on as

you progress in your career.

Upcoming CE & Events I Webinars On Demand

Register Now

Register Now

We're here for you. Call us:

Local : 4'l 6-860-0070 | Tol l-free : 1 -87 7 -327 -227 3

Update vour OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON M5C 2N8

Canada
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Collaborative care helps stem the tide of Canada's opioid crisis - The Globe and ... Page I of 5
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Collaborative care helps stem the tide of Ganada's opioid
crisis

SPONSOR CONTENT

PUBLISHED NOVEMBER 13, 2018

#-

ln the past, Lisa Morris self-medicated to help numb her pain. With help from Belleville's Primary Care Low
Back Pain program, Morris's life has done a 180: she's self-employed as an artist, sleeping well and has
given up pain pills.

LARS HAGBERG
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Whm Morris describes her first visit to the Nurse Practitioner-Led Clinic (NPLC) in

AetffitDnt., 10 years ago, she admits she was a physical and emotional mess.

Years of abuse going back to her childhood and at the hands of her ex-husband had

taken their toll, and Morris was medicating her pain away.

"Things fester, but you've got to pay the bills so you push away the aches and pains -
and the next thing you know you're taking pills," she says, acknowledging she

eventually used alcohol, too. "lt didn't matter, just anything to take the edge off so I

could keep moving."

Calling the clinic "an absolute saviour," Morris says her life has done a complete 180

since then. She's now remarried, a self-employed artist and has given up pain pills.

While Morris found support to help her on the road to health, there are hundreds of
thousands of Canadians caught up in today's opioid crisis who haven't been so lucky.

Opioids - such as oxycodone, hydromorphone and fentanyl - are natural or synthetic

drugs used to reduce pain. While they can be an effective tool for short-term pain

management for some patients, they often carry risks and do more harm than good for

many others.

"When opioids came out, it was kind of, 'the sky's the limit' for dosages," says Luba

Shepertycky, a primary-care pharmacist at the Belleville and Quinte West Community

Health Centre, who works closely with chiropractor Dr. Bruce Flynn and other
professionals from the Belleville Nurse Practitioner-Led Clinic. "But in time the medical

establishment found that it was not good."

Opioids provide little to no difference in pain management compared to non-opioid

medications, such as Tylenol or Advil. According to The Journal of the American

Medical Association (JAMA), evidence shows that as the dosage of opioids increases,

they still only provide minimal effects on chronic pain, which demonstrates that the side

effects outweigh the benefits.

Canada is the second-highest consumer of prescription opioids in the world, after the

U.S., and opioid-related overdoses and deaths have skyrocketed in recent years. Back

pain is the most common diagnosis for opioid prescriptions by both emergency and

family physicians, according to a study published in The Canadian Medical Association

Journal (CMAJ)

5 IU2U20t8
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F , the public health system relied on opioids as an affordable first option

to However, things are changing as awareness grows. The 2017 Canadian

Opioids for Chronic Non-Cancer Pain recommends that opioids should

not be the first choice for chronic, non-cancer-related pain. lnstead, health care

practitioners should consider non-drug options, such as chiropractic care,

physiotherapy and massage therapy. Patients and health care providers are now

looking to optimize non-opioid and non-drug therapies but face limitations when

considering their options.

Although initially hesitant to pursue chiropractic care, Morris joined Belleville NPLC's

Primary Care Low Back Pain program, launched in2015 by the Ontario government.

Belleville NPLC is one of seven Ontario locations chosen to offer patients with low back

pain access to funded treatment from chiropractors, physiotherapists or kinesiologists.

Morris ended up seeing Dr. Flynn, a chiropractor with over 40 years of experience. She

says he asked questions and listened, as did the other professionals at Belleville

NPLC. He also gave her a new way to look at her pain: as a helpful guide rather than

the enemy.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

5

"When people come to see me, l'm trying to get them to understand that they don't

necessarily have to turn to medication," he says.

Karen Clayton-Roberts, clinic director at Belleville NPLC and a nurse practitioner, says

the collaborative team approach to addressing acute and chronic low back pain not

only helps patients who are already addicted to opioids, but can keep others from being

prescribed opioids in the first place.

"The key is access - and to get them the care as soon as possible. Because the

longer you wait, the more likely the patient will go to medication," she says, adding that

if patients aren't able to see Dr. Flynn that day, they can usually get in within 48 hours.

The results of the program highlight the success of non-drug therapies and their ability

to reduce the need to use pain killers. Of the 146 patients surveyed, 33 percent

indicate they now rely less on medication to help manage their low back pain. With this

MATT,"
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s no wonder the Ministry of Health and Long-term Care has provideds

fun

the

the Primary Care Low Back Pain program running in Belleville and at

ET SIX S ites.

Both Dr. Flynn and Lisa Morris hope the Ontario government will fund the Primary Care

Low Back Pain program at other sites beyond the first seven to help people across the

province.

"l'm absolutely much more aware of my body and I have mental clarity," says Morris. "l

mean, l'm sleeping clear and sound. lt's just been a huge difference."

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

Adverfising feature produced by Globe Content Studio. The Globe's editorial

department was not involved.
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We're Here For You. View this email in your browser
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Ontario
Chiropract¡c
Association

Last Ghance to Vote for OCA Board of Directors!

This is the last week to vote for OCA Board of Directors nominees as well as the

Heart & Hands Award nominees. Please check your inbox Íor a Simply Voting email,

which contains your election ballot and profiles of every nominee.

Your vote is extremely important for the future of the OCA. A strong OCA Board helps to

move our profession fonruard and tackle the issues that affect you and your patients.

Gheck your email for the Simply Voting ballot. Deadline: Friday, Nov. 16, 2018 by 5

PM. lf you have questions contact Deborah Proudfoot at dproudfoot@chiropractic.on.ca or

416-860-4159.

-
-¡rO
f!
b
-

-

Learn more here: Board of Directors
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Gonnect with Colleagues at our Gala!

Great celebrations are remembered for their delicious food, spectacular décor and

memorable entertainment. But exceptional celebrations create lasting memories that

friends and colleagues treasure year after year. Every year our members highlight the Gala

as a unique opportunity to reconnect with old friends and make some new ones as we

celebrate chiropractic!

Thrive & OCA Awards Gala
Saturday, December 8, 2018

Reserve the date to Celebrate, Gonnect & Advance!

Tickets, agenda, travel, accommodation links!

Nffi@ffiT
OCA AVJARDS GALA 2018

rUr4l20t8
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Globe and Mail Partnership

Our series with lhe Globe and Mailcontinues with a story that focuses on the impact that

chiropractic has on returning to work after injury. The article contains a compelling patient

story that speaks to the personal costs associated with not being able to work due to back

pain and injury. Keep an eye out for our two remaining print stories on November 19 and

December 3,2018.

Read the story here > Get Back to Work and Back to Your Life

Read all The Globe and Mail stories here

.',,/o nce
/\ .'_ .
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How to Use Local Marketing to
Extend Your Patient Gare
(Rebroadcast)

Wed. Nov 14,12-1 PM

Liz McConomy, Director of Marketing,

SweetlQ

Boost Your Business Using
Reputation Management And
Local Marketing

Wed. Nov 21, 12-1 PM

Liz McConomy, Director of Marketing,

SweetlQ
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Marketing expert Liz McConomy explains

the value of local marketing; how to use it

to drive more patients to your practice and

as an extension of your customer service

and patient experience. A local marketing

strategy is key to reaching patients looking

for you online and creating a reputation

online with reputation management

solutions which allow you to make the

best first impression!

Register Now

Learn from a marketing expert how to

drive more patients to your practice using

local marketing strategy and reputation

management to boost business. Find out

how to make online marketing tools an

extension of your customer service and

patient experience. Understand how

reputation management solutions can help

you make the best first impression with

new patients.

Register Now

Upcomino CE & Events I Webinars On Demand

\lVe're here for you. Call us:

Local : 4 1 6-860-0070 | Toll-free: 1 -877 -327 -227 3

Update vour OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON M5C 2N8

Canada

Add us to your address book

t Facebook ! Twitter in tinteoln
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Rose Bustria 425
Subject: FW:Auto Sector Fee Consultation, Tradeshow Update + Webinars!

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Wednesday, October 37,20L8 4:00 AM
To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>; President <President@cco.on.ca>; Liz Anderson-Peacock
<drliz@bellnet.ca>
Subject: Fwd: Auto Sector Fee Consultation, Tradeshow Update + Webinars!

Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B
Registrar & General Counsel
Begin forwarded message:

From: OCA on.ca)
Date: October 30,2018 at4:04:42 PM EDT
To: .on.ca>
Subject: Auto Sector Fee Consultation, Tradeshow Update f \üebinars!
Reply-To: OCA <OCA@chiropractic.

We're Here For You View this email in vour browser

Ontä r¡Õ
Ch¡rÕtÞract¡c
.A,ssÕc a ata@n

Auto Sector Fee Consultation

The Financial Services Regulatory Authority of Ontario (FSRA) is looking for health

service providers involved in the auto sector to participate in a public consultation

about the HSP fees. FSRA will soon be replacing FSCO, and is currently examining

health service provider (HSP) fees that sole practitioners and clinics pay for to access

HCAI and to bill the insurer directly.

A summary of what FSRA is proposing:

1
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1. $337 registration one-time fee remains unchanged.

2. Per location annual fee will increase from $128 to $155.

3. Per claimant annual fee will increase from $15 to $16.

4. Health Service providers with six (6) or fewer claimants per year will pay NO

annual fee; they must complete the AIR each year.

For more information on the rule consultations, please

visit https://www.fsrao.calen/consultations. lf you would like to read more about the

proposed changes, you can download the document by clicking on 20'19-001.

All responses are due by January 4,2019.

Click here for feedback form

Representing the Profession at Tradeshows

At recent tradeshows, we had productive conversations with health care providers,

decision makers and health system leaders. Tradeshow attendees engaged in talks about

non-pharmacological pain management, interprofessional care and increased access to

chiropractic. Thank you to all the OCA volunteers who participated and greatly contributed

to these important conversations.

N u rse Practitioner's Association

of Ontario

The success of the Primary Care Low

Back Pain proqram was discussed, as

Nurse Practitioners were interested in

2
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program results (one of the program

sites is a Nurse Practitioner-Led Clinic).

Results included: 83o/o of pat¡ents

relying less on medication; 93%

improvement of quality of life as a

result of reduced back pain.

Health Quality Transformation 201 8

The OCA booth was busy with

discussions about chiropractor

relationships in hospital and primary

care settings, particularly the Rapid

Access Clinics. Providers wanted to

know more about collaborating with

chiropractors. Congratulations to Dr.

Bruce Flynn for winning the Abstract

of Distinction Award!

Association of Family Health Teams

of Ontario

The MSK gap in primary care was

discussed (e.9., MSK patients need

funded options to manage pain) and

how the Primary Care Low Back Pain

program provides a viable solution.

OCA meetings are booked with key

decision makers to continue the

conversation about expanding access

to chiropractic care.

3



Learn more about volunteering with the OCA
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Protecting Your Practice and
EHR (Rebroadcast)

Wed. Oct 31, 12-1 PM

CCPA: Drs. Greg Dunn and Dean Wright

The CCPA on how to mitigate risk and

liability when using EHR in your clinic.

Learn how EHR can be used for informed

consent, roadmaps to care, practice

protection and consistent patient care.

Technology is an essential part of an

evolving health sector - make sure your

clinic is prepared for the future.

Are you Adequately Govered?
Understanding Automobile
Insurance Coverage

Wed. Nov 7,12-1 PM

Kate Mazzucco, Partner, Beyond Law LLP

Do you know if you are adequately

insured in the event that you or a family

member are injured in a vehicle collision,

or they injure someone else? New OCA

Advantage Partner, Beyond Law, explain

the types of coverage available, including

optional increased benefits, and the

importance of understanding liability limits

under a current auto policy.

Upcomine CE & Events I Webinars On Demand

Register Now

Register Now

We're here for you. Gall us:

Local: 41 6-860-0070 | Toll-free: 1 -877 -327 -227 3

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

4



Rose Bustria 429
Subject FW: New Globe and MailArticles. Gala Registration! Back ON Study, Board

Voting + Webinars

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Tuesday, October 23,2OL8 4:09 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>; President <President@cco.on.ca>; Liz Anderson-Peacock
<drliz@bellnet.ca>
Subject: FW: New Globe and MailArticles. Gala Registration! Back ON Study, Board Voting + Webinars

Council - stakeholders - FYI

Jo.Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

From: OCA tmailto:OCA@chiro l
Sent: Tuesday, October 23,2OLB 4:00 PM

To: Jo-An n Willson <ipw.i!bqn-@ccg..o!Lca>

Subject: New Globe and MailArticles. Gala Registration! Back ON Study, Board Voting + Webinars

We're Here For You View this email in your browser

Ontar¡e
Cl--¡rot-ra<:t'¡c
.A.,ssocaat¡en

Our partnership with The Globe and Mail continues with two more articles showcasing the

many different ways our profession can help Ontarians in need.

lmpact of Diabetes: What You Didn't Know

o This article explains the interrelationship between MSK conditions and

diabetes. MSK conditions can often prevent people living with diabetes

from exercising. That lack of exercise, complicated by trouble with weight

management can negatively impact the ability to control blood sugar

levels.

a

1
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a Chiropractors Team Up With Gommunitv Health Centres to Care For Those in

Need

o A story covering the importance of including chiropractic in a range of

services that help ensure that seniors, those with lower incomes and those

receiving social assistance get treatment and care they wouldn't otherwise

be able to access.

All the published articles can now be found together on a convenient landinq paqe for you

to bookmark so you can catch up on any missed articles. Please share the links with staff

and patients.

Make sure to pick up the November 5 issue of The Globe and Mail because that's when

our next print story runs!

Click to read all published articles here!

[I¡r r>ì) \ +Ér 'È.È3 (l€. :.::ì ((-< ¡)Þ
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Register Today!

For many years the OCA Awards Gala has presented a shared sense of purpose and a

platform to celebrate the many partners and inspiring leaders that help this profession

thrive. Besides an elegant night of celebration, this special evening allows us to shine a

spotlight on the incredible achievements of our members through our OCA Awards, and an

opportunity to highlight our successes of the year.

The OCA Disco Niqht Gala will celebrate the everlasting wonder of the disco era!

Date: Saturday, December 8, 2018

Time: 6:30 PM - 12:00 AM

Location: Metro Toronto Convention Centre (South Building)

2



Take a moment to register now. This is an amazing opportunity to connect with fellow

chiropractors, from classmates and teachers to colleagues!

431

Next Week! Online Voting for OCA Board of Directors
Your online ballot will arrive next week. Please look for an email from Simply Voting -
this email will contain your ballot. lf you do not receive your ballot, please contact us

at oca@chiropractic.on.ca. The election will remain open until 5:00 PM, Monday,

November 12,2018.

Register Now!

OCA Board of Directors information here

Back ON Study Announcement

Fall 20lS/Winter 2019 - Study on Low Back Pain in Primary Care

Chiropractors, physiotherapists and family doctors practicing in Ontario will soon be invited

to participate in a cohort study investigating the natural course and treatment of patients

with low back pain in primary care in Ontario. Given that low back pain is one of the most

common complaints in primary care, it is important to obtain a clearer picture of its current

course and treatment in our province.

This study, funded by the Canadian lnstitutes of Health Research and supported by the

3



Ontario Ghiropractic Association, the Ontario Physiotherapy Association, and the 432
Ontario College of Family Physicians, is being led by a team of investigators from Queen's

University. Other investigators are from University of Ottawa, University of Toronto,

Dalhousie University and University of Southern Denmark.

The cohort study will involve approximately 175 primary care practices and 3750 patients.

The team will simply be following practitioners' regular practice patterns, so there will be no

interventions involved. Patient characteristics and health system use will also be

determined.

During the study, practitioners will enroll patients with a new episode of low back pain and

complete a brief questionnaire about the patient visit each time the patient attends their

practice for up to six weeks. Patients will complete a corresponding series of

questionnaires.

lnvitations to participate will be sent to practitioners in Ontario through October

2018 to March 2019. Watch for a postcard and letter of invitation from the study

team!

Go Paper Free! Transition
From Paper To Electron¡c
Record Keeping

Wed. Oct 24,12-1 PM

Drs. Edward Finoro, Faisal Malik and

OCA's Andre Pires, Product Manager,

Software Development

Let the OCA help you transition to a

paperless practice. A review of how to

prepare your clinic using the best

strategies for adopting an electronic health

record. Members share how they've

Protecting Your Practice and
EHR (Rebroadcast)

Wed. Oct 31, 12-1 PM

CCPA: Drs. Greg Dunn and Dean Wright

The CCPA on how to mitigate risk and

liability when using EHR in your clinic.

Learn how EHR can be used for informed

consent, roadmaps to care, practice

protection and consistent patient care.

Technology is an essential part of an

evolving health sector - make sure your

clinic is prepared for the future.

4
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already implemented an EHR in their clinic

including the benefits and challenges. 433

Upcoming CE & Events lWebinars On Demand

Register Now

Register Now

We're here for you. Call us:

Local : 41 6-860-0070 | Tol l-free: 1 -877 -327 -227 3

Uodate your OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON MsC 2N8

Canada

Add us to vour address book

Í Facebook I Twitter in Linkedln
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Rose Bustria 434
Subject: FW: OCA ln The Globe and Mail! Celebrate World Spine Day. Plus Webinars

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Wednesday, October 03,2OL812:02 AM
To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>; President <President@cco.on.ca>; Liz Anderson-Peacock
<drliz@bellnet.ca>
Subject: Fwd: OCA ln The Globe and Maill Celebrate World Spine Day. Plus Webinars

Jo-Ann \ilillsono B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.
Begin forwarded message :

From: OCA .on.ca>
Date: October 2,2018 at 10:04:40 PM GMT+2
To:@
Subject: OCA In The Globe and Mail! Celebrate World Spine Day. Plus
\ilebinars
Reply-To: OCA <OCA@chiropractic.

We're Here For You. View this email in vour browser

Ol-tã r¡e
Cl-ìirÕt-rã€t¡c
-A.ssÕ€ a at¡on

Chiropractors in The Globe and Mail

We are pleased to announce our latest partnership with The Globe and Mailto promote

and position the role of chiropractors in Ontario's public health care system. The

partnership includes the publication of nine online articles, four of which will be printed in

the newspaper. Average readership for print is approximately 616,000 and weekly online

viewership is approximately 3.9 million.

From October to December 2018, The Globe and Mailwill feature stories that highlight the

1
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Here are some of the topics we are covering

importance of collaboration and chiropractic integration with the health system

. Chiropractors' role in the opioid crisis

. The costs associated with MSK and chronic pain in the public health care system

. lmproved patient access and increased funding for chiropractic care

. Plus other chiropractic stories you willwant to share with patients

We are confident this news series will help Ontarians understand the positive impact

chiropractic has on patients and the public health care system. Here is the first article,

featuring a Q&A with Caroline Brereton: CEO Sees Chiropractors As Kev To Solvinq

Opioid Grisis.

The series will be published online throughout the next few months, look for the print

stories that will run on October 15, November 5, November 19 and December 3. We will

share links on our OCA social media so make sure to check our Twitter and Facebook

accounts!

"Love Your Spine" World Spine Day 2018

World Spine Day is two weeks away! On Tuesday, October 16 we encourage you to

mark the occasion by promoting awareness and understanding of spinal health and spinal

disorders in the community and on social media.

There are many ways you can easily get involved - start by visiting WorldSpineDav.oro

for resources like posters, event toolkits, including banners and logos you can share

online. This year's theme is Love Your Spine!

2

Read article here



World Spine Day Special Event ldeas! 436

Hold a "Love Your Spine" yoga class

Host a 'safe lifting'workplace lunch & learn

Organize a "World Spine Day" fun run/walk in aid of a spinal charity

Ask patients to write on a post-it: Why They Love Their Spine, and stick them on a

"World Spine Day" wall or poster.

Use the hashtags #worldspineday and #WSD2018 on Facebook, Twitter or lnstagram to

join in the spine day conversations. Share what you're doing to celebrate and help make

WSDI8 the most successfulWorld Spine Day yet!

a

a

a

a

Click here for resources

.'al) nce

Non-Operat¡ve Management
Of Sciatica
(Rebroadcast)

Wed. Oct 3,12-1 P¡{i

Dr. Carlo Ammendolia D.C., Ph.D

Learn about the etiology, pathophysiology

and burden of sciatica, in addition to key

features of diagnosis and differential

diagnosis, as well as the common

Older Adults: Non-
Pharmacological Management
Of Ghronic Pain

Wed. Oct 10,12-1 PM

Dr. Carlo Ammendolia D.C., Ph.D

Comprehensive and evidence-based

information on non-pharmacological

management of chronic pain for older

adults. Understand more about the high

3
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treatments for sciatica and the evidence

behind them. The sciatica boot camp

program will also be discussed.

presence of other physical and

psychosocial comorbidities that impact

older adults experiencing pain.

Upcominq CE & Events lWebinars On Demand

Register Now Register Now

We're here for you. Gall us:

Local : 41 6-860-0070 | Toll-free: 1 -877 -327 -227 3

Update your OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

Our mailing address is:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON MsC 2NB

Canada

Add us to your address book

f Facebook I Twitter in -L1¡ç41¡
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Rose Bustria 438
Subject: FW: HCAI Changes, Government Update, Board Nominations Coming Soon,

Aspire + Webinars

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Tuesday, September 25,2O78 4:02 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: David Starmer <drstarmer@gmail.com>; President <President@cco.on.ca>; Liz Anderson-Peacock
<drliz@ bellnet.ca>
Subject: Fwd: HCAI Changes, Government Update, Board Nominations Coming Soon, Aspire + Webinars

Exec and Council (stakeholders - primarily FYI)

Jo-Ann Willsono B.Sc., M.S.V/., LL.B.

Begin forwarded message :

From: OCA <OCA@chiropractic
Date: September 25,2018 at 10:00:13 PM GMT+2
To:@
Subject: HCAI Changes, Government Update, Board Nominations Coming
Soon, Aspire * \ilebinars
RepIy-To: OCA <OCA@chiropractic

We're Here For You View this email in vour browser

Õñta ri€
Cl.r¡rÕl-rã€t¡c
-A.ssec i at¡Õl-

Auto lnsurance Update: Mandatory use of HCAI for Form 1

As of October 1, the most recent changes made to the Health Claims for Auto lnsurance

(HCAI) quideline will come into effect. HCAI must be used when submitting and processing

the Assessment of Attendant Gare Needs Form (Form l). This form is required to be

completed by an occupational therapist or registered nurse when an injured claimant

applies for attendant care benefits. You can find more information about the changes made

to the HCAI guideline here.

1
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Save The Date: October 3, Board Nominations Open

OGA Board of Directors nominations are open next week! Nominate yourself or

support a fellow OCA member with an endorsement. Many of our successes as an

association have been achieved through a dedicated board, supported by an active

membership.

Next week you can expect an email with all the information you will need to get involved. lt

will include a nomination form, full job description as well as information about the board.

All incumbent and new candidates will be profiled'on our public website to help members

make informed decisions. lf you have questions please contact Caroline Brereton, Chief

Executive Officer and/or Dr. Ayla Azad, Chair of the Governance and Nominating

Committee at qovernance@ch i ropractic. on.ca.

The 2017-18 Public Accounts and the Report of the lndependent Financial Commission of

/nqul'4f were released on Friday September 21,2018. OCA's GEO Caroline Brereton

attended the announcement at the Economic Club of Canada event. The reports show that

Ontario has a $15 billion deficit. No details were provided; however it is expected this

message forecasts budget'restraints'to the top ministries. The MOHLTC, as Ontario's

single largest annual expenditure ($55,704,843,962) is not expected to be exempt. As this

government looks for ways to find savings, new approaches to spending are likely.

The OCA submitted to the online Planninq for Prosperity Consultation last week,

advocating for expansion of low-cost, community-based low back pain (LBP) services that

can reduce opioid use and save of taxpayer dollars every year. That online consultation is

part of the government's comprehensive line-by-line review of all government programs

and services and seeks "new ideas to transform the way. . . servrces are delivered in an

2



open and transparent way." 440
We will share more information on plans for this government to respond to the deficit as it

comes available.

lsn't lt T¡me To Leave Paper Behind?

Aspire offers a modern solution for a modern practice - PMP compatible note taking

possrble from any devíce, virtually anywhere.

lntroducing Aspire, a better business tool for your practice. Aspire's cloud technology

unlocks the freedom to complete and consult patient notes from anywhere - at home or on

the road. That means more time for you to focus on what matters: better care for your

patients and more time with your loved ones.

Contact OCA for a quick 30-minute demonstration at a time convenient to

you. Simply book a time on the calendar below. Call l-877-327-2273 for more information

----

Schedule A Demonstration Now!

..¿c r-ìce

How To Connect And Build
Trust With Strategic

Questions & Active Listening

Wed. Sept 26,12-1PM

Non-Operat¡ve Management
Of Sciatica (Rebroadcast)

Wed. Oct 3,12-1Pl\A

Dr. Carlo Ammendolia D.C., Ph.D
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lvan Wanis Ruiz, Dale Carnegie Training

Webinar on how to use strategic questions

and active listening to effectively

communicate with patients. Learn how to

better use questions with patients:

improve rapport, better identify ailments

and issues, and create a more open

environment for sharing. Understand how

active listening impacts patient perception

and patient outcomes.

Learn about the etiology, pathophysiology

and burden of sciatica, in addition to key

features of diagnosis and differential

diagnosis, as well as the common

treatments for sciatica and the evidence

behind them.

The sciatica boot camp program will also

be discussed.

Upcoming CE & Events lWebinars On Demand

Register Now

Register Now

We're here for you. Call us:

Local: 41 6-860-0070 | Toll-free: 1 -877 -327 -227 3

Update vour OCA membership preferences or

unsubscribe from this list

Our mailing address ís:

Ontario Chiropractic Association

200-20 Victoria St

Toronto, ON M5C 2N8

Canada

Add us to vour address book

f Facebook I Twitter in Linfedln
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Studies have shown a connection between diabetes and muscle and joint conditions

When Chris Drake, 39, first started having issues with his back in his late twenties, it

sidelined his much-loved golf habit. Diagnosed with type 1 diabetes at the age of nine,

Drake, an entrepreneur, had played golf competitively and continued to play multiple

!

I

I
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timffik, often with business clients. Although he was in good shape and

.offitlis diabetes fairly well, his back pain continued off and on. lf he played a lot,

it would flare up and he'd have to rest. But he never recovered to the point where he

could swing a golf club properly and be confident it wouldn't hurt his back.

"l know people with diabetes have a higher incidence of low back pain," says Drake,

who sees an endocrinologist every six months. 'With type 1 diabetes, musculoskeletal

issues are complications that are somewhat under-recorded because they're not as

well known as kidney damage, stroke or retinal eye issues. People with diabetes often

have trouble with their hands and feet from the degeneration of the nerves, plus there

are vascular issues. Their blood flow can become impeded over time, which makes it

harder to heal because that flow is needed."

His endocrinologist suggested seeing a chiropractor, and a neighbour recommended

Dr. Alex Pessoa, a sports-focused chiropractor who runs Peak Performance Health

Centre in Cambridge, Ont.

STORY CONTIN UES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

5

"Knowing that I wanted to continue golfing, Dr. Pessoa put me through an intensive

exercise routine to strengthen my core to try to prevent a reoccurrence of injury," says

Drake. "He also had me getting into position with a golf club to show me what to modify

to avoid strain on my lower back. lt got me playing again."

tU5l20t8
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Chris Drake lives with both type 1 diabetes and chronic back pain, but adheres to an exercise routine from his
chiropraclor to keep up the golf he loves.

COURTESY OF CHRIS DRAKE

Drake recently moved from Kitchener to Santa Barbara, Calif., after his wife, Kelly,

accepted a job there, so now he can golf year round. "When I play a lot, I make sure

I'm hammering those exerclses to keep my core strong and ready to play," he says.

"You've got to stick to it."

Musculoskeletal (MSK) conditions such as back pain, limited joint mobility or neck and

shoulder disorders can often prevent people living with diabetes from exercising. That

lack of exercise, complicated by trouble with weight management, negatively impacts

their ability to control blood sugar levels. While research is ongoing, it does show MSK

conditions and diabetes are often interrelated.

With diabetes, there can be issues of nerve damage that atfect patients'walking and

balance, explains Dr. Nadira Husein, an endocrinologist in Waterloo, Ont., who

specializes in diabetes treatment and internal medicine. She says patients who have

type 1 diabetes, which is an autoimmune disease, are also at risk of having other

autoimmune MSK diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis.

"Diabetes is like a malignant disease," says Dr. Husein. "Like cancer, it can hit you from

head to toe. When there are mobility issues, it's hard for patients to exercise. There are

exercises available from the Canadian Diabetes Association that some patients can do.

Obviously walking is good. You do what your body can do."

Trina Fitter, a registered dietitian and diabetes educator at Groves Memorial

Community Hospital in Fergus, Ont., regularly sees diabetes patients with mobility

issues. Depending on their level of pain, she says the pain response and the hormonal

response to it can make it harder to control blood sugars, so people may feel defeated

because they see higher numbers even though they're trying to exercise and watch

what they eat. Additionally, the demands of managing a chronic disease can impact

ffi 446
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r"mlth, whether it's mood, motivation or energy level. "What we can do is offer

suffit$ try to come up with an individualized plan of care to help them combat

whatever their obstacles are," Fitter says. "Helping them have better blood sugar

control will lower their risk of diabetes complications."

She says the biggest risk factors are related to lifestyle, so the goal is to keep people

active and eating healthy because so many different diseases stem from their diabetes,

whether cardiovascular or joint-related. "lt's a long haul for people to make a change in

their ingrained habits," she says. "We pick away at small changes and celebrate the

successes. For some people, the goal may just be not gaining more weight."

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

5

For patients with diabetes, Dr. Pessoa says the most common problems he sees are

low back, foot and hip pain. Exercise depends on the patient's degree of mobility, but

he says people with diabetes seem to go downhill fast when you add obesity. Although

his clinic specializes in athletes, he treats a lot of patients with diabetes referred to him

by family doctors in his building.

"We have the same goals to increase their mobility and decrease their pain," says Dr

Pessoa. "As long as the patient allows, we try to share information with the dietitian,

medical doctor and other professionals caring for the patient. You need a team of
people to manage diabetes."

Debbie Hollahan, director of Waterloo Wellington Diabetes, a diabetes resource centre

in Cambridge, Ont., agrees it takes a multidisciplinary team with good communication

to manage the disease. While she says most diabetes education programs consist of a

nurse and a dietitian, sometimes they include a social worker, a kinesiologist or

chiropodist and, increasingly, a chiropractor.

"We don't typically think of chiropractors when we're caring for people with diabetes,

but more and more we're realizing that's another group we need to pull into the circle of

care," Hollahan says. "They're important because they're seeing many patients with

back pain and neuropathic pain that may be a result of diabetes. lt's another

opportunity to link everyone together."

tl/s/2018
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After sustaining injuries from a collision, Toronto medical technician Sharon Pike sought
the help of a chiropractor. Pike is now writing about the challenges she's faced.

L
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THOMAS BOLLMANN

When Sharon Pike was involved in a car accident a fewyears ago, she needed a
chiropractor - and discovered that reaching one was easier than she thought. "I started
going to see Dr. Christopher Morgan at TAIBU Community Health Centre in 2ot6," says
Pike, a Toronto medical technician who sustained whiplash and other injuries in the
collision. "He has supported my recovery and showed me daiþ routines I could use, and
this has improved my overall health and energy level. I think one-stop shopping for
health care is a good idea."

Chiropractors are regulated health professionals who provide diagnosis, treatment and
preventive care for conditions related to the spine, pelvis, tendons and joints.
Conditions chiropractors treat include back pain, neck pain, strains and sprains,
arthritis, work and sports injuries, and more.

TAIBU, a community health centre located in Toronto's Malvern neighbourhood, is at
the leading cdgc of a movement toward making services such as chiropractic care more
accessible, especially for people where income or lack of insurance is a financial barrier.

TAIBU is a Kiswahili word used by well-wishers in East Africa to say, "Be in good
health." The community health centre, established in zoo8, is an example of how low
back pain programs can make chiropractic care accessible for people who don't have
coverage and can't afford to pay for care.

While the majority of its patients come from the Black community from across the
Greater Toronto Area, the community health centre is accessible to everyone in the
Malvern neighbourhood, says Liben Gebremikael, TAIBU's executive director. The
centre added chiropractic service five years ago. "Over the years we have served more
than rz,ooo clients. Right nowwe are serving about 8,ooo people," Gebremikael says.

Including chiropractic in the range of services helps ensure that seniors, those with
lower incomes and those receiving social assistance can get treatment and care they
wouldn't otherwise be able to access. The community health centre, and other
organizations across Ontario, get help from Ontario's Primary Care Low Back Pain
Program and other provincially funded programs.

While chiropractic is included in most extended health care plans, it was de-listed from
OHIP in zoo4. As a result, the cost of care for muscle and joint problems, like lowback
pain, is usually borne by patients directly through out of pocket payments or extended
health care coverage. This creates a fïnancial barrier for people to access care, especially
for patients of lower incomes or without extended health care coverage.

2
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"A lot of people I see have had little or no prior experience with chiropractic care," says
Dr. Morgan. "Typically, when I ask patients how long they've lived with pain, I hear that
it's been years. And when I ask what treatment they've had, in many cases it's been
prescription medication or over-the-counter drugs. They rarely have had any of the
chiropractic or physiotherapytreatments that could help," he says. "If patients haven't
had access to treatment, often by the time I see them they have other problems, in their
shoulders, with h¡lertension, you name it."

He works at TAIBU with doctors, nurse practitioners, physiotherapists, dietitians and
other medical experts, who are all available to patients under one roof. "The
interdisciplinary component is important," Dr. Morgan says. "In getting to know
patients, you often find out they have other issues, in housing, in relationships and so
on. The nice thing about being in a seüing like this is that I can just cross the hall and
speak with a social worker, a physician or a nurse practitioner. It's wraparound
support."

Typically, when I ask patients how long they've lived with pain, I hear that it's been
years

- Dr. Christopher Morgan, Chiropractor, TAIBU Community Health Centre

Denah Smith, a nurse practitioner at TAIBU, says this holistic, comprehensive approach
to health care is critical. "About 40 per cent of the patients I see suffer from some sort of
musculoskeletal strain, stress or injury," says Smith. "So it's great to have Dr. Morgan
here for us because he can address these kinds of problems with chiropractic care."

Although still recovering, Sharon Pike is clear about the importance of TAIBU and Dr.
Morgan in her healing journey. "In addition to seeing Dr. Morgan for treatment twice a
month, I've been going to his workshops. He showed me how to sit up properly, how to
get up, how to get out of bed the right way. He got me back on track."

While Dr. Morgan is on staffat TAIBU, other clinics in Ontario benefit from
chiropractors who volunteer their time. "We split our hours here," says Dr. Douglas
Cameron, who works with Dr. Cam Potter and Dr. Amy Brown as a volunteer at Langs
Community Health Centre in Cambridge, Ont. "The people we serve tend to be of low
income, unemployed, without benefits, immigrants, or people who can't access care
otherwise. People come to us and simply say that they can't afford care and can we do
something - and, of course, we do."

3
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As an advocate for improved pain management in Canada, Lynn Cooper advises patients to access a
multidisciplinary team of health practitioners. lt's an approach she also takes to help manage the physical and
emotional challenges of her own chronic pain.
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r.'ffi Canadians are aware of the prevalence of both chronic pa¡n and mental

frequency with which the two are connected is less understood.

It's something Lynn Cooper, a resident of Kitchener, Ont., has learned from both her

own experience and her work as an advocate for improved pain management in

Canada. As a young woman just launching her career, Cooper severely injured her

back and foot while at work. That acute pain eventually turned into a chronic condition,

which led to depression.

"The stress of chronic pain is a huge thing," says Cooper. "lf you've ever had a

headache or acute pain that's been significant, imagine if that never went away.

lmagine the stress levels, and any kind of stress is going to exacerbate the pain. So

within the pain cycle you have all kinds of emotions and all of that impacts your mood."

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

The Canadian Mental Health Association reports that people with chronic physical

conditions experience depression and anxiety at twice the rate of the general

population.

Witnessing firsthand the psychological toll of chronic pain during his decades of

experience as both a chiropractor and in counselling psychology, Dr. Wayne Coghlan,

who practices in Vaughan, Ont., recognizes the importance of connecting the dots

between physical and emotional conditions.

"lf you want to get better, you have to work your way forward," says Dr. Coghlan, who

encourages his patients to not only keep moving, but to find new ways to modify their

thinking and attitude. "l'm trying to put the seed in the person's mind that maybe things

aren't as doomy and gloomy as they think. Maybe there's a way through this by taking

one step at a time."

An important component of chiropractic care involves providing patients with self-

management education and coping strategies, including goal setting and prescribing

therapeutic exercises to help manage muscle, bone, tendon, ligament and joint

conditions.
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nr ffin's mantra to newly injured patients is "motion is lotion." while it's common

,o mil and frightened when experiencing pain or an injury, and patients want to

resffiklñg it easy for too long can turn that muscle and joint stiffness and achiness into

chronic pain - and often a downward spiral into depression and anxiety. Motion can

help prevent that from happening and research demonstrates that exercise can be

effective in helping manage both mental health conditions and muscle and joint

problems, such as low back pain.

Teasing out where the depression or anxiety begins and the chronic pain ends can be

tricky though, says Samantha Fuss, a psychologist at the Work, Stress and Health

Program at the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH) in Toronto. Pain can

cause mental illness, and sometimes mental illness causes pain. ln fact, some studies

suggest that about half of all people with depression who visit their doctor complain

only about their physical symptoms, not their emotional distress. "There's a lot of

overlap of symptoms between chronic pain and depression and anxiety," says Fuss.

"Things like disturbed sleep, low energy levels, worry or rumination, and hopelessness.

Those can occur with each type of condition."

Says Fuss: "lt can be really beneficial to explore helpful coping strategies to manage

pain, especially given that sometimes there's not a cure for it. This is about improving

quality of life and continuing to have meaning and a sense of purpose in the context of

a chronic condition."

STORY CONTI NUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

Cooper teaches people at the Hamilton Health Sciences Chronic Pain Management

Unit to create a "pain plan" that involves accessing multidisciplinary pain management,

including doctors, chiropractors, socialworkers, psychologists, dietitians, occupational

therapists and more. But Cooper regrets that most much-needed help is not fully

covered by government or company health plans. For many of the services, she says

she saves up and pays out of pocket. "Health care providers that you consult over your

lifetime with chronic pain can change depending on your needs," she advises. "And

what works for one person doesn't necessarily work for another. That's why we need to

have access to as many options as possible."
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t"ffit is the most important person in the equation, though, and his or her

actmtli mean the difference between living as well as possible under the

circumstances and suffering. Cooper likes to create goals and adjustments to plans

that may cause stress so she can enjoy life more.

For example, rather than deciding she can't travel because of pain, Cooper builds in
rest periods before and after flights.

"You'll have good days and not so good days," she likes to tell other people dealing

with persistent pain. "We have to recognize that and forgive ourselves through the

challenging times. But it is possible - and there is hope."

What are the symptoms?

lf you have some of these symptoms, you may be suffering from depression or anxiety

in addition to chronic pain. To help ease the burden, reach out to your health care
providers.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

. Changes in appetite and weight

. Sleep problems

. Loss of interest in activities

. Withdrawal from family and friends

. Feeling useless, hopeless or excessively guilty

. Agitation or feeling slowed down

. Fatigue

. Trouble concentrating

. lrrational and excessive fear

. Apprehensive and tense feelings

. Avoidance of feared situations
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hts of suicide (which should always be taken seriously)

Source: The Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH)

Advertising feature produced by Globe Content Studio. The Globe's editorial

departmenf was not involved.
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Caroline Brereton, the new CEO of the OCA, is excited about the profession's increased integration into the
publicly funded health system.

EDEN ROBBINS
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chmc treatment has seen significant growth in Ontario as more patients seek

.nffitleir health care. When Caroline Brereton became the CEO of the Ontario

Chiropractic Association (OCA) in June, she took the helm of an organization

representing the professional interests of more than 3,500 chiropractors in this

province.

Brereton, a registered nurse with an MBA from Queen's University and a graduate of
the Rotman School of Management's Advanced Health Leadership Program, arrived

with extensive experience in the public health care system, having served as an

executive in a hospital for 10 years and as CEO of the Mississauga Halton Community

Care Access Centre for seven years.

Here, Brereton discusses the OCA's role in advancing comprehensive health care

through chiropractic in Ontario.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

What are some of the developments you're most excited about since taking
leadership at the OCA?

Right now, chiropractors are key to helping Ontario address the opioid crisis. Patient

care that involves chiropractors, such as the Primary Care Low Back Pain programs,

demonstrates significant results in reducing the use of opioids.

Also, I'm really excited about the way chiropractic is becoming more integrated into the
publicly funded health care system, which benefits patients.

Chiropractors are community-based health professionals able to diagnose and

prescribe treatment. And they're experts in low back pain and musculoskeletal (MSK)

conditions, or, more simply, the network of muscles, bones, joints, tendons and

ligaments that work together to allow movement.

Many people are in the sandwich generation, taking care of children and parents.

Patients and families are looking for choice in their health care these days, and they're

looking for providers who view their health in the context of their lives. And they value

6 rU5t20t8
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hensive approach chiropractors take with patients, listening and treating

very compassionate way.

Chiropractors deliver a great patient experience. I'm excited about that because I think
patient experience is so important for shaping the way health care is delivered -
whether through the public system or through extended health benefits.

What do you wish the public knew about chiropractic care?

i""ffi

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

6

I wish they understood more about the quality of the education that chiropractors

receive.

I have been particularly impressed by the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic College in

Toronto - from the comprehensive learning around health care and MSK conditions to

the manual therapies they employ. I think patients and others in the health care system

don't know how sophisticated the training is for chiropractors' unique skill set.

Did you set goals when you took this job?

First, I want to understand why so many people are using chiropractors. I'm curious

because chiropractic care has been growing significantly during the last couple of
years, despite not being largely part of Ontario's publicly funded system. We're working

to understand more about patient choice and the dynamics that go into choosing a

particular provider.

Also, I want patients, partners and the Ontario government to know about the leading

practices that are part of our chiropractic care, particularly with respect to managing

chronic low back pain. I want to share the positive patient outcomes from programs

around the province that can be expanded to help patients and our health system.

Can you comment on the continuing integration of the profession into hospitals,
family health teams and community health centres, as well as projects like the
Primary Care Low Back Pain programs and lnter-professional Spine Assessment

and Education Glinics (lSAECs)?

tUs/2018
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The goal is to minimize wait times and get patients into the right care. The programs we

are involved with that are funded by the Ontario government show significant reduct¡on

of wait times and increased patient satisfaction. lntegration helps get patients off wait

lists, particularly for surgical treatments. When patients are examined by an inter-

professional team, surgeries are frequently found to be unnecessary.

Let's return to addressing the opioid crisis. With the seven government-funded Primary

Care Low Back Pain programs across Ontario, I think the big win for Ontarians is that

chiropractors, working with inter-professional teams, including primary care physicians

and nurse practitioners, have shown significant reduction in opioid use among patients.

One of the ways we learn is by listening to patients who have had really good

experiences. I'd like their voices to be heard more. ln my tenure with our publicly

funded system, I have seen so much change take place because patients demand the

change.

ïhe voice of patients will be important to build more confidence in the role of

chiropractic care in our health system.

What is the importance of World Spine Day on October 16?

World Spine Day is an opportunity to make people aware of the importance of spine

care to their overall health. An estimated one billion people worldwide suffer from back

pain, and it affects all age groups. lt is one of the biggest single causes of disability on

our planet - an estimated one in four adults will suffer from back pain during their

lives. Prevention is key, and this year's World Spine Day will be encouraging people to

take proactive steps to be kind to their spines.

Where do you feel the profession is headed in terms of research and education?

That's a big question. I know that in choosing a health care provider, more patients are

going to look at the evidence of quality outcomes, as well as other patients'

experiences. Both are important.

rIl5l20I8
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so ffior will continue to conduct research focused on the areas of MSK care,

ptffitl where the research can support proactive, preventive and conservative

care. For example, how chiropractors can impact bone and joint health with respect to

osteoarthritis, so that we can reduce the number of hip replacements over time.

Chiropractors are part of Ontario's health care solution

Subscribe to Brereton's blog, Caroline Brereton ON Care at

vrnvw. caroIi nebreretononcare. ca.

To find out more about how chiropractors can help you get back to doing the things you

love, visit www.chiropractic.on.ca.

Advertising feature produced by Globe Content Studio. The Globe's editorial

department was not involved.
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Almost 90 per cent of Canadians have experienced muscle and/or joint pain

CANADIANS ARE NO STRANGERS TO PAIN. According to the Canadian

Chiropractic Association (CCA) 2017 repoft, All Pain, No Gain: Shining a Light on
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Pain and Opioid Cnsis, almost 90 per cent of CAf¡3flßFt h.utoo,*

muscle and/or joint pain in the last year, the most common being back

parn ache

Pain affects the way people work, play and generally live. ln fact, the World Health

Organization reports lower back pain as a leading cause of disability worldwide. And a

study in the Canadian Medical Association Journalfound that back pain was the most

common diagnosis for which emergency and family physicians prescribed opioids.

That's why more attention is being paid to muscle and joint health, and pain prevention

A person's musculoskeletal (MSK) system includes bones, muscles, tendons, joints

and ligaments, and it supports every movement a person makes.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

5

Sleeping posture is the number-one cause of muscle and joint pain, according to those

surveyed in CCA's report. Shovelling snow, picking up a child or sitting at a desk for

hours at a time can also have a severe impact on one's spine, muscle and nervous

system.

And with an aging population, the number of conditions is expected to increase

significantly. By 2031, the number of Canadians suffering from these conditions will

increase from 11 to 15 million.
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Muscle and joint pain often stems from physical trauma, repetitive strain or overuse,

and frequently impacts the head, neck, shoulders, back or pelvis. Most people will

experience some form of muscle and joint pain in their lifetime - think strained

muscles from moving boxes or overdoing it at the gym. While not all of this discomfort

is bad, ensuring proper technique when doing strenuous or repetitive activities may

prevent disorders and pain.

Research demonstrates that many conditions can be managed through patient

education, exercise and manual therapies rather than through surgery or medication.

And nine in ten Canadians who have used a chiropractor to help with their muscle and

joint pain believe that it improved their quality of life.

tl/5120t8
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iropractic" is derived from "chiro," meaning "hand," and the Greek word
"praktikos," meaning "practical," reflecting the hands-on, non-invasive approach of
modern practitioners. Canada's chiropractors play a key role in helping Canadians

better manage their muscle and joint pain through non-invasive treatments that support

the body's spine, muscle and nervous system.

With clinicaltools and specialized training, chiropractors are uniquely positioned to otfer

treatment through active care and preventive strategies, like patient education and

exercises.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

CHIROPRACTIC CARE IS AVAILABLE UNDER MANY EXTENDED HEALTH

BENEFITS PROGRAMS.

TALK TO YOUR EMPLOYER FOR DETAILS OF YOUR COVERAGE.
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Muscle and joint pain can develop into chroníc and sometimes
debilitating conditions. Pain can also affecl an individual's
mental and emotionalwell-being, and can severely impact how
one apprÕaches daiþ tasks. According to the 2017 All Pain, No
Gain: Shining a Light on Canada's Back Paìn and Opìoid Crísis

reporf, six out of ten Canadians with muscle and joint issues feel

frustrated with their pain, while just over half say it limits their
ability to exercise..\,

5

IMPACT OF

MSK PAIN
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Getting back to work and back to your life

SPECIAL TO THE GLOBE AND MAIL
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After suffering a knee injury, chiropractic care helped Leroy Gallagher return to work as an electrician

IAN M. STEWART/THE GLOBE AND MAIL
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ago, a knee injury started a domino effect in Leroy Gallagher's body that

him off work for years.;:ffi'
"lt happened back in 2011," recalls the 36-year-old electrician from Cambridge, Ont. "l

busted up my knee and after that I ended up with severe problems in my back and my

neck. I'd been doing construction for a long time, but I wasn't able to work."

It was a dark time for Gallagher, who says being out of work "puts a strain on your

relationships and you sort of lose your purpose."

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

It wasn't a choice for him to stop working, but his body just couldn't continue with the

back and neck pain he was in and the strain his labour-intensive job involved.

"ljust couldn't do it, I couldn't work," adds Gallagher

ln fact, low back and neck pain are the leading causes of disability in Canada,

according to the lnstitute for Health Metrics and Evaluation. Back pain is also the main

reason for physician visits in patients under 60 in Canada, according to researchers at

Université du Québec. Back pain impacts 84 per cent of the working population at

some point in their lives. According to a 2017 report by Ontario's Workplace Safety and

lnsurance Board (WSIB), over the past 10 years, the lower back has consistently

represented the leading part of the body injured among Ontario WSIB recipients.

While Gallagher is back at work, many people are forced into unemployment due to

these musculoskeletal (MSK) low-back injuries and conditions. Made up of bones,

ligaments, joints and tendons, the MSK system accounts for the majority of work-

related lost-time claims in Canada, with significant physical, emotional and financial

impacts on patients, government and employers.

A 2009 report from the Work Foundation at Lancaster University found that MSK

disorders remain the number one cause of work-related lost-time claims in Canada.

The report also estimates the cost to Canadian workplaces from lost productivity and

absenteeism to be in the "hundreds of millions of dollars."
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å:m" ways, like chiropractic care, that are proven to get people back to work

"There is an incredible cost associated with these injuries," explains Dr. Amy Brown, a

chiropractor in Cambridge. "lt's not just the cost to the patient, which can be significant,

but it's the cost of maintaining people in the health care system and the cost to

employers. lt's a cascade effect."

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

After years of treating patients who were off work with MSK-related pain and injury, Dr

Brown decided to lend her services outside her clinic to try and help others get back to

work.

Twice a week, Dr. Brown and her colleagues, Dr. Cameron Potter and Dr. Douglas

Cameron, volunteer at Langs Community Health Centre in Cambridge. The team

provides chiropractic care, free of charge, to patients who cannot afford it, many of

whom are off work due to MSK issues. Our goal is "to get patients feeling better and

back to work as quickly as possible," says Dr. Brown.

"When we first started, we saw patients with a lot of other health issues going on. We

were seeing some really long-term problems that hadn't been addressed and many

patients were not employed because of ongoing injuries," she adds.

But those who seek help from chiropractors, such as Drs. Brown, Potter and Cameron,

have experienced positive results, including Gallagher.

"l'm back doing work as an electrician," he says. "And not long ago, I could barely get

off the floor."

lndeed, Gallagher credits his chiropractic sessions and a new love of yoga with getting

him back on his feet - literally. "lt really helps with my mobility and stiffness," he adds.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT
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Aging: how to stay active when it hurts to do so

PUBLISHED OCTOBER 30. 2018 UPDATED 2 HOURS AGO

To help manage osteoarthritis pain, Tom Kellar and Colleen Fraser stay active, including taking regular walks
near their Sudbury home.

GINO DONATO
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TorHm and his wife, Colleen Fraser, from Sudbury, ont., have always tried to stay

actffit!}ing to the gym, walking, or hitting the trails on snowshoes or skis during the

wintén Bút in recent years, pain made exercise a challenge for both of them.

For Kellar, the pain was particularly bad in his left knee, while Fraser had both hand

and knee pain. "When you're in pain, you're tired all the time. lt has a negative effect on

your day," says Kellar, 60, who works as a sales rep. His sister had a knee replaced, so

he assumed he would as well someday.

Fraser, 61, was diagnosed with osteoarthritis (OA) first, through X-rays ordered by their

family doctor. Kellar went through the same process himself a year ago. As a result, his

chiropractor, Dr. AnjelicaMazzella at Back 2 Health Rehabilitation Centre in Sudbury,

referred him to Good Life with osteoArthritis in Denmark (GLA:D) Canada, a program

she teaches locally that was first developed in Denmark. After reading the source

information, Fraser also decided to join the program.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

With sites across Canada, GLA:D offers eight weeks of health education and exercise

instruction to help people with knee and hip pain, mostly from OA. The program is

supervised by trained practitioners in the GLA:D program, which include chiropractors,

physiotherapists and kinesiologists.

The couple found themselves stretching regularly and working muscles they didn't

know they had. Within weeks, the pain associated with their OA almost entirely went

away. Now they're exercising independently - Kellar uses the elliptical and weights

and performs stretches; Fraser sometimes joins him but also does Pilates and yoga

classes. While they exercised before, the GLA:D program had them adding in more

cardiovascular exercise, plus doing it more often.

Aging, obesity and chronic health conditions amongst other things, can lead to limited

mobility and strength which can contribute to problems in the musculoskeletal (MSK)

system, which includes the bones, muscles, tendons, joints and ligaments. Women are

more at risk. According to an MSK report prepared for the 2015 World Health

Organization (WHO) Report on Ageing and Health 2015. OA, osteoporosis and
SUPPORT OUALITY JOURNATISM
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(muscle loss) affect millions, and can lead to very serious outcomes, such

shorten lifespans.::'m,
"!Ve're living longer but not necessarily healthier," says Dr. John Antoniou, an

orthopaedic surgeon and president of the Canadian Orthopaedic Association.

More collaboration between health care providers can help Canadians with these

conditions get healthier. For example, an integrated approach between a physician who

is supporting patients with chronic health conditions and a chiropractor assisting in

managing the MSK components can help those patients become more active. This, in

turn, can then positively impact their chronic health conditions.

Exercise also impacts health. One 2018 review study found, among more than 2,300

people with chronic knee and hip pain from OA, exercise helped with pain and function.

"lt's the golden rule of nature. You don't use it, you lose it," says Dr. Kenneth Stelsoe, a

chiropractor and owner of Enhanced Wellness Studio in Waterloo, Ont., and a provider

of the GLA:D program.

A complex interplay

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

For most people, musculoskeletal problems start with mild symptoms, such as the joint

pain, stiffness and swelling seen in early OA. Discomfort can cause you to limit activity,

leading to weaker muscles. You lose more range of motion and things start to

increasingly hurt. "You begin using muscles and joints wrong, which makes it worse,"

says Dr. Stelsoe. At this point, people may stop exercising and begin limiting their

everyday activities too.

"A sedentary lifestyle tends to lead to a lot of chronic diseases, including cardiovascular

disease and diabetes," says Ed Ziesmann, vice-president of education programs and

services for the Arthritis Society. lt triggers balance problems, which put you at risk of
falls. Meanwhile, when people have multiple conditions, they must juggle a wide range

of medications and all their potential side effects.
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BeiHmically active can turn things around for those with MSK conditions, but only

onffitlCanadian seniors get the recommended 150 minutes of activity per week.

It has to be the right exercise: controlled movements that build strength and range of
motion. A combination of activities such as swimming, cardio gym machines (Kellar

finds the elliptical ideal), weight bearing exercises and low-impact aerobics can be

effective. For those whose range of motion is limited, yoga and Pilates can be helpful,

along with further support from chiropractic, massage therapy and physiotherapy. Dr.

Stelsoe prescribes therapeutic exercises to his patients to increase strength and range

of motion in affected areas. "Most patients will benefit from prescribed exercise

therapy," he says. "This can include stretching, strengthening, postural awareness,

balance training and neuromuscular exercise."

Exercise as therapy can be a challenge for those who instinctively stop moving once

they have mild pain. "The mentality is sometimes it hurts, so I won't do it," Ziesmann

says. They need to push through discomfort, but stop when they feel true pain.

Gl lirlanne frnm hcelfh n¡ra nrnfeccinnalc. nn "hrrrf rrercr rc hârm" ¡an rnaka c,r rra avarnic.a
Pr vrvvv!vr

is healing, not hurting. Meanwhile, for the many people who don't enjoy traditional

exercise, such as going to the gym, Ziesmann advises focusing on doing everyday life

activities such as walking, gardening and playing golf.

STORY CONTINUES BELOW ADVERTISEMENT

The right activity for the right person can make a big difference. With OA, for example,

Dr. Antoniou says: "You won't reverse the damage that's occurred, but it'll maintain the

function that's still there." Exercise can also help slow the rate of bone loss in

osteoporosis, and can cause some reversal of muscle mass loss. With less pain,

stronger muscles and better balance, people find they can do much more. Kellar and

Fraser are taking up curling this winter. They'll be kneeling on the ice and bending over

to sweep, actions that would have been excruciating a year ago. But Kellar is looking

fonruard to the challenge. "l suspect l'll be fine."

Age-related musculoskeletal conditions

Osteodhoitis r{OA}NA L r sM
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mmon type of arthritis, it affects 4.6 million people. According to the 475
ety, it's a progressive disease of the whole joint, which over time leads to

the rea of joint cartilage and underlying bone. Severe OA may lead to hip- and

knee-replacement surgeries.

Osteoporosis

Our bones decline in density as we age, starting at age 30, and if bone mass gets

dangerously low, it's called osteoporosis. "The higher you get your bone mass up

before 30, the lower the risk of getting osteoporosis later," says chiropractor Kenneth

Stelsoe. The condition affects two million Canadians, and many only get diagnosed

after breaking a bone.

Sarcopenia

Muscles naturally get weaker as we get older, but underlying conditions or inactivity

can lead to this condition, which involves serious muscle loss and weakness. ln

Canada, it affects about 12 per cent of women and seven per cent of men between the

ages of 60 and 69. One 2012 study, published by the U.S. National Centre for
Biotechnology lnformation (NCBI), found patients with sarcopenia were more than

three times more likely to be at risk of falls.

Advertising feature produced by Globe Content Studio. The Globe's editorial

department was not involved.
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September 19, 2018

l/ia - Email

I)r. David Hayes, DC
President
Federation of Canadian Chiropractic (FCC)

Re: Invitation to a National Meeting of Regulators on October 19,2018

Dear Dr. Hayes

Thank you for the invitation to the National Meeting of Regulators on October 19, 2018

(National Meeting) received August 31, 2018, and for the revised proposed agenda t'or that

meeting.

On Septernber 14 - 15,2018, thc Collcgc of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) Courcil had an

opportunity to review both docurnents. CCO would like to demonstrate national regulatory
leadership, and has to date circulated broadly its communication with media on various topics,

including ils responses to recent media inquiries. Although the revised agenda for the National
Meeting is improved from what was originally circulated, we continue to have concerns,

including for example that there doesn't appear to be an opportunity for regulators to meet

separately from advocacy bodies to discuss best practices, cument initiatives, and relationships

with their individual Minisuics of Health and Long-Term Care.

For regulators, maintaining a credible relationship with their respective Ministries is
fundamental, particularly since the various provincial Ministries have both an interest in and

direct influence over regulators. As government monitors regulators' activities to ensure

rcgulators understand and act in accordance with their statutory public interest mandate, CCO

is not comfortable with the presence and advocacy influence of the Canadian Chiropractic
Association (CCA) ttuoughoutthe meeting. While the invitation to the National Meeting is frorn

thc FCC, it appcars from the revised agenda that the CCA is to be in attendance and often

presenting throughr.rLrt the meeting.

Further, it would be inappropriate fbr CCO to palticipate in what appears to be the development

of a joint strategy with professional associations to deal with criticisms of the chiropractic
profcssion. The revised agenda includes a presentation on"the need /or consistenl messaging

coast-to-coasf" by CCA's Chief Brand Ofïcer. This agenda item could be perceived as an

attempt by professional associations to pressure regulatory bo<Jies to fall in line with the

professional associations' messaging. CCO, like other regulators, has to ensure its messaging is

consistent with its statutory role and public interest mandate, including its legislative scope, and

that all messaging is through a public protection lens.
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An additional concern is that CCO has some outstanding matters before either the Inquiries,
Complaints and Reports Committee (ICRC) or the Discipline Committee, and the attendance
and participation in the proposed agenda could be perceived as an attempt to influence the
outcome of those matters before they have been finally disposed of by the ICRC or the Disoipline
Committee.

In any event, if stakeholders such as the CCA havc information or studies or background
documents they think would be relevant to the work of regulators, we hope they will be sharing
that information with every regulator. We understand some information has aheady been shared

to date. We also encourage stakeholders to cnsure they bring to the attention of regulators
specific examples of noncompliance with any standards of practice including advertising or
scope of practice so appropriate action nay be taken. An additional proactive step that may be

appropriate for advocacy bodies to take is to provide feedback on existing standards ofpractice
lo the committee responsible fbr reviewing thc particular standard and for making
rccommendations for changcs to Council that will better protcct thc public. For example, CCO's

Quality Assurance Committee reviews Standard of Practice 5-001: Scope of Practice, and the

Executive Committee reviews Standard of Practice S-016: Advertising on an ânnual basis and

recommends they either be reaffirmed or revised by Council.

Thank you for engaging on this important task and we look forward to hearing from you at thc
earliest opportunity so wc can determine CCO's attendance and participation. We are hopet'ul

that appropriate revisíons can be made to the draft agenda to mitigate any risks sufficiently to
provide Councilwith a level of comfort in attending and participating. One suggestion may be

to have a period of time for stakeholders, including the CCA, to present what they would like
the regulators to know based on their knowledge or experience, followed by a regulators only
meeting where participants can discuss their own unique experiences, the impact on any
government relations, and what best practices might look like to ensure public protection in the

areas ofadvertising and scope ofpractice.

Please feel free to share these concerns with the Steering Committee and members of the

Regulatory Council and let us know at the earliest opportunity if there is time to reshape the

agenda. If not, CCO is of course prepared to facilitate a portion of the Regulatory Council
meeting at the upcoming FCC meetings in Toronto on November23-24,2018,

Sincerely,

;. .f. -/ !:.'

Dr. David Starmer, President

f ro cl*n,.. ^1 ú LLLJT'¿(

Jó-A¡r¡r Willson
degi.strar and Ceneral Counsel
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c. Dr. Jean-Francois Henry, Co-Chair Regulatory Council, FCC
Dr. Janis Noseworthy, Co-Chair Regulatory Counoil, FCC
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Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Joel Friedman
Sunday, October 2L,20L8 2:L1- PM

J

Jo-Ann Willson
RE: Circulation to FCC

Good Afternoon,

Please see the following documents related to CCO's advertising and business präctices provisions as

requested:

r Various sections of the Professíonal Misconduct Regulation https:/lwww.cco.on.calwp-
content/uploads/2017l10/R-008.pdi speak to professíonal representatíons and business

practices, specifically, sections 16-18 and 23-27
¡ Standard of Practice S-016: Advertising https://www.cco.on.calwp-content/uploads/2017110/5-

016.pdf
o Guideline G-0L6: Advertisíng https://www.cco.on.calwp-contentluploads/201711OlG-016.pdf
¡ Polícy P-004: Advertising Committee Protocol https://www.cco.on.calwp-

conte nt/uploads/2018104/P-004. pdf
. Policy P-016: Public Display Protocol https://www.cco.on.calwp-content/uploads/2017l10/P-

016.pdf
o Policy P-029: Chiropractic Specíalties https://www.cco.on.calwp-coûent/ug!-oads/2017l1llP-

029.pdf
o Guideline G-008: Business Practíces https://www.cco.on.calwp-content/uploads/2018/02lG-

008.pdf
¡ Guideline G-012: Use of Social Media https:/1www.cco.on.calmembers-of-cco/euidlines/

Please let me know if you have any questions

Regards,

Joel D. Friedman, BSc, LL.B
Director, Policy and Research
Gollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor Street West, Suite 902
Toronto, ON MsS 1N5
Tel: (416) 922-6355 ext. 104
Toll Free: 1 -877 -577 -4772
Fax (416) 925-9610
E-m a il : jfri9ç!mao@çeg-e-@
Web Site: www.cco.on.ca

Subject:

CONFIDENTIALITY WARNI NG:
This e-ma¡l including any attachments may contain conf¡dential information and is ¡ntended only for the person(s) named above' Any

distribution, copyindor <iisclosure is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in enor, please notify me immed¡ately by reply

and delete all copies includ¡ng any attachments without reading it or making a copy' Thank you.

other
e-mail

1
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Advertising is a large avenue of interaction between the chiropractic profession and the public

The aim of the Board of the Nova Scotia College of Chiropractic is to protect the public. To

accomplish this; we have developed the following rules to govern advertising:

1. To keep advertising truthful, ensure advertisement:
¡ is demonstrably true and accurate;
o is not misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead or deceive;
o is provided, if you offer something;
¡ has written consent from individuals providing testimonials (testimonials are

allowed);
o objective verification of any statement in advertising or promotional activities is

provided upon request - the onus is on the chiropractor to provide this
information upon request.

2. Do not imply professional superiority:
o within our profession or in comparison to other professions

3. You may align your practice with or advertise:
o in conjunction with primary and non-primary providers or practices as long as

they are professional in nature such as: medical doctors, physiotherapists,

massage therapists, naturopaths, orthotic technologists, nutritionists,
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kinesiologists a nd psychologists;

with an acupuncturist (may also be listed); however, must be an independent
person and not used in reference to the Chiropractor;
with non-professional practices or specialties, i.e., astrology, fortune telling, etc

4. lf you advertise a reduced or discounted fee in any way, you must provide this
discount to all who come in for the service:
¡ i.ê., if you advertise "complimentary initial exam" and a patient comes in on the

promotion that has 3rd party insurance, you cannot bill the exam to the 3rd party
insu rer.

5. Keep your advertising and promotions professional and dignified in nature (in
look, presentation and dissemination) - remember when you advertise for
yourself, you are also represent¡ng the entire profession:
o You may advertise on "swag" (hats, calendars, coffee mugs, shírts, pens, etc.);
o Refrain from using curse words or phrases or words with sexual content;
¡ Pamphlets under windshields at the mall, on lampposts, telephone polls or

similar tactics are prohibited;
o Do not use gang faxes, spamming, or telemarketing (mass cold calling).

6. You may advertise designations, certificates in accordance with the following
guidelines:
¡ Your qualifications must be verifiable and up-to-date;
o You may use the followíng:

'/ Under-grad, graduate and post-grad degrees from Universities;
,/ Chíropractic Fellowships;

'/ General Certifications from Main Stream Chiropractic Associations/Societies
(such as Canadian Chiropractic Association, American Chiropractíc
Association, lnternational Chiropractic Association, World Federation
of Chiropractic, lnternational Chiropractic Pediatric Association, World
Chiropractic Alliance, National Association for the Advancement of
Scientific Chiropractíc).

o Chiropractic Certifications:
,/ Analytical and Adjusting Techniques (E.g.: Gonstead, Thompson, Activator,

SOT, NUCCA, Pro-Adjustor, Torque-Release, Network, CBP, Koran Specific).
,/ Chiropractic Modalities (E.g.: Acupuncture, Physical Rehabilitation, Flexion-

Dístraction, and Laser Therapy).
,/ Related Chiropractic Methods (E.g.:Active Release [ART], Cranio-Sacral

Therapy [CST], Graston, Orthotic Technology [or related terminology]).

a

a
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7. Specialty Designations:
. The following specialty designations are recognized by the NSCC:

o Chiropractic Clinical Services

o Radiology
o Rehabilitation
o Sports Sciences

o Orthopedics
o The Board will recognize the following specialty designations as approved for use by

Fellows of the RCCSS(C)

i. Specialist in chiropractic sports injuries and rehabilitation;
ii. Chiropractic sports injury and rehabilitation specialist;
iii. Chiropracticsports rehabilitation specialist;
iv. Chiropracticsportsspecialist;
v. Chiropractic sports scíence specialist;
vi. Chiropractic sports injury specialist.

. Proof of specialty qualifications must be submitted to the Registrar prior
to use.

. Other specialties to be considered must also be approved by the
Specialties Committee of the CFCRB.

8. Name of Practice and Trade Names:
o Since the name under which chiropractors conduct their practice may be a factor

in the selection process of the patient, the use of a trade name or an assumed

name that ís misleading, which may create unreasonable expectations, or implies
superiority is prohibited. For example, trade names such as the following may
create unrealístic expectations in patients:

,/ Gentle, Caring Chiropractic
,/ Painless Chiropractic

o Other trade names may not be objectively verifiable, for example, "Best

Chiropractic".
¡ The examples above are intended to be illustrative and are not exhaustive.
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ll. ChirooracticConditionDescriotors

These Chiropractic Condition Descriptors are pre-approved by the Board; therefore, choose to
utilize any of the following (or mix with Chiropractic Office Descriptors). More may be added
from time to time at the discretion of the Board.

o Arthritis
o Back Pain

¡ CarpalTunnelSyndrome
o ChiropracticCondition Descriptors
o Colic
o Disc lnjuries
o Ear lnfections
r Fibromyalgia
¡ Foot/Ankle Problems
¡ Frozen Shoulder
o Gait Disturbances
o Golfer's or Tennis Elbow
o Hand and/or Grip Difficulties
o Headaches
o HeelSpurs
. Hip Pain Syndromes
o Knee Paín Syndromes
. Loss of Range of Motion in 'One Specific Named Joint'
o Low Back Pain

o Migraine Headaches
o Motor Vehicle Accident lnjuries
¡ Myofascial Pain Syndromes
¡ Neck Pain

o Otitis Media
o Plantar Myofascitis
o Posture Difficulties
¡ Repetitive Stress Disorders
o Rotator Cuff lnjuries
¡ Sacroilitis
o Sciatica
. Slip and Fall lnjuries
¡ Spinal Check/Exam
¡ Sports lnjuries
¡ Sprains and Strains
¡ Subluxation
o TMJ Syndrome
o VertebralsubluxationComplex
¡ Work Related lnjuries (WCB)

507
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lll. ChiropracticOffice Descriptors

These Chiropractic Office Descriptors are pre-approved by the Board; therefore, choose to
utilize any of the following (or mix with Chiropractic Condition Descriptors). More may be added
from time to time at the discretion of the Board.

r Custom Orthotics Available;
¡ Cervical Pillows Available;
o Back {&/or) Limb Supports (&/or) Braces Available;
o Rehabilitation ProductsAvailable;
o Surface EMG Available (or) On Site;
¡ Walk-in Patients Welcome;
¡ Walk-ins Welcome;
. Any pre-approved photographs;
¡ New Patients Welcome;
o No referral necessary;
¡ WCB, MVA, VAC cases accepted;
. Day and Evening Appointments Available;
o EmergencyAppointmentsAvailable;
¡ Evening and Week-end Appointments Available;
o EvenínB Appointments Available;
o EveninB, Weekend, Emergency Appointments Available;
. X-ray Facilities On Site;
. Any AAC Pre-Approved Logos;

o Handicapped Symbols;
r Nutritional SupplementsAvailable;
o Physical Therapy/Rehabilitative Services Available/On Site;
o Nutritional/Lifestyle Counseling Available;
o Home Rehabilitative Equipment/Devices Available/On Site;
¡ Holiday Appointments Available;
¡ Computerized Gait Analysis On Site;
¡ Covered By Most lnsurance Plans/Private Health Plans;

¡ Exercise lnformation Packages/Programs Available;
o lnjury and Pain Pattern lnformation Packages Available;
o Digital Paraspinal Thermography Available/On Site.
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509You may also include the following
For more information contact Dr._;
For more information contact Dr._or your nearest chiropractic office;
Native of (Nova Scotia, Ontario, etc.);
(Number)of years in practice;

"Board-Approved Specialty" either spelled out or use of initials;
"Degrees held" either spelled out or use of ínitials;

"Areas of interest" (i.e. _is interested in the treatment (or care of) the (elderly,

Dr. children, etc.) ;

(Languages) spoken ;

(Listed) volunteer work ;

Positions held in Chiropractic or Non-Chiropractic Organizations ;

Chiropractic Service Provided at Chiropractic-related events (i.e. Pan Am Games, etc).

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

o

a

A
Any health care provider(s) listed in offsite advertising must be noted by the individual's

specialty or professional designation and clearly differentiate between the health care
provider(s) and the chiropractic professionals in the office.
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tv. Guidelines on Specific Forms of Advertisine

Articles Written for Newspapers or Magazines 510
You are responsible for any articles that you write.
When writing an article you need to abide to allthe rules of general advertising. Please

consider the sources of your information carefully; as you alone are responsible for
providing accuracy, and notation of appropriate literary credit.
lf you are unsure about any article or its content, please send it in for pre-approval
Send a copy of any article you publish to the advertising committee.

Bill Boards/Display Boards/Transit or Mall Ads/Off-site Window Displays

Display Board-type advertising may contain relevant contact information for the
Chiropractor/Chiropractic Clínic and may contain general educational information
regarding the chiropractic profession as approved by the AAC.

lnformation which may be included is:

a) ALL/or any of the information which is also available for Business Cards;

b) Any number of Chiropractic Office Descriptors or Chiroproctic Condition
Descriptors as listed previously.

Business Cards

When designing your business card you may include the following information:
o Your name, title, initials of degrees held or specialties;
. Any approved business logo &/or the NSCC logo;
o Telephone numbers, including office number, fax, cell or home;
o Your street or rural address &/or email address &/or web site address;
¡ Additional phrases may include, "by appointment" or "by appointment only";
¡ Hours of business;
o Pre-approved photos, graphics, or slogans relative to the chíropractic practice;
¡ No credit card symbols are permitted;
o Languages spoken;
o Parking and accessibility for the disabled;
¡ Professionalcorporations;
o Membership in the NSCC &/or other chiropractic organizations recognized by the

NSCC Board;
. Any number of Chiropractic Office Descriptors or Chiropractic Condition

Descriptors as listed previously.

Donations

You may donate chiropractic services, products or make financial donations to
charitable events and organizations.
You may sponsor local sports teams, community organizations or events.
You may donate chiropractic products only for auction.
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Newspaper and Newsletter Advertising 5lI
The followíng forms of newspaper or newsletter advertising are approved:

a) Approved advertising may be used in local, provincial and provincial editions of
national newspapers.

b) Any or all of the parameters available to you for your Business Card may be used

in advertising for newspapers and newsletters.

Office Handouts

Advertising done within your office/clinic, directed to your current patient base, does
not need to be submitted for approval. This includes such articles as pamphlets, pens,

note pads, calendars, and the like. However, information distributed should stillfollow
the advertising rules. lf the information is to be distributed to people outside your
patient base, you will need to submít it for approval.

Office Signage

When designing your office sign you must consider these requirements:
o You can include: All or any of the same information as you may put on your

business cards;
o Sign size must conform to local legal requirements and be of a size that is

reasonable;
. Signs must be professionally lettered and adequately maintained;
¡ The sign may be illuminated;
. Any number of Chiroproctic Office Descriptors or Chiropractic Condition

Descriptors as appropriate to the size of the ad.

Web Pages and Electronic Media

lnformation included on any member's websites or websites or electronic media that
advertises for them, needs to follow the Advertising Rules.

Web addresses of any website or web ad needs to be forwarded to the AAC. Please

inform us of any significant changes to your site.

White & Yellow Pages Advertisements

Any Business Card Pre-approved lnformation, Chiropractic Condition Desuiptors or
Chiropractic Office Descriptors may be used. lnformation outside these parameters

should be submitted to the AAC before submitting the advertisement.
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V. Submission of Materialfor Aooroval

A// marketing activity must adhere to Board Regulations. lf you produce and/or distribute an

article, advertisement or marketing in any form, it is up to you that it is following the rules

and intent of the advertising guidelines. lf you are unsure if the advertisement will abide by
all the advertising guidelines, please send it ín for pre-approval.

Á// marketing act¡vity (even if you feel it meets the requírements of the guidelines) must be
sent to the Advertising Committee. The Advertising Committee is to receive the copy prior
to, or no later than seven working days from when the article or advertising is starting its
initial distríbution.

Any clinic or chiropractor that distributes advertising and/or marketing that does not follow
these rules is subject to penalties from the Board.

Please see the following section:
Non.Compliance with the Advertisine Guidelines

512
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Vl. Non-Comoliance with the Advertisine Guidelines 513
(AA = advertising artícle: any publications, artícle, advertisements, media, message, etc.,
that is distributed to the public in any manner)

We now ask that you send in all AA to the advertising committee. An electronic copy is

acceptable.

It is your responsibility to make sure that your AA is acceptable to the terms of the
Advertising Guidelines. lf you distribute AA that is contrary to our guídelines you will have

to answer to the Advertising Committee and, or the Board of the NSCC. Therefore, please

be advísed; if you have any doubt whether your AA is acceptable, send it in for pre-

authorization. The advertising committee will look at it and give you permissíon to use the
AA, or explain any issues or changes which should be made.

All AA that vou distribute needs to be sent into the advertisine committee. This includes
AA that you feel is acceptable to the terms of the Advertising Guidelines. We ask thís for two
main reasons; first we want to be sure that your AA is in fact acceptable to the terms of
the Advertising Guidelines. Second, we want to know what the members of the NSCC are
saying and advertising. We want to stay in touch with the members of the NSCC.

Please note:

o You must send in your entire AA (whether you feel it meets the requirements of the
guideline or not). lf you do not send in any AA, you are breaking the advertising
guidelines. So be sure you send in allyour information.

¡ You must ensure that the AA is received by the advertising committee before or
within seven working days of initial distribution.

¡ You are responsible to ensure that your AA meets the requirements of the
guidelines.

. Pre-approval is available, and encouraged.
o Any AA that is distributed and not sent to the Advertising Committee may be subject

to disciplinary action. Any AA that is distributed that does not meet the requirements
of the

o Advertising GuÍdelines may be subject to disciplinary action.
o The Advertising Committee will review any AA that it receives (from the doctor,

clinic, public, and complainant). Any AA that is distributed that does not meet the
requirements of the Advertising Guidelines may be subject to disciplinary action
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514Vll. DisciplinarvAction

lf the Advertising Committee comes across distributed AA that has not been sent to the
committee or AA that does not meet the standards set out in the Advertising Guidelines
they have the options of:

a) contacting the chiropractor directly and requesting that the distribution of the AA

be stopped or put on hold untilthe issue ís clarified
b) requesting clarifications, and /or explanation from the doctor
c) sending a complaint to the NSCC for more formal discussion about the AA, or
advertising infraction.

The NSCC has many options in looking at discipline for Advertising lnfractions. lf deemed
necessary, penalties are prescribed from the Advertising Committee or more formally
through the NSCC complaints' committee and its processes. The scale of discipline can move
from a minimal penalty (ex: request apology, stopping the distribution), any amount of fine
(monetary penalty or disincentive to breeching the guidelines), to a major penalty
(restrictions on your license and right to practice). Each case will be looked at separately.
Some factors that would escalate the penalty would be repetition of infraction, willfully
going against the guidelines, the type of medía (some forms of advertising cannot be

removed or undone - like a TV ad that has already been shown, or a flyer that has already
been distributed).

We wish each member to look at the intent of the advertising guidelines. We wish to
protect the public, as well as provide a fair process for each chiropractor to present options
and educate the public. lf you feelthat these guidelines need revision, please bring your
points or concerns to the board. We would be happy to review any aspect of the process.
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Novu Scotia College of Chiropructors 51 5
Advertising Approval Committee Submission Form

Please complete this form and submit it as the first page of all correspondence to the AAC.

Name of Chiropractor making

Signature of submitting

Office Telephone

Fax number:

submission: I)r.
Chiropractor: _

Number:

the

Date of Submission

Number of pages

Type ofmaterial: E Original
tr Re-Submission

tr Billboard tr Newspaper Article
tr Business Card tr Ofïice Signage
tr Coffee News tr PSA
tr Display Board tr Radio Ad
tr MagazineArticle E Real Estate Brochure
tr MallAd tr SportsBoard
tr Newsletter tr Tel Dir. White Pages
tr Newspaper rld tr Tel Dir. Yellow Pages

tr Other (Please describe in detail in the space below):

including

(dd/mm/yyyy): _
this:

tr Television Ad
E Transit Board
tr WebPage
tr WelcomeWagon
E Window Display

Please indicate the precise location/site/use of the finalized form of the material which you are

submitting (ie. Newspaper- Scotia Citizen):

Additional information or comments regarding your submission:

/¡\ l-portant: You are reminded to allow 14 days
' i ' The AAC will send their response by

for AAC processing of your submission by fax.
fax unless requested to do so otherwise

o

Boa¡d Gujdeliue: Advenising

425 -2441 o Email: inquiries@chiropractors.ns.ca

Pa.ge I ). oi 1)-

Please retum to:

Nova Scotia College of Chiropractors Office
Attn.: Advertising Approval Committee
P.O. Box 9410, Station A'Halifax, Nova Scotia'B3K 5S3

Phone: (902) 425-2445 " F ax: (902)
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Approved by
the Board of
the NSCC

Nova Scotia College of Chíroproctors

Board Policy: Social Media Policy and Guidelines

Effective
June 26,2018 2

Revised Pages

INTENT & OBJECTTVES

To outline the uses of social media in a professional context.

To provide guidelines to members on how to engage in social media while continuing to
meet legal, regulatory and professional standards and obligations.

Members are reminded to remain professional on both professional and personal social
media platforms. You are considered a licensed professional in any and all interactions.

DESCRIPTION OF GUIDELINE

Introduction:

The use of social media is expanding rapidly. 'Social media' describes the online and
mobile tools that people use to share opinions, information, experiences, images, and
video or audio clips and includes websites and applications used for social networking.
Social media may present opportunities to enhance patient care, education about
chiropractic, intra and inter-professional communication and collaboration, as well as
opportunities for continuing education and professional development. It has become
widely used by people as a means of communication and in many instances, has become
the preferred method of communication. Common sources of social media include, but
are not limited to, social networking sites such as Facebook and Linkedln, blogs,
Twitter, content-sharing websites such as YouTube and Instagram, as well as discussion
forums and message boards.

People use social media for many things, but some of the same rules and guidelines tend
to apply no matter what platform you use or for what purpose. Whether an online
activity is able to be viewed by the public or is limited to a specific group of people,
members need to maintain professional standards and be aware of the implications of
their actions, as in all professional circumstances. Members need to be aware that
information circulated on social media may end up in the public domain, and remain
there, irrespective of the intent at the time of posting. llltimately, a member should ask
themselves before posting, "HotD does thís look to a patíent or member of the publíc?"

Members should be aware of their ethical and regulatory responsibilities when they are
interacting online, just as when they interact in person. This policy provides guidance to
chiropractors on understanding their responsibilities and obligations when using and

Iloard Policy. Social Media Poiicy and Guidelines page I Of 2



517
communicating on social media. A member is expected to comply with alt existing legal,
regulatory and professional obligations when engaging in the use of social media,
including all relevant legislation, regulation, standards of practice, policies and
guidelines. The following guidelines identify some of those obligations as they relate to
the use of social media.

Guidelines

A member must:
. comply with all legal and professional obligations to maintain privacy and
confidentiality in accordance with existing policies. A member may not divulge
information through social media that identifies a patient by name or through a
combination of other identifring information without their written consent.
. Any communication between a member and patient, such as providing information or
scheduling an appointment, must be done through secure private messaging only. A
member should have a clear understanding of the privacy settings available in any use of
social media, and apply their use accordingly. While patients or members of the public
may make themselves publicly known through posting, a member must not breach the
privacy or confidentiality of a patient in any context.
. Not provide any clinical advice, communicate a diagnosis and/or guarantee results to a
patient or any member of the public through social media. A member may, however,
provide general health information related to the chiropractic scope of practice for
educational or informational purposes.
. Exercise caution when posting health related information and links to journal articles
or academic information to ensure he/she is not infringing on any copyrighted material.
. Maintain appropriate professional boundaries, and avoid posting information,
comments or images that may be perceived as disgraceful, dishonorable or
unprofessional. A member is further encouraged to have separate personal and
professional social media pages.
. Comply with existing advertising policy/guidelines.
. Understand that information that is posted online cannot be removed easiþ. A
member must consider his/her legal, professional and regulatory obligations and
exercise good judgment and caution before posting material to social media.
. Check everything for spelling and grammar errors before you send it out. Everyone
understands that mistakes happen, but if they happen frequently it just makes you and
the profession look unprofessional.
. You may not impersonate others. The information you share should never be done in a
manner that does or is intended to mislead, confuse or deceive others.
. It is inadvisable to accept Facebook friend requests or TWitter follower requests from
current or former patients on personal accounts.
. When using images or video on social media, written consent should be sought from
both the people (parents or guardians in the case of minors) in the
photography/videography as well as from the photographer who took the photo (if it
was not yourself). If you are using images that are not your own, make sure they are not
copyrighted.

Board Policy: Social Media Policy and Guidelines Page 2 of 2
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MESSAGE
FROM THE CEO

The staff team at the CCËB has had a
busy. productive and successful exam
year. We had our largest number of
exam writers in all exam components
this year including administering the
June Component C (OSCE) to nearly 300
candidates in two centres, requiring the
coordination and oversight of hundreds
of candidates, staff and volunteers. As
always, the team is focused on our mis-
sion: to ensure fair and defensible eval-
uation of candidates using psychomet-
rically valid and reliable examinations as
part of the lícensing requirements of Ca-
nadian chiropractic regulatory authori*
ties. ln furtherance of this role we have

contracted Dr. Anthony Marini, who is

our examination psychometrician. Hav-
ing Anthony on the team has permitted
us to focus on advancing and enhancing
our practices and processes to ensure
that we are continuously improving and
optimally prepared for the future of high
stakes examinations.

The team is also dedicated to operation-
al enhancements with a particularfocus
on ensuring our ability to support our
francophone members, volunteers and
candidates to the fullest. You will no:ice
this commitment in your interactions
with our office, and notably in this annu-
al report. We have also endeåvoured to
enhance our annual reporting to mem-
bers, with a broader look at the work the
CCEB does and how we do it. A big part
of 'how we do it' is leveraging a large and

committed volunteer base; chiroprac-
tors from across Canada who give of
their time. training and talents.

hle had our largest
number of exam
writers in all exam
components this
year"

The Board of Oovernors is pleased to
present the new 2A18-2A21 strategic
plan. A graphic representation of the
plan is included in this report. We want
to strive to continuously improve and
ensure we are providing the calibre of
service and quality of examinations that
you rely on us to deliver. Part of this
readiness is our commitment to sup-
porting the movement toward compe-
tency-based education in chiropractic.
We are proactively ensuring we are able
to respond as required.

We are open to your feedback and
thoughts, so please don't hesitate to con*
tact me directly at gbeierback@cceb.ca.

Kind regards,

Gemma

ó 2Afi/2O18 CCIB Annual Report



MESSAGE
DE LA DIRECTRICE GÉNERALE

Le personnel de l'équipe du CCEB a eu
une année d'examens chargée, produc-
tive et réussie. Nous avons eu notre plus

grand nombre de candidats pour toutes
les composantes d'examens cette année,
y compris l'administration de I'examen de
juin pour la composante C {ECOS) pour pr-

esque 300 candidats dans deux centres.
Ceci exige la coordination et la supervi-
sion des centaines de candidats, mem-
bres du personnel et bénévoles. Léquipe
se concentre depuis toujours sur notre
mission : assurer l'évaluation équitable
et défendable des candidats, en utilisant
des examens psychométriques fiables et
valides, dans le cadre des exigences de
permis de pratique des autorités régle-
mentaires canadiennes chiropratiques.
Dans le cadre de ce rôle. nous avons em-
bauché Dr. Anthony Marini à titre de psy-
chométricien. Lintégration dAnthony à

l'équipe nous a permis de nous focaliser
sur l'avancement et l'amélioration de nos
pratiques et nos processus afin d assurer

que nous nous améliorons continuelle-
ment et que nous sommes préparés de
façon optimale pour I'avenir des examens

à enjeux élevés.

Léquipe se consacre également aux per-
fectionnements opérationnels en veillant
particulièrement à assurer notre capac-
ité de soutenir pleinement nos membres,
bénévoles et candidats francophones.
Vous remarquerez cet engagement lors

de vos interactions avec notre bureau
et notamment dans ce rapport annuel.
Nous nous sommes également efforcés
d'améliorer nos rapports annuels aux
membres, en examinant plus en détail le
travail du CCEB et nos procédures. Une
grande partie de notre modus operan-
di consiste à tirer profit d'une base de
bénévoles importante et engagée; des

chiropracticiens sur l'ensemble du Cana*
da qui donnent de leur temps, formation
et talents.

Le conseil d'administration est heureux
de présenter le nouveau plan stratégique
de 2018-2û21 dont une représentation
graphique est incluse dans ce rapport.
Nous nous efforçons de nous améliorer
continuellement et d'assurer que nous
fournissons le niveau de service et la

qualité des examens que vous nous con-
fiez. Notre engagement à soutenir le mou*
vement vers une formation basée sur les

compétences dans la chiropratique fait
partie de cette préparation et nous veil-
lons de manière proactive à répondre aux
besoins,

Vos commentaires et réfiexions sont les

bienvenus. N'hésitez pas à me contacter
directement à gbeierback@cceb.com.

Co m

Gemma
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MESSAGE
FROM THE CHAIR

Dear Members,

Welcome to this inaugural Annual Report
from the CCEB. lt has been a busy year
at the organization. both for the Board
of the Directors and for our staff at the
head office. As many of you know, Pat
Frank retired in January after 11 years
as CE0. We wish to take this opportuni*
ty to thank Pat once again for her many
years of dedicated leadership towards
strengthening and advancing the stan-
dard of national chiropractic examina-
tions in Canada.

Uúe wish to sincerely
thank ourvolunteers
for the critical role
they play and for
theirvaluable time
and service to the
profession."

ln March, we hired a new CEO,

Gemma Beierback, who has hit the
ground running. Over the past seven
months, Gemma, the CCËB staff, and
our volunteers, ha're worked di:ígently
and effectively to ensure that the se-
curity, reliability, and validity of our ex-
aminations has remained at the same
high quality our members have come
to expect. Our new CEO has also added
bench strength to the organization with
the hiring of a psychometrician, a chief
financial officer, and a fully bilingual as-
sistant and translator. To thís end. we
wish to thank Oemma and the staff at
the head ofñce fortheir excellent lvork.

We also recognize that the 'backbone'

of the CCEB are its volunteers. To date,
we have 821 chiropractic doctors from
across Canada whc volunteer in a vari-

ety of roles. Their combined efforts have
resulted in 4,07ó volunteer hours or al-
most ó0 volunteer days for the 2O17hB
period. Without this level of professional

commitment and dedication, the CCEB

would not be able to carry out its mission
and mandate.

Lastly, and on behalf of the Board of Di*
rectors, we wish io sincerely thank our
volunteers for the critical role they play

and for their valuable time and service to
the profession.

Respectfu lly submitted,

Moe Baloo, BSc, DC, MHA

Board Chair

8 2017/2Aß CCEB Annual Report



MESSAGE DU
PRÉSIDENT DU CONSEIL DES GOUVERNEURS

Chers membres,

Bienvenue à ce rapport annuel inaugu-
ral du CCEB. Lannée a été chargée pour
l'organisation. tant pour le conseil d'ad-
ministration que pour notre personnel
au bureau principal. Comme bon nombre
d'entre vous le savent, Pat Frank a pris sa
retraite ce janvier après onze ans com-
me Directrice générale. Nous souhaitons
profter de cette occasion pour remercier
Pat encore une fois pour ses nombreus*
es années de leadership dévoué au ren-
forcement et à l'avancement de la norme
des examens nationaux de chiropratique
au Canada.

Nous tenons à remercier
sincèrement nos
bénévoles pour le rôle
essentiel qu'ils jouent,
ainsi que pour leur temps
précieux et leurserv¡ce à
la profession."

En mars, nous avons embauché une
nouvelle Directrice générale, Gemma
Beierback, qui s'est mise immédiate-
ment au travail. Au cours des sept derni-
ers mois, Gemma, les employés du CCEB
et nos bénévoles ont travaillé avec dili-
gence et efficacité pour veiller à ce que
la sécurité, la fabilité et la validité de nos
examens restent au même niveau de
qualité attendu par nos membres. Notre
nouvelle Directrice générale a également
renforcé la structure de l'organisation en
recrutant un psychométricien, un direc-
teur fnancier et une assístante et tra-
ductrice entièrement bilingue. À cette
fin, nous souhaitons remercier Gemma
et le personnel du bureau principal pour
leur excellent travail.

Nous reconnaissons également que la <<

colonne vertébrale > du CCÊB se com-
pose de ses bénévoles. À ce jour, 821

docteurs en chiropratique de partout au
Canada font du bénévolat dans divers
rôles. Leurs efforts combinés ont abou-
U à 4 A76 heures de bénévolat, soit près
de ó0 jours de bénévolat pour la période
de 2O17-2O18. Sans ce niveau d'engage-
ment et de dévouement professionnels,
le CCËB ne seraít pas en mesure de s'ac-
quitter de sa mission et de son mandat.

Enf n, et au nom du conseil d'administra-
tion, nous tenons à remercier sincère-
ment nos bénévoles pour le rôle essenti-
el qu'ils jouent, ainsi que pour leurtemps
précieux et leur service à la profession.

Le tout respectueusement soumis.

Dr. Moe Baloo

Président du Conseil d'administration
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WHO WE ARE AND
WHAT WE DO

598M'SS'ON
To ensurefairand defensible evaluation of candidates,
using psychometricallyvalid and reliable examinations,
as part of the licensing requirements of Canadian
chiropractic regulatory authorities.

The Canadian Chiropractic Examining
Board ICCEBJ serves our members, the
provincial regulators, by assessing the
competency of chiropractors for entry to
practice in Canada. This is the gateway
that ensures public protection and pro-
fessional integrity. The CCEB adminis-
ters three examinations, three times per
year, component A, B and C.

Component A & B examinations are

multiple choice and consist of approx-
imately 220 items, written in two sec-
tions with three hours to complete each

section. Component C is an OSCE, an

0bjective Structured Clinical Ëxamina-
tion. lt tests the candidate's clinical skill
in a scenario-based clinic setting. There
are'10 stations and multiple patíent pre-

sentations. SP's, Standardized Patients,
act to'portray the role of the patient and

experienced chiropractors are trained as

examiners.

The examination composition is based

on an exam blueprint which was the re-

sult of a nationaljob analysis which pro*

vided evidence of the knowledge, skills,

and aptitudes required in daily practice

along with the frequency and criticality
of patient presentations seen in prac-
tice across Canada. The exam blueprint
identifes the content, presentation and
weighting within the examinations. The

exam items are continuously reviewed
and validated by our psychometrician

and practicing chiropractors from across
Canada, to ensure their continued valid-
ity and relevance.

10 21fi/2A18 CCEB Annual Report



QUI SOMMES-NOUS ET
QUE FAISONS_NOUS?

599M'SS'ON
Assurer l'évaluation équitable et défensable des eandidats,
en utilisant des examens psychométriques fiables et valides,
dans le cadre des exigences de permisde pratique des
autorités réglementaires canadiennes chiropratiques,

Le Conseil canadien des examens chi*
ropratiques sert nos membres, les au-
torités réglementaires provinciales, en
évaluant la compétence des chiroprat*
iciens en matière d'admission à la pra-
tique au Canada. Cette porle d'entrée
assure à la fois la protection du public et
I'intégrité professionnelle. Le CCËB ad-
ministre trois examens trois fois par an :

les composantes A, B et C.

Les examens de la composante ,A et B

sont à choix multiples et comprennent
environ 220 items. rédigés en deux

sections. Les candidats ont trois heu-
res pour compléter chaque section. La

composante C est un examen clinique
objectif structuré (ECOSI qui évalue les

compétences cliniques du candidat dans
un environnement clinique basé sur des
scénarios. ll y a 10 stations et différentes
présentations de cas cliniques. Des PS,

les patients standardisés, jouent le rôle
de patients et des chiropraticiens expéri-
mentés reçoivent une formation d'exam-
inateur.

La composition de I'examen est basée sur

un plan d'évaluation venant d'une anal*
yse d'emploi nationale qui a démontré
les connaissances, compétences et apti-
tudes requises dans la pratique quotidi-
enne ainsi que la fréquence et la criticité
des présentations de patients observées
en pratique au Canada. Le plan d'exam-
en identifie le contenu, la présentatíon et
la pondération des examens. Les items
d'examen sont continuellement révisés
et validés par nos psychométriciens et
chiropraticiens en pratique sur tout le

territoire du Canada afin d'assurer qu'ils

demeurent valides et pertinents.

21fl/2018 RapportAnnuel du CCEB 11
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VOLUNTEERS
BÉr.¡ÉvoLEs

Total volunteer hours in

Volunteer Hours by Province
of Residenoe

Heures de bénévolat par
province de résidence

20,1u20,18-

2017/2018

2017/2018
Total des heures de bénévolat en

601

British Columbia
Colomb¡e-Britannique

.,92

PEI
lle du Prlnce-Édouard

o
Nova Scot¡a

NewBrunswick Nouvelle-Écosse
Nouveau-Brunsw¡ck 50

Total active volunteers
in the CCEB database from all

provinces and the Yukon

Nombre total de bénévoles actifs
dans la base de données du CCEB

personnes detoutes les
provinces et le Yukon

Newfoundland
Têrre-Neuve-et-Labrado¡

o
Alberta

ó'24
Manitoba

o Qu6bec
Saskatchewan 490

52 Ontario

26,o,e

óo

a
o
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EXAM EVELOPMENT
CHOOSING AND USING TEST ITEMS

602

Item Selection
for Exam'

Items included
are based on the

decisions of practising
chiropractors based on

the exam blueprint

New questions develÕped by Chiroprãctors from across
Canada who are trained in item writing.

Item
Triager

Ongoing ¡tem rev¡ew

f ilew
Questions

^

\

v

/ ¡

) ç)
Rest¡lts

Released
to

Gandidate

.1,

(- à

Item
Selection
for Exam*

Exam
Assembly

Êxam
Administration

Results
Analysis by

Psychometrician

ACL
[r\cceptable
Competence
LevelJ Panel

Review

Item
Triage.

Archived
(Not Used)

Ambigious
Questions Revised
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DÉVELOPPEM ENT DES EXAM ENS
LA SELECTION ET UTILISAT¡ON DES ITEMS DE TEST

603
f Nouvelles Développement de nouvelles questions par des chiropracticiens

questions dans tout le Canada qui ont reçu une formation de l'écriture d'items

Triagedes items*
Révision continue des

items

Résultats
délivrósau
candidat

\

^v

Y

Sélection d'items
pourexamen*

U¡nclusion des ¡tems se
base sur les décisions

des chiropractic¡ens en
exercice, fondées sur le

<< bleu >> d'examen

/

) ê)

.l/

É )

Banque
d'itemsde

test

valides
Questions

Sélection des
items pour
l'examen'

Assemblage de
l'examen

Administration
de l'examen

Analyse des
résultats par

psychométricien

Revue par
PanelAGL
(rriveau de

cornpétence
acceptableJ

Triage
des items

Ouestions
amb¡guës Révisées
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TESTIMONIAL

When I groduated nearly 40 yeors ogo, I couldn't hqve imag-
ined that I would see the positive chonges in the profession thot
hove become a reolity. A gool thot I have olwoys hqd, is to leave
the profession in a better ploce thon where I found it so mony
yeors ogo. I can't think of o better woy of impocting the out-
come thon ta valunteer with the CCEB. I highly recommend it.
The profession will be benefrtted greotly byyour help)'

- Dr. Richard Stover

605

TEMOIGNAGE DAPPRECIATION
Lorsque i'ai obtenu mon diplôme il y o 40 ans, je n'ourois pas pu imoginer que je verrqis les changements
positifs dons lo professian qui sant devenus réels. lJn de mes objectifs a toujours ete de quítter la professíon
a un endroit qui est meilleur que celui ou je I'aitrouvé ily a tant d'onnees. Je ne peux pas penser o un moy-
en de mieux impacter ce résultat que de faire du bénévolot ovec le CCEB. Je le recommande vivement. Lo
professian bénéfrciera grøndement de votre aide."

- Dr. Richard Stover

21fl/2A18 Rapport Annuel du CCEB 17



VISION:
Driven by excellence, quality
and the highest ethical standards,
the Canadian Chiropractic Examining
Board wíll lead the development and
delivery of national standardized
chiropractic examínations.
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VISION:
Poussé par l'excellence, la

qualité et les éthiques les plus
élevées, le Conseil canadien des

examens chiropratiques dirigera le
développement et la prestation des examens

chiropratiques nationaux standardisés.
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CCEB
CANADIAN CHIROPRACTIC EXAMINING BOARD
CONSEIL CANADIEN DFS EXAMENS CHIROPRATIQUÊS

Suite 234, QOq - 59th Avenue SE Calgary, Alberta T2H 2P6

WWW.CCEb.CA
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EDUGATIOlI
CCEB

The GCEB is pleased to p

CATADIAN CHIROPRACTIC EXATINING BOARD
CON5EII çANAÐIEN DES EXAMENS CHIROPRATIQU€5 GOIIPETElI

Dr. Anthony Marini is a 3M National
Teaching Fellow and President of
Martek Assessments Ltd. He consults
to examination, regulatory bodies and

universities in the areas of assessment
planning, entry-level licensure and
continuing competency assessment.
He has published in the area of

competency assessment and continuing professional development
principally as it relates to the profession of pharmacy. He has served
as the assessment and psychometr¡c consultant to the Canadian

Chiropractic Examining Board, the Optometry Examining Board of
Canada. the Pharmacy Examining Board of Canada, and the College

of Denturists of 0ntario and the College of Alberta Denturists for
their entry-level examinations. Additionally, he is an Associate
Professor Emeritus at the University of Galgary and a Senior Teaching

Development Associate at Carleton University.

Dr. Lynn Shaw earned her PhD in

Rehabilitation Science in 2005 and her
MSc and BSc in Occupational Therapy
in 1998 and 1984 respectively. She is

Professor and Director of the School
of Occupational Therapy and Assistant
Dean of Citizenship and Mobilizing
lnnovation in the Faculty of Health at

Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia.

Dr. Shaw is an accomplished scholar and administrative leader. An

academic educator of undergraduate and graduate level students,
she has mentored and impacted novice and new scholars, with
over 120 graduate students completing research projects. She also

mentors academics.

She was elected as an interprofessional member of the Canadian

Chiropractic Guidelines Development Committee and continues to
contribute to the profession and academy of chiropractic through her

role as Chair of CCE{C).

Dr. Deborah Kopansky-Giles is a

clinician scientist and a Professor at
the Canadian Memorial Chiropractic
College (CMCCJ. She is on staff at the
St. Michael's Hospital and an Assoc¡ate

Professor at the University of Toronto.

Her academlc work has included the
development and evaluation of integrative models of health care,

interprofessional education and competency-based education. She

sits on the Global Alliance for Musculoskeletal Health lnternational
Coordinating Council and on the Bone and Joint Canada Steering
Committee. Deborah represents Canada on the blorld Federation
of Chiropractic and works with several VrlH0 departments. She co-
chairs the Collaborator Role Working Group for the College of Family

Physicians of Canada and chairs an lnterprofessional Collaboration
Competency Working Group.

Dr. Fok-Han Leung is a family physician
practicing general family medicine and

inner-city health out of St. Michael's

Hospital in Toronto. He is the Director
of the Health in Community curriculum
for the MD program, focusing on the
formation of future physicians as

contributing members of society. He is

also Associate Program Director for the University of Toronto family
medicine residency. He was the previous physician lead of the St.

Michael's Health Centre at 80 Bond and helped to build, staff and

establish the clinic.

Fok-Han is an Associate Professor with the Faculty of Medicine at the
University of Toronto, and he teaches medical students, residents
and international graduates.

611
The face ofteaching and learning is constantly evolving, and organizations and institutions need to be prepared to respond to the up and down

stream impacts of these changes, The CCEB is committed to being future-focused, ensuring we are responsive and prepared to continue to
deliver high-quality chiropractic examinations forthe Canadian context a¡d dedicated to accuracy, defensibility, fairness and integrity.

lrle are pleased to introduce our distinguished panelists who will provide their expertise, experience and insights into competency-based
education and what this means for the future of teaching, learning and examinations.

OURPAIIELISTS
Dr. Anthony Marini Dr. Deborah Kopansky-Giles

#fs. h
,1,ã i

Dr. Lynn Shaw Dr. Fok-Han Leung
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CCEB Le CCEB est heureux de présenter sa d'apprentissagê de 2018 :

CATADIAN CHIROPRACÍIC ËXAIINING BOARD
coN5ElI cANADtEN DES EXAMENS çHtROPRAItQU!5 FORlrlATlOf, BASÉE COilPÉTETGES

L'évolution constante des perspectives de l'enseignement et de l'apprentissage oblige les organisations et les institutions à être prêtes à réagir aux
effets en amont et en aval de ces changements. Le CCEB s'est engagé à être tourné vers l'avenir, en s'assurant de demeurer réactif et prêt à continuer
à offrir des examens chiropratiques de haute qualité adaptés au contexte canadien et axés sur l'exactitude, Ia défendabilité, l'équité et I'intégrité.

Nous sommes heureux de présenter nos distingués membres du panel, qui apporteront leur expertise, leurs expériences et leurs points de vue en
matière de la d éducation basée sur les compétences et ce que cela signifie pour l'avenir de I'enseignement, de l'apprentissage et des examens.

TOS IXTERUEXATTS

Dr. Anthony Marini est membre du

corps enseignant national de 3M et
Président de Martek Assessments
Ltd. ll mène des consultations auprès
dbrganismes d'examen, d'organismes
de réglementation et d'universités dans
les domaines de la planifcation des

évaluations, des licences d'entrée en
pratique et lévaluation continue des compétences. ll a publié dans
le domaine de l'évaluation des compétences et du développement
professionnel continu, principalement en ce qui concerne la

profession de pharmacien. ll a été conseiller en évaluation et en
psychométrie au Conseil canâdien des examens chlroprätlques, au

Bureau des examinateurs en optométrie du Canada, au Bureau des
examinateurs en pharmacie du Canada, à I'Ordre des denturologistes
de l'Ontario et au Collège des denturologistes de lAlberta. ll occupe
également le poste de Professeur agrégé émérite à I'Université de
Calgary et d Associé supérieur en développement de l'enseignement
à Carleton University.

Dre. Lynn Shaw a obtenu son doctorat
en sciences de Ia réadaptation en

2005 et sa maîtrise et sa licence
en ergothérapie en 1988 et 1984

respectivement. Elle est actuellement
professeure et di¡ectrice de l'licole
d'ergothérapie et Doyenne adjointe
de la citoyenneté et la mobilisation de

l'innovation dans la Faculté de Santé de l'Université Dalhousie en

Nouvelle-Écosse.

Dre. Shaw est une intellectuelle et leader administrative accomplie.
En tant qu éducatrice universitaire d étudiants de premier cycle et
de cycles supérieurs, elle a encadré et influencé des chercheurs
novices et nouveaux avec plus de 120 étudiants de cycles supérieurs
complétant des projets de recherche. Elle conseille également les

universitaires.

Elle a été élue membre interprofessionnel du Comité de
développement des lignes directrices chiropratiques canadiennes.
Dre. Lynn Shaw continue de contribuer à la profession et à l'académie
de la chiropratique grâce à son rôle de Présidente du CCE(C),

Dre. Deborah Kopansky-Giles est une
scientifi que clinicienne et professeure

au Canadian Memorial Chiropractic
College {CMCCJ. Elle est membre du
personnel de l'Hôpital St. Michael's et
professeure agrégée à l'Université de

ïoronto.

Ses travaux universitaires ont compris l'élaboration et l'évaluation
de modèles intégratifs de soins de santé, de formation
interprofessionnelle et de formation axée sur les compétences. Elle
siège au conseil international de coordination de lAlliance mondiale
pour la santé musculosquelettique et au comité directeur de Bone

and Joint Canada. Deborah représente le Canada au sein de la

Fédération mondiale de chiropratique et collabore avec plusieurs
dépadements de I'OMS. Elle copréside le groupe de travail sur le rôle

du collaborateur pour le Collège des médecins de famille du Canada
et préside également un groupe de travail sur les compétences en

collaboration interprofessionnelle.

Basé à I'hôpital St. Michael's à Toronto,

Dr. Fok-Han Leung est un médecin
de famille qui pratique la médecine
familiale générale et de la santé
au centre-v¡lle. ll est le directeur
du programme de sante dans la
communauté pour le programme M.0.,
axé sur la formation de futurs médecins

en tant que membres actifs de la société. ll est également directeur
de programme associé de la résidence en médecine familiale de
l'Université de Toronto. ll était l'ancien médecin responsable du

Centre de santé St. Michael's à 80 Bond et a aidé à construire, à doter
en personnel et à établir la clinique.

Fok-Han est professeur agrégé à la faculté de médecine de
l'Université de Toronto et enseigne aux étudiants en médecine, aux
résidents et aux diplômés internationaux.

Dr. Anthony Marini Dre. Deborah Kopansky-Giles

Dre. Lynn Shaw Dr. Fok-Han Leung
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Highlights to date
. Update from the Project Lead and Steering Committee chair
. CCGI celebrates at the CCA National Convention and Tradeshow
. New CCGI student ambassador program
. CCGI Yot¡Tube channel now with over 100,000 views!
. Moving ahead with the lumbar spinal stenosis guideline

-i-F

I
I

What to expect
. Development of new guideline implementation toolkits for persistent

headache, concussion and lumbar spinal stenosis
. New LBP webinar and clinical vignettes
. Meet the CCGI at your provincial AGM
. New partnerships to develop self-management tools for First Nations
. Subscribe to the CCGI monthly newsletter
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Dr. David Peeace, chair, Guideline Steering Committee
I am pleased to announce that the CCRF has a new universíty-based research chair
to carry on with our CCGI work. Carol Cancelliere, DC, PhD, incoming CCGI Project

Lead, has been appointed to the University of Ontario lnstitute of Technology as

the CCRF Research Chair in Knowledge Translation ín the Faculty of Health
Sciences. We are so grateful to our former Project Lead, André Bussières, DC, PhD

for his guidance and excellent achievements over the past five years.

Dr. Carol Cancelliere, Project Lead
Þ

I am delighted at thís opportunity to continue the important work
of the CCGI. I thank my predecessor, André, and the Guídelíne
Steering Committee for theír vision, and for laying a strong
foundation on which I can build. Developing clinícal practice
guídelines and implementation strategies ís arduous work, but our
professíon needs to contínue with it in order to demonstrate not
only our commitment to high quality evídence-informed patíent
care and interdiscíplinary collaboration, but also our leadership in

addressing some of the most challenging health problems of our
time.

Scientists are not the only ones required to develop guidelines and ímplementation strategies. ln fact,
without involvíng our target knowledge users - chiropractors on the front lines every day, their
patients, educators, and leaders of our professional assocíations - we run the risk of developing
guidelines and tools that are of little relevance to them. Thus, we have been and will continue to seek

input from all of our target user groups for each project.

Thank you to all who fílled out our stakeholder survey at the start of the summer. lt helped us to plan

thís year's deliverables. First, the lumbar spinal stenosis guideline is near completion. Second, we are

excited to begin developing three guideline implementatíon toolkits for chiropractors and patients
regarding the clinical and self-management of {1) lumbar spinal stenosis, (2) persistent headache
associated with neck pain, and (3) concussion and persistent symptoms. Additionally, in response to
the urgent call for action by the Lancet LBP Series Working Group, we are planning an ínternational,
multi-disciplinary and multi-sectoral guídeline on the rehabilitation of disability in adults wíth spínal

disorders.

David and I look forward to speakíng with you in the coming months to share more details about our
planned deliverables and organizational changes in order to achieve our goals efficiently and using
best practices.

:c',i.l"¿, )ìrill..i::, :,i;:! :
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L 7AA+ Website visits per week
With over L700 vísits to the CCGI website
every week, clinicíans and patients contínue
to make use of our resources on a regular
basís. Podcasts, exercíse videos, and
handouts are available on the websíte, along
with línks to the most recent guidelines, and
resources for clinicians including CCGI

webinars and learning modules.

619
CCA National Convention and Tradeshow
CCGI was a proud sponsor of the 2018 CCA National Convention
and Tradeshow in April. This year CCGI presented a workshop on
the recent recommendatíons for exercíse and low back pain.

CCGI also hosted a panel presentation on evidence-informed
practice.

The CCA National Convention and Tradeshow in Calgary was a
great opportunity to meet many of our best practice
collaborators. CCGI was front and centre wíth their booth and
were able to answer questions about using evídence in practice.
We gave away lacrosse balls to all attendees as a fun way to
prornote self-care and encourage movement. CCGI also
celebrated Dr. André Bussières being named as CCA Researcher
of the Year. We look forward to returning to the upcoming CCA

National Conventíon in Halifax in 2A20.

Over 2 000 social media followers
YouTube Subscríbers 5ûû+

6{X}+

Twitter Followerc 500+

lirt€dlr Hbscr¡ 376
YcuTube Video Views 100,000+

Fræbook Members

Podcasts accessed +3 500 times
ln less than a year we've grown the CCGI podcast to
over 2L episodes wíth chiropractíc researchers,

clinícians, and advocates, The central theme of
every episode is the importance and application of
clinical practíce guidelines and best evidence. Our
episodes can be streamed on the CCGI website or
directly through iTunes.

www" chi roguidelines. 0rg
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620New LBP Clinical Vignettes and Webinar in
Progress
Wíth the recent release of the CCGI LBP Clinical Practíce
Guideline, we have been workíng on an online webinar and
clinical vignettes. This online learníng module will help synthesíze
the recent literature regardíng the assessment, díagnosis, and
management of patients with acute and chronic low back paín.

The new LBP module is expected to launch in the fall of 2078.

i-\j¡ )¡ef;s(l1arr .¡)r ij.4ìri i¡:ìciri:: .-iiijl erai,-1"
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CCGI newsletter
ln September, our monthly BPC newsletters will become
available to the public. Thís will allow our colleagues and their
patients to learn about our wonderful BPCs and theír
contributions to evidence-informed practice. The monthly
newsletters will be avaílable on the CCGI website.

Translating Resources
CCGI exercíse forms are currently available ín Englísh and French. Howeveç *: \f-t
realize that language barríers stíll prevent some patients from accessing self- : *'-'j* UìL.
management resources. We are in the process of translating our self-management ¡å ,",..
resources to commonly spoken languages in chíropractíc offices: Tagalog, Spanish, -li! 5
Mandarin, Cantonese, and lnuktitut.

-

Collaborat¡on with the NBCA, CCGI and Tobique First Nation, NB
We are consídering a potential collaboration between New Brunswick Chíropractor's Assocíatíon and

CCGI to provide self-management resources for members of the Tobique First Nation, NB. The NBCA

has been províding chiropractíc care to the community for the past three years. We wíll keep you
posted on progress on this important new project.

Farewell
ln May 201"8, we said goodbye to our knowledge brokel Dr. Kent

Stuber and in July 2018 we said goodbye to our research assistant
Siobhan Milner. They have been valued members of the CCGI team and
will be missed. We wish them all the best in their future endeavors and
would like to acknowledge all of their contributions to date.

&:l
Canadran Chrropractic
Gurdeline lnr!,atrve
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Partnering wíth stakeholders 621
Engaging stakeholders to assist in promoting best practíces to members is one of the most important
aspects of transforming the chiropractic culture in Canada and beyond, CCGI keeps stakeholders
updated on our progress through regular reports and by making presentations on our progress and

resources at AGMs and provincial meetings. Our opinion leaders and best practice collaborators also

assist us in making presentations at the local level,

CCGI has been and will be represented at the following events in 2018:

OCQ contínuíng educatíon days {February and June z?tg)
CCA National Convention and Tradeshow {April 2018}
NSCC ínformation session {March 2Of8)
McA AGM {May 2018)
NLCA AGM {June 2018)
CAS AGM {September 22,2OIB)
ACAC {Septembe r 23, 20L8)
NBCA (October 27, 201,81

BCCA Convention {November 2,2AIBJ
CCA President's meeting (November 23,2018)

Best Practice Collaborators {BPCs}
We are in the process of identifying and training a new cohort of best
practíce collaborators to join our províncial teams this fall. Our next
round of Online Café meetings will occur early October. We are looking
forward to workíng together with best practice collaborators to develop
new guideline ímplementation toolkíts for concussion, persistent

headache and lumbar spinal stenosis. Their perspectíve will be essential
to the creation of knowledge translatíon tools that are specifically
taílored for clinicians and patients.

lf you are interested in finding out more about the CCGI best practice
collaborator program, or would like to participate, please contact Dr.

Gaelan Connell, CCGI knowledge broker (gaelancl@gmail.com)

ti"t
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Summary of progress to date by strategy

Update from CCGI knowledge broker, Dr. Gaelan Connell

w
Canadran Chrropractrc
C,UrcJel¡nc lnrtr¿trve

Bridgíng the research-practíce gap is an ongoing process that requires a

multifaceted approach. As a part-time knowledge broker with the CCGI, I have
had the pleasure of interacting wíth clinicians and researchers from across the
country. With new ínítiatives, like podcasts, whiteboard videos, evidence
summaries, student ambassadors, and social media; in combination with more
established initiatives líke practice based research networks, best practice
collaborators, onlíne cafés, and conference presentations; we have been able to
reach a wider audience than ever before.

Dr. Gaelan Connell, CCGI knowledge broker

622

lnnovative multímedia
We've designed new tools to get the message about evidence-
informed practíce out in ways that are both creative and easy-
to-understand for busy clinicíans. Well-designed ínfographics,
research summaries, and whíteboard videos are just a few of
the new multimcdia tools available to clinician.c" f)r¡r recent
low back paín pathway vídeo has amassed over 500 views on
Youïube.

Connecting
students

å4*-r"**** E

with chiropractic

We have been working hard at building relationships
with chiropractíc students. There are now thírteen
CCGI student ambassadors across three schools:
CMCC, UQTR, and NHSU. Our student representatives
meet regularly with our knowledge broker, create
engaging content for our Facebook group, provide
feedback on pat¡ent and clinician resources, and

contribute to the synthesis of recent research.
Student ambassadors are the future of our professíon
and províde unique insights as they progress through
their chíropractic programs and enter clinical practice.

¡b
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a

Key objectives & events currentty schedn¡ted Iate exgected

Schedule regular opportuníties for collaborators to make presentatíons at províncial ln progress

AGMs and workshops

Project lead to present and provide updates to stakeholders Oct/Nov 2018a

Strõtegy 3: Produce, adept, adopt gridellncs

Gujdel ine developrnent
. Spinal stenosis guídeline

o Adopt concussion and persistent headache guidelíne
r lnítiate guideline development on rehabilítation of spine-related disability

Wínter 2018

ln progress

ln progress

gtrÐËÊgy 4: Create iruwrlatSve KT strategles

Knowledge translation tools
o Create guideline ímplementation toolkits for new recommendations on headache,

lumbar spinal stenosis and concussion (care pathways, videos, handouts etc.)
r Open discussions with potential partners for CCGI resources to become available on

online platforms

Socialmedia
o Review of websÍte functionality
o Bí-weekly podcasts with knowledge broker
¡ lncreased engagement on Facebook, Twitter and Linkedln
r Open CCGI newsletter to subscribers on the website

Monítoring of uptake
o National survey on EIP beliefs & practice & implementation of guidelines
¡ Practice-based research network funds disbursed for 3 new projects

Summer 2019

Fall 2018

Ongoíng

Ongoíng

Ongoing

Sept 2018

ln progress

ln progress

wwrÂ/" çh d rmgu idel i nes. org
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Graphs of CCGI website popular pages and total pageviews 2014-2018

Appendix 2 Canadran Chrropractic
Guidetine lniti¿tive
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ITEM 4.1.44
Rose Bustria

625
Subject: FW: FW: Spine lmaging Webinar

From: Jo-Ann Willson

Sent: Tuesday, October L6,2078 1:50 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc:

Subject: FW: FW:Spine lmaging Webinar

Exec and Council

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

From:
Sent: Tuesday, October L6,2OL81:43 PM

To: Jo-An n Willson <ipwilbo_n_@!ço-.o_n-ca>

Subject: Fwd: FW: Spine lmaging Webinar

Hi Jo-Ann,

I thought I would share this with you. Since the webinar is concerning ethical use of something
in our scope, and potential adverse effects ofusing a form ofenergy for diagnostic purposes I
thought it might be important for our council to be aware of.

I am not aware of what will be said and I will not be able to join in on the webinar. However, I
¿rm very curious as to what facts they will be presenting.

Just thought I would pass it along in case you haven't seen it.

Forwarded message
From:
Date: Tue, Oct 16, 2018 at 1:33 PM
Subject: FW: Spine Imaging Webinar
To:

From: American Chiropractic Association Imailto:education @acatodav.org]
Sent: October 16, 20L8 1:15 PM

To: David Starmer <DStarmer@cmcc.ca>

Subject: Spine lmaging Webinar

1



Having trouble v¡ewing this message? Please click here to view the online version 626

We noticed that you expressed interest in attending Thursday's
FREE webinar. Good news: there's still time to sisn up!

¡r. ,.:üì v.r. r¡ L¡ .. .. rl

a. a

-it

Ghoosing Wisely: Spine
lmaging- What are the
Facts?

Thursday, Oct. 18 | 1:00PM ET

Registration is FREE

ln the next installment of
ACA's Choosing Wisely series, Dr

l ¡r:

Register Now

2

André Bussières, DC, MSc, PhD



André Bussières will focus on the

ethical use of X-Rays in chíropractic

The presentation will:

. Review the reasons why some clinicians use radiography routinely for
patients with spine disorders.

. Discuss when diagnostic imaging is recommended and when it is not.

. Highlight potential adverse effects associated with routine diagnostic
imaging.

Unsuþscribe here.

This communication together with any attachments is for the exclusive and confldential use of
the addressee(s). Any other distribution, use or reproduction without the sender's prior consent is
unauthorized and strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the
sender immediately and delete or shred the message without making any copies.

627
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CIN-BÀD Search...

CIN.BAD
The Chiropractic Information Network/Board Action Databank

WHAT IS CIN-BAD?

The onty interjurisdictional chiropractic board action databasel ln an effort to futfitt the FCLB mÍssion of protecting the publíc by promoting
excellence in chiropractic regulation, CIN-BAD protects the pubtic while serving member licensing boards.

Since 1993, the core etement of CIN-BAD began with the board actions information. lt ís a comprehensive warehouse of information on publ'ic
actions taken by chiropractic regutatory licensing boards andlor exclusions from Medicare/Medicaid reímbursement by the U.S. Department
of Health & Human Services wíth regard to individual chiropractors. lt is maíntained by the Federation of Chiropractic Licensing Boards as a
service to its member boards, to the heatth care community, and to the general pubtic.

The CIN-BAD database receives information from two primary governmental sources:
-- The member licensing boards of the FCLB votuntarìty report public actions taken by their board which have an impact on the licensure

status of individuats. The pubt'ic actions by the licensing boards inctude, but are not limited to, actions such as revocation or suspension of a
license, probation or timitations on practice, and fines. The restoration ol a license, and the removal of limitations on practice are also
reported by the boards. Leading the way in comprehensive reporting, the tìcensing boards in Colorado, Michigan and Minnesota have
reported all public board actions dating back to the 1950s.

-- The US Department of Heatth and Human Services (DHHS) Office of the lnspector Generat releases, on a monthly basis, updated lists of
health care organizations ând practitioners who have been exctuded from financial reimbursement under several government programs. The
FCLB extracts from this list a[ information retated to chíropractors.

Data from these two sources is combined into a unified, searchable database. Alt information on a singte practit'ioner is combined into a
single, comprehensive report where atl reporting codes are spelled out, and headings are ctearty defined, making the report easily read and
understood. Name searches are performed on a tist that inctudes atl known name variations for each listed individuat. This sample report
(requires Adobe Reader) illustrates the content and format of reports trom the CIN-BAD database. The database has numerous features that
make 'it reliable, versatile and convenient for its users, however it does NOI include malpractice setttements, accusations which have not
been resolved by board actions, or board actions that are not a matter of public record.

Direct, on-line âccess to the database is limited to representatives of the member licensing boards of the FCLB, and to organizations which
have purchased subscriptions to CIN-BAD. Members of the general public, or organizations that need only occasionat reports, may choose to
have the FCLB staff conduct a Query (requires Adobe Reader) of the database for them.

The information resources on CIN-BAD assíst in the efficient and accurate licensing and credentialing of chiropractors through a password-
protected internet site. These resources are availabte to:
. member boards of the FCLB at no cost
. subscribing health care and cottege organizations at an economical credentia[ing cost
. public individual queries at a nominal fee

The National Chiropraclic Mutuat lnsurance Company (NCMIC) has generously funded the devetopment of the CIN-BAD system.

FCLB member boards, representìng chiropractic licensing agencies in the United States, Washington DC, plus the US territorìes of Puerto
Rico, Virgin lslands, and Guam, several Canadian provinces and Australian states currentty voluntarily report some or atl public board actions
to the CIN-BAD system. Action dates range from 1954 to current, most within the last 10 years.

http://test.fclb.org/ClN-BAD.aspx 1t3
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The FCLB staff maintains the data regularly through data entry and a carefut staff proofing process to assure users that correct data has been
entered as reported by chiropractic licensing boards.

. Member chiropractic boards enter public chiropractic board âctions ontine through a secure system. The FCLB staff verifies that the
information is accurate before jt goes [ive. The FCLB prides itsetf on "human" proofing procedures to continup rhê'intêsriiv of the CIN-BAD
database.

HOW CAN CIN-BAD HELP WITH QUALITY CREDENTIALING' 629
What is quality credentiating? ln a sense, it is assurìng that your heatth care organization or agency has researched att avartabte sources of
information to effectively make an informed decision on the applicant chiropractor.

Credentialing doctors of chiropractic is simitar to credentiating any other health care provider -- however, the resources and criteria are
different. Chiropractic boards have different requirements for education, scope of practice, continuing education requirements, etc.
Therefore, it is important to review the crìteria for jurisdictions where the chiropractor is licensed. Many chiropractors hotd ticenses in
different jurisdictions.

Since 1996, the Nationat Comm'ittee for Quality Assurance (NCQÀ) has recognized CIN-BAD as an "acceptable source" for agencies to check for
chiropractic board actìons as part of credentials verification processes. FCLB has created an unoffical reference tab(e of NCQA Standards to
assist with chiropractic credentialing.* This NCQA recognition means that health care and credentiating organizations that want to meet
NCQA standards can check once with CIN-BAD instead of making separate requests of atl licensing boards.

CIN-BAD's ever-expanding databases are tremendously significant to regutatory boards, chiropractic colteges, heatth care organizations, law
enforcement, and the pubtic. One may ask, "Why shoutd I use CIN-BAD when I can just catt the jurisdiction where the DC is licensed?" Some
chiropractors with disciptinary history may not futty disctose atl of the states in which they are ticensed or have had board actions. Your
organization does not want to jeopardize the heatth and safety of pat'ients. lt is always best to check CIN-BAD's interjurisdictional databases
as wetl as call the licensing board.

HOW CAN I QUERY CIN-BAD?

lf you onty have a few names to query from the CIN-BAD system, you may elect to have the Federation staff check the database for you at a
cost of 526 per individual name. The information which is returned will inctude a fult report on every individual in the database who might
reasonably be considered a match with the requested name, date of birth, and/or social security number (US) / sociat security identification
(Canada), or a validatìon report if no match is found.

You may prìnt out a query form and simpty filt out Section A (contact and payment information) and Section B (DC you wish to query) and the
FCLB staff wi[[ cornptete Section C (vatidation if tlre narre is or is not in CIN-BAD).

We wi[[ respond via fax or email, usualty within 24 hours (3 business days), to your query request.

lf you plan to query more than 20 DCs in a year, ptease see on ontine subscription section to learn more about unlimited online agency
queries rather than staff-conducted queries.

HOW CAN I SUBSCRIBE TO CIN-BAD?

Subscribers pay an annual access fee which covers: account set-up, user training, and untimited queries using your metered usage account.

Agencies that witt have internat use of the CIN-BAD reports for their files (i.e. MCOs, PPOs, etc) are charged a 5550 annuat access fee.
Agencies that plan to re-setl the information (i.e.CVOs) pay a 5t550 annuat access fee.

Ctick betow for subscription materiats:. MCO agreement form
. CVO agreement form
. Account Apptication

Benefits of an online subscription are:
. lnstant access - no waiting for a repty;
. Subscribers setect who has access to agency usage reports vs. simple query privileges;
. Administrator [eve[ users add, change or delete users (please keep email addresses current and passwords in check for your security and

the integrity of the CIN-BAD system);
. ó0 minutes of annual telephone technical support if users need initial guidance on how the database works. You'tt find CIN-BAD is very

user-friendty;
. Tips and credentialing guidelines as wetl as communication about regutating the chiropractic profession;
. The most important benefit is in knowing that your organization has credentialed chiropractors to protect both the public and your own

stakehotders.

Subscribers who find a report on CIN-BAD should immediately contact the licensing board that reported the action. Subscrìbers should always
find out the whole story before making any decision which coutd ultimately affect the career of a licensed doctor of chiropractic.

Dated verification reports necessary for credentiatìng fites can be generated confirming that a name search was unsuccessful -- the user
simpty hits the print button in their preferred browser. The fact that an individual is not listed in the database is important for many of the
users of the database, This report allows users to ptace a document into their fites which confirms the search.

Chiropractic colteges use CIN-BAD for admissions, pre-ceptorship and post-ceptorship programs and peer review, lf you are affiliated with a
cottege and woutd tike to receive untimited online access for a discounted fee, ptease contact the FCLB office for a cottege agreement.

I Print
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AGREEMENT: MCO SUBSCRIPTION TO CIN.BAD
Organizations using CIN-BAD for their Internal Use only

Organizalion:

Our organization hereby contracts with the f,'ederation of Chiropractic Licensing Boards (FCLB) for a one-year subscription
to CIN-BAD. We agree to the following fees and conditions:

. a $550 annual access fee, payable in advance, providing access to the Official Actions Database, which includes public
chiropractic board actions, DHHS exclusions (also referred to as Medicare sanctions), and other license information. Ãccess
to the CIN-BAD system will be via Internet, with Microsoft Internet Explorer, Chrome and Firefox browsers supported. This
access fee also provides us with other goods and services as described below:

Introductory information packet
Up to 60 minutes of telephone technical support annually (additional calls at $25lcall)
Tip sheets and other subscriber support occasionally throughout the year
As many user accounts for individuals as needed at no extra charge
Any additional benefits as determined by the FCLB

. a $3.50 fee for each search of the Official Actions Database (any last name search which then accesses a browsable list
of names, or any other search which allows the user to browse a section of the database), and a $13.50 fee for each Full
Report generated on an individual. Payment for these fees will be made in advance and held by the FCLB as pre-paid funds
that will be automatically maintained by the organization. Metered usage funds remaining upon termination õf subscription
must be claimed within 60 days of termination or the balance will be forfeited..

. Once a browsable section ofthe Database is accessed, there is no additional charge to print a negative verification that an
individual is NOT listed in the Official Actions Database.

r d separate user account will be maintained for each user from our organization, including at least one person designated
as an administrator level user.

It is agreed that use of information in the Official Actions Database is limited to the official business of our organization, and
cannot be resold, either directly or as part of a package of information or credentials. It is further agreed that searches will not
be performed for anyone outside our organization. It is further agreed that when any of our files reports that an individual is listed
intheFCLB'sOfficialActionsDatabase,itwillalsoincludeadatedcopyofthatindividual'sFullCIN-BADReport. AFuIICIN-
BAD Report details any public chiropractic board actions and also includes any known exclusion of doctors ofèhiropractic from
federal program reimbursements imposed by the US Department of Health and Human Services.

It is further agreed that the Official Actions Database is designed as a'ored flag" service to bring attention to matters of potential
concern or positive status. Any subsequent actions by our organization will be based on complete information obtained directly
from the licensing authority(ies) which took the original board action(s) or other authority(ies) as noted in any Full CIN-BAD
Report. The undersigned understands and agrees that information in the Official Actions Database is compiled from information
provided by international, state, and provincial chiropractic licensing authorities, the US Department of Health and Human
Services, and others. The FCLB is not responsible for any inaccurate or incomplete information provided to it by these sources.

It is also understood that the FCLB may publish ¿ list of those organizations which subscribe to CIN-BAD.
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Authorization: þrint name and title)

Signature: Date

Address

State zip-

YOU!t!
Revised 3/01/15

CIN.BAD
GOES TO
WORK FOR

FCLB Authorization:
CIN-BAD Administrator

Date



AGREEMENT: CVO SUBSCRIPTION TO CIN-BAD
Or ganizati ons provi ding cre denti aling s ervic e s 631

Organization:

Our organization hereby contracts with the Federation of Chiropractic Licensing Boards (FCLB) for a one-year subscription
to CIN-BAD. We agree to the following fees and conditions:

. a $10550 annual access fee, payable in advance, providing access to the Official Actions Database, which includes public
chiropractic board actions, DHHS exclusions (also referred to as Medicare sanctions), and other license information. Access
to the CIN-BAD system will be via Internet, with Microsoft Intemet Explorer, Chrome and Firefox browsers supported. This
access fee also provides us with other goods and services as described below:

Introductory information packet
Up to 60 minutes of telephone technical support annually (additional calls at $25lcall)
Tip sheets and other subscriber support occasionally throughout the year
As many user accounts for individuals as needed at no extra charge
Any additional benefits as determined by the FCLB

. a $3.50 fee for each search of the Official Actions Database (any last name search which then accesses a browsable list
of names, or any other search which allows the user to browse a section of the database), and a $13.50 fee for each Full
Report generated on an individual. Payment for these fees will be made in advance and held by the FCLB as pre-paid funds
that will be automatically maintained by the organization. Metered usage funds remaining upon termination of subscription
must be claimed within 60 days of termination or the balance will be forfeited..

. Once a browsable section of the Database is accessed, there is no additional charge to print a negative verification that an
individual is NOT listed in the Official Actions Database.

r { separate user account will be maintained for each user from our organization, including at least one person designated
as an administrator level user.

It is agreed that our organization has the right to distribute any reports generated from the Official Actions Database during the
period of this contract as part of a package of information/credentials on an individual practitioner. Any credentials file which
reports thatan individual is listed in theFCLB's OfficialActionDatabase mustinclude a datedcopy ofthat individual's Full CIN-
BAD report. A Full CIN-BAD Report details any public chiropractic board actions and also includes any known exclusion of
doctors of chiropractic from federal program reimbursements imposed by the US Department of Health and Human Services.

It is further agreed that the Official Actions Database is designed as a "red flag" service to bring attention to matters ofpotential
concern orpositive status, and that (1) subsequent actions by our organization will be based on complete information obtained
directly from the licensing authority(ies) which took the original board action(s) or other authority(ies) as noted in any Full CIN-
BAD Report, or(2) we will inform clients who receive CIN-BAD reports oftheirobligationto contactthe licensing authority(ies)
directly for complete information provided by international, state, arld provincial chiropractic licensing authorities, the US
Department of Health and Human Services, and others. The FCLB is not responsible for any inaccurate or incomplete
information provided to it by these sources.

It is also understood that the FCLB may publish a list of those organizations which subscribe to CIN-BAD.

Authorization: (print name and title)

Signature: Date

FCLB Authorization:
CIN-BAD Administrator

Date
CIN.BAD
GOES
WORK
YOUt!!

Revised 3/01/15



Federation of Chiropractic Licensing Boards
CIN.BAD DATABASE
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HINTS: Usernames are often formed by combining your first initial with your last name.
You may want to be more creative for common names like Smith. Names and passwords
are case sensitive.

1) First Name:_LastName
Preferred name or nickname:
Email

lî this user has no personal e-mail address, account information will be sent to the
agency's contact administrator.

Requested username
Limit 10 characters - no spaces

Password
Limit 10 characters - no spaces

! Administrator Level ! Regular Level

2) First Name Last Name:_
Preferred name or nickname:
Emailaddress:

lf this user has no personal e-mail address, account inîormation will be sent to lhe
agency's contact ad mi nistrator.

Requested username
Limit 10 characters - no spaces

Password
Limit 10 characters - no spaces

! Administrator Level n Regular Level

3) First Name: Last Nam
Preferred name or nickna
Emailaddress:

lf this user has no personal e-mail address, account information will be sent to the
agency's contact admi nistrator.

Requested username:
Limit 10 characfers - no spaces

Password
Limit 10 characfers - no spaces

tr Administrator Level tr Regular Level

Agency Na

Supervisor or Administrator Sig nature

Boards

Each individual user of the
CIN-BAD Database should have
a personal USER ACCOUNT.

A User Account can be created
on-line by anyone from your
agency who has an
"administrato/' level account, or
you may use this form to have the
FCLB create those accounts for
you.

There are two levels:

--can create new accounts for
other people from your agency (at
both administrator and regular
level), deactivate existing users
on the account, and view usage
information about all users from
your agency. This includes reports
that have been generated on
given dates.

-can view only their own usage
information.

Everyone can be at the
administrator level, or you may
choose just one or several
people. There is no additional
charge for this service. You
decide who needs to know usage
information. You can also
upgrade a regular user to
administrator level later.

Check one:

Check one

Check one:

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

Please return this form to the FCLB via email, mail or fax:
FCLB . 5401W. 10th St., Ste 101 . Greeley, CO 80634 .

bseader@fclb.org . Phone: 970-356-3500 . Fax: 970-356-3599

CIN-BAD Subscriber Applicatron for
Administrator & Regular User Accounts

HELPFUL TIPS

Administrator Level

Regular Level

Need rnore accourìts'/ Please feel free to r;opy this forml



;;. emai¡ address

i¿ stecottl

Use the online link to access CIN-BAD

Enter your email address
and password

o

Logn to yotr acanunl

Inter'¡ou¡ emnil snd gðrûord belûE to lùgn.

Fr:r ¡f{ ytr.;r ¡rr>-'tcr'f 7

Ctick tq reret iour ¡'u:.,vrd.

6 20,18 - Fedcr¿tion of Chiraprartic Li{eosinq 8oãrd:.

! Renember f'te

(:)

e)

lnstructions for Querying the New CIN-BAD Database

@ cti.t the blue "Run lcon" box for clN BAD*

Reports

tarm

CIN AAD '
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lArg. s€cudty

I App¡ r ScustoreApg > lå Rrnorts

06ølpd@

Report displaÞ cotrln.t infomaüoD educ¿tion iofomatio& ed cllÈBAo vlolðtjonr for a Eiven ¡ndividuôl

¡ C6tom reports

E

Enter a last name (required)
lf you want to narrow your search, you may use some or all of the first name
Click "Run Report"

CIN BAD *

tO Last luame: *

Narrowlour se¿rch by Frst Naße:

o

Pr¡nce

D

lO or, fxpand yo¡rrseðrch blAli¿s:
lr

I

RLlf. ie¡).r¡: >
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@

Reports for all matching CIN-BAD records will load

trN 8ÄD r

,, , f;--", ] :J *. ?

¡Mû@ì ßñd9{ saù., !il4t ø6;*&r L9ttsrsiìsl * IrB &3* I rrs ð:.*46.4

Fëha¡tid o, Chkûp¡eli( t j(Mi¡lg g.&it
o IAtAlltacTK,.a ßEFoRr
(HnÐIfìACl¡C flc6rJlAÌOtã ¡OåHD Ár:t(Ns
OûÉRY rFoxfl Clt{^D

3lrtJÉcTxataE IDüE L tthÞ.n-

hl.¡sls f&

kk &¡dl:'t,!@

noporþd

[lffir Ðltg

COlltårCTtalPofißAml.:

dm* tftudawlPdn i&æM!

E rcailrfl t¡F(ilallota:
bø¡mrlFa

(l(Í¡lgrlf ilr'onßmo,ü

cr{ñdüdr

Note: since ALL matching records will load,
there may be multiple pages of reports.
Click the blue arrows ( ) to page through
the results.

o

I

B- *i
Fedenation of Chirnpractic
DATABAHK ACTIOH

Select the save icon and click PDF.

Depending on your browser, you will be prompted to either open the document or save it to your
computer

l{ i Þ---]*r Þ )l \{É¡

Fede

CHIRO

QueslionsT Ðridget

SUEJECT NAME

¡rÉ

*tÞ{ 3

X$L file wiú rcport data

CSv ({omma ddimited)

POF

litHTllL {web archive}

e'(cÉl

TIFF file

tflord



f-lpeninq F{LB,Iu:t*¡¡er:.Clf.lit]tBÁü,pdf

You hwc <hoæn to opeir

f; FGtl.Customcrr {n*ZDBf n+df

whkh É Âdobc A<mbd tlocu¡nent
f rom h$ps/¡¡¡nanrõrrbcndill.fclb,org

What ¡hould Frefq do ürith $b Íilë?

@Qpcnwith

OlautFúr

I t]o thÈ gr*omrt-x$ lorlihs btsc thk førn rþvtr on.

ÁffirÁc¡¡Ë¡t!L0{üa*l

FIREFOX:

(save or open)

I :r..;tr

€' 1 !i'lhLPClDèkoprC|NBADR4ú

&gtu- kldd

!! rhÊPc ^ na¡¡e

:¡3ofrj4
¡:o.dot
! uumr
i}'ee
.f m;c
iå PiùË
lvk
3 6(Ct 

1'¿

¿ DùtDr fi
lut(\\f(k.:;:
trc$cdry..;l

t1akû ,1
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* ðr st¿r.i {rN8Ä9 R.prds

iÈ: o

[-ü fuÊd o¿l€ño(ffi lyge

tso br ddycu r.¿r<h

CHROME:
(save only)

EDGE:

{save or open)
What do you want to do with FCLE.Customers.ClN-BAD.pdff

trom: memberbenef ils.fclb.org ru X

Once saved or opened, the report can be pr¡nted.



Trouble-Shooting

lf too many records load, your search may be too broad. You may do one of a couple things:
. Try your search again, but ADD a first name to narrow the results
o Browse the results to find your target - click the blue arrows ( ) to page through the results.

CItr{ BAD *

f4- E|
Federation of Chiropråct¡c
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t

,grh

DATABANK ACTION REPIDRÍ

CH I ROPRACTIC REGULATORY

QT ERY R,EPIORT: CIN-BAI}

üuestionsl BnidEet Seadeç CIFü-BAB Adrninlstrstsr {9f81

lf nothing loads, there are no matching records. You may wish to check your spelling, or modify your
search. A couple ways to help expand your search:

o Search without a first name - some license holders may use a derivative that does not match your
search (Bob instead of Robert, for instance)

¡ Remove punctuat¡on and spaces - names that contain non-alpha characters may have variations in

the way they are entered (O'Donnell may appear as ODonnell; Van Ness may appear as VanNess)

ZERO RESULTS

TOO MANY RESULTS

ofer Þ{



0|il-BÃlt ilüllut0uAl llüffiy & nEp0BT r0nm
('lrrrop|al:tit InlortniìItolt \clw¡rrk - Lkr¿¡rrl \r.tr0lr I)¿rl¿ì¡alll

SECTION A
Your Name & Title
Organizatíon,
Your Maíling Address:

Date of que

State zip
FAX TO THE NEW MEXICO BOARD OF CHIRO

ci
Phone

Secfions A & B the

Arrangements for fee payment $ZA per name):

OR Please charge my: tr VISA tr MasterGard

tr Check enclosed *Required

tr American Express Q Discover
*Expíres:_ *CW Security Code_

* Credit Card
Billing Address:
(including Zip Code)

Card #

*Name on Card:

E-mail address:
(Your credit card transaction receipt will be emailed)

SECTION B

Please print legibly ame of Doctor or
Chiropractic Assistant: Last First Middle

Any other known names/aliases: Date of Birth:
Social Security # (US) / Social ldentification # (Canada)
lndívidual (not clinic) National Provider ldentifier (Npt) # (10 digits
Jurísdictions where thought to be licensed:_
SECTION C
The GIN-BAD
for the above

Database (Board Actions/Medicare Exclusionsl was checked by FCLB staff
named individual on (date

tr No OFFICIAL ACTIONS have been reported for this individual - ptease note that no
actions ín the database does not guarante_e^that actiohs havè notbeen takei by i rejutl{ory'øõarâ¡sj.'Éäi¡ô:i{mav
be in process and not yet received by the FCLB.

The attached report(s) has been identified for this individual. P/ease contact
the licensing bgqrd(s) fgr full dgtails Atso note that additionat actions may have been taken by the
same or other boards but not yet reported to this database, inctuding restoration of ticehsed privilege.

Please note addítional comments:

NOTE: You may email, fax or mail this form to our office:
Federation of Chiropractic Licensing Boards

5401 West 1Oth Street, Suite 101 ¡ Greeley, CO 80634-4400
(970) 356-3500 I FAX (970) 356-3599 r Website: www.fclb.oro r e-mail: bseader@fclb.orq

tr

tr

Signature and Title of FCLB SfaffRepresentative

It is understoà¿ tnut CIN-BAD's Official Actions Database is designed as a "red-flag" service to bring attention to matters of potentiat
concern ar positive status. Any subsequent actions taken as a result of this report shoutd be based on complete information obtained
directly frory lhe licensing authority(ies) which took the original board action(s), or other authorlres as noted ¡n this report. lt is further
understood that information in the Official Actions Database is compited from information provided by sources inctudinþ state, provinciat,
territory and international licensing authorities, IJS Department of Health & Human Seryrces, and others. The FCLB is ñot resp'onsibte for
any inaccurate or incomplete information provided to it by these sources.

Revised
Mar 2018

h information as possiblePlease

Section C ted b FCLB Staffbe



Glil-BAll llllllUlllllAl0U[RY & REP0RT ÍORm
( Ìtrtoprrrr'1ii l¡tlot¡ttatrot: \ùttrrrtr. - lìolllti \ttlott I)ltt¡ririttll.

SECTION A
Your Name & Title: Date of qu

Organization

SecfionsA&Btobe the

Your Mailing Address
City: State:- Zip

Phone:

Arrangements for fee payment ($26 per name):

OR Please charge my: tr VISA D MasterGard

Card #

nName on Card:

E-mail address:
(Your credit card transaction receipt will be emailed)

tr Gheck enclosed *Required

tr American Express E Discover
*Expires:_ *CW Security Code_

* Credit Card
Billing Address:

(including Zip code

SECTION B

Please print legibly

Any other known names/aliases

Social Security # (US) / Social ldentification # (Canada)

lndividual (not clinic) National Provider ldentifier (NPl) # (10 digi

Name of Doctor or
Chiropractic Assistant: Last First Middle

Date of Birth

ts)

Jurisdictions where thought to be licensed

sEcTloN c
The GIN-BAD Database (Board ActionslMedicare Exclusions) was checked by FCLB staff
for the above named individual on (date

tr

tr

B

No OFFICIAL ACTIONS have been reported for this individual - P/ease note that no
actions in the database does not guarantee that actiohs have not been taken by a regulatory board(s). Reports may
be in process and not yet received by the FCLB.

The attached report(s) has been identified for this individual. P/ease contact
the liCenSing bOard(S) for full details. Also note that additional actions- may have been taken by the
same or other boards but noi yet reported to this database, including restoration of licensed privilege.

Revised
Mar 2018

Please note additional comments:

Signature and Title of FCLB Staff Representative

It is understood that CIN-BAD's Official Actions Database rs designed as a "red-flag" service to bring attention to matters of potential
concern or positive status. Any subsequent actions taken as a result of this report should be based on complete information obtained
directly from the licensing authority(ies) which took the original board action(s), or other authorifies as noted in this report. lt is further
understood that information in the Official Actions Database is compiled from information provided by sources including state, provincial,
territory and international licensing authorities, US Department of Health & Human Servrces, and others. The FCLB is not responsible for
any inaccurate or incomplete information provided to it by fhese sources.

NOTE: You may email, fax or mail this form to our office:
Federation of Chiropractic Licensing Boards

5401 West 1Oth Street, Suite 101 I Greeley, CO 80634-4400
(970) 356-3500 r FAX (970) 356-3599 r Website: www.fclb.orq r e-mail: bseader@fclb.orq

mu information as ossib/ePlease

Secfion C to be completed FCLB Staff
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Search...

Username:

Password:
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Remember Login
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At next year's Association of Chiropractic Colleges and Research Agenda Conference (ACC-
RAC 2019) in Baltimore, MD, the International Chiropractic Pediatric Association will dominate

the research presentations on the chiropractic care of children and pregnant women. The ACC
RAC research conference is the largest venue for education and clinical research presentations in
the world for the chiropractic profession. The studies presented at ACC RAC are carefully
selected by a very stringent peer-review process. For the ICPA to have 5 platform presentations

and 7 poster presentations accepted at ACC RAC speaks volumes about the quality of its
research program on a global level.

Platform Presentations

I . The predictive relationship between quality of life domains and sense of coherence

among chiropractic patients presenting for care in a practice-based research network.

Joel Alcantara, DC, Jeanne Ohm, DC, Joey Alcantara,DC and Andrew Whetten, MS

2. Change in sense of coherence in patients attending chiropractic care in a practice-based

research network
Joel Alcantara,DC, Jeanne Ohm, DC, Joey Alcantara,DC and Andrew Whetten, MS

3. Improvements in quality of life of patients under chiropractic care in a practice-based

research network.
Joel Alcantara,DCo Jeanne Ohm, DC, Joey Alcantara, DC and Andrew Whetten, MS

4. Fascial release techniques complement usual Webster care in a patient with persistent

fetal malposition.
John Edwards, DC, Alison Union, BS, Joel Alcantara, DC

5. Photogrammetric investigation of sagittal pelvic alignment and potential influencing
factors during the 3rd trimester of pregnancy
John Edwards, DC, Alison Union, BS, Joel Alcantara, DC
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Poster Presentations

l. The prevalence ofadverse events, effectiveness rating and satisfaction ofpatients
attending chiropractic care in a practice-based research network.
Joey AlcantaraoDC, Jeanne Ohm, DC, Joel Alcantara, DC

2. Perceptions of safety culture in chiropractic
Joel Alcantara,DC

3 . The predictive relationship of quality of life domains to sense of coherence subdomains
Joel Alcantara, DC and Andrew Whetten, MS

4. Perinatal chiropractic care of a woman seeking atrial of labor after cesarean and
subsequent vaginal breech birth
John Edwards, DC, Alison Union, BS, Joel Alcantara, DC

5. The chiropractic care of a multiparous female with a history of chronic breech and fetal
malposition
John Edwards, DC, Alison Union, BS, Joel Aloantara, DC

6. The chiropractic care of a multiparous woman experiencing dystocia during active labor
John Edwards, DC, Alison Union, BS, Joel Alcantara, DC

7. Fetal heart rate monitoring of pregnant patients under collaborative care of midwifery and
chiropractic
John Edwards, DC, Alison Union, BS, Joel Alcantara, DC



Ontario Health Regulators - Zoomer Show - Social Shareables

Sharable social posts and assets to use to promote the OHR booth at the Zoomer Show (October 27 and 28, 2018)
o [1] preconditioning post: to share prior to the event to help promote our presence

o [1] post to share during the weekend to join the conversation online about the Zoomer Show on social media
o [2] Assets: an image of the OHR website and the OHR video - alternative to uploading the video: link to the youTube

a

648

O Posts can be used across social media channels: Twitter, Facebook, Linkedln - make sure you tag the OHR page and ZoomerShow page on Facebook

Preconditioning (Week of Event)

Descriptive Text (lf Applicable)

An image of the Ontario Health
Regu lators website. The
homepage reads "Protecting
you and your family."

Asset

â
t6!. ,Ê :_ ;r. -.

Protecting you and your famlly

How to fÌnd reliåble informãtion abour
your heãlthcare professionals,

Asset type: lmage (PNG)

Filename: OH R-1200-socia l.png

Post Copy

Twitter/Linkedln:

We'll be at the #ZoomerShow this weekend
(October 27 &28) in Toronto with our
colleagues from OntarioHealthRegulators.ca !

Stop by our booth and learn what you can
expect from licensed health care professionals!

(Character count: 217 chorocters)

Facebook:

We'll be at the @ZoomerShow this weekend
(October 27 &28l'in Toronto with our
colleagues from @OntarioHealthRegulatorsl

Stop by our booth and learn what you can

expect from licensed health care professionals!



Ontario Health Regulators - Zoomer Show - Social Shareables

Event Post (Post on October 27 or 281 649
Asset

Asset type: Video (MP4)

Filename: OH R-Website. M P4

lf you don't want to upload the video to your channel
(Twitter/Facebook/Linkedln), you can embed or link to the video:

https ://voutu. be/dt t<3 kRtrlwsylvl

Twitter/[inkedln:

The Ontario Health Regulators are at the #ZoomerShow this weekend in
Toronto! Together, we represent 29 regulated health professions.

lf you need reliable info about health care professionals-visit our booth to
learn more! Can't make it to the show? Visit OntarioHealthRegulators.ca

count:280
Facebook:

The @OntarioHealthRegulators are at the @ZoomerShow this weekend in
Toronto! Together, we represent 29 regulated health professions.

lf you need reliable info about health care professionals-visit our booth to
learn more! Can't make it to the show? Visit OntarioHealthRegulators.ca

Twitter Post (Link/Embed Youtube Video)

The Ontario Health Regulators are at the #ZoomerShow this weekend in
Toronto! Together, we represent 29 regulated health professions.

lf you need reliable info about health care professionals-visit our booth to
learn more ! https://voutu. be/dtK3kRNwsyM

Facebook:

The @OntarioHealthRegulators are at the @ZoomerShow this weekend in
Toronto! Together, we represent 29 regulated health professions.

lf you need reliable info about health care professionals-visit our booth to
learn more ! httos ://voutu.be/dtK3kRNwsyM
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Prepared Internally

College of Ghiropractors of Ontario
Advertising Committee Report to Gouncil
Thursday, Novemb er 29, 2018

Members: Dr. Peter Amlinger, Chqir
Dr. Brian Budgell
Ms Karoline Boudreau
Dr. Janine Taylor, non-Council member

Staff Support: Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy & Research

Meetings

The Advertising Committee has not met since the last meeting of Council. The
Committee has scheduled an in-person meeting on December 13, 2018, where it will be
reviewing the standard of practice, guideline and public display protocol and specifically,
topics such as requirements for websites and social media, possible protocols for the
review of websites and social media, development of communication materials on
acceptable content for websites and use of testimonials. The Committee is looking for
direction from Council on these issues related to websites and social media.

The Committee continues to review and provide feedback on proposed advertisements
submitted by members for review, which include websites and electronic media.

Acknowledgements

I would also like to thank my fellow committee members Drs Brian Budgell and Janine
Taylor and new member Ms Karoline Boudreau, for agreeing to serve on the committee
Their commitment to the work of this committee and to regulating the profession in the
public interest is most appreciated. The Committee thanks the Executive Committee for
approving an additional Advertising Committee meeting. The Committee will be
scheduling a meeting following strategic planning.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Peter Amlinger,
Chair, Advertising Committee
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a

Adverlising Committee
Approved by Council: September 7, 1996
Amended: September 21,2002, June 22,2007, November 29,2007
September 24, 2009, February 28, 2017

Note to readers: ln the eaent of øny inconsistency betuteen this docwnent nnd the legislation thnt
afþcts chiroprøctic prnctice, the legísløtion goaerns.

lNrerur

To provide members with advertising guidelines to ensure all advertisements
serve the public interest.

To educate the public on what is available for their chiropractic care.

To ensure advertisements are accurate, factual and contain information that is
verifiable.

To ensure, as much as possible, that the public has the information to make
rational choices for their care.

To assist the public in obtaining the services of members of their choice

To maintain a professional image.

Advertising Definition for the Purpose of Standard of Practice S-016:
Advertising

Advertising is any message communicated outside a member's office through a

public medium, including electronic media such as websites and social media, that
can be seen or heard by the public at large with the intent of influencing a person's
choice of service or service provider. This standard applies equally to members act-
ing individually, as a group, or as a professional health corporation.

DescnrproN oF STANDARD

1. An advertisement must be:

(a) accurate, factual ancl contain information that is verifiable; and

(b) readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is directed.

1

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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2. An advertisement may:

(a) name a specific diagnostic or therapeutic procedure or modality but cannot
claim superiority or endorse the exclusive use of such procedures, services,
techniques, modalities or products. References to specific diagnostic or ther-
apeutic procedures must comply with Standard of Practice 5-001:
Chiropractic Scope of Practice;

(b) make reference to the member being a specialist, providecl the member is
recognized pursuant to CCO's policy as a specialist, and the specialty is
disclosed. Refer to Policy P-029: Chiropractic Specialties, for the list of
specialties currently recognized by CCO;

(c) make reference to the member being affiliated with any professional
associatiory society or body, other than CCO, only on a curriculum vitae,
business stationery and recognized public displays;

(cl) allow an individual or organization to endorse a member provided:

(i) the individual or organization proposing the enclorsement has sufficient
expertise, according to CCO, relevant to the subject matter being
endorsed; and

(ii) the member has been appropriately assessed as providing the subject
matter being endorsed; and

(e) offer an initial complimentary consultationl.

(f) include testimonials that refer only to the benefits of chiropractic and
not to a particular member or office, with the exception of a member's
website which may include testimonials that refer to a particular member or
office, provided the testimonials are:

(i) accurate, verifiable, and recorded in the patient health record;

(ii) used only in accordance with the written consent of the patient;

(iii) not obtained using any unclue pressure, duress, coercion or incentives;
and

(iv) otherwise compliant and consistent with Standard of Practice 5-016:
Advertising, the chiropractic scope of practice, other CCO standards of
practice, policies and guidelines, and privacy legislation.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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3. Any advertisement with respect to a member's praciice must not contain:

(a) anything false or misleading;

(b) a guaranteed success of care;

(c) any comparison to another member's or other health care provider's
practice, qualifications or expertise;

(d) any expressed or implied endorsement or recommendation for the exclusive
use of a product or brand of equipment used to provicle services; and

(e) material that, having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be
regarded as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional.

4. A member may advertise his/her fee for chiropractic services provided:

(a) the advertisement contains accurate, complete and clear disclosure of what
is and what is not included in the fee;

(b) there are no hidden fees/costs;

(c) the member does not bill a third-paúy payor for the complimentary portion
of the diagnostic or treatment service;

(d) the advertisement expressly states the timeframe to be honoured for any
complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service;

(e) the advertisement does not limit the offer to a certain number of
participants;

(f) no obligation is placecl on the patient for follow-up appointments as a result
of the complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service; and

(g) the advertisement is presented in a professional manner that maintains the
dignify of the profession.

5. A member advertising the exchange of products/services for proceeds/
donations to a charity may do so as follows:

(a) the proceeds/donations are being collected for a registered charity, school or
other organization that, in the opinion of the Advertising Committee, serves
the public's interest ("chafity');

3
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4

(b) the charity is disclosed in the advertisement;

(c) the member discloses the part of the proceeds/donations to be given to the
designated charity and if he/she is taking any proceeds/donations to cover
his/her expenses;

(d) the member may not bill any third-party payor for the diagnostic or treat-
ment services provided in exchange for the charitable proceeds/donation;
and

(e) the member providing diagnostic or treatment services in exchange for the
charitable proceeds/donation must comply with all CCO standards of
practice.

6. Public presentations or displays'are permissible provided

(a) a member adheres to CCO's regulations and standards of practice (e.g.,
consent, record keeping);

(b) professional conduct is maintained at all times;

(c) material distributed complies with the advertising standardn;

(d) assessment(s) performed comply with CCO's Public Display Protocol (Policy
P-016) and are for educational purposes;

(e) no controlled acts of diagnosis and/or adjustments are performed; and

(f) no coercion or pressure tactics are useds.

7. A communication by a member to a patient or prospective patient for the
purposes of soliciting business shall be appropriate to the standards of the
profession and shall be respectful of patient choice, and not involve undue
pressure and not promote unnecessary products or services. A member must
not contact or communicate with or allow any person to contact or
communicate with potential patients via telemarketing or electronic methods.

B. A member must not advertise or permit advertising with respect to hisiher
practice in contravention of the regulations or standards of practice.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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Lecrslarve CoTTEXT

It is an act of professional misconduct to contravene or fail to maintain a standard
of practice.

For additional information regarding billing procedures, please refer to Regulation
R-008: Professional Misconduct (Business Practices section) and Guideline G-008:
Business Practices.

'A consultation is a meeting to discuss how chiropractic may benefit the patient. A
consultation does not include examination procedures, diagnostic tests
(e.g., radiographs) or treatment services.

t "Displays" include presentations or other visual material to members of the
public, in a place normally frequented by the public, by a person or persons who
are physically present when such material is disfurbed or presented.

4It is strongly recommended that material to be distributed be pre-approved by the
Advertising Committee.

5 Voluntary appointments are permitted - i.e., if potential patients ask for the
member's business card or request an appointment.

5
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Note to readers: In the eoent of any inconsistency betuteen this document ønd the legislation thnt

fficts chiroprnctic prnctice, the legislation gloerns.

lnrerur

The advertising guideline is designed to detail Standard of Practice 5-016:

Advertising, and to give members guidance when educating members of the
public. Advertisements should help the public make informed choices regarding
their health care. To assist members of the public in making knowledgeable
choices, advertisements must be informative and maintain a professional image.

DescnrproN oF Gu¡DELTNE

1. An advertisement must be:

(a) accurate, factual and contain information that is verifiable;

Proaidfug the pttblic with øccurnte, factual, objectiae and aerifiable informøtion to
make øn htþrmed choice in heølth care is in the public's best interest. Subjective

opinions may cûuse confusion and lack of trtrst.

(b) readily comprehensible by the persons to whom it is directed

Adaertisements should be readily understandnble so tlrc general public is not
confused by the message.

2. An advertisement may

(a) name a specific diagnostic or therapeutic procedure or modality but cannot
claim superiority or endorse the exclusive use of such procedures, services,
techniques, modalities or products. References to specific diagnostic or ther-
apeutic procedures must comply with the Standard of Practice 5-001:

Chiropractic Scope of Practice;

Such references øssist the public in finding a pørticular type of chiropractic care and

allow nn informed clnice.

Mentbers mny adaertise seraices k.g., øcupuncture, ultrøsound, rødiography),
adjustizte techniques, øttd other procedures witlün tlrc public domøht (e.g. orthotics,
nutritionnl products). Mentbers should tmelerstønd exhøustiae lists of eaerything
possible may cortfuse the publíc and are not adztised.

I
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(b) make reference to the member being a specialist, provided the member is
recognized pursuant to CCO's policy as a specialist, and the specialty is
disclosed. Refer to Policy P-029: Chiropractic Specialties, for the list of
specialties currently recognized by CCO;

Mentbers may only use terms such as "specinlist" and "speciølizing in" in reference
to the specinlties recognized by CCO. A nrcmber cannot adaertise a specinlty ín

area(s) not recognized by CCO. A mentber møy express øn "interest in" or "focus

on" an areø of practice.

(c) make reference to the member being affiliated with any professional
associatiory society or body, other than CCO, only on curriculum vitae,
business stationery and recognized public displays;

Adaertising n mentber's nffiliatiorts in øny other mediutn mLty confuse the public
n,n.d nmy cít.use compûrisons to other members, ztthích ís not permitterl. In electronic
media, a member rna,y inclucle professional øssociøtions other than CCO, only irt the
curriculum aitaelbiography section of a website or socinl media home page.

(d) allow an individual or organization to endorse a member, provided:

An wrqualified endorsement from a soLrrce with little or no expertise is not in the
pr.tltlic's best interest and undennines the public's trust.

(i) the individual or organization proposing the endorsement has sufficient
expertise, according to CCO, relevant to the subject matter being
endorsed;

(ii) the member has been appropriately assessed as providing the subject
matter being endorsed;

(e) offer an initial complimentary consultation.l

Members may ndaertise contplinrcntørylcourtesy initíøl consultations. Members
may not bill any third-party pøyors for complimentarylcourtesy consultøtiotts.

(f) include testimonials that refer only to the benefits of chiropractic and
not to a particular member or office, with the exception of a member's
website which may include testimonials that refer to a particular member or
office, provided the testimonials are:

2
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(i) accurate, verifiable, and recorded in the patient health record;

(ii) used only in accordance with the written consent of the patient, which may
be withdrawn at any time;

(iii) not obtained using any undue pressure, duress, coercion or incentives; ancl

(iv) otherwise compliant and consistent with Standard of Practice 5-016:
Advertising, the chiropractic scope of practice, other CCO standards of
practice, policies and guidelines and privacy legislation.

Testimonisls thøt refer to the benefits of cltiroprøctic ønd not to a particulnr mentber

or ffice at'e pernússible; lnzueaer, nønbers møy contirute to use specific testimoninls
on theír websites.

Testimoninls must be trutlful ønd aerifíable, and eaidertced in the pntient health
record.

Tltere must be documented pntient consent relnted to a pnrticular testimoninl,
documented in the patient health record.

Patients may only offer a testimonial under their ou,n free will and not due to any
coercion or contpensøtiott.

As zuitlt nII adaertising, use of testimoniøls must be consistent with the chiroprnctic
scope of prnctíce, ns defined in the Chiroprnctic Act, 1991, and releaant legislation,
st andør ds of pr nctice, policies and guidelines.

3. Any advertisement with respect to a member's practice must not contain:

(a) anything false or misleading;

Fnlse or misleading statements undermine publíc trust in the profession ønd møy

result in a complahú to CCO by ø collengue or n ntetnber of tlrc 1:ublic.

(b) a guaranteed success of care;

Claims and guarantees of success are often not uerifinble and ntøy appeûr
unprofessional. Members slnuld not use expressions such as "will help" nnd "does

relieae" which imply a guørøntee. Members may use expressions such as "may be

able to help" or "has been shou¡tt to relieae."

3
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4

(c) any comparison to another member's or other health care provider's
practice, qualifications or expertise;

Comparison to øny fncet of ønother member's prøctice is unprofessional. The public
and the proþssion are better seraed by positiae nnd generic chiroprnctic facts.

Members should not use ndjectiues zoith contparatiaes (e.g., "more" or "better") in
their adaertísing because tlrcy imply a comparison. Metnbers mny use u¡ords such ss
"søfe" and "effectiae" to descríbe the chiropractic profession in general.

(d) any expressed or implied endorsement or recommendation for the exclusive
use of a product or brand of equipment used to provide services;

Exclusiae endorsements of products suggest superiority and imply a compnrison,
which is not permitted.

(e) material that, having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be
regarded as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional.

AII aduertisenrcnts must maintøin proþssional integrity ønd serae the public's best
interest.

It is an act of proþssionøl miscondttct to engage ht conduct or perþrm nn sct that,
hauing regnrd to ølI the circuntstances, uotild reasonably be regarded by nrcmbers øs

dis gr aceful, dishonou r sble or unprofessional.

4. A member may advertise his/her fee for chiropractic services provicled

(a) the advertisement contains accurate, complete and clear disclosure of what
is and what is not included in the fee;

The ¡tublic is entitled to full disclosure of whnt is nnd zohnt is not included in the

aduertised fee.

(b) there are no hidden fees/costs;

The public is entítled to full disclosure of zuhat is and zohat is not included in the

ødaertised fee.

(c) the member does not bill a third-party payor for the complimentary portion
of the diagnostic or treatment service;

A tnember is not pernútted to bill øny third-pørty pøyor for complimentary
diøgnostic or treatment serrtices as this practice is tutethical nnd may be professional
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misconduct.

(d) the advertisement expressly states the timeframe to be honoured for any
complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service;

To ensure there is no confusion or nisunderstanding, the aduertisement must
indicøte the exact timefrrune ín'uhich the complimentary or discounted diagnostic
or treahnent seruices apply.

(e) the advertisement does not limit the offer to a certain number of
participants;

Mentbers of the public must all be gizten øn equal opportunity to obtøin the

ødaertised complimentary or díscounted diagnostic or treatment seraices. An
aduertisement that limits an offer to ø certøin number of pørticþønts mny be

misleøding.

(f) no obligation is placed on the patient for follow-up appointments as a result
of the complimentary or discounted diagnostic or treatment service;

A member may not use an ndaertisement for complirnentnry or discounted

diagnostic or trestrnent seraices to pressure 0r coerce ø mernber of the public to

return for follow-up appointments.

(g) the advertisement is presented in a professional manner that maintains the
dignity of the profession.

All adztertisements must be presented in ø professional manner, møintain
professionnl integrity, and serae the public's best interest. Although discounted fees
may be ffired, online coupons, contests and giaeazttays are inøppropriøte.

5. A member advertising the exchange of products/services for proceeds/
donations to a charity may do so as follows:

An ndaertisement that etxcourages philanthropy, if done professionally ønd ethicølly,
seroes tlrc public's interest.

(a) the proceeds/donations are being collected for a registered charity, school or
other organization that, in the opinion of the Aclvertising Committee, serves
the public's interest (" charity" ) ;

The charity or orgnnizntiott tnust serae tlrc public interest.

5
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(b) the charity is disclosed in the advertisemenf

The ptLblic is entitlcd to full disclosure regarding the chnrity or organizøtion for
znhich proceeds are being collectecl.

(c) the member discloses the part of the proceeds/donations to be given to the
designated charity and if he/she is taking any proceeds/donations to cover
his/her expenses;

The public is entitled to full disclontre regarding how the proceeds zoill be diuided.

(d) the member may not bill any third-party payor for the diagnostic or treat-
ment services provided in exchange for the charitable proceeds/donation;

A member is not permitted to bill any third-party pnyor for complimentary
diagnostic or treatment seraices as this practice is unethical and nmy constítute an
act offraud,

(e) the member providing diagnostic or treatment services in exchange for the
charitable proceeds/donation must comply with all CCO standards of
practice.

Metnbers must comply zoith nll CCO stsndnrds of prncfice. If the member is

uncertøin if the proposed adaertisement is nppropriste, helshe is encournged to

submit it to the Adaertising Commíttee for reaiew príor to publication. Turnaround
time for ø response is approximately L0 business days.

6. Public presentations or displays'are permissible provicled

The adaertising standard permits public presentations for educøtional or informational
purposes. Being intrtLsiae to the public within ø public ¡tlace, harnssing the public or
using pressure tactics are unprofessíonal nnd undermines the public's trust.

(a) member(s) adhere(s) to CCO's regulations and standards of practice (e.9.,

consent, record keeping);

(b) professional conduct is maintained at all times;

(c) material distributed complies with the advertising standardl

(d) assessment(s) performed comply with CCO's Public Display Protocol (Policy
P-016) and are for educational purposes;
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Assessment procedures, as listed in CCO's Public Displøy Protocol (Policy P-016),

are permitted, proaided the protocol is followed and consent is obtained.

(e) no controlled acts of diagnosis andlor adjustments are performed;

Since a complete history and exarninntion øre innppropricte at a public displøy,

malcing a diøgnosis or performing øn adjustrnent is not permitted. Adjustments st a
public displny may alnrm the public when obseraing an adjustment procedure

zuitltout ø proper explønntion.

(f) no coercion or pressure tactics are used.n

7. A communication by a member to a patient or prospective patient for the
purposes of soliciting business shall be appropriate to the standards of the
profession and shall be respectful of patient choice, and not involve undue
pressure and not promote unnecessary products or services. A member must
not contact or communicate with or allow any person to contact or
communicate with potential patients via telemarketing or electronic methods.

Arty comnrunication to patíents or prospectiae patients must be consístent with the

adaertising støndard of practice, within the chiropractic scope of practice, professionøl

nnd respectful of the ptLblic interest, nnd conryliant zuith Canødian anti-spøm legislø-

tion, no matter zuhat the medium.

B. A member must advertise or permit advertising with respect to his/her practice
onnly in compliance with the regulations or standards of practice; ancl

A member is responsible for all adaertising that is directly or indirectly controlled by

thøt mentber

LecrslanvE CoNTEXT

For additional information regarding billing procedures, please refer to Regulation
R-008: Professional Misconduct (Business Practices section) and Guideline G-008:

Business Practices.

' A consultation is a meeting to discuss how chiropractic may benefit the patient. A
consultation does not include examination procedures, diagnostic tests (e.9., x-rays)
or treatment services.

7
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t "Displays" include presentations or other visual material to members of the
public, in a place normally frequented by the public, by a person or persons who
are physically present when such matcrial is distributed or presented.

3It is strongly recommended that material to be distributed be pre-approved by the
Advertising Committee.

o Voluntary appointments are permitted - i.e., potential patients ask for the
member's business card or request an appointment.
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Note to readers: In the eaent of any inconsistency between this doument and the legisløtion thøt

fficts chirapractic prøctice, the legislation glaerns.

lrurerur

To advise members of the Advertising Committee's procedure to determine if an
advertisement falls within Standard of Practice 5-016: Advertising.

The advertisement is a proposect advertisement by a member sent to the Committee
for preapproval prior to publication.

Descn¡proN oF PoLrcY

1. A member considering advertising is encouraged to forward his/her
advertisements to CCO for review, prior to publication.

2. CCO forwards the advertisement to the Advertising Committee for review
(via e-mail).

3. The members of the Advertising Committee review the advertisement and
provide feedback to CCO (via e-mail).

4. CCO aggregates the feedback and, on behalf of the Committee Chair, advises
the member in writing (letter, facsimile and/or e-mail) if the advertisement
complies with the advertising standard of practice. CCO provides a response
within anproximatelv L0 business davs.

5. If the member disagrees with the Advertising Committee's decision, the
committee will consider the member's comments, provided in writing, and take
the following actions:

. advise the member that the committee stands by its original decision;

. advise the member that the committee will revise its original decision; or

r advise the member that the committee will forward the member's letter to
the Executive Committee for additional review and consideration.
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Note to readers: In the event of øny inconsistency betzueen this document ønd the legislation thøt

fficts chiroprøctic practice, the legislation goaerns.

l¡,lrrNr

To ensure that chiropractic is consistently promoted in a professional manner with
personal accountability. This protocol provides members with some practical
approaches to community event planning and implementation.

DescnrproN oF PoLrcY

Displays include presentations of printed or other visual material to members of the
public, in a place normally frequented by the public, by a person or persons who
are physically present when such material is distributed or presented. They do not
include signage, billboards, or other forms of visual advertising that clo not ordinar-
ily require that the person advertising be physically present.

Public display is a type of community service that includes educational sessions
and/or public health screenings. These public events are used to encourage and
promote chiropractic in a positive and professional manner.

An educational session is a live communication to a group, organization or the
public at large. This may include a formal lecture, informal discussion or presenta-
tion. Professional accountability is imperative as these sessions are usually per-
formed in the absence of formal evaluations.

A public health screening is an assessment procedure to identify possible
chiropractic/health concerns that may require attention. Members may only
perform a screening assessment on willing participants.

Members may conduct a public displaylhealth screening only at the following
events - health fairs and trade shows.

Health fair is a community event focused on the promotion of health.

Trade show is an exhibition for people or companies in a specific industry io
demonstrate products ancl services.

1
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EducøtionøI sessions provide an excellent opportunity to promote chiropractic, and
to inform and educate the public.

Public heølth screenings that stress the importance of preventative health
strategies are used in health professions and are widely recognized to promote
public health.

Public displays and public health screenings are of value to the public because they
may identify early signs of potential health problems and educate the public about
chiropractic. They can be used to help build a stronger chiropractic presence in the
professional and public communities. These events are intencled to promote
chiropractic as a legitimate, safe and effective health care choice.

Set-up/Presentat¡on

All aspects of public displayslhealth screenings will be evaluated by the
participating public and other professions anc{, for that reason, must remain
professional.

Signs, communication, marketing material, and professional appearar-rce are all
important factors to consider when planning the set-up and delivery of a public
displaylhealth screening.

Signs should state the purpose and intent of the event (e.g., chiropractic talks,
spinal evaluation, postural evaluation, etc.). Members may have signage listing their
affiliation with groups, societies or associations, provided that the affiliated group
officially recognizes the event.

CCO requires notification, in writing, informing of a public display/health
screening at least 10 business days prior to the event. The notification must include
the names of palticipating member(s) and the event's date, time and location.

Chiropractic Representat¡on

CCO requires that at least one licensed member be present at a public display/
health screening at all times.

lnformation for Distribution

The distribution of all chiropractic information and communication materials (e.g.,
pamphlets, posters, handouts, video/audio materials, etc.) at public displays/health
screenings shall comply with Standard of Practice 5-016: Advertising. CCO
recommends that such materials be forwarded to CCO for pre-approval.

Public Display Protocol

2
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Turnaround time for approval is approximately 10 business days

Screening Procedures

The primary purpose of a public display/health screening is to educate the public.
A member should not pressure or aggressively solicit any potential participant.
Participation must be voluntary.

For the purpose of the public display protocof "fully informed" means the
participant understands that the purpose of the screening is not to diagnose but to
screen him/her for potential problems that may require further investigation in a
formal office setting. A member must provide the participant with a description and
explanation of the purpose of the screening procedure. Prior to performing any
assessment procedure, a member shall obtain consent that is:

. fully informed;

. voluntarily given;

. related to the patient's condition and circumstances;

. not obtained through fraud or misrepresentation; and
¡ evidenced in written form and signed by the participant or otherwise

documented in the patient health record.

A member shall:

advise the participant that he/she may withdraw his/her consent at any time;

a

a

a

offer the participant the option of having the assessment performed in a private
area (e.g., separated or sectioned off with a curtain); and

perform a screening in compliance with the current privacy legislation.

A member shall not:

disrobe or gown any participant at a public displayihealth screening;

3

a use a method of assessment that uncovers/ shifts or alters a participant's
clothing (e.g., shirts, slacks, dresses, etc.) in a way that would be construed as

disrespectful, embarrassing and/or inappropriate; and

perform therapeutic interventions, e.9., soft tissue therapy or massage,
stretching, mobilizations, manipulation or adjustment (manual/instrumented)

a
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A members is reminded:

if a fee is charged for the screening procedure, the fee must be disclosed to the
participant before the service is provided;

a

a

a

to comply with section 4 of Standard of Practice 5-016: Advertising;

to be sensitive to the fact that he/she may be screening a participant who is
already receiving chiropractic care; and

to not compare their services to any other chiropractor, directly or indirectly.

If it is cleemed appropriate that a participant requires any follow-up chiropractic
care, the member should recommend that the participant visit a chiropractor of
his/her choice.

It remains a participant's choice to follow up with a more complete evaluation at a
chiropractic office.

Screening Equipment

Assessment procedures may include computerized testing, simple functional
testing (with no equipment) and/or questionnaires.

Assessments currently accepted:

o questionnaires
o postural evaluation - computerized, plumb lines or manual
. hands-on procedures (e.9., range of motiory flexibility, static/motion palpation)
. dual or four quadrant weight scales
. surface electromyography (sEMG)** (cervical spine only, when appropriate)
o thermography/thermal scanning (to already exposed spinal areas only, no

clothing is to be shifted/moved)**

** sEMG, thermography/thermal scanning and computerized spinal analysis must
follow generally accepted protocols.

a

4
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A member is reminded that he/she represents a profession with high standards and,
when performing any of the above assessments, he/she may be compared to other
professions.

Professional Conduct

A member shall adhere to CCO regulations and standards of practice (including,
but not limited to, consent and record keeping) at all times. A complaint of
professional misconduct may occur if, having regard to all the circumstances, a

member's conduct would reasonably be regarded as disgraceful, dishonourable or
unprofessional.

5
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Gore Members: Mr. Doug Cressman, Chair
Ms Karoline Bourdeau
Dr. Brian Budgell
Dr. David Starmer
Dr. Daniela Arciero, non-Council member
Dr. Angela Barrow, non-Council member
Dr. Liz Gabison, non-Council member
Dr. Colin Goudreau, non-Council member
Dr. Colleen Pattrick, non-Council member
Dr. Matt Tribe, non-Council member

Staff Support: Ms Jo-Ann V/illson, Registrar ønd General Counsel

It is common for panels of the Discipline Committee to meet as matters make their way
through the complaint and discipline process and hearings are scheduled. Panels are

composed of two appointed public members and (usually) three members of the
profession as chosen by the chair. Any member of Council can be asked to sit on a
discipline panel; however it is customary to first ask members of the "core" committee,
which is currently composed of two appointed members, two elected members and six
non-Council appointees.

What is less common is for that core committee to meet as a whole outside of a hearing to
discuss issues related to discipline and make recommendations to Council for discussion
or approval. One such meeting did occur on November I, and this report is largely based
on the output from that meeting. All members of the core committee attended. Vy'e were
joined by Jo-Ann Willson and Joel Friedman for the first half of the meeting, and Colin
Stevenson, an Independent Legal Counsel (ILC) for the entire day. I was impressed and
encouraged by the enthusiasm and dedication of all members of the committee, and wish
to thank each one. Given that many of the committee members were also attending the
FHRCO Discipline training the next day,l wish to recognize the dedication of time and
energy especially of those who gave up potentially two days from their own practice to
attend to matters of public protection. My sincere thanks to Dr. Budgell and Dr. Starmer,
elected members of Council, Ms. Bourdeau, a public member, and to non-Council
appointees Drs. Arciero, Barrow, Gabison, Goudreau, Pattrick and Tribe.



Discipline Committee Report to Council: November 29,2018 686 -'It was important from the beginning of the meeting to differentiate between
administrative matters and adjudicative matters in order to emphasizethe independence
of the committee fiom the College, while, at the same time, being supported by and
administratively linked to the College. During the hrst part of the meeting, Ms. Willson
reviewed the College's strategic objectives, by-laws and policies related to the Discipline
Committee, and Rules of Procedure for Discipline, noting that any recommended changes
to these documents should be raised in the afternoon. She reviewed the story-line of the
process beginning with an initial complaint and ending with the f,rndings of a discipline
panel (including the appeal process). We discussed budget realities, possibilities for
advance use of technology and the discipline functions in the new space at 59 Hayden.
The committee was very appreciative of Ms. Willson's presentation.

Mr. Stevenson, ILC, resourced the second part of the meeting. Topics discussed included
the composition of panels, ongoing support for the committee and panel chairs, writing of
decisions, technology as it relates to the discipline process, the publishing of reprimands,
and how to keep front and centre a focus on the public interest.

The committee strongly recommends meeting again after the spring elections in20l9,
after the new CCO home is ready, but before a hearing is held in the new space. V/e felt
it was important to be oriented to the new space, including potential new technology,
prior to conducting a hearing there. In addition to orientation of the facility, the
committee wishes to use that opportunity to conduct funher training on chairing a
hearing.

There was strong consensus on many items of discussion. One item for which there was
fulsome discussion, but that did not come to a place of agreement, was that, now that
reprimands are part of the public record, ought we place the full text of a reprimand on
the College's website. The committee discussed many of the pros and cons and offered
arguments for and against the concept. We want to explore further what other Colleges
are doing in this regard, and ask that the full Council weigh in on this issue and take
ownership of this decision.

The following recommendations are to Council to provide guidance andlor direction:

Recommendatíon I

That discipline matters be more prominently displayed on the College's website. This
would include easy occess to Notices of Hearing, hearing dqtes, results, etc.

Recommendatíon 2

That stffi as part of the Technologt Upgrade Project, investigate and bring back
recommendations as to how discipline committee members can make better use of
technologt, whether during hearings, or to more securely communicate with each other
for deliberations and decision writing.
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Recommendatíon 3

That in the Annual Report, the Discipline Report highlight the public interest aspects of
decisions.

Recommendatíon 4

That Council discuss the issue of placing the verbatim reprimand on its website and make
a decision on this matter.

Finally, there were no discipline hearings held since the last meeting of Council. Several
pre-hearing conferences are currently being scheduled and there may be an additional
hearing or two before the end of this calendar year.

Respectfully submitted,
Doug Cressman, Chair
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PANEL Dr. Angela Barrow, Chair

Ms G. Allan

Ms. K. Bourdeau

Dr. B. Budgefl

Dr. C. Goudreau

Professional Member

Public Member

Public Member

Professional Member

Professional Member
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BETWEEN

COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS
OF ONTARIO

Mr. Chris Paliare and
Ms. Karen Jones for the
College of Chiropractors of Ontario

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

-and-

Dr. Edward Hayes

(Registration# 2923)

Self - Represented
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DECISION AND REASONS

INTRODUCTION

A hearing into allegations of professional misconduct against Dr. Edward Hayes
("Dr. Hayes", or the "Member") took place before a panel of the Discipline
Committee (the "Panel") of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario (the "College"
or "CCO") on September 6, 2018. The College has a mandate to regulate the
practice of the chiropractic profession and to govern its members and, in so
doing, serve and protect the public interest.

For the reasons that follow, the Panel found that the Member engaged in
professional misconduct related to fraudulent activity, documentation and billing,
record keeping, falsification of records, signing documents containing false or
misleading statements, charges submitted for services known to be false or
misleading and contravention of a federal law.

THE ALLEGATIONS

The allegations against Dr. Edward Hayes were set out in two Notice of Hearings
dated January 4,2018 and March 14,2018 which were entered as Exhibit 1 and
2 respectively. The allegations were as follows:

Notice of Hearino Exhibit 1: The Aviva Complaint

1. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1Xa) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c.21, as amended, in that on or about
January 30, 2017, you were found guilty of an offence that is relevant to your
suitability to practise by a judge of the Ontario Court of Justice in the City of
Toronto, and in particular, between August 8,2014 and November 13, 2A14 in
the City of Toronto by deceitful, falsehood or other fraudulent means, you were
found to have defrauded Aviva Canada lnsurance of monies of a value not
exceeding $5,000.00 contrary to section 380(1Xb) of the Criminal Code of
Canada.

2. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1)(c) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1991 , S.O. 1991, c. 21, as amended, and paragraph 1(2) of
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period August 8,2014 to January
23, 2015, you contravened a standard of practice of the profession or failed to
maintain the standard of practice expected of members of the profession with
respect to your treatment, documentation and billing regarding patients known as
"Patient 4", "Patient B" and/or "Patient C."

3. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1)(c) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
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Chiropractic Act, 1991 , S.O. 1991 , c. 21 , as amended, and paragraph 1(19) of
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period August 8,2014 to January
23,2015, on one or more occasions, you failed to keep records as required by
the regulations regarding patients known as "Patient 4", "Patient B" and/or
"Patient C."

4. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c. 21, as amended, and paragraph 1(20) of
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period August 8,2014 to January
23,2015, on one or more occasions, you falsified a record relating to your
practice regulations regarding patients known as "Patient 4", "Patient B" and/or
"Patient C."

5. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1)(c) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c. 21, as amended, and paragraph 1(22) of
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period August 8,2014 to January
23,2015, on one or more occasions, you signed or issued, in your professional
capacity, a document you knew contained a false or misleading statement
regarding patients known as "Patient A", "Patient B" and/or "Patient C."

6. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1)(c) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c. 21, as amended, and paragraph 1(23) of
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period August 8,2014 to January
23,2015, on one or more occasions, you submitted an account or charge for
services that you knew was false or misleading regarding patients known as
"Patient 4", "Patient B" and/or "Patient C."

7. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1)(c) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1 991 , S.O. 1 991 , c. 21 , as amended, and parag raph 1 (29) of
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period August 8,2014 to
November 13,2014 in the City of Toronto, you contravened a federal law and the
contravention was relevant to your suitability to practise, and in particular, by
deceitful, falsehood or other fraudulent means, you defrauded Aviva Canada
lnsurance of monies of a value not exceeding $5,000.00 contrary to section
380(1Xb) of the Criminal Code of Canada.

8. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1991 , S.O. 1991 , c. 21, as amended, and paragraph 1(33) of
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period August 8, 2014 to January
23,2015, on one or more occasions, you engaged in conduct or performed an
act, that, having regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be regarded
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by members as disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional with respect to your
treatment, documentation and billing regarding patients known as "Patient 4",
"Patient B" and/or "Patient C."

Notice of Hearinq Exhibit 2: The Reaistrar's lnvestiqation

1. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
ChiropracticAct,l99l, S.O. 1991, c.21, as amended, and paragraph 1(2) of
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period 2012to 2016, you
contravened a standard of practice of the profession or failed to maintain the
standard of practice expected of members of the profession with respect to your
treatment, documentation and billing regarding one or more patients known as
"Patient 1", "Patient2", "Pafient 3", "Patient4", "Patient 5", "Patient 6", "Patient
7", "Patient 8", "Patient 9" and "Patient 10."

2. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1991 , S.O. 1991, c. 21, as amended, and paragraph 1(19) of
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period 2A12b 2016 on one or more
occasions, you failed to keep records as required by the regulations regarding
one or more patients known as "Patient 1", "Patient 2", "Patient 3", "Patient 4",
"Patient 5", "Patient 6", "Patient 7", "Patient 8", "Patient 9" and "Patient 10."

3. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c- 21, as amended, and paragraph 1(20) of
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period 2012 to 2016, on one or
more occasions, you falsified a record relating to your practice regarding patients
known as "Patient 1", "Patient2", "Patient 3", "Patient 4", "Patient 5", "Patient 6",
"Patient 7", "Patient 8", "Patient 9" and "Patient 10."

4. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1)(c) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c. 21, as amended, and paragraph 1(22) of
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period 2012 - 2016, on one or more
occasions, you signed or issued, in your professional capacity, a document you
knew contained a false or misleading statement regarding one or more patients
known as patients known as "Patient 1", "Patient 2", "Patient 3", "Patient 4",
"Patient 5", "Patient 6", "Patient 7", "Patient 8", "Patient 9" and "Patignt 10."

5. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1991 , S.O. 1991, c. 21 , as amended, and paragraph 1(23) ol
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period 2012 -2016, on one or more
occasions, you submitted an account or charge for services that you knew was
false or misleading regarding one or more patients known as "Patient 1", "Patient
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2", "Patient 3", "Patient 4", "Patient 5", "Patient 6", "Patient 7", "Patient 8",
"Patient 9" and "Patient 10."

6. You have committed an act of professional misconduct as provided by
subsection 51(1)(c) of the Health Professionals Procedural Code of the
Chiropractic Act, 1991 , S.O. 1991 , c. 21, as amended, and paragraph 1 (33) of
Ontario Regulation 852/93, in that during the period 2012 - 2016, on one or
more occasions, you engaged in conduct or performed an act, that, having
regard to all the circumstances, would reasonably be regarded by members as
disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional with respect to your treatment,
documentation and billing regarding one or more patients known as patients
known as "Patient 1", "Patient2", "Patient 3", "Patient 4", "Patient 5", "Patient 6",
"Patient 7", "Patient 8", "Patient 9" and "Patient 10."

THE EVIDENCE

An Agreed Statement of Facts signed by both parties was entered as Exhibit 3
Counsel for the College, Mr. Paliare, reviewed the Agreed Statement of Facts
which provides as follows:

A. The Member

1 Dr. Edward Hayes ("Member") was licensed to practise chiropractic in the
State of Michigan during the period November 29, 1984 - November 30,
1994. He voluntarily surrendered his State of Michigan chiropractic
license on July 1 1, 1995.

The Member was convicted of mail fraud on March 17, 1993 in Detroit
Michigan in relation to his paying persons to come to his chiropractic clinic
and have x-rays taken. He was sentenced to 12 months imprisonment
with 2 years probation, a fine of $5,767.00, restitution to Blue Cross/Blue
Shield in the amount of $140,000.00, and a $50.00 special assessment.
On October 4, 1993, the Member was transferred to Canada for execution
of sentence.

He became a member of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario ("CCO")
in 1994.

The Member has not been the subject of a previous CCO Discipline
Committee hearing.

The Two Notices of Hearing

The CCO's lnquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee ("ICRC") has
referred allegations of professional misconduct to the Discipline
Commiitee concerning the Member in two separate Notices of Hearing.

2

3

4.

B

5.
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I

The Notice of Hearing dated January 4, 2018 concerns issues raised by
complainant insurer Aviva Canada ("Aviva Complaint").

After the CCO received the Aviva Complaint, the CCO Registrar and
General Counsel appointed an investigator to determine whether the
Member committed other acts of professíonal misconduct or was
incompetent ("Registrar's lnvestigation"). The ICRC referred allegations of
professional misconduct arising from the Registrar's lnvestigation which
are contained in the Notice of Hearing dated March 14,2018.

The Member and the CCO agree that the two Notices of Hearing involve
the same or similar questions of fact, law and policy and they consent to
the proceedings being combined in this hearing, pursuant to section
9.1(1)(a) of the Statutory Powers Procedure Acl R.S.O. 1990, c.5.22.

The Aviva Complaint

On August 8, 2014, uD.S." was driving the car of his friend, "R.L.'
[identified as "Patient A" in the Notice of Hearing dated January 4,2018].
R.L. was a passenger in the car. D.S. lost control of the car and hit a tree.
No one was hurt in the accident. R.L. did not have collision insurance for
his car so was not covered for repairs.

D.S. told R.L. that he knew of a rehabilitation clinic where they could get
money for repairs to the car.

D.S. took R.L. to the Wellness Centres of Ontario at 3500 Dufferin Street
in Toronto ("Clinic") on August 14, 2014. The Member was the only
chiropractor and registered health professional at the Clinic. During the
relevant time, the Member was responsible for the Clinic's operations.

lf R.L. had testified, he would have said that when he attended the Clinic
on August 14, 2014, he told the receptionist that he had not been hurt in
the accident. She had him sign a number of forms. The receptionist told
R.L. to complain of certain injuries, including headaches, dizziness and
nausea. She also told him he did not need to attend for treatment but
instead had him sign a number of dated appointments on a sign-in sheet.

R.L. then saw the Member. The Member examined him, made notes, and
arranged for him to have a massage.

Had R.L. testified, he would have said he was then directed by the
receptionist to a lawyer's office down the hall, where he met with an
unknown male. R.L. made it clear to the unknown male that he had not
been injured. He signed some documents and the male congratulated
him and said they would get a settlement in a year of about $10,000.00.

C

9.

10.

11
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13
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The lawyer's office and Clinic would keep $7,000.00 and he would get
$3,000.00.

15. R.L. did not receive any treatment from the Member or at the Clinic. The
Member provided him with an initial consultation and examination.

16 The Member submitted an invoice to Aviva for $3,500.00 for 14 treatments
he purportedly provided to R.L. between August 14, 2014 and November
7,2014. The Member also created SOAP notes for R.L.'s chiropractic file
indicating he had provided 13 chiropractic treatments. He signed other
documents, including a Copy of Statutory Declaration, in which the
Member attested to the fact that he had personally conducted the full
assessment and treatment for R.L.

17. On August 24, 2014, R.L. called his insurance broker and advised him
that he wanted to stop the insurance claim as he had not been injured in
the August 8, 2014 accident, The insurance broker then contacted Aviva.

18 Because R.L. cancelled his claim, Aviva only paid out $200.00 for the
claim.

19. Aviva then hired two private investigators, D.K. [identified as "Patient B" in
the Notice of Hearing dated January 4, 20181 and l.M. [identified as
"Patient C" in the Notice of Hearing dated January 4,20181. The private
investigators attended at the Clinic undercover and secretly videotaped
their interactions with the Member and the Clinic receptionist. They also
went to the lawyer's office down the hall from the Clinic where they met
with a paralegal.

20 The interactions the private investigators had with the Clinic and the law
office resulted in a similar fraudulent scheme as with R.L. Similar to R.L.,
the receptionist had the private investigators sign forms and a sign-in
sheet for multiple days. She had them sign using different colours of ink
to make it appear as though they attended the clinic on different days.
She also counselled the private investigators on the signs and symptoms
they were to report experiencing to the insurance company.

21 The Member saw both private investigators. He gave them a brief exam
and made notes. He suggested to them the injuries and symptoms they
should claim to be experiencing. They left the Clinic and did not receive
any treatment subsequent from the Member.

The Member billed Aviva for multiple services on different dates for
treating the investigators, even though he only saw the investigators on
one occasion. For D.K., the Member submitted an invoice to Aviva for
$4,500.00 for 21 treatments he said he provided between April 2, 2015

7
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24.

25.

26.

23

27

and November 16, 2016. He also created SOAP notes in D.K.'s file
indicating he treated D.K.27 times, and he completed several insurance
forms which contain false information, even though he knew he was
responsible for providing accurate and complete information to the insurer.
Based on the Member's claims, Aviva paid out $2,400.00.

For 1.M., the Member submitted an invoice to Aviva for $3,500.00 for 21

treatments he said he provided between April2,2015 and November 16,
2016. The Member created SOAP notes in l.M.'s chart indicating he
provided treatment on 21 occasions, as well as various insurance
documents, including a Copy of Statutory Declaration in which the
Member attested to the fact that he had personally conducted the full
assessment and treatment for LM. Aviva paid out $2,400.00 for the
claims.

The total loss suffered by Aviva (including the $200.00 paid out for R.L.)
was $4,800.00.

On March 30, 2016, the Member was charged with 2 counts of fraud
under $5,000.00.

On January 30,2017, the Member pled guilty to having defrauded Aviva
Canada lnsurance of monies of a value under $5,000.00 contrary to
section 380(1Xb) of the Criminal Code of Canada. He was sentenced to 6
months house arrest and 12 months of probation. He was also required to
pay a victim fine surcharge. The Member admits that this offence is
relevant to his suitability to practice chiropractic.

Admissions re: The Notice of Hearinq dated January 4. 2018
(Aviva Complaint)

The Member admits that, based on the facts set out above, he committed
the acts of professíonal misconduct alleged in the Notice of Hearing dated
January 4,2018, and in particular, he

a was found guilty of an offence that is relevant to his suitability to
practise by a judge of the Ontario Court of Justice in the City of
Toronto on January 30, 2017, and in particular, between August 8,
2O14 and November 13, 2014, he was found to have defrauded
Aviva Canada lnsurance of monies of a value not exceeding
$5,000.00 contrary to section 380(1Xb) of the Criminal Code of
Canada in the City of Toronto by deceitful, falsehood or other
fraudulent means, as set out in allegation 1;

b. contravened a standard of practice of the profession or failed to
maintain the standard expected of members of the profession, as
set out in allegation 2;

D
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28

c. failed to keep records as required by the regulations, as set out in
allegation 3;

d. falsified a record relating to his practise as set out in allegation 4;
e. signed or issued, in his professional capacity, a document he knew

contained a false and misleading statement as set out in allegation
5;

f. submitted an account or charge for servíces that he knew was false
and misleading, as set out in allegation 6;

g. contravened a federal law, and the contravention was relevant to
his suitability to practise, as set out in allegation 7; and

h. engaged in conduct or performed an act that, having regard to all
the circumstances, would reasonably be regarded by members as
disgraceful, dishonourable and unprofessional, as set out in
allegation 8.

E. The Registrar's lnvestiqation

On February 4,2016, the CCO was informed that the 32 Division Fraud
Squad of the Toronto Police Services was going to execute a search
warrant at the Clinic. lnvestigators were appoínted by the Registrar and
General Counsel to ascertain whether the Member had committed acts of
professional misconduct.

29 The investigators attended at the Clinic on February 5, 2016 while the
Toronto Police Services executed a warrant. The Member was at the
Clinic when the investigators arrived. The investigators seized 22 bankers
boxes of documents from the Clinic office. Their review focussed on 42
patient files that were found on the Member's desk and patient sign-in
sheets found in the reception area. Ultimately, the investigators reviewed
the sign in sheets and 10 of the patient files in detail.

30 The 10 patients whose files were reviewed in detail are identified as
Patient 1 - Patient 10 in the Notice of Hearing dated March 14, 2018.

31. Many anomalies were found in the sign in sheets, including:
a. of the sign-in sheets for 287 patients that were collected:

i. 180 of the patients had sign-in sheets that were pre-signed
although there were no attendance dates on the sheets; and

ii. 26 of the sheets contained dates of attendances but no
patient signatures.

32 Many anomalies were found in the 42 patient files, including:
a. 23 of the patient files had incomplete clinical notes;
b. 10 of the patient files contained clinical notes that had been newly

created and had been back dated;
c. 29 of the patient files contained pre-signed and undated patient

attendance sign in sheets, sign in sheets that contained duplicate
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date entries, and sign in sheets containing inconsistent signatures
or that had been altered; and

d. 3 of the patient files contained documents (e.9., sign-in sheets,
patient assessments, OCF-3, OCF-18s, OCF-23s etc.) that were
dated after February 4,2016.

The investigators selected 10 of the patient files for a more detailed
review, and also attempted to contact the patients. They were only able to
contact patients for two of the files: "4.M. [identified as Patient 1 in the
Notice of Hearing dated March 14,20181 and 'O.4." [identified as Patient
2 in the Notice of Hearing dated March 14,20181.

Both A.M. and O.A. confirmed they had received treatment from the
Member following motor vehicle or motor cycle accidents. A.M. had
received 7 or I treatments and O.A. had received approximately 25
treatments.

Had A.M. and O.A. testified, they would have said that, as part of the
investigation, they were asked to review their chiropractic records.
Further, they would have testified that their chiropractic records contained
documents that they appeared to have signed. However, they had not
signed the documents and they identified the signatures as false
signatures.

There were no notes of any chiropractic treatment provided to A.M. in his
chiropractic file.

There were notes of chiropractic treatments in O.A.'s chiropractic record
for treatments from the Member that had not been provided.

A.M. and O.A. would also have testified that their insurers had received
claims from the Clinic for many more treatments than were actually
provided. A.M.'s insurer had received and paid for claims for 24
treatments provided by the Member. O.A.'s insurer had received and paid
for 161 claims for treatments provided by the Member.

With respect to the other I patient files that were reviewed in detail:
a. the files contained either no SOAP notes or incomplete SOAP

notes;
b. the files contained patient sign-in sheets that contained anomalies

including:
i. signatures but not dates'
¡i. varied signatures;
iii. treatment dates that were signed in advance of treatment

including dates that post-dated the seizure of the records),
pre-signed but undated sheets etc.;

36

34.

35
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38

39
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c. the files contained claims for services made by the Clinic and

records of payment for services to the Clinic, although there was no
documentation confirming the services had been provided;

d. the files contained directions to pay and patient signature pages
from various OCFs that were signed but not dated. ln some files,
signature pages were signed and post dated.

F Admissions re: The R o istrar's I nvestioation

40. The Member admits that, based on the facts set out above, he committed
the acts of professional misconduct alleged in the Notice of Hearing dated
March 14,2018, and in particular, he

a. contravened a standard of practice of the profession or failed to
maintain the standard expected of members of the profession, as
set out in allegation 1;

b. failed to keep records as required by the regulations, as set out in
allegation 2;

c. falsified a record relating to his practise as set out in allegation 3;
d. signed or issued, in his professional capacity, a document he knew

contained a false and misleading statement as set out in allegation
4;

e. submitted an account or charge for servíces that he knew was false
and misleading, as set out in allegation 5; and

f. engaged in conduct or performed an act that, having regard to all
the circumstances would reasonably be regarded by members as
disgraceful, dishonourable and unprofessional, as set out in
allegation 6.

OTHER

41. The Member acknowledges that he has been advised by the CCO to
obtain independent legal advice and has had sufficient opportunity to do
so.

Findinqs of Professional Misconduct

The Panel Chair asked a number of questions directly to the Member and we
determined that he understood the allegations against him, that he was aware of
the potential consequences of his admitting the allegations, and that he had
voluntarily decided to admit the allegations. The Chair then asked lndependent
Legal Counsel for advice and gave both Counsel for the College and the Member
an opportunity to respond.

Following a brief recess the Panel accepted the facts as set out in the Agreed
Statement of Facts, Exhibit 3, and decided that the Member's express
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admissions and the Agreed Statement of Facts provided a suflicient basis for
making the findings of professional misconduct that the parties invited the Panel
to make.

Consequently, we found that the Member engaged in the forms of professional
misconduct set out in Allegations 1-8 of Exhibit 1 and Allegations 1-6 of Exhibit 2.
We noted that in the Agreed Statement of Facts the Member had agreed that his
behaviour would reasonably be regarded by Members as disgraceful,
dishonourable and unprofessional.

PENALTY SUBMISSIONS

Counsel for the College presented the Panel with Written Submissions of the
College of Chiropractors of Ontario with Respect to Penalty. The College
included four cases from the College of Pharmacists, the Law Society of Upper
Canada, the College of Nurses of Ontario and the College of Physícians and
Surgeons of Ontario in support of its submíssions.

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario ("CCO') submitted that the Panel of the
Discipline Committee should make an Order:

requiring Dr. Hayes to appear before the panel of the Discipline
Committee to be reprimanded;
directing the Registrar to revoke Dr. Hayes' certificate of
registration; and
directing that the results of the proceeding be recorded in the public
portion of the register and that the decision of the Discipline Panel
be published in the CCO annual report and other communications
of the CCO in the ordinary course.

Counsel for the College made a lengthy submission with respect to this proposed
penalty. The Member did not agree with the penalty requested by the College
and made submissions specifically as to why his registration should not be
revoked.

Mr. Paliare, the College's Counsel, reminded the Panel that the primary objective
of any penalty is to protect the public interest. He argued that the proposed
sanction in this case will send a message not only to the Member, but also to the
public and the profession, that serious misconduct and dishonesty will not be
tolerated by the chiropractic profession. He outlined that in tailoring the
appropriate sanction under section 51(2) of the Health Professions Procedural
Code, the following factors may be considered:

(i) the nature of the misconduct;
(ii) aggravating factors;
(iii) mitigating factors; and
(¡v) sanctions imposed for similar misconduct.

a.

b.

c.
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ln Dr. Hayes' submissions on his own behalf he admitted that as the only
regulated healthcare professional at the Wellness Centre where we was
employed, it was his responsibility to make certain that the records, including
examination and treatments, as well as billing records, were intact and accurate.
He went on to say that due to the intense pressure by the clinic manager and
administrative billing agent, he falsified clinical records and signed statutory
documents.

PENALTY DECISION

After a recess and deliberations, the Panel found the penalty requested by the
college to be appropriate and in the public interest and therefore made the order
requested by the College. The Panel's decision was made based on the following
considerations:

The Nature of the Misconduct: Dr. Hayes committed many acts of professional
misconduct related to insurance fraud. This was not a one time occurrence. The
Discipline Panel takes this kind of repeated behavíour very seriously. The
chiropractic profession depends heavily on having unquestionable integrity and
trustworthiness. Dr. Hayes' lack of honesty and deceitfulness go completely
against the fundamental requirements of CCO Members to maintain a high
standard of integrity and honesty. Dr. Hayes' premeditated criminal conduct and
dishonesty shake the public's confidence and trust in chiropractors. This has a
serious negative impact on the profession as a whole.

Aggravating Factors: The Panel considered the likelíhood of the Member re-
offending. After being previously convicted of insurance fraud in 1993 in the
State of Michigan, receiving a significant penalty, including jail time, a monetary
fine and the requirement to repay an insurer $140,000.00, it did not deter Dr.

Hayes from engaging in insurance fraud again in 2017. Dr. Hayes provided no
evidence which would suggest to the Panel that he would not engage in
fraudulent acts in the future.

The Registrar'S investigation of the Member was expansive, involving many
patient files. The investigation found that there was extensive falsification of
documents, indicating an elaborate pre-planned scheme. This fraudulent
scheme resulted in money being paid to the Clinic and Member for services that
were not provided. This shows a complete lack of integrity and honesty and is a
serious breach of trust that negatively affects the reputation of the entire
chiropractic profession.

Dr. Hayes has not reimbursed the insurance companies for the money he
received through his fraud. This lack of restitution is another reason for the
Panelto believe the penalty against Dr. Hayes is appropriate.

Generally, the Discipline Committee considers sanctions imposed in cases of a
similar nature. However, there has never been a case at the College before
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where a member has been criminally convicted on two separate occasions for
insurance fraud. The Panel therefore turned to cases of a similar nature before
other regulatory bodies in Ontario to assist it in its consideration of the penalty
where there has been repeated criminal conduct. ln these circumstances, in our
view revocation was the appropriate outcome for premeditated, deliberate,
repetitive, dishonest conduct, in the issuing of documents containing false and
misleading statements and false billing for many patients over an extended
period of time.

Dr. Hayes knowingly engaged in fraudulent conduct. He was convicted on two
separate occasions. He has demonstrated that he cannot be trusted and is likely
to act dishonestly again in the future.

The public must be confident not only in a chiropractor's skills but also in a
chiropractor's honesty. A chiropractor who is not honest and will not act ethically
and with integrity should not be in the profession.

Finally and perhaps most importantly, revocation serves the purpose of
maintaining public protection and confidence in the profession. Revocation
sends a clear message to the membership and the public that chiropractors who
engage in fraud and other dishonest conduct do not merit the privilege of being a
Member of this profession.

COSTS

The College asked for an order that Dr. Hayes pay $15,000.00 as costs within six
months from the date of the hearing. The member submitted that he needed
more than six months; indeed possibly years to pay the costs as he is no longer
employed as a chiropractor and did not have any other financial means. The
College was prepared to extend the payment date to December 31 , 2019 with
post-dated cheques. Once again the member claimed he had no ability to pay if
the penalty included revocation . The panel questioned the College as to the
total cost of the case. Although College counsel did not have a precise total for
the cost of the investigation, legal fees etc., it noted that costs for a hearing day
are typically in the order of $12,000.00/day. Thus the $15,000.00 the College
was asking from the Member was significantly less than 50% of the total costs.

The Panel sought advice from its lndependent Legal Counsel who provided
insight into costs and highlighted the fact that during Dr. Hayes' submissions, the
Member did not object to the amount of the costs but to the time given to pay
them.

After another recess and deliberations, the Panel awarded costs to the College
payable by Dr. Hayes in the amount of $15,000.00 to be paid on or before
December 31,2019. lt was left to Dr. Hayes to pay the costs without mandatory
post dated cheques.
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ORDER

The Panel therefore made ihe following orders

1. Dr. Hayes is to appear before the panel of the Discipline Committee to be
reprirnanded;

2. The Panel directs the Regístrar to revoke Dr. Hayes' certificate of
registration;

3. The results of the proceeding are to be recorded in the public portion of
the register and the decision of the Discipline Panel is to be published in

the CCO annual report and other communications of the CCO in the
ordinary course, and

4. Dr. Hayes shall pay to the College costs in the amount of $15,000.00 on
or before December 31,2019.

f , Angela Barrow, sign this decision and reasons for the decision as Chair of this
Discipline Panel and on behalf of the rnembers of the Discipline Panel as listed
below.

t ¿7*t--'. iÇ zc lï¿

Dr. Angela Barrow, Chair Order made September 6,2018
Reasons released October 15,2018

Panel Members Dr. Angela Barrow
Ms. Georgía Allan
Ms. Karolyn Bourdeau
Dr. Colin Goudreau
Dr. Brian Budgell
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PANEL:

BETWEEN

COLLEGE OF CHI ROPRACTORS
OF ONTARIO

-and-

Dr. Michael Reid
(REGTSTRATTON #2639)

ITEM 4.3.2

DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE
OF THE COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTORS OF

Mr. Doug Cressman, Chair
Ms. Judith McCutcheon
Dr. Angela Barrow
Dr. Colin Goudreau
Dr. Pat Tavares

Publíc Member
Public Member
Professional Member
Professional Member
Professional Member

Mr. Chris Paliare and
Ms. Karen Jones for the
College of Chiropractors of Ontario

Mr. Zameer Hakamali
for Dr. Reid
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Heard: July 25,2018

Also present at the hearing were

Mr. Paul Le Vay - lndependent Legal Counselto the Panel
Ms. Jo-Ann Willson - Registrar and General Counsel CCO
Ms. Shari Corkum - Court Reporter

DECISION AND REASONS Te PENALTY

lntroduction

Thís was a hearing before a panel of the Discipline Committee (the "Panel") of the

College of Chiropractors of Ontario (the "Gollege") to determine the appropriate penalty

order in this matter, in light of the Panel's decision dated March 22, 2018 finding Dr.
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Michael Reid ("Dr. Reid" or the "Membe/') had committed acts of professional

misconduct (the "Misconduct Decision").

The College has a mandate to regulate the practice of the chiropractic profession and to

govern its members and, in so doing, serve and protect the public interest.

ln the Misconduct Decision, the Panel found that the Member had committed the

following acts of professional misconduct:

1. failíng to maintain the standard of practice expected of members of the

profession, contrary to subsection 51(1Xc) of the Health Professionals

Procedural Code of the Chiropractic Act, 1991 , S.0. 1991 , c. 21, as amended

("Code"), and paragraph 1 (2) of Ontario Regulation 852193 ("Regulation"),

2. failing to comply wíth an order of the Discipline Committee, contrary to s. 51(1Xc)

of the Code and paragraph 1(31) of the Regulation; and

3. engaging in conduct that would reasonably be regarded by members as

disgraceful, dishonourable or unprofessional, contrary to s. 51(1)(c) of the Code

and paragraph 1(33) of the Regulation.

The findings relate to the Member's failure to comply with an order to pay costs

awarded to the College in a previous decisíon by another panel of the Discipline

Committee made in2015.

Summary of the Evidence

The College called no evidence during the Penal$ hearing. lt relied on the evidence led

during the misconduct hearing ín January, 2018. lt also filed prior decisíons of this

Committee, and of the Courts, concerning the Member, as part of its written

submissions.

The Member testified in person and under oath at the penalty hearing on July 25,2018

He was cross-examined by College counsel.
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During his evidence, the Member attempted to introduce evidence of his impecuniosity

in the period prior to the January 2A18 hearing of the current matter. The College

objected on the basis of relevance. The Panel ruled that, having elected not to call any

evidence at the January hearing about impecuniosity in response to the allegation of

professional mísconduct, and in the absence of any evidence being led as to a payment

plan or other attempt to pay, evidence as to impecuniosity was, at this point, irrelevant

and therefore inadmissible.

Dr. Reid was nonetheless permitted to give evidence as to his current circumstances.

He ís presently living in Virginia with his current spouse and is helping to support a

blended family of four children, including two who are in university. His wife works as a

chiropractor. He presently works as a professional coach of chiropractors. He hopes to

return to the profession and to practice with his wife.

The Member testified that he regrets not having made a payment to the College.l He

testified in chief that he has not done that because of his many expenses, including

supporting his children in their education and the numerous lawyers he has had to pay

(for family and immigration law advice as well as dealing with various matters respecting

the College). His evidence was that he was unable to pay the outstandíng costs awards

to the College now, but that he might be able to do so over 20 years. However, he

would rather have a payment plan. Notwithstanding this testimony, the Panel heard that

he and his spouse have recently purchased the house that they were previously renting.

The Panel heard no evidence from Dr. Reid that he had ever proposed a payment plan

to the College.

As part of the penalty imposed on hím by a prior panel in March, 2015, Dr. Reid was

required to review the College's regulatíons, guidelines, standards of practice and

policies and to certify to the Registrar that he would comply with them. ln his

I Later in the hearing, Dr Reid attempted to lead evidence about settlement discussions with the College that may
have involved an offer of payment. However, in the course of dealing with the College's objection, Dr. Reid's
counsel acknowledged that this was part of settlement discussions. The Panel ruled that this evidence was privileged
and inadmissible. We therefore did not consider it.
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exam¡nation in chief, Dr. Reid advÍsed that he had not yet done this because had

forgotten to do it "because of the stress of working and doing everything". He indicated

that he planned to do this but provided the Panel wíth no information about when that

might occur.

ln cross-examination, Dr. Reid acknowledged that he earned some income from his

coaching business. He agreed that he had chosen to pay his lawyers, rather than the

College. He testífied that his father-in-law had loaned him and his wife funds toward the

purchase of their home but that he had not asked either his father-in-law or anyone else

for a loan to make a payment to the College. He confirmed that he had never made a

proposal to make a payment toward the costs prior to the day before the hearing.

The lssue

The only issue before the Panel was what penalty was appropriate in light of our

findings of professíonal misconduct in the Misconduct Decision.

Submissions bv the Colleqe

The College submission was that the appropriate penalty in this case ís revocation of

Dr. Reid's certificate of registration, a reprimand and that the result of the proceeding be

recorded ín the public portion of the Register and be publíshed by the College in the

ordinary course.

The College submitted that the Member's conduct was serious, had been intentional on

his part, and was designed to advance his own self-ínterest at the expense of the

College, íts membership and the public interest that is the College's mandate to protect.

It was lacking in integrity.

Mr. Paliare submitted that Dr. Reid had made a conscious choice to meet his other

financial obligations, while ignoring his debt to the College. He submitted that the lack of

any payment proposal and Dr. Reid's statement that he would need 20 years to pay are

indicative of the fact that he has no serious intention of honouring his obligations to his

regulator.
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The College pointed to the fact that this is Dr. Reid's third Discipline Committee hearing

and that each of the prior hearings has also involved conduct that show a serious and

persistent disregard for his professional obligations and a troubling lack of respect for

his College and his profession. ln this regard, the College pointed not only to the failure

to pay costs, but also to the Member's failure to review the College's policies and

guidelines as he had been ordered to do by a discipline panel and his lack of

explanation for having failed to do so.

Mr. Paliare submitted that, despite the benefit of advice, cautions, and structured

education afforded him through prior proceedings, Dr. Reid had failed to remediate his

practices. Prior panels had meted out progressive discípline in an attempt to deter Dr.

Reid from committing further acts of professional misconduct and encourage him to

comply with his professional and ethical obligations but that had not worked. The

College submitted that the Panel should conclude further progressive measures would

be futile, that the Member is ungovernable and that revocation is therefore the only

penalty that would afford the necessary protection to the public, when faced with a

health professional who refused to heed the direction of his regulator, including the

orders of this Committee. ln this regard, Mr. Paliare reviewed cases from the courts and

other regulators on the circumstances in which revocation will be ordered on the basis

that a member is ungovernable.

Submissions bv Dr. Reid

ln his submissions, Mr. Hakamali disputed that Dr. Reid was ungovernable. He pointed

out that he had paid his annual CCO membership dues. He had settled his first

discipline hearing by pleading guilty. He had paid earlier, smaller costs awards from

prevíous Discipline hearings. He submitted that the Panel ought to take into account

that the amount of the award was very large and that it would be inherently difficult for a

member to pay it. He suggested that it was unclear to Dr. Reid what was expected of

him in terms of his obligation to pay the costs award in this case and that the College

ought to have spelled out what that was. Given the hardship to Dr. Reid resulting from

the large quantum of the 2015 costs award, Mr. Hakamali submitted that the appropriate
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penalty would be for the Panel to order a payment plan as follows: that the Member be

required to pay $1,000 per month for five years, with the Member to be granted some

unspecified amount of time before the payments would have to begín.

Advice from lndependent Leqal Counsel

The Panel then heard advice from its independent legal counsel. He pointed us to
section 51(2) of the Health Professions Procedural Code, which lists the possible

sanctions that the Panel has the jurisdiction to grant, having made a finding of
professional misconduct. These include the sanctions requested by the College,

although there are others listed in addition to those. He advised us that the section did

not give us the jurisdíction to order that a costs award made by another discipline panel

in a prior case be reduced and incorporated into a payment plan. Thus, the advice was

that the penalty requested by Dr. Reid was not one that we could impose. However, we

were not limited to what the College had requested.

ln choosing which sanctions listed in s. 51(2), we were advised to consider the public

interest and specifically what was necessary in order to protect the public and instill

public confidence in the chiropractic profession and its ability to regulate itself. We were

advised to consider the principles of general and specific deterrence and remediation of

the Member. A penalty was not to be punitive. We were to consider any relevant

mitigating factors, including any arising from the Membeds personal circumstances and

the impact of the penalty on him. On the issue of governability, we were advised to

consider whether, in all the círcumstances of the case there is a pattern of conduct that

demonstrates that the Member is unprepared to recognize his professional obligations

and the regulator's role and, if so, whether revocation was required to protect the public

from a professionalwho was unwilling to recognize his regulator.

Decision and Reasons

After careful deliberatíon, the Panel determined that an order be made directing the

Registrar to revoke the Member's certificate of registration and directing that the results
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of the proceeding be recorded in the public portion of the College's register and that the

decision of this panel be published in the CCO annual report.

ln making its determination, the Panel recognized that while the failure to pay a costs

award may not, in and of itself, usually lead to revocation, its decision in this case must

be viewed in the context of Dr. Reid's many interactions with the College over the

course of recent years. The Panel agrees with the College's submissions that attempts

to use progressive discipline with Dr. Reid over the course of time have failed to achieve

the desired effect. Simply put, remedial efforts have not worked wÍth this Member

because he has refused to accept them. With respect to the current matter, he has

refused to accept his debt of costs payable to the College in excess of $165,000 and

has failed to make any attempt to pay the debt. As such, the Member has failed to meet

his professional obligations. ln the overall context of his pattern of conduct, he has

shown himself to be ungovernable ín the sense that he seems prepared to disregard the

directions of this Committee and his obligations to the College generally.

Therefore there is no other reasonable option available to us except to order his

certificate of registration to be revoked, Other sanctions have been tried but have not

worked. We believe that penalties short of revocation, whether it be a further

suspension, terms, conditions and limitations placed on his certificate, a reprimand or a

fine would not suffice given the Member's demonstrated attitude, and therefore we

unanimously agree to an order of revocation.

The College has a mandate to protect the public interest and that very mandate cannot

be properly exercised when a member of the profession refuses to be governed. The

College cannot regulate the profession in the public interest if its members do not

recognize it as the regulator and do not comply with its directions. This poses a direct

risk to public safety.

We accept the College's submission that "Dr. Reid has displayed a pattern of conduct

that demonstrates he is unprepared to recognize his professional obligations and the

role of the regulator. That pattern makes it clear he is likely to commit further acts of
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professional misconduct in the future because of his inability or unwillingness to abide

by the CCO's standards and orders. There is no evidence of mitigating factors that

would lead to the reasonable conclusion that Dr. Reid is governable and is not likely to

commit acts of professional misconduct in the future." (Written Submissions, Tab. 1,

paragraph 25.)

We believe that revocation sends a strong message of deterrence to other Members of

the profession in the sense that it will tell the profession that a pattern of conduct

demonstrating disregard for the regulator's role is inconsistent with the College's public

protection role and cannot be tolerated, and will also be a strong message of specific

deterrence to Dr. Reid. We hope that this clear sanction can also be remediative for Dr.

Reid in the sense of giving him a basis for proper reflection, should he at some future

time consider making an application to return to the profession.

The Panelthereby makes the following orders

1. Directing the Registrar to revoke Dr. Reid's certificate of registration, and

2. Directing that the results of the proceedings be recorded in the public portion of

the register and that the decision of the discípline panel be published in the annual

report and other communications of the College in the ordinary course.

September 10,2018

Mr. Doug Cressman, Chair

Panel Members

Mr. Doug Cressman
Ms. Judith McCutcheon
Dr. Angela Barrow
Dr. Colin Goudreau
Dr. Pat Tavares
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ITEM 4.4
Submitted, November I 5, 20 I I

Gollege of Ghiropractors of Ontario
Fitness to Practise Gommittee Report to Council 714
Thursd November 29,2018

Members: Dr. Kristina Peterson, Chair
Ms Georgia Allan
Dr. Brian Budgell

Staff Support: Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel (Regrets)
Joel Friedman, Director, Policy & Research

Committee Mandate

To hear and determine allegations of mental or physical incapacity referred to the
committee by the Inquiries, Complaints and Reports Committee.

o To review applications for reinstatement following an incapacity finding.

I. Introduction and Recommendation

The Committee has not held any meetings since the last council meeting.

The committee members (by way of email), have reviewed the Terms of Reference for
the Fitness to Practice committee.

Recommendøtíon I

That council approves the updated Fitness to Practice Terms of Reference document,
bøsed on the template developed by the executive committee.

No referrals were received since the last meeting.

I would like to thank the Fitness to Practise Committee members for their time; Ms.
Georgia Allan, Dr. Brian Budgell and our staff support Ms. Jo-Ann V/illson and Mr. Joel
Friedman.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Kristina Peterson, Chair
Fitness to Practise Committee
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ITEM 4.5 SubmittedNovember 13,2018

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
Patient Relations Committee Report to Gouncil
Thursday, November 29, 2018

717

Members: Ms Karoline Bourdeau Chair
Ms Georgia Allan
Dr. Dennis Mizel
Dr. Reginald Gates, non-Council member
Dr. Janit Porter, non-Council member

Staff Support: Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research
Ms Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Counsel

l. lntroduct¡on and Recommendat¡ons

The Patient Relations Committee met once on October 24,2018 since the last meeting of
Council.

Recommendøtíon I

Thøt Council approve the translation of the updated Partnership of Care to ten most
popular languages in Ontario, as follows: French, Arabic, Mandarin, Cantonese, Italian,
Punjabi, Spanish, Tagalog, German, Portuguese, ot a total cost of 82,070 plus tax.

Recommendatìon 2

That Council approve production and distribution to members of a tent card of the updated
Partnership of Care at total cost of $8,750 plus tax.

ll. Ongoing Business

Fundingþr Therapy and Counselling

The Committee continues to monitor payments made for therapy and counselling and
approved two new applications for funding, consistent with the RHPA and CCO regulation
and policy.

Citizens Advisory Group

The Committee reviewed information about the Citizens Advisory Group (CAG). The
Committee considered and discussed the value ofjoining this group vs. developing its own
process for consulting with patients. The Committee is of the view that due to the financial
commitment and lack of specificity to chiropractic patients, the Committee is not
recommending to join this group at this time. The Patient Relations Committee will be
developing sample questions for chiropractic patients, with a goal to having patients provide
feedback to the Committee on a variety of regulatory issues.



Patient Relations Committee Report to Council: November 29,2018 2

Training Videos 718
The Committee viewed three videos on microaggressions, biases and unacceptable
behaviour as part of training for the committee and CCO staff. The videos are available at
the following links:

https ://www. youtube. com/watch?v:Mh4f9AYRCZY

https : //www.youtube. com/watch?v:QaqpoeV grBU

Newsletter Articles

The Committee continues to develop an article for the next CCO newsletter on the
expectations of a chiropractic visit.

lll. Acknowledgements

I wish to thank Ms Georgia Allan, Dr. Dennis Mizel, Dr. Reginald Gates and Dr. Janit
Porter, for their continued commitment and insight. I wish to also thank Mr. Joel Friedman,
Ms Jo-Ann Willson and Ms Andrea Szartetz for their excellent work in support of this
committee.

Sincerely,
Ms Karoline Bourdeau
Chair, Patient Relations
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PnnrNERsHrP oF Gane 722
(Pøtients' Charter af Rights €; Responsibitities)

Yoa and yaur chìropractor haoe an eqaøl ønã. aìtal role ìn the pursøít of þour optirnum
heølth øndwell-being.

You have the right to expect your chíropractor to provide...

/ ethicalconduct of practice
/ respec+fs7, honest and clear communication in all aspects of care

o provide a fulsome expianation and infonrred consentprocess of any
examinatiory diagnostic test or treahent prior to its deliver¿rnce

o com:nunicate clearly an apprôpriate explanation and methods of the removal
of any clothing for clinical pu{poses, including appropnate gor,rrning
methods, that respects the patienfs privacy and dignity

y' relevant, safe a¡rd supportive patient-cenfred care
o deliver chiropractic caÍe in a clinical, patient-cenfred and culturally-sensitive

rnaÍrrer, without reference to personal or religious matters, and taking into
consideration arry sensitivities of the patient

/ accr;gjate and comprehensive records
/ apnvate, clean, accessible setting for receíving chiropractic care, thatrespects any

patient wishes
/ accontttodation and accessibilify for disabilities and human righþ or alternatíve

arrangements if accessibility is not possible
/. anawareness of current health and well-being issues
{ inÍormatíon about what chiropractic offers
{ tirnely andnecessaÍycolnmunication and,/orrcfer::alto otherhealthprofessionals
/ ttmely transfer of records, when appropriate
{ compliance wifh the College of Chiropractors of Ontario's (CCO) regulations,

standards of practice, policies and guidelines (information is posted on CCO's web
site at wwv¡.cso.on.ca)

/ privacy and confidentaalnty
/ behaviour and clarity regardingdignified professional boundaries

o dsrronstrate increased sensitivity when chiropractic care involves the
touching of a sensitive area of the bady, with the patienfs guidance and
consent

{ disclasute ofreal orperceived conflicts ofinterest
{ u pto.uss for declining freatment and withclr awai of consent at any time
/ tt:ll disclosure of policies, procedures and fees
College of Chíropractors of Ontario
130 Bloor St. West, $uíte 902
Toronlo, ON M5S 1N5

Tel.:416-922-6355
Fax: 416-925-9610
Ë-mail: cco-infoldcco.on.aa
Web siie: w\rvw.cco.on.cq
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Pertnership of Care (Patíenb'Charter of Rights)
Versíon Date: April 26,2A17

2

723
Your na{¡ponslbilities to your chlropraoüor are to provida"..
/ honest, acsurate and fulI disclosure of all pertinen{ health infor¡rration
/ constructive feedback þositivefnegativelregarding uü aspects of care
{ a coaperative comrritr¡rent to your treatnnenf plan
/ compiiance v¡ith ofhcepolicies, procedwes and fees
/. cowtesy and respect for the office environment" staff and other patients
{ up-to-date contact information

CCO is the governing body established by the provincíal govemment to regulate
chiropractors in Ontario. Every chiropractor practising in Ontario must be a registered
member of CCO.

Fo¡ nrote infonnalion, please visit wwv.cco.on.ca.

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontarfq
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PInTNERSHTP of CARE
PATIENT,S CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

You have the right to expect your chiropractor to provide..,

/ ethical conduct of practice

r/ respectful, honest and clear communication in all aspects of care

rz relevant, safe and supportive patìent-centred care

/ accurate and comprehensive records

y' an awareness of current health and well-being issues

rz information about what chiropractÌc offers

v timely and necessary communication and/or referral to other

health professionals

/ t¡mely transfer of records, when appropriate

Your responsibilitíes to your chiropractor are to províde...

/ honest, accurate and full disclosure of all pertinent health information

/ c0nstructive feedback (positive/negative) regarding all aspects of care

r/ a cooperative commitment to your treatment plan

You and your chiropractor have an equal and vital role

in the pursuit of your opt¡mum health and well-being,

r/ compliance wìth the College of Chiropractors of Ontario's

(CCO) regulations, standards of practice, policies and guidelines

(information is posted on CC0's website at www.cco.on.ca)

r/ privacy and confidentiality

.z behaviour and clarity regarding dignified professional boundaries

.z disclosure of real or perceived conflicts of interest

/ a process for declining treatment and withdrawal of consent

at any tìme

.z full disclosure of policies, procedures and fees

v compliance wìth office policies, procedures and fees

/ courtesy and respect for the office environment, staff and other patients

r/ up-to-date contact information
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Votre chiropraticien(ne) et vous jouez le même role vital qui consiste
à obtenir pour vous le meilleur état de santé et de bien-être possible

PanrnNARrAT de soins de sANTÉ
CHARTË DEs DRolls DU pAltENT/E ET DEs RE5p0NsABtLlTÉs
À TÉGARD DU PATIENT/E

Vous avez le droit d'exiger de votre chiropraticien(ne) qu'il ou elle :

/ adopte une conduit professionelle ethique

/ assure une communication respectueuse, honnête et claire dans tous

les aspects ayant trait aux soins apportés

./ fournisse des soins pertinents, sûrs et utiles axés sur le patient ou la patiente

r/ fournisse des dossiers exacts et complets

r/ possède une connaissance des problèmes de santé et de bien-être actuels

¿ fournisse des renseignements sur les services qu'il ou elle otfre

, assure une communication régulìère et nécessaire ou l'acheminement vers

d'autres professionnels ou professionnelles de la santé

y' assure le transfert régulier de dossiert s'il y a lieu

Vos responsabilités envers votre chiropraticien(ne) consistent à :

r/ fournir tous les renseignements nécessaires ayant trait à votre santé, de

façon honnêtq exacte et véridique

r/ fournir de la rétroaction constructive (positive ou négative) par rapport à

tous les aspects relatifs aux soins apportés

v faire preuve de coopération dans le cadre de voïre engagement dans

votre plan de traitement

r/ soit conforme aux réglementations, aux normes de pratiquq aux politiques

et aux directives de l'0rdre des Chiropraticiens de l'Ontario (0C0)
(les renseignements à ce sujet se trouvent sur le site Web de l'0C0
à l'adresse www.cco.on.ca)

/ respecte Ia vie privée et la confidentialité

¿ démontre un compoftement et une clarté de communication appropriés et

conformes aux barrières professionnelles ne portant pas atte¡nte à la dignité

, assure la divulgation de conflits d'intérêt réels ou présumés

rz offre un processus de refus de traitement et l'annulation du consentement

en tout temps

rz établisse clairement les politiques, les procédures et les honoraires

/ respecter les politiques, les procédures et les honoraires du bureau

rz faire preuve de courtoisie et de respect envers le milieu de travail, le
personnel et les autres patients ou patientes

, mettre à jour vos coordonnées
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You and Your

chiropractor have an

equal and vital role in

the pursuit of Your

optimum health and
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Members:
Dr. Elizabeth Anderson-Peacock, Chair
Dr. Peter Amlinger
Ms Karoline Bourdeau
Ms Patrice Burke
Dr. Joel'Weisberg, non-council member

Staff:
Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy & Research
Dr. Bruce Walton, Director of Professional Practice
Ms. Jo-Ann Willson, Registrar and General Council
Ms. Andre a Szametz, Recording Secretary

Ghair's Report

I. Introduction and Recommendations

Since the last meeting of Council, the Quality Assurance (QA) Committee has met once on
October 4,2018.

'We have the following 4 recommendations to council.

Recommendatíon I

That council approve minor amendments to the Standard of Practice: S-021 Assistive Devices

The Committee is recommending minor amendments that:
o address the dispensing of assistive devices that may be prescribed by another regulated health

professional;
o use language for the requirement of clinical competency that is consistent with other CCO

standards ofpractice;
. specify the requirement for consent to be specific to the assistive device that is being

dispensed; and
o eliminate pressure medication devices as an example of assistive devices.
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Recommendatíon 2

Thøt council approve minor amendments to Guideline G-008: Business Practices

The Committee reviewed background material from members and stakeholders, other
jurisdictions, other regulated health professions and CCO complaints statistics, included in the
Council package. The Committee is recommending minor amendments that:
. use the term "billing arrangements", which includes any billing agreement apart from paying

for each service as it is provided. This is a term that is used by other regulated health
professions;

o include a reference to the sections of the professional misconduct regulation within the
content of the guideline, in addition to the Legislative Context section;

o include requirements that in addition to existing public protections, that any billing
arrangement be reflective of the plan of care, agreeable to the patient through an informed
process with no undue pressure or duress, and protective of patients'ability to recover any
unused portion of a billing arrangement in the event of bankruptcy, death, dissolution of
practice or other incidents that would intemrpt a plan of care.

Recommendalíon 3

The council approve minor amendments to Guideline G-009: Code of Ethics

The Committee is recommending minor amendments that:
o eliminate the headings for easier readability;
. ensure protection of human rights is consistent with the Ontario Human Rights Code;
. add additional provisions which require clear communication to patients and restrict any

undue pressure or duress applied to patients; and
o forbid any in-person or online bullying, intimidation or harassment of professional colleagues

or patients.

Recommendatíon 4

That council approve draft Policy P-??? Public Screening (Io partially replace Policy P-016
Public Display Protocol)

The Committee was directed to create a policy on public screenings from the current Policy P-
016: Public Display Protocol, as public screenings involve practice requirements beyond
advertising. The recommended policy uses much of the language of the previous and current
draft Policy P-016 that was circulated to members and stakeholders for feedback.

2
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A. Review of Regulations, Standards of Practice, Policies and Guidelines

Standard of Practice 5-004: Reporting of Diseases

The Committee is making additional wording amendments to the intent section with the
requirement to report diseases as outlined in the Ontario Regulation 135/18. We are working on
language that makes the requirement to report diseases outside our scope realistic for members.

As members are primary contact health care providers, a member can identify many signs and
symptoms leading them to suspect specified diseases and refer a patient as per the regulation.
Documentation of the presentation and referral would be noted in the patient's record of personal
health. This can be achieved without a diagnosis or any treatment as it would fall beyond the
scope of practice of chiropractic and the duty for public health to report can be fulfilled.

Standard of Practice 5-017: Acupuncture

In conjunction to the September QA report to council, the Committee is continuing to work on
language to reflect the appropriate use of acupuncture as an adjunct modality of care within the
chiropractic scope of practice. We are working on language regarding misleading titles in the
public interest. We are also working on language to clarify that any billing of acupuncture
services is as an adjunct under the chiropractic services.

Guideline G-012: Use of Social Media

The Committee has deferred this guideline as there is work being done on it via the Advertising
Committee and feels their recommendations may inform changes to the Quality Assurance
Committee's review.

B. Record Keeping Workshop (RKW)

None have occurred since the last council meeting.

C. Peer and Practice Assessment

Staff continues to handle the internal processing of all Peer and Practice Assessment (PPA I .0)
and (PPA 2.0) materials, which includes: PPA 1.0 and PPA 2.0 assignments conducted and
submitted. Disposition materials are updated for PPA 1.0 and PPA 2.0.

Peer Assessors will be required to sign the updated Undertaking for Peer Assessor Applicants as

draft minutes were approved at this meeting.

The committee wishes to thank all the staff involved with ensuring the smooth tracking and
handling of the intemal PPA process at CCO.

3
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As with each meeting, the Committee received and had ooeyes on" the PPA 1.0 and2.0 Peer and
Practice Assessment materials completed since the last meeting and had no questions or
concerns.

Early Preparation for the PPA Workshop January 2612019

The Committee reviewed the memorandum that has been forwarded to Peer Assessors outlining
information in preparation for the January 26,2019 workshop. Accompanying material for
Assessors to prepare will be forwarded closer to the date for them to review.

The Committee discussed topics to tackle on the training day such as identiffing what Peer
Assessors are seeing. What are their practices - for example, are some Peer Assessors reviewing
full social media profiles and website while others are looking at the website? This should help
inform us of current assessment practices in websites/social media and we are considering a
guest speaker in this area.

It is also our intent to take the pulse of the Peer Assessors to compare the best practice
ingredients that go into an assessment to ensure reliability, consistency and quality control
between assessors. As we have new scenarios we also want to ensure consistent handling of new
scenarios between Peer Assessors. We are also looking what Peer Assessors may need as a skill
set to identiff that may be yellow and red flags in the behaviour of those being assessed.

The QA Committee is tasking Peer Assessors for ideas in the development of a new version for
the self-assessment questionnaire, to be applied further along the life span of a career.

We will gather the pulse of the Peer Assessors who use paper vs electronic methods for Peer
Assessments to investigate the sustainability of a secure online portal for Peer Assessments.

D. Other QA lnitiatives

Opportunity to Connect Roadshow

One roadshow took place in Peterborough for November 6,2018. Requests are being received
from other areas but not yet booked. Feedback continues to be very positive for these informal
roadshows.

E. Commun¡cat¡on with Members and Stakeholders

The Committee responds to inquiries from members and other stakeholders. We received
questions regarding in office use of Naloxone kits, Medical Marijuana, Functional Medicine,
Functional Neurology, Pelvic Floor therapy, and On-line movement assessments.
One conversation the Committee would like council to discuss is the direction on what
chiropractors can council their patients on that are discussions that patients may bring to their
chiropractor in the public interest andlor information the chiropractor may pass along that has

been in the news, for the patient to follow up with another their health care provider.

4
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Note to reøders: In the eaent of øny inconsistency between this document and the

legisløtion thøt fficts chiroprøctic practice, the legisløtiln goaerns.

lrurerur

Assistive devices are intended to enable people with physical disabilities to increase
their inclependence by addressing their individual needs. Assistive devices' may be
used by chiropractors as an adjunctive therapy to patient care for managing certain
conclitions within the chiropractic scope of practice. This standarc{ of practice
advises members of their obligations when examining and recommending assistive
devices.

Note: Støndnrds relqted to orthotics nre addressed in Stnndørd of Practice 5-0L2: Orthotics.

Oe¡ecr¡vEs

To facilitate appropriate care of patients who may benefit from assistive devices.

To inform members of their obligations for providing examinations, obtaining
consent and making recommendations for assistive devices.

To ensure members respond to clinical situations in a manner consistent with
the best interests of their patients.

To ensure members advise patients to consult with another health professional
when:
o the patient's condition is beyond the chiropractic scope of practice or

competence of the member,
o the patient requires the care of another health professional, or
o the patient would be most appropriately treated by another health

professional.

a

a

a
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2

DescnrpnoN or STnnDARD

Training, Skill and Competence

A member who examines patients for or recommends assistive devices is required
to have appropriate training, skill and competence, including:

. applied anatomy, biomechanics and physiology related to the application, fitting
and dispensing of the specific assistive devices;

o examination and diagnosis of patients with conditions within the scope of
practice of chiropractic who may reasonably be expected to benefit from the use
of assistive devices;

. unclerstancling of the inclications and contraindications to assistive devices for
any individual patient;

. understanding of the outcomes, benefits and risks of assistive devices; and
o participation in appropriate ongoing continuing education.'

Protocol

A member may recommend assistive devices related to the chiropractic scope of
practice on a case-by-case basis for a patient if, in the member's clinical judgment or
opinion" an assistive device is intencled to improve the patient's healtlu wellness
and/or function.

A member shall adhere to the following protocols when recommending an assistive
device:

1. Diagnosis or Clinical Impression

¡ relevant case history, including neuro-musculoskeletal, orthopaedic and
biomechanical conditions;

. neuro-musculoskeletal examination (physical, diagnostic imaging, laboratory);

. assessment of a patient's physical and functional limitations, including activities
of daily living, that may benefit from an assistive device; and

e interpretation and differential diagnosis to rule out possible contraindications.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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2

a

Consent

A member shall otherwise comply with Standard of Practice 5-013: Consent.
Consent from the patient shall be:
o fully informed about the purpose of the assistive device. A member shall

explain the benefits and risks of the assistive device as compared to other
care or no care;

o voluntarily given;
o related to the patient's condition and circumstances; and
o evidenced in a written form signed by the patient or otherwise documented

in the patient health record, which may be part of the general consent.

3. Prescribing or Dispensing Assistiae Deaices to Pntient

A member shall only prescribe or dispense an assistive device for a patient when
the examination and diagnosis or clinical impression indicate a condition within the
chiropractic scope of practice that woulcl reasonably benefit the patient from that
assistive device.

A member shall provide advice to a patient in a manner that can be understood by
the patient on the following:
r instructions for usage of the assistive device;
. reasonable expectations as to the outcomes of the assistive device; and
o timeframes for achieving potential results.

4. Conditions Outside the Chiropractic Scope of Prøctice

A member shall advise the patient to consult with another health professional when
the member knows or ought to know that:
. the patient's condition is beyond the chiropractic scope of practice;
r the patient's condition is beyond the competence of the member;
o the patient requires the care of another health professional, or
. the patient would be most appropriately treated by another health professional.

5. Follow-up

In the patient's best interests, a member shall advise a patient to seek timely follow-
up and re-assessment relating to the assistive device.

3
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a

Billing

A member shall comply with:

the business practices provisions in the Professional Misconduct Regulation
under t}ee Chiroprøctic Act, 1991, including the requirement to disclose to a
patient the fee for a service before the service is provided, including a fee not
payable by the patient, and to itemize an account; and

Guideline G-008: Business Practices which provides that members may not bill
any payor fees in excess of his/her normal fee billed to a private patient for
similar services.

The cost of the assistive device must reasonably relate to the time and expertise of,
and cost to, the member.

A member shall only issue a receipt for payments that have been received.

Conflict of Interest

For the purpose of this standard, a conflict of interest may arise when a member
refers a patient to facilities, services or suppliers in which the member or the mem-
ber's immediate family has an interest or gains a benefit.

A member may make such a referral provided that he/she:

discloses to the patient that the member or his/her immediate family member
has an interest or gains a benefit from the referral;

has assured the patient that the patient's choice of services or suppliers will not
affect the quality of health care services provided by the member;

has informed the patient that he/she has an option of using alternative facilities,
services or suppliers; and

upon request, advises CCO of any conflict of interest.

a

4
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Lecrslnnve GoTTEXT

Reguløted Heølth Professions Act, 199L

Section 3 (1) of the Health Professions Procedural Code - One of CCO's objects
under t}re Regulated Henlth Professiorts Act, 1991 (RHPA) is to "develop, establish and
maintain programs and standards of practice to assure the quality of the practice of
the profession,"

The Quality Assurance program is defined in Ss. 1(1) of the Code as "a program to
assure the quality of the practice of the profession and to promote continuing
evaluatiory competence and improvement among the members."

Chiroprøctic Act, 1"99L

Scope of Practice

The scope of practice is defined in the Chiropractic Act, 1-99L as follows:

The practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conditions related to the spine,
nervous system and joints and the diagnosis, prevention and treatment, primarily
by adjustment, of,

(u) dysfunctions and disorders arising from the structures or functions of the
spine and the effects of those dysfunctions or disorders on the nervous
system; and

(b) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the
joints.

Sections of Regulation852193 under the Chiroprøctic Act,1991

The following are acts of professional conduct misconduct for the purposes of
clause 51(1)(c) of the Health Professions Procedural Code:

Contravening a standard of practice of the profession or failing to maintain
the standard of practice expected of members of the profession.

Doing anything to a patient for therapeutic, preventative, palliative,
diagnostic, cosmetic or other health-related purposes in a situation in which
consent is required by law, without such consent

5
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4.

13.

Delegating a controlled act contrary to the Act or tlne Regr.Llated Heslth
Professions Act, 199L, or the regulations under either of those Acts.

12. Failing to reveal the nature of a remedy or treatment used by the member
following a patient's request to do so.

Failing to advise a patient to consult with another health professional when
the member knows or ought to know that,
. The patient's condition is beyond the scope of practice and

competence for the member,
. The patient requires the care of another health professionaf or
. The patient would be appropriately treated by another health

professional

74. Providing a diagnosis or therapeutic service that is not necessary.

Explanatory Notes

This standard of practice should be reacl in conjunction with the Business Practices
Provisions of the Professional Misconduct Regulatiory Standard of Practice 5-002
Record Keeping, Standard of Practice 5-013: Consenf and Guideline G-008:
Business Practices.

'e.g. orthotic devices, custom arm, leg and spinal braces, wheelchairs, positioning
devices, ambulation aids, cushions, back and head supports, and pressure
modification devices

'e.9., programs offered by accredited chiropractic educational institutions or manu-
facturers of assistive devices

6
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a

a

a

a

Note to readers: ln the eoent of øny inconsistency between this document and the legislation tlnt
fficts chiroprnctic practice, the legisløtion glrerns.

lrurErur

To advise members of acceptable business practices in a clinical practice, including
but not limited to: the disclosure of fees to the patient for the delivery of care and
services, unit billing, block fees and/or payment plans as they relate to care or a
plan of care delivered to the patient; and the billing of third-party payors.

Oe¡ecr¡vEs

To clarify for members the sections of the Professional Misconduct Regulation
852193 concerning Business Practices.

To ensure members provide accurate, complete information to patients
regarding fees, unit billing, block fees and/or payment plans, as they relate to
the delivery of care.

To ensure members clearly communicate to patients their right to choose and/or
refuse block fees and/or payment plans and their right to opt out of such plans
at any time during care.

To ensure members understand, comply with and communicate with patients
about the policies and procedures for billing third-party payors.

DescnrproN oF GUTDELTNE

Fees

When creating and implementing fees for service in clinical practice, members must
adhere to the following conditions:

. fees must be for care that is diagnostically or therapeutically necessary;
o fees must be fair and reasonable;
. billing practices, as they relate to patient care, must be disclosed to patients in

advance of any care. This inclucles, but is not limited to:
o the nature of the care or plan of care to be provided,
o who is delivering the care,
o if any care is to be delegated,
o the use of any adjunctive therapies and/or services,

1
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a

a

o the sale of any products, and/or
o practices relating to billing third-party payors (see section on "Billing Third

Party Payors");

an account for professional services must be itemized, if:
o requested to do so by the patient or a person or agency who is to pay, in

whole or in parÇ for the services, or
o if the account includes a fee for a product or device or a service other than

carei

a re-assessment, as set out in Stanclard of Practice 5-002: Record Keeping, must:
o be conducted when clinically necessary and, in any event, no later than

each 24th visit; and
o be sufficiently comprehensive for the member to:

- evaluate the patient's current condition;
- assess the effectiveness of the member's chiropractic care;
- discuss with the patient the patient's goals and expectations for

his/her ongoing care; and
- affirm or revise the member's plan of management for the patient.

2

Fees for Service as Provided

A member charging and collecting a fee for the service as provided must comply
with the conditions as set out above.

Unit Billing

Unit billing refers to charging and invoicing a patient for each component of the
service performed at a single visit, as opposed to charging and invoicing the patient
for the whole visit. A member engaging in unit billing shall:

comply with CCO regulations, standards of practice, policies and guidelines
relating to business and billing practices; and

ensure that the unit billing is fair and reasonable and be aware that charging
a fee excessive to the service performed may constitute professional
misconduct.

a

Block Fees and/or Payment Plans

A block fee and/or payment plan is any fee where the patient is charged for
multiple services and/or treatments at any time other than when the services and/or
treatments are provided.

College of Chiropractors of Onlario
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a

a

A member charging a block fee and/or payment plan must ensure that there is a
signed, written agreement between the member and the patient, which includes the
following provisions in which the member has:

given the patient the option to pay for each service on a "pay per visit" basis;

disclosed to the patient the regular unit cost per service and the unit cost per
service established by the block fee and/or payment plan if the fees differ; and

fully inform the patient of his/her right to opt out of a block fee and/or
payment plan at any time during care, and the patient's right to a refund of any
unspent portion of the block fee and/or payment plan, calculated by reference to
the number of services provided multiplied by the block fee/payment plan unit
cost per service.

A member shall not subject the patient to any undue pressure and/or duress when
offering a block fee and/or payment plan.

Repayment of Unused Block Fee and/or Payment Plan

A patient may choose to opt out of a block fee and/or payment plan at any time
cluring care, even if an agreement has been previotrsly signecl.

A member shall not subject the patient to any undue pressure and/or duress
when the patient chooses to opt out of a block fee and/or payment plan.

A member must fully refund to the patient any unused portion of the block fee

and/or payment plan calculated by multiplying the number of services
provided by the established unit cost per service of the block fee/payment plan
agreement.

If a patient opts out of the block fee/payment plary a member may not charge a
patient any additional fees for any treatments or services that were discounted
or complimentary as part of the block fee/payment plan. A refund must
reference the unit cost per service, which may be complimentary or discounted,
of the block fee/payment plan agreement.

a

a

a
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Fee for Serwice

20 treatments at $50
per treatment = $1000

2 re-evaluations at $75
per re-evaluation = $150

$1s0

$100

$1400

Example of Galculation of Refund of Block Fee/Payment Plan

Service

Chiropractic
Treatment

Block Fee/Payment Plan Fee

20 treatments at $45
per treatment: S900

4

2 Re-evaluations 2 re-evaluations at $0
per re-evaluation: $0

Cervical Traction $o

Radiographs $o

Total Cost $900

In this example, a patient under the block fee/payment plan pays $900 up front, and
opts out of the block fee/payment plan after receiving 10 chiropractic treatments, 2
re-evaluations, cervical traction and racliographs.

Total amount of block fee ($900)

Services Received:
. Block fee unit cost per service ($4S¡ x number of services received (10) = $450
. 2 Re-evaluations, cervical traction and radiographs: $0

Total Refund = $900 (total amount of block fee) - $450 (spent portion of block fee) =
$450 (unused portion of block fee)

Billing Third-Party Payors

A member may not bill any third-party payor in excess of his/her usual regular fee

billed to an uninsured patient for similar services.

The practice of having one fee for a patient and a different fee for a third-party
payo4 or various fees for different third-party payors (e.g., dependent upon the
amount of coverage) is not permitted. There is an exemption to this restriction
when a fee has been negotiated with a third-party payor such as the Workplace
Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB), the Financial Services Commission of Ontario
(FSCO) or a similar organization.

College of Chiropraclors of Ontario
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A member should have a discussion with a patient of the member's involvement
with billing third-party payors to ensure the patient is fully aware of their own
responsibilities regarding reimbursement from any third-party payor.

LecrsurvE CoNTEXT

Regulation R-008: Professional Misconduct

1,, The following are acts of professional misconduct for the purposes of clause
51(1)(c) of the Health Professions Procedural Code:

The Practice of the Profession and the Care of and Relationship with
Patients

1,. Contravening a standard of practice of the profession or failing to maintain
the standard of practice expected of members of the profession.

11. Breaching an agreement with a patient relating to professional services for
the patient or fees for such services

14. Provicting a cliagnostic or therapeutic service that is not necessary.

Business Practices

23. Submitting an account or charge for services the member knows is false or
misleading.

24. Falling to disclose to a patient the fee for a service before the service is
provided, including a fee not payable by the patient.

25. Charging a block fee unless,

the patient is given the option of paying for each service as it is
provided,

a unit cost per service is specified,

ii. the member agrees to refund to the patient the unspent portion of the
block fee, calculated by reference to the number of services provided.

5
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6

26. Failing to itemize an account for professional services,

i. if requested to do so by the patient or person or agency who is to pay, in
whole or in part, for the services, or

ii. if the account includes a fee for a product or device or a service other
than a treatment.multiplied by the unit cost per service.27. Selling any
debt owed to the member for professional services. This does not include
the use of credit cards to pay for professional services.

Miscellaneous Matters

28. Contravening the Act, the Regulated Health Proþssions Act, L991or the
regulal"ions under either of those Acts.

29. Contravening a federal, provincial or territoriallaw, a municipal by-law or a
by-law or rule of a hospital within the meaning of the Publíc Hospitals Act, if
the contravention is relevant to the member's suitabilify to practise.

33. Engaging in conduct or performing an act that, having regard to all the
circumstances, would reasonably be regarded by members as disgraceful,
dishonourable, or unprofessional.

'A block fee is any fee where the patient is charged for multiple services andlor
treatments at any time other than when the services and/or treatments are
provided.
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Note to readers: In the et¡ent of øny inconsistency betuteen this document and the legislation tlnt
fficts chiroprøctic practice, the legislation goTrerns.

lrurErur

To advise members of their obligation to act competently and ethically in the
practice of their profession.

Descn¡proN oF GUTDELTNE

Chiropractors have been granted the privilege of self regulation, a privilege that
obliges them to act competently and ethically in the practice of their profession. In
so doing, they shall maintain recognized standards of practice of chiropractic care

while also observing professional values. Their commitment to such practice shall
ensure public trust, collaboration with their colleagues, and the integrity and
dignity of the profession.

The ethical values that guide the profession are identified here. These principles are
intended to aid chiropractors individually and collectively in maintaining a high
level of ethical conduct.

Section 1: Ethical Obligations to the Patient

An ethical member shalt:

1. practise only within the limits of professional and personal competence;

2. practise in surroundings that shall not compromise the quality of care offered;

3. act always with personal integrity while also trying to acquire and maintain the
confidence and respect of their patients;

4. render care to those who seek it, without discrimination on the basis of race,

ancestry, place of origiry colour, ethnic origiry citizenship, creed, sex, sexual
orientatiory age, marital status, family status or disability, and interact truthfully
with their patients;

1
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5. have the well-being of patients as their paramount objective and shall:

. provicle appropriate ancl necessary care;

not offer to guarantee a cure to his/her patients, either verbally or in writing;

neither exaggerate nor minimize the gravity of a patient's condition;

collaborate with other recognized health care practitioners so the patient
shall have the benefit of coordinated team care;

never abandon patients without due regard for their welfare once they have
been accepted into the practice.If, for any reasory a member wishes to
withdraw from a case (e.9., an issue of self-respect or clignity, or the need
for assistance for the patient of someone more skilled), the member shall
give the patient sufficient notice of withdrawal of care so as to permit them
to secure an alternate care provider, if appropriate;

avoid conflict of interest in caring for their patients (i.e., they shall not take
physical, mental, social, sexual or financial advantage of patients); and

endeavour to ensure, in advance of any examination or care, that
patients understand any legal responsibility of the member to third
parties (so as to protect the patient's interests);

6. ensure that the capable patient has an ongoing opportunity to make an
informed and voluntary choice for chiropractic intervention or non-interventiory
and ensure that the non-capable patient has a capable substitute decision maker
who acts for the patient in making choices that are informed, voluntary
continuing and non-contrary to the previously expressed wishes of the patient.
In the absence of such previously expressed wishes, or in the ignorance of them,
the member shall ensure that any decision taken by the substitute
decision-maker is in the best interest of the patient; and

7. respect and maintain privacy and confidentiality with regard to personal health
information obtained from patients or from colleagues concerning patients.
Such information shall be disclosed only with the consent of the patient (except
when the law requires the member to do otherwise), in circumstances of
inter-professional consultation or when the harm of keeping confidentiality is
greater than the harm that results from breaching confidentialify.

a

a

a
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Section 2: Ethical Obligations to Professional Colleagues

An ethical member shall:

8. not judge fellow members, their qualifications or the procedures they use,
except as may be required in the interests of the health of patients;

9. not take over a case whicþ or recently has been, under the care of another
member, except:

rn an emergency;

in consultation with the previous chiropractor;

when the previous chiropractor has relinquished the case; or

the patient has stated he/she no longer wishes to attend the previous
member;

10. work collaboratively with other members and health professionals in terms of
patient care (e.g., information sharing, care, consultation and education); and

11. only enter contractual agreements, regarding his/her professional services,
which have terms that are equitable and agreeable to all parties and maintain
professonal integrity and offer high quality care.

Section 3: Ethical Obligations to the Profession

An ethical member shall:

12. conduct him/herself with dignity so as to bring honour to the profession;

13. have one level of billing, except on compassionate grounds or when
professional bodies have negotiated fee schedules with different payor agencies.
They shall bring their practice to public attention only in accordance with
acceptable professional standards of practice and within applicable legislation;

14. encourage ongoing professional and public education regarding chiropractic
practice, and assist in educating new members of the profession; and

15. recognize that ongoing professional research is necessary so as to advance the
practice of the profession.

a

a

a
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4

Section 4: Ethical Obligations to the Public

An ethical member shall:

16. claim only qualifications possessed, represent accurately the nature of
chiropractic treatment, and convey correct information when interpreting
scientific knowledge;

17. comply with all governing legislation (with ongoing attention given to current
requirements under tlle Regulated Henlth Professions Act, 1991, as amended,
Chiropractic Act, 1991, tl:re Healing Arts Radistion Protectiott Act, and the
regulations under those acts); and

18. endeavour to improve the standards of chiropractic services within the
community.

Section 5: Ethical Obligations to CCO

An ethical member shall:

L9. comply with the code of ethics, by-laws, standards of practice, policies and
guidelines duly approved by CCO and report unprofessional conduct on the
part of other members to tl're appropriate review body of CCO; and

20. cooperate and assist CCO in a timely manner and assist CCO in its professional
work.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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Amended: September 13, 2008, September 24,2009, December 1, 2011

Public Display Protocol
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Note to readers: In the eaent of any inconsistency between this document qnd the legislation tlnt
fficts chiropractic practice, the legislation goaerns.

lrurerur

To ensure that chiropractic is consistently promoted in a professional marurer with
personal accountability. This protocol provides members with some practical
approaches to community event planning and implementation.

DescnrproN oF PoLrcY

Displays include presentations of printed or other visual material to members of the
public, in a place normally frequented by the public, by a person or persons who
are physically present when such material is distributed or presented. They do not
include signage, billboards, or other forms of visual advertising that do not ordinar-
ily require that the person advertising be physically present.

Public display is a type of community service that includes educational sessions
and/or public health screenings. These public events are used to encourage and
promote chiropractic in a positive and professional manner.

An educational session is a live communication to a group, organization or the
public at large. This may include a formal lecture, informal discussion or presenta-
tion. Professional accountability is imperative as these sessions are usually per-
formed in the absence of formal evaluations.

A public health screening is an assessment procedure to identify possible
chiropractic/health concerns that may require attention. Members may only
perform a screening assessment on willing participants.

Members may conduct a public display/health screening only at the following
events - health fairs and trade shows.

Health fair is a community event focused on the promotion of health.

Trade show is an exhibition for people or companies in a specific industry to
demonstrate products ancl services.

1
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Educøtionøl sessions provide an excellent opportunity to promote chiropractic, and
to inform and educate the public.

Public heøIth screenings that stress the importance of preventative health
strategies are used in health professions and are widely recognized to promote
public health.

Public displays and public health screenings are of value to the public because they
may identify early signs of potential health problems and educate the public about
chiropractic. They can be used to help build a stronger chiropractic presence in the
professional and public communities. These events are intended to promote
chiropractic as a legitimate, safe and effective health care choice.

Set-up/Presentation

All aspects of public displays/health screenings will be evaluated by the
participating public and other professions ancl, for that reason, must remain
professional.

Signs, communication, marketing material, and professional appearance are all
important factors to consider when planning the set-up and delivery of a public
display/healtl-r screening.

Signs should state the purpose and intent of the event (e.g., chiropractic talks,
spinal evaluation, postural evaluation, etc.). Members may have signage listing their
affiliation with groups, societies or associations, provided that the affiliated group
officially recognizes the event.

CCO requires notification, in writing, informing of a public displayÄrealth
screening at least 10 business days prior to the event. The notification must include
the names of participating member(s) and the event's date, time and location.

Chiropractic Representat¡on

CCO requires that at least one licensed member be present at a public display/
health screening at all times.

lnformation for Distribution

The distribution of all chiropractic information and communication materials (e.g.,

pamphlets, posters, handouts, video/audio materials, etc.) at public displays/health
screenings shall comply with Standard of Practice S-016: Advertising. CCO
recommends that such materials be forwarded to CCO for pre-apploval.

Public Display Protocol

2
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Turnaround time for approval is approximately 10 business days.

Screening Procedures

The primary purpose of a public displaylhealth screening is to educate the public.
A member should not pressure or aggressively solicit any potential participant.
Participation must be voluntary.

For the purpose of the public display protocof "fulïy informed" means the
participant understands that the purpose of the screening is not to diagnose but to
screen himlher for potential problems that may require further investigation in a
formal office setting. A member must provide the participant with a description and
explanation of the purpose of the screening procedure. Prior to performing any
assessment procedure, a member shall obtain consent that is:

. fully informed;

. voluntarily given;
o related to the patient's condition and circumstances;
. not obtained through fraud or misrepresentation; and
o evidenced in written form and signed by the participant or otherwise

documented in the patient health record.

A member shall:

a

a

a

advise the participant that he/she may withdraw his/her consent at any time;

offer the participant the option of having the assessment performed in a private
area (e.g., separated or sectioned off with a curtain); and

perform a screening in compliance with the current privacy legislation.

A member shall not:

disrobe or gowrÌ any participant at a public display/health screening;

use a method of assessment that uncovers, shifts or alters a participant's
clothing (e.g., shirts, slacks, dresses, etc.) in away that would be construed as

disrespectful, embarrassing and/or inappropriate; and

perform therapeutic interventions, c.g.r soft tissue therapy or massage,
stretching, mobilizations, manipulation or adjustment (manual/instrumented).

3
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a
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A members is reminded:

if a fee is chalged fol the scleening plocedure, the fee rnust be disclosed to the
participant before the service is provided;

to comply with section 4 of Standard of Practice 5-016:Advertising;

to be sensitive to the fact that he/she may be screening a participant who is
already receiving chiropractic care; and

to not compare their services to any other chiropractor, directly or indirectly.

If it is c{eemed appropriate that a participant requires any follow-up chiropractic
carc, thc mcmbcr should rccommcnd that thc participant visit a chiropractor of
his/her choice.

It remains a participant's choice to follow up with a more complete evaluation at a
chiropractic office.

Screening Equipment

Assessment procedures may include computerized testing, simple functional
testing (with no equipment) and/or questionnaires.

Assessments currently accepted:

r questionnaires
r postural evaluation - computerized, plumb lines or manual
. hands-on procedures (e.g., range of motiory flexibility, static/motion palpation)
. dual or four quadrant weight scales
. surface electromyography (sEMG)** (cervical spine only, when appropriate)
. thermography/thermal scanning (to already exposed spinal areas only, no

clothing is to be shifted/moved)**

** sEMG, thermography/thermal scanning and computerized spinal analysis must
follow generally accepted protocols.

4
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A member is reminded that he/she represents a profession with high standards and,
when performing any of the above assessments, he/she may be compared to other
professions.

Professional Conduct

A member shall adhere to CCO regulations and standards of practice (including,
but not limited to, consent and record keeping) at all times. A complaint of
professional misconduct may occur if, having regard to all the circumstances, a
member's conduct would reasonably be regarded as disgraceful, dishonourable or
unprofessional.

Public Display Protocol

lm
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Members:

Staff Support:

Dr. Cliff Hardick, Chair
Ms Karoline Bourdeau
Dr. Dennis Mizel
Mr. Doug Cressman

Mr. Joel Friedmaru Director, Policy and Research
Ms Madeline Cheng, Registration Coordinator
Ms Jo-Ann V/illson, Registrar and General Counsel
Ms Andrea Szametz, Recording Secretary

l. lntroductionand Recommendations

Since the last meeting of Council, the Registration Committee met twice, once by
teleconference on October 10,2018, and once in-person on November 14,2018.

Recommendation I

That Council approve the Registration Committee Terms of Reference.

The Registration Committee is recommending amendments to its terms of reference,
consistent with CCO's template.

Recommendøtíon 2

That Council approve amendments to ByJaw l6: Professional Liability Insuranceþr
circulation andfeedback as part of CCO's By-law review.

The Registration Committee is recommending amendments to the minimum requirement
for professional liability protection that reflects the amounts required by the major
malpractice protection provider.

Recommendatíon 3

That Council approve omendments to Policy P-045: CCO's Legislation and Ethics
Examination.

Recommendatíon 4

Thøt Council approve amendments to Policy P-050: Supervision and Direction of
Chiropractors in Training.
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The Committee has added language to ensure consistency with the language of the
Registration Regulation around accredited educational institutions, added principles of
public safety and effective care to the supervision of students, and expanded requirements
of the consent process to ensure patients have an understanding that they will receive care
from a student.

ll. Other Committee Matters

The Committee reviewed several matters for registration. The Committee continues to
apply the criteria set out in CCO regulation and policy to the fact scenarios of applicants
for registration to ensure consistent decision-making.

The Committee received a report on2019 member and incorporation renewal. As of
November 14,2018,715 members and 135 professional corporations have renewed for
20t9.

The Committee continues to work on the following:

Developing the flowchart for registration into a visually appealing document for
posting on the website and as a resource for applications;

Amending the initial registration form to ensure consistency with legislative,
regulatory and policy amendments;

Developing newsletter and communication materials on the requirement of a
temporary certificate of registration for instructors of continuing education programs
that involve the perforTnance of controlled acts;

Developing new questions for the Legislation and Ethics examination to reflect
current regulatory priorities.

Current Member Status

Chart 1: Membership Statistics as at November 2012018

Chart 2: Change in Registration statistics for August 2812018 - November 20,2018

2

o

o

a

Status Total
Active 4569
Inactive - Resident 239
Retired a aa

IJJ

All cateqories 4941

Description Total
New registrants l0
Female 7

Male J
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Chart 3: Colleges of Graduation for New Registrants 837
CMCC 8

NYCC I
Palmer (IA) I

lll. Acknowledgements

I would like to thank the members of the Registration committee and the support staff for
their time and commitment: Mr. Joel Friedman, Ms Madeline Cheng, Ms Andrea
Szametz and Ms Jo-Ann V/illson.

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Cliff Hardick,
Chair, Registration Committee
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|'IEM 4.7.2
ReclsrRRTroN Coltíltí¡rree

Tenms oF REFERENcE

The Registration Committee ("Committee") is a statutory committee pursuant S

10 ofthe Code, Schedule 2tothe Regulated Health Professions Act ("Code").

1.0 Purposes

The purposes of the Committee are to:

1.1 develop, establish and maintain standards of qualification for
persons to be issued certificates of registration;

1.2 exercise its mandate pursuant to and in accordance with sections
15 to 24 of the Code and Regulation 862193 ("Registration") under
the Chiropractic Act, 1991; and

1.3 determine all matters of registration with consistency and faimess.

2.0 Priorities

The priorities of the Committee are to:

develop a registration protocol in conjunction with the Registrar to
ensure compliance with legislative requirements;

review the registration process to ensure thoroughness and
consistency of treatment among applicants;

address the issue of appropriate training of applicants within CCO
rather than CMCC; and

give weight to the recommendations of the Examining Committee
in determining whether to register an applicant.

3.0 Accountability

The Committee is directly accountable to the Council to whom it reports,
and indirectly accountable to the Health Professions Board, which hears
reviews of decisions of the Committee.

841
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4.0 Gomposition

The composition of the Committee is set out in Regulation672173
("Committee Composition") as follows:

a. two members of the Council who are members of the College; and
b. one member of the Council appointed to the Council by the Lieutenant

Governor in Council.

The Commifiee is assisted by the Registrar or Deputy Registrar and a

recording secretary.

Noted by Council: April 10, 1999
Approved by Council: March 23, 1996

842
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Bv-lew 16: PnoFESsroNRL L¡Relury lrusunRruce
Approved by Council: September 24, 2009
Amended: September I 7, 20 I 5

16.1 Each member holding a general or temporary certificate of registration must
provide evidence satisfactory to the registrar of carrying professional liability
insurance in the applicable minimum amount per occuffence and minimum
aggregate amount per year, including coverage for claims after the member ceases
to hold a certif,tcate relating to occurrences while holding a certificate, or
membership in a protective association that provides equivalent protection. A
member who is or will be when registered, an employee of a member, a health
facility or other body that has equivalent professional liability insurance coverage
or membership in a protective association that provides equivalent protection is
deemed to comply with this section.

16.2 The professional liability insurance referred to in By-law 16.1 must have:

(a) a minimum amount of $1,000,000 per occurrence, and

(b) a minimum aggregate amount of $3,000,000 per year

16.3 When applying for a general or temporary certificate of registration or a renewal
of a general or temporary certificate of registration, an applicant must sign a
declaration that he/she complies with By-laws 16.1 and 16.2.

16.4 A member holding a general or temporary certificate of registration must have
available in hisÆrer office, in written or electronic form, evidence that he/she
complies with By-laws 16.1 and 16.2, or may have the provider of the protection
under By-law l6.l provide regular updates to CCO confirming compliance with
ByJaws 16.I and 16.2.

844
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Approved by Council: April 15, 2000
Amended: April 14, 2010, April 24,2012,
February 26,2013, September 20, 2014

CCO's Legislation and
Ethics Examination

847

a

a

Note to renders: In the ez;ent of any inconsistency betuteen this document and the legislation thnt

fficts chiroprnctic prøctice, the legislation gl'zerns.

lrure¡¡r

To clarify CCO's policies and procedures concerning administration of CCO's
Legislation and Ethics examination.

To determine the requirements for retaking CCO's Legislation and Ethics
examination.

DescnrproN oF PoLrcY

Under Ontario Regulation R-1,371L1,, it is a condition of initial registration with CCO
for applicants to have successfully completed CCO's Legislation and Ethics
examination.

Adclitionally, a member may be required to successfully complete CCO's
Legislation and Ethics examination for other purposes/ including but not limited to,
complying with a decision of the Discipline Committee, or complying with a term,
condition, limitation or undertaking on a member's condition of registration for
re-entering the General class of certificate of registration in Ontario. The purpose of
this examination is to test the applicant's or member's knowledge of the legal,
professional and ethical responsibilities and obligations governing the practice of
chiropractic in Ontario.

CCO administers the Legislation and Ethics examination three times per year, but
has the discretion to offer additional sittings of the examination and take-home
examinations as the circumstances may require.

CCO will provide candidates with study material upon receipt of the examination
application fee.

If a candidate is unsuccessful in passing CCO's Legislation and Ethics examinatiory
he/she will be given an opportunity to write a supplemental examination at the
next available sitting or, at the discretion of the Registration Cornmittee, at an
earlier date.

1
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2

A candidate who is successful on CCO's Legislation and Ethics examination but
unsuccessful on the clinical competency examinations conducted by the Canadian
Chiropractic Examining Board (CCEB), or an examination accepted by CCO
Council as equivalent, shall not be required to retake the Legislation and Ethics
examination provided he/she is successful on the clinical competency
examinations within two years of successfully completing CCb's Legislation ancl
Ethics examination. If a candidate is unsuccessful on the CCEB clinical competency
examinations within two years of successfully completing CCO's Legislation and
Ethics examination, the candidate shall retake CCO's Legislation and Ethics
examination.

CCO is committed to accommodating candidates with physical and/or learning
disabilities in completing its Legislation and Ethics examination. A candidate who is
otherwise eligible to write the Legislation and Ethics examination may file a
written request to the Registrar, along with proof of the disability, for reasonable,
alternative tcsting accommodations if hc/shc is unablc to r.vritc thc cxamination
under standard circumstances. CCO will make reasonable efforts to accommodate
individuals with disabilities.

College of Chiropractors of Ontario
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Registration Committee
Approved by Council: December 3, 2010
-This policy replaces the former policy entitled
"Student Field Placement Temporary Policy"

a

Supervision and Direction
of Chiropractors in Training

|TEM 4.7.8 853

Note to readers: In the eaent of any inconsistency between this document and the legislation thcrt

øffects chiroprøctic practice, the legislation glaerns.

lrurerur

To clarify for members CCO's interpretation of section 29(1)þ) of the Regulated

Health Professions Act, 1991" (RHPÐ which provides:

An act by a person is not in contravention of subsection 27(1) lthe
provision prohibiting the performance of controlled actsl if it is done
in the course of,

(b) fulfilling the requirements to become a member of a health
profession and the act is within the scope of practice of the
profession and is done under the supervision or direction or a
member of the profession.

For the purposes of this policy:

'Accredited Chiropractic Program" means a chiropractic program accredited
or recognized by the Council on Chiropractic Education; and

"Preceptorship Program" means a student practice placement program of an
accredited chiropractic program. A chiropractic student is requirecl to practise
under the supervision or direction of a member of the profession.

Chiropractic students participating in an accredited school's preceptorship program
will be considered to be "fulfilling the requirements" of becoming a chiropractor for
the purposes of section 29(7) and 30(5) of the RHP,4 if they are enrolled in an
accredited chiropractic program.

Description of Policy

Chiropractic students pariicipating in an accredited school's preceptorship
program will be consiclered to be "fulfilling the requirements" of becoming
a clriropractor for the purposes of section 29(1) and 30(5) of the RHP,4 if they are

enrollecl in an accredited chiropractic program.

A member may participate in a preceptorship program of an accredited
chiropractic program by providing supervision or direction of a student
performing a controlled act, provided the member:

a

a

1
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a

o holds a General (Active) certificate of registration;
o is in good standing with CCO;
o is a qualified participant in a preceptorship program of an accredited

chiropractic program; and
o has appropriate malpractice protection which provides coverage for

controlled acts performed by students.

For the purposes of section 29(1) and 30(5) of tl;te RHPA, the supervision or
direction of a student participating in the preceptorship program requires
that the supervising chiropractor be present on the premises and available
for consultation at all times during the student's performance of patient-
related activities.

The supervision and direction of the student must comply with the standards
adopted by the accredited chiropractic program with regard to the
prcccptorship placcmcnt.

The member shall ensure that the student obtains consent to any
examination or treatment, consistent with Standard of Practice 5-013:
Consent, that is:

o fully informed;
o voluntarily given;
o related to the patient's conclition and circumstances;
o not obtained through fraud or misrepresentation; and
o evidenced in a written form signed by the patient or otherwise

documented in the patient record

Any record of consent shall indicate that the examination or treatment was
being provided by a student under the member's supervision or direction.

The rnember shall ensure that the student complies with all CCO
regulations, standards of practice, policies and guidelines.

a

a
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Lecrsurve CoruTExr

All activities and services performed by members must relate directly to the chiro-
practic scope of practice and authorized acts as set out in the Chiropractic Act, 1991,

as follows:

Chíropructic Supe of Pructice

The practice of chiropractic is the assessment of conditions related to the spine,
nervous system and joints and the diagnosis, prevention and treatmenÇ prirnarily
by adjustment, of,

(a) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the
spine and the effects of ihose dysfunctions or disorders on the nervous
system; and

(b) dysfunctions or disorders arising from the structures or functions of the
joints.

Authorized Acts

h'r the course of engaging in the practice of chiropractic, a member is authorized,
subject to the terms, conditions and limitations imposed on his/her certificate of reg-
istration, to perform the following:

1,. Communicating a diagnosis identifying, as the cause of a person's symptoms,

i. A disorder arising from the structures or functions of the spine and their
effects on the nervous system, or

ii. A disorder arising from the structures or functions of the joints of the
extremities.

2. Moving the joints of the spine beyond a person's usual physiological range of
motion using a fast,low amplitude thrust.

3. Putting a finger beyond the anal verge for the purpose of manipulating the tail-
bone.

3
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4

Section 30(1) of the BHPA:

No persory other than a member treating or advising within the scope of practice of
his or her profession may treat or advise a person with respect to his or her health
in circumstances in which it is reasonably foreseeable that serious bodily harm may
result from the treatment or advice or from omission from them.

Section 30(5Xb) of the RHPA:

Subsection (1) does not apply with respect to anything done by a person in the
course of,

(b) fulfilling the requirements to become a member of a health profession if the
person is acting within the scope of practice of the profession under the
supervision or direction of a member of the profession.

College of Chiropractors ot Ontario
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MemonANDUM

rrEM 4.7.9To:

From:

Date: October 2018

CCO Members

Dr. David Starmer, President
Mr. Douglas Cressman, Treasurer

Re 2019 Reqistration Renewaland Self Assessment and Gontinuinq
Education Reportinq

l. lntroduction

Registrøtion renewalfor 2019 ís availøble online through the CCO member portøL. CCO øsks
that you complete your registration renewal ønd payment online so thøt all information and
payment is collected ønd processed

You may also access, download and print ø receiptfor your 2018 renewøIfees, by clicking
"fnvoices ønd Receipts" once logged into the CCO member portal.

Registratíon renewøls must be received by Januøn 2. 2019. or be subject to a late paymentfee
of $100for a General certiftcate of regístration ønd 820 for an inøctive or retired certijicate of
registrøtíon. If ø member does not renew by Mørch I. 2019, the member's certiJicate of
registration will be suspended and the member must not provide chiropractic services or hold
him/herself out øs ø chiroprøctor. Certificates of Registration are automatically revoked two
years after being saspended if they øre not brought into good standing.

ll. lnstructions on Logging into the CCO Member Portal

1. Follow the link to www.cco.on.ca;
2. Click on "Member Login" on the CCO homepage;
3. Use your registration number or email address that you used to active your account and

password to log in. If you forgot your password, please click on "Forgot Password" to
reset your password, using your email address you used to activate your account;

4. Once logged in, click "Renew Registration" and follow the instructions to renew your
certificate of registration for 2019.

If you høve not creøted an onlíne account in the CCO Member Portal, pleasefollow these
instructions to creøte your online member proJile:

l.
2.
J.
4.
5.

Follow the link to www.cco.on.ca;
Click on "Member Login" on the CCO homepage;
Click "Activate Now" to set up your member profile for the first time;
Enter your CCO registration number (3 or 4 digits) and click "Activate";
Follow the instructions and enter the information that is required to set up your online
member profile;
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6. Enter a private email address that is accessible only to you that you use or intend to use

for communication with CCO;
7. You will receive a link in that email. Click on the link;
8. Create a Password;
9. Following creation of an online member profile, you may log into the member selÈ

service area by clicking the "Member Login" link at www.cco.on.ca. Please use your
Username (Registration Number) and Password to log in. If you have forgotten your
password, please click the "Forgot Password" button and enter the email address that
used to activate your account to reset your password.

You may use the Member Portal to:
o Renew your registration for 2019;
o Renew your professional corporation2019 (if applicable);
o Update your residential address, business address(es), communication with CCO

preference and languages of care at any time;
¡ View, download and print receipts for renewal payments;
o View your public profile as it appears on the CCO public register; and
o Report on your Self Assessment and Continuing Education (CE) for the July 1,2016 -

June 30,2018 CE Cycle and future CE cycles.

lll. Registration Renewal

Once logged into your member profile, please follow the link to "Renew Registration" and
carefully read and follow the instructions in every step for renewing your registration. You may
log out of the renewal process af any time and your answers will be saved and you can continue
where you left off. You can also use the "Previous" and "Next" buttons to go to different pages

within the renewal and review and change any answers. Once you have completed your renewal,
you may save a PDF copy of your renewal.

Please answer all applicable questions in their entirety. As part of the renewal process, there are

questions related to demographic, geographic, educational and practice information. CCO, like
every health regulatory college in Ontario, is required by the Ministry of Health and Long-Term
Care (MOHLTC) to collect this information for submission to the Health Professions Database
for the purposes of health human resources planning. Your answers to these questions will help
the MOHLTC Ministry develop policies and programs that address supply and distribution,
education, recruitment and retention of health professionals. Please consult the glossary available
by clicking the question mark symbol (?) throughout the renewal process. This information is
provided to the MOHLTC in an anonymous manner with no member identifïcation associated
with it.

If you are changing your class of certificate of Registration, please indicate this in the "Class of
Renewal" page of the online renewal. If you are changing your class of registration from General
to Inactive or Retired, please carefully review the implications and requirements of changing
classes ofregistration, as part ofthe renewal process.

If prompted during the "Professional Misconduct, Incompetence and Incapacity, Self-Reporting
and Acknowledgement of Good Character" steps of the online renewal, please add any additional
details and/or attach any relevant documents by clicking "Upload File" at the bottom of the page.
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lV. Registration Renewal Payment

The following fees apply to registration renewal for 2019:
859

Glass of Certificate of Registration Fees for 2019 Renewal
General Class $1050
General Class, two instalments $550 payable by January 2,2079, and $550 payable

by June 1,2019
First Renewal General Class (for members
registered for the first time in 2018)

$s2s

General Class Late Fee (if applicable) $r00
Inactive Class s47s
Retired Class $100
Inactive/Retired Late Fee (if applicable) $20
Resienins $o

The corresponding fee will apply depending on the class of registration in which you are

renewing.

Please note: if you served qs a CCEB examinerfor one sitting, you must pay half of the General
registrationfee. If you served as a CCEB examinerfor two sittings, you are exemptfrom paying
the full General registration fee.

V. Payment Methods

There are two methods of payment acceptable for 2019 Registration Renewal:

1 Gredit Card Payment Option (Visa, MasterGard and American Express
accepted)

Please enter your credit card information credit card. Once completed, your fees will be processed

immediately and securely online.

2. Gheque Payment Option

Please indicate on the Payment screen of the online renewal that you will be paying by mailing a
cheque to CCO. Make cheque(s) payable to the College of Chiropractors of Ontario. Please note,

your renewal will be pending upon receipt of the cheque by CCO. Cheques that are returned
N.S.F. or are non-negotiable (i.e., misdated, not signed or otherwise miswritten) will be returned
to the member and a $50 charge will be levied in addition to the late fee, if applicable.

Vl. Updating lnformation During the Year

Members are required to update any changes to their class of registration, business and residential
addresses and to notifr CCO of any self-reporting as soon as the changes occur. Address
changes can be made at any time during the year by logging into your member profile and

updating your address details by using the "Personal Information" tab on the left. For any class

changes during the year, or any other reporting requirements, please contact CCO directly.
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Vll. Reporting on Self Assessment and Gontinuing Education

Members registered in the General class for the entire time period of CE Cycle 4 of July 1,
2016 - June 30r 2018 are required to complete and submit the Continuing Education and
Professional Development Log ("Log") by January 2,2019 through the CCO Member Portal, in
compliance with Standard of Practice 5-003: Professional Portfolio and the Regulated Health
Professions Act, 1991.

Once logged into the CCO Member Portal, please click on "Continuing Education and
Professional Development Log" and follow the instructions to report on you Self Assessment and
Continuing Education for CE Cycle 4.

If you were not registered in the General class of registration for the entire time period of CE
Cycle 4 from July 1,2016 - June 30,2018 (e.g., if you became a new member or changed from
the Inactive or Retired class of registration during this time period), please indicate this under
"Continuing Education and Professional Development Log". You are not required to complete
any more continuing education reporting. You are still required to maintain a professional
portfolio.

Please visit https://www.cco.on.calmembers-of-cco/quality-assurance/ for more information or
contact Mr. Joel Friedman, Director, Policy and Research at (416) 922-6355, ext. 104,

.on.ca or Dr. J. Bruce Walton, Director, Professional Practice at (416) 922-6355,
ext. 106, bwalton@cco.on.ca if you have any questions.

Members registered in the General class, and who were registered in the General class for the
entirely of CE Cycle 5, are remintletl that CE Cyole 5 began on July 1, 201E and goes until June
30.-2020. Members are strongly encouraged to complete the CE Cycle 5 Self Assessment and
begin completing the CE requirements as soon as possible. Members are reminded that there are
two mandatory components for structured CE in CE Cycle 5:

o five mandatory structured hours consisting of diagnostic or therapeutic procedures related
to any of the controlled acts within the chiropractic scope of practice; and

o maintaining a certificate in emergency first aidlCPRr (members are only required to
complete this requirement if their certification expires during CE Cycle 5).

Members may log their CE hours for CE Cycle 5 using the member portal, once they have
completed reporting on CE Cycle 4.

Thank you!

I The minimum requirement is emergency first aid: CPR Level C + AED. This can be achieved through
providers such as Red Cross and St John Ambulance as a 6.5 hour classroom instruction program. For a full
list of providers, please visit www.wsib.com.
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College of Chiropractors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiroprat¡ciens de I'Ontario

2079 Online Registration Renewal and Self Assessment and
Continuing Education Reporting

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) has launched the 2OL9
online registration renewal and self assessment and cont¡nuing education
reporting. CCO 2019 registration renewal and self assessment and
continuing education reporting for members is available through the
Online Member Portal. Please log in using your registration number or
email you used to activate your account and your password. If you do not
have a password, please click "Activate Now" to activate your online
portal account.

Please consult the memorandum below for instructions on using the
member portal, renewing your certificate of registration for 2019, and
reporting on your self assessment and continuing education.

. 2019 Member Renewal Memorandum

Throughout the renewal process there will be a glossary of terms
available. You can also download and/or print the glossary of terms at the
following link:

Glossa ry-ofJetms - Renewal
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201 9 lncorporation Renewal
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To:

From:

Date

Re:

l. lntroduction

Incorporalion renewalfor 2019 is avøiløble online through the member portøí. CCO øsks
thøt you complete your professional corporation renewøl and payment online so thøt all
information and pøyment is collected and processed Incorporøtion renewal and pøyment
must be completed on or before lønuøm 2. 2019 or your certijicate will be subject to a late

fee of $50. If ø corporation does not rcnew by March I, 2019. the corporøtion will be
revoked and you wìll not be permitted to provide chiropractic semices through ø
corporøtion in Ontørio.

ll. lnstructions on Logging into the GCO Member Portal

Pleasefollow these instructionsfor logging into the CCO Member Portal to renew yoar
professional corporation for 2 0 I 9 :

l. Follow the link to www.cco.on.ca;
2. Click on "Member Login" on the CCO homepage;
3. Use your registration number or email address that you used to active your account

and password to log in. If you forgot your password, please click on "Forgot
Password" to reset your password, using your email address you used to activate your
account;

4. Once logged in, click "Renew Professional Corporation" and follow the instructions
to renew your certificate of registration for 2019.

5. You may view, download and print your receipt for your 20 I 8 professional
corporation renewal.

If you høve not created an online account in the CCO Member PortøL, pleasefollow these
instructions to creøte your online member profile:

Please follow these instructions to create your online member profile:

l. Follow the link to www.cco.on.ca;
2. Click on "Member Login" on the CCO homepage;
3. Click "Activate Now" to set up your member profile for the first time;
4. Enter your CCO registration number (3 or 4 digits) and click "Activate";
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5. Follow the instructions and enter the information that is required to set up your online

member profile;
6. Enter a private email address that is accessible only to you that you use or intend to

use for communication with CCO;
7. You will receive a link in that email. Click on the link;
8. Create a Password;

Following creation of an online member profile, you may log into the member self-service
areaby clicking the "Member Login" link at www.cco.on.ca. Please use your Username
(Registration Number) and Password to log in. If you have forgotten your password, please

click the "Forgot Password" button and enter the email address you used to activate your
account to reset your password.

lll. Professional Gorporation Renewal

Once logged into your member profile, please follow the link to "Renew Professional
Corporations" and carefully read and follow the instructions in every step for renewing your
professional corporation. You may log out of the corporation renewal process at any time and

your answers will be saved and you can continue where you left off. You can also use the
o'Previous" and "Next" buttons to go to different pages within the renewal and review and

change any answers.

lV. Gorporation Renewal Payment

The fee for incorporation renewal is $200.00 and is due by January 2,2019. A late penalty of
$50.00 will apply to fees received øfter January 2,2019 and the certificate of authorization
will be suspended on March 1,2019 if fees have not been received.

V. Payment Methods

There are two methods of payment acceptable for 2019 Registration Renewal

1 Credit Gard Payment Opt¡on (Visa, Mastercard and American Express
accepted)
Please enter your credit card information. Once completed, your fees will be

processed immediately and securely online.

Cheque Payment Option
Please indicate on the Payment screen of the online renewal that you will be paying
by mailing a cheque to CCO. Make cheque(s) payable to the College of Chiropractors
of Ontario. Please note, your renewal will be pending upon receipt of the cheque by
CCO. Cheques that are returned N.S.F. or are non-negotiable (i.e., misdated, not
signed or otherwise miswritten) will be returned to the member and a $50 charge will
be levied in addition to the late fee, if applicable.

On receipt of your incorporation renewal, you will be forwarded a2019 renewal sticker to be

placed on your certificate of incorporation. Your registration will expire on December 3 1't,

2019, unless you are otherwise notified.

2

Thank you!
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tollege of Chiropractors of Ontario
L'Ordre des Chiropraticiens de I'Ontario

2079 Online Incorporation Renewal

The College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO) has launched the 20Lg
online incorporation renewal. CCO incorporation renewal for 2019 is
available through the Online Member Portal. Please log in using your
registration number or email you used to activate your account and your
password. If you do not have a password, please click "Activate Now" to
activate your online portal account.

Please consult the memorandum below for instructions on using the
member portal and renewing your professional incorporation for 20L9.

. 2019 Incorporation Renewal M

College of Chiropractors of Ontario, 130 Bloor Street, Suite 902, Toronto, Ontario M5S
1N5 Canada
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|TEM 4.7.10
Rose Bustria 865
Subject: FW: OFC Newsletter, November 2018

From: Jo-Ann Willson
Sent: Thursday, November01,20L8 12:11 PM

To: Rose Bustria <RBustria@cco.on.ca>

Cc: Joel Friedman <JFriedman@cco.on.ca>

Subject: FW: OFC Newsletter, November 2018

Registration and Council.

Jo-Ann Willson, B.Sc., M.S.W., LL.B.

From: Office of the Fairness Commissioner lmailto:noreplv@fairnesscommissioner.ca]
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2018 11:52 AM
To: Jo-Ann Wi I lson <iptyilbo¡@lçs.on.ca>
Subject: OFC Newsletter, November 2018

November 2018

News from
the Office of the Fairness Gommissioner

Paving the Way to Becoming a Licensed Professional

Since 2011, the Office of the Fairness Commissioner has operated within its Strategy

for Continuous lmprovement so that regulatory bodies could meet their fair-access

obligations. Under this framework, the Office of the Fairness Commissioner (OFC)

worked with regulatory bodies on a continuous basis to monitor emerging issues and

identify improvements that are meaningful and achievable. lt would also advise and

influence them to continuously improve their practices by conducting education and

outreach activities.

Today, the Fairness Commissioner is shifting the approach of the OFC to align further

with the audit-based legislative structure established in the Fair Access to Regulated

Professions and Compulsory Trades Act, 2006 (FARPACTA) and the Regulated

Health Professions Act,1991 (RHPA). The OFC is now wrapping up its third cycle of

assessment of registration practices, gathering a 10 year span body of knowledge and

evidence which will constitute a baseline to set future audit standards. These audits

ßffiü
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w¡ll not be conducted across the board, but rather defined by a trigger mechanism

found in a risk-informed model.

The goal in introducing this framework is to improve the OFC's overall etfectiveness in
enhancing opportunities for professionals by ensuring appropriate response is taken to

address breaches of compliance with the statutes. The OFC will be engaging with its
stakeholders in various stage of the development of its audit standards and risk-

response model. ln the upcoming weeks, we will be creating working groups to
examine and provide comments on positions adopted by the OFC.

Accessing French-language Services in Registration Practices

ln winter 2018, all bodies regulating professions and compulsory trades responded to

a 17-question survey sent by the OFC to determine the availability of French-language

services in the registration process. The OFC was interested in understanding how

and if regulators in Ontario are offering and providing French language registration
practices to applicants for professional registration. The results show large variations
in how French-language services are being provided in registration activities, and that
more can be done to improve the service for applicants.

The mandate to provide French-language service varies between the professions and

trades. The survey found that professions with no legislative mandate, except for the
Law Society of Ontario, provide little to no French-language services in their
registration process. Under the broad categories of the survey, only I of the 40

regulators reported offering all aspects of their registration practices in French.

The survey also showed significant differences in French language availability rates

between the health and non-health regulators in areas of access to internal review or
appeals and access to documentation and exams. On average, health regulators

indicated they provide 74.8 per cent of their registration services in French. However,

many of these responses also indicate these French-language services in the

registration process are provided only when requested, and information regarding the
availability of French-language services is not always communicated in a manner that
is obvious to the public.

You can read the findinqs of this survey here.

Committed to Fair-Access to all Ontarians

The Fairness Commissioner published its 201 8-2018 annual report, highlighting the
progress done through the year. The last fiscal year was an important year for the
OFC as it transitioned to a new governance structure to improve agency
accountability. This transition supports the Fairness Commissioner's shift towards

866
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becoming a more effective and efficient agency with greater access to expeftise, data

and administrative support in fulfilling its mission. 867
The report highlights the importance for professionals and skilled trade workers to get

a fair chance to compete for opportunities and build careers in Ontario. As the number

of people in regulated professions and compulsory trades increases, promoting fair

access helps ensure that Ontarians benefit from the significant investments foreign-

trained professionals have made in skills and learning.

Through its ongoing monitoring, the OFC evaluated progress in finding alternative

ways for demonstrating competency, reducing registration time for applicants, and

improving validity and reliability of assessment methods.

While there is evidence that professions have achieved substantive improvements in

complying with fair access legislation since 2007, the OFC is now engaging the need

for regulated professions to change their procedures to address issues raised

consistently by the OFC since 2008, such as a requirement for applicants to have prior

professional experience in Canada. These issues need to be address as work done by

people in Ontario's regulated professions is essential to our economic strength, social

progress and quality of life.

You can read the full report here.

Novembre 2018

Nouvelles du
Bureau du commissaire à l'équité

Faciliter le parcours vers I'obtention d'un permis professionnel

Depuis 2011,|e Bureau du commissaire à l'équité met en æuvre sa stratégie

d'amélioration continue afin que les organismes de réglementation puissent satisfaire

à leurs obligations en matière d'accès équitable. Dans ce cadre, le Bureau du

commissaire à l'équité (BCE) travaille en permanence avec les organismes de

réglementation afin de surveiller les nouveaux problèmes et de cerner les

améliorations qui sont pertinentes et réalisables. En outre, il leur fournit des conseils et

les incite à améliorer leurs pratiques continuellement en menant des activités

d'éducation et de sensibilisation.

Aujourd'hui, le commissaire à l'équité fait évoluer I'approche du BCE afin de

poursuivre la mise en conformité avec la structure législative fondée sur les

vérifications établie par la Loi de 2006 sur l'accès équitable aux professions

réglementées et aux métiers à accréditation obligatorre (LAEPRMAO) etla Loi
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de 1991 sur /es professions de la santé réglementées (LPSR). Le BCE conclut

actuellement son troisième cycle d'évaluation des pratiques d'inscription, réunissant

ainsi un corpus de connaissances et d'éléments de preuve collectés sur une période

de dix ans, qui constituera une base pour établir les futures normes de vérification.

Ces vérifications ne seront pas menées de façon systématique, mais plutôt

déclenchées par un mécanisme issu d'un modèle fondé sur le risque. 868
Ce cadre est introduit dans I'objectif d'améliorer I'efficacité globale du BCE et ainsi

d'optimiser les possibilités pour les professionnels en garantissant que des mesures

appropriées sont mises en æuvre pour remédier aux cas de non-conformité à la

législation. Le BCE va travailler en collaboration avec ses intervenants à différents

stades de l'élaboration de ses normes de vérification et de son modèle de réaction aux

risques. Au cours des semaines à venir, nous allons constituer des groupes de travail

afin d'examiner et de commenter les positions adoptées par le BCE.

Accès aux sery¡ces en français dans le cadre des pratiques d'inscription

Au cours de l'hiver 2018, tous les organismes de réglementation des professions et

des métiers à accréditation obligatoire ont répondu à un sondage de 17 questions

envoyé par le BCE et destiné à évaluer la disponibilité de services en français dans le
cadre du processus d'inscription. Le BCE souhaitait savoir comment et si les autorités

de réglementation en Ontario proposaient et fournissaient des pratiques d'inscription
en français aux personnes présentant une demande d'inscription professionnelle. Les

résultats font apparaître d'importantes disparités concernant la fourniture de services

en français dans le cadre des pratiques d'inscription, et indiquent que des efforts

supplémentaires peuvent être faits pour améliorer les services fournis aux auteurs

d'une demande.

Le mandat de fournir des services en français varie selon les professions et les

métiers. Le sondage révèle que les professions n'ayant pas de mandat législatif, à

l'exception du Barreau de l'Ontario, fournissent peu ou ne fournissent pas de services

en français dans leur processus d'inscription. Dans les grandes catégories du

sondage, seuls I organismes de réglementation sur 40 ont indiqué qu'ils proposaient

des services en français pour tous les aspects de leurs pratiques d'inscription.

Le sondage a également fait apparaître des différences significatives concernant la

disponibilité de services en français entre les organismes de réglementation des
professions de la santé et des professions non liées à la santé dans les domaines de

I'accès au réexamen ou à l'appel interne et de I'accès aux documents et aux examens

En moyenne, les organismes de réglementation des professions de la santé ont

indiqué qu'ils fournissaient 74,8 p.100 de leurs services d'inscription en français.

Cependant, parmi ces organismes, nombreux étaient ceux qui ont également indiqué
que ces services en français dans le cadre du processus d'inscription n'étaient fournis
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que sur demande, et que les renseignements concernant la disponibilité de services

en français n'étaient pas toujours présentés de façon évidente pour le public.

Vous oouvez consulter les résu lfats du sonciao e en cliouant ici

Engagement en faveur de I'accès équitable, dans l'intérêt de tous les
Ontariens et Ontariennes

Le Bureau du commissaire à l'équité a publié son rapport annuel 2017-2018, mettant

en avant les progrès effectués au cours de I'année. L'exercice écoulé a été une année

importante pour le BCE car la transition vers une nouvelle structure de gouvernance a

été opérée, dans le but d'améliorer la responsabilisation du BCE. Cette transition

soutient les changements mis en æuvre par le commissaire à l'équité afin de faire du

BCE un organisme plus efficace et disposant d'un meilleur accès à I'expertise, aux

données et au soutien administratif pour remplir sa mission.

Le rapport souligne l'importance pour les professionnels et les personnes exerçant un

métier spécialisé de bénéficier de processus équitables pour présenter leur

candidature et construire une carrière en Ontario. Alors que le nombre de personnes

exerçant des professions réglementées et des métiers à accréditation obligatoire

augmente, la promotion de I'accès équitable aide à garantir que les Ontariens et les

Ontariennes bénéficient des investissements importants en matière de compétences

et de formation réalisés par les professionnels formés à l'étranger.

Grâce à sa surveillance constante, le BCE a évalué les progrès réalisés concernant le

recours à d'autres moyens pour attester les compétences, la réduction du délai

d'inscription pour les auteurs d'une demande et l'amélioration de la validité et de la

fiabilité des méthodes d'évaluation.

S'il existe des éléments démontrant que les professions ont amélioré significativement

leur conformité à la législation sur I'accès équitable depuis 2007,|e BCE souligne à

présent la nécessité pour les professions réglementées de modifier leurs procédures

pour résoudre les questions soulevées régulièrement par le BCE depuis 2008, telle

que l'exigence pour les auteurs d'une demande d'avoir une expérience professionnelle

préalable au Canada. Ces questions doivent être résolues car le travail effectué par

les personnes exerçant des professions réglementées en Ontario est essentiel pour

assurer notre dynamisme économique, notre progrès social et notre qualité de vie.

Vous pouvez consulter le rapport complet en cliquant ici.
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MESSAGE FROM
THE FAIRNESS COMMISSIONER

It's a day that a person, and their family, never forget - when
a new chapter in life opened because they had succeeded in
becoming a member of a regulated occupation in Ontario.

It's an important day for all Ontarians. A

profession or trade is being renewed with
a new entrant who brings their unique
background and perspectives to a skilled

occupation. As Fairness Commissioner
of Ontario, l'm committed to working
with regulatory bodies to ensure that any

Ontarian, from any background, has an

equal opportunity to reach that day when
their education, work and preparation

results in successful qualification for the
career of their choice.

.t.\

*l'dlrt;

There is a fundamental issue of fairness in
providing equality of opportunity. lt speaks

to our values as Ontarians. Fairness is also

a strategic advantage, one that's never

been more important than it is today.

Ontario welcomes newcomers from
around the world because diversity has

enriched our province both culturally and

economically. lt's equally true that the
work done by people in Ontario's regulated

professions and trades is essential to
our economic strength, social progress

and quality of life. So, building on those two
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strengths - Ontario's diversity and
its skilled, highly educated workforce -
helps prepare the province for the future
and contributes to Ontario's long-term
prosperity.

That's why we need to continue the
progress that has been made by the
Office of the Fairness Commissioner
(OFC) since it was created through the
Foir Access to Regulated Professions and

Compulsory Trodes Act, 2006. Onlario's
fair access legislation was the first of its
kind in Canada. Today, we have a more
informed and nuanced understanding
of the challenge of ensuring fairness -
and a realization that this will not be a

simple project with a beginning and an

end. A province as dynamic as Ontario
will continue attracting newcomers.

Ontarians will continue pursuing economic
opportunities that require skilled and highly

educated people. Ontario will continue
to have a growing need for the skills that
professionals and tradespeople can bring.
This calls for continuous improvement in

promoting transparent, objective, impartial
and fair registration practices in Ontario's

regulated professions and compulsory
trades.

The ongoing importance of this work
was confirmed in 2017-18 with a new
governance structure for the OFC. The

Fairness Commissioner will remain an

independent regulator but with access to

staffing and resources through the
Ontario Public Service (OPS), consistent with
si mila rly structu red agencies. Th is transition
will improve agency accountability and

allow our dedicated and talented staff to
build on the valuable progress that's been

made. l'm confident that we've built a team
with the skills and experience to modernize

the OFC's approach to compliance oversight

while reducing the burden on those

regulators who are taking concrete actions

to ensure that their registration process is

fair to all.

When qualified people reach that day when

they become licensed in the occupation

the/ve prepared for, with the opportunity
to build a better life, the province has taken
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another incremental step in preparing for
its collective future. That is why the people

of the Office of the Fairness Commissioner
remain as committed as ever to ensuring
that Ontario has the skilled people it needs

to build even greater economic success and

a higher quality of life in the province.

GrantJameson
Fairness Commissioner

Ontario's fair access legislation was the first
of its kind in Canada. Today, we have a more
informed and nuanced understanding of
the challenge of ensuring fairness - and
a realization that this will not be a simple
project with a beginning and an end.
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ACCESS IS ESSENTIAL
TO SUCCESS:

THE GROWING ¡MPACT
OF THE FAIRNESS
coMMtsstoNER's woRK
Continuously improving access to regulated
professions and compulsory trades makes

a difference to all Ontarians. There is hardly
a day that goes by where Ontarians are
not impacted by the work of someone in a
regulated profession or compulsory trade.
It could be the member of a skilled trade
who fixes their car or the qualified engineer
who helped ensure the roads and bridges

they drive on are safe. When Ontarians seek

care, skilled and compassionate people in

regulated occupations support their health

and wellness. The places where we work
are supported by employees in regulated

professions and compulsory trades who

support business operations in technology,

finance and other activities.

Promoting fair access helps ensure that
Ontarians benefit from the significant
investments foreign-tra i ned professionals

have made in skills and learning. Ontario
will need everyone in its workforce
contributing to their fullest as the province

keeps pace with changes in its population,

economy and the nature of work,

The number of people in regulated
professions and compulsory
trades is increasing. rfre number of
people in regulated professions has nearly

doubled in ten years. ln 2007, the province

cou nted 67 9,569 licensed professionals.
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Ten years later, there were 1,182,826, which

now includes individuals in 23 compulsory
trades regulated by the Ontario College of
Trades. The OFC now oversees the licensing
practices of 40 regulatory bodies, compared

to 35 in 2OO7. Ensuring fair access supports
Ontario's economic success.

Skilled, educated people are
needed to replenish an ag¡ng
workforce. With Ontario's working age

population declining, and with those in the
workforce supporting a growing number

of seniors, newcomers represent an

important source of new entrants into the
labour market. Net migration is projected

to account for 73 per cent of all population

growth in the province from 201 6to 2041,
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with natural increase accounting
for the remaining 27 per cent. Promoting
fair access to regulated professions and
compulsory trades helps replenish those
occupations as people retire. More than
that, Ontarians will need new entrants to
the labour force who will provide care and
other services to a growing population of
seniors. The number of seniors aged 65 and
over is projected to almost double - from
2.3 million, or 16.4 per cent of population in

2016, to 4.6 million, or 25 per cent by 2041.

Ontario is competing with other
places to attract highly educated
neWCOmefS. When newcomers face
unfair barriers to entering their chosen
field, their story of frustration does

not stay within Ontario's borders. The

province's reputation as a destination of
choice for highly educated newcomers is

Promoting fair access helps ensure that Ontarians
benefit from the significant investments foreign-
trained professionals have made in skills and learning

The OFC now oversees the licensing
practices of 40 regulatory bodies,
compared to 35 in 2007.
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622,000
Ontario is home to over
622,000 Francophones,
the largest population
in Canada outside of
Québec.

impacted when licensing requirements
are seen to be biased against foreign-
trained professionals. As the first province

in Canada to pass legislation addressing

fair access to professions and compulsory
trades, Ontario has shown leadership on

the issue. Sustaining progress and ensuring
fair access adds to Ontario's reputation as a

dynamic and welcoming destination.

Employers face pressure in dealing
with an accelerated pace of
change. An innovation-driven economy

benefits from diversiÇ in the workforce.
Different experiences and backgrounds

unlock ideas and perspectives in solving

longstanding challenges in the public

sector, and in developing new products and

solutions for the private sector.
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As technology and the economy change,

nêw regulated professions and compulsory
trades may arise in the future. Ontario
can establish a competitive advantage by

creating a culture of fairness. As changes

occur or new bodies emerge, new licensing

requirements can be created with fair
access embedded from the outset. This is

exactly what happened in 2017, when the
Fairness Commissioner was consulted on

new legislation that merged Ontario's three
accounting bodies.

Strengthen ¡ ng O nta rio's
Francophone d¡mens¡on enr¡ches
qual¡ty of life. Ontario is home to
over 622,000 Francophones, the largest

population in Canada outside of Québec.
ln addition, Ontario expects to be

welcoming an increased number of
Francophone newcomers, who have been
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educated and qualified in their professions
and trades in French. Promoting bilingual

services in Ontario's registration practices

has far reaching impacts. lt makes it is
easier for Francophones in the province to
access goods and services using the official
language of their choice. Public institutions
can have improved access to Francophone
professionals and trades persons to help
improve the delivery of public services.

lnvesting in the vitality and sustainability
of Francophone communities enriches

Ontario socially, economically and

culturally. That is why the Fairness

Commissioner has surveyed regulatory
bodies to determine the level and extent
of French-language services in their
registration process.

Acting on values reduces
inequality and strengthens
CommunitieS. When any Ontarian is

unfairly prevented from meeting their
full potential, all Ontarians bear the cost.

At the same time, when people succeed

in building a good life for themselves

in a rewarding occupation, the benefits
reverberate throughout society. There are
more taxpayers supporting strong public
services. There are more mentors and

community leaders supporting the next
generation to find their own pathways

to success. There is more volunteerism
as people give back to the province and

community that gave them opportunity.
Fairness strengthens social cohesion and

contributes to the inclusive growth that is
the foundation for true prosperity.

lnvesting in the vita lity
a nd susta ina bility
of Francophone
communities enriches
Ontario socially,
economically and
cu ltu ra lly.
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MISSION, MANDATE
AND PRINCIPLES

880

So, while the OFC does not intervene in registration
decisions, it will examine all aspects of the registration
process. The O FC does not assess credentia ls or
cornpetencies but examines how credentials and
cornpetencies are assessed to ensure the process
is fa ir.

WHAT WE DO
The Fairness Commissioner assesses the
registration practices of certain regulated
professions and compulsory trades to
ensure they are transparent, objective,

impartial and fair. The OFC supports
the Fairness Commissioner in acting on

the mandate set out in lhe Foir Access

to Reguloted Professions ond Compulsory

Trades Act, 2006 (FARPACTA), and the
Regulated Heolth Professions Act, 1991

(RHPA). ln doing so, the OFC assesses every

element of the registration process.

So, while the OFC does not intervene in
registration decisions, it will examine

all aspects of the registration process.

As such the OFC does not assess credentials

or competencies but examines how

credentials and competencies are

assessed to ensure the process is fair.
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Bodies that regulate the professions and

trades submit reports and implement the
Fairness Commissioner's recommendations
for improvement.

The Fairness Commissione/s functions
include:

. Assessing the regulated professions'and

compulsory trades' registration process
. lnitiating audits of registration processes
. Advising regulatory bodies about their

registration process and other issues
. Setting guidelines for the regulatory

bodies' reports to be provided to the
Fairness Commissioner

. Advising provincial government ministries
about issues relating to the professions

and trades in their portfolio
. lssuing compliance orders to the

non-health professions and to the trades,
if necessary

. Advising the Minister of Health and Long-

Term Care about a health profession's

non-compliance, if necessary
. Reporting to the public and to the Minister

of Citizenship and lmmigration about
its work

. Conducting research to explore issues

relating to fairness and identify solutions
to those issues.

OUR MISSION STATEMENT
Committed to regulatory excellence, the OFC applies
risk-informed qnd evidence-based complionce tools to
hold regulqted professions and compulsory trodes
accountoble for transporent, objective, importiol and foir
prqctices. lt engoges in portnerships to foster diversity
and inclusion of large.
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FOUR PRINCIPLES FOR
MONITORING COMPLIANCE

There are four principles set out in fair registration practices
legislation which form the basis of the approach to monitoring
compliance employed by the Fairness Commissioner.

Transparency: Applicants understand
the actions they need to take and see

a clear path to the outcome they seek.

Measures and structures are in place that
make it easy to see how the registration
process operates. There is easy access to
information, and that information is clear,

complete and accurate.

Objectivity: criteria, training, tools and

procedures deliver consistent decision

outcomes regardless of who makes the
decision, when it is made and the context
it is made within. Formal systems, such

as criteria, tools and procedures, have

been repeatedly tested during their
development, administration and review

to ensure they are valid, reliable and

relevant in measuring applicant
qualifications.

OBJECTIVITY

FAIRNESS

TRANSPARENCY

IMPARTIAL¡TY
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I mpartiality: oecisions are undertaken
from a neutral position. Neutrality
is achieved by mitigating actions or
behaviours that result in subjective

assessments or decisions. All sources

of bias are identified and steps are

taken to address those biases. Sources

of bias in the assessment or decision-

making process might include conflict of
interest, preconceived notions or limited
understanding of issues related to diversity.

There should be active strategies to ensure
impartiality, These might include training
policies that address conflict of interest,
procedures to follow if bias is identified or a
group deliberation and consensus process

for making decisions.

Fairness: A process or decision is
considered fair in the regulatory context
when it demonstrates substantive fairness,
procedural fairness and relational fairness.

Substantive fairness means the decision

meets pre-determined and defensible
criteria. The decision must be reasonable

and the reasoning behind the decision

must be understandable to the people

affected. Procedural fairness means there
is a structure in place to ensure that
fairness is embedded in the steps to be

followed before, during and after decisions

are made. This structure ensures that
the process is timely and that individuals
have equal opportunity to participate in

the registration process and demonstrate
their ability. Relational fairness ensures

that people are treated fairly during the
decision-making process by considering
and addressing their perception about the
process and decision.

883

Procedural fairness
means there is a structure
in place to ensure that
fa irness is em bedded in
the steps to be followed
before, during and after
decisions are made.
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OUR PEOPLE

The OFC team includes people with a diverse range of experiences, backgrounds and expertise
in registration processes, policy development and organizational effectiveness. There are
those who have worked for community-based employment services that help newcomers,
for regulatory bodies, for agencies that assess foreign credentials, as well as those who have
previously worked in the private sector and broader public sector.

884 -

COMPLIANCE ANALYST
The OFC's three compliance analysts each

work with a portfolio of regulatory bodies

to ensure that the registration practices

of regulatory bodies are consistent with
obligations under FARPACTA and the RHPA

and thereby contribute to continuous
improvement in their registration
practices. Every three years, compliance

analysts assess the registration process for
regulatory bodies in their portfolio to
identify gaps and barriers that could impact
fairness. They examine whether registration

practices, i nclud ing registration
requirements, meet the applicable

standards for fair registration practices.

They determine whether the process

adheres to the principles of transparency,

objectivity, impartiality and fairness. Once

assessment is complete, an assessment

report is prepared, which is provided to the
regulator and, where appropriate, to the
Minister of Health and Long-Term Care.

Reports are available on the OFC's website.

The regulatory body develops an action
plan in consultation with the compliance

analyst. Compliance analysts remain

engaged with regulatory bodies outside the
assessment process, verifyi ng complia nce

measures and providing guidance on

implementing action plans.

"People need and want to work in the field

they prepared for. They make significant
investments in time, money and testing
to become certified in Ontario. My role

as a compliance analyst is to work with
regulators to ensure that registration
practices do not unjustifiably exclude or
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limit certain groups of applicants, including
those that are internationally trained, and
that all qualified applicants have fair access

to their professions."

"When it comes to working with the
regulatory bodies, they learn from us and

we learn from them. lt's meaningfulwork
because I know that reducing barriers will
make a real difference to peoples'lives

today, to their families and even to a future
generation."

"We recognize that registration is one of
many priorities for regulatory bodies -
most of their work focuses on activities

occurring after a person has become

a member. Knowledge has reached a

point where the OFC can help regulators
find new ways of addressing risks to
compliance."

"lt's meaningful work because I know that reducing
barriers w¡ll make a real difference to peoples'
lives today, to their families and even to a future
gene ratio n."

SENIOR PROGRAM
ADVISOR
Program advisors provide project

leadership and subject matter expertise

in planning, developing, implementing

and evaluating the OFC's compliance
efforts. They also lead the development of
strategies that promote and support the
Fairness Commissioner's mandate. For

example, they explore sources of data and

evidence that could help inform policy.

Program advisors lead efforts to focus

on specific and emerging issues, such as

conducting a survey of French-language

services available to potential registrants

or by studying known barriers such as

"Canadian experience" requirements.
They contribute to accountability by
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"Evidence is essential to measuring progress towards
our principles. I look forward to working on new
compliance standards that will establish clear criteria
for achievi ng transparency, objectivity, i mpartiality
and fairness. The fair access legislation is important
and benefits society. lt's good for everyone when
people can realize themselves."

developi ng measu rements of progress

and consult with compliance analysts on

d ifficu lties experienced by regu latory
bodies in implementing action plans. They

compare recent assessments with previous

assessments to examine whether problems
identified in the past have carried fon¡rard.

"Evidence is essential to measuring

progress towards our principles. I look

forward to working on new compliance

standards that will establish clear criteria
for achieving tra nspa rency, objectivity,

impartiality and fairness. The fair access

legislation is important and benefits society

It's good for everyone when people can

realize themselves."
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"We're looking to create a systemic way

of using information - numbers and

other data - to arrive at a conclusion and
measure overall progress and point to the
issues where more work is needed. We're
just at the beginning of doing this work and
ifs exciting to be part of it."

"l've been able to see the organization grow
and implement fairness. lt is important
work. The barriers will not just go away,

there needs to be systemic change and

it will take time. I know what its like to
be starting out in a new country. So,

its satisf,Ting work when you know it is
ultimately helping people."

BUSINESS OPERATIONS
ADVISOR
This role serves as the backbone of the
small organization, doing work that
crosses over various functions such as

finance, human resources, logistics and

communications. The Business Operations
Advisor is at the forefront of aligning the
OFC's financial accountabilities with the
requirements of a public body that is
staffed and operationally supported by

the Ontario public service.

"lt is important work. The barriers vvill not just go
away, there needs to be systemtc change and it will
take time. I know what it's like to be starting out in a
new cou ntry."
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
FISCAL YEAR

A YEAR OF TRANSITION:
Enhanced capacity and
accountability
The Office of the Fairness Commissioner
was originally established as an

operationally independent agency which

relied on an annual transfer payment from
the Government of Ontario. This year, the
OFC completed a transition to becoming an

agency that is supported operationally by

the Ontario government. Notwithstanding
this transition, the Fairness Commissioner
retains his independence in assessing

and advising on registration practices.

Upon completing this transition, the OFC

is now staffed with Ontario Public Service

employees. The OFC continues to follow
Ontario government protocols in managing

and reporting on its finances.

This transition supports the Fairness

Commissioner's shift towards becoming

a more effective, modern regulator with
greater access to expertise, data and

administrative support in fulfilling its
mission.

As part of this transition, the OFC updated

its visual identity to reflect the Fairness

Commissionefs focus on compliance,

transparency, accountability and innovation
as an agency of the government of Ontario.

The cleaner, simpler look reflects a more

modern, progressive and pro-active

approach to regulating fair access to
regulated professions and compulsory
trades.

As part of the OFC's commitment to finding
new models that enable more precision in

ensuring compliance with the fair access

legislation, the OFC has begun to explore

a risk-informed model in its compliance

approach. To support the development of
this model, program advisors began work
on a data framework that would assist

the OFC in its future compliance efforts.
Data from the OFC's historical collection,

combined with sources within ministries,

regulatory bodies and other stakeholders,

will inform the development of a risk-

response framework.

88S
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CONTINUING
¡MPROVEMENT:
Progress in compliance with fair
access legislation
Continued engagement with regulatory
bodies is producing results. As the OFC's

compliance analysts continued with the
third cycle of assessment of registration
practices, there is evidence that professions

have achieved substantive im provements
in complying with fair access legislation

since 2007.

Eighteen professions have completed
their third assessment. ln the first cycle

of assessments in 2011-2012, these

same 18 professions had only 6 per cent

compliance rate. ln the second assessment

cycle in 2013-2014, the compliance rate
was 22 per cent. Of the 1 8 professions,

50 per cent are now compliant meaning
that no recommendations needed to be

made to them by the OFC.

MAXIVIIZING ONTARIO'S
FRANCOPHONE
ADVANTAGE: survey
identifies areas for improvement
ln February 2018, the OFC sent a

17-question survey to the bodies regulating
professions and compulsory trades to
determine the level of French-language

services in the registration process. Based

on this preliminary survey, it would appear
there are large variations in how French-

language services are being provided in

registration activities, and that more can be

done to improve the service for applicants.

The mandate to provide French-language

service varies between the professions and

trades. The survey found that professions

with no legislative mandate, except for
the Law Society of Ontario, provide little
to no French-language services in their
registration process.

889

Regulators with a legislative mandate
include all regulated health professions,

early childhood educators, teachers,

compulsory trades, social and social

service workers, and to a limited extent,

accountants. All the non-health regulators
with a French-language services mandate,

responded, "yes" to all 17 survey questions

which covered broad areas about the
registration processes. However, among
health regulators, only 1 1.5 per cent,

or three out of 26, answered "yes" to all

questions. On average, health regulators
indicated they provid e74.8 per cent of their
registration services in French. However,

many of these responses also indicate

these French-language services in the
registration process are provided onlywhen
requested, and information regarding the
availability of French-language services is

not always communicated in a manner that
is obvious to the public.
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The OFC will share these findings with
relevant ministries and the French

Language Services Commissioner. The OFC

will continue working with the appropriate
regulatory bodies to evaluate the sufficiency

of French-language services available to
applicants.

PERSISTENCE AND
PROGRESS: continued
attention to Canadian experience
barriers
When fair access legislation was enacted

in 2006, it was common for regulatory

bodies to have a "Canadian experience"

requirement w¡thout providing an

acceptable alternative for meeting the
requirement, which was a significant
challenge for many newcomers. For over
10 years, the OFC has been identifying
and addressing issues posed by the
requirement.

The value and importance of eliminating
Canadian experience requirements
was confirmed in Febru ary 2013 by the
Ontario Human Rights Commission. As the
Human Rights Commission stated: "if they

[highly-skilled immigrants] have to meet
a requirement for Canadian experience,

they are in a very difficult position - they
can't get a job without Canadian experience

and they can't get experience without
a job. ln most cases, that is prima face

discrimination under Ontario's H uman

Rights Code."

The OFC has worked with relevant

regulatory bodies to propel them to find
alternatives to Canadian experience

requirements and will continue to do

so. A review conducted by the OFC in

2017-18 indicates that, there is evidence

that progress is being achieved. Most

professions now offer some acceptable

way of allowing applicants to meet the

requirement for Canadian experience.

However, Canadian experience

requirements still represent a significant
challenge to applicants in four professions -
architecture, engineering, medicine and

psychology. The OFC will continue to work
with regulatory bodies to develop act¡on

plans for addressing this barrier.

INTEGRATING FAIRNESS
FROM THE OUTSET:
OFC contributes to legislative
amendments
From 2014 through to 2017, the legacy

accounting professions of Ontario
worked with the government to develop

legislation that formally merges those

three professions. The OFC helped ensure

that fair registration practices would

be incorporated into the legislation for
a unified accounting profession from
the outset. ln writing the legislation, the
Ministry of the Attorney General, consulted
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with the Fairness Commissioner as a source
of expertise on building fairness access

principles into the governing legislation

of the merged regulatory body, the
Chartered Professional Accountants of
Ontario (CPA Ontario).

The OFC was especially concerned

with ensuring that the new legislation

contain adequate provisions for public

accountability and the inclusion of a public
voice. The OFC made recommendations
to CPA Ontario and the Ministry of the
Attorney General on strengthening the
legislation. ln May 2017, the Chartered

Professional Accountants of Ontario Act,

2017 was passed, and addressed most of
the OFC's recommendations. Most notably,

it clarified that the principle objective of CPA

Ontario's council is to protect the public

interest. Furthermore, the CPA Ontario's
Council must submit their by-laws related

to membership requirements and students
to the Minister for approval.

ln 2018, the Reguloted Health Professions

Act, 1991 (RHPA) was amended to be

better aligned with the FARPACTA. These

amendments came into effect in response

to recommendations made earlier by

the OFC.

As these examples show, the OFC has

matured as an organization and is now
perceived by many stakeholders in Ontario,

and across the country, as a source of
expertise on issues related to fair access.

E¡ghteen
professions have
completed their third
assessment. ln the first
cycle of assessments
in 201 1 -201 2, these
same 18 profess¡ons
had only 6 per cent
compl¡ance rate.

Of these 1B professions,
50 per cent are now
compl¡ant.
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FAIRER ACCESS
succEss sToRlEs
Regulated professions continue to improve registration practices
by finding alternative ways for demonstrating competency,
reducing registration time for applicants, and improving validity
and reliability of assessment methods. ln the past year, there were
several examples.

892

FINDING ALTERNATIVE
WAYS OF
DEMONSTRATING
COMPETENCY

The College of Physiotherapists
of Ontario
The College previously required applicants

to obtain a "letter of professional/good

standing" from a regulator in another
country. However, some applicants find
it difficult, and sometimes impossible,

to obtain such a letter due to prevailing

circumstances in that country.

Today, applicants who have waited for more
than a month for the letter of professional

standing can complete a statutory
declaration in relation to their standing

with the regulator in another jurisdiction.

ln this way, applicants have an alternative
way to demonstrate how they meet the
good character requirements when a timely
confirmation from another jurisdiction is
not available.

The College of Dieticians
of Ontario
The College has been using a credential

assessment which relied on a paper review

of the content of the applicant's courses.

They are now using a Prior Learning

Assessment and Recognition (PLAR) process

for internationally educated applicants.

The PLAR directly assesses an applicant's

current knowledge, skills and judgment,

which allows the College to appropriately

direct applicants to the appropriate
pathways to registration.
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The Ontario Association
of Architects
The Association required interns to
complete the admission course, a

requirement for registration, only during
their annual conference. Understanding
that not all interns can take time away

from work and family for the period of
the annual conference, the association

now offers the admission course over four
consecutive Saturdays. ln addition to this
alternative, they are launching an online
admission course in conjunction with the
University of Toronto School of Continuing
Studies.

REDUCING
REGISTRATION TIME
FOR APPLICANTS

The Law Society of Ontario
streamlined telephone queues to effectively
route applicant calls about admission

issues. They also improved their online
messaging system so that applicants can

view their status in real time, including
examination selections and documents
submitted.

The Ontario Association of
Architects implemented an online
Experience Record Book for applicants to
record their mandatory experience hours.

This facilitates data entry, makes it easier

to obtain the necessary signatures from
an experience supervisor and mentor and

eliminates the need to send hard copies via

the postal system.

The College of Physiotherap¡sts
of Ontario has streamlined its intake
process and published timelines for
processing - five days to review applications
and ten days to process complete
applications. All applicants go through the
same review and processing phases.

To further speed up the process, applicants

will be advised by email if their application
is incomplete or if additional information is
required. The streamlined process allows

the College to manage the expectations

of applicants, improve client service and

measu re staff performance.

The College of Opticians of Ontario
reduced overall application timelines
for applicants undergoing its PLAR process

by scheduling in-person interviews on

an as-needed basis. These interviews
were previously offered three times per

year only.
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IMPROVING VALIDITY
AND RELIABILITY OF
ASSESSMENT METHODS

The College of Veterinarians of
Ontario updated its jurisprudence

examination with a change to multiple
choice questions, from four-options to
three-options. They also increased the
number of scored items and extended

the time length for completing the exam.

Refreshing the exam ensures a more
accurate way to assess applicants'current
knowledge of Ontario legislation and

regulations.

The Ontario College of
Pharmacists launched the Practice

Assessment of Competence at Entry (PACE)

for registered pharmacy students to replace

a previous training requirement. PACE

results strengthen the objective evidence

available to panels determining whether
additional education or training is required
i n meeting entry-to-practice com petencies.

This approach further strengthens and

supports transparent, objective, impartial
and fair decisions.
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CONTINUED EVOLUTION IN
THE ROLE OF FAIRNESS
COMMISSIONER

895

Since 2006, most regulated professions
have made improvements in the ways

they license individuals. At the same

time, fair access issues persist despite
efforts to address them. ln 201 1, the
OFC adopted its current Strategy for
Continuous lmprovement. ln the past

five years, new regulated professions

have come under the purview of the
OFC, including the Ontario College of
Trades, which regulates 23 compulsory
trades. With these and other changes

in mind, the Fairness Commissioner is
committed to implementing a modernized
approach to monitoring and assessing

compliance of regulatory bodies with fair
access legislation. The goal is to create

faster, smarter, strea mlined practices

while ensu ring transparency, objectivity,

impartialiÇ and fairness in registration
practices. There are several areas where
the OFC will work to develop its approach

to risk-informed oversight.

1. AN ONGOING
CONVERSATION ON
FAI RN ESS: Bringing different
vo¡ces to one table
Promoting fairness and equitable access

to opportunity means creating a culture
of continually sharing experiences. When

people with diverse backgrounds get

together around one table, it creates

the kind of exchanges that can promote

collaboration and accelerate progress. This
year, the OFC established a stakeholder
engagement committee made up of
over 16 members representing various

organizations that have a stake in fair
access. lt includes representatives of
regulated professions and compulsory
trades, educational institutions, immigrant
servi ng orga nizations, em ployer

organizations, ministries and federal
government depa rtments.

As the OFC establishes new standards and

develops principles around risk-informed

oversight, it will need a diverse range of
perspectives. The sta keholder engagement

committee will act as a sounding board on
potential new initiatives. Where needed,

working groups will work on specific issues

and challenges.
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The Fairness Commissioner is committed to ensuring
lhat assessment of qualifications is conducted in a
way that reflects the requirements and spirit of fair
access legislation.

the full scope of activities of third-party
agencies have not yet been monitored
by the Fairness Commissioner to better
understand their assessment practices and

what impact those practices have on fair
access to regulated professions and trades
in Ontario.

ln cases where no formal agreement
exists, the OFC will encourage and

advise regulatory bodies in developing a

memorandum of understanding with their
third-pa rty assessors.

The Fairness Commissioner is committed to
ensuring that assessment of qualifications

is conducted in a way that reflects the
requirements and spirit of fair access

legislation.

2. MONITORING EVERY
STEP OF REGISTRATION:
Engaging third-party assessment
agencies
Third-party assessment agencies make

important contributions to helping
people become established in Ontario.

For example, third parties often assess

educational qualifications and ad minister

professional competency examinations.

Most of the professional regulatory bodies

in Ontario use these types of services to
determine the qualifications of foreign-
trained applicants. As a result, third-party
assessment agencies can have a significant
impact on the outcomes experienced

by foreign-trained individuals seeking

to join a regulated profession. However,
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3. KEEPING PACE WITH
CHANGE: sett¡ng clear and
easily understandable standards
The OFC assesses registration practices

against a set of standards that were
developed in 2011. Because Ontario
was a leader in legislating fair access to
professions, there were not existing models

in other jurisdictions from which to draw
lessons and potential frameworks, So,

Ontario developed standards independent
of any existing roadmap. To engage in a

modern, risk-informed model of regulation,
these standards will need to be refined
and updated. Current standards are

focused on outputs, rather than outcomes.

Standards need to be more closely

aligned with the stated goals of fair access

legislation and function well in the evolving

environment in Ontario. Standards should

be understandable and communicate to
regulatory bodies the steps needed to be

compliant with fair access legislation.

4. DETERMINING RISK:
Delivering better results with a
lower regulatory burden
With its renewed mandate, and with
progress made by regulatory bodies in

improving fairness of their registration
practices, the Fairness Commissioner will
put an increased focus on risks to fairness.

Doing so would reduce the regulatory

burden on bodies that are succeeding

in removing barriers to fair access to
professions. lt would also focus compliance

efforts on factors that are having the
greatest impact on applicants. The OFC's

sta keholder engagement committee, other
outreach efforts and continuing research

will help shed light on how to best identify
risks, respond to them and measure the
impact of those response measures.

Standards need to be
more closely aligned
with the stated goals of
fai r access legislation
and function well in the
evolving environment
in Ontario.
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APPOINTMENT

Fairness Commissioner: Grant A. Jameson
Appointed: April 5, 2017

Appointment term expires: April4, 2019

PERFORMANCE M EASUREMENT FRAM EWORK
The OFC is transitioning to a risk-response approach for
compliance assessments of regulatory bodies to ensure
that regulatory bodies have registration practices
that are transparent, objective, impartial and fair.
Performance targets will be developed in 2018-19,

reflecting this new approach.

26

FINANCIALS

ln the 2017-18 fiscalyear, the OFC's governance model changed

V/hile the Fairness Commissioner retains independence in its

regulatory function, the OFC staffing and financial resources

are governed by the appropriate public service legislation and

reporting requirements. As a result, the OFC is reporting its

financial performance in two sets of data.

1. Audited financial statement covering April 1 ,2017 to
August 31,2017* representing the OFC as a Public Body

2. Statement of Operations covering September 1, 2017 to March

31,2018 representing the OFC as a commissioned public body

in the form of the public reporting requirements for Ontario
government agencies.

*:ull audited financial statements for the period of April 1,2017 to
August 31 ,2017 are available on the OFC website.

898
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Office of the Fairness Commissioner

Statement of Operations
Period Ended August 31,2018

Revenues

Ministry of Citizenship and lmmigration
lnterest income

Expenses

Salaries, wages and benefits (Note 5)

Services

Office administration

Transportation and communications

Excess of revenues over expenses before amortization

Amortizatio n of capital assets

(Deficiency) excess of revenues over expenses from operations

Repayment of accumulated surplus to M¡n¡stry
Of Citizenship and lmmigration (Note 5)

(Deficiency) excess of revenues over expenses for the year

See accompanying notes to financial statement

27

883,557 1,277,096

22,619 99,O41

65,501 16,621

(42,8821 82,420

(402,543)

s (445,425) $ 82,420

899

$$

August 31,2017

904,073

2,103

906,176

648,060

118,111

87,250

30,136

Year Ended March 31,2017

1,372,500

3,637

1,376,137

854,178

273,699

131,688

17,532
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Office of the Fairness Commissioner

Notes to Financial Statements
August 31,2017

1. PURPOSE OF THE OFFICE

The Office of the Fairness Commissioner is responsible for
assessing the registration practices of certain regulated
professions. lts purpose is to make sure these practices are
transparent, objective, impartial and fair for anyone applying to
practice his or her profession in Ontario.

2. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING
POLICTES

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with
Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations and
are in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting
principles. Significant accounting policies followed in the
preparation of these financial statements are:

a) Cash and short term investments
Cash and short term investments consist of cash on hand, current
bank accounts, and short-term investments, with redemptions
within one year of the year end.

b) Capital assets
Capital assets are recorded at cost less accumulated amortization.
Amortization is calculated on a straight-line basis over the
estimated useful lives of the assets, as follows:

900

Furniture and fixtures
Computer equipment

Leasehold i mprovements

5 years

3 years

10 years
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Office of the Fairness Commissioner

Notes to Financial Statements
August 31,2017

2. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING
POLICIES (CONT',D)

c) Revenues
Funds provided by the Ministry of Citizenship and lmmigration are

recognized in the year in which they are earned.

d) Measurement uncerta¡nty
The presentation of financial statements in conformity with
Ca nadia n accou nting sta nda rds for not-for-profit orga n izations
requires management to make estimates and assumptions
that affect the reported amount of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the
financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and
expenditures during the reported period. Actual amounts could
differ from these estimates.

901

e) Measurement of financial instruments
The office initially measures its financial assets and liabilities at fair
value. The Office subsequently measures all its financial assets and

financial liabilities at amortized cost. Financial assets measured
at amortized cost include sales tax rebate receivable. Financial

liabilities measured at amortized cost include accounts payable

and accrued liabilities. The entity has not designated any financial
assets or financial liabilities to be measured at fair value.
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Office of the Fairness Commissioner

Notes to Financial Statements
August 31,2017

3. CAPITAL ASSETS

Capital assets consists of the following

Furniture and fixtures

Computer equipment

902

Cost

$ 132,844

16,812

176,140

Accumulated

Amortization

132,844

16,812

176,140

August 31,

2017

Net Book
Value

March 31,

2017

Net Book

Value

$$$

Leasehold im rovements

$ 325,796

As a result of the Transition of the Office of the Fairness

Commissioner as described in Note 5, the Office of the Fairness

Commissioner fully amortized the remaining capital assets in the
current period.

65,501

$ 325,796 $ $ 65,501
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Office of the Fairness Commissioner

Notes to Financial Statements
August 3'1,2017

4. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

lnterest rate risk
lnterest rate risk is the risk that the fair value of a financial
instrument will fluctuate due to changes in market interest rates.
The Office does not currently have a significant exposure to
interest rate risk.

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Office will not be able to meet its
obligations associated with financial liabilities, Cash flows from
operations provides a substantial portion of the Office's cash

requirement.

903

5. TRANSITION OF THE OFF¡CE OF
THE FAIRNESS COMMISSIONER

On March 22,2017,8i1127, the Burden Reduction Act,2016
received RoyalAssent. This legislation changed the Office's
governance and reporting structure from one of a Public Body
to that of a Commission Public Body. The mandate of the
Fairness Commissioner will remain unchanged. The Of[ice of the
Fairness Commissioner became a Commission Public Body on
September 1,2017.

As a result of the Transition, included in salaries, wages and

benefits are termination benefits amounting to 5223,804.

The Ministry of Citizenship and lmmigration required a repayment
of the balance of the Unrestricted Fund of the Net Assets which
amounted to $402,543.
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Office of the Fairness Commissioner

statement of operations
Period from September 1,2017 to March 31,2018

Standard Account
Salaries and Wages

Employee Benefit

Transportation and Communication
Services

Supplies and Equipment

Total

904

2017-18 Budget

396,000

41,600

12,000

409,400

6,000

Actual Expenditures

454,608

56,169

31,734

229,306

6,995

$ 865,000 $ 778,812
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ANNUAL REPORT DATA

PROFILES OF REGULATORS, REGULATED PROFESSIONS
AND TRADES IN ONTARIO,2Ol7

REGULATED PROFESSIONS AND TRADES:

905

I Regulated health professions - 28

I Regulated non-health professions - 15

I Compulsory trades - 23

TOTAL:66

REGULATORS:

Health regulators
26 13 1

Trades regulator

33

Non-health regulators
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9062017 SNAPSHOT

Each profession files a Fair Registration Practices Reportannuallywith the OFC. Raw data has been extracted and
aggregated from each profession's Fair Registration Practices Report.

13,33950,10596,273707,0272008

12,97381,857128,4311,153,2732016

13,41685,436132,8801,182,8262017

0.60/o7O.50/o38.0%67.30/olncrease from 2008

3.4o/o3.50/o2.60/olncrease from 2016 4.40/o

Ontario's Regulated
Professions and
Trades

Licensed
lnternationally
Trained
Professionals

New Applications
Received for
Professional
Licensure

New Applications
from lnternationally
Trained
Professionals

Licensed
Professionals
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46.1o/oPharmacists

37.40/oDental Surgeons

35.3o/oOptometrists

Audiologists and Speech-La nguage
Pathologists 34.5o/o

32.2o/oHomeopaths

30.9o/oArchitects

Physicians and Surgeons 3O.4o/o

27.60/oEngineers

26.80/oChiropractors

25.80/oPhysiotherap¡sts

Professions/trades with highest
percentage (o/o) of i nternationally
trained members,2O"l7

Percentage

907

Each profession files a Fair Registration Practices Report annually with the OFC. Raw data has been extracted and
aggregated from each profession's Fair Registration Practices Report.
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23.90/oVeterinarians

182.70/oLawyers

Early Childhood Educators 118.60/o

62.40/oPhysiotherap¡sts

47.90/oDental Surgeons

38.70/oOpticians

36.30/oOptometrists

34.3o/oPharmacists

28.80/oDietitians

27.60/oArchitects

Professions/trades with highest
percentage (o/o) of increase in
internationally trained members,
2012-2017

Percentage
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Average Rate of French Language

Services Reported

AVERAGE RATE OF FRENCH LANGUAGE SERVICES REPORTED

Health regulators

Non-health regulators with
legislative mandate (excluding

accountants)*

*Accountants are excluded as their
legislative mandate relates to discipline

and appeals committee proceedings.

Non-health regulators w¡th
no Iegislative mandate

Non-health regulators

47.5o/o
7 4.8o/o

29.1o/o

100o/o
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909
NUMBER OF PROFESSIONS FOUND IN COMPLIANCE WITH
THE FAIR ACCESS LEGISLATION BY ASSESSMENT CYCLE

2011-2012 1(60/ol

2013-2014 4 (22o/o)

2016-2018 9 (500/o)

ln addition, there was a 55 per cent decrease in recommendat¡ons
made to these 18 professions in the 201 6-2018 cycle as compared
to the 2013-2014 cycle.

NUMBER OF RECOMMENDATIONS

2011-2012 163

2013-2014 157

2016-2018

NUMBER OF RECOMMENDATIONS MADE TO INDIVIDUAL
PROFESSIONS IS DECREASING AS COMPARED TO THE
PREVIOUS ASSESSM ENT CYCLES

Number of professions that received fewer recommendations or
similar number of recommendations as compared to previous
assessment cycle

7 (39o/o)

10 (560/o)

Number of professions that received a similar number of
recommendations as compared to previous assessment cycle

!|2lo1o/o)
8 (44o/o)

Number of professions that received a higher number of
recommendations as compared to previous assessment cycle

9 (50o/o)

2013-201 4 vs. 201 1 -2O1 2

201 6-2018 vs. 201 3-201 4

T
I
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910COMPLIANCE-

1. Compliance rates by fair access duties.** 2. Changes in compliance rates by cycles.**

*Based on 18 assessments completed before the end of this fiscal year
**Calculated based on the number of professions not receiving recommendations during 2016-2018 assessment cycle

Assessment of
Qualifications

610/o39o/o

720/o280/oTraining

830/o17o/oTransparency

830/o17o/oObjectivity

Timely Decisions,
Responses and Reasons 94o/o60/o

lOOo/o1 00%Access to Records

720/o280/oFairness

830/o17o/olmpartiality

lnternal Review
or Appeal 890/o11o/o

Per cent of
professions not
in compliance

Per cent of
professions in
compliance

Fair access duties

1 00%Access to Records 940/o89o/o

Timely Decisions,
Responses and Reasons 10090 940/ø940/o

Internal Review
or Appeals 890/o94o/o940/o

72o/o72o/oTraining 560/o

72o/oFairness 39o/o560/o

83o/oTransparency 440/o22o/o

83o/o100%Objectivity 940/o

83o/olmpartiality 94o/o940/o

Assessment of
Qualifications

61o/o22o/o28o/o

Fair access duties

20"11-201?.

Compliance Rates

2013-2014 2016-2018
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3. Most improved areas in2O16-2018 vs. 2013-2Û14(areas
where compliance rates have increased).* While substantive
improvements have been achieved in these areas, compliance
rates remain challenging. Further improvements are necessary.

4. Areas of emerging or persistent issues where compliance
rates have decreased in 2016-2018 vs 2013-2014.*

5. Areas where compliance rates have not changed in
201 6 -2O1 8 v s 2O1 3-2O 1 4.

6. Fair access duty areas where the highest number of
recommendations have been made. During 2016-2018

assessments cycle for 18 completed assessments.

*Based on the number of professions receiving recommendations during
2016-2018 assessment cycle for 18 professions

911

72o/o72o/oTraining 0o/o

Areas of fair
access duties

Compliance
rate in
2013-20'.14

Compliance
rate in
2016-2018

€hange

Transparency 83o/o440/o

Assessment of Qualifications 220/o 61o/o

72o/oFairness 390/o

Access to Records 1000/o94o/o

Compliance
rate in
2013-2014

Compliance
rate in
2016-2018

Fair access duties

1. Assessment of Qualifications 23 (320/o)

2. Fairness 16 (23o/o)

3. Transparency 1 3 (1 80/o)

4. lmpartiality 6 (8o/o)

5. Objectivity 4 (60/o)

830/o940/oObjectivity

lmpartiality 83o/o940/o

lnternal Reviews and Appeals 940/o 89o/o

Compliance
rate in
2413-2014

Compliance
rate in
2016-2018

Fair access duties
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ITEM 5.2

By-lrw 6: ElecnoN or Gour,rc¡l MeUBERS
Approved by Council: February 24, 2001
Amended: February 12, 2002, September 24, 2009, September 17, 2015,
February 23, 2016, February 28, 2017, April 24, 2018

922

6.1

6.2

Electoral District 1: Northern comprised of the districts of Kenora, Rainy River,
Thunder Bay, Algoma, Cochrane, Manitoulin, Parry Sound, Nipissing,
Timiskaming; the district municipality of Muskoka; and the city of Greater
Sudbury.

Electoral District 2: Eastern comprised of the counties of Frontenac, Hastings,
Lanark, Prince Edward, Renfrew, Lennox and Addington; the united counties of
Leeds and Grenville, Prescott and Russell, Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry; and
the city of Ottawa.

Electoral District 3: Central East comprised of the counties of Haliburton,
Northumberland, Peterborough, and Simcoe, the city of Kawartha Lakes, the
regional municipality of Durham and the township of Scugog.

Electoral District 4: Central comprised of the city of Toronto and the regional
municipality of York.

Electoral District 5: Central West comprised of the counties of Brant, Dufferin,
Wellington, Haldimand and Norfolk, the regional municipalities of Halton,
Niagara, Peel and Waterloo, and the city of Hamilton.

Electoral District 6: Western comprised of the counties of Essex, Bruce, Grey,
Lambton, Elgin, Middlesex, Huron, Perth and Oxford, and the municipality of
Chatham-Kent.

A member is eligible to vote in the electoral district in which the member, as of
January 1't of the election year, has his/her primary practice, or if the member is
not engaged in the practice of chiropractic, in which the member has his/her
primary residence.

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario



By-law 6: Election of Council Members

6.3

6.4

6.5

2

923
For each electoral district referred to in column I of the following table, there
shall be elected to Council the number of members set out opposite in column 2

Column 1 Column 2
Electoral District Number of Members

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 3
5 2
6 1

The term of office of a member elected to Council is approximately three years,
commencing with the first regular meeting of Council immediately following the
election. The member shall continue to serve in office until his/trer successor
takes office in accordance with this by-law.

A member who has served on Council for nine consecutive years is ineligible for
election to Council until a full three year term has passed since that member last
served on Council.

6.6 An clcction of members to Council shall be held:

(a) in March, 1995, and in every third year after that for members from
electoral districts 2 and3 and for one member from electoral district 4;

(b) in March, 1996, and in every third year after that for members from
electoral district 6 and for one member from electoral district 4 and
one member from electoral district 5; and

(c) in March, 1997, and in every third year after that for members from
electoral district 1 and for one member from electoral district 4 and
one member from electoral district 5.

6.7 The registrar, as directed by Council, shall set the date for the each election of
members to Council.

6.8 A member is ineligible to vote in a council election if he/she is in default of
payment of any fees prescribed by by-law or any fine or order for costs to CCO
imposed by a CCO committee or court of law or is in default in completing and
retuming any form required by CCO.

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario



By-law 6: Election of Council Members 4

924
6.1 I No later than 60 days before the date of an election, the registrar shall notify every

member eligible to vote of the date, time and place of the election and of the
nomination procedure.

6.12 The nomination of a candidate for election as a member of Council, and
undertaking to the CCO Registrar shall be in writing and shall be given to the
registrar at least 45 days before the date of the election (i.e., the nomination date).

6.13 The nomination shall be signed by the candidate and by at least 10 members who
support the nomination and who are eligible to vote in the electoral district in
which the election is to be held.

6.14 The candidate shall provide to the registrar by the nomination date or such later
date as the registrar permits, biographical information in a manner acceptable to
the registrar for the purpose of distribution to eligible members in accordance
with the by-laws.

6.15 The candidate may withdraw his or her nomination for election to Council no
later than 30 days before the date of the election.

6.16 If the number of candidates nominated for an electoral district is less than or equal
to the number of members to be elected, the registrar shall declare the candidates
to be elected by acclamation.

6.17 The registrar shall supervise and administer the election of candidates and, for the
purpose of carrying out that duty, the registrar may, subject to the by-laws,

(a) appoint returning officers and scrutineers;

(b) establish a deadline for the receiving of electronic ballots;

(c) provide for the notification of all candidates and members of the results of
the election;

(d) if there has been a non-compliance with a nomination or election
requirement, determine whether the non-compliance should be waived in
circumstances where the fairness of the election will not be affected; and

(e) provide for the destruction of electronic ballots following an election.

@ College of Chiropractors of Ontario



By-law 6: Election of Council Members

6.9

3

925

A member is eligible for election to Council in an electoral district, if on the
closing date of nominations and anytime up to and including the date of the
election:

(a) the member has his/her primary practice of chiropractic located in the
electoral district in which he/she is nominated or, if the member is not
engaged in the practice of chiropractic, has his/her primary residence
located in the electoral district in which he/she is nominated;

(b) the member is not in default of payments of any fees prescribed by by-law
or any fine or order for costs to CCO imposed by a CCO
committee or court of law;

(c) the member is not in default in completing and returning any form
required by CCO;

(d) the member is not the subject of any disciplinary or incapacity proceeding

(e) a finding of professional misconduct, incompetence or incapacity has not
been made against the member in the preceding three years;

(Ð the member is not, and has not been in the 12 months before the date of
the election, an employee, offrcer or director of any professional
chiropractic association such that a real or apparent conflict ofinterest
may arise, including but not limited to being an employee, officer or
director of the OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE or the CCEC of
the FCC;

(g) the member is not an officer, director, or administrator of any chiropractic
educational institution, including but not limited to, CMCC and UQTR,
such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise;

(h) the member has not been disqualified from the Council or a committee of
the Council in the previous three years;

(i) the member is not a member of the Council or of a committee of the
College of any other health profession; and

û) the member has not been a member of the staff of CCO at any time within
the preceding three years.

6.10 The registrar shall supervise the nomination of candidates.
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By-law 6: Election of Council Members 5

926
6. 1 8 No later than 2l days before the date of an election, the registrar shall send

electronically, or any other medium as determined by Council, to every member
eligible to vote in an electoral district in which an election is to take place, a list of
the candidates, the candidates'biographical information if provided, an
explanation of the voting procedure, and electronic access to a ballot for voting.

6.19 Voting for elections of member to Council shall be by electronic method or any
other medium as determined by Council.

6.20 The instruction for voting shall contain the following

a) a member may cast as many votes on a ballot in an election of members to
the Council as there are members to be elected to Council from the
electoral district in which the member is eligible to vote.;

b) a member shall not cast more than one vote for any one candidate;

c) a member shall clearly indicate the voter's choice in one of the appropriate
places on the electronic ballot to indicate the voter's choice;

the electronic vote shall be received by 4 pm on the date indicated in the
notice of election and voting guide; and

e) the electronic vote will not be counted in the election unless it has been

received in accordance with the instructions for voting.

6.2I On the date of the election, the registrar or his/trer agent shall count the votes for
each candidate in each electoral district with a contested election.

6.22 The counting of the electronic votes shall be conducted so that no person knows
for whom any member voted.

6.23 Candidates or their representatives may be present when the electronic votes are
counted.

6.24 If there is a tie in an election of members to the Council, the registrar shall break
the tie by lot.

6.25 A candidate may require a recount by giving a written request and deposition the
sum or $150 with the registrar no more than 15 days after the date of an election.

6.26 The registrar shall hold the recount no more than 10 days after receiving the
request.

d)
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6.27 If the recount changes the election result, the full amount of the deposit shall be

refunded to the candidate. If the recount does not change the election result, CCO
will keep the deposit to partially ofßet recount costs, including staff time.

6.28 When there is an intemrption of mail service during a nomination or election, the
registrar shall extend the holding of nominations and election for such minimum
period of time as the registrar considers necessary to compensate for the
intemrption.

6.29 The Council shall disqualify an elected member from sitting on Council if the
elected member:

(a) is subject of any disciplinary or incapacity proceeding;

(b) is found to have commiffed anact of professional misconduct or is found
to be incompetent by a panel of the Discipline Committee;

(c) is found to be an incapacitated member by a panel of the Fitness to
Practice Committee;

(d) fails to attend two consecutive meetings of the Council or of a committee
or of a subcommittee in which he/she is a member, without reasonable
cause in the opinion of Council;

(e) fails to attend a hearing or review of a panel for which he/she has been
selected, without reasonable cause in the opinion of Council;

(Ð ceases to either have a primary practice of chiropractic or primary
residence in the electoral district in which the member was elected;

(g) becomes an employee, officer or director of any professional chiropractic
association such that a real or apparent conflict of interest may arise,
including but not limited to being an employee, officer or director of the
OCA, CCA, CCPA, AFC, CCEB, CSCE or the Accreditation Standards
and Policies Committee or the CCEC of The FCC;

(h) becomes an officer, director or administrator of any chiropractic
educational institution, including but not limited to CMCC and UQTR;

(i) becomes a member of the Council or a committee of the College of any
other health profession;

6
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breaches the conflict of interest provision(s) for members of Council and
committees, in the opinion of the Council after giving notice to the
member of the concem and giving the member an opportunity to respond
to the concern;

(k) fails to discharge properly or honestly any office to which he/she has been
elected or appointed, in the opinion of the Council, after being given
notice of the concern and an opportunity to respond;

(l) becomes in default of payment of any fees prescribed by by-law or any
fine or order for costs imposed by a CCO committee or court of law; or

(m) becomes in default of completing and returning any form required by
CCO;

6.30 A council member shall resign from Council prior to applying for any CCO staff
position.

6.31 The seat of an elected Council member shall be deemed to be vacant upon the
death, resignation or disqualification of the Council member.

6.32 If the seat of an elected council member becomes vacant in an electoral district no
more than 12 months before the expiry of the member's term of office, the
Councilmay,

(a) leave a seat vacant;

(b) appoint as an elected member the candidate, if any, who had the most
votes of all the unsuccessful candidates in the last election of council
members for that electoral district; or

(c) direct the registrar to hold an election in accordance with this by-law
for that electoral district.

6.33 If the seat of an elected council member becomes vacant in an electoral district
more than 12 months before the expiry of the member's term of office, the
registrar shall hold an election in accordance with this by-law for that electoral
district.

6.34 The term of a member appointed under By-law 6.32(b) or elected in an election
under By-law 6.32(c) shall continue until the time the former council memberos

term would have expired.

û)
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6.35 Despite By-law 6.32,6.33, and 6.34, where vacancy would result in the Council

not being properly constituted, the Council (in anticipation of the event before it is
not properly constituted) or the Executive Committee (after the Council is not
properly constituted) may appoint as an elected member for that district an
eligible member in that electoral district. The appointed member shall serve until
the vacancy can otherwise be filled for that district. When temporarily filling the
vacancy in this way, the Council or the Executive Committee shall:

(a) solicit interest from eligible members where feasibler,

(b) take into account the criteria set out in By-law 12.5,

(c) require the prospective appointed member to sign an undertaking to not
seek or accept a nomination in the next election for thc clcctoral district
before the appointment becomes final2.

6.36 If, within 90 days from the date of the election, the Council is of the opinion that
there is a reasonable gtound for doubt or dispute as to the validity of the election
of any member of Council, the Council shall hold an inquiry and decide whether
the election of the member is valid and, if an election is found to be invalid, the
Council shall direct another election to be held.

I There may not be suffrcient time to solicit interest in every case, because Council should be reconstituted
as soon as possible.
2 This is intended to preserve the neutrality of the process. Where a person intends to run in the next
election, they would receive a distinct advantage in being appointed to fill the vacancy until the election is
held.
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ESSAY

Evidence based medicine: a movement in crisis?
Trisha Greenhalgh and colleagues argue that, although evidence based medicine has had many
benefits, it has also had some negative unintended consequences. They offer a preliminary agenda
for the movement's renaissance, ref,ccusing on providing useable evidence that can be combined
with context and professional expertise so that individual patients get optimal treatment

Trisha Greenhalgh dean for research impacl', Jeremy Howick senior research fettovf , Neal Maskrey

professor of evidence informed decision makings, for the Evidence Based Medicine Renaissance
Group

rBarts and the London School of Medicine and Dentistry, London E1 2AB, UK; '?Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine, University of Olord, Oxford

OXz 6NW, UK; 3Keele University, Staffs ST5 sBG, UK
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It is more than 20 years since the evidence based medicine
working group announced a "new paradigm" for teaching and
practising clinical medicine.t Tradition, anecdote, and theoretical
reasoning from basic sciences would be replaced by evidence
from high quality randomised controlled trials and observational
studies, in combination with clinical expertise and the needs

and wishes ofpatients.

Evidence based medicine quickly became an energetic
intellectual community committed to making clinical practice
more scientific and empirically grounded and thereby achieving
safer, more consistent, and more cost effective care.2

Achievements included establishing the Cochrane Collaboration
to collate and summarise evidence from clinical trials;3 setting
methodological and publication standards for primary and

secondary research;a building national and international
infrastructures for developing and updating clinical practice
guidelines;5 developing resources and courses for teaching
critical appraisal;6 and building the knowledge base for
implementation and knowledge translation.?

From the outset, critics were concemed that the emphasis on

experimental evidence could devalue basic sciences and the

tacit knowledge that accumulates with clinical experience; they
also questioned whether findings from average results in clinical
studies could inform decisions about real patients, who seldom
fit the textbook description of disease and differ from those

included in research trials.s But others argued that evidence
based medicine, if practised knowledgably and compassionately,

could accommodate basic scientific principles, the subtleties of
clinical judgment, and the patient's clinical and personal

idiosyncrasies.r

Two decades of enthusiasm and funding have produced

numerous successes for evidence based medicine. An early
example was the British Thoracic Society's 1990 asthma
guidelines, developed through consensus but based on a

combination of randomised trials and observational studies.e

Subsequently, the use of personal care plans and step wise
prescription of inhaled steroids for asthma increased,'O and

morbidity and mortality fell.rr More recently, uptake of the UK
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence guidelines

for prevention of venous thromboembolism after surgery has

produced significant reductions in thromboembolic
complications.r2

Despite these and many other successes, wide variation in
implementing evidence based practice remains a problem. For
example, the incidence of arthroscopic washout of the knee
joint, whose benefits are unproved except when there is a known
loose body, varies from 3 to 48 per 100 000 in England." More
fundamentally, many who support evidence based medicine in
principle have argued that the movement is now facing a serious

crisis (box l).'a 's Below we set out the problems and suggest

some solutions.

Distortion of the ev¡dence based brand
The first problem is that the evidence based "quality mark" has

been misappropriated and distorted by vested interests. In
particular, the drug and medical devices industries increasingly
set the research agenda. They define what counts as disease (for
example, female sexual arousal disorder, treatable with
sildenafilt6 and male baldness, treatable with finasteridet?) and
predisease "risk states" (such as low bone density, treatable with
alendronate).'8 They also decide which tests and treatments will

Correspondence to: T Greenhalgh p.greenhalgh@qmul.ac.uk
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be compared in empirical studies and choose (often surrogate)
outcome measures for establishing "efficacy."'e

Furthermore, by overpowering trials to ensure that small
differences will be statistically significant, setting inclusion
criteria to select those most likely to respond to treatment,
manipulating the dose ofboth intervention and control drugs,
using surrogate endpoints, and selectively publishing positive
studies, industry may manage to puhlish its outprìts as

"unbiased" studies in leading peer reviewed journals.tO Use of
these kinds of tactic in studies of psychiatric drugs sponsored
by their respective manufacture¡s enabled them to show that
dnrg A outperformed drug B, which outperformed drug C, which
in turn outperformed drug 4." One review of industry sponsored
trials of antidepressants showed that 3'7 of 38 with positive
findings, but only Á of 36 with negative findings, were
published.'?2

Evidence based medicine's quality checklists and risk of bias
tools may be unable to detect the increasingly subtle biases in
industry sponsored studies.23 Some so called evidence based
policies (such as demontia caee finding for tho over 75s and
universal health checks for the over 40s in the UK) seem to be
based largely on political conviction.u ã Critics have condemned
the role of the drug industry in influencing the policy makers
who introduced them.26

Too much ev¡dence
The second aspect ofevidence based medicine's crisis (and yet,
ironically, also a measwe of its success) is the sheer volume of
evidence available. In particular, the number of clinical
guidelines is now both unmanageable and unfathomable. One
2005 audit of a 24 hour medical take in an acute hospital, for
example, included l8 patients with 44 diagnoses and identified
3679 pages of national guidelines (an estimated 122 hours of
reading) relevant to their immediate care.27

Marginal ga¡ns and a shift from disease
to risk
Evidence based medicine is, increasingly, a science of marginal
gains-since the low hanging fruit (interventions that promise
big improvements) for many conditions were picked long ago.
After the early big gains of highly active antiretroviral therapy
for HIV28 and triple therapy for Helicobacter pylori positive
peptic ulcer,'ze contemporary research questions focus on the
marginal gains of whether these drug combinations should be
given in series or in parallel and how to increase the proportion
of patients who take their complex medication regimen as

directed.3o 3l

Large trials designed to achieve marginal gains in a near
saturated therapeutic field typically overestimate potential
benefits (because trial samples are unrepresentative and, ifthe
trial is overpowered, effects may be statistically but not clinically
significant) and underestimate harms (because adverse events
tend to be underdetected or underreported).The74 year old
who is put on a high dose statin because the clinician applies a

931

fragment of a guideline uncritically and who, as a result,
develops muscle pains that interfere with her hobbies and ability
to exercise, is a good example ofthe evidence based tail wagging
the clinical dog. In such scenarios, the focus ofclinical care
shifts insidiously from the patient (this 74 year old woman) to
the population subgroup (women aged 70 to 75) and from ends
(what is the goal of investigation or treatment in this patient?)
to means (how can we ensure that everyone in a defined
denominator population is taking statins?).

As the examples above show, evidence based medicine has
drifted in recent years from investigating and managing
established disease to detecting and intervening in non-diseases.
Risk assessment using "evidence based" scores and algorithms
(for heart disease, diabetes, cancer, and osteoporosis, for
example) now occurs on an industrial scale, with scant attention
to the opportunity costs or unintended human and financial
consequences.tu

Overemphas¡s on following algorithmic
rules
Well intentioned efforts to automate use of evidence through
computerised decision support systems, structured templates,
and point of care prompts can crowd out the local,
individualised, and patient initiated elements of the clinical
consultation.s For example, when a clinician is following a

template driven diabetes check-up, serious non-diabetes related
symptoms that the patient mentions in passing may not by
documented or acted on.32 Inexperienced clinicians may (partly
through fear oflitigation) engage mechanically and defensively
with decision support technologies, stifling the development of
a more nuanced clinical expertise that embraces accumulated
practical experience, tolerance ofuncertainty, and the ability to
apply practical and ethical judgment in a unique case.33

Templates and point of care prompts also contribute to the
creeping managerialism and politicisation of clinical practice.s
As Harrison and Checkland observe: "As the language ofEBM
becomes ever more embedded in medical practice, and as

bureaucratic rules become the accepted way to implement 'the
best' evidence, its requirements for evidence are quietly
attenuated in favour of an emphasis on rules."3a

For example, the Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) in
UK general practice is incentivised by financial "quality points"
and administered largely by non-clinical staff who generate
these points by recalling patients for structured reviews and
checks. QOF has been associated with significant improvements
in blood pressure control, especially in deprived populations.35
But its downside is an audit driven, technocratic exercise in
which few patients are offered personalised shared decision
making with a senior clinician before having the recommended
tests and treatments, and in which clinical consultations a¡e

continually intemtpted by pop-up point of care prompts." "

Box'l: CÌ¡sis ln evidence based medlcine?

. The ev¡dence bas€d "quallty mal4(' has b€en mlsapproprlat€d by vôsted lnter€sts

. Th€ volume of evidence, especially clinical guidelines, has become unmanageable

. Statistically significant benefits may be mârginal in clinical pract¡ce

. lnflexible rules and lechnology driven prompts may produce caro that is management driven rather than pati€nt centred

. Ev¡dence based guidel¡nes ofÌ€n map poorly to complex mult¡morb¡d¡ly
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Poor fit for multimorb¡d¡ty
Finally, as the population ages and the prevalence of ch¡onic
degenerative diseases increases, the patient with a single
condition that maps unproblematically to a single evidence
based guideline is becoming a rarity. Even when primary studies
were designed to include participants with multiple conditions,
applying their findings to patients with particular comorbidities
remains problematic. Multimorbidity (a single condition only
in name) affects every person differently and seems to defy
efforts to produce or apply objective scores, metrics,
interventions, or guidelines.3T Increasingly, the evidence based
management of one disease or risk state may cause or exacerbate
another-most commonly through the perils of polypharmacy
in the older patient.3s

Return to realev¡dence based medicine
To address the above concems, we believe it is time to launch
a campaign for real evidence based medicine (box 2).

lndividualised for the patient
Real evidence based medicine has the care ofindividual patients

as its top priority, asking, "what is the best course of action for
this patient, in these circumstances, at this point in their illness
or condition?"3e It consciously and reflexively refuses to let
process (doing tests, prescribing medicines) dominate outcomes
(the agreed goal of management in an individual case). It
engages with an ethical and existential agenda (how should we
live? when should we accept death?) and with that goal in mind,
carefully distinguishes between whether to investigate, treat, or
screen and how to do so.4

To support such an approach, evidence must be individualised
for the patient. This requires that research findings be expressed
in ways that most people will understand (such as the number
needed to treat, number needed to harm, and number needed to
screeno') and that practitioners, together with their patients, are
free to make appropriate care decisions that may not match what
"best (average) evidence" seems to suggest.

Importantly, real shared decision making is not the same as

taking the patient through a series of if-then decision options.
Rather, it involves finding out what matters to the patient-what
is at stake for them-and making judicious use of professional
knowledge and status (to what extent, and in what ways, does
this person want to be "empowered"?) and introducing research

evidence in a way that informs a dialogue about what best to
do, how, and why. This is a simple concept but by no means
easy to deliver. Tools that contain quantitative estimates ofrisk
and benefit are needed, but they must be designed to support
conversations not climb probability trees.

Judgment not rules
Real evidence based medicine is not bound by rules. The
Dreyfus brothers have described five levels of learning,
beginning with the novice who learns the basic rules and applies
them mechanically with no attention to context.4'zThe next two
stages involve increasing depth of knowledge and sensitivity
to context when applying rules. In the fourth and fifth stages,

rule following gives way to expert judgments, characterised by
rapid, intuitive reasoning informed by imagination, common
sense, and judiciously selected research evidence and other
rules.

In clinical diagnosis, for example, the novice clinician works
methodically and slowly through a long and standardised history,

exhaustive physical examination, and (often numerous)
diagnostic tests.a3 The expert, in contrast, makes a rapid initial
differential diagnosis through intuition, then uses a more
selective history, examination, and set of tests to rule in or rule
out particular possibilities. To equate "quality" in clinical ca¡e
with strict adherence to guidelines or protocols, however robust
these rules may be, is to overlook the evidence on the more
sophisticated process of advanced expertise.

Aligned w¡th profess¡onal, relat¡onsh¡p based
care
Real evidence based medicine builds (ideally) on a strong
interpersonal relationship between pâtient ând clinician. It values
continuity ofcare and empathetic listening, especially forpeople
who are seriously and incurably sick.a Research evidence may
still be key to making the right decision-but it does not
determine that decision. Clinicians may provide information,
but they are also trained to make ethical and technical
judgments, and they hold a socially recognised role to care,
comfort, and bear witness to suffering.as The challenges of self
management in severe chronic illness, for example, are not
merely about making treatment choices but about the practical
and emotional work of implementing those choices.6 As serious
illness is lived, evidence based guidelines may become
irrelevant, absurd, or even harmful (most obviously, in terminal
illness).

Public health dimension
Although we have focused on individual clinical care, there is
also an important evidence base relating to population level
interventions aimed at improving public health (such as pricing
and labellìng of consumables, fluoridation of water, and sex
education). These are often complex, multifaceted programmes
with important ethical and practical dimensions, but the same
principles apply as in clinical ca¡e. Success ofinterventions
depends on local feasibility, acceptability, and fit with
context-and hence on informed, shared decision making with
and by local communities, using summaries and visualisations
of population level metrics.at

Delivering real ev¡dence based medicine
To deliver real evidence based medicine, the movement's
stakeholders must be proactive and persistent. Patients (for
whose care the movement exists) must demand better evidence,
better presented, better explained, and applied in a more
personalised way with sensitivity to context and individual
goals.ot There are already some models of good practice here.
In arthritis, for example, patient advocacy groups that emphasise
the importance of experiential evidence and patient centred
strategies have existed for over 30 years and have influenced
the choice of outcome measures used in comparative
effectiveness studies.oe Patient input has refocused several MCE
guidelines (for example, on psoriasis).so

Third sector advisory and advocacy groups such as the UK's
Consumer Association (www.which.co.uk), Picker Institute
(www.pickereurope.org), and Sense About Science (www.
senseaboutscience.org) have a crucial role in educating citizens
and conftibuting to public debate about tie use and abuse of
evidence. The James Lind Alliance (www.lindalliance.org)
brings patients, carers, and clinicians together to prioritise
research questions. Such groups must remain, as far as possible,
independent of vested interests and aware of the distorting
influence of tied funding.
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Box 2: What ls real evldence based medlclne and how do we achleve lt?

Real evidence based medicine:

. Makes the ethical care of the patisnt its lop priority

. Demands individualised evidence in a tormat that clinicians and patients can understand

. ls characterised by expenjudgment ratherlhan mechanícal rule followlng

. Shares dec¡sions w¡lh patients lhrough meaningful conversat¡ons

. Builds on a strong cllnician-patiênt relalionsh¡p and lh€ human aspects of care

. Applies these principles at community lev€l for êv¡denco based public health

Actions to deliver real evidence based medicine
. PatiBhts must d€mand better ovidBnce, better prssented, bBttêr ôxplain€d, and appli€d in a more pôrsonal¡sed way

. Clinical train¡ng must go beyond search¡ng and critical appraisal to honè expertjudgment and shâred decision making skills

. Producers of evidence summar¡ôs, clinical guidelinês, and decision suppon tools must take account ol who will use them, for what
purposes, and under what constraints

. Publishers must demand that studies meet usabil¡ty standards as well as methodolog¡cal ones

. Policy makers musl resisl thô inslrumêntal generalion and use o, þvidence" by vested intôtests

. lnd€pendent fundsrs musl increasingly shape tho product¡on, synth6sis, and dissomination ol h¡gh qualily clinical and public health
êvidence

. The rosðarch agênda must bê00mê brôader and more ¡ntêrdisclÞllnary, embracing thô €xpef¡eñce of illness, the psychology of ev¡dence
interprêtation, thê n6got¡ation and shar¡ng of ev¡dence by clinicians and patients, and how to prevent harm from overdiagnosis
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Training must be reor¡ented from rule
following
Critical appraisal skills-including basic numeracy, electronic
database searching, and the ability systematically to ask
questions of a research study-are prerequisites for competence
in evidence based medicine.6 But clinicians need to be able to
apply them to ro¡l oaso oxamploo.sl

Too often, teaching resources use sche¡natic, fictionalised
vignettes in which the sick patient is reduced to narrative
"factoids" that can populate a decision tree or a score sheet in
an objective structured clinical examination. Rather than focus
on these tidy textbook cases, once they have leamt some basic
rules and gained some experience, students should be
encouraged to try intuitive reasoning in the clinic and at the
bedside, and then use formal evidence based methods to check,
explain, and communicate diagnoses and decisions.o'They must
also be taught how to share both evidence and uncertainty with
patients using appropriate decision aidss' and adapt their
approach to individual needs, circumstances, and preferences.3'

Likewise, there is a strong argument for extending the continuing
medical education curriculum beyond "evidence updates." Peer
observation and review, reflective case discussion in small
groups (with input from patients who want to articulate their
experiences, choices, and priorities) and ongoing conversations
with fellow professionals can help hone and maintain the ability
to manage the challenges of applying evidence based medicine
in the real world.s3 The linking together of educational theory,
cognitive psychology, information måstery, and implementation
science into a coherent approach that supports front line decision
making with patientssa is rarely taught in practice.

Evidence must be usable as well as robust
Another precondition for real evidence based medicine is that
those who produce and summarise research evidence must attend
more closely to the needs of those who might use it. Lengthy
and expensive reviews that are "methodologically robust" but
unusable in practice often fail to inform, inspire, or influence.ss
A recent systematic review of diabetes risk scores revealed that
the authors of most studies were primarily concerned with the
intellectual concept of improving the predictive value of the
score but had given little or no thought to how their score might
be used, by whom, or for what-nor what the implications would

be for real people who would be designated "at risk" by the
score.tu

Evidence users include clinicians and patients of varying
statistical literacy, many of whom have limited time or
inclination for the small print.4r Different approaches such as

brief, plain language summaries for the non-expert (as offered
by NICE), visualisations,5T infographics,tt option grids,ss and
other decision aidsse should be routinely offered and widely
used. Yet currently, only a fraction of the available evidence is
presented in usable form, and few clinicians are aware that such
usable shared decision aids exist.

Publishers must ra¡se the bar
This raises an imperative for publishing standards. Just asjournal
editors shifted the expression of probability from potentially
misleading P values to more meaningful confidence rntervals
by requiring them in publication standards,o so they should now
raise the bar for authors to improve the usability of evidence,
and especially to require that research findings are presented in
a way that informs individualised conversations.

Given that real evidence based medicine is as much about when
to ignore or over-ride guidelines as how to follow them, those
who write guidelines should flag up the need forjudgment and
informed, shared decision making. The American College of
Cardiology recently published new cholesterol guidelines;6r

IAMA followed with a pragmatic, patient focused article on
how to apply this guideline and when to consider ignoring it,
including an online visualisation tool to support conversations
with patients.62 As the authors commented, "the target for
performance measures is not the percentage of patients who . .

. are prescribed statins, but the proportion of eligible patients
who participate in shared decision making about statin use."62

Their approach deserves to be emulated widely.

Research must transcend conflicts of interest
To support real evidence based medicine, and in particular to
reassure policy makers, clinicians, and the public that research
and the guidance derived from it can be trusted,6r the
infrastructure for research and guideline development must
show the highest standards of probity. Independent funding of
national bodies for medical research is crucial.
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Broader, more ¡mag¡nat¡ve research is needed
The research agenda for real evidence based medicine is much
broader than critical appraisal and draws on a wider range of
underpinning disciplines. For example, it should include the
study of the patient's experience of illness and the real life
clinical encounter for different conditions and in different
circumstances. The field would be enriched, for example, by
qualitative research to elucidate the logic of care-that is, the
numerous elements of good illness management that are
complementary to the application of research evidence.e

We need to gain a better understanding (perhaps beginning with
a synthesis of the cognitive psychology literature) of how
clinicians and patients find, interpret, and evaluate evidence
from research studies, and how (and iÐ these processes feed
into clinical communication, exploration of diagnostic options,
and shared decision making.sa Deeper study is also needed into
the less algorithmic components of clinical method such as

intuition and heuristic reasoning, and how evidence may be
incorporated into such reasoning.a3

In relation to producing usable evidence, we need to identify
how to balance gold standard systematic reviews with pragmatic,
rapid reviews that gain in timeliness and accessibility what they
lose in depth and detail.65 In the same vein, we need research

on how and in what circumstances to trade detail for brevity in
developing guidelines. We need to develop decision aids that
support clinicians and patients to clarify the goals of care, raise
and answer questions about the quality and completeness of
evidence, and understand and contextualise estimates ofbenefit
and harm. We also need to improve both the usefulness and
ease of use of these and other evidence based tools (models,
scores, algorithms, and so on) including the intellectual, social,
and temporal demands they make on users and the resource
implications for the healthcare organisation and system.

In the educational field, it is time we extended the evidence base

for integrated curriculums that promote reflection and case

discussion alongside the application of evidence.66 Discussions
on how to interpret and apply evidence to real cases, and the
sharing of collective knowledge and expertise in the form of
"mindlines" among clinicianss3 or within illness communities6T
may provide useful data sources for such studies. It is by
studying these more sophisticated forms of knowing that we
are likely to determine how best to produce expert clinicians
and expert patients, and to prevent the harms that arise from
overdiagnosis, overtreatment, and overscreening.3'

ln relation to effectiveness, we need greater attention to
postmarketing research in day to day hospital and primary care
settings to confirm that subsequent experience replicates the
results of licensing trials. This will allow gold standard tests

and their cut-off points for ruling out diagnoses and treatments
to be revised to minimise overdiagnosis or underdiagnosis.a'

Finally, in relation to the collective effort to prevent the
misappropriation of the evidence based quality mark, a key
research priority remains the study ofhidden biases in sponsored
research-for example, by refining the statistical techniques for
challenging ñndings that appear too good to be true.

Conclusion
Much progress has been made and lives have been saved through
the systematic collation, synthesis, and application ofhigh
quality empirical evidence. However, evidence based medicine
has not resolved the problems it set out to address (especially
evidence biases and the hidden hand of vested interests), which
have become subtler and harder to detect. Furthermore,

contemporary healthcare's complex economic, political,
technological and commercial context has tended to steer the
evidence based agenda towards populations, statistics, risk, and
spurious certainty. Despite lip service to shared decision making,
patients can be left confused and even fyrannised when their
clinical management is inappropriately driven by algorithmic
protocols, top-down directives and population targets.

Such problems have led some to argue for the rejection of
evidence based medicine as a failed model. Instead we argue
for a retum to the movement's founding principles-to
individualise evidence and share decisions through meaningful
conversations in the context of a humanistic and professional
clinician-patient relationship (box 2). To deliver this agenda,
evidence based medicine's many stakeholders-patients,
clinicians, educators, producers and publishers of evidence,
policy makers, research funders, and researchers from a range
of academic disciplines-must worktogether. Many of the ideas
in this paper are not new, and a number of cross sector
campaigns with similar goals have already begun (box 3). V/e
hope that our call for a campaign for real evidence based
medicine will open up debate and invite readers to contribute
(for example, by posting rapid responses on bmj.com).
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Box 3: Campalgns allgned wlth real evidence based medlclne

Too much medicintA rapidly grow¡ng movomont, lsd jolntly by cllnicians, academics and patients, aims to reduce harm lrom
overdiagnosis, overscreening, and overtreatmênt.ftß The second of what will hopefully be an annual "prevent¡ng overdiagnosls"
conference w¡ll be held in Oford ¡n September 20'14 (w.preventlngoverdiagnos¡s.net)

All lrra¿s (www.alltrials.net)-an international initiât¡ve to ensure lhat all clinical tr¡als are registered at inception and no f¡ndings are
w¡thhêld from publicat¡on

Reducíng waste and ¡ncreas¡ng value in medical research (w.lhelancet.com/ser¡es/research)--+ recent Lancetseriôs highlighting
the waste and loss ofvalue caused by rêsêarch that addressôs the wrong questions, uses ¡nappropr¡ate sludy designs; is weighed down
by burêaucracy, or is so badly or inaccessibly reporled that practitioners and policymakers simply cannot apply it

lmprov¡ng publish¡ng sfandalds (w.¡cmjê.org/urm_ma¡n.html)--A campalgn byth6 lnternalionalCommittee of MedicalJoumal Edltors
lo ¡mprove the qual¡ty and transparency ot medical publishing by discourag¡ng ghost-wr¡l¡n9 and rais¡ng the standards lor declarat¡ons
of conlllcls of int€rest

lntegrated med¡êal educat¡on--Qmpaign lo strengthen lhe ¡nt6gralion of tho differênt compononls of the curriculum by developing
beds¡de clinical skills, undorstanding and applying rssearch evid€nce, and reflecting and d€liberating aboul complex casesææ
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Outcomes indicators and a risk classification
system for spinal manipulation under
anesthesia: a narrative review and proposal

Diciorgi et al. Ch¡roproctic & Manual Therapies
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Background
Since the 1930's, many forms of facilitated manipulation
of the spine have been reported in the literature, with vari-
ous anesthetic/sedative agents and techniques used [1]. In
the 1990's, in managing patíents with chronic spine
pain and related dysfunction, chiropractors began util-
izing the conscious sedation variety of manipulation
under anesthesia (MUA) [1]. During that era, the
standards and protocols of the National Academy of
MUA Physicians (NAMUAP) [2] were popularized
and relied upon by many in determining clinical eligi-
bility for MUA. A revised version of the original
NAMUAP standards and protocols was put forth in
2012, as adopted by the newly established American
Association of Manipulation Under Anesthesia Providers
(AAMUAP). That document subsequently underwent a

n Correspondence: drdigiorgi@aol.com
lConsultant Practice- Wh¡testone, NY USA

Full list of author ¡nformat¡on is available at the end of the article

consensus-based review, in developing recommendations
for the contemporary practice of MUA [3].

1ùØhat may render a clinical guideline useful for
individual patients is its reliance upon valid evidence in
establishing decision points and risks of care [4]. An
appraisal of risk is essential to clinical guideline develop-
ment [5-7]. EstimatÍons of the balance of benefits
against risks or harms helps to ensure guideline credibil-
íty for stakeholders [8]. A significant limitation with
current SMUA guidelines, and the collective scientific
knowledge on this subject, is inadequate recognition of
the risk profiles and outcomes indicators that contribute
to patient selection. This limitation relates to incomplete
development of the relative/absolute contraindications
to care and several known clinical, diagnostÍc, and
litigation-related factors which may weigh against the
option of SMUA.

For spinal manipulation under anesthesia, what re-
mains ambiguous despite existing guidelines is when to

Chiropractic &
ManualTherapies

0cro..lrr"rk

Dennis DiGiorgir.@ John L. Cerf2 and Daniel S. Bowerman3

Abstract

Over a period of decades chiropractors have utilized spinal manipulation under anesthesia (SMUA) to treat
chronic back and neck pain. As an advanced form of manual therapy, SMUA is reserved for the patient whose
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move a patient toward treatment, The heterogeneity of
primâry research and the presence of mostly lower-level
evidence pose inherent challenges to clinical decision
making [9]. Moreover, the current SMUA literature and
association-based protocol documents are without a cor-
responding evidence-informed resource that elucidates
risk versus benefit. Even when individual patients have
undergone all appropriate studies [10], weak levels of
evidence for SMUA can lead to uncertainty in selection,
dosing and patient safety. Although rare, sentinel events
have been reported 111-13]. It is with a rise in SMUA
utilization in the United States in recent years that a

constructive and critical analysis of these matters be-
comes essential. This paper reviews the evidence for
SMU^ in cstablishing a scalc for thc chiropractic clin-
ician which categorizes risk and outcome potential. It
considers risk and unfavorable outcomes indicators in
the development of a risk classification system that iden-
tifles patient safety and quality of care interests for this
advanced form of treatment. As such, it calls for an ele-
vation in the standard of care and improved patient se-

lection through the incorporation of specific indices
from existing medical literature.

The principle of sp¡nal adhesions
lùØithin the existing SMUA literature, the principal
mechanism theorized for procedural effectiveness is the
disruption of soft tissue adhesions about the axial spine

12, 14-171. In 1948, Clybourne proposed that the cases

most amenable to MUA treatment were those involving
joint adhesions, with limited movement in all directions
[14]. He posited that the careful selection of cases was
the product of an in-depth knowledge of joint anatomy
and pathology ll4l. However, he acknowledged the
scope and limitations of the MUA procedure, indicating
that it was not a panacea for low back pain [14].

As the fundamental basis for SMUA, the adhesion-
disruption theory remains clinically appealing. The
term Fibrosis Release Procedures (FRP) is a broader
designation for spinal manipulation under anesthesia
which has been more recently introduced in the
chiropractic literature and within the published
AAMUAP guidelines [3]. This terminology establishes
that mobilization (stretching) is the primary manual
therapy component of the procedure.

The premise that reducing adhesions can increase
joint flexibility, decrease pain, and improve quality of life
is seemingly so elementary that utilizing approaches
which aim to accomplish the like must be therapeutically
beneficial. There is evidence, for example, that MUA for
stiff knees after total knee arthroplasty (TI(A) can
significantly increase knee flexion in certain patients
when administered during the postoperative period but
within twelve weeks [18]. The circumstances by which
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adhesions may develop after knee replacement are self-
evident, giving due consideration to the mode and scope
of intervention. The proliferation of scar tissue about
the knee joint is a well-known complication of TI(A
[19]. However, that clinical scenario differs greatly from
one that involves the presence of chronically symptom-
atic and dysfunctional spinal joints due to repetitive pos-
tural strain, factors related to age, or a history of trauma
that excludes vertebral fracture or reconstructive surgery
after disc injury. Thus, the evidence that MUA may re-
duce Tl(A-related arthrofibrosis is not generalizable to
chronic spine pain patients who have been managed
non-surgically for lower-level injury or degenerative
change. In the latter patient populations, the supposition
that scar tissue explains any observed range of motion
deficits may be presumptuous.

Investigators have recognized that patient selection for
SMUA could be enhanced by knowing more about the
fibrotic adhesion concept [20]. One theory concerning
adhesion development suggests that lumbar spine hypo-
mobility may result in connective tissue adhesions of
zygapophyseal joints [21]. 'ùfhile increased collagen de-
position about the spine could explain the physical find-
ings of palpable joint restrictions and decreased range of
motion in chronic pain patients, there is no research
that may assist in differentiating those with intraarticular
adhesions from other manifestations of segmental dys-
function. In fact, validation of the adhesion concept and
a related clinical role for SMUA would appear to have
its greatest potential in cases of failed back surgery, in
which advanced imaging reveals fibrosis in the region of
prior intervention [16]. It has been estimated that as

much as 20% to 360/o of all cases of failed back surgery
may be due to epidural fibrosis [22]. Nevertheless, for
post-fusion lumbar pain there is limited evidence for the
safety and efficacy of chiropractic treatment and no
guidelines to aid with therapeutic decision-making [23].

Clinical research is lacking to support that the many
historical accounts of successful SMUA treatment is due
to the disruption of ligamentous, musculotendinous
and/or epidural adhesions. The void of evidence in this
area does not allow one to confirm or deny the theories
that SMUA more effectively treats adhesions and that
adhesion reduction increases flexibility [1]. \øith various
spinal tissues known to account for pain and impaired
function, it defies clinical logic that adhesions might
serve as a pathological feature common to patients with
chronic pain. Thus, what may account for a favorable
response to SMUA treatment, and purportedly for nu-
merous diagnoses [3], has yet to be elucidated. The gen-
etic profiles that contribute to fibrosis and ligament
hypertrophy in specific spinal conditions [24,25], and how
identifying the like may assist in patient selection/rejection
for SMUA, are âreas worthy of investigation, Nevertheless,
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recent evidence suggests that stretch does not have
significant effects on joint mobility for people with or
without neurological conditions, or short-term effects
on pain or quality of life for people with non-
neurological conditions [26].

Predictors of unfavorable clinical outcomes w¡th
SMUA
In the development of treatment protocols for SMUA
professional associations have relied upon numerous
studies from the early medical literature. Advocates for
the procedure frequently cite these same studies to sup-
port the use of SMUA for various diagnoses. In the more
recent literature are reports of the indications for
manipulation under anesthesia, including disc hernia-
tion/prolapse/protrusion/bulge, joint or spinal ankylosis,
failed low back surgery nonresponsive muscle contrac-
tion, compression syndromes with non-osteophytic en-
trapment, and whiplash-associated disorders [27, 28].
Most of these indications for care have been derived
from the syllabi of chiropractic post-graduate MUA cer-
tification courses and the promotional materials of MUA
proponents. However, numerous clinically significant
findings from the same dependent literature base have
yet to be given an appropriate level of attention. Several
clinical, diagnostic, and litigation-related indices must
now be recognized as predictors of unfavorable clinical
outcomes or for potential adverse events. These indices,
identified below, do not support the preservation of
certain patient management concepts and selection cri-
teria for SMUA, as initially developed before the era of
evidence-based medicine.

Ankylosis
Spinal ankylosis has been cited as one of the indications
for SMUA 127, 281. However, when joints are pathologic-
ally fused, normal physiologic integrity or function
cannot be expected to be restored via the stretching
and/or manipulation components of the procedure. This
requires no analysis, A case involving spine fracture and
hemothorax with MUA treatment for ankylosing spon-
dylitis has been reported [13].

Anxiety/stress
The prospective cohort study undertaken by Peterson
et al, (Level II evidence) suggests a contributory role
of anxiety and stress levels on outcome for patients
in receipt of SMUA for chronic neck or low back
pain [29]. When comparing short-term patient out-
comes after a single MUA procedure dose (at 2 and
4 weeks posttreatment), statistically significant differ-
ences were found for those improved vs not improved
when assessing for the variable of anxiety/stress [29].
Patients with higher levels of anxiety and stress,
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identified by the Bournemouth Questionnaire (BQ),
had a tendency of non-responsiveness to SMUA [29].

Electromyography and nerve conduction studies
Published MUA guidelines specify that electromyog-
raphy (EMG) and/or nerve conduction studies may be

used to determine patient progress with SMUA [3].
Implied, in part, is that a positive EMG study may serve
as a diagnostic indicator for treatment. For years, MUA
advocates have put forth that the work of Mensor
showed that 83% of 600 patients with EMG-verified
radiculopathy responded well to SMUA [30]. However,
within Mensorb published papers, there is no reporting
of an electromyographic assessment for any of the more
than 600 patients treated with SMUA [31, 32]. In fact,
from the findings of one of the few studies that reaches
the highest level of published evidence to date (Level II),
SMUA in the presence of EMG-confirmed lumbar nerve
root compression led Siehl et al, to report an outcome
trend of procedural ineffectiveness, with surgery likely
required at some point [33]. Thus, current best evidence
does not support the premise that patients with a posi-
tive EMG study are appropriate candidates for SMUA.
As for nerve conduction studies, there is no primary
research evidence that may be assistive to clinicians in
revealing the appropriateness of SMUA for individual
patients with positive versus negative results. Moreover,
the potential clinical value for using either of these elec-
trodiagnostic tests in an outcomes assessment capacity
with SMUA is not supported by research.

Herniated and/or protrudíng/bulging discs
Greenman cited disc herniation as a relative contraindi-
cation to MUA, acknowledging that other authors had
reported only temporary improvement [34]. In looking
to the evidence for long-term effectiveness and safety of
SMUA with a specific diagnosis of disc herniation or
protrusion, Table 1 provides the findings, observations,
or experience-based perspectives of numerous early
osteopathic/orthopedic investigators/practitioners.

There is no published evidence to suggest that the
modern SMUA approach [1] provides for better out-
comes for disc herniation/protrusion versus the methods
and protocols used by early osteopathic investigators.
'Within the more recent chiropractic literature there are

only a few isolated retrospective case reports regarding
the sedated variety of SMUA for disc herniation [17],
protrusion/bulge [16, 35, 36], or degeneration [37]. In
the study conducted by Palmieri and Smoyak, some of
the 38 chronic low back pain patients who received
MUA may have had a lumbar disc condition [38]. How-
ever, the various causes of pain, which included "disc
syndrome", were apparently obtained by demographic
questionnaire. There is no account of investigator
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Table t Evidence of outcomes with SMUA for disc herniation/protrusion
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Year of Publication Author/s Findinqs/obseruations/opin¡ons Level ol Research Evidenceu

I 945

1952

1952

I 953

1 955

1963

1964

Poppen [1 1]

Wilson and
llfeld [78]

Siehl and
Sradford [79]

Ewer [8Ul

Mensor [31]

Siehl l81l

Chrisman et al. [15]

S¡ehl et al. [33]

Tospon [82]

Morey [831

Schener [84]

Various forms of operative treatment were undertaken for 400 cases of
lumbar intervertebral d¡sc herniation. The number of patìents whose
treatment included MUA is not reported, but two from that group were
immediately paralyzed.

lVlanipulation of pat¡ents with symptoms of lumbar hernialed disc was
performed under general aneslhetic or via medication assistance. Three
of eighteen pat¡ents (1 7%) reported temporary relief of back and leg pain
over 48-72 h. Within ten days of the procedure, twelve patlents (670¿)

subsequently underwent exploratory lam¡nectomy. For the remaining sìx

patienls (33%) who did not undergo surgery, none had experienced any
change in symptoms after manipulation.

Good results were obtained in about a third of herniated disc cases but
w¡th surgery op¡ned to be required at some poÌnt. The authors repofted
that longstanding disc herniation does not respond well to MUA and, "in

no case with positive myelography has there been lasting good results

from the mânipulat¡ve procedure "

lrianrpulatron should not be overlooked by orthopedrc surgeons rn that rt

can offer "so much relief in selected cases. However, it was opined that
w¡th ruptured intervertebral discs and true sciatica, manipulation "cannot
effect a permanent cure and offers great hazards." ln the presence of space-
consuming lesions manipulation is contraindicated, as MUA "is more
dangerous and does not compensate for the risla involved.'

Two hundred five pðt¡ents received MUA for lumbar intervenebral disc
syndrome, with 56 (27E0) class¡fied as immediate or delayed failures. of
those, subsequent surgicâl exploration revealed that all had identifìable
pathology (an annular fragment protruding into the ¡nterspace, a ruptured
annulus wìth a large amount of free nuclear material ¡n the canal, or
degeneration with freely shifting nuclear material permitting for alternating
reduction and reproduction of the protrusion).

One hundred eighty fìve patients were treated with i\¡UA for a diagnos¡s
of herniated nucleus pulposus. Good results were obtained tor 26A0/o o1

patients. Overall, 95 of the 185 pat¡ents (5i%) required subsequent disc
surgery.

Twenty of 39 patients (51%) w¡th ruptured lumbar ìntervertebral disc
ma¡ntained good to excellent results after MUA over three years. 10 ofthe
27 patients (37%) with pos¡tive myelograms had recelved the sâme t¡enefit.
For neither group was there a change in the appearance ofthe myelograms
taken before and after MUA, The authors determined that those "without a

demonstrable myelographic defect consistently did better" ând that
manipulation of"a very large disc protrusion" should be avoided due to
potent¡al for harm.

Twenty one pat¡ents were treated via [¡lUA for nerve root compression secondary

to lumbar disc herniation. Three (14%) showed clinical and EMG ¡mprovement,
nìne (43%) had no EMG change but continued clinlcal improvement, and nine
(43%) showed worsened electromyographic changes of the legs. After 1 5 months,
the latter group had an increase in clinical signs, ln general, for the 50% of patients

who had improvemenl over the first 6 months, most progressively worsened over
the 6 monlh period thereafter.

ln the author's experience with 6000 MUA procedures, he reporled, ".¡fthe
patient has positive neurological, orthopedic and myelographic findings, low
back manipulation will be of no lasting benefìt.,, it often helps temporarily, but
ultimately surgery has to be performed."

"Frequently il [manipulation under general anesthesia] affords relief, possibly
temporary, when there is actual disk protrusion."

N¡nety four pat¡ents underwent manipulation under general anesthesia for disc
hern¡ation. Sixty percent had excellent or good results. Forty percent had poor
resuhs. Within one year, more than half of the patients had to undergo a

hemilaminotomy.

Of the two patients with myelogram evidence of frank disc herniâtion,
one required discectomy because of a return of pain within three week
of MUA.

IV

1971

1972

1973

1977

'1986 Krumhansl and
Nowacek [47]

"When applying the levels of evidence rat¡ng system for categorizing study quality, as put forth by Wright et al. and adopted by the Journal of Bone & Joint
Surgery [42J, Sp¡ne, Clinical Ofthopaedics and Related Reseorch, the North American Spine Society, the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, and the
Pediatric Orthopaedic Society of North America [85]
bThe case report study design has not been rated by wright et al. [42]. This case report, w¡th editorializing, is being equated here with the established level
of evidence for expert opinion (Level V evidence)
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verification of the cause of back pain via clinical examin-
ation or imaging. Moreover, as the decreased pain and
disability scores with MUA are not correlated with an
identified cause of pain, the outcomes for the "disc syn-
drome" category of patients are not evident. Elsewhere,
for the 42 chronic low back pain patients who received
medication-assisted manípulation after MRI, the pres-
ence or absence of disc pathology is not reported in re-
vealing the nature of the conditions under study [39].
For the 30 chronic neck or low back pain patients in re-
ceipt of SMUA in the prospective cohort study under-
taken by Peterson et al., there is no indication of a

verified source of pain [29].
'W'ithin the chiropractic literature is a description of the

need for provider modification or deletion of the maneu-

vers typically used with SMUA when disc herniation is

present [36]. However, clinical investigation is lacking to
support the safeÇ and efficacy of any particular intraopera-
tive MUA technique. Also, it remains unclear as to whether
the size and direction of disc protrusion, the spinal region
involved, the location and extent ofannular tearing, the de-
gree of disc degeneration/desiccation, or the extent and
duration of correlating clinical signs and symptoms may
serve as prognosticators of outcome with SMUA. 'Vlith con-
scious p tients, there have been reports of favorable out-
comes with the utilization of selective spinal manipulation
procedures/techniques for specific MRl-confirmed lumbar
disc herniation features or positional variances [4O, 41].
Howeve4 in these studies it is not clear that either of the
two manipulative techniques described, chosen based on
the particular imaging feature/s, was superior to the other
such that its use specifically explained the improvements
reported [40, 4I]. Additional research is needed to clariff
which of the aforementioned elements, or other
discopathy-related variables, may have predictive value in
the SMUA setting. Presently, the evidence for SMUA for
disc-related conditions remains weak (mostly Level IV-V),
with overall unimpressive percentages of successfirl cases

reported by early authors and across larger samples ofsub-
jects. By way of the research evidence hierarchy put forth
by Wright et al. [42], Fig. 1 outlines the current state of the
evidence for SMUA for disc herniation/protrusion.

'With potential for adverse events, the equivocal
benefit profile of SMUA in the presence of disc path-
ology reveals that it has yet to attain precise clinical val-
idation through investigative research, In the conscious
patient setting, the North American Spine Society has
found insufficient evidence to recommend for or against
manipulation for lumbar disc herniation with radiculo-
path¡ as an alternative to discectomy or to improve
functional outcomes [43]. Nonetheless, the emergence of
newer, preliminary evidence may suggest the efficacy of
spinal manipulation in conscious patients with MRI-
confirmed symptomatic lumbar herniated discs with varied
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Fig. f SMUA evidence for disc herniation/protrusion

pathoanatomical features, including sequestration [41].
Similar evidence of efficary exists for spinal manipulation
in conscious patients with symptomatic, MRl-confirmed
cervical disc herniations [44]. \)fhat remains unclear is

whether the addition of anesthesia to the manipulation ser-

vice, along with the SMUA-associated maneuvers/tech-
niques, may result in better outcomes over manipulation
alone for acute or chronic neck and low back pain due to
disc herniation/protrusion. That was not found to be true
in the comparative studies for subjects with a diagnosis of
chronic lumbosacral strain [45, 46]. Thus, precaution must
be taken when contemplating SMUA for those with verified
or suspected disc-related conditions. Greater weight should
first be given to other, well-established interventions.

Obesity and soft tissue inflammation
I(rumhansl and Nowacek reported that patients who are

overweight by greater than 50 pounds are not candidates
for SMUA, as the "procedure fails" due to the diffusion of
force within soft tissues [47]. Also reported was "a much
reduced success rate" with patients who are overweight by
greater than 30 pounds. For similar reasons of impeded
maneuverability of spinal tissues, these practitioners cited
an absolute contraindication for patients who exhibit soft
tissue inflammation beyond a "mild" degree (greater than
2+, on the scale of 0-4+). A "very high" failure rate was re-
ported for inflammation beyond grade 2+, with risk for in-
jury to uninvolved soft tissues placed under the stresses of
manual therapy [47]. Thus, as described by these authors,
the physiologic indicators of obesity and inflammation
weigh against the option of SMUA treatment.

Work-related spine disorders and litigation
Mensor reported a significantly lower percentage of fa-
vorable patient outcomes with MUA for industry-related
lower back conditions versus "private patients" with similar
conditions [31]. He attributed this outcome discrepanry to
"the monetary factor" and the type of labor engaged in by
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those in the industrial patient group [31]. Similarly,
Chrisman et al. observed comparatively poorer outcomes
for patients in receipt of SMUA for lumbar conditions who
were involved in litigation or had compensation claims

[15]. In one of the few SMUA studies to date that repre-
sents Level II evidence, I(ohlbeck et al. excluded patient
participation if chronic low back pain was associated with
third-parfy liability or workers' compensation 1391.

Barth has suggested that examinee-reported histories
are largely false when someone other than the examinee
is being blamed for the health complaints [48]. AIso
cited by Barth are the influences of psychologícal and so-
cial factors in chronic pain presentations, especially with
legal claim involvement [49]. The variable of secondary
gain that may result in chronic pain, poor patient out-
comes, or invalid patient reporting [49-51] are not lim-
ited to those being considered for SMUA. However, as

SMLIA utilization is closely associated with chronicity
after personal injury, consideration must be given to
prior investigator outcomes reporting for cases involving
litigation. In the presence of additional identifiable indi-
ces for unfavorable/adverse outcomes, the option of
SMUA treatment may not be appropriate for individual
patients with a legal claim.

Pain prone pat¡ents and candidacy for SMUA
In determining a patient's candidacy for chiropractic
treatment of an acute or chronic musculoskeletal condi-
tion, many core principles apply. These are not unique
to clinical decision-making for SMUA. However, the
same obligation exists for SMUA as with any modality
or intervention being considered. For acute, non-specific
low back pain, clinical practice guidelines consistently
recommend patient reâssurance of a good prognosis and
educational instruction on self-care and remâining active

[52]. Trajectory patterns for low back pain reveal that
acute pain is often an episode or a flare-up of an on-
going condition, but pain in excess of three months
would suggest a very different condition [53]. Once
chronic, low back pain can be more difficult to manage
and may require multimodal care [54]. Also, in the pres-
ence of widespread pain, chronic non-specific low back
pain has a poorer prognosis than if pain is present only
in the lower back [55].

Poor outcomes with conventional conservative treat-
ment can often be predicted. It is the provider's duty to
identify potential barriers to recovery. For example,
Bigos et al. identified premorbid nonphysical factors
such as job dissatisfaction to be the best predictor of
reporting back pain at work [56]. Also, clinical predic-
tion/decision rules have been proposed for patient re-
sponsiveness to lumbar stabilization exercises [57] and
those at risk for developing chronic low back pain [58].
In these and other instances, use of clinical prediction

rules may help to determine the most appropriate course
of treatment or if manipulation should even be consid-
ered [59]. Attention to the patient history is particularly
important, as the reliability of the information gleaned
may be questionable when litigation potential or second-
ary gain are present [60,61].

Absent from the MUA literature is insight regarding
the signifìcance of the patient's attitudes, beliefs, and ex-
pectations of treatment. Factors such as secondary gain,
somatization, illness-behavior, and physician dependence
are essentially without mention, yet represent key com-
ponents to the management of chronic musculoskeletal
pain [54, 62]. Moreover, although it is known that behav-
ioral treatment can prevent chronicity [55], related ele-
ments such as alcohol/illicit drug use may be overlooked
during the patient history and ensuing course of care. In
clinical and especially medicolegal circumstances, embel-
lishment and symptom magnificatÍon are not uncom-
mon [62]. If not recognized and addressed early on,
these factors could affect the direction and outcome of
care. Thus, a thorough clinical examination, with atten-
tion for non-physiologic responses, is paramount. Still
bearing relevance today is this AHCPR appraisal on pain
behavior and inconsistent findings:

"The patient who embellishes a medical history,
exâggerates pain drawings, or provides responses
on physical examination inconsistent with known
physiology can be particularly challenging. A
strongly positive supine straight leg raising test
without complaint on sitting knee extension ând
inconsistent responses on examination raise a
suspicion that nonphysical factors may be affecting
the patient's responses. "Pain behaviors" (verbal or
nonverbâl communication of distress or suffering)
such as amplified grimacing, distorted gait or
posture, moaning, and rubbing of painful body
parts may also cloud medical issues and even
evoke angry responses from the clinician.
Interpreting inconsistencies or pain behaviors as

malingering does not benefit the patient or the
clinician. It is more useful to view such behavior
and inconsistencies as the patient's attempt to
enlist the practitioner as an advocate, a plea for
help. The patient could be trapped in a job where
activity requirements are unrealistic relative to the
person's age or health, In some cases, the patient
may be negotiating with an insurer or be involved
in legal actions. In patients with recurrent back
problems, inconsistencies and amplifications may
simply be habits learned during previous medical
evaluations. In working with these patients, the
clinician should âttempt to identify any psychological
or socioeconomic pressures that might be influenced
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in a positive manner. The overall goal should always be
to facilitate the patient's recovery and avoid the
development of chronic low back disability." [63]

One of several concerns with SMUA utilization relates to
proper patient selection beyond the factors ofphysical com-
plaints and findings. This may be of greatest relevance in
the personal injury setting, since patients within that setting
represent the preponderance of SMUA recipients in the
United States today. On the historical basis that spinal ma-
nipulation may be the "treatment of choice," MUA propo-
nents have considered SMUA to be the logical next step for
chronic pain patients with limited response. Nonetheless,
not all patients can be expected to respond to the treatment
chosen by the attending provider. Furthermore, failure of
one option to provide for measurable and objective clinical
gains, such as conventional office-based manipulation,
would rarely support advancing the patient to the SMUA
setting. Numerous conservative treatment options exist,

Those with more robust evidence should be considered
first, as dictated by the best-interest principle [54].

Another concern relates to the circumstance of offer-
ing the option of SMUA relatively early in care. This
likely occurs more frequently than it should despite that
the procedure lies low in the hierarchy of evidence-
based treatment. As early patient advancement to SMUA
stands apart from the existing literature on patient man-
agement, additional risk/benefit issues arise. The con-
cepts that hurt isn't always harm and that some patients
get better with or without treatment must be given ad-
equate consideration relative to the natural course of an
injury. An individual who is likely to demonstrate add-
itional improvement based on time alone may have no
need for exposure to the added risk of medication
assisted manipulation, even if that risk is minor. At
times, a particular patient may be predestined to receive
a fuIl complement of therapeutic services and diagnostic
tests early on, only to be followed by a treatment option
of "last resort" if symptoms remain after a few weeks.
But with that is the failure to incorporate unique ana-
tomic, physiologic, and psychosocial variables in clinical
decision making. Setting the individual patient's expecta-
tions that the only way to improve is by way of treat-
ment rtx" undermines both the contemporaneous
treatment being pursued and the available alternatives.
Under these circumstances, the patient preference/value
component of the evidence-based practice model [54]
becomes prone to the influences of provider habit, pref-
erence, and assuredness for treatment "x".

Defining levels of risk and informed consent with
SMUA
In the office setting, the risks associated with spinal
manipulative therapy (SMT) are relatively low as compared
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with common modes of medical treatment [54]. Howeveç a
recent systematic review found inadequate reporting of ad-

verse events with spinal manipulative therapy (SMT),
whether catastrophic or otherwise [64]. Swait and Finch re-
port that serious adverse events with manual treatment of
the spine appear to be rare, making it difficult to estimate
risk level [65]. They note that pre-existing pathology may
increase the risk of some events and call for enhanced
knowledge through clinician use of patient safety incident
reporting systems [65]. Cassidy et al. reported no evidence
of increased risk of vertebrobasilar artery (VBA) stroke [66]
or carotid artery stroke [67] associated with chiropractic
treatment versus primary care, suggesting coincidental
occurrence. Thus, the possibility exists for a cervical arterial
stroke to be the cause of neck pain rather than the result
of manual intervention 165-671, Although it has been pro-
posed that neck hyperextension during intubation may
lead to vertebral artery dissection (VAD) [68], any specific
associâtion between VAD and vascular mechanical stress

during neck manipulation under anesthesia has yet to be

studied. Cadaveric studies have shown that chiropractic
manipulation of the neck does not cause vertebral arterial
strain or internal carotid arterial strain in excess of the
strains incurred with ordinary movements [69, 70]. As for
lumbopelvic spine manipulation-related cauda equina syn-
drome (CES), a recent systematic review cites it as the
most common of the serious adverse events reported but
excludes the assessment of cases involving manipu-
lated under anesthesia [71]. Nevertheless, manipulat-
ing the lumbar spine under anesthesia may present
an increased risk for CES over manipulation alone, as

per anecdotal reporting that sixteen of twenty-nine
identified CES cases involved manipulation under nar-
cosis or ether anesthesia Í72].

Medical malpractice carrier statistics on adverse events
with MUA are proprietary and unavailable for analysis in
the public domain. The SMUA literature contains
mostly retrospective case reports and case series with
selective focus on the benefits of treatment. Thus, the
incidence for failed treatment or adverse events cannot
be determined. lØith the rate of minor to serious com-
plications remaining unknown, better case reporting and
investigative efforts on the safety profile of SMUA are

needed, For the chiropractic clinician who may not be
particularly expert on certâin âspects of the individual
patient's medical history concurrent conditions, and
prescription/illicit drug use, clinical decision making for
SMUA should be reserved until all appropriate consulta-
tions are pursued. Any area of concern or. uncertainty
identified should result in a referral to a specialist who
has the needed expertise to determine risk level and is
best positioned to provide for medical clearance.

Spinal manipulation under anesthesia brings additional
risk exposure beyond office-based conscious manipulation.
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Prior to anesthetization, it is incumbent upon the chiro-
practor to be aware ofthese risks and overall patient fitness
for SMUA. For example, it is known that poor general
health increases the risks inherent to anesthesia, General
health risk categories for anesthesia have been established
by the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) [73],
with which SMUA providers must be familiar when direct-
ing patients through pre-procedure screening evaluations.
Also, consideration must be given by the chiroprâctor to
the risks and contraindications for the manual therapy
component of the MUA procedure. These expand from
those associated with office-based manipulation. As mitiga-
tion and outcomes optimization strategies for the manual
therapy component of the MUA procedure, Table 2 pro-
vides examples of clinical predictors of risk and outcome
potential. The elements therein have been placed on a scale

Table 2 Manual therapy risvoutcome stratificat¡on with SMUA

similar to that established by the ASA for predictors of
perioperative mortality rates, and as adopted by the Ameri-
can College of Physicians for predictors of postoperative
pulmonary and cardiac complications [74]. As with the
ASA Physical Ståtus Clâssification System, it has been
shown that offering examples for each category aids with
proper patient assignment [75].

As noted across the early SMUA publications and
within the consensus statement put forth by the American
Academy of Osteopathy (AAO), the single-dose approach
is most common [9]. Under AAO criteria, if a second pro-
cedure dose is to be considered, it is usually aÍter a three-
week period [76], Such would permit sufficient time to
gauge the outcome of the initial procedure and to deter-
mine if it was sufficiently restorative in scope to represent
clinical endpoint. With the SMUA approach put forth by
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SMUA Patient profile or status
Classification

Examplesb

5MUA I A normal, healthy patient with no frank clinical predictor for
unfavorable outcome or harm

An otherwise normal, healthy patient w¡th a clinical predictor
or profìle for unfavorable outcome but not harm

A patient with identifiable signs, symptoms or a history of
comorbidity that may predict harm despite potential for
diminution/remediatìon of complaint

A patient w¡th sign¡ficant comorbidity or a history that likely
predicts unfavorable outcome and/or potential for harm

A patient with a highly signifìcant clinical condition or comorbidity
that readily predicts unfavorable outcome, harm or death

A 40 year old male with a prior history of repetitive sports-related trauma
to the low back, and:
- a normal neurological examination
- MRI findings of mild multilevel lumbar disc degeneration
- a more recent history of chronic recurrent back pain w¡th significant

debilitation, active/passive range of motion deficits, and muscle guarding
- limited response to adequate tr¡als of office-based thrust manipulation

and other modes of conservative care

Obesity, high anx¡ety/stress level", litigation, work-related injury, somatizer,
significantly inadequate response to an office-based trial of treâtment
including thrust manipulation

HTN Stage 1 ", DVT, acute or chronic respiratory condit¡on, hìstory suggestive
of osteoporosis, current history of drug or alcohol abuse, cancer
history, night pain, unintentional weight loss, unexplained dizziness,
structural deformity, ligamentum flavum hypertrophy, lumbar disc
herniation/protrusion, positive lumbar EMG, cort¡costeroid use, prior
non-fusion surgery to site of treatment, spinal fusion with adjacent
segment disease, worsening of symptoms with office-based thrust
manipulation

HTN Stage zr, angina pectoris, unstable bleeding disorders, uncontrolled
diabetes, pain prone patient, hysteria, inflamed spinal tissues [47], joint
hypermob¡lity/instability, unstable spondylolisthesis, severe joint sprain,
joint dislocation, advanced spondylosis with osteophytosis of or about
the spinal canal or lVF, implant inslrumentation (precludes manipulation
to the s¡te), advanced osteoporosis, multiple myeloma, joint/bone
infection, acute inflammâtory arthritis/gout, positive myelogram, marked
motor signs, diastematomyelia, positive plantar reflex/clonus, ataxia

Hypertensive Crisiss, advanced carotid/vertebral artery disease, unstable
aneurysm, acute abdominal pain with guarding, intracranial/intracånalicular
hematoma, recent fracture, anþlosing spondylitis, malignant bone tumor or
metastatìc disease to bone, aggressive benign bone tumoç Pagefs disease,

Tuberculosis of bone, disc sequestration, Arnold Chiari malformation, spinal
cord/meningeal tumor, Cauda Equina Syndrome, bladder dysfunction,
saddle anesthesia, myelopathy, septicemia, known anesthesia allergy

SMUA II

SMUA III .

SI\¡UA IW

SMUA W

'When assessed by Bournemouth Questionnaire, as per the fìndings of a recent prospective cohort study (Level ll evidencê) [29]
bExamples include identifiable factors of unfavorable outcome, as reponed by prior investigators, as well as relative and absotute contraindications to man¡pulation of
unconsc¡ous patients. Contraindicat¡ons and/or potential exclus¡on criteria are not limited to those shown

'Modification of technique may be required w¡th this risk category, assuming that medical clearance has been obtained via suffìcient multidisciplinary input for
the spec¡flc precäution/s for harm. Examples of proper specialty input include a cardiologist for HTN Stage 1, and a vascular surgeon for DW
dThis category represents a red flâg classification for the SMUA serv¡ce

"Systolic mm Hg of 130-139 or diastolic mm Hg of 80-89 [86]
rsystolic mm Hg of 140 or higher or diastolic mm Hg of 90 or higher [86]
sSystolic mm Hg higher than 180 oÌ d¡astolic mm Hg higher than 120 [86]
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the AAMUAB it has been proposed that customary use of
serial dosing provides for increased safety through gentler
treatment (with "better control of biomechanical force,"
when administered over three consecutive dayÐ [3].
Nevertheless, each anesthesia exposure event would carry
its own separate risks, whether inherent to the anesthetic

âgent or for the successive encounters during which the
unconscious patient is unable to alert the provider to a

painful and potentially injurious maneuver.
The ambulatory surgical center setting (ASC) in which

SMUA is typically performed presents its own risk con-
cerns. First, it must be established that patients are free

from mental impairment and have an intellectual status
permitting for adherence to ASC-related pre-procedural
and post-procedural instructions. Second, it is required
that patients have social support by way of a companion
for transportation/observation, in adhering to procedural
logistics and the at-home recovery period following ASC
discharge. Last, because the ASC simply does not have

the operational depth to meet that of a large medical
center, it is not as well positioned to manage patients
with poorly compensated or incompletely evaluated sys-

temic disease, issues of acute substance abuse, an abnor-
mal airway predisposing to difficult intubation, or
patients having a personal or strong family history of
anesthesia-associated malignant hyperthermia.

SMUA is an elective procedure. As a treatment option
for a non-life threatening disorder, it is scheduled in ad-
vance. This provides adequate time for informed consent
and/or patient pursuit of a second opinion from a spe-

cialist not involved in MUA. As put forth by Globe et al.

informed consent is defined as a communication process

between doctor and patient that leads to the patient
agreeing to undergo a specific intervention [54]. Material
risks of the intervention and available treatment options
should be explained to the patient, along with the risks
of no treatment [54]. It is the responsibility of the doctor
to disclose information that is known and that the
patient would find important in deciding whether to
undergo a particular procedure [77]. Clinicians who
perform spinal manipulation under anesthesia, or make
referrals for the like, are obligated to understand the
state of the evidence, procedural contraindications/risks,
and the conditions and indicators that are predictive of
adverse or unfavorable outcomes, As such, that informa-
tion may be communicated to patients as they contem-
plate which of the available treatment options to pursue.

Conclusion
This paper adds to the body of knowledge for SMUA by
evaluating the existing evidence in a unique way. It ad-
dresses outcome potential in several areas, identifies
prognostic factors for complication, and qualifies where
primary research efforts are needed for improved patient
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selection. As a primer, a new risk classification system rs

introduced which may serve as a guide for use in clinical
practice. No longer can treatment standards be reliant
upon anecdotal reports of satisfied patients, proclama-
tions of the various conditions amenable to SMUA,
preconceptions of permanent therapeutic benefit, a phil-
osophy that calls for serial and multiregional treatment
applications, and/or the fact that the procedure has had

a historically good safety record. As health care profes-
sionals committed to the public interest, chiropractors
who perform or make referrals for SMUA are obligated
to remain current and put forth accurate information in
the public domain on the state of the evidence, known
procedural contraindications/risks, and the conditions
and indicators that may predict an adverse or
unfavorable clinical outcome. When chiropractors lacl< a

comprehensive understanding of that information, or ad-

vocate for the procedure by preference, patients may be

unable to make informed decisions about their health
care options in submitting to appropriate consent. lù(/'ith

a new perspective on the evidence for SMUA, this ana-
lysis can assist clinicians who are seeking to identiff key

decision points in care in enhancing risk management
strategies and optimizing patient outcomes.
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Background
MUA has been reported in the medical literature since
the 1930's [1]. Inspection of the literature reveals that
medicine assisted manipulation (MAM) [2], across its
varied forms- manipulation under general anesthesia or
conscious/deep sedation (MUA), manipulation under
joint anesthesia (MU)A) or manipulation under epidural
anesthesia/epidural steroid injection (MUEA/MUESI)-
has been used to treat a host of musculoskeletal condi-
tions [1,3-30]. Table I summarizes many of the clinical
diagnoses traditionally reported and treated by MAM.

Historically, there has remained a strong theoretical
basis for the application of MUA to the axial spine and
associated soft tissues. It has been proposed that by
disrupting or stretching adhesions 14,I2,20,25,3L,32] a

restoration of articular mechanics can be realized

14,10,12,32,33]. Nevertheless, the most recent review
paper on medicine assisted manipulation for chronic low
back pain communicates that the theories that MUA

Correspondence: drdigiorgi@aol.com
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more effectively treats adhesions and that adhesion re-
duction increases flexibility are without the support of
experimental research [2]. Of equal inference is the no-
tion that these theories cannot be contested absent such
research [2]. Thus, there is a void of medical evidence to
either confirm or deny the validity of the principal clin-
ical basis for utilizing spinal MUA.

The addition of anesthesia to the manipulative proced-
ure serves to eliminate pain inhibiting reflexes and to
allow for relaxation of muscles so that treatment can be

delivered more effectively [10,34]. Essentially, MUA of
the spine is intended for use with two generâl categories
of pain conditions [32,35], and when manipulation is the
therapeutic procedure of choice [35]:

The acute condition (i,e., acute onset of a recurrent
condition)
MUA may be pursued when a patient's pain is so intense
and debilitating that medication manâgement and/or the
application of standard chiropractic treatment is pre-
cluded [35,36]. Immediate relief is desired in an attempt
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Spinal manipulation under anesthesia: a narrative
review of the literature and commentary
Dennis DiGiorgi

Abstract

As exhibited throughout the medical literature over many decades, there is a lack of uniformity in the manner in
which spine pain patients have historically qualified for and received manipulation under anesthesia (MUA). Also, for
different professions that treat the same types of spinal conditions via the same means, fundamental MUA decision
points vary within the published protocols of different professional associat¡ons. The more recent ch¡ropractic
literature communicates that the evidence to suppori the efficacy of MUA of the spine remains largely anecdotal. ln
addition, it has been reported that the types of spinal conditions most suitable for MUA are without clear-cut
consensus, with various indìcations for MUA of the low back resting wholly upon the opinìons and experiences of
MUA practitioners. This article will provide a narrative review of the MUA Iiterature, followed by a commentary
about the current lack of high quality research evidence, the anecdotal and consensus basis of existing clinical
protocols, as well as related professional, ethical and legal concerns for the chiropractic practitioner. The llmitations
of the current medical literature related to MUA via conscious/deep sedatlon need to be recognized and used as a
guide to clinical experience when giving consideration to this procedure. More research, in the form of controlled
clinical trials, must be undertaken if this procedure is to remain a potential treatment option for chronic spine pain
patients in the chiropractic clinical practice.
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Table 1 Musculoskeletal conditions treated with medicine ass¡sted man¡pulat¡on (MAM)
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Cervlcal spine

Cervical disk herniation/syndrome [4,8]

Cervical pain [3,5-7]

Cervical radiculopathy [4,9]

Cervicogenic headache [3,4]

Traumatic torticollis l1 0l

Lumbar spine/pelvis

Acute low back pain [7] Lumbar intervertebral disc
syndrome 117,25,261

Arthritic changes ofthe low back [17] Lumbarization/sacralization [10]

Chronic low back pain [5,11-'151 Lumbar nerve root compress¡on
syndrome 123,241

Chronic lumbosacral strain l29l Lumbar post-laminectomy syndrome [22]

Chronic sacroiliac strain 11,271

Degenerative lumbar scoliosis [1 9]

Disturbed lumbar disc integrÌty 110l

Failed back surgery syndrome 112,211

Joint st¡ffness of the low back 11 7l

Low back pain with leg weakness
and/or pain tll,12,161

Lumbar disc derangement l30l

Lumbar radiculopathy [91

Lumbosacral disc protrusion [1 ]l

Postural defects of the low back [20]

Recalcitrant synovial joint mediated low
back pain 118l

Rigidity of the low back [20]

Spondylolisthesis [1 7,30ì

Spondylosis [30]

Thoracic spine

lntractable intercostal neuritis ll 0l

Thoracic paìn [5,7ì

Other

Acute muscle spasm with subluxation [27]

Acute osteopathic lesion pathology [1 7l

Acute psoasitis [i7]

Chronic muscle contracture [6,27]

Chronic myositis [27]

Extremity dysesthesias related to cervical
or lumbar pain [5]

Fibrosis/(myo)f ibrosiTis U 0,1 7 27,281

Nerve entrapment 127l

Old compression fractures [10]

Osteoporosis [1 0]

to have the individual return to pre-injury status as soon
as possible [35]. In the chiropractic literature it has been

reported that MUA is not usually âpplied in cases of
acute trauma [35], but if so, only a single procedure dose
would typicâlly be required to return the patient to
office-based care [32]. Aside from the single procedure
dose approach it has also been reported that the applica-
tion of intermittent (non-consecutive) MUA procedure
doses may be justified in the treatment of acute muscu-
loskeletal conditions [37].

The chronic condit¡on
For the chronic condition MUA is indicated when â pa-
tient's pain has proven to be of limited responsiveness in
part to trials of traditional office-based mânípulative
procedures (over a period of weeks [33,35,37]), and
when the condition has a measurable detrimental impact
upon functionality [5]. Treatment is directed at eliminat-
ing the fibrotic adhesions presumed responsible for al-
tering one's ability to engage in routine activities versus
pre-injury or pre-condition levels. In qualifring the ex-

tent to which physical incapacitation may warrant the
use of MUA it has been depicted that condition intensity
can render "impossible" patient engagement in thera-
peutic exercise [38]. The procedure may be most appro-
priate once other modes of conservative care have been

exhausted and the final patient decision scenario of sur-
gery versus MUA is reached [38].

ln L992, Greenman [6] reported that the need for
MUA is "not common", Elsewhere, it has been suggested

that only a small minority of patients with musculoskel-
etal disorders/mechanical dysfunctions will require the
like, perhaps spanning from 3o/o to 10% [5,7]). However,
these figures on patient candidacy have yet to be vali-
dated by way of controlled investigation [2], thereby
suggesting lack of substantiating evidence for them,

The MUA procedure has evolved considerably since

initially reported in the early osteopathic literature. This
has been acknowledged by chiropractic investigators

[2,34]. Older papers describe or imply the rendition of
mostly a single MUA procedure dose by osteopathic/
medical physicians with an involved patient hospital stay

17,17,25,27,281. Nowadays, MUA of the spine is usually
administered in serial fashion [5,8,31], on an outpatient
basis, with the principal provider type being chiroprac-
tors [39]. Paralyzing anesthetic drugs are no longer ln
use, while various types or combinations of hospital-
based co-interventions are not part of the contemporary
treatment regimen (i.e., shortwave diathermy [20], intra-
muscular medication [20], intramuscular vitamin E [20],
muscle relaxants [17], vitamin B6 ll7l, various forms of
traction 17,17,20,26-28,401 and fitted back brace [26]).
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The contributing role of any or all of the early methods
in the study outcomes previously reported is not known.

From an historical perspective, the eventual participa-
tion of chiropractors in spinal MUA occurred many
years after orthopedic manipulation had fallen by the
wayside and only after the larger osteopathic commu-
nity hadn't taken acceptance to the MUA procedure

[34]. One might deduce that an absence of perceived
treâtment efficacy for MUA was the principal causative
factor for its generalized lack of popularity amongst
allopathic physicians. As such, the contemporary chiro-
practic clinician should not rely upon decades old
clinical papers, which cite a distinctly different MUA
treatment regimen from that in use today, as an uncon-
ditional or rote support basis for MUA of the spine via
conscious/deep sedation.

Proponents of the MUA procedure once categorized it
as a last resort treatment option for those facing surgical
intervention [38]. Nonetheless, under the domain of chi-
ropractors MUA has arguably become a mode of care
commonly administered under far less pressing clinical
circumstances and with growing frequency. There is a

general lack of published outcomes data in the peer
reviewed medical literature to explain or support this
element of the evolutionary process. Moreover, the man-
ner in which the post-MUA therapy and rehabilitation
component of care may contribute to the patient im-
provement claims frequently made by chiropractors is

not known.

Review of the literature
Reviewing the medical literature on spinal manipulation
under anesthesia presents a significant challenge on ac-
count of lack of a comparative nature of the procedure,
and related components, over the course of many decades.

Most published clinical studies on medicine assisted ma-
nipulation reflect largely positive outcomes. As such, some
might consider MAM a universal treatment strategy for
appropriately selected patients with spine-based musculo-
skeletal pain or disability. Nonetheless, by applying the
levels of evidence schemâ introduced nearly a decade ago

by Wright et al. [41] as a method to rate the more com-
monly cited or relied upon published clinical studies on
MAM, the quality of research evidence can be gauged by
way of a contemporary standard (Table 2). It is through
this process that the lack ofhigh quality supportive scien-
tific evidence for spinal MUA is revealed.

Many of the MAM studies within the medical litera-
ture are of the case report or case series variety. Namely,
each of numerous published reports spanning from L949
to 2012 I3-6,8,10-I2,L6,L8,I9,21,22] accounts for only a

select few patients undergoing MUA or MUJA/MUEA
(ranging from 1 to 5 subjects). However, case reports or
small case series are of limited value in that they are

typically comprised of only successful cases, and are
descriptive in nature as opposed to analytic/experimen-
tal 144,451. The MUA case series by Morningstar and
Strauchman cites inherent bias with a retrospective pa-

tient selection process [21]. Consequentl¡ the case

report/series study design lies relatively low in the hier-
archy of medical evidence and specific cause and effect
relationships cânnot be determined [46].

The MUfA/MUEA treatment related case reports or
case series offered by Aspegren, et al. [16], Ben-David
and Raboy [11], Dougherty, et al. l9l, Dreyfuss, et al.

[18], Haldeman and Soto-Hall l1l, Nelson, et al. [14] and
'W'arr, et al. [30] all cite favorable results. It has been sug-
gested or hypothesized that the efficacy of the MUJA
procedure, or proposed manipulation following peri-
articular anesthetics, may be related to facilitation of the
manipulative maneuver [47,48]. Specific to MUEA, it
has been postulated that observed treatment efficacy for
radiculopathic conditions of the cervical or lumbar re-
gions is related to the combined effect of addressing
both the inflammatory and mechanical components of
pain [9].

In the management of chronic lumbosacral strain, the
results of the studies conducted by Bremner [29] and
Bremner and Simpson [49] were compared in determin-
ing patient response to two different treatment methods

[a9]. In the earlier study of 250 patients, manipulation of
the lumbar spine under general anesthesia was performed,
followed by physiotherapy for two weeks [29]. In the latter
study involving 150 patients treated vía physiotherapy three
times per week for four weeks, treatment was comprised of
deep massage to the lumbosacral spine, manipulation,
strengthening exercises and, in some cases, short-wave dia-
thermy [49], The percentages of patients showing any im-
provement were 86.8% and 87.4%, respectively. Both
treatment methods, either with or without MUA, were
deemed to offer an equally beneficial immediate result.

Significantly positive outcomes for pain, patient work
status and medication use were reported in the large
MUA retrospective case series conducted by'W'est, et al.

[31]. However, those results are of uncertain value due
to confounding factors with the study design. Namely,
patient selection was not limited by diagnosis while pa-
tients were generically grouped by cervical or lumbar
conditions despite the number of symptomatic anatomic
regions. Furthermore, MUA was rendered on a multi-
regional basis for all patients rather than being directed
at the region of primary diagnosis. Also, comparative
post-MUA functional capacity outcomes data were gen-
erally collected six weeks after MUA, apparently only
after the inception of an intensive post-MUA rehabilita-
tion program. Last, and perhaps of greatest significance,
this same study had been previously published, alterna-
tively citing that 20 of the 177 patients in the treatment
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Table 2 Synopsis of the rout¡nely cited or rev¡ewed published research papers on MAM of the sp¡ne
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MUA or MAM*

Autho(s)

Kohlbeck F.l, et al. [13]

Palmieri and Smoyak [151

Siehl D, et al. [23]

Morningstar and Strauchman [21]

Morningstar and Strauchmân [1 9]

Cremata E, et al. [5]

Herzog J A)

West Dl et al. l31l

West Dl et al. [42]

Davis CG [3]

Alexander GK [22]

Davis CG, et al. 112l

Hughes BL [8]

Greenman PE [6]

Chrisman OD, et al. [25]

Siehl, D [28]

Bremner, RA [29]

Mensor MC [26]

Soden CH [10]

No. of procedure doses

1 to 3 (over consecutive weeks)

'I to 4 (over the same number of days)

1

3 (over consecutive days)

3 (over consecutive days)

3 (over consecutive days)

3 (over consecutive days)

3 (sequentially)

3 (sequentially)

At least 1 and up to 3 (consecutively
or ìntermittently)

5 Gerial)

3 (over consecutive days)

3 (daily basiÐ

,|

1

1 (910,6), 2 or more (9%)

,|

1 (83%),2 (17o/o)

1

Study design

Cohort study (prospective)

Cohort study (prospective)

Cohort study/RCT #

Case series

Case report *

Case series

Case report

Case series

Case series

Case series

Case report

Case reports

Case report

Case report

Case series

Case series

Case series

Case series

Case reports

Publication
yeaf

200s

2002

1971

2012

201 0

2005

1999

1999

i 998

1996

Level of research
evidencer

tl

1993

1993

1993

1992

1964

1963

1 958

1 955

1949

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

MUEA/MUESI or MUIA¿

Dougherty P, et al, [9]

Nelson L, et ¿1. [']41

Aspegren DD, et al, [16]

Dreluss P, et al. [18]

Ben-David and Raboy [1 1]

Wan AC, et al. [30]

Haldeman and Soto-Hall [1]

20M

1997

1997

1995

1994

1972

I 938

1 (67.5o/o), 2 (25o/o), 3 (6.25Vo), 4 (1.25o/o)

1

1

1or2

1

1

1

Case series

Case series

Case reports

Case reports

Case reports

Case series

Case series

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

* With procedurâl application to one or more spinal reg¡ons via general anesthesia or conscious sedation.
1 When applying the levels of evidence rating system for categor¡zing study qual¡ty, as put forth by Wright, et al. [41] and adopted by the Journal of Eone & )o¡nt
Surgery 1411, Sp¡ne, Cl¡nicol Orthopaedícs and Related Resea¡ch, the North Amer¡can Spine Society, the American Academy of onhopaedic Surgeons, and the
Pediâtric Onhopâedlc Society of North Amer¡câ [43].
* The case report study des¡gn has not been ¡ated by Wright, et al. [41]. ln terms of qualitative value ¡t is likely most analogous to expert opinion (Level V
evidence). However, in el¡m¡nating the appearance of bias toward underestimating its sign¡ficance it has been coupled here with the case series study des¡gn and
designated as Level lV evidence.
{ Within the medical literature this study has been classified differentl¡ as a Cohort study [13,34] and as an RCT t2l. As the final paper from Siehl, et al. [23j does
not specifically c¡te the element of patlent rândomization, the Cohort study des¡gn classiflcatlon appears to be correct. Nevenheless, the results reponed [23]
perta¡n to 47 of 147 patients (less than 80% follow-up). Therefore, even as an RCT, this study would qualifr as Level ll evidence under the rat¡ng system put forth
by Wr¡ght, et al. [411.
¿ With procedural application to specific spinal regions v¡a MUEA/MUESI or MUJA (MAM agents applied locally).
Abbreviation key: MAM- medicine assisted manipulation, MUA- manipulation under anesthesia, MUEq- man¡pulation under epidural anesthesia, MUESI-

manipulation under epidural steroid injection, MUJA- manipulation under joint ânesthesla.

group were in receipt of "anesthetic/corticosteroid epi-
dural injection" at the outset of MUA treatment for se-

questered disc herniation 1421. The more recent \ùlest

paper [31] offers no mention of this and does not ad-
dress the potential therapeutic impact of the injection

on the group of subjects that had received it relative to
those who underwent MUA (conscious sedation) alone.

The prospective cohort studies undertaken by l(ohlbeck,
et al. [13] and Palmieri and Smoyak [15] refer to 42 and
38 subjects, respectively, in receipt of single or serial
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MAM/MUA for chronic low back pain versus a control
group. Between these two studies there are variations in
technique application, the span of time between any
serially administered procedure doses (consecutive days

versus consecutive weeks), and the intravenous agents uti-
lized. Although both clinical papers chronicle results that
are encourâging (e.g., more improvement for the MAM/
MUA treatment group in the patient-perceived outcome
categories of pain and disability), neither study was
conducted by way of a randomized trial. Both sets of au-
thors acknowledge this fact and conclude that large-scale
clinical studies (i.e., multi-site, randomized controlled tri-
als) appear warranted in this area [13,15]. It should be

noted that in the absence of randomization, it is signifi-
cantly less likely that treatment and control groups will be

balanced with regard to both the known and the unknown
factors affecting outcome [4'6]. Therefore, while the results
of each of these observational studies are both favorable
and encouraging they are simply not conclusive enough to
generalize that MAM or MUA via conscious sedation can
be considered efficacious across the spectrum of chronic
spine pain populations (low back or otherwise).

There is a general paucity of high quality clinical pa-
pers in the area of MUA management of intervertebral
disc related conditions with a suspected neurological
component of radiating pain into an extremity. In the
presence of EMG confirmed lumbar nerve root compres-
sion, the study by Siehl, et al. [23] does not favor the use

of MUA under that particular clinical circumstance. The
authors of that paper opined that the trend of outcome
deemed the procedure ineffective over the long term in
the presence of positive EMG findings, with surgery
likely required at some point. For lumbar disc herniation
without EMG evidence of nerve root compression it was
opined that MUA would probably offer lasting benefit
[23]. Within the medícal literature, this study has been
alternately referred to as a Cohort study [13,34] and a

randomized controlled trial [2]. Regardless of classifica-
tion (both qualifoing as Level II evidence), the findings
of Siehl, et al. [23] were recently summarized in a litera-
ture synthesis put forth by the Scientific Commission of
the Council on Chiropractic Guidelines and Practice
Parameters [50]. Therefore, in the context of that sem-
inal paper [23] it cannot be summarily assumed that ab-
sent electrodiagnostic testing, patient symptomatology
of chronic lower back pain with a referred/radiating
component into a lower extremity is necessarily indica-
tive of a condition that may warrant or support consid-
eration for MUA,

Commentary about the literature
MUA has been classified as both "surgical" [10,51] and
"nonsurgical" [2]. Regardless of classification, recent
multidisciplinâry expert panel reviews of the interventions

for neck and low back pain conditions do not include an
analysis of any form of medicine assisted manipulation

{52-551. One might argue that the overall lack of high
quality studies in this area, for specific clinical diagnoses,

renders MUA of the spine controversial despite its seem-
ing widespread use and strong theoretical basis. In con-
trast, the utilization of MUA to treat certain extremity
conditions (i,e., frozen articulations of the shoulder or
knee) has likely earned a greater degree of acceptance
amongst practitioners and third party payers alike due to a
gradually mounting body of supportive medical evidence

[56-611. So, despite the presence of MAM in the medical
literature for many decades, questions remain as to
whether MUA via conscious/deep sedation can be consid-
ered a clinically authenticated treatment option for acute
or chronic neck and low back pain conditions across

varying etiologies.

More than a decade ago an opinion paper cited that
more than 20,000 patients in the US and the UI( had re-
ceived MUA since the late 1930's [32]. Since the publish-
ing of that paper, certainly the number of chiropractors
in the United States attaining MUA certification has

grown. Considering this, as well as increasing popularity
and a greater degree of MUA utilization within the
chiropractic profession over that period, the relative pau-
city of published studies in the peer reviewed medical lit-
erature represents a glaring void. To date, as part of the
natural progression of clinical research [62], the MUA
protocols routinely used by chiropractors have not been
subjected to a single large-scale randomized controlled
trial for any spinal condition or diagnosis so as to reveal
the evidence of efficacy or in serving to support serial
MUA over a single procedure dose,

Advocates of spinal MUA may find themselves in a

compromised position when they ignore the void of
scientific evidence for this procedure. For the treatment
of spine-based musculoskeletal pain/dysfunction most
major third party payers in the United States have desig-
nated MUA "experimental/investigational". The sole basis

for this unfavorable designation is the current lack ofhigh
quality evidence for MUA. However, these same payers
take a favorable position with the allopathic version of
MUA of the spine, when it involves the reduction of
vertebral or pelvic fracture/dislocation [63-65]. The role of
MUA in evaluating pelvic fracture stabilÍty following
trauma has most recently been investigated [66].

The best evidence for MAM or MUA of the spine re-
lates to the management of chronic low back pain (Level

II evidence), as put forth in the controlled prospective
cohort studies undertaken by I(ohlbeck, et al. [13] and
Palmieri and Smoyak [15]. However, these authors ac-
knowledge the need for additional large scale studies in
attaining more definitive data on treatment efficacy

[13,15]. Consequently, the results of these studies should
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not be extrâpolated as evidence of efficacy for MUA in
treating different spine pain populations or when
different agents/techniques from those outlined are
implemented in similar spine pâin populations. In terms
of the vague nature of the manifestation diagnosis of
pain (i.e., chronic low back pain), perhaps additional in-
vestigation would be beneficial in identifying specific
clinical diagnoses of the low back that may be amenable
to MUA. rùl'ith regard to the treatment of EMG con-
firmed lumbar intervertebral disc related nerve root
compromise, the only study undertaken to date [23]
resulted in an outcome trend suggesting that MUA was
ineffective over the long term (Level II evidence). Those
same âuthors also opined that lasting improvement will
probably be experienced in those with negative t,MG-
related low back pain with radiation to one or both legs.

There are no randomized controlled trials or published
cohort studies on MUA management of specific diagno-
ses of the cervical or thoracic regions. As such, the
efficacy of such treatment has yet to be adequately ex-
plored. As per the work of I(rumhansl and Nowacek

[38], despite a high percentage of favorable results
attained for the 171 subjects treated by way of MUA for
conditions of the lumbar and/or cervical regions, not ø
single patient received an extension of that care to the
conjoining thoracic spine. Also, it was reported that rela-
tively few (Ilo/') of those same patients were in receipt
of a second procedure dose. None required a third. In
the large case series undertaken by Siehl, manipulation of
the dorsal (thoracic) spine under general anesthesia was

rendered "occasionally'', while 9% of patients required
more than one procedure dose [28]. Thus, in order to de-
termine the efficacy of MUA for primary conditions of the
cervical and thoracic regions, and in clarifring the dosing
thresholds necessary for best patient outcomes, diagnosis
specifïc comparative studies are needed.

There is no published medical evidence to support the
common approach of universal MUA treatment of the
entire axíal spine in the management of an isolated re-
gional condition (i.e., recalcitrant lumbar pain, with dis-
abling range-of-motion loss), This remains true even in
the presence of secondary and relatively innocuous com-
plaints/physical findings of vertebral joint pain/dysfunc-
tion of other spinal regions. In fact, as reported by
I(rumhansl and Nowacek, following a single MUA pro-
cedure to the lumbar region, corrective mobilization of
the upper thoracic and cervical regions is usually attained
with a rigorous three day manual therapy regimen [38].
Also, relative to an initial MUA procedure dose to the
lumbar region, subsequent application of MUA to treat
cervical spine injuries is required inflequently (with about
5% of cases). Reportedly, this holds true even for injuries
associated with rear-end vehicular collisions (with 20% of
those cases selected for MUA) [38].

The clinical value of the distinct application of MUA to
the shoulder and/or hip articulations, as a natural
extension of MUA treatment of approximating vertebral/
pelvic joints, has yet to be determined through scientific
investigation, It is recognized that some of the commonly
applied spine-related MUA maneuvers/techniques rely on
the upper or lower extremity as a long lever. This serves

to stretch the musculature from origin to insertion as it
traverses both the targeted vertebral/pelvic motion units
under care and the conjoining extremity, However,
technique application does not signiff that any incidental
or intentionally induced joint cavitation from the
glenohumeral or femoroacetabular articulations is an inte-
gral component of care such that it provides additional
therapeutic benetit to the patient's treating spinal condi-
tion (whether or not there is an associated component of
pain referral/radiation to the extremities). ln fact, pub-
lished MUA studies on the shoulder and hip joints are

concerned solely with primary conditions of these articula-
tions, such as adhesive capsulitis [57-59,67]. Consequently,
any supportive medical evidence for the utilization of
MUA to treat frozen shoulder or hip ârticulations does

not serve as a clinical basis for the routine application of
MUA to these extremity ioints when rendered as an ad-
jtrnctive form of care during the MLIA management of a

spine pain condition. This type of treatment approach has

been criticized in the chiropractic literature [68].
There is a growing body of evidence on the use of

MUA to treat frozen shoulder (adhesive capsulitis)

ï57-591 and post-operative fibroadhesions of the knee

[60,61], when rendered as a single dose orthopedic pro-
cedure. However, a recent health technology assessment
found limitations in the studies published on MUA man-
âgement of frozen shoulder [69], with the only study
deemed adequate revealing no evidence of better out-
come with MUA over home exercise. For similar condi-
tions of the hip joint (the femoroacetabular joint [67]),
there is a general paucity of clinical papers in the peer

reviewed medical literature,

Clinical considerations
Clinicol ìssues of patient selection
Although manipulation of the spine under anesthesia is

currently in general use by chiropractic professionals, it
is an advanced form of treatment [35] not intended as a
first-line therapy or routine service. For each of the var-
ied forms of MAM, treatment is reserved for individuals
who have already pursued traditional modes of care

IB - 5,2,9,rL,12,r4 - 16,t8,25,8L,99,86,38,47 ] (including, in
part, spínal manipulation), but for whom the condition
is recalcitrant [47]. Significant pain and dysfunction typic-
ally preclude a return to normal activities [5], whether per-
sonal, occupational or recreational. Acutely syrnptomatic
conditions can be managed by MUA when immediate
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relief is desired but traditional modes of care including
spinal manipulation are not tolerated [35] (i.e., with an

acute idiopathic torticollis [36]). However, MUA is more
commonly directed at the chronic and recalcitrant variety
of musculoskeletal condition [32,38] which has not re-
solved as expected with conservative care or in accord-
ance with the natural history of healing.

Descriptions of locked or immovable spinal joints
have been offered as a primary patient qualifier for
MUA [38,70,71]. This would suggest the presence of "a
state of fixation" [71] by which the facet joint articula-
tions of one or more vertebral motion units remain
reflexogenically/biomechanically frozen or are border-
ing on pathological fusion. It is posited here that this
level of vertebral joint "dysfunction" is seldom encoun-
tered in chiropractic practice.

It is well established that asymptomatic and/or atrau-
matic individuals can display positive findings upon
magnetic resonance imaging of the cervical and lumbar
regions [72-76], many of which are known phenomena
of aging 177-791. There is evidence that the anatomically
mapped referral zones for neck and low back pain of
sclerotomal and myotomal origin [80-85] can resemble
or mimic patterns of radiating pain of dermatomal origin
[86-90]. Both of these factors can confound the clinical
picture when caring for patients with trauma induced
spine pain conditions which include a referral/radiation
component into an extremity. It's known that absent in-
flammation, spinal nerve root compression on its own
does not cause pain, although physical signs of motor,
deep tendon reflex and/or sensory deficits can occur

191,921, Therefore, in the context of the findings of Siehl,

et al. [23], each of these factors must be taken into con-
sideration when patients exhibiting the aforesaid symp-
tom complex are being evaluated for MUA.

The joint cavitatìon phenomenon
rùl'hat makes chiropractic care unique in the realm of
existing conservative management options for spine pain
is the skilled manipulation component of that care. 'W'hen

spinal joints are manually manipulated they are moved
passively to their physiological limit before receiving a dy-
namic thrust which separates the afticular surfaces [93],
resulting in joint cavitation (an audible crack) [93,94].
Joint cavitation is the consequence of an immediate reduc-
tion of intra-articular pressure and the liberation of gases

from the synovial fluid, and results in a transitory period
of joint surface separation due to the presence of a newly
formed gas bubble [93,94]. The gapping of synovial joint
surfaces, or the temporary induction of joint buoyancy,
likely plays a role in the relief of joint pain and/or stiffness.

It was previously reported that a potential association
between the therapeutic benefits attained with spinal
manipulation and the joint cavitation phenomenon had

yet to be fully investigated [95]. More recently, it has

been revealed that a reduction in erector spinae muscle
spindle stretch reflex activity occurs only when spinal
manipulation is accompanied by an audible release [96].
Albeit preliminary this might suggest a biological mech-
anism to the pain reducing effects of spinal manipulation.

|oint cavitation may serve to interrupt muscle spindle
stretch reflex excitability, part of the pain-spasm-pain
cycle [96]. The analgesic/hypoalgesic effects of spinal ma-
nipulation have been discussed elsewhere [93,97-101], as

have the mechanical/physiological benefits of increased
joint range of motion [91,93,100] and a reduction of ar-
ticular adhesions [93].

Clinical issues of manipulation technique
Thrust versus non-thrust techniques

Under the domain of chiropractic care lays numerous
named spinal adjusting techniques [102-105], many of
which are implemented with the intent of maneuvering
synovial joints to the extent that cavitation is achieved.
In theory, the audible release attained via different ma-
nipulation techniques could vary in terms of the side or
vertebral level affected, with potential for better health
outcomes upon modification of technique [106]. The Di-
versified technique is that which is most commonly uti-
lized in chiropractic practice [107,108] and rendered
with the clinical intent of eliciting joint cavitation. It is

the only acceptable technique to utilize when delivering
manipulations during the MUA procedure [35,109],

Two commonly utilized and well accepted chiropractic
techniques that are applied without an explicit intent to
elicit joint cavitation, on account of means of delivery are

the Activator Method and Cox Flexion Distraction. The
former technique is administered by way of a handheld
springloaded adjusting instrument that renders a low
force impulse into spinal joints [110]. The latter technique
is administered by way of a treatment table with break-
away sections that allow multi-planar distractive forces to
be applied principally to intervertebral discs [111,112]. Al-
though mechanically assisted manipulation with an im-
pulse device such as the Activator adjusting instrument is

categorized as a high velocity, low amplitude procedure

[50], flexion distraction methods are considered within
the realm of mobilization [50]. Hence, patients who have

not received chiropractic treatment via manual manipula-
tion techniques aimed at inducing joint cavitation have
not undergone a trial of care akin to that which is utilized
during the MUA procedure. Accordingl¡ it is with a pa-

tient's best interests in mind that adequate trials of in-
office chiropractic manipulations should be comprised of
one or another type of joint cavitation technique, assum-
ing patient toleration, before the individual may be consid-
ered for potential placement into an MUA program.
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Full spine versus regional manipulotion
Many chiropractors adhere to a patient care ideology of
treating the entire spine in achieving a state of structural
and functional balance. Howeveç for patients being
managed by way of MUA, this philosophical precept is

not supported by current medical evidence. As previ-
ously proffered by l(rumhansl and Nowacek, corrective
mobilization of the upper thoracic and cervical regions
is usually attained with a rigorous three day manuâl
therapy regimen following a single MUA procedure to
the lumbar region [38]. Subsequent application of MUA
to the cervical spine was reported to be infrequently
required, even in cases of rear-end vehicular collisions

[38]. As MUA is intended to be reserved for those
exhibiting significant pain and dysfunction of a particu-
lar body region (which precludes normal activities [5]),
the practice of full-spine application should not be rou-
tine but rather determined on a case-by-case basis with
supportive clinical logic.

Treatment of a targeted spinal region via MUA neces-
sitates the stretching of conjoining spinal regions inci-
dental to the origin and insertion of the involved
musculature. In and of itself this does not constitute as

MUA treatment of the secondary spinal region/s. Al-
though conscious manipulation to a body region that
conjoins another with pain or dysfunction can provide
clinical benefit to the affected site [113-117], the evi-
dence for this practice is limited and inconsistent [118].
That evidence should not be extrapolated to support the
provision of multi-regional MUA care when treating a

patient primarily for an isolated spinal condition. To the
contrary, as reported by I(rumhansl and Nowacek [38],
evidence exists for the efficacy of short-term post-MUA
office-based care in addressing secondary issues of spinal
regions not treated via MUA.

MUA dosoge
Divergent sets of protocols/indications for MUA exist

[119,120] in part, with regard to the requisite conserva-
tive treatment timeframes associated with patient selec-
tion as well as procedure dose application. This raises
questions as to what constitutes as the professional
standard of care for MUA intervention and dosage. In
the absence of a single and uniform process by which
patients may qualiff for and receive MUA it is easily in-
ferred that the most fundamental decision points relied
upon are lacking high quality supportive evidence. In-
stead, they rest upon consensus processes of different
professional associations. Within the more recent chiro-
practic literature it has been said that the evidence to
support the efficacy of MUA of the spine remains
"largely anecdotal" [34j, that various indications for
MUA of the low baclt rest wholly upon the opinions and
experiences of MUA practitioners [2] and that the types

of spinal conditions most suitable for MUA are without
clear-cut consensus [21].

The most recent review paper on MAM for chronic
low back pain cites that there is "little evidence" to sup-
port the opinion that three MUA procedure doses, ad-
ministered serially over the same number of days, are
necessary to attain the best possible results [2]. This
challenges the conventional chiropractic thinking and
the more common practice of rendering MUA over
three consecutive days. For what may be considered one
of the seminal references on the subject of MUA,
Krumhansl and Nowacek reported that over a 6 year
period a total of 190 MUA procedures were performed
on 171 subjects [38]. This would signiff that an over-
whelming percentage of those patients had received only
a single procedure, Elsewhere, some of the chronic low
back pain pâtients within the prospective cohort studies
conducted by l(ohlbeck, et al. f13l and Palmieri and
Smoyak [15] were in receipt of only â single MUA or
MAM procedure dose. Perhaps of greatest significance,
a consensus document put forth by the American Acad-
emy of Osteopathy in 2005 qualifies that the MUA pro-
cedure is usually rendered as a single dose [119]. As
such, chiropractors should be particularly attentive to in-
dividual patient needs rather than summarily presume
that three MUA procedure doses would be appropriate
or necessary for maximum therapeutic benefit. Also,
broader consideration should be given to the potential
for a perpetuation of favorable perceptions with treat-
ment approaches that have yet to be substantiated by
way of controlled clinical investigation [121].

Types of MUA treatment
MUJA has been said to be a clinical correlate of MUA
[47]. However, it would be an oversimplification to com-
pare MUfA or MUEA with the MUA procedure in gen-
eral. Differences exist in the type, route and mode of
action of the medication agents administered from one
procedure to another. Therefore, as for the treatment of
any particular clinical diagnosis, the existing base of lit-
erature on MUJA/MUEA should not be relied upon as

evidence either for or against the efficacy of MUA of the
spine via conscious sedation or deep sedation. More-
over, the emerging literature for use of MUA on frozen
shoulders and post-operatíve knees is not generalizable
to the spine.

Components of MUA treatment
Several clinical papers in the earlier MUA literature
summarize the results for medium to large câse series or
offer a generic description about its utility as a successful
means of managing patients with pain conditions of the
spine 17,17,20,25-28), For the most part, the principal
context of the MUA care outlined in those papers is the
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provision of mostly a single procedure dose via osteo-
pathic techníques with a hospital stay involving the
concomitant administration of one or more types of co-
interventions. Consequentl¡ it would be unfitting to con-
clude that the findings of the studies or commentaries put
forth by Clybourne [20], Chrisman, et al. [25], Mensor

[26], Morey [7], Rumney [27], Siehl and Bradford [17] and
Siehl [28] can be relied upon as evidence of efficacy with
contemporary MUA protocols. Significant and numerous
variations exist in the overall treatment approach cited in
the past versus that of today.

Contemporary MUA protocols lack the support of
high quality evidence. It would appear that the experi-
ence and observations of a limited number of individuals
have shaped the consensus processes by which these
protocols have been developed. Sufifice it to say there is

widespread acceptance of these protocols amongst chi-
ropractors who either perform MUA or refer their pa-

tients for the like. Chiropractors have traditionally relied
upon published protocols [120] for patient selection pur-
poses as well as for guidance on the parameters for both
MUA treatment and the post-MUA phase of care.

Post-MUA rehabilitation is proposed to be an integral
and necessary component of MUA care if such treat-
ment is to be of lasting benefit in the restoration of mus-
culoskeletal function 121,35,1221. Following MUA, in
order to deter the reformation of vertebral joint and/or
myofascial adhesions during the course of healing, both
spinal manipulation and a continuance of the stretching/
traction type techniques utilized during MUA are to be

employed, in part, at each post-MUA follow-up visit to
the doctor's office [5]. With this approach, there would
be no legitimate clinical purpose for the provision of
MUA if, following its administration, a patient is simply
discharged from chiropractic care. Furthermore, the pur-
ported benefìts of the MUA procedure would theoretic-
ally be lost in the instance that a patient returns to
office-based care absent the types of manipulation and
soft tissue mobilization techniques/maneuvers that could
be expected to stress the intersegmental elements to the
degree necessary to prevent the reformation of adhe-
sions and to maintain flexibility. Thus, for those who
utilize this procedure, the pre-MUA, intra-MUA and
post-MUA components of care be must be governed by
clinical logical and decision making consistent with the
fundamental adhesion-disruption theory upon which
MUA has been built.

rù(/hen chiropractic clinicians do not adhere to a

patient-specific chiropractic care regimen leading up to,
during, and following MUA of the spine, what develops
over time is a patchwork of independent ideas, care
methods and technique applications that collectively dif-
fer from how the procedure was ever intended to be ren-
dered. This is not to suggest that manipulation of the

spine under anesthesia be applied in cookbook fashion
for all patients. However, without acknowledgement or
consistency of the overall treatment regimen with sup-
portive literature and its theoretical foundation to dis-
rupt and then prevent the reformation of adhesions, the
very premise of MUA becomes compromised. By lack of
adherence to a more standardized means of selecting
and applying all aspects of the procedure, chiropractors
may place the future of MUA in jeopardy to the extent
that patients who develop a need for the like may no
longer have access.

Professional, ethical and legal considerations for the
chiropractic clinician
Beyond the attainment of MUA certification chiroprac-
tors should strive to develop a good working knowledge
of the substance of the related peer reviewed medical lit-
erature. The mere presence of clinical papers in the lit-
erature over an 80 year timespan does not summarily
connote procedural efficacy. It is the responsibility of the
MUA practitioner to understand the nature and scope of
the evidence that pertains to the treatment of debilitat-
ing musculoskeletal conditions of different body regions.
In accordance with the evidence, critical thinking skills
and self-governance are necessary to the appropriate
utilization and ethical application of the MUA service
for each uniquely presenting patient. Nevertheless, it is

recognized that lack of protocol/evidence awareness, fi-
nancial enticement, entrepreneurial motivations and/or
clinician assuredness for MUA can contribute to deci-
sion making that fails to best meet the needs of individ-
ual patients. A case can be made that the potential for
indiscriminate use [34] has become a burgeoning issue
in need of redress by the chiropractic profession, albeit
in all likelihood few advocates of this procedure would
be willing to acknowledge this.

Above all, chiropractic must serve the public interest
[123]. This requires no explanation. Nevertheless, in its
more recent histor¡ it would appear that professional-
ism in chiropractic has been usurped by commercialism

[123]. løith broader regard to professional ethics, it has
been said that, "Despite the føct that a chiropractic prøc-
tice is typically ø commercial, for-profit enterprise, the
chiropractor is not governed by the díctøtes of mercøntil-
ism but rather by professionalism... Thus, chiropractors,
as health proþssíonals, are expected to make recommen-
dations that are in the best interest ofthe patient, super-
seding the doctor's pecuniøry interests" [I24).

In order that chiropractors may better serve the pub-
lic, a series of strategic steps were recently proposed for
professional renewal in numerous areas including that of
ethics [125]. Arguabl¡ this matter has particular rele-
vance to the chiropractic utílization of MUA within the
personal injury arena. \ùíhile purportedly providing an
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invaluable chiropractic service to those who are experi-
encing recalcitrant musculoskeletal conditions from an
acceleration/deceleration trauma event, there is a seem-
ing emergence of disregard by some in fulfilling basic
patient selection criteria for a procedure that is seldom
indicated. Accordingl¡ one might argue that MUA has
more recently evolved into a one-size-fits-all treatment
approach used in any capacity deemed appropriate by
individual clinicians, at times without genuine regard for
patient need [68], patient safety [i26] or informed con-
sent. This is unacceptable, and should no longer be tol-
erated by a profession that has yet to overcome negative
public perception with regard to honesty/ethics ll27l
while still lacking cultural authority 1L23,128,I291.

\ùØhen provider activity surrounding patient selection
for MUA lacks clarity, with potential for an ever growing
pcrccntagc of patients being directed for the like, what
might that imply about the efficacy of traditional in-
office chiropractic treatment? For more than a century
chiropractors have utilized conscious manipulation,
adjunctive physiotherapeutic modalities and other con-
servative care measures to treât spine-based musculo-
skeletal conditions of varying etiologies. Principally, such
treatment is aimed ât correcting underlying mechanical
dysfunctions or restrictions of spinal/extraspinal articu-
lations and conjoining soft tissues, Care is also rendered
for the purpose of accelerating the natural history of
healing. Nonetheless, with increased utilization of MUA,
particularly when this service is applied in comprehen-
sive fashion after just a few short weeks of office-based
care, some chiropractors are exhibiting a behavior that
could easily be interpreted by others as an abandonment
of routine treatment approaches. Thus, the trend of in-
creasing MUA utilization and/or its metamorphosis into
something different from that chronicled throughout the
medical literature creates the appearance of a loss of
confidence in the efficacy of traditional office-based
chiropractic care methods. This is not beneficial for the
profession, and could theoretically jeopardize future pa-
tient access to the services that are integral to present
day office-based chiropractic care.

It is recognized that a lack of evidence of efficary is
not necessarily synonymous with lack of efficacy. With-
holding âny form of treatment due to the absence of
supportive data from randomized controlled trials would
be unnecessarily restrictive [130] and likely lead to a

state of "therapeutic paralysis" [124]. Moreover, it is ac-
knowledged that scores of testimonials from both doc-
tors and patients have routinely cited the effectiveness of
MUA in the treatment of chronic spine pâin conditions.
Nonetheless, as health care professionals charged with
the public trust, chiropractors who perform spinal ma-
nipulation under anesthesia, or make referrals for the
like, should know and rely upon existing published

medical evidence when making clinical decisions for in-
dividual pâtients. Once the influences of anything other
than the findings of bona fide clinical investigation or
best practice consensus stâtements enter the patient-
care decision making process, particularly with regard to
a procedure that has had a history of being controversial

132,35,38,471, the integrity of the doctor patient relation-
shíp may become compromised. 'W'hen educated health
care professionals allow their views on patient care
approaches to be shaped by testimonials (anecdotal evi-
dence), as if such declarations are somehow akin to re-
search evidence, â doctor's decision making abilities
become compromised and, in essence, are relegated to
the level of the laity. This can lead to a breach in the
doctor's fiduciary duties aud, in its broadest colìtext, cre-
ate and then perpetuate an artificial standard of care.
This does not serve the public interest.

In contemporary times, pertinent to the rendition of
MUA of the spine to individual patients, it is of utmost
importance that chiropractors seek to understand the
definition of evidence based clinical practice [56]. A pa-
tient that has reached clinical endpoint following suffi-
cient trials of in-office manipulation and other modes of
conservative câre yet is still experiencing significant pain
and disabiliry as measured by way of pain dia¡¡rams and
disability measurement instruments [5], would be con-
sidered a complicated case that may justify consultation
for MUA. Considering the deficiencies and differences
noted across the existing literature and protocols, it is

incumbent upon the MUA provider to substantiate a pa-
tient specific clinical rationale concerning the overall
breadth of the MUA procedure to be rendered [37]. This
pertains to the dysfunctional body region/s qualifying for
such treatment and then, perhaps in accordance with
the eighly percent threshold improvement criterion [120],
the number of procedure doses that follow (whether ap-
plied serially [120] or intermittently [119]), if âny. Never-
theless, the newly established American Association of
Manipulation Under Anesthesia Providers (AAMUAP) al-
ternatively recommends an approach for determining sin-
gle versus serial MUA on a pre-MUA basis [131].

ìØhile the potential for patient complication with
MUA exists regardless of the body region under treat-
ment, the relative paucity of reported incidents or pub-
lished case reports in this area [38,132] appears to
indicate that the risk for complication is considerably
low with properly selected patients. This matter has been
discussed elsewhere 132,341. Beyond the need for basic
medical evidence awareness, chiropractors who regularly
utilize MUA in their practices may soon find themselves
giving consideration to looming issues of legality and a

need to determine treatment alternatives to MUA in man-
aging chronic spine pain patients. This follows a recent
Texas court of appeals ruling which classifies MUA in that
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state as "ø surgical procedure excluded from the statutory
scope of chiropractic practice" l5ll.

Conclusion
In the MUA literature there is a long reported history of
mostly favorable outcomes. Despite this, the evidence of
treatment effrcacy remains limited [119], with published
studies that are generally weak in their methodological
quality [2] and consistently varied across multiple do-
mains which do not permit comparative analysis toward
generalization [15]. An earlier chiropractic consensus
process resulted in an assigned equivocal rating for MUA
(approved for use in clinical practice but requiring further
exploration) [133]. Similarly, a more recent evaluation of
the clinical utility of MUA in the management of chronic
low back pain resulted in no specific recommendations
due to a lack ofsufficient evidence [2].

In serving the public, chiropractors have a professional
obligation to render care in accordance with the best
available evidence. In view of the nature and scope of
existing research and the outcomes of published profes-
sional assessments, the practitioner who is giving con-
sideration to this treatment approach for individual
patients should apply caution and tact before proceed-
ing. If MUA is to remain a treatment option for chronic
spine pain, it must be reserved for the most stubborn
cases and/or under extenuating clinical circumstances.
In addition, when appropriate, treatment should be

applied to a targeted'spinal region as a final resort to at-
tempts at standard conservative treatment measures to
alleviate pain and restore function. There is a void of
high quality publíshed medical evidence to support the
practice of universal MUA treatment of the entire axial
spine in the management of a sole regional condition,
when there are concomitant but comparatively innocu-
ous complaints/physical findings of vertebral joint pain/
dysfunction of other spinal regions.

The three studies which likely represent the current
best evidence for MUA via conscious/deep sedation per-
tain solely to the low back [13,15,23] (Level II evidence).
Amongst these studies there are variations in the
treating condition reported, the type of intravenous
agents used, technique application employed and the
number of procedures rendered. These variables pose a

clinical challenge for the chiropractor who may be con-
sidering this mode of care. In determining the specific
components of care to employ, breadth of treatment ap-
plication and procedure dose, the clinician must rely
upon this limited yet diverse evidence in the context of
consensus based protocols that have been derived from
the experiences and observations of a limited number of
individuals. In the near future, chiropractors who per-
form manipulation under anesthesía may also find
themselves confronted with challenges in the scope of

practice domain, should the recent judicial battle of
Texas [51] widen to other states.

Further research efforts by way of prospective, ran-
domized trials are greatly needed in elevating the quality
of research evidence either for or against spinal MUA
via conscious/deep sedation and in better defining its
role, if any, in the management of explicit spine-based
neuromusculoskeletal conditions. Moreover, clinical tri-
als are necessary in qualifring the indications and appro-
priate parameters of such treatment, including criteriâ
for patient candidacy and optimal procedure dose appli-
cation. Lastl¡ comparative studies are needed in clari$-
ing if and under what circumstances MUA may be more
effrcacious over the long term versus a continuance of
traditional office-based chiropractic management proce-
dures or more invasive interventions that lie beyond the
scope of chiropractic care. 'W'ithout these research ef-
forts, the efficacy of MUA relative to other interventions
available for chronic spine pain will remain in question.
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ls there a day that goes by when a chiropractor doesn't deal with a postural concern? If we were to sit
purely on the orthopaedíc wagon, we would have enough to concern us. Poor posture can cause pain -
headaches, pain in the shoulders or neck, problems wíth the gait, uneven distribution of weíght
resulting in referred pain (i.e. heavy backpacks slung across one shoulder for extended periods of time).
These issues are no bíg surprise. But beyond the banner headlines, there ís a deeper story to be told
when it comes to posture and the body. Scíence is now revealíng how posture can affect more than just
paín and aesthetícs. From cardiopulmonary function, to digestion, pelvic floor functíon and even
neurodegeneratíve diseases, the links are becoming increasíngly clear.

Welcome to the Australidn Spinal Research Foundation's Posture Ser¡es. Let's jump ìn.

Posture and Cardiopulmonary Function

First cdb aff the rank in tl]¡s series is the importdnt issue of posture and cardiopulntonary functian. ln recent times, heart rate variabilíty has

beconte sonewhai of a rising topic in chiropractic. Wheiher th¡s improvement ¡n heart raie vdriabil¡ty ¡s due to pasiural correction, removal of
subluxatio¡ts or an inpravement in the patient's stdte of ease (verst¡s stress) ¡s a mdtter for further tnvestigation. What we do know, is that i{s
but one potentia! ¡mpdct of chirôpract¡c cdre on the cardiopulmonary system. The power t:f goad posture is indeed a potent th¡ng.

ln our recent series on slress, we explored how stress impacts posture. Once the amygdala h¿s detected a stressor, ol¡e ofthe pr;mal reactíons

is to drop the heåd forward and round tlìe shoulders so we are ready to fight or run. But posture can also /re the stressor, as rounded shoulders

and fcrward head posture can tell the brain lhere ¡s someth¡ng wrong. Research also shows us there is a clear link between the lwo.

Among the results of the stress response are elevated he¿rt rate and increased bloocl pressure - neither of which js ideal if s'iress becornes

chronic and the stress response seftles in for the lorrg h¿u' [1].

But in the snrartphone era, we are hvrng in a world thar seems bursting at the seams with cases of cervìcal or thoracic kyphosis. What cloes this

do to cardiopulmonary furrction apartfrom ¡mp¿cting the stress response (¡ncluding he"rrt rate and blood pressure, the latter being arr issue

there's a lot of chiropractic reseârch on)?

Rene Caillet MD, author and director ol physical medicine and rehab¡litation ai USf, says "lung capac,ty c¿n be reduced by as much ¿s 300/o" in

indiviciuals w¡lh a thoracic kyphosis l2l." This thoracic kyphosis is "very closely linked with several other postural imbal.¡nces that play off each-

other ìncluding: lorwarcl head posture, cervical flexion, rounded shoulders, scapular aL:duction and winging, internål humeral roration and

depressed ribs [2]." The ¡atter are facts easìly gleaned from basic sc¡ence. Still, research is increasingfy linkìng the thoracic kyphosis wjt,r the

forward head and rol¡nded shotrlders [3].

ln Fact, Singla e¡.ll found that "Cervical lordosls valr¡es were lound to be sìgnificantly åssocÌ¿ted with thorãc¡c kyphosis values. Also, there were

significånt correlations between rounded shoulders and increased thoracic kyphosis [3]." They weni on to link tlrese presentåtions with:

. computer use



carriage of backpacks

use of smartphones

headaches

mouth breathing

and shor-rlder overuse

u¡ how
A grow¡ng number of research papers are ¡ndicating that cervical kyphosis can have a negat¡ve

impact on r¡dal volumes [4,5]. ln borh Landers et al and Bishay er a/. patients exhibited

improvements in pulmonary function when they were moved from sitling to sup¡ne pos¡tions -
the latter position effecrively relieving the cervical kyphosis. ln the case of Landers, it was stroke

pat¡ents under the proverbial microscope, and these also benefited from thorac¡c mobilisatìon

[4]. ln the case of Bishay, it was a wheelchair bound 22-year old w¡th notable cervical kyphosis

and low tidal volume l5l.

But what does lowered tidal vo[¡me and lung capåcity me.ìn? We don't really need to vrew new

research asserting that we need oxygen to stay alive, but just how muclr of a d¡fference

oxygenalion n¡akes to blood and the various t¡ssues in the body, and then performance and

concentration is another topic altogether - one sc¡en¡ists ¡nterested in peak humarr

performance sti¡l invesi¡gate.

on the illrress encl of fhe specrnjm, lowered lung capâcity or ridal vo¡ume can play inio

conditions ljke astlrma, emphysema, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, pulmonary

oedema and bronchilis among many others. On lhe wellness end of the spectrum, we need

good oxygenaliôn to enjoy a broad range of activ¡ties, whetlrer athletic, leisurely or even

academÌc. (Who has ever tried to write a brill¡ant p¡ece of academic work wh¡le feelíng dizzy or

foggy headed?)

Can we claim to cure ãny of these problenrs? No. But we can remôve subluxaiions, advise

streiches and help patients reclaím up to 300/0 in lost lung capacìty and tidal volumes.

How do we measure it?

It måkes sense that, ¡f we are clalming to m¿ke a change to someone's posture and that thìs impacts cardìopulmonary function, we should be

able to measure ìt. HÕw do we do that in clinical practice? The nrain too¡ chiropractors use may be their hands, but ihere is a plethora of ways

we can measure the impact on cardiopLrlmonary firnction without addìng to or subträcting from our modality.

Heart Rate Variability:

As mentioned above, Heart Rate Vðriabiliry {HRV) is becoming increasingly visible ín the world of clriropractic. Heart rate prôper may be used as

an inrJìrator of hpallh in nihpr ì/v¡ys, htrt when applied to rhirnprart¡r, HRV r-an gi\/ê us lrnirìile insight inio a.lãplât¡on, âs iÎ givps r¡s a clear look

at whal is happening in the card¡opulmonary system pre and post adjustment. Äs for how we measure it, CLA (the Chiropractic Leadership

Allíance) lnsight Station now me¿surÊs HRV. There are also some wearable wrjst devices that can achieve the same thing.

Cardiac Recovery Tests:

ln a recent members video, Dr Michael Hall dÍscr¡ssed a cardiac recovery test we can use in practice to âssess how fast a patients heart rate

comes back down to normal after physical activÌty. lt involved taking their heart rate, gett¡l1g them to march on the spÕt for two minutes arld

then timing to see how fast their lreart rate came back down. For adults, a normal resting heart rate should be between 60 and 100 beats per

minute, and the lower ìt is, the health¡er a person ìs thought to be l8l. Dr Hall cautioned that anyth¡ng over 80 sholrld make us raise an eyebrow.

By us¡ng the sirnple assessment of resting heart rate lolloweci by a simple, non-invasive cardiac recovery lest, we can get sorìe ìnsight ¡nto a

patient's level of stress and cardiopulmonary funciion.

Pulse Oximetry:

Pulse Oxìmetry is another simple way of measuring cardiopulmonary function. ln a 2012 edition of the Journal of Chiropract,c Medic¡rre, Hall and

Jensen put forward a rationale for its use in chiropracî¡c care, suggest¡ng that it has the potential to be an rntegral pari of chiropractic practice

IB]:

Pulse ox¡metry s;mply gives us an ind¡carion of a patìents oxygen saturation levels. lt is seen corrrnonly irr hospitals, and is as simple as placing a

clìp on a patients finger in order to glean potentially lifesaving information. Hall and Jensen offered three reasons for the inclusion of pulse

oximetry ¡nto chiropractic practice:

"1. Pulse ox¡metry allows for quick and reliable retrieval of oxygerr saturation and heart rate values previously not readily obtained or used.

2. Pu¡se ox'metry allows for irnmediate assessment of potentia¡ly hypoxic pat¡ents.

3. Pulse oximetry allows for jmporrallt changes in patient management potenrìally influenc¡r1g outcomes and safety."
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Dr David Fletcher, of CLA, has advised thåt pulse oximetry is sonrethìng on the lrorizon for new editions of the Insight Station, so this technology

will soon become easier for chiropractors to get thelr hands on.

spírometry: 964
This technology is a simple way to measure tidal volumes. lt sirnply measures how much air you can inhale and exhale quickly, giving ¡nsight ¡nto

the rT1ovement of the lungs. Spirometers vary in price from a few hundred to a few thousand dollars. lt's fast, easy, and gives a tang,ble way to
demonstrate an added benefit of chìropractic care.

Measuring chest expansion:

Spirometers are cheap but ifyou'd rather avo¡d the use of¿nother device, meãsuring chest expansion is an option. {As an added benef¡t, it costs

yôu even less and can work as a great outcome measure).

We can see from basic scien.e that posture has a significant ¡mpart on cardiopulmonary funciion. We also know tha¡ chiropractors are uniquely

positioned ao assist pat¡ents with postural concer,'ls. What the data should show us, now more than ever as ¡nstances of cervical/thoracic

kyphosis are on the rise, is just how imporiant this could be.
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ln part one of our posture series, we covered the links between posture and the cardiopulmonary
system, including lung function, tidal volumes and cervical/thoracic kyphosis. Today, we arrive at
another important issue: how does posture affect the flow of cerebrospinal fluid, and potentially link to
neu ro-degenerative d iseases?

Cerebrospinal flu¡d (CSF) is the great liquid cushion that surrounds the brain and spinal cord, protecting it both structurally and immunologically.

It's a feat of nature that "ma¡ntains the electrolytic environment of the central nervous system (CNS), influences systemi€ acid-base balance,

serves as a medium for the supply of nutrients to neuronal and glial cells, functions as a lymphatic system for the CNS by removing the wåste

products of cellular metabolism, and transports hormones, neurotransm¡tters, releasing factors, and other neuropeptides throughout the CNS

t1 1."

It's a big job for the 1 50ml of CSF that flows around the CNS at any given ¡ime (apprÕx.).

But that's hardly news to chiropractors. What maybe news rs the potential link between posture, CSF, and neurodegenerative diseases. lt all has

to do w¡th pressure gradients that may build up as a result of subluxations and/or poor posture, thus slowing the removal of brain waste

material.

Sacro-Occipital lmplications in CSF Flow

As practitioners ol the Sacro-Occipital Technique (5OT) will happily tell us, neuromechanical dysfunctíon or vertebral subluxations can impede

the flow ôf CSF.

CSF moves out of the brain and spinal cord via the dural venous sinuses, takjng central nervous system waste witil it. lt's a constant process that

is vital for health. But when we are subluxated, and experience postural changes, CSF flow is impl¡caled.

With 5OT, chiropractors are on the lookout for anyth¡ng that impedes this CSF flow. lf the sacroiliac joints become fixed, this may "cause

compensato¡y clranges in the hips, sacrum and remaining spine [3]." i.e. Posture can change. But when we look from the sacrum to the occ¡put,

we can begin to see how postural change, rib excursion and subluxatrons in the upper spinal region are potentially a big deal for CSF flow.

Key considerations in SOI include dr¡ral attachments through the Occiput and Såcrum. A major area of focus is C1 -C2 and ihe cerv¡co-thorac¡c

junct¡on - ârr år€cf also lre"rvily impacted by forward head posture, as well as being a key focus of upper cervical care [2, 3, 4]. When it cÕmes to

C5F flow, there is evjdence that the body works with respirat¡on: i.e. the cran¡al nerves will flex and pump the CSF flujd as the person breathes in

and out [1]. Wlren there is w¡nd-up in the cervical and upper thoracic reg¡on, as there is in forward head posture ¿nd thoracic kyphosis, it can



irnpact respiration via lung function, rib excursion ¿nd tidal volumes [5]. The ternporal-rnandibular joints may also starr to wind up, creai¡ng jaw

tension and impact¡ng ihe cranial nerve system and byvirtue of the latter, potentially imp¿cting CSF flow [2].
The vital system that clears waste from the CNS is tlrerefore impacted, and science is beginning to offer up insights into how much this matters

for ongoing brain he¿lth.

lf CSF flow is essential, then ¡t's absence or impeclance is detrimental. 967

Whedon and Glassey, in the¡r paper on the cl¡nÌcal significance of CSF s¡as¡s, wrote th¿t,'There is evidence to suggest that CSF stasis mãy occur

commonly in the absence of pathology or symptomatology, and may have adverse systemjc health effects [1]." Tlris CSF stas¡s (or

slowedlimpeded CSF flow) could, according to Whedon and Glassey, be associated with "adverse mechanical cord tens¡on, vertebr¿l subluxation

syndrorne, reduced cranial rhythmic impulse arrd restr¡cled respiratory function." They suggested further investigâtion into the cause and

nature of CSF stasis, but there is early research to suggest lhat chiropractic has a role in remov¡ng impediments to CSF flow. thLrs supporting a

healthy systenr.

The Louveau Discovery: a lymphatic vessel in the brain that changed the game

ln o¡der to understand the l¡r1k between posture and neurodegeneratíve ci¡sease, one must first look to rece'lt developments in braln science.

Foryears, we held the belief that the brain was a privileged organ, wiih an ¡ntact bloodlbrain barrier, and that immune responses involv¡ng thê

brain were highly unusual and problemat¡c.

All that changed when Dr Antoine Louveau observed a lymphatic vessel ìn the brain lhat had eluded researchers for years. This garne-changing

discovery meant that, all of a sudden, ¡t was cleâr that the brain did nof lack a connect¡on to the lymphät¡c system as previously thought.
Lvmphatic clrannels did indeed exist in the brain, and this had big inrplications.

Louveau remarked, in an interv¡ew, that his (eàm's discovery meant that the br¿in could be seen by the immune system, and that this was highly

signìfìcant 16, 7l:

"We think that th¡s discovery is highly sÍgn¡ficant because... the brain is a privileged organ. Usually when you have an immune response ¡n the

brain iÎ's corrsidered to be a bad th¡ng. What we know lsicl from several years now, is that there are immune cells in your brain under normal
conditions and that is actually good for your brain but the b'g quest¡on we still had is'how do those cells get ¡n and get out of the brairl'The
system we discovered is actually w"ry of how those cells are able to get out ofthe brairr and do what they are supposed to do.

You has,,c a lot of ncurological discascs that h¿vc this {sicl ¡mmunc campancnt. t'4/c thínk that our discovcry ntight lcad to ncw thcrapcutic idcas

on how to address those díseases ín the future."

Among those diseases were things like Alzheil¡er's Disease and Multìple Sclerosis. By way of example, Louveau went on to expla¡n:

"Alzhermer's Disease might involve that structure [the lynrphatic vessel in the brain] because, as we know, it's an accumlrlation of proteins ¡n the

stãrt the disease," he remarked, speculating that faulrs in lymphatjc drainage may be the starting pojnt for neurodegenerative diseases, while

also careful to reinforce the need for further study.

Logically, ¡t's cleãr th¿rt the glymphatlc system (ð newly-colned term for the functional wãste clearance mech¿nlsm for the CNS) hås ¿ slgnlflcanr

roletoplay,because sotnethingl\asiogerridofthebra¡rl'swasteproducts.WhathasthistodowithCSFflowandposture?Agêinwelooktothe
basic science thâ1 surrounds this new dÍscovery.

There is aìready research noting that glymphat¡c drainage may be impaired in patients w¡th Muh¡ple Sclerosis, and that CSF biomarkers ¿re

useful in the diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer's and Parkinson's Diseases as well as Huntington's, Motor Neurone (ALS)

and Machado Joseph's diseases [8, 9, 1 0]. But a hypothesis paper by chiropractor and ex-Harvard scholar Dr Amy Haas begun to shed sorrre lìght

on what this might mean for chiropractic [1 1].

H"ras's lrypothesis sl¡owed, by exploration ôf basic science, how pressure gradients that develop inside a subluxated spine could contribute to a

compromised CSF flow, ãnd that adjusting the sp¡ne could relieve these pressure gradients and support optimal fSF flow - thus impacting the

clearance of brailr waste from the central 
'1eruous 

system.

The Haas Hypothesis

ln an earlier interv¡ew wrth Spinal Research, Dr Haas explained [1 2]:

S Lymphatic drainage is a bit of an interesting subset because it drains into the deep cervical lymph nodes.

Essentially, lif there are lymphatic drainage issues] it's a plumbing problem. Drainage from the deep cervical

lymph nodes is dependent on a pressure gradienti' explains Haas. "While extra-cranial lymphatic drainage is

assisted via muscle contraction, the cranium is a closed compartment; you don't have any muscle contraction.

Therefore drainage has to depend only on a pressure gradient. Anything that backs up that pressure gradient will

slow the transfer of fluid."

For Haas, it was easy to see how a subluxation could potentially impact the pressure gradient and slow the transfer of waste from the brain (ihis

links to an emerging concept in science that neurodegenerative disease may involve a misr¡atch between the speed at which waste is produced



irr the l¡r¿in, and the speed at which it is removed from the brain by the glymphatìc system). By way of exarnple, slre explairred

.'s say for example you have an atlas subluxation; you rotate the atlas and you can put pressure on the internal

jugular vein. That has been shown by research and I cited in the paper [3]. An atlas subluxation may impinge

drainage through the internal jugular vein. That may in turn increase the CSF pressure because Ít can no longer

drain quickly and freely via the cervical lymph nodes and the internal jugular vein. When the CSF pressure is

increased just a little bit, that will affect the lymphatic drainage through the channels adjacent to and lining the

dural sinuses because that also has to be pressure dependent. When the du¡al sinuses are become compressed by

fluid pressure, you can no longer see the channel [the lymphatic vessel in the brainl. It is not a solid channel. That

is a channel that is very changeable. So that brings up the possibility (at this point an unproven hypothesis) that

if an atlas subluxation were to slow the drainage of the venous blood out of the cranial cavity, then you develop a

pressure gradient.

When you work backwards in that plumbing problem, the pressure gradient could slow the process of lymphatic

drainage just by virtue of pressure. And furthermore lymphatic drainage is postulated to be the mechanism by

which the glymphatic system in the deep brain tissues gets rid of cellular debris from deep brain tissues.

Louveau postulates that interference of proper drainage through the CNS lymphatic system could be the root

cause of many neurodegenerative disorders [6, 7]. That is exactly what caught my eye. Louveau is a PhD scientist

in a completely non-chiropractic realm saying if you don't properly drain waste out of the brain you could end up

with Pa¡kinson's."

Like the Louveau discovery, Haas's lrypothesis needs further research to ver¡fy iÎ ånd to extrapolate the inrplicatíons for clriropractic care. Still,

¡t's a fascinat¡ng insight into how the subluxation could impact CSF flow and then degenerative diseases.

The link back to posture

ls posture linked to subluxation? Chiroprâctic veterans and novices aljke would agree with a resounding ye.s. But everr outside of the SOT lens, it

is obvious that postural changes can create subluxation. Perhaps this process js best ¡llustrated in the words of by chiropractor, Dr Chris Kent

[1 3]:

"Postural changes are mediated by receptors that monitorthe dynamics ofthe internal and external environment, and the re¡ationsh¡p ofthe
indivldual with the environment. The receptor systems that may contribute to postural alteration include:

1. Vestibular apparatus

2. Vision

3. Jo¡nt mechânorecptors

4. Disc nrechanorecptors

5. Golgi receptors

llvertebral subluxatìon results in aberrant afferent input to the CNS, ìnappropriate motor responses nray cause postural aberrat¡ons."

It's thåt cleår.

What rs becoming Íncreasingly clear is that the chiropractors role in the restoratìon of pôsture and the removal of subluxât¡ons may have

implications for neurodegenerative dise¿ses. We need rnore research, but the basic scierrce is beginning to line the ducks up for us.

A subluxared spine m¿y impâct the flow of CSF in and around the nervous systerrì. As the br¿in uses CSF to get waste from the ¡ymph¿tic vessels

in the brain to the bodys venous c¡rculation, thus preventing a build up of brain waste, prote¡ns or plaque, the removal of subluxatÍons could

have slgnificant impacts.

Only time ¿nd research will show us for sure- ln the mean time, who'd want to risk neurodegeneration when postural corection and

chiropractic care offer such potential benef¡ts?
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The Posture Series Part 3
Pubfished by L Australìan Spinal Research Foynd¡lig¡ at O November 13,2018

The last two instalments of this series have concentrated more heavily on what happens at the northern
end of the spine when posture goes awry. Today we move to an íssue that affects more than one third of
women in the US, and contributes heavily to the burden of disease globally. lt is the issue of pelvic floor
disorders and it has some very real postural links.

While it is possible for men to exper¡ence pelvic floor dysfunctÍon, it is an ¡ssue that is often thought of as a women's problem because the

burden of pregnancy and childbirth can contribute heavily to pelvic floor problems. Such problems can include bladder or bowel control
problems as well as pelvic organ prolapse. lt has been reported that more than one third of US women have a pelvic floor disorder and nearly

one-quarter ofthem have symptoms [1, 2].

Commonly, treatment options are limited to biofeedback iraining, relaxation iechniques, medicatjon and surgery. But one does not have to look

far to d¡scover that posture and pelvic floor function are very much linked.

Risk factors for pelvic floor dysfunction

Currently, there are a nLrmber offactors thât are tlrought to íncrease a person's risk for developing pelvic floor dysfunction, They include [3]:

. Pregnancy (present, or hístoric)

. Menopause (past or present)

. Past gynaecological surgery such as a hysterectomy

. Elite athlet¡c activity including running, gymnastics or trampolining

. Past prostate surgery

. Obes¡ty

. Chronic cougirs

. Regular heavy lifting

. Const¡pat¡on

. Pelvic region trauma (like a fall or radiotherapy)

. Back pain.
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The back pain link ¡s not where it ends in terms of pelvic floor functíon, posture and potentially the role of chiropractic care. ln fact, ìt's just the
beginning. Posture Ís ã common ¡nclusÌon in pelvic floor training adv¡ce. Among the commonly accepted pelvic floor realities are the following

t4]:

A slumped posture (with thorâc¡c kyphosis) ¡ncreases downward pressure on tlre pelvic floor.

Correct posture and spinal alignment improves tlre effectiveness of strengthening exercises.

Correct posture promotes cleep abdominal ¿ctivity and errhances diaphragnratic breatlring, which can enhance pelvic floor rnuscle activity.

Mainta¡ning the lumbar curve, avoiding thoracic kyphosis and ensuring correct hip posture and sitting posture are all thought of as a significant

factor for the pelv¡c floor. ln fact, from breathing to posture, pelvic floor dysfunction ¡s ìncreasingly be¡ng thought ofas a whole-of-body problem

[5, 6]. How? Fo¡r¡¡ard head posture can cause a decreased mob¡lity in the upper thoracir are¿, compromising proper breathing and decreasrrrg

muscle âctivation in the abdomen and pelvic floor. This can then lead to "pelvic floor weakness, incontinence and prolapse because the pelvic

floor muscles become rigid from lack of use [5]."

The pelvic-floor - posture línk

ln 2017, Zl¡oolideh eralpublished a paper titled ",4¡e there dny reldt¡ons between posture and pelvic floor disorders? A l¡terdture rev¡ew;'ltwas
a review spanning four major journa¡ databases that offered up 22 relevant studies in order to examine any potenlÍal postural, bony or

muscular changes in patients with pelvic floor disorders.

The results showed "increased thoracic kyphosis, decre¿sed lumbar lordosis, wider transverse pelvic inlet and outlet, increased contråctìon of
pelvic floor muscles with ankle in dorsiflexion, increasing protrlrs¡on in shoulders and decreasing in the angle of head in patients with PFD's

compared to conrrol group [7]." The authors remarked tlrat this was true for different research papers with dífferent methodologies.

Whi¡st the authors were looking at g¡ob¿l posture changes, and even lookíng into bony structures vs. soft tissue as well as flat feet, ¡t is

interesting to note that the spinal curve was highl;ghted as ân issue for attent¡on, "With regarcl to the role of ìntra-abdominal pressure in car-rsing

POP lpelvic organ prolapse], it should be noted drat changing [sic] in normal spinal curves rnighr cause extra intra-abdominal pressure on to the
pelvic floor. Anatomic studies showed a role of normal spinal curvatures in supporting pelvic floor from direct intra-abdominal pressures,"

remarked Zhoolideh ef ¿/. TheV went on to state ihat the normal forward and backward curves of the lumbar and thoracic reg¡on "might help ¡n

support¡ng abdominal viscera and absorbing downward intra-abdominal pressure" before it reaches the pelvìc region-

lnterestingly, there ¡s research that shows significant increases in intråvaginal pressure in a hypolordotic posture (while standing) in comparison

to a hyperlordotic posture [8]. Typically, ån EMG reading will reveal increased pelvic floor muscle activity during standing in comparison to ly¡ng.

Butwe can nowsee (from Capson eral3work) that hypolordot¡c posture maycontribute to pelvic floor dysfunctìon.

It is becom¡ng increasingly clear that the lt¡mbar curue is importani ¡n malntaining pelvic floor health, as is movement of the ribs in resp¡ration.

Therefore the lhoracic/cervical curve is also important. lt's also interesting to note that the Herman Wallace Pelvic Rehabilitation lnstitute

indicates that the goal of therapy may either lle to i)?.rease or decrease muscle act¡vity and lunction l8l. This is where we need to take a look to

oul own professions research.

Chiropractic Research

ln 2016, a ground-breaking study was published in fhe Journdl of Manipulative and Physiological Therapeutics. li revealed thåt adjust¡ng

pregnant women appeared to relax the pelvic floor r¡uscles at rest, an issue important for childbirth l3l. A novel finding of the study was that
part¡cipants ¡n the control group, made up of non-pregnant ch¡ropract¡c students who were adjusted often, were able to conlract their pelvic

floor muscles to a degree previously seen only in elite ¿thletes.

The impl¡cations of th¡s study are yet io be fully reseârched and unclerstood, but ir does show us that there could quite possibly be a link

between a subluxation-free spine and greater pelvic floor control. ln light of the Herman and Wallace lnstitute's suggest¡on that either a

decrease or an increase in pelvic nruscle act¡vìty may be the therapeutic goal (depend¡ng on the case), this píece of research is interesting. In the

control group, their abìlity to contract their pelvic floor muscles was near elite athlete level. ln the ¡ntervent¡on group (p.egnðnt women) their

abil¡ty to relax their pelvic floor muscles was greater.

We don't know why yet. More study is needed tô ascertain that. We just know tlrat chiropractic care made a difference for the pregnant women

in the study, but thar there was a fasc¡nat¡ngly high level of pelvic floor control in the non-pregnant ch¡ropractic students who were adjusted

often.

whôt we do know from other studies, however, is thal chíropractic care can increase the bra¡ns ability ro drÌve the muscles, and (an increase the

speed at which brairr and body communicate with eachother.

Tìme will tell exactly what this me¿ns therapeutically. ln the me¿ntime, we know thåi posture matters and chiropractic care may indeed have a

role. This is encouraging knowledge incleed.
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Abstract

After decades of effort to secure and maintain a position in mainstream health care delivery the chiropractic
profession has reached a critical juncture in its history. If the profession is to advance in a modern health
care world then it must move beyond some of its age-old care-governing principles. More than a century has
passed since the profession was founded. Yet there remains insufficient experimental data to support the
validþ and merit of certain tenets which have historically influenced patient care. Adherence to and
guardianship of these tenets continues today within the profession, with one or more of them oftentimes
serving as an integral component to the report-of-findings patient encounter or as a means to justifu various
aspects of treatment, whether therapeutic or elective in nature. In an effort to stimulate professional
dil,logue and action during an opportune time in the history of chiropractic in the United Statei, this paper
will address politically sensitive points regarding the vertebral subluxation hypothesis.

As the central element to the "separate and distinct" ideolog¡r, to one ertent or another, this founding care
governing tenet continues to be relied upon in nearly a profession-wide manner. Disproportionate
dependence upo! it and continued distraction by it in the individual clinical practice could havè implications
beyond deterred professional maturation. An unwanted collective departure of thc profcssion from
mainstream health care may be an eventual outcome, while skilled, evidènce-minded and well-integrated
doctorate level physiotherapists attentively maneuver themselves to the forefront as they seize, investigate
and advance the cause of spinal manipulation. If chiropractors can expect their profession to remain part of
an evidence driven system of health care delivery, they must advocate the change being called for 

-by 
the

findings of emerging science. While this is no small challenge, the compelling evidence for therapeuticjoint
manipulation (TJM) for nociceptive pain supports the adoption of a new operational model forìhe clinical
practice.

Background: Founding chiropractic Philosophy vs contemporary science

"The chiropractic subluxation stands pretty much today as it did at the dawn of the 2oth century:
an interesting notion without validation."

- Keating, et al [r]

Chiro Resources oruu¡¡E cE
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Evidence based patient care has been qualified as an integrative decision-making process [z] which is
applied for the purpose of yielding the best possible outcomes [g]. As such, evidence based health care is
intended to elevate quality standards of clinical practice. Where high quality evidence is lacking, irrespective
of specialty, health care providers tend to rely upon more traditional care approaches and/or draw from
empirical evidence in rendering treatment decisions for individual patients. This is particularly true for the
chiropractic profession [3-4], considering that longstanding philosophical tenets, which have historically
governed or directþ influenced practitioner choice of treatment, continue to contribute to contemporary
clinical decision-making. Surveys have shown that some of these tenets are accepted and/or relied upon by a
significant percentage of field practitioners [5-6], from which it is easily inferred that they remain as trusted
elements of the chiropractic patient management equation.

The hallmark of the "separate and distinct" ideology that has shaped the chiropractic profession from its
inception is the treatment of vertebral subluxations. Direct descendants of this ideologr are the relatively
common practice of full-spine care applications and the tendency for providing
maintenance/preventive/wellness care. As a mantra, "separate and distinct" [7-9] had once served as a

useful impetus by which the profession claimed and maintained itself as an alternative to allopathic
medicine. In contrast to this position today, chiropractic manipulation can serve as a component to either
the multimodal integrative approach to chronic pain [ro] or standard medical treatment of musculoskeletal
conditions. As such, it is in the context of an ever evolving health care delivery system that continued
devotion to the dogma of'separate and distinct', or any of its scientifically invalid or yet-to-be proven
components, will serve to impede professional growth. Namely, with a rigid philosophic or isolationist stance
regarding the purpose or role of chiropractic in a contemporary health care marketplace [rr-r3] the
profession will project an unwillingness to participate in the evidence-based, collaborative approach to
patient care. With most chiropractors lacking knowledge or interest in evidence-based approaches [3], one
must now consider what the ultimate outcome of that will be. This unfavorable inclination could negatively
influence public perception and/or the actions of other disciplines in health care. As such, it may eventually
render insignificant or erode chiropractic's established position, long since recognized by policymakers,
accrediting agencies, state workers'compensation boards and private/public health care finance systems.

A number of chiropractic clinical papers openlv address the need for the profession to put to rest the
controversial subject of the vertebral subluxation lr, 7, 13-16]. Other efforts directly speak to or look
beyond this issue in proposing seminal ideas for professional reform [r7-r8], renewal [r9], integration [rz,
r7l and scope of practice expansion [rr]. It is easily inferred that the intent of each of these proposed
concepts is not to be divisive but rather to prompt the profession, through reason and practicality, to adopt
and promote an evidence-driven approach to chiropractic clinical practice in overcoming longstanding
constraints that have inhibitecl professional growth opportunity. Tt woul<ì appear that these efforts have yet
to elicit willful and decisive collaborative action aimed at securing a more integrative future through a new
identity. In fact, recent efforts at initiating reformative change by the Council on Chiropractic Education
(CCE) were upended by a dissenting faction of the profession, resulting in a petition to the U.S. Department
of Education that aimed to have the CCE's accrecìitation authority revoked [zo]. Nerertheless, the work of
Murphy, et al [zr] and Russell [zz] demonstrate that novel opportunities exist in a changing health care
landscape [23], with a proposed model and role for chiropractors as primary spine care practitioners.
Moreover, perhaps the CCE wellness standards that were recently incorporated into DC educational
programs [¿4], and since expounded on in a best-practice document [25], could be adopted as clinical
practice initiatives for novice and veteran practitioners alike. Considering the health promotion demands of
the contemporary health care delivery system [24], developing a broader wellness model to chiropractic
clinical practice can serve to meet that need.

Across the population ofspine pain patients a significant percentage has conditions that are nociceptive in
nature [26-28]. The widening pool of research evidence supports the use of manipulation in the treatment
ofvarious types ofneck and lowback pain conditions [29-Bo]. The physical therapy profession is aware of
the benefits of spinal manipulation for musculoskeletal pain. Many recentþ published clinical papers, of
non-chiropractic authorship, investigate or aim to uncover the clinical role or therapeutic effects of spinal
manipulation without giving credence to the vertebral subluxation concept [gr-66].

Table r highlights some of the more recently published high quality studies in this area (randomized
controlled trials and systematic reviews), as undertaken by physiotherapists.
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Table t : Recent Investigative Efforts by Physiotherapists on the Efficacy of Joint
Manipulation

Author(s) Publication
year

Region(s) investigated Study design

González-Iglesias, et
al [gr]

2009 Thoracic spine, for neck pain RCT

Gonzalez-Iglesias, et
al [gz]

20O9 Thoracic spine, for mechanical neck pain RCT

Walser, et al [ag] 20o9 Thoracic spine, for musculoskeletal
conditions

Systematic review
and meta-analysis of
RCTs

Cleland, et al [g+] 2010 Thoracic spine, for neck pain RCT

Cross, et al [85] 2011 Thoracic spine, for mechanical neck pain,
ROM and function Systematic review

Lau, et al [Só] 2011 Thoracic spine, for chronic mechanical
neck pain

RCT

Puentedura, et al [gZ] 20tl Thoracic vs cervical spine, for acute neck
pain

RCT

Martínez-Segura, et
al [g8]

2012 Cervical or thoracic spine, for neck pain
and ROM

RCT

Dunning, et al [gq] 2012 Cervical and thoracic spine vs
mobilization, for mechanical neck pain

RCT

Saavedra-Hernández,
et al [¿o]

2O13 Cervical and thoracic spine, for chronic
neck pain

RCT

Masaracchio [4r] 2O13 Thoracic and cervical spine, for
mechanical neck pain

RCT

Molins-Cubero, et al
l+zl

2Or4 Pelvic, for low back/pelvis pain with
dysmenorrhea

RCT

Vieira-Pellenz, et al
[¿s]

20t4 Lumbosacral spine, for lowback pain and
mobility

RCT

Gemma andAntonia
l++l

20L4 Cervical spine, for pain and neck mobility
in subjects with tension headache

RCT

Haik, et al [69] 20L4 Thoracic spine, for scapular kinematics RCT

Kardouni, et al [6¿] 2O15 Thoracic spine, for subacromial
impingement slmdrome

RCT

Calixtre, et al [65] 2O15 Cervical spine or thoracic spine, for
temporomandibular disorder

Systematic review of
RCTs

Riley, et al 166l 2Or5 Thoracic spine, for shoulder symptoms RCT

In a contemporary time, the chiropractic profession faces distinct internal challenges [r9], identity conflict
issues [67], competition [23] as well as external demands imposed by evidence-based medicine [68]. If it
can expect to survive in an evolving health care environment, then as a collective body it must embrace the
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advancements of modern science which favor the use of joint manipulation for nociceptive pain but not
unsubstantiated theory for subluxation-based care [rr]. Likewise, it must recognize that its future could be
imperiled should physical therapists, as natural manual therapy partners of allopathic medicine [69], take
greater competitive interest in and prioritize making the manipulative arts their own [rr].

The Chiropractic Vertebral Subluxation

"Since our very beginnings, our rigidness and uncontrolled egos have provided a rich medium
for our dysfunctional future. We embarrassed ourselves because of our blind discipleship,
we isolated ourselves by choosing to speak a different language and we failed to grow
because of our refusal to be accountable in our clinical reporting."

- Carter [rg]

A majority of chiropractors practicing in North America adhere to the premise of correcting spinal
subluxation in addressing musculoskeletal and/orvisceral conditions [5]. NonetheJess, more than a century
after the founding of the chiropractic profession, the term "subluxation", in its chiropractic sense, is
essentially recognized only by the chiropractic professional. Initially a simplistic concept put forth by D.D.
Palmer, with displaced vertebrae impinging upon exiting spinal nerve roots, the vertebral subluxation was
believed to cause 95% ofdisease [Zo].That particular model has since been rebutted from the standpoints of
physical plausibility [Zr] and neurophysiologic application [rS]. In fact, with general regard to the manner in
which the chiropractic vertebral subluxation may be associated with any particular disease, the work of
Mirtz, et al demonstrates a lack of supportive epidemiologic evidence to meet even the most basic criteria of
causation [16].

Various cntitics havc put forth opcrational dcfinitions for the chiropractic subluxation. Most commonly
characterized by language that places established physiologic terminology atop a foundation ofphilosophical
belief, the subluxation remains a presumptive concept. Despite this, it remains present in the curricula of
chiropractic academic institutions [Zs], with its preservation desired by a majority of chiropractic students
recently survey ed IZ S].

D.D. Palmer's vertebral subluxation model of singular causation is no longer taught within any of the
accredited chiropractic colleges in North America [S]. In spite of this, some within the chiropractic
profession remain receptive to this outdated concept- albeit likely a small percentage. For this faction, the
modern day operational definition of vertebral subluxation may be analogous to that which was published as
recenl as 1993, within the Practice Guidelines for Straight Chiropractic [74].

"A misalignment of one or more articulations of the spinal column or its immediate weight-bearing
articulations, to a degree less than a luxation, which by inference causes alteration of nerve function and
interference to the transmission of mental impulses, resulting in a lessening of the body's innate ability to
express its maximum potential." [74]

It is posited here that for those who acknowledge definitional statements such as this, there is an inclination
to subscribe to the paradigm of asymptomatic care [7S], open-ended care durations [75], and the rendition
ofchiropractic treatment in the absence ofa designated or definable clinical endpoint [Zó]. This particular
approach to patient care, driven by belief systems, may reach the level of religiosity [r5]. But paradoxically, it
represents a modern day application of founding vertebral subluxation theory which is inconsistent with
both D.D. Palmer's intention to treat the sick [rg] and what B.J. Palmer had reportedly professed in terms of
appropriate care durations lZÀ.Furthermore, some of the present-day chiropractic marketing/business
practices that accompany the focused-scope or subluxation-based approach to patient care, which are often
touted as serving the public interest, may in fact be identified as something else- the substance of avarice
and/or compromised practitioner ethics [78-79]. By this point in the evolution of chiropractic it should be
plainly apparent to all of its members that the convenience of subluxation theory has resulted in a complex
intertwining of philosophical, religious and pecuniary based motivations that has failed to meet the demands
of a patient-centered, evidence-based approach to treatment.

Alternatively, the paradigm statement put forth by the Association of Chiropractic Colleges likely provides
the more contemporary and widely accepted working description of chiropractic subluxation in the United
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States and Canada [16]. The Association website describes the subluxation as "... a complex of functional
and/or structural and/or pathological articular changes that compromise neural integrity and may influence
organ system function and general health" [8o]. Nevertheless, that description does not represent a known
or scientifically validated nexus between articular pathomechanics/pathoanatomy (of the subluxation) and
some precise effect on neural integrity, organ system function or general health. In other words, for any
subluxated spinal articulation, there is no proven connection between its dysfunction, structural variance or
pathologic state and the manifestation of a clinical condition that can be measured, predicted and
reproduced (through a loss of neural integrity, visceral malfunction or some other indicator of compromised
human health).

In light of the findings of numerous research papers [5o, 8r-roo], it would appear that the currently
known neurophysiologic effects of spinal manipulation are integral to a primitive system of reflex pathways
that are activated with direct mechanical input or sudden positional change (stretch) to adjacent joint
elements. As opposed to subluxation correction, the therapeutic benefits commonly experienced by those
who receive chiropractic manipulative treatment for musculoskeletal s¡.'rnptoms are consistent with
neurologic response phenomena- evoked when high-velocity afferent mechanical input bombards the
peripheral and central nervous systems. Similar to the deep tendon reflex, the sudden input of a thrust
manipulation or mechanical impulse to the spine can be said to disrupt the resting state of underlying tissues
and elicit a rapid neurophysiologic response. In clinical practice, the desired effects of this response are
reductions in pain and muscular spasm. It is the nature and breadth of the neurophysiologic responses
reported throughout the spinal manipulation literature [5o, 8r-roo] that likely accounts for the
therapeutic benefits anecdotally observed across the chiropractic profession throughout its history,
irrespective of the patient presentation, the practitioner's preference to technique and the given
magnitude/direction of force of the manipulative maneuver. This concept holds greater clinical applicability
and professional usefulness than the notion that spinal manipulation serves to "correct" some unidentifiable
and potentially deleterious articular lesion.

As for the belief that organic disease may be caused by subluxation and that spinal manipulation serves as
the method for'curing'the like, a groundbreaking clinical paper published in 1995 [ror] makes a compelling
case against this supposition. Therein, it is cited that mimicry s1'ndromes or the simulation of visceral organ
disease by way of somatic dysfunction is a well-established phenomenon. More recently, preliminary
evidence has been put forth for an association between the misalignment of Atlas and hypertension [roz].
Nonetheless, it has yet to be determined whether the results of that pilot study are reproducible and whether
those outcomes can be explained by a neurologic phenomenon, vascular compromise or something else. As it
relates to traditional reliance upon chiropractic spinal adjustments to address non-musculoskeletal
conditions such as infantile colic, childhood asthma, enuresis, otitis media and dysmenorrhea, the 2o1o UK
evidence report [29] deemed the evidence of efficacy for manipuìation as either inconclusive or lacking
(although absent specific consideration for subluxation). In zor4, an expanded analysis ofthat report led to
no change in the evidence ratings for each ofthose conditions [3o]. Thus, the notion that subluxation may
influence organ system function, as described in the paradigm statement put forth by the Association of
Chiropractic Colleges, is unsupported by current evidence.

Over the past decade or so, chiropractic authors have lent constructive criticism to the profession's
continued and steadfast use ofa term that is foreign to the rest ofthe modern health care world [r4, ro3],
and have addressed the need to confront issues that persist relative to the lack of evidence for the existence
and/or clinical significance of the chiropractic subluxation 17, t6, to1-to1l. While alternative terms for
"subluxation" have been surveyed for consensus [rog] and proposed for adoption (i.e., joint complex
dysfunction [r4]), none have gained universal acceptance as a possible permanent replacement term.
Considering that clinical research papers in chiropractic peer-reviewedjournals seldom contain studies that
address or mention the existence of subluxation relative to the efficacy of spinal manipulation [ro4], it
would appear that the profession's most prominent researchers reject the simplistic concept that has long
since been associated with this word.

A zooT chiropractic opinion column prompts the reader to question the importance of subluxation,
suggesting that the profession redirect itself through the "development of clinical prediction rules for spinal
manipulation and the appropriate application of patient management strategies" [ro6]. That proposal
would appear to be in accord with the mission of the now defunct National Association For Chiropractic
Medicine (NACM), a small professional association which had defined itself as, "a consumer advocacy
association of chiropractors who confine their scope of practice to scientific parameters and seek to make
legitimate the utilization of professional manipulative procedures in mainstream health care delivery" [ro7].
In accordance with the cunent lack of evidence for the subluxation and the willingness of a growing number
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of chiropractors to openly address the matter in professional papers, perhaps the time has come for NACM's
practice definition (or something similar) to be considered for adoption by the chiropractic profession.

Subluxation Theory and Full-spine Chiropractic Treatment Applications

"The principle of fidelity and the state of scientific knowledge regarding certain historical
chiropractic beliefs should not allow the expression of these beliefs to the patient as clinical
truths."

- Nelson, et al [rZ]

Another tenet integral to chiropractic clinical practice is that which relates to treatment of the entire spine
for the supposed attainment of structural and functional balance of the musculoskeletal system. This
approach is common to chiropractic education and practice in the treatment of a sole regional condition, for
example when there are objective findings of secondary but as¡.rnptomatic spinal regions [ro8]. Its
theoretical basis rests in the notion that the spine is dynamic, with a series of anatomically and
neurologically overlapping structures between which there is structural and functional interdependence.

The provision of full-spine care applications is common to chiropractic, irrespective of the treatment
technique utilized. Favoring the concept of regional interdependence, there is good evidence to support the
notion that manipulating the dorsal spine, for example, has clinical value in treating conditions involving the
neck [3r, 88-861 88, 40, 45]. Warranting further investigation is the preliminary supportive evidence that
exists for thoracic spine manipulation to treat shoulder conditions lSS, +6-+S} How the efficacy of this
practice may generally apply to other body regions or to numerous and varied clinical presentations has yet
to be adequately explored. As such, the presumed therapeutic and functional benefits afforded with
rrrultiregional nranipulation, as accepted in general by chir<lpractors, may not prove to be true for all clinical
scenarios. In fact, a recent study involving targeted versus full kinematic chain mobilization/manipulation to
treat osteoarthritis related hip joint symptoms resulted in similar outcomes between the comparison and
experimental groups [ro9]. Therefore, the care governing principle which suggests that full-spine
chiropractic manipulation is necessary for optimal patient outcomes, regardless of the suspected diagnosis
or number of symptomatic spinal regions with which an individual presents, is not necessarily a clinical
truth and remains untested.

Let's consider for example the doctor who decides to treat a sole lumbar spine pain complaint by way of full
spine manipulation. Would not the underlying premise the subhxation theory then make it requisite for the
chiropractor to simultaneously address that same condition by way of evaluating and potentially
manipulating the joints of the hips, knees, ankles and feet? After all, in a gravity environment, the closed
kinematic chain has its origin at the feet. There are known functional relationships between the joint
articulations of the lower extremity and the pelvis/low back [rro-rrz]. Also, there is evidence of an
association between lower extremity function and lower back pain [tto, ttz-rr8]. However, the clinical
effectiveness of such a broad patient management approach is currently unsupported, absent experimental
research. In fact, such practices would place no limits on the overall breadth of chiropractic treatment-
which could otherwise be directed at every subtle incidental finding discovered throughout the entirety of
the musculoskeletal system, in addressing a sole regional complaint. Ironically then, the historical practice of
full-spine basis chiropractic manipulation, which by its nature is typically limited by an application of care
solely to the axial spine, is operationally inconsistent with a philosophy that should seemingly call for
evaluation and treatment of all components of the complete kinetic chain.

Manipulative treatment that is rendered to a spinal region immediately adjacent to a s).rnptomatic region
may sometimes be in order; that is, when the evidence supports or suggests that additional therapeutic
benefit may be realized. However, there is a lack of clinical research in the area of chiropractic manipulative
treatment of multiple body regions so as to reveal its significance in addressing asymptomatic subluxation.
As such, one may reasonably deduce that a rationale for applying a multiregion manipulation approach to
"treat" an asymptomatic person would need to extend beyond the default reasoning ofvertebral subluxation.
The following analory takes the chiropractic philosophical principle of full spine manipulation, while
addressing a sole regional complaint, and applies it to a hypothetical patient presentation scenario with an
orthopedic surgeon.
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A 56 year old female presented for orthopedic surgical consult following her referral for the like
by her PCP. She had a 5 week history of progressive right-sided cervicobrachial pain and
numbness, following a fall at home, with no response to use of prescription strength medications
and physical therapy treatment. No other complaints were reported.

An MRI study, performed one week before her orthopedic consult, revealed a significant
posterolateral disc herniation at C4l5 (with impingement upon the right C5 nerve root), and a
moderate degree of hypertrophic changes of the apophyseal joints al C4l5 and C5/6 bilaterally.
Prior diagnostic testing included x-rays of the spine following her involvement in a motor vehicle
accident 4 years earlier. Those studies revealed signs of mild to moderate degenerative
changes of the C4l5, C516, T7l8 and L5/S1 vertebrae (including mild disc thinning and
osteophytosis at each of these levels).

The findings of the patient's orthopedic physical examination and electrodiagnostic testing of the
upper extremities revealed moderate to severe radiculopathy at C5 with significant muscle
weakness upon resisted shoulder abduction on the right. The patient was diagnosed with
cervical disc herniation and degenerative disease of thoracic and lumbar intervertebral discs.

As a result, at the advice of her orthopedist, she consented to undergoing surgery that involved
discectomy at C4l5 (with fusion) and debridement at the T718 and L4l5 vertebral levels.

As even a layperson could deduce, the extension ofsurgery into this fictional patient's thoracic and lumbar
regions is not consistent with her reason for pursuing care, her history of present illness, her physical
examination findings or the results of her most recent diagnostic studies. However, because the surgeon
believed that per{orming surgical procedures to the thoracic and lumbar regions (in removing arthritic
tissue) would best ensure proper biomechanical function of the cervical spine, he advised the patient that it
was in her best interest to receive those additional services during the surgical encounter.

This hypothetical patient management scenario accentuates the manner in which outside parties (including
CMS and other third party payers) may view chiropractic treatment of conjoining, asymptomatic
spinal/body regions simply on account of the doctor's reporting of subluxations thereto.

Subluxation Theory and Chiropractic Maintenance/Preventive/Wellness Care

"For the most part, clinical studies on the effectiveness of spinal manipulation are conducted
and reported without reference to the presence or absence or even the existence of subluxations."

- Neìson [ro4]

A recent literature review on chiropractic maintenance care reported no established prevalence of use [n9].
Nonetheìess, a majority of chiropractors surveyed in North America in zooo (93.60/") reported delivering
periodic maintenance/wellness care to their patients [S]. An earlier survey ofpracticing chiropractors in the
United States revealed that maintenance care was recommended to 78.7% of ehiropractic patients, with an
average frequency of r4.4 visits per year 16l. A similar US study directed at a population of senior patients in
receipt oflong-term maintenance care revealed an average of16.95 encounters annually [tzo]. The medical
review data of the zoo5 OIG report showed ThaI 40% of the chiropractic services (manipulation) provided
under the Medicare system for zoor were rendered as maintenance care [rer]. The disparities in utilization
percentage do not only apply to US-based figures, but also with survey/study data from chiropractors
practicing outside of the US frzz, rzg). Nevertheless, maintenance care is a well-known concept within
chiropractic [rz4]. It is perceived as a preventive measure f6, tzg, rz5], directed for example at thwarting
recurrent bouts of low back pain [rz3].

The use or recommendation of maintenance/wellness care is common amongst chiropractors [5-6, rr9,
rz6-rz9l such that it is considered integral to chiropractic clinical practice [zS]. The principal rationales
for use relate to the prevention or reduction ofepisodes ofmusculoskeletal pain, dysfunction or injury [r27,
rzgl and to maintain for the patient a state of optimal health [6]. It has been proposed that chiropractic
wellness care differs from maintenance care in that the former term represents a patient management
approach with greater breadth [25]. However, in the absence of an evidence-based defTnition for
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maintenance care [rr9] or a standardized protocol for use ofwellness care [25], any real difference between
the two may simply be a matter of semantics insofar as the individual practitioner's preference, or lack
thereof, to utilize services beyond spinal manipulation. A recent chiropractic review paper on maintenance
care concluded that the subject is not well researched [u9]. Since then, investigation has shown a
preliminary basis of support for use of manipulation in maintenance fashion [4o-r3r]. However, that
evidence currentþ pertains solely to nonspecific low back pain- a category of unidentified conditions which
itself requires more consistent terminolory and assessment methods [26]. Specifically, in anal¡zing workers'
compensation claims data, Cifuentes et al found less recurrent disability and an implied better cost-
effectiveness for chiropractic maintenance care in low back pain patients [go]. Simitarþ, in a prospective
controlled randomized trial undertaken by Senna and Machaly, a reduction of pain and disability was seen
only in the group of chronic nonspecific low back pain subjects in receipt of maintained spinal manipulation
therapy Ir3r].

Preliminary evidence exists to suppoft the provision of preventive chiropractic care in affecting pain and
disability for patients with conditions of the low back [126, r3o-r3r]. However, aside from the fact that not
all patients with low back pain may respond to manipulation [gr-rgz], the clinical usefulness or benefits
afforded with the maintenance care model has yet to be revealed frz4, rzTl or adequately investigated in
determining its role in managing individual patients [rz5]. Accordingly, maintenance care has yet to be
recoguized by third party payers as having enough value such that it has earned itself a place as a covered
serviee. Thus, the challenge that chiropractors have historically faced relative to the funding of the wellness
paradigm ofhealth by government and private insurers [r33] remains present today.

The Case for Therapeutic Joint Manipulation in Managing Nociceptive Pain

"No matter how one looks at it, or what one would like reality to be, chiropractic medicine is
about
back pain, neck pain and headache. Instead of fighting that fact (or denying it), we should
embrace
it fully and focus on becoming society's go-to profession for disorders in this area."

- Murphy, et al [r8]

Various published studies, research efforts, reviews of the literature and cìinical guidelines supply evidence
for and illustrate a history of growing acknowledgement of the efficacy of spinal manipulation in the
treatment of certain types of neck pain, lower back pain and headache conditions lzg-go, 4o, 42-44, tg4
-158]. Some supportive evidence also exists for the clinical effcctivcncss of trcatmcnt rcgimcns that include
manipulation of the spine and/or extraspinal joints in managing pain conditions affecting the shoulder [46
-49,62,64,66, r59-16ol, elbow [62, r6r,-16z], hip [ro9, l^63-r64], and ankle [16g-166]. Within the
contemporary integrative patient care environment, the value of the current medical literature in these areas
needs to be recognized precisely for what it represents for the chiropractic profession. It offers a scientifically
tested, clinically cogent and evidence-based therapeutic joint manipulation model for modulating
mechanical nociception. Further research is warranted in revealing the precise mechanism/s by which
manipulation serves to alleviate acute and chronic pain of nociceptive origin [167]. However, for what is
presently known about the neurobiological mechanisms of musculoskeletal pain lz7, 168-169], the
mechanical effects of manipulation [r7o], and the immediate neurophysiologic or hypoalgesic effects of
spinal manipulation [8r-85, 94-95, t7t-t7z), there shines a beacon of opportunity for the chiropractic
profession.

As it relates to chiropractic treatment of spine-based neuromusculoskeletal conditions, a recent consensus
process makes a series of recommendations toward managing chronic pain patients [r73]. Another
undertaking offers an algorithmic approach to the treatment of acute and chronic spine-related pain
conditions while better defining patient care terminologr integral to the chiropractic clinical practice [r74].
Neither of these contemporary professional efforts, nor many others which aim to investigate or summarize
the effîcacy or effects of spinâl-manipulation [29-go, rz6, r4g, t1g, t75-l71], speciflcaily mention the
vertebral subluxation so as to associate it causatively to pain conditions of either the acute or chronic variety.
From a practical application standpoint, the content ofthese clinical papers is consistent with a chiropractic
treatment paradigm that utilizes therapeutic joint manipulation (TJM) to modulate known biological pain
mechanisms. Manipulative therapy has a known and clinically relevant effect in pain reduction [r78].
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The time has come for the whole of ehiropractic to complete the process of embracing a pain-based model to
patient care, making the domain of neuromusculoskeletal pain management the primary professional
endeavor aimed at serving societal needs. No longer can it rely upon concepts that are not biologically
plausible, or unknown, to the larger scientific community 14, t6, r79]. Nor can it afford to sit idle with
conviction that science will someday reinforce philosophy. By surrendering to the fact that decades'worth of
scientific inquiry, analysis and debate has failed to provide support for the traditional vertebral subluxation
paradigm (with its related axioms and rationales for patient care applications), and by adopting a pain-based
model for use in clinical practice, the chiropractic profession would be better suited to gain broader access to
the population of neuromusculoskeletal pain patients with conditions of spinal/appendicular origin. Taking
such a stance could serve as both the foundation and a springboard for practice initiatives in the areas of
wellness and the attainment of PCP status for chiropractors. Perhaps more than any other health care
discipline that offers conservative treatment for neuromusculoskeletal conditions, the profession of
chiropractic is in a unique position to expand its reach as the specialty that treats and aims to prevent spine
pain. To its advantage, it already has in place an accredited educational system, an established and growing
base of academic and clinical knowledge, proven skill sets in the manipulative arts, general public
recognition as the profession that provides spinal manipulation [r], a capable political network, and an
untapped service access infrastructure through and upon which such a transition could be initiated and
developed.

Professional maturation is the result of reflection upon the historical origins, founding operational principles
and moral conflicts of that profession, followed by a common recognition of what has proven to be true
through sufficient time, shared practical experience and scientific investigation. Together, the thoughts and
impressions that are conceptualized and materialize can effectuate change in the defined mission and
practices ofthat profession in meeting the needs ofthe public. As an honest and open-ended process, there
must be latitude fbr refinement or potential revision in the deliverable scope and purpose of care, as dictated
by emergent medical evidence, societal need and the related expectations of the broader medical community.
Thus, professional maturation comes about in a transitional manner, the ideas for which do not suddenly
emerge in trivial fashion or upon a call for change that is inconsistent with the revelations of an advancing
science. Nevertheless, it cannot occur when there is stagnation of will or thought of its membership in this
regard or when the influence of philosophic viewpoints prevents collaborative action toward advocating a
patient care model with evidence at its center.

With professional maturation comes the demand of clinical and societal accountability. Specific to the
proposed maturation needs of chiropractic, a critical first step would involve a conscious decision to
graduate from the core theoretical tenet of the vertebral subluxation in aligning itself with the emerging
science which favors TJM in the management of pain conditions of neuromusculoskeletal origin. Continued
reliance upon age-old views and practices that are wholly or partly incompatible with the accumulated base
of scientific knowledge will impede professional advancement and reduce the probability of a more
integrative future. Above all, this is an ethical calling, one with a societal obligation component derived from
an oath to stand ready in servitude. However, on account of the spectrum of individual field practitioners
amongst whom there remains diversity in philosophical persuasion, variation in clinical practice preference,
and fear of loss of professional credibility/viability with a changed practice model, it is recognized that an
attempt at such an undertaking would not come without resistance. It is understood that there is no easy
solution to have a majority of participants reach agreement toward professional (thought) reform in this
regard.

Matters of Public Interest

"Chiropractic's problem is that subluxation based chiropractors are not only deluding
themselves,
they are indoctrinating patients into believing in a purportedly dangerous m¡hical entity, and
that without regular adjustments, patients will not only fail to reach their full potential, they
will likely suffer serious health problems."

* Simpson [7]
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Chiropractic still lingers between the mainstream and alternative forms of health care [r8o], despite its
overall success penetrating into various third party payer/health care financing systems. As reported in the
scientific literature, from a public opinion perspective, chiropractic has historically earned high patient
satisfaction scores [r8r]. Perhaps this is because the principal service supplied by chiropractors, spinal
adjustments/manipulation, is accepted by most patients as a feel-good, relatively innocuous and clinically
effective therapeutic approach for musculoskeletal conditions. This view has likeþ contributed greatly to the
overall success of the profession throughout its history. However, moving forward, what remains to be seen
is whether the profession will be able to transcend the ambiguity imposed by the vertebral subluxation [r].
Dependence upon the spinal subluxation as an element of distinction to support chiropractic manipulation is
no longer reálistic or operationally practical considering that physicãl therapisls are providing and
investigating the clinical value of the very same manual therapy procedure without ascribing to the unproven
vertebral subluxation concept.

Over the latter part of the last century, many millions of spinal adjustments have been rendered to
chiropractic patients worldwide. Despite this, there is no evidence or suggestion that there has been an
epidemiological shift in the prevalence of degenerative spinal conditions for that segment of society which
has had regular exposure to the variable of chiropractic manipulation for vertebral subluxation. Moreover, to
the author's knowledge, not a single case report has ever been presented within the chiropractic literature
proposing or demonstrating a permanently cured subluxation lesion, at any vertebral level. Somehow, it is
only within the chiropractic sphere that this void of supportive evidence has had little impact on the
perceived validity of the subluxation construct. To the contrary, through circular logic and self-
serving/presumptive reasoning, many chiropractors have accepted that despite the evolutionary process of
natural selection [Zr] the human spine is so delicate that vertebral subluxations will continually recur.
Theoretically, this holds true for the entire human race and can potentially come about even by way of
benign activities, postural imperfeetions, toxins, etc. By default, and under the magnifying glass of medical
evidence, does this not render today's vertebral subhxation a lesion ofconvenience which in essence plaees
the doctor's pecuniary interests above all else? After all, the subluxation is still espoused by some as
requiring chiropractic intervention without end [26]. How does that ideal serve the best interest of the
public, so as to render the mission and services of the chiropractic profession congruous with the ethical
undertakings of, and self-imposed edicts adopted by, the remainder of the mainstream health care
disciplines?

In addressing asymptomatic vertebral subluxation [rz8], what determines how often chiropractic
adjustments must be provided, what technique to use, or to what degree of force the manipulative procedure
is to be delivered in perhaps ensuring the objective of achieving proper spinal alignment for general health?
A clinically reproctrcible dose-response relationship [16] or a proposerì model of optimal force thnrst have
yet to be established for the subluxation construct- taking into account the variables brought about by
patient age [r8z], morphological differences in regional spinal anatomy [r83-r8b], and other individual
clinical/physiologic factors.

Bioengineering investigation has revealed that it takes about zo minutes for cavitation to recur in previously
cracked metacarpophalangealjoints [186]. Also, the refractory period ofjoint surface separation, which is
probably affected by syrovial fluid viscosity, has been shown to last for about 15 minutes following the
attainment of an audible crack [186]. So, as it may theoretically apply to a sole "misaligned" vertebra, might
any immediate and measurable biomechanical effect of a high velocity, low amplitude manipulative thrust be
lost shortly after joint cavitation is achieved? An affirmative answer to this question would render the
concept of repositioning misaligned vertebrae via chiropractic adjustments [rBZ] simplistic and impractical,
in part, on account of the fact that synovial joints will return to their pre-cracked resting internal state just
minutes after undergoing manipulation. Absent significant force trauma [r88] and barring underþing joint
hypermobility or degeneration, it is seemingly self-evident that the orientation of osseous elements and
varied spinal ligaments [r89] offers passive stability in all directions. Moreover, likely through natural
selection, in preventing nerve root impingement (via vertebral subluxation) from occurring, adjacent
vertebrae undergo barest minimum displacement [7r]. The latter two concepts would prevent an individual
vertebra from being maneuvered beyond the transitory displacement associated with the dynamic
manipulative thrust (the elastic deformation and subsequent rebounding of soft tissue holding elements).

On the whole, this oppositional idea to chiropractic "positional" theory [r8Z] and subluxation conection is
consistent with decades' worth of anecdotal experiences of field practitioners. Namely, the observable
phenomenon of changed segmental joint play between the pre- and post-manipulation assessments,
followed by a recurrence of joint motion deficits (palpable dysfunction) at the same vertebral levels during
successive patient encounters. Historically relied upon as evidence of vertebral subluxation, this
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phenomenon most likely exemplifies the temporary release of mechanically or reflexogenically restricted
joint holding elements during the post-manipulation refractory period. Subluxation correction should then
be an easily testable postulation from the standpoint that the subject who remains at rest after manipulation
(i.e., while remaining still on the chiropractic table, in the very same position for which the adjustment was
rendered) would expectedly no longer exhibit palpatory dysfunction or sign of "misalignment" upon
expiration of the 15 minute post-cavitation refractory period. This kind of study has yet to be undertaken. In
any event, the open-ended nature of subluxation based care [75] relies not only upon positional theory but
likely the associated joint cavitation phenomenon as well. Some patients believe that the manipulative crack
signifies the repositioning of misaligned vertebrae [r87] and that the cracks encountered on subsequent
chiropractic sessions exemplifr a recurrence of these bony displacements. So, if not altering vertebral
position to potentially bring about some health benefit, what then do chiropractic spinal adjustments
directed at subluxation aim to accomplish clinically, when rendered at the doctor-preferred frequency and
via techniques which vary in force application from provider to provider?

As part of a patient-oriented approach to care, it is likely that most chiropractors feel a professional
obligation to deliver care by way of full-spine manipulative treatment and/or with "end-care"
recommendation for periodic maintenance/wellness visits. However, neither of these models has been
adequately tested by way of clinical trials to reveal the value and role of either in the patient management
process or toward the prevention of episodic/recurrent spine pain or disability of varying etiolory.
Preliminary studies/analyses appear to favor the use of chiropractic maintenance care in reducing episodic
recurrence of non-speeific low back pain [r3o-r3r]. This has yet to be shown to be true for the neck [r9o].
Nevertheless, further research effofts are needed toward revealing the particular types of lower back
conditions most amenable to ongoing chiropractic treatment, the specific individual or combined
components of chiropractic care that may be responsible for the beneficial effects preliminarily realized, and
whether spinal manipulation - as part of a well-rounded preventive treatment regimen - may yield long
term benefit for pain conditions of other spinal/appendicular regions.

Chiropractic manipulation should be reserved for clinical circumstances that justifli its use, and then
delivered with care and mindful regard to the individual patient. Provider discretion concerning the type,
breadth, magnitude, frequency and duration of spinal manipulative treatment is a necessity for each
uniquely presenting patient. Those patients with chronic degenerative conditions may receive the benefit of
palliative relief and improved functionality with periodic manipulative treatment. In select circumstances
(i.e., ongoing care of a chronic condition ltZS]), the provision of more comprehensive treatment regimens,
by way of multi-modal treatment approaches or with active care components that may be supervised by the
chiropractor (when necessary) or self-directed by the patient at home or in a g¡rm environment, may be
clinically sensible in best ensuring maximum restoration and preservation of joint function/integrity. A
recent Delphi methods consensus process offers professional parameters for the care of chronic spine pain
conditions [r73].

In view of all of this, can individual practitioners continue to propagate, in the public domain, age-old
precepts that are without supportive evidence - thereby rendering chiropractic operationally inconsistent
with how the remainder of the health care disciplines is evolving? The short-term financial gains realized by
the individual practitioner who provides treatment based upon philosophical precepts may have long-term
profession-wide implications across differing reimbursement systems, as has been suggested of the effects of
overzealous use of maintenance care applications [rr9]. Moreover, in paradoxical fashion, the idea that the
periodic provision of chiropractic spinal adjustments for silent or asymptomatic subluxation constitutes as
"wellness" care is in direct contradistinction to both D.D. Palmer's intention to treat the sick [r.3] and the
"dis-ease" model ofsubluxation which has been forever pitched to the public.

Historically, public utilization of chiropractic services has ranged between 60/o and tzo/o frgr). The latest
figure for prevalence of chiropractic visits across twelve countries (Z6%) has reportedly changed little over
the past 1S-2o years [r9z]. Arguably, on account of these meager figures, and the prolonged historical
dependency upon the philosophical tenets discussed herein, a culture of chiropractic patient education
practices developed and remains active today toward retaining patients irrespective ofthe clinical condition
with which they present. If the individual field practitioner continues to rely upon strategies which
principally serve to maximize revenue generation in a low utilization market (through convincing patients to
repeatedly attend after attaining maximum benefit, and by way of billing third parties for manipulation that
extends into as¡.'rnptomatic body regions), then a loss of clinical credibility will eventually be cast upon the
entirety of the profession. After many decades of implementing these practices, and despite growing
popularity of the complementary and alternative medicine movement [r93], it has become plainly evident
that adhering to chiropractic's founding philosophical beliefs in the patient management process is not the
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path to meaningtul professional growth orwidespread public acceptance. 984
The evidence-based approach to patient care has begun to influence chiropractic education and practiee
[r5z]. However, most chiropraetors lack interest in it [S]. As such, chiropractors may be their own worst
enemies at a time when embracing the science and evidence which favors manipulation could open avenues
for professional reform, greater collaborative practice opportunities, and expansion of reach in the areas of
wellness, rehabilitation specialist or PCP status. It is not in the public interest to take the position of placing
founding chiropractic philosophy ahead of the revelations of modern science. In some way this limits the
manner in which that segment of the non-using public (88-g+%) may be exposed to the option of
chiropractic care for musculoskeletal pain, regardless of the manner in which this, or other barriers [r94],
may continue to impact upon direct or referral-based accessibility. These issues must be considered against
the backdrop ofthe back-pain related public utilization statistics for physical therapy sewices [r9S], as well
as a growing interest in spinal manipulation by physiotherapists.

Conclusion

"As members of an established profession, chiropractors must rapidly wake up to the realisation
that
there is a void in the field of non-surgical spinal healthcare which chiropractic can fill."

- Brown [rz]

With growing interest in and the pursuit of articular manipulation by physiotherapists, this piece intends to
reiterate and expound on the suggestion that continued adherence to the vertebral subluxation will
eventually result in a displacement of chiropractors from the health care landscape [u]. Also, it posits that
devotion to two rlirectly relate<ì phiìosophical precepts (pertaining to ftll-spine treatment ancl maintenance
care applications), each falling short of having had its clinical application parameters adequately defined
through investigative research, will detract from more immediate chiropractic professional growth in the
contemporary, competitive environment of evidence-based health care. A shift in the professed fundamental
purpose ofchiropractic care has become essential to the longevity ofthe profession. Public uncertainty over
the dogma of subluxation [r] will be hastened through the relatively recent integration of spinal
manipulation into phyoical therapy practice. In contrast to chiropractic, thc physical thcrapy profcssion has
historically operated under a medical paradigm, more recently showing a heightened interest in spinal
manipulation research such that it is now using the procedure without regard for vertebral subhxation
theory or a need to rely upon associated motivational tactics to attain/retain patients.

Absent scientific substantiation or well-defined parameters of clinical applicability, the management of
chiropractic patients should no longer be based upon or governed by the once highly valued and profession-
defining philosophical conviction of the vertebral subluxation. The time has come for the chiropractic
profession to come to terms with letting go of this theoretical concept f7, rr, ro6). Unlike the past, the
matter now reaches beyond the confines of internal debate elicited by those of differing philosophical
persuasions. As opposing factions within the chiropractic profession remain at odds over the clinical
significance and fate of the vertebral subluxation in a modern health care world, the collective body has
balked at decisive action. There is no merit to the idea that relinquishing the subluxation principle connotes
professional betrayal or that it will somehow render chiropractic unrecognizable to the public, thereby
eliminating its distinctiveness. In fact, the opposite may prove to be true should the current state of affairs be
permitted to play out to its logical end. Physiotherapists have recognized the evidence and implications of
spinal manipulation for clinical practice [rg6] and have integrated thrust manipulation into educational
curricula [rgZ]. During the past several years the sheer volume of clinical papers emerging in this area
reflects a cleverly organized step-wise progression to the research efforts of physiotherapists. That research
not only pertains to thrust manipulation lgr-45r 5b-b6, 6o, 69, rgSl but to flexion-distraction [rqg] as
well. Perhaps this signifies that they are better positioning themselves to serve as the future go-to providers
for this service.

There is a growing body of research evidence to support the clinical efficacy of multiregional manipulation in
the treatment of specific conditions [Br, 38-86, 3'8¡ 40¡ 45-491. Also, preliminary evidence exists for
chiropractic maintenance care for nonspecific low back pain [r3o-r3r]. However, that evidence cannot and
should not be extrapolated to signify generalized validity to the philosophical precepts of full-spine
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manipulation and maintenance/preventive care so as to support their universal application to any/all
clinical presentations. As a means of evidence-based treatment, full-spine manipulation should not be
utilized unconditionally. Moreover, in accordance with current evidence, the provision of
maintenance/preventive care should be reserved for selected lower back conditions in those individuals with
identifiable risk factors for injury/episodic recurrence and who can be expected, through the clinical criteria
of patient history and/or prior treatment response, to benefit from chiropractic care. Additional research
must be conducted in numerous areas to evaluate the validity and the potential value/role of each of these
practices for broader clinical application. That would include optimal procedure dose [eoo]. Until then, the
tenets which have driven these practices should fall out of focus as general influencers for patient care and
be replaced by a mindset that embraces an evidence-based therapeutic joint manipulation approach to
chiropractic practice.

The compendium of research evidence for spinal manipulation [zS-So] favors its utilization as a
therapeutic procedure to manage nociceptive pain. In a contemporary time, that idea arguably serves the
most clinically sound and politically viable operational model upon which chiropractic can advance itself in
the public domain and in building new inter-professional relations so as to meet societal needs in the
management of musculoskeletal pain. Such a model is both simple in concept and congruous with both the
primary service that chiropractors have rendered for more than a century (spinal manipulation) and the
principal reason that patients pursue or receive physician referral for chiropractic treatment (relief of
musculoskeletal pain). There is an historical context to this, with regard to the profession's successful
penetration into the health care delivery system and its established role as the type of practitioner that treats
the spine with conservative manual methods. Accordingìy, it has become a necessity to shift professional
interest, academic emphasis, research investigation efforts, patient education practices and clinician
behavior in accordance with the widening supportive science component of the science-art-philosophy triad
of chiropractic. In doing so, the profession may rise above the perception of illegitimacy that still lingers
within some segments of the broader medical community. Moreover, it could earn itself a more favorable
opinion across the general public, beyond the locus of its receptive patient base. As a result, it may find itself
benefiting from the reform which is cunently underway in the United States health care delivery system.

With resourcefulness and tactical preparation, the chiropractic profession can create new opportunities for
itselfin delivering well-reasoned care through a new evidence-based model that has a built-in transparency
standard. With that, it may then find itself in a position to fulfill the moral obligation to reach and serve a
larger percentage of society.

Transitioning the Clinical Practice

In best fulfilling the civic duty component of what it means to be a health care professional in a
modern era, and in opening avenues for greater inter-professional collaboration, it is proposed here
that the philosophic chiropractic approach to patient care be replaced by one that is science-minded
and evidence based. What can the interested chiropractor do in making a transition in this regard?

The following points, concepts and practical application strategies should be given consideration:

a. There is a growing outcome trend within recently published studies that favors therapeutic joint
manipulation for nociceptive pain. Considering the scale of that trend, no longer can the efficacy
of manual therapy methods in the treatment of certain musculoskeletal disorders be ignored by
policymakers or downplayed by naysayers within the medical community. As such, the
chiropractic profession potentially faces a wave of growth opportunity, but only if its members
depart from the convenience, ease and refuge of subluxation theory and embrace this medical
evidence trend as part of a paradigm shift.

b. As a basic element to the pursuit of excellence in clinical practice, chiropractors must know the
substance of the medical literature that pertains to their discipline and be effective
communicators of that information to patients and other health care professionals. No longer is
this optional for the individual practitioner. It is now obligational, considering the surge of
manipulation research efforts by physiotherapists as well as the underllng and growing trend of
incorporating manipulation into physical therapy educational curricula and clinical practice.
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c. Chiropractors should no longer be bound by the frustration of having to convince others of some

unmeasurable value to the services they offer. The amount of evidence that now supports the
principal chiropractic service of manipulation should be a source of excitement to the individual
practitioner and the motivational force behind a desire to be a ìifelong subscriber to the medical
literature.

d. In the busy chiropractic practice, challenging oneself to read just one clinical paper per week
would elevate the practitioner's knowledge of the substance of the peer reviewed medical
literature by 5z papers'worth of information in a single year. That is not difficult to accomplish,
and articles are readily accessible via the internet (from open access journals) or by way of
submitting requests for specific papers to a chiropractic/medical college library.

e. For starters, every chiropractor should become familiar with the findings of the zoro UK
evidence report [e9] and the zor4 update paper that followed. [So] For those who may not be
fully aware of the manner in which clinical papers can be located in the medical literature,
keywords can be entered in searching for citations maintained within the US National Library of
Medicine's PubMed database
[http ://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.govlpubmed].

f. As members of an evolving health care system that is beholden to rule of mcdical cvidcncc,
chiropractors who choose to embark on the path of science by regularly reviewing the medical
literature may find themselves developing a previously untapped part of their professional being.
By understanding the content of the scientific literature and the bearing that medical evidence
can have upon the clinical practice, chiropractors may begin to critically review and reconsider
previously accepted belief systems that were not grounded in or supported by basic science.

g. How the profession can escape the political albatross of the Medicare-subluxation conundrum
(undoubtedly, a delicate matter) is something to which many chiropractors have likely given
thought. However, from a clinical practice perspective, the individual chiropractor who may be
seeking to bleak ti'ee of the subluxation model ueed not find hinxelf/herself Lroubled aliuut thaL.
It just so happens that the word "subluxation" need not appear anywhere in the chiropractic
chart of a Medicare patient. [zor] Also, subluxation treatment is already considered a pain-
based approach, as identified in the Medicare Benefit Policy Manual. [zor]

At no point in the history of the chiropractic profession has the situation been more urgent, yet timely,
for reforrrr. With tirne, effort and renewed purpose, any chiropractor can begin to develop an
understanding of what the medical literature reveals regarding therapeutic joint manipulation, while
learning of the good that change can bring to the clinical practice. Transitioning to a pain-based
operational model would offer the chiropractic profession far more than any shortlived
ilconveuiences incurred.

Author Dennis DiGiorgi is a t996 Magna Cum Laude graduate of New York Chiropractic College and holds
diplomate certifìcation in health care quality and management with the American Board of Quality
Assurance and Utilization Review Physicians. Since zoo3, he has held a seat on the editorial advisory board
of the Official Disability Guidelines.

He is Adjunct Post Professional Faculty at National University Of Health Sciences. Some of his other
professional contributions, also aimed at elevating chiropractic through a transparency standard (in meeting
needed qualitative improvements in an evidence driven health care environment), include a continuing
education course on clinical documentation
http://nuhs.edu/academics/college-of-continuing-education/online-ce-courses/
and a published paper on manipulation under anesthesia
http://chiromt.biomedcentral.com/articl es I to.tt86 I zo4S-T ogx-2r-r4.

He may be contacted at drdigiorgi@aol.com
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Physicians to pay greater share
of their discipline hearing costs

An overview of the
discussions and
decisions made at
the February Council
meeting.

T) H:::::i:"iffi:,7
| -t sional misconduct or are

J- founct to be lncompetent
will pay for a greater proportion of
the costs of their discipline hearings

than they currently bear.

Following a recommendation
from the College's Finance Com-
mittee, Council voted to raise

the tariffrate - the daily cost of
conducting a hearing - from $5,500
per day to $10,180 per day.

In the past year, as part ofan
overall effort to address rising costs

within the College (which are

ultimately passed along as increases

in membership fees to the College's

members), the Finance Commit-
tee recommended that a greater

portion of the College's fixed costs

associated with running a disci-

pline hearing be recovered from the

member who is the subject of the

hearing. Accordingl¡ the Finance

Committee asked Council that a

higher tariff rate be set, one that
reflected a greater total ofthe esti-

mated cost of a day of hearing time
Although the increase may seem

significant, $tO,tSO per day repre-

sents a conservative estimate of the

Colleget actual costs of conducting
a day of hearing, and a fraction of
the actual investigative and legal

costs and expenses incurred in
conducting an investigation and

preparing for a hearing.

Reporting a Change of
Scope, Re-entering Practice
A policy \Mas approved that articu-
lates the College's expectations of
physicians who wish to change their
scope of practice or who wish to
re-enter practice after an extended

absence.

The policy - Ensuring Compe-
tence: Changing Scope of Practice
and/or Re-entering Practice -
states that physicians must report

i an intention to change their scope l*
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ofpractice andlor to re-enter practice after an
absence of two years or more. The policy sets

out the definitions of scope of practice and
change in scope ofpractice.

The policy retains the key content of the
draft policy that had been circulated for exter-
nal consultation. However, the revised draft
policy and appendices have been enhanced
for clarity.

Council requested a FAQ document be

developed to expand on a few issues in the
policy. This document will be developed
shortly and will be posted on our website.

Please see the article on page 25.

Public Health Emergencies
Council has approved a policy that articulates
the College's expecrarions of physicians and
reinforces the profession's commitment to the
public during public health emergencies.

The Public Health Emergencies policy
clarifies that physicians must be available
to provide physician services, and that this
may include direct medical care to people
in need, taking on administrarive support
roles or temporarily expanding the capacity
ofonet practice to offset the increased strain
on physician resources.

The policy addresses the importance of
preparing for public health emergencies by
participating in emergency planning exer-

cises, and proactively informing themselves

1010

of the information available that will assist

in being prepared.

Please see the article onpage23.

Closing a Medical Practice
Your feedback is needed on draft expecrarions
for physicians who are permanendy closing
their medical practice.

The scope of the draft policy has been

narrowed to physicians who are perma-
nendy closing a medical practice. Temporary
absences from a medical practice - for any
reason - will be addressed in the Continuity
of Care policies currently being developed.

The draft policy now srares that physicians
must provide ninery days' notice ro parients
prior to a planned practice closure. This is

consistent with expectations currently set
out by other Canadian medical regulatory
authorities. The article is on page I 1.

College Releases lnterim Opioid
lnvestigation Update
Council received a second interim update
that included the outcomes in the inves-
tigations of 81 of the 84 physicians who
had been investigated by the College after
it received information from the Narcotic
Monitoring System (NMS) about poten-
tially inappropriate opioid prescribing.

Nearly half of physicians investigated -
36 - have been ordered to take mandated
remediation. This could include an agree-
ment by the doctor to participate in educa-
tion and practise under clinical supervision
and to be reassessed. A further eight have
been ordered to take mandated remediation
and have also received a caution. Please see

page 19 for more information.
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Continuity of Care Policy
fÞvelopment
Council had the opportunity to hear about

work currendy underway to develop new

policies relating to continuiry of care. Council
was provided with an overview of key posi-

tions currentþ being drafted and Council
provided feedback on these positions in order
to inform the drafting process.

The Policy\ØorHng Group is developing

discrete draft policies relating to four key

areas ofcontinuity ofcare that are organized

under an umbrelld policy.
These areas are:
.,{vailabiliry and Coverage (e.g., availabiliry

to patients and other health-care provid-
ers, after-hours and vacation coverage);

. Têst Results Management (e.g., ordering,

tracking, communicating results);
. Tlansitions in Care (e.g., hospital dis-

charges, the consultation process); and
.'\ùl'alk-in Clinics (e.g., connection to pri-

mary caÍe, managing unattached patients).

The group is hoping to be able to bring
drafr versions of these policies to May Coun-
cil for approval to consult with the profession

and the public and other stakeholders on the

drafts.

f¡overnanCe ßeviw
Council has decided to proceed with a fo-
cused effort to review the College's governance

stmcture. This initiative relates to the ongoing
discussions about possible proposals relating to
the modernization of the College model which
may include: reduction in size of council,

competeng/ based appointments, equal public/
physician composition and separation between

R I: I'() R'l'.\ I' lt( ) M ( ;() I / N L' I I

council and statutory committees.

\Øhile Council has discussed this issue on
several occasions over the past few years, it is

now of the view that a more focused review
should begin, prior to any strategic planning
process.

The purpose of the review is to build on
governance work completed by the College
in 2017. This includes building on Council
support for greater independence of the Dis-
cipline Committee (the recommendation that
there be no overlap in membership between

Council and the Discipline Committee) and,

support of a process and timeline to facilitate
the election of a public member of Council
as President. It is proposed that initial activity
include the collection of information about
existing governance models, best practices,

and work being done by other organizations.

Fee lncreaseApproved
Council has approved a $ 100 fee increase to
renew an independent practice certificate.
This increase brings the fee to $1725.

The proposed membership fee had been

circulated to the membership following the

December meeting of Council.
The fee increase is required to ensure the

College has the resources to fulfill our stat-
utory obligations. The College continues
to face an unprecedented volume of cases

and significantl¡ an increase in the number
of complex and time-consuming investi-
gations. Over the last several years, the

number of investigations has been steadily
climbing - in the last year alone there was

a l3o/o increase in the total caseload, with a

45o/o increase in the more complex Regis-

trar's Investigations. I
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How the College is making its
complaints process more efficient

have had several complaints," wrote one

Ontario cloctor recently on a social media

forum, "and I felt that the College was quite
reasonable and fair. But they took ages [to

provide a decision]," he wrote.

\Øe agree. It does take too long for a complaint to wind
its way through our process. And the College's new Reg-

istrar/CEO, says her first priority is to find efficiencies in
the way that we perform this core function.

"A slow complaints process does not serve the interest

of the public or physicians," said Dr. Nancy \ü/hitmore.

"In too many cases, the process is drawn-out, which leads

to additional stress and uncertainty for patients. And of
course, for physicians, it is a stressful process that carries

with it ffemendous uncertainty for their careers and their

lives," she said.

The College receives approximateþ 2700 public com-
plaints per year ofvarying complexiry. As volumes have

increased, timelines have also increased, resulting in dis-

satisfaction for both cornplainants and physicians.

In2017, the median length to provide a decision in a
public complaint was202 days. And that, says Dr. \Øhit-
more, is too long a wait.

So when she joined the College in June of this year, she

immediateþ began to look for opportunities for greater

efficiencies in the complaints process.

One of the biggest gains, she believes, can be realized by

managing more low risk maners to an early resolution.

Of those approximateþ 2700 public complaints re-

ceived annually, the Inquiries, Complaints, and Reports ¡¡
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Committee takes no action in 650/o of cases.

These numbers suggests opportunities exist

for greater efficiency without sacrificing either

fairness or effectiveness. "Clearl¡ there is an oP-

portunity to manage lower risk complaints diÊ

ferently in order to provide a better experience

for complainants and physicians," she said.

Io this end, the College will introduce several

important changes to its complaints process. For

example, we will have one of our PublicAdvi-
sors on staff contact the complainant within
two business days of receipt of the complaint.

r During the phone call, the Advisor will seek to
fully understand the nature of

,,rherssue Ís ffim$:äi:i:îî*u
ensÚfing that explain the process, answer any

investigations can :ï::'l:::*'o 
ensure tle com-

plainant feels heard. In many
bg as proportionate i*.r, ,".r, a conversarion may

tO and effiCient aS lead to a resolution of the issue

the underlying merit ffiïäithoutneedror
of the compla¡nt lø. *t1ako introduce a

WaffAnt$" Medical Complaints Direc-

tor and initiate an alternative

n dispute resolution process to assist in resolving

matters to the mutual satisfaction of the com-

plainant and the physician.

Ihe Medical Complaints Director will review

complaints and stream them towards resolu-

tion or investigation using defined criteria. In
appropriate cases, and if both physician and

complainant agree, they will be able to partici-

pate in the alternative dispute resolution process

with a goal of achieving an early and mutually

satisfactory resolution. This should enable the

College's investigative resources to be directed

towards more serious matters. If, fot any reason,

the alternative dispute resolution process does

not resolve a matter, an investigation will be

completed.

ihe Colleget handling of complaints was

addressed by the Hon. Justice Stephen Goudge

in his 2016 report Strearnlining the Physician

Compløints Process In Ontario. From an eÊ

1014
ficiency perspective, "the issue is ensuring that

investigations can be as proportionate to and

efficient as the underþng merit of the com-

plaint warrants," he wrote.

By refocusing on earþ resolution, where pos-

sible and appropriate, we should also be able to

offer faster service, increase both complainant

and physician satisfaction, and reduce overall

time to resolution.

\Øe are looking closely at the experience of
the College of Physicians and Surgeons ofAl-
berta. Alberta's legislation provides its College's

Complaints Director with the abiliq¡ to dismiss

a complaint without investigating it_ 40o/o of
complaints received in Alberta ultimately do

not require an investigation. In Ontario, the

legislation requires that all complaints be inves-

tigated, or be managed through an an alterna-

tive dispute resolution process. Although the

legislation in the two provinces have important
differences, we believe that lessons can be

learned about Alberta's methods and tools that

will help us resolve complaints more quickly

within our own existing legislative and regula-

tory framework.

\Øe are also putting a renewed emphasis on

improving our communication with partici-

pants throughout the complaints process, mak-

ing sure that they understand the process, the

timelines associated with it and the resources

available to them. In some cases, delays cannot

be avoided. And this means that the College's

investigators - in the face oflonger processes

- must ensure that all participants are aware of
why the process is taking an extended amount

of time, thereby reducing the frustration
caused by longer investigative processes.

"\Øe need to be respectful," said Dr. \X/hit-

more. "There is nothing more central to our
mandate than the way we support patients

when they have concerns. And it is important
that we work respectfully with physicians

through that process. In the end, we all have

a common goal - ensuring that the people

of Ontario are receiving high quality, safe

patient care." @
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Statement from the College of Physicians and Surgeons -Professional Obtigations and Human Rights

lfar 24,2015

of Ontario has been served with a Notice of A from the
Christian Medical and Dental the Canadian Federation

Canadian Charter of and Freedoms

We will vigorously defend the recently approved policy

The policy requires that physicians act in a manner that respects patient dignity, ensures access to care, and
protects patient safety when they choose not to provide health care for reasons of their religion or
conscience. The policy does not require physicians to perform procedures or provide treatments to which
they object on religious basis, except during a medical emergency.

We believe the policy strikes the appropriate balance befween physicians' Charter rights, their professional
and ethical obligations, and the expectations of the public.

The policy was developed as a result of a rigorous review process which included two extensive public
consultations. Comments were provided by members of the public, the profession and other stakeholders via
correspondence, email or regular mail, a brief online survey, or by posting comments to the online discussion
page. The College also sought the views of the Ontario public atlarge by commissioning a public opinion
poll. The results of the poll are representative of the public's views on conscientious objection.

. The results indicated that the vast majority of Ontarians believe that physicians, who object to
providing certain elements of care on moral or religious grounds, should be required to identifii
another physician who will provide the treatment, and make and/or coordinate the referral.

. Highlights from the public polling results are as follows:

Ontarians believe that physicians who object to providing care on moral or religious grounds should be

required to do the following:
o Provide patients with information about treatment or procedure options (94%)

o Identify another physician who will provide the treatment and advise the patient to contact them (92%)

o Make/coordinate the referral (87%).

The College reviewed all of the feedback it received carefully. Decisions about policy revisions are made
with the goal of ensuring the final policy is consistent with the College's mandate to protect and serve the
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public interest, and represents the expectations the public and the profession itself has of physicians in
Ontario.

The fufutpnal Oþligq.tions an¿ Ltuman NShß policy is available on our website
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ITEM 6.8

x 1017

Mod ernizing Oversight of
Professions

by Julie Maciura
Mqrch zot9 - Issue no. 224

A branch of McMaster University just posted a major research study on

modernizing the oversight of the health professions in Ontario. Funded by the

Ontario government, the study has three major components: an Evidence Brief

of academic research; three Citizen Panels that discussed the issues with a

representative cross-section of Ontarians; and a Stakeholder Dialogue. Each

has a separate report.

Rather than make actual recommendations, the McMaster Forum proffered

themes that emerged from the project. The McMaster Forum defined the

problem as the current oversight regime not keeping up with societal needs,

particularþ in the following areas:

the oversight mechanisms in place have not kept pace with the changing

health system ... including: r) changing public expectations;.2) growing

concern among citizens about the system's ability to deliver high-

quality, patient-centred care; and 3) changing care-delivery models

(e.g., interprofessional team-based care).
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reg istrars@reg ulatedhealthprofessions.on.ca
'Richard Steinecke'
McMaster Health Forum "Modernizing the Oversíght of the Health Workforce in Ontario" - FW: Grey
Areas - Modernizing Oversíght of Professions

Subject:

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

H¡AII

ln case you hadn't seen the release of the McMaster Health Forum's "Modernizing the Oversight of the Health
Workforce in Ontario", SML's "Grey Areas" focuses on the research study and provides the following link to materials
and interviews with policy-makers (e.g., ADM Denise Cole and Director Allison Henry), Richard Steinecke and others:
https://www.mcmasterforum.orB/find-evidence/products/proiect/modernizins-the-oversight-of-the-onta rio-health-
workforce

Take care!
Beth Ann

:Fìçìb*+ oRPso
Beth Ann Kenny, Executive Coordinator
Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario (FHRCO)
301.-396 Osborne St, PO Box 244, Beaverton ON LOK 140
Email: bakennv@ regulatedhealthprofessions.on.ca
Web: www. regulatedhea lthprofessions.on.ca
Phone: 476-493-407 6 / Fax: 1-866-814-6456

Confidentiolity notice: This emoit, including any attachments, isforthe sole use ofthe intended recipient(s) and may conto¡n pr¡vate, confidential,
and/orprivilegedinJormøtion.Anyunouthorizedreview,use,disclosure,ordistributionisprohibited.tfyouarenotthe intendedrec¡pientorthis
information has been ínappropriøtely forwørded to you, pleøse contact the sender by repty emai! ond destroy atl copies of the original.

From:Steinecke Maciura LeBlanc<info=sml-law.com@mail277.atll7I.mcdlv.net>On Behalf Of Steinecke Maciura
LeBlanc

Sent: Friday, March 9,2078 9:57 AM
To: bakenny@ regulatedhealth professions.on.ca
Subject: Grey Areas - Modernizing Oversight of professions

For past issues of Grey Areas, please visit our website at http://vr¡¡vr¡v.sml-
law. comlresources/newsletters-2/.

For a PDF version that can be saved,

click here.
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the current oversight framework is focused on regulating individual

categories of health workers, rather than groupings of them, and

captures many but not all health workers .... The z6 professional

regulatory colleges that currentþ operate in Ontario are largeþ

independent of one another. This mostþ uncoordinated and siloed

approach means that each of the professional regulatory colleges is

allocating resources to the same functions of professional registration,

quality assurance, education, investigations and discipline. This is in

contrast to other jurisdictions (e.g., the U.K., Australia, Ireland and

New Zealand), which have chosen to group professionals based on their

risk of harm, functional area, or geographic area, into a smaller number

ofoversight bodies.

the oversight framework has a different focus than the franlework used

in the education and training of health workers .... fRegulators]

continue to have to work within an oversight framework that stops a

health professional from embracing a broader scope of practice or

engaging in a controlled act even if they can demonstrate that theyhave

developed an applopriate level of competency.

the financing and funding of oversight bodies [i.e., membership fees

charged by individual regulatory Collegesl are not explicitly designed to

optimize public protection efforts.

it is difficult to find information on how the health workforce and its

oversight bodies are performing, and

citizens are not consistently engaged in meaningful ways in oversight

activities.... fRegulators] differ substantially in the extent to which they

have made efforts to meaningfullyinvolve citizens andfullyunderstand

97
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their perspectives. This includes, for example, convening panels or

advisory panels and producing resources specificaþfor citizens.

The McMaster Forum identified three elements to the solution to these

concerns:

t. Use arisk-based approach to health workforce ouersight

The McMaster Forum states:

This approach - also referred to as a 'risk-of-harm' approach - builds on the notion thaL oversight of

health workers ought to be designed and implemented to reduce the likelihood ofadverse events from

occurring, and therefore that targeting high-risk areas is the most efficient use ofoversight resources.

While the reports discuss using risk-based concepts in regulatory activities,

most of the resulting discussion was confined to the issue of which professions

to regulate and whether other options existed beyond full regulation or no

regulation. Combining professions into a small group of regulatorybodies was

part of this discussion as well for the seeond element.

2. Use competencies as thefocus of ouersight

The McMaster Forum stated that some of the following could be pursued:

"develop a process to get input from citizens, health workers and existing oversight bodies about

how to define the core competencies for each category ofhealth worker;

determine an approach to update the core competencies as the health system evolves;

expand the use ofcompetencies across all categories ofhealth workers in:

o educational programs preparing candidates for entry into a category of health

workers;

o training programs involved in preparing health workers for changes to what they are

allowed to do; and

o continuing professional-development programs that support health workers to safely

do what they are allowed to do under existing oversight mechanisms; and

I 020
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use competencies - instead ofscopes ofpractice and controlled acts - as the focus ofhealth-

workforce oversight, including to evaluâte the seriousness of complaints and other

investigations."

g. Employ a performance measurement and management sAstem for the

health w orkforce and its ou er sig ht bodies

While some of this discussion was about performance measures fbr

practitioners, much was also said about their application to regulators. The

beginning point was the need to commit to developing performance measure

indicators. Both citizens and polic¡rmakers (i.e., government) should be

involved in developing the things that would be measured. Developing an

oversight body to implement this initiative and hold regulators accountable for

the results was frequently mentioned.

Itwas interesting to see the differences in feedbackfrom the citizen panels and

the stakeholder consultation. Citizen panels emphasized certain concerns such

as:

the need for "soft skills" like communication and empathy as being an

important part of any competencies profile;

the problems faced by clients when being transferred from one

practitioner or institution to another; and

the difñculty in accessing information about individual regulators and

individual practitioners (e.g., the absence of a central data base was

puzzling).

The stakeholder consultation identified distractions that made it more difficult

to focus on competencies and risk, including some media reports and the

political reaction to them. Stakeholders also identified more challenges to

implementing change (for example, seeing the provincial election as a barrier

to action rather than an opportunity for change).
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A number of interesting ideas were buried throughout the reports apart from

the major themes discussed above, including:

. A centralized data base of all practitioners.

. Involving citizens in the identification of relevant core competencies.

. Utilizing an independent oversightbodylike the Professional Standards

Authority in the UK.

. Separating registration functions from complaints and discipline and

considering centralizing some of those regulatory activities.

. Combining professions so as to promote consistent standards and

interprofcssional collaboralion arnongst practitioners.

Some issues mentioned in the reports received less attention than their
significance may have warranted. For example, the length of the list of

overlapping entities involved in the oversight of practitioners and the services

to clients was astonishing. However, there was little discussion about how to

reduce that duplication of functions.

The reports are somewhat difficult to read because of the academic: language

used throughout, however, they are an important addition to the discussion of

the modernization of the regulation of professions in Canada.

The reports can be found at: https://\À'rrw.mcmasterforum.org/find-

evidence/ productslproi ect/ modernizing-the-oversight-of-the-ontario-

health-workforce.

[Disclosure: a member of our firm tlas on the steeríng committee for this
project and partícipated in the stakeholder consultation.l
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@SMLLar,VToronto Visit our blog "Regulation Pro" at www.sml-

law. comþlog-regulation-pro/

FORMORE INFORMATION:

This newsletter is published by Steinecke Maciura læBlanc, a law firm practising in the field of

professional regulation. Ifyou are not receiving a copy and would like one, please contact: Steinecke

Maciura LeBlanc,4or Bay Street, Suite 23o8, P.O. Box e3, Toronto, ON M5H zY4,Tell. 4t6-626-

68gZ E-Mail: info@sml-law.com
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1024Right-Touch Regulation
Around the World

by Bernie LeBlanc
September 2018 - No. 229

Now it seems timely to learn again from others'
experiences of using right-touch regulation. The

varied and.interesting papers in this publication
set out the interestíng and varíed ways in which
dffirent regulators in different sectors, in
dffirent jurisdictions have applied right-touch
regulation to their particular problems and
challenges.

So begins the just-released publication by the
Professional Standards Authority of papers from
regulators around the world as to how they have
applied the principles of right-touch regulation.l
Below is our eclectic selection of highlights from
some of the papers.

1 The principles of right-touch regulation are set out as follows
at the beginning of the publication:

The principles state that regulation should aim to be:
. Proportionate: Regulators should only intervene when

necessary. Remedies should be appropriate to the risk
posed, and costs identified and minimised.

¡ Consistent: Rules and standards must be joined up and

implemented fairly.
. Targeted: Regulation should be focused on the

problem, and minimise side effects.
¡ Transparent: Regulators should be open, and keep

regulations simple and user-friendly.
¡ Accountable: Regulators must be able to justify

decisions, and be subject to public scrutiny.
. Agile: Regulation must look forward and be able to

adapt to anticipate change.

Australia

Representatives of the Australian Health Practitioner
Regulation Agency (AHPRA) noted how the recent
nature of their legislation enabled AHPRA to apply
the principles of right-touch regulation with a
particular focus on risk-management. They said:

One of the guiding principles in our legislation
is that regulatory interventions through
accreditation, registration, notifications or
compliance are only imposed if necessary to
ensure health services are provided safely and
are of an appropriate quality. This sets a high
threshold for regulatory intervention, applying
regulatory force only where there is an

unmanaged risk to public safety.

The United Kingdom

Rick tsorges of the Banking Standards Body (BSB)
described how this independent, non-statutory
membership body was created after the banking crisis
of 2008 to promote professionalism and competence
within the sector. The BSB, he writes:

is neither a trade association nor a

regulator. It does not represent the industry,
and it has no statutory powers. As a

membership body, it takes the regulatory
framework as a given ....

The BSB assesses

... how far its member firms demonstrate nine
characteristics: honesty, respect, openness,
accountability, competence, reliability,

FOR MORE INFORMAÏION
This newsletter is published by Steinecke Maciura LeBlanc, a law f¡rm praclising ¡n the field of professional regulation. lf you are not receivrng a copy and would like one,
pleasecontacl:RichardSteinecke,SteineckeMaduraLeBlanc,40lBayStreel,Su¡te2308,P.O.Box23,ïoronto,ONMSH2Y4,Tel:416-626-6897 Fax:416-593-7867,
E-Mail: rsteinecke(Osml-law.com

WANT TO REPRINT AN ARTICLE
A number of readers have asked to reprint arlicles in lheir own newsletters. Our policy is that reeders may reprint an art¡cle as long as credil is given to both the newsletter
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1025responsiveness, personal and organisational BritishColumbia
resilience and shared purpose....

The assessment contains qualitative and
quantitative aspects: the BSB Employee
Survey [36,000 in 20171, interviews with
Executives and Non-Executive Directors,
focus groups with junior and middle ranking
staff and questions to the firm's board.

The BSB then provides reports to its individual
members that enable it to engage in continuing
quality improvement.

Ireland

Ginny Hanrahan of the Council and Registration
Boards (CORU) set out the origin and context of their
rather unique structure. Their Council has a
professional member from each regulated occupation
and a majority of public memhers. They also have
separate Boards managing the education, registration
and continuing education of practitioners.

One of the tensions that underscore this structure is
balancing consistency with the uniqueness of each
profession. For example, the risk-focus of social
workers might be described as social injustice while
the risk-focus for the radiology professions is
radiation safety. An example of this balancing act is
having a common Code of Professional Conduct and
Ethics for all of the professions with some separate,
additional provisions applicable to individual
professions, if necessary. Similarly, a consistent
approach to the issues of confidentiality and client
communications is required.

Cynthia Johansen wrote about the l3-year long
journey of the College of Registered Nurses of British
Columbia from the time it gave up its advocacy role
until it was amalgamated with two other nursing
organizations. She outlined how the concept ofright-
touch regulation, namely: oothe use of regulatory
forces proportionate to the desired outcome" led to a
number of significant changes. One was the triaging
of complaints on the basis of risk of harm to the
public, resulting in significant resources being
devoted to the concerns conveying risk. She also
described the development of their quality assurance
program for practitioners as being consistent with
proportionate regulation.

Ontørio

Jan Robinson, Registrar and CEO of the College of
Veterinarians of Ontario, reflected on the major
themes of regulatory reform in decades past (e.g.,
1980's: agility in public policy; 1990's: mobility of
practitioners; 2000's: governance and accountability).
After describing how her regulatory body applied the
principles of right-touch regulation, including
proposing changes to its enabling statute, she talked
about future developments:

While the Professional Standards Authority
does speak often in its writings of public
confidence, I wonder if it might turn its mind
to the links between the right-touch principles
and the elements of trustworthiness as

articulated by Onora O'Neill. She speaks of
trustworthiness as broken into the components
of competence, reliability and honesty. If
competence in our role as a regulator is based
on a strong focus on solving risk-based

Page | 2
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problems relevant to our role and in
collaboration with other relevant stakeholders,
how might steadfastness to this duty be
extended to the concepts of reliability and
honesty?

Irwin Fefergrad from the Royal College of Dental
Surgeons (RCDSO) also wrote a paper. He described
the experience of having the Professional Standards
Authority conduct a review of the regulation practices
of the RCDSO. Perhaps most interesting are two
examples of how the RCDSO is using the right-touch
principles to identify and measure risk. The first
example was the hiring of an epidemiologist:

to study pattems and to understand what they
reflect about public thinking, regardless of
outcome. The data analysis team did a pilot
study to create a taxonomy and is applying
those categories to a much broader sample of
complaints data. We hope to gain insights on
how to conduct better education and to drive
more effective communications.

The second example was to gather data on narcotic
prescribing practices by dentists in response to the
opioid epidemic. The analysis of that data indicated
discernable success in the RCDSO's communications
on the topic.

Conclusion

Space does not permit the discussion of all of the
papers. For example, Andrew Charnock's discussion
on how the Maori culture has been included in the
regulation of occupational therapists in New Zealand
is fascinating. The complete publication can be found
at:
http s ://www. profes s ionalstandards. ore. uk/docs/defaul

t-source/publications/thoueht-paper/ri ght-toucn-
regulation-in-practice---international -
perspectives.pdf?sfvrsn:a5b97520 4
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Fit for the Future? Are Professional
Regulators Really Ready for the

World that Lies Ahead?

by Darrel Pink - Guest Contributor
November-December 2018 - No.231

Can a study of legal services regulation in Scotland
have relevance for regulators in widely different
professions? Should regulators be concerned about
approaches and recommendations that are not specific
to them? Anyone interested in professional regulation
will have noted increasing government interest in this
area, including reviews of health professions
regulationl, professional reliance2, complaints
processes3 and all that has traditionally fallen within
the province of self-regulation. Government interest,
to the point of abolishing regulatorsa, should cause
Canadian regulators to take note.

The most recent and far-reaching review of regulation
approaches and content is that of legal services
regulation in Scotland, entitled Fit þr the Future:
Report of the Independent Review of Legal Services
Regulation in Scotland ("the Report")s. Though
focused on one sector, the issues and
recommendations are easily transferable across most
areas and are worthy of careful consideration by all
committed to "public interest" regulation.

The Report invokes the need for regulators to
anticiþate the dramatic changes happening in their
respective industries and professions.

The Report goes much further than the concept of
"Right Touch Regulation". To enable and support
high quality professional service delivery, the Report
calls for a single "sector-wide" regulator with

responsibility for all (legal) service providers. A
unitary body would eliminate varying standards for
entry and professional conduct and inconsistent
approaches to oversight. One entity would also
eliminate many challenges faced by small regulators,
which often lack human and technological resources.

There are several key themes in the Report:

Settinq Expected Outcomes

The work of a regulator should be premised on
meeting required outcomes. Those outcomes should
specify the purpose and expected impact of
regulation. Most of the proposed outcomes for legal
services regulation are of broad application and would
require a regulator to:

. enable access to the profession including
choice and diversity;

o offer accountability in protecting the
public and consumer interest;

. secure the confidence and trust of the
public; and

o enable future growth of the profession

A commitment to these outcomes, which are called
"regulatory objectives"6, has had some uptake in
Canada7, but is far from the norrn.

Risk-based and Principled Reeulation

Regulation, in its structures and approaches, should
be principled, risk-based and proportionate.
Regulation should embody the Better Regulation
Principles (familiar to those with an appreciation of
approaches in United Kingdom), which add the
concepts of consistency, accountability and
transparency to the other objectives. To ensure their
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adoption, these requirements should be embodied in
governing legislation, while allowing the regulator to
articulate the specific details. In discussing
proportionality the Report notes:

This would not be a one size fits all model, as

clearly the arrangements for each of the
professional areas should be appropriate
and proportionate to the business carried out
by those professional groups.

Innovation

Regulators should assume a role in
encouragingienabling innovation by creating and
supporting an environment where innovation is
encouraged. This is in stark contrast to the present
where innovation is often stifled by "the outmoded or
necessary limitations of the regulator's structure" (p.
20).

Governance and Independence

Many regulators are grappling with a range of
governance issues, including board size, constitution
and selection processes.s Related to this is how
professional regulation maintains its independence in
the face of changing and increasing expectations of
the profession and government.

The recommendations in the Report are revolutionary,
at least from a Canadian perspective. They advocate
for an approach to regulation (with responsibility
from entry-to-practise to departure from the
profession) that is unquestionably independent from
government. To accomplish this complete separation,
the Report recommends that the accountability of a
regulator would be to the Legislature and the
regulator would be subject to audit (by a body similar

to an Auditor-General). To accomplish this several
core concepts must be adopted:

There must be complete separation of
regulatory and representative roles;
The Chair of the Board should come from
outside the profession and be appointed by a
parliamentary/legislative committee, with a

specific term and removal only for cause;

There should be an equal number of
professional and non-professional members of
the Board, resulting in a slight plurality of
non-professional members;
The Chair and Board members should have
experience in corporate governance;
There should be a statutory requirement to
establish links with the profession and the
representative bodies and to work proactively
with the profession to improve practice and
ethical standards and enhance public trust in
thc profcssion.

Complaints and Discipline

The discussion of complaints handling is another area
where the proposals should have widespread interest
as they describe approaches to addressing public
concerns about professional behaviour. Recognizing
current complaints processes as "legislative", i.e.
entrenched and not 'fit for purpose' for either
consumers or professionals, the recommendation is
that complaints handling should be driven by
consumer principles with the ability to develop
appropriate, flexible and fair sanctions along with fair
compensation and a simple process for appeals. The
details are obviously complex, but the notion of a
process that allows for flexibility is very appealing.
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Entitv Reeulation and before governments commission their own
studies which are likely to come to similar
conclusions.One aspect of the Report that will be of significant

interest to professions where practice occurs in
firms/groups, is the discussion on "entity regulation".
The benefits for both the profession and the public
that would derive from regulating an entity delivering
professional services are outlined and the benefits of
allowing various combinations of services to be

provided under one roof are highlighted. The entity
would be responsible to the regulator for the quality
of services, management, supervision, quality
improvements and maintaining an internal complaint
system. Regulators would require a o'fitness to be an
entity" test before being allowed to deliver services.
Finally, entity regulation would not be in lieu of
individual regulation, but would be in addition, to
provide better mechanisms to deal with professional
behavior.

The details will be of significant interest to regulators
in Canada which are at various stages of
implementing models of entity regulation.

Conclusion

Because of the practical and principled approaches
that are outlined, the Report is worth a careful read
with wide distribution among regulators and those
interested in professional regulation because of the
practical and principled approaches that are outlined
in it. No doubt in jurisdictions where deeply
entrenched interests will be affected, the Report will
be controversial. The government sponsored reviews
and actions we have seen to date have already begun
to bring on some discomfort among regulators. The
Report's analyses will allow an objective reader and a

thoughtful regulator to contemplate and address the
need for change, regardless of the regulatory model
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2 See Grey Areas No. 228 where Erica Richler discusses 'The

Final Report of the Review of Professional Reliance in Natural

Resource Decision-Making' -

httos: / / eneas.e.F.ov.bc.ca / aop I uoloads/ sites/272 12O18/ Q6 lPr of

essional Reliance Review Final Report.odf
3 Streamlining the Physician Complaints Process in Ontario,
http://www.health.sov.on.calen/common/ministrv/publication
s/reports/phvsician complaints/docs/phvsician complaints pr

rr*df
https://www.thestar. co m/news/q ueenspark/20 18/10/26lskil I e

d-trades-and-apprenticeshin-svstem-to-be-modernized-

þrovince-savs.html
s https://www.eov.scot/Resource/0054/00542302.pdf
6 See S. Terry, Laurel & Mark, Steve & Gordon, Tahlia. (2012).

Adopting Regulatory Objectives for the Legal Profession.

Fordham Law Review. 80.
7 See the ROs ofthe Nova Scotia barristers' Soc¡ety at
www.nsbs.org.
8 See Grey Areas No. 230.
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by Julie Maciura
October 2018 - No. 230

This same question was asked at two major regulatory
conferences held in the last month: Should
professional members of regulatory Boards / Councils
be elected by the membership or should they be

selected by a merit-based process? In both cases the
vast majority of people in the room supported merit-
based selection. One of the votes was conducted
electronically and gave a precise figure: 92Yo of
respondents supported merit-based election.

The majority of those in the room were senior staff
and consultants for professional regulators. Only a

few were actual Board / Council members. Even so,

the number of respondents supporting merit-based
selection is staggering and would almost certainly not
have occurredjust ten years ago.

The traditional rationale in support of self-regulation
has been persuasive. To be an effective regulator, the
entity must have the support of the profession,
otherwise standards and guidelines will not be

accepted by the membership as relevant and
participation in regulatory activities (e.g.,

commenting on proposals, engaging in continuous
professional development) will decline. The
cooperation required for effective regulation (e.9.,

complying with mandatory report obligations,
providing information in investigations, serving as

committee members, inspectors, investigators and
expert witnesses) will evaporate.

In addition, self-regulation helps regulators obtain
ready access to the expertise necessary for them to

I 030 SML

function. Since the whole rationale for professional
regulation is that clients do not have sufficient
information to "stand up to" the professional,
expertise on the part of the regulator is viewed as

essential. Peers have the ability to understand the
context of any complaint or investigation and to
evaluate whether the complained-about practitioner's
explanation is factual or fanciful. Who better than
fellow practitioners to identify the competencies
required for effective and safe service? Members of
the profession are often in the best position to assess

the risks of harm that can flow from various types of
conduct.

There is also a concern that any other system will be

worse than self-regulation. Governments have not
been famous for making timely appointments based
solely, or even primarily, on merit.

However, it is clear that these arguments for self-
regulation are no longer convincing the majority of
people who are closest to the regulatory world. What
has changed?

First of all, there have been a number of high profile
regulatory failures and negative media stories in
recent years. Some of the media stories have been fair
and others not. However, the resulting image created
by these events has been that existing regulators may
not be attuned to current societal values.
Governments have responded by conducting studies
and inquiries which, more often than not, have
recommended merit-based selection of Board I
Council members. The perception that elected
members of the Board / Council are influenced by
self-interest has been impossible to dispel.

But it is likely more than negative media reports and a
general distrust of self-elected regulators which is at
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play. As regulatory activities have become more
complex (e.g., competency-based rather than
credential-based registration, remediation rather than
penalties at discipline, quality assurance, human
rights, the need to recognize the realities of all
demographic groups), the need for skilled leadership
in regulatory organizations has become increasingly
evident. Board / Council members must have a
sophisticated understanding of the complex public
interest objective expected of the regulator, policy
development experience, ability to reason and write
well, a solid comprehension of governance principles
and an appreciation of the concept of risk-based
regulation, to name just a few skills. An election
process often does not sufficiently emphasize (or
screen for) those qualities.

Many regulatory staff members have also had their
fair share of unfortunate experiences. Sometimes that
experience has been direct (e.g., a Board / Council
rushing to makc an important determination with
insuffrcient information or reluctance to make an
obviously needed decision because of its impact on
the profession (often in relation to fees)). Sometimes
that experience has been indirect (e.g., a colleague
who has quit or been let go). Those experiences have
undoubtedly shaped some staff views about the
recruitment process of Board / Council members.

The Canadian system of electing the majority of
Board / Council members is now uncommon in the
rest of the world. Clearly changing the system will
require legislative amendments and will involve
significant political implications. And if the reforms
are not done carefully, the resulting system could
indeed be worse than the current one.

However, the fact that 92%o of regulatory leaders in a
recent poll think merit-based selection is preferable

shows that there should be more discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages of that option. Just as

importantly, there must be discussion about how such
a system would work so that legislatures can make an
informed choice before going down this path.
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Gouncil Member Terms as at October 21,20191

I Please advise Ms Rose Bustria a.s.a.p. if you aware of aware of any discrepancies.
2 CCO requires at least 6 public members to be properly constituted.

ITEM 6.10 1032
Date of Expiry of Current
Term

April2020
April20l9
April202l
April2020

Apnl202l
April2020
April2019

April2019
Apnl2020

September 7,2020
Iulv 17.2020
December 31, 2018
Jlume29,2019

Date Re-elected/
Reappointed

NA
April20l6
NA
April2014
April2017
NA
NA
April2013
April2016
NA
April2017

September 8,2017
N/A
April20,2018
N/A

Date First
Elected/Appointed

April20l7
April2013
April2018
May2011

April2018
April2017
April20l0

April2016
April2014

September 8.2014
July 77,2017
April2l, 2015
June 30,2016

District

5 (Central West)
3 (Central East)
4 (Cental)
6 (Western)

5 (Central West)
1 (Northern)
2 (Eastern)

4 (Central)
4 (Central)

Smiths Falls
Toronto
Brantford
Kitchener

Name

Elected Members
Dr. Peter Amlinger
Dr. Liz Anderson-Peacock
Dr. Brian Budsell
Dr. CliffHardick

Dr. Dennis Mizel
Dr. Kristina Peterson
Dr. Gauri Shanka¡

Dr. Brian Schut
Dr. David Starmer

Aopointed Members 2

Ms Georgia Allan
Ms Karoline Bourdeau
Ms Patrice Burke
Mr. Douglas Cressman
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
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